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An integrable equation due to Drinfel'd and Sokolov [Sov. Math. Dokl. 23,457 (1981)] and 
Wilson [Phys. Lett. A 89,332 (1982)] (DSW) is studied in detail. It is shown how this system 
can be obtained as a six-reduction ofthe Kadomtsev-Petviashvili hierarchy. This equation 
presents a novel type of solutions called static solitons: they are static solutions that interact with 
moving solitons without deformations. Examples of such solutions are given, together with a 
general procedure for their construction. Finally the Painleve analysis of the DSW equation is 
performed directly on the bilinear form, which constitutes a new application of the singularity 
analysis method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous work! one of us (Hirota), in collaboration 
with Satsuma, has proposed a system of coupled KdV equa
tions, describing the interaction of two long waves with dif
ferent dispersion relations: 

Ut - !(uxxx + 6uux ) = 2bf/Jf/Jx, 

f/Jt + f/Jxxx + 3uf/Jx = o. (1.1 ) 

The integrability of ( 1.1 ) was subsequently proved by Ref. 2, 
where it was shown that this equation is a special case of the 
four-reduced Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy, 
which has been studied in detail by the Kyoto groUp.3,4 
Moreover, as has been shown by Wilson,s Eq. (1.1) can be 
obtained within a general construction due to Drinfel'd and 
Sokolov,6 which involved affine Lie algebras. Wilson has 
shown in fact how this equation can be related to the affine 
(Kac-Moody) Lie algebra C i 1). Starting from this general 
Drinfel'd-Sokolov construction, Wilson also has identified 
another interesting equation that is associated to the algebra 
D j2). This equation reads 

Ut = 3f/Jf/Jx, 
( 1.2) 

and will be referred to in what follows as the Drinfel'd-Soko
lov-Wilson (DSW) equation. This equation possesses an in
finite number of conservation laws and, in fact, a Lax repre
sentationLt = [P,L] of the form 

(a3 a 1 ) L = -+ (u +f/J)-+- (u +'" ) ax3 ax 2 x 'l'x 

( 1.3) 

Moreover, in a recent work, Jimbo and Miwa7 have shown 

.J Permanent address: Hiroshima University, Faculty of Engineering, Higa
shi-Hiroshima 724, Japan. 

that Eq. (1.2) is also a member of the KP hierarchy, thus 
confirming its integrability. 

The object of the present work is to study in detail Eq. 
( 1.2) from the point of view ofthe soliton structure. As a 
matter offact the DSW equation presents very unusual kinds 
of solutions that we call static solitons. It is quite easy to 
show that Eq. (1.2) possesses solutions that are static: any 
time-independent function u (together with f/J = 0) is a solu
tion. However these static solutions do not, in general, be
have as solitons when they collide with the (also existing) 
moving solitons of the equation. Only when these static Solu
tions are of a very particular form do they indeed lead to 
elastic scattering. The aim of this paper is to study these 
novel (to the extent of our knowledge) static-soliton fea
tures. 

In Sec. II, we show how one can obtain the DSW equa
tion using the set of equations of the KP and modified KP 
hierarchies of Jimbo and Miwa, implementing the appropri
ate reductions. By the same method, we derive another equa
tion associated to the D ~2) affine Lie algebra, which has al
ready been studied by It08 in a slightly different form and 
which presents also solutions of the static soliton kind. In 
Sec. III, we derive the precise form of the static solutions in 
two dift'erent ways. Finally, Sec. IV is devoted to the singu
larity analysis of the DSW equations. The new feature in this 
domain is that the Painleve analysis is implemented directly 
in the bilinear form, an approach that often can lead to sig
nificant simplifications. 

II. DERIVATION OF THE DSW EQUATION 

According to the Kyoto group the Kadomtsev-Pet
viashvili (KP) hierarchy plays a fundamental role in the 
classification of soliton equations. In fact, this hierarchy is 
associated to the algebra g( ( 00 ). By considering subalgebras 
of g( ( (0) and their representations one can obtain various 
types of integrable equations. We will not enter any details 
concerning the general group-theoretical approach, which 
can be found in great detail in the paper of Jimbo and Miwa.7 
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We start from the KP equation 

(u t + 6uux + uxxx)x + Uyy = 0, 

which we can rewrite in bilinear form as 

{DxDt +D! +D~)/./=O, 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

where u = 2 (a Z I axz) log/ and the bilinear operator are de
fined as usual through 

D ';D;D ':i(x,y,t) . g(x,y,t) 

(
a a )m ( a a )n ( a a )k 

= ax - ax' ay - ay' at -""Jf' 

X/(x,y,t)g(x',y',t') I x = x:' 
y=y 
l=t' 

Through a proper renaming (x~l, ~2, t~3) and rescal
ing of coordinates the KP equation can be written as 

(Dt - 4D.D3 + 3D~ )/./= O. (2.3) 

In order to introduce the 1" function of Sato and Sato,3 we 
start from the two-soliton solution of KP: 

/ = 1 + exp( 71.) + exp( 712) + 0 12 exp( 71. + 712)' (2.4) 

with 

and 

(I. -/2)4 - 4(1. -/2) (n. - n2) + 3(m. - m2)z 
0 12 = - 4 2' 

(I. + 12) - 4(1. + 12) (n. + nz) + 3(m. + m2) 
(2.5) 

where the 71? are constants and IjJ mjJ and ni are related by 
the dispersion relation 

(2.6) 

We write first the wave numbers I and m and frequency n in 
terms of new variables Pi and qi: 

Ii =Pi -qjJ mi =P7-q7, ni =p:-q:. (2.7) 

The dispersion relation is identically satisfied and the phase 
shift a l2 reduces to 

aI2 = (PI - P2) (q. - q2)/(PI - qz) (ql - pz)· (2.8) 

Next, following the Kyoto group, we introduce our infinite 
number of coordinates (infinite number of "times" ) x4 , x 5 ,··· 

and write 71i as 

'" 
71i = ~i + L (p7 - q7)xn, 

(2.9) 

n=. 
~i being a constant. 

From the two-soliton solution / we can construct the 
two-soliton solution 1" involving an infinite number of co
ordinates, through (2.9), as 

1" = 1 + exp(71I) + exp (71z) 

(2.10) 

In a similar way one can introduce the N-soliton 1" func
tion. As has been shown,7 the 1" function satisfies simulta
neously the whole hierarchy of the KP equation, which in 
bilinear form can be written as 

(Dt - 4DID3 + 3D~)1".1" = 0, (2.11) 
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I (D i + 2D3)Dz - 3D\D4)1"· 1" = 0, 

(D~ - 20DiD3 - 80D~ + 144DP5 

(2.12) 

-45DiD~)D31"·1"=0, (2.13) 

(D ~ + 4DID3 - 32D ~ - 9D iD ~ + 36D2D 4)1"· 1" = 0, 
(2.14 ) 

etc. 

The appropriate choice of the constants ~ i allows one to 
introduce the functions 1"n defined as 

1"n = 1 + (p.lq.)n exp (71.), 

for the one-soliton solution, and 

1"n = 1 + (~:r exp(71.) + (~:r exp(712) 

+ (P.P2)na•2 exp(71. + 71z), 
q.q2 

(2.15 ) 

(2.16 ) 

in the case of two solitons, and analogously for N solitons. It 
is clear that all the 1" n satisfy the hierarchy defined by (2.11), 
(2.12), etc. Moreover one can introduce "modified" hierar
chies, in which case 1" nand 1" n + k will be related (through the 
k-modified hierarchy). A particularly simple example is giv
en by the modified KP itself, which can be obtained through 
a Backlund transformation on the solution of the KP, lead
ing to the system 

(D i + D 2)1"0 . 1"1 = 0, 

(D~ - 4D3 - 3D.D2)1"0 .1". = O. 

(2.17) 

(2.18 ) 

Once the hierarchies are established one can obtain soliton 
equations by appropriate reductions. If one wishes to limit 
oneself to the case oftheD jZl subalgebra, then the following 
restrictions of 1" n must be taken into account: 

1"n+6v(x) =1"I_n(x) =Tn(X), (2.19) 

aTn (x) 
--= 0, (2.20) 

ax6v 

for n = 0,1,2, ... and v = 1,2, ... , where x stands for (X I,x2'.") 
and x is defined as x = (x I' - XZ,x3, - x 4, ... ). The second 
equation, (2.20), indicates that all equations related to D ~2l 
are six-reductions of the KP hierarchies. The first relation 
leads to the identities 

To(X) = T6(X) = 1"1(X), 

LI(X) = 1"5 (X) =1"z(X), 

T _z(X) = T4(X) = T3(X). 

(2.21 ) 

In order to derive the equations we are interested in we will 
use the first modified KP hierarchy, acting on 1"0,1"1. From 
(2.19) we have 

1"1(X) = To(X). (2.22) 

We introduce / and g defined by 

/ = 1"0 I x, = x, = ... = 0 , 

g= aTol . 
axz x, = x, = ... = 0 

(2.23) 

From (2.23) we can write 

To(X) =/+xzg+ 0'(xLx4, ... ), (2.24) 

TI(X) = To(X) =/-xzg+ 0'(X~,x4'.'.)' 
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withJ and g depending only on X 2" + I and where the higher
order terms will give contributions that disappear at the lim
it x2 = x4 = ... = O. We use the following two equations of 
the first modified KP hierarchy: 

(D~ +D2)1'0·1'1=0, (2.25) 

(D~D3 + W; - 3DID~3 + 6D6)1'0 ·1'1 = 0, (2.26) 

and substitute 1'0' 1'1> performing the X2 derivations explicit
ly. Moreover the action of D6 is zero due to (2.20). This 
leads directly to the equations 

DU·J + 2Jg = 0, (2.27) 

(2.2S) 

Putting u = (a lax I )InJ one can write the system (2.27) 
and (2.2S) in the form 

(2.29) 

A more familiar form of this equation is the one studied by 
Itos: 

(2.30) 

Puttingu = 2ea lax I )In F, i.e.,J = F2, wegetthe same equa
tion (2.29). In order to obtain the DSW equation we will use 
the following members of the third modified KP hierarchy 
acting on 1'1' 1'2' and 1'3 [which are related also by Eqs. 
(2.21) ]: 

(Dt + SD)D3 + 6DfD2 + 3Di - 6D4)1'n ·1'n+3 = 0, 
(2.31) 

(D~ - 4OD~D3 - 96DID5 + 15DiD~ - 90DiD4 

+ 30D ~ + 60D~4)1'n . 1'n + 3 = 0, (2.32) 

(D~ - SD~D3 + 16D~ - 9DfDi -18DiD4 + 6D~ 
+36D~4+4SD6)1'n ·1'n+3 =0. (2.33) 

These equations can be further simplified. First the term 
involving D6 can be omitted, as we are performing a six
reduction. Next we use the following symmetry argument: 
writing any of the operators on the third modified KP as 
P(D), wehaveP(D}(LI ·1'2) = 0,P(D)(1'2 ·1'5) = 0, and 
as l' _I(X) = 1'5 (X) [from (2.21)], we also have 
P(D) (1'5·1'2) = O. Using the symmetry properties of 
the bilinear D operator we have P(D}(1'5 ·1'2) 
= P( - D) (1'2' 1'5) = O. Thus [P(D) + P( - D)] 
X ( 1'2 • 1'5) = 0, which means that only the even part of Eqs. 
(2.31 )-(2.33) need be considered. Next one can introduce 
J and g through J = 1'21 x, = x. = ... = 0' g = (a1' 21 
ax2 )lx,=x.= ... =o' 

which leads to the following expression for 1'2: 

1'2(X) =f+x~+!Xih, 

1'5(X) = 1'2(X) = f - x~ + !X~h, (2.34) 

where the terms not written explicitly have vanishing contri
butions at the limit x = X. From the KP equations (2.11), 
we obtain 

(D~ - 4D)D3)f·f + 6(jh -gl) = 0, 

while (2.31) gives us 

(D~ + 8D)D3)f·f + 6(fh + gl) = O. 
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(2.35) 

(2.36) 

Subtracting (2.35) from (2.36) we obtain 

D ID3f· f + gl = 0, (2.37) 

which is the first equation of the DSW system: in order to 
obtain the second equation we start by eliminating D~ 4 

between (2.32) and (2.33) after odd terms have been delet
ed. This gives us 

(D~ + 4OD~D3 + 144DID5 

+ 4OD; - 45DiD~ )1'2 ·1'5 = 0 

or, equivalently, 

(D~ + 4OD~D; + 144DIDs + 4OD~ )J.J 
-90Di(f·h+g.g) =0. 

Similarly (2.13) applied on 1'2 ·1'2 gives 

(D~ - 20D~D3 - SOD; + 144D)D5)J·J 

- 90D f g . g = O. 

Subtracting (2.40) from (2.39) leads to 

(D~D3 + 2D; )J.J- 3D~g.g= 0, 

(2.3S) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 

which is the second equation of the DSW system. In fact 
putting v = (a laxl)logJand t/J = glJin (2.37) and (2.41) 
results in 

(2.42) 

which coincide with (1.2) provided u = 3 auiax i • 

III. STATIC AND MOVING SOLITON SOLUTION 

By inspecting Eqs. (2.29), (2.42), and (2.43), one can 
check that any static object u(x,t) = u(x) and v(x,t) 
= v(x),t/J(x,t) = 0, respectively, is a solution. Still among 

these solutions there must exist some special objects that 
play the role of soliton solutions. They are, however, harder 
to define than normal moving solitons. Indeed usually a soli
ton is a traveling wave with vanishing boundary conditions 
and giving the velocity determines entirely the soliton. How
ever, the characteristic property of the soliton, i.e., what dis
tinguishes a soliton of an integrable equation from a solitary 
traveling wave of a nonintegrable equation is that solitons 
interact by phase-shifting only. For Eqs. (2.29), (2.42), and 
(2.43), where the zero-velocity case is highly degenerate, 
boundary conditions are insufficient. However one can still 
determine a "static" soliton by identifying it to a static solu
tion, which, upon interacting with any number of moving 
solitons (previously determined in the usual way), is shifted 
with no further deformation and induces only phase shifts on 
the moving solitons. Let us illustrate that on Eq. (2.29), 
which we write in bilinear form as 

(D; + W!D,)F.F= o. 
We first look for a moving soliton as F = 1 + e1J with 
'T/ = kx + Ot and readily find the dispersion relation 
0(0 + 2k 3) = O. So a regular moving soliton has 
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o = - 2k 3. The simplest choice of a static soliton, centered 
at the origin, would be 

F= 1 +e; with b=PX+q. (3.1) 

This, of course, is a solution, but so would be any static ob
ject. We should rather check whether (3.1) satisfies our de
finition upon interaction: this will be the case if a two-soliton 
solution can be found of the form 

F = 1 + e'" + e; + ae'" + ;. (3.2) 

Indeed "before" (t«0) the moving soliton comes near the 
origin, i.e., e"')-l near x-O, U = (J 2/Jx2) In F'Z (a 2/ 
Jx2)( 1 + ae;). "After" (t)-O) its departure (e"'«l near 
x-O), U'Z (J 2/Jx2) (1 + e;). This corresponds to a shift of 
the peak of the soliton I:u = In alp. 

Expression (3.2) is indeed a solution provided that 

a= _ 0+2(k-p)3 = 3k
2
-3kp+p

2
, (3.3) 

0+ 2(k + p)3 3k 2 + 3kp + p2 

so (3.1) is indeed a good candidate for a one-static-soliton 
solution. One should further check that not only a single 
moving soliton but any number of them can cross it without 
any deformation. Analogously one can define a two-static 
(and in fact N-static ) soliton solution by its interaction with 
moving solitons. More precisely, an 

F=l+e;'+e;'+{3e;'+;' (bi=PiX+qi) (3.4) 

will be called a two-static soliton solution, if, upon interact
ing with moving solitons, it recovers its form up to shifting 
the bi'S. Suppose that a one-moving plus two-static solution 
exists and has the form 

F = 1 + e;' + e" + {3e" + " 

+ e"'(l + ale" + a 2e" + re" +;'). (3.5) 

In order for the moving soliton to cross the two-static solu
tion (3.4) with only shifts we must ensure that the form 
(3.4) be recovered from the term in parentheses by absorb
ing a I' a2 in the definition of the bi'S. This gives r = a la.J3. 
By taking the limit; 2- - 00 (resp. ;1- - 00) one can con
vince oneself that for (3.5) to be a solution, a l (resp. a2) 
must be of the form (3.3) with P = PI (resp. P2)' We find 
that (3.5) is indeed a solution provided that 

43 3 4 22 3 3 + 4 
{3=PI- 'PIP2+ 'PIP2- 'PIP2 P2 (3.6) 

p1 + 3p~P2 + 4p~p~ + 3pI pi + P; 

Thus (3.4) is a two-static soliton solution for this choice of 
{3. 

Let us now turn to the study of the static solitons of the 
DSW equation. The first step is to find the moving soliton. 
Following the usual approach for equations with this bilin
ear structure we look for 

/=1+e2"" g=Ae'" with7J=kx+Ot. (3.7) 

We get thus 2(2k)(20)+A 2=0 and 
(20)[ (2k)3 + 2(20)] = O. The second equation leads to 
the dispersion relation 0(2k 3 + 0) = 0 and we choose the 
moving (0#0) solution 0 = - 2k 3.HenceA 2 = 16k 4 .The 
simplest choice for a static soliton is 

/= 1 +e2' with b=PX+q, g=O. (3.8) 
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This would have been a soliton if there existed a solution of 
the form 

/= 1 + e2"T/ + e2' + ae"'+' + b~"T/+2', 
g = Ae"T/(l + ee2,). 

(3.9) 

By asymptotic considerations, similar to those that followed 
Eq. (3.2), we should have b = e2

• However, one can check 
that (3.9) is not a solution for any choice of a and e as func
tions of P and k. Therefore we are led to try a more general 
form for a static solution 

(3.10) 

where A must be independent of p. This will be a soliton 
solution if there exists a solution of the form 

/ = 1 + Ae' + e2' + ~"T/( 1 + aAe' + {3e2;) , 
(3.11) 

g = Ae"T/(l + rAe' + &2,), 

where a,/3, r,t) are functions of P and k. Asymptotic consid
erations show that {3 = a 2

, t) = a. We find that (3.11) is 
indeed a solution provided 

A=4, 

a = (3k 2 - 3kp +p2)/(3k 2 + 3kp + p2), 

and (3.12) 

r = (6k 2 - p2)/2(3k 2 + 3kp + p2). 

Thus the one-static soliton solution for DSW is 

/ = 1 + 4ePX + e2px
, g = O. (3.13 ) 

In order to find a two-static soliton solution one must con
sider as in the case ofEq. (2.30) the interaction of two static 
with one moving soliton. This is an extremely tedious task. 
However a different approach allows us to obtain a general 
form for an N-static plus M-moving soliton solution. Indeed, 
going back to the KP hierarchy, we know 7 that the general 7'

function solution for an arbitrary number N of solitons has 
the form 

TO ~ X_~Nl(l!a, )exp(~~,). (3.14 ) 

where the first sum is taken over all subsets X of [O,N] (in
cluding the empty set) with 7J1 given by (2.9) and alj by 
(2.8). In order for 7'0 to be a solution of DSW, it must, in 
addition, satisfy the reduction conditions (2.19) and (2.20). 
For all i we must havep~ = q~. This will ensure both (2.20) 
and 7'n+6v(X) = 7'n (x). We must still implement 
7' n (x) = 7'1 _ n (X). For this we require N to be even. [In
deed, if N = 1, we cannot implement this condition. Write 
7'0 = 1 + e""(x). Then 7'1 = 1 + (PI/ql)e""(X) and thus 
(PI/ql)e""(x) = e""(x) or PI/ql = e2"" with 

7J' = I (p~n - q~n )X2n . 
n 

This implies 7J' = 0 and thus P I = q I' But then 7J = 0 and 7' is 
a mere constant.] 

Let us now look at the N = 2 case. Indeed, if we choose 
P2 = - ql' q2 = -PI' then p~n _ q~n = _ (p~n _ q~n) 
while p~n + I _ qin + 1 = + (pin + I _ q~n + I) and thus 
7J2(X) - 82 = 7JI (x) - 8\. Therefore starting from 
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we find 

1'o(x) = 1 + e71 ,(x) + Ae71 ,(j) + a12Ae71,(j) + 71,(X) 

(with A = e';' - .5,) 

and 

1'1 (x) = 1 + (~:) e71 ,(x) + A (~:) e71 ,(j) 

+ a12(~:) (~:) e71 ,(x)+ 71,(j). (3.15 ) 

ButP21q2 = qilpl' So going from x to X, we get 

1'1 (x) = 1 +A (!:) e71 ,(x) + (~:)e71,(j) 
+ alzAe71,(X) + 71,(j). ( 3.16) 

This is identical to 1'o(x) for A = p/ql' In a similar way, in 
order to have l' _ I (x) = 1'2 (x) we can use the same form as 
(3.15) for l' -I but with A = (P/ql)3. (This form is immedi
ately obtained from 

l' -I = 1 + (!:) e71 , + (!:) e71, + a l 2 (!:) (!:) e71 , + 71, 

by redefining 81 and 82,) The expressions of the form (3.15) 
for 1'0 and 1'_1 coming from the two-soliton solution of the 
hierarchy depend now on only one couple (PI,ql) with 
p~ = q~. They are in fact one-soliton solutions for Eq. (2.30) 
and DSW, respectively. 

Indeed let us compute 1'j (i = 0, - 1) and its derivatives 
on the line X 2 = x4 = .... = 0 as a function of 
x' = (X I,x3, ... ,x2n + I'''')' We find 

/=1'jlx,=x,= ... =o = 1 + (1 +A)e71(X') +aI2e271(X'), 

g = a1't l = (p2 _ q2)(1 _A)e71(x'), (3.17) 
aX2 x,=x,=o 

with 

1] (x') = L (p2n + I - q2n + I )x2n + I 

n 

and 

_ (PI - P2) (ql - q2) _ (p + q) 2 
a12 - -, 

(PI - q2) (ql - P2) 4pq 
and where A = plq for 1'0 and A = (plq) 3 for T -I' Note that 
for 1'0' since 1 +A = (p+q)lq, Aa 12 = (p+q)2/4q2,/is 
indeed the perfect square of (1 + [(p + q)/2q]e71 (X'») as ex
pected. 

For T -I' we start from p6 = q6. There are two subcases: 
(i) p3 = q3, i.e., A = 1; and (ii) p3 = - q3, i.e., A = - 1. In 
subcase (i) we haveg = 0 and indeed n = p3 - q3 = O. This 
contains the static soliton branch. However, the case p = q 
leads to 1] = 0, i.e,f = 1 (u = 0), and is not interesting. The 
interesting case is p2 + pq + q2 = O. There 
F= 1 + 2e71 (x') + 012e271(X') with °12 = (p2 + 2pq + q2)/ 
4pq = 1. Redefining 1] by 1]' = 1] - In 2, we recover the form 
(3.16) with A = 4. In subcase (ii) we must also eliminate 
p + q = 0 as it leads to g = 0 and / = 1 (A = - 1 and 
012 = 0). Restricting to p2 - qp + q2 = 0 we have 
f = 1 - ° 12e271(X') , g = 2(p2 - q2)e71(x'>, with 
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a 12 = (p2 + 2pq + q2)/4pq = a. 
Redefining 21]' = 21] -In(a) - iTT, we find / = 1 + e271', 
g = Jle71', with Jl2 = - ¥(p2 - q2)2. On the other hand, 
k = p - q, n = p3 - q3, and we can easily check that 
n + 2k 3 = 0 and ,u? = 16k 4 as expected. We thus recover 
the moving-soliton solution of the DSW equation. 

Following the same procedure, starting from a four-soli
ton T function with 

with a = 1 for To and a = 3 for l' -I' we can recover the two
soliton solution, with a soliton being static if the correspond
ing p and q satisfy p3 = q3 and moving if p3 = _ q3. 

One can check that this general form coincides with the 
two-soliton solutions for either (2.27) and (2.28) or DSW 
that were solutions observed directly. In a similar way, start
ingfrom a2(NI + N2)-soliton 1'function we can construct a 
NI-static plus N2-moving soliton solution for both equations. 

At this point a remark is in order. This construction tells 
us that an NI-static plus N2-moving soliton solution exists 
for Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) as a polynomial in exponentials 
for/andg. ForsmallN = NI + N2 we have checked thatthis 
polynomial is indeed a perfect square and that F as a solution 
of (2.30) is a polynomial. In fact, this is a consequence ofEq. 
(6.7) of Ref. 7. Although Ito's equation (11.30) does not 
appear, as it stands, in the BKP hierarchy of Ref. 7, it can be 
found in Ref. 9 and corresponds to a (BKF)6 reduction. 

IV. PAINLEVE ANALYSIS OF THE DSW EQUATION 

In this section, we will study the behavior of the solu
tions of the DSW equation in the neighborhood of a singular
ity ("Painleve analysis") but we will do it in an original way: 
we will work directly on the bilinear form. We start from 

D,Dx/·/+i=o, D!D,j./-pD;g.g=O. (4,1) 

The DSW equation corresponds to p = 3 and ifJ = glf, 
u = (d I dx) In! In fact we do not look for a singular behav
ior of/and g, which we expect to be entire functions, but 
rather for zeros of/of arbitrary multiplicity n (which induce 
a simple pole of residue n for v) at places where g is either 
nonzero or has a zero oflower multiplicity m leading to poles 
of multiplicity n (or n - m) for ifJ. We will insist that/and g 
are indeed entire functions and that the free integration con
stants that enter in/ and g do not enter at noninteger powers 
or induce logarithms, just as one does in the usual Painleve 
analysis near poles. 

Let us thus assume that on a manifold x - q; (t) = 0, f 
has a zero of nonzero multiplicity nand g a zero of multiplic
ity m (possibly zero): 

/=(x-q;(t)t[ao(t) +al(t)(x-q;(t) + ... )], (4.2) 

g = (x - q;(t))m[bo(t) + ... ]. 
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The first equation leads (at leading order) to 

- q;(t)a~ (t)(2n(n - 1) - 2n 2)[x - tp(t) ]2n - 2 

+ b ~ (t) [x - tp(t) ]2m = O. (4.3) 

Since we exclude n = 0, which is a regular point off, we must 
have 2m = 2n - 2, m = n - 1, and b ~ (t) = 2nq;(t)a~ (t). 
The second equation gives 

- q;(t)a~ (t)[2n (n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3) 

- 8n2 (n - 1) (n - 2) + 6n 2 (n - 1)2] - pb ~ (t) 

X [2(n - l)(n - 2) - 2(n 2 -1)] = O. (4.4) 

We eliminate bo(t) from (4.3) and (4.4), and taking into 
account the fact that a~ (t) #0, q;(t) #0 (since tp is arbi
trary), and n#O, we obtain (2p + 6) (n - 1) = o. The case 
p = - 3 is special. In that case n may be arbitrary and/and 
g need not be entire functions. Still this case is integrable. 
Indeed, it we write/= eW12 and g = e(P+ w)12, we obtain 
from the first equation 

Wxt +eP=O, (4.5) 

hence p = In Wxt + itr. The second equation yields 

Wxxxt +3Wxx Wxt +3(Wxx +pxx)eP=O, (4.6) 

which simplifies to ( - eP)xx + 3pxxeP = 0 or 

2pxx-P;=O. (4.7) 

Integrating (4.7) we obtainp = 2A(t) - 2ln[x -xo(t)]. 
Thus 

4> =gl/= e pI2 = ~(t)/[x - xo(t)], (4.8) 

which has simple poles and so does 
v = (d Idx)ln/ = Wx 12. The residues of these poles, how
ever, are arbitrary (in fact arbitrary functions of t), which 
shows that/and g have zeros of arbitrary order and are not 
the appropriate variables in which to perform the Painleve 
analysis. For all other values ofp, includingp = 3, which is 
the case for DSW, we must take n = I and m = 0 (g is regu
lar). 

We must now find the places where the free integration 
constants enter in the expansion: the "resonances." We start 
from 

/ = [x - tp(t) 1[ ao(t) + ar (t)(x - tp(t) n, 
g = bo(t) + br (t)(x - tp(t»)', 

with b ~ (t) = - 2Q;(t)a~ (t). We thus obtain 

- q;(t)ao(t)ar (t)[2(r + 1)r - (r + 1)] 

+ 2bo(t)br (t) = 0, 

- q;(t)ao(t)ar (t) [2(r + 1 )r(r - 1) (r - 2) 

- 8(r + 1)r(r - 1)] - pbo(t)br (t)[2r(r - 1)] = o. 
This is a system of two equations for the two unknowns ar (t) 
and br (t), which determines both functions unless the deter
minant vanishes: 

l

(r+l)(r-2) 1 1 

r(r+ l)(r-l)(r-6) -pr(r-1) =0. 
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Three roots are independent of p, namely - 1 [freedom of 
tp(t)], 0 [freedom of ao(t)], and + 1. The fourth root is 
given by r = (2p + 6)/(p + 1). Forp = 3 we haver = 3. In 
general, r will not be an integer unless p = (6 - /) I (l - 2) 
with r = / an integer. The next step will be, for each value of 
integer r = /, to check whether the resonance condition is 
satisfied or whether a logarithm enters on the expansion. 

Note that / = 2 corresponds to an infinite value of p and 
must be rejected. For / = 1 we get p = - 5; r = + 1 is a 
double root of the determinant but the matrix is still of rank 
1. The two free constants are not a land b 1 but rather a 1 and a 
logarithmic term in/with a free coefficient a; (which in
duces a logarithmic term b ; on g) given by 

b ;bo = - 2a;aotP, bob l = q;ao(a; - 2a l ). 

The case r = 0 corresponds to p = - 3, which we know to 
be integrable, but the Painleve property, true in terms of v 
and 4>, is violated by / and g. For negative values of r, there 
can be no more checks, but we get a nongeneric (i.e., with 
only three free functions oftime) expansion. We would not 
in such a case expect an integrable behavior. 

For r a positive integer, larger or equal to 3, a compatibi
lity condition has to be checked. It is indeed satisfied for 
p = 3, which is the DSW equation. Thus this equation satis
fies the Painleve criterion as expected from its known inte
grable character. For r = 4 (p = 1) we find that the compa
tibility condition is not satisfied: logarithms enter of that 
order, the equation does not have the Painleve property and 
is presumably not integrable. Beyond these values calcula
tions become increasingly tedious but we do not expect any 
new Painleve case to arise. 

v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have examined an integrable equation 
first proposed by Drinfel'd, Sokolov, and Wilson, which can 
be obtained as a reduction of the KP hierarchy, as described 
by limbo and Miwa. This equation presents a most interest
ing feature: it possesses solitons that are static. Namely, 
among the time-independent solutions of this equation there 
exists a particular class that behave as solitons: after inter
acting with moving solitons they are simply shifted and in
duce just phase shifts on the moving waves. This is the reason 
why we have dubbed these solutions static solitons. The bi
linear formalism was used for the explicit construction of 
such solutions and a general method of computation of the 
N-static-soliton solutions was presented based on the reduc
tion of the rfunction that limbo and Miwa have obtained for 
the KP hierarchy. 

We have also examined the DSW equations from the 
point of view of the Painleve analysis. A novel and interest
ing approach in this domain was the implementation of the 
singularity analysis directly on the bilinear form of the equa
tions. Finally, although the main bulk of the paper was de
voted to the study of the DSW equation, we also have exam
ined an equation that was already studied under a different 
form, by Ito, and that we have shown to possess static soliton 
solutions also. 
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Initial-value problems for the generalized Burgers equation (GBE) u, + u f3ux + AUa 

= (t5/2)uxx are discussed for the single hump type of initial data-both continuous and 
discontinuous. The numerical solution is carried to the self-similar "intermediate asymptotic" 
regime when the solution is given analytically by the self-similar form. The nonlinear 
(transformed) ordinary differential equations (ODE's) describing the self-similar form are a 
generalization of a class discussed by Euler and Painleve and quoted by Kamke. These ODE's are 
new, and it is postulated that they characterize GBE's in the same manner as the Painleve 
equations categorize the Kortweg-de Vries (KdV) type. A connection problem, for some related 
ODE's satisfying proper asymptotic conditions at x = ± 00, is solved. The range of amplitude 
parameter is found for which the solution of the connection problem exists. The other solutions of 
the above GBE, which display several interesting features such as peaking, breaking, and a long 
shelf on the left for negative values of the damping coefficient A, are also discussed. The results are 
compared with those holding for the modified KdV equation with damping. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Two model equations have pervaded mathematical 
physics extensively. They are the Burgers equation 

u, + UUx = (t5!2)uxx (Ll) 

and the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 

u, + O'Uux = uxxx ' ( 1.2) 

While the former describes a balance between nonlinear con
vection and (small) viscous diffusion, the latter represents 
the effect on nonlinear convection of the (simplest form of) 
linear dispersion. In spite of the fact that the two equations 
epitomize quite distinct physical phenomena, their math
ematical (and to some extent physical) structures lend 
themselves to several analogies. For example, while the 
Hopf-Cole transformation U = - t5 (log tP) x exactly linear
izes ( 1.1 ) into the heat equation, its "straightforward gener
alization" (TU = 12 (log F) xx further "nonlinearizes" (1.2) 
to a uniformly second degree partial differential equation 
(PDE) of order 4. Nevertheless, this transformation helps 
the analysis of the soliton interaction in a simple manner. 1-3 

Recently, Whitham4 has given a representation of periodic 
waves as a sum of solitons for ( 1.2), which is analogous to an 
earlier one due to Parker for the Burgers equation (1.1) in 
terms of a sum of shocks. The Burgers equation often moti
vated the analysis for the equation of the KdV type. The 
exception is the inverse scattering transform (1ST), which 
reduces the problems for the KdV-type equations to the so
lution oflinear integral equations of Gel'fand-Levitan type. 
Generalized Burgers equations (GBE's), such as 

u, + U f3ux + AUa = (t5!2)uxx (1.3) 

(where a and P are real), that extend the class (1.1) and 
that occur in many applications (see discussion below), 
however, do not seem to be amenable to the 1ST. 

There is another strand that runs through the class of 
KdV-type equations admitting 1ST. According to Ablowitz 
et 01.,6 all these equations, either directly or through some 

simple transformations, admit similarity solutions governed 
by one of the six Painleve equations. These nonlinear second
order differential equations belong to the class of 50 equa
tions, classified by Painleve and his contemporaries, whose 
only movable singularities are poles. 7 The solutions of only 
six of these equations are not expressible generally in terms 
of elliptic functions or other special functions-hence the 
name Painleve transcendents. These, thus, in some sense, 
characterize the nonlinear dispersive model equations of the 
KdV type. It may be pointed out that the KdV type of equa
tions can be interpreted as Hamiltonian systems,3 while the 
Burgers type of equations are not Hamiltonian systems. In
deed the Painleve transcendents reflect the complete integra
bility of a Hamiltonian system of KdV equations. It will be 
shown in a subsequent publication8 that the GBE ( 1.3) does 
not enjoy the Painleve property; this work will also deal with 
possible Lie-Backlund symmetries of ( 1.3). 

It appears that GBE's such as ( 1.3) and 

u, + uaux + j(u/2t) = (t5!2)u xx (1.4) 

(where j = 0,1,2 for plane, cylindrical, and spherical sym
metry) (which we shall discuss in detail in Part II) are ex
pressible through similarity transformation (see Sec. III) to 
nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODE's) of the 
form 

yy" + ay'2 + I(x)yy' + g(X)y2 + by' + c = 0, (1.5) 

whose solutions we refer to as Euler-Painleve transcendents. 
Here I(x) and g(x) are (sufficiently smooth) arbitrary 
functions and a, b, and c are real constants. A special case of 
( 1. 5) with b = 0 and c = 0 was considered by Euler and 
Painleve9 and is, in fact, exactly linearizable by the simple 
transformation 

y = vll(a+ I) 

to 
v"+lv'+(a+l)gv=O. (1.6) 

However, for the GBE's (and indeed even for the Burgers 
equation), b #0, and c mayor may not be equal to zero. For 
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the Burgers equations, c = 0, b = - 23/2
, a = - 2, 

I(x) = lx, g(x) = - 2, and the solution is expressible in 
terms of a complementary error function and an exponential 
function. We postulate that the generalized Euler-Painleve 
equation (GEPE) (1.5) represent GBE's and generally do 
not have solutions expressible in terms of known functions. 
The analogy with the Painleve equations for the KdV type is 
obvious; hence the name Euler-Painleve transcendents for 
the solutions of ( 1.5). We hasten to add that these equations 
seem to be analytically much nicer than the Painleve trans
cendents and, in the physically interesting cases, do not ex
hibit any singularities. 

The inviscid form of (1.3), with more general convec
tive and damping terms, namely 

Ut +g(u)ux +Ah(u) =0, 

..1.>0, gu(u»O, hu(u»O, foru>O, (1.7) 

has been considered by Murray. 10 It includes model equa
tions describing stress wave propagation in a nonlinear Max
well rod with damping, ion exchange in fixed columns, and a 
realistic model equation, which has been suggested to ex
plain the Gunn effect in semiconductors. In general, A > 0 
and the term Ah (u) > 0 is dissipative, but there are interest
ing cases for which A can be negative. II Murray has found 
the asymptotic solution of (1.7) for the case h(u) = O(ua ) 

under the assumption that 0 < u < 1. Choosing an initial sin
gle hump profile (which may be continuous or discontin
uous at the front), he arrived at the following asymptotic 
behavior of the solution, which depends only on a and is 
independent of the form of g( u) except for the requirement 
thatgu (u) >0. 

(i) If 0 < a < 1, the solution is unique under certain con
ditions and decays in a finite time and a finite distance. 

(ii) If a = 1, it decays in a finite distance but in an infi
nite time exponentially. 

(iii) If 1 < a..;; 3, it decays in an infinite distance and 
infinite time like OU - I/(a - I) ). 

(iv) If a> 3, it decays like OU -1/2). 

Lardner and Arya 12 have studied matched asymptotic 
solutions of a special case of ( 1.3), namely 

Ut + uUx +Au = (t5!2)uxx ' (1.8) 

under the constraint that the shock is thin. They have also 
considered an extended form of ( 1.8) wherein the coefficient 
of Ux is p.u + ru2 + rIC(t); 1', r, and rl being constants. 
These model equations arise when considering the motions 
of continuous medium for which the stress-strain relation 
contains a large linear term proportional to the strain, a 
small term that is quadratic (and! or cubic) in the strain and 
a small dissipative term proportional to the strain rate. The 
Au term in ( 1.8) would arise in such a system if the equation 
of motion includes a small viscous damping term propor
tional to the velocity. 13 

There are several purposes to this paper. 14 We study an 
initial value problem for (1.3) for different values of a and 
{3, both when A is positive and when it is negative. The pur
pose is to discover for what values of a and{3 the solutions, 
for a class of the single hump form of initial conditions, are 
asymptotic to the (terminal) similarity solution. The initial 
conditions are taken to be either continuous or discontin-
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uous at the front and vanishing at ± 00 in a "reasonable" 
manner. While for the former, the usual implicit finite differ
ence scheme proves quite adequate, for the latter we have to 
resort to the pseudospectral method (see Sec. III) to tackle 
in a precise manner the initial shock discontinuity and its 
embryonic evolution. However, once the smooth Taylor 
shock has formed, we make a switch to the Douglas-Jones 15 
implicit scheme, which now delivers an accurate solution 
over the long duration of the evolution of the profile in a 
relatively shorter computational time. It was clearly estab
lished by Sachdev and Seebass l6 that the Douglas-Jones im
plicit predictor-corrector method for solving nonlinear 
parabolic equations of the Burgers type is quite adequate. In 
particular, the evolution of a smooth initial N wave was con
sidered. Ames l7 has given numerical solution of the initial 
boundary value problem for the Burgers equation ( 1.1 ) with 
the conditions u(O,t) = u( 1,t) = 0, u(x,O) = sin 1TX, 

o <x < 1, 0 < t..;; T, and has shown that the Douglas-Jones 
implicit scheme gives excellent agreement with the exact so
lution. (See also Mitchell and Griffiths,IS p. 97.) We find 
that the similarity form emerges if 1 < a";; 3 and is governed 
by a special case of G EPE (1.5). This range of a coincides 
with that of Murray's case (iii), which was identified by 
using the method of characteristics. We study in detail the 
GEPE's-their asymptotic behavior, series, and numerical 
solutions. We discover, in particular, when the single hump 
type of solutions of (1.3) exist [see Eq. (2.7)], tending to 
zero as x- ± 00. This may be said to constitute a connection 
problem. 19 This may also be compared with the study of 
Miles,20 who has treated Painleve transcendents in a similar 
manner. We follow the (numerical) solutions of the initial 
value problem for the PDE (1.3) in the similarity range of 
parameters until they emerge as similarity solutions or inter
mediate asymptotics, as they are often referred to in the Sovi
et literature. To quote Barenblatt and Zeldovich,21 "these 
are solutions which do not merely represent specific exam
ples but describe the intermediate asymptotic behavior of 
solutions of wider classes of initial, boundary and mixed 
problems, that is, they describe the behavior of these solu
tions away from the boundaries of the regions of indepen
dent variables or alternatively, in the region where in a sense 
the solution is no longer dependent on the details of the ini
tial and/or boundary conditions but the system is still far 
from being in a state of equilibrium. " We thus identify the 
solutions of the GEPE's (with suitable simple transforma
tions) with universal "similarity functions" for (1.3). We 
also study the non-self-similar cases for a..;; 1 and a> 3 and 
compare them with the asymptotic solutions of Murray, al
lowing, of course, for the absence of viscous effects and other 
assumptions in his study. 

tion 
We note that a similar study for the modified KdV equa-

Ut =p.UUx +PUxxx -AU, 

U(x,O) = I(x), 

U(x,t)-D as Ixl-oo, for all t< 00, 

( 1.9) 

where I' and {3 are positive constants, and A a positive or 
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negative constant, was carried out by Leibovich and Ran
dall.22 

The scheme of this paper is as follows. Section II ana
lyzes the self-similar solutions. Section III deals with the 
numerical solution of ( 1.3). Section IV connects the numeri
cal solutions of (1.3) with the self-similar ones and demon
strates their self-similar character. Section V discusses the 
non-self-similar solutions. Finally, Sec. VI contains the con
clusions of the present study. 

II. ANALYSIS OF SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTION-EULER
PAINLEVE TRANSCENDENTS 

With single hump type initial conditions (see Sec. III), 
we expect the solutions to have self-similar form analogous 
to the one for the Burgers equation (1.1), namelyl.23 

u = (Dlt) 1/2{[ (21T) 1/2/(eR - 1)] exp( 772 ) 

where 

+ (1T12) 1/2 exp(772 )erfc 77}-1 

= (Dlt)1/2[lIHB (77)], 

77 = xl(Uit) 1/2. 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

Whitham has identified this solution as one arising from the 
singular initial condition u(x,O) = Co + Ac5(x). A change of 
variables u = Uo + ii, x = uot + x leaves ( 1.1 ) invariant and 
permits writing the initial condition as ii(x,O) =Ac5(x). 
One may therefore assume the initial condition for (2.1) as 
u = Ac5(x), where A is the area under the profile. Most self
similar solutions arise directly from singular initial condi
tions. The solution (2.1) represents a single pulse whose 
length increases with time, but whose Reynolds number 

R = - udx, 1 J'" 
c5 -'" 

(2.3 ) 

which is the ratio of the area under the profile to viscous 
diffusion, is constant. This can be easily checked either by 
using the solution (2.1) or integrating ( 1.1) with respect to 
x from - 00 to + 00 and assuming that u and u x vanish at 
x = ± 00. Hopf 24 refers to R as an integral of (1.1 ). The 
solution (2.1) motivates our study for ( 1.3). We seek a solu
tion of the latter in the form 

(2.4 ) 

where a, and b, are real constants. Substitution of (2.4) into 
( 1.3) shows that, for the similarity solution to exist, a, = 11 
(1 - a), b, = -! so that (2.4) becomes 

u = t 1/(1 - a>j( 77), 

77 = x(2c5t) -1/2, 

provided 

f3 = (a - 1)/2. 

Then, (1.3) reduces to 

I" + 2rJf' - [410 - a)] I 
- 4(28) -IIY<u -1)/21' - 4Alu = 0, 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to 77. The 
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form (2.5) shows that the solution decays explicitly with 
time if a > 1 and grows if a < 1. The form of (2.1) suggests 
that the denominator function HB (77) may admit general
ization so that we transform (2.7) in terms of the "recipro
cal" function 

(2.8) 

(This transformation may be readily guessed so as to remove 
fractional powers of f) Therefore, H as a function of 77 is 
governed by 

HH"-20 +al)H/2+277HH' 

- 2H2 - 23/2H' - U I = 0, 

where 

a l = !(3 - a)/(a - 1), AI = Ac50 - a). 

This is a special case of ( 1.5) with 

a = - 2(1 + at) = (1 + a)/(l - a), 

/(77) = 277, g(77) = - 2, 

b = - 23/2
, C = - U I . 

(2.9) 

We note that the function H B (77) for the Burgers equation, 
defined by (2.1), is a special case of (2.9) with a, = 0, 
At = 0 corresponding to a = 3, A = 0 in ( 1.3 ). It is governed 
by 

with the solution 

HB = [(21T) 1/2/(e-R -1)] exp(772
) 

+ (1T12) 112 exp(772 )erfc 77, 

where the erfc has the expansion 

erfcz = 1 - erfz 

Izl < 00. 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Even (2.10) is more general than the Euler-Painleve equa
tion 

yy" + ay'2 + /(X)yy' + g(X)y2 = 0, (2.13) 

since it has the additional term - 22/3 H I. Comparing (2.10) 
with (2.9), we find that the form (2.9) for the GBE (1.3) 
has different numerical coefficients and an additional con
stant term U ,. But these "simple" changes for nonlinear 
DE's make a drastic difference to the solution. Indeed, it 
does not seem possible to express the solution of (2.9) in 
terms of known functions analogous to (2.11). The series 
expansion for the solution (2.11) suggests that we may seek 
a similar one for (2.9) for the case of decaying solutions with 
a> 1, namely 

(2.14 ) 

Substitution of (2.14) into (2.9) gives 
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a2 = (lIao){(a6 + 21/2a l + ai) + AI + alan, 

a3 = (1I3ao){(aoOl + 23/2a2 + 3a la2) + 4a la la2}, 

ak+ 2 = 2ak + 2ak+ 1 (21/2+aa +a)+ 2 
(k+ l)(k+2) (k+2)ao I I I (k+ l)(k+2)ao 

k { (k + 1 - i)(k + 2 - i) .. XL - aiak+2_i+(1+al)(I+I)(k+l-l)ai+lak+l_i 
i= I 2 

+ aiak _ i - (k + 1 - i)ai_lak+ I-i} , 

k = 1,2,3, .... 

Thus, we have a two parameter ao,a l family of series solu
tions. The convergence of this series by direct computation 
seems difficult to establish. For the Burgers equation (1.1), 
for which a = 3, A = 0, the function H B given by (2.11) 
follows from (2.14) if a I = - 2112. The free parameter ao 
gives a single parameter family of solutions and corresponds 
to the (constant) value of the Reynolds number, which fixes 
a definite (single hump) profile. For the GEPE (2.9), it does 
not seem possible to fix a priori the range of the parameters ao 
and al such that the series (2.14) converges over 
- 00 < 'T] < 00. We shall first find the asymptotic solution of 

the correspondingfequation (2.7) for large 'T] and then nu
merically integrate it from 'T]- 00 to'T]- - 00 and isolate the 
family of solutionsf that vanish at - 00. It is easily checked 
that the linearized form of (2.7), namely 

f" + 2'TJf' - [41(1 - a) If = 0, 

has the solution 

f =A exp( - 'T]2)Hv('T]) 

-A exp( - 'T]2) (2'T])2a" 

as'T]l + 00, 

and 

f-O('T]-2a,-I), as 'T]! - 00, 

where 

v = 2a 1 = (3 - a)/(a - 1), 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18 ) 

H v is the Hermite function of order v, and A is the amplitude 
parameter. Thus, the linear solution decays exponentially as 
'T]- + 00, and algebraically as 'T]- - 00, provided 
2a l + 1> 0, that is a > 1. 

We now pose the boundary value or connection problem 
for (2.7), namely 

f" + 2'TJf' - [410 - a) If 
- 4(u)-1I1j(a-I)/2j' - 4Afa = 0, 

f-A exp( - 'T]2)Hv('T]) -A exp( - 'T]2)(2'T])2a, 

('T]too), 

f-O ('T]! - (0), 

and 

(2.19) 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

If I < 00, - 00 < 'T] < 00. (2.21) 

Before solving (2.19)-(2.21) we note two special exact 
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(2.15 ) 

solutions of (2.19). The first is the constant solution 

f= [A(a-l)]I!O-a) =fm' (2.22) 

say. It is easy to check thatfm is also the maximum value off 
that the maxima of the single hump solution can attain. This 
follows from (2.19) ifwenotethat,atthemaximum, j' = 0, 
f" <0, etc. 

The second exact solution is 

f= {(A+'T])2!O-a), 'T]>O, 

(_A_'T])2!O-a), 'T]<O, 

where 

A+ = (2/~)1/2(a - l)/(a + 1») 

X [(1 +A~(1 +a»)1/2 + 1], 

A_ = (2/~)1/2«a - 1)/(a + 1») 

X [(1 +A~(1 + a»)1/2 - 1]. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

This solution is singular tending to infinity as 'T]-o for a > 1. 
The corresponding solution for (2.9) is 

H('T]) = {A+~1/2'T], 'T]>O, (2.26) 
_A_~1/2'T], 'T]<O. (2.27) 

The solution (2.26) can be embedded in the two parameter 

. eXACT (COl'l$TAl'IT) 
~LU1JOM 

FIG. 1. Solution of Eq. (2.19) for various values of A and for a = 1.5, 
A = 1. Constant solution (2.22) and singular solution (2.23) are also 
shown. 
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1<"1.) 780840'0 I A· 790000·0 

7eooOO. 

family of solutions 
00 

H = bo1/ + L a;1/-;, (2.28) 
;=0 

where 

a l = - (1/2bo) [(1 +al)b~ +21/2bo +Ad, 

a2 = - aoO/bo, (2.29) 

a3 = (1/4bo)[ 40002 + (2a l - 21/2 - 3b l - 2a1bo)a l ]. 

This singular solution may be compared with that of the 
Thomas-Fermi equation. 7

•
25 

We integrated (2.19) numerically from 1/ - 4, choosing 
a certain value of A and initial conditions (2.20a) and pro-

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 for a = 2. 

ceeded towards negative 1/ until the solution became essen
tially zero. Figures (1-4) show the solution for a set of val
ues of a = 1.5,2,2.5,3 in the similarity range of a, and the 
corresponding value of /3 = (a - 1 )/2 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 
and 1, respectively. For each such pair (a,/3), there is a 
value of A = Amax for which the solution does not decrease 
to zero as 1/- - 00 but, instead, approaches the (exact) 
constant solution (2.22) asymptotically. For A > A max' the 
integral curves grow monotonically to infinity as 1/- - 00. 

(Compare again with the solution of the Thomas-Fermi 
equation, Bender and Orzag,25 Fig. 4.10.) Table I, gives the 
values of Amax for various (a,/3) pairs. Figures (1-4) also 
include the singular solutions (2.23 )-( 2.25). From these 

19712100 A",20 0000 

o· 

EJCACT (COHSTANT)SOl UTIO'" 

c· E'lC.ACT (S'MGUlAR) SOLI.)TIOH 

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1 for a = 2.5. 
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o· 

EXACT (CONSTANT 
SOLUTIO"') 

'<1975900· 

iiXACT (S\~GUL.t.R) 
SOLUTION 

-2'0 0·0 

values of A lying between 0 and Amax and the numerical 
solution, we calculated the first two coefficients ao and a I of 
the series (2.14). They are the values of H and its derivative 
at 7] = O. The function H is related to/by (2.8). Table II 
contains the ranges of ao and a I while Fig. 5 shows a I vs ao, 
for various (a,f3) pairs. Withaoanda l thus determined, the 
series (2.14) was summed up and compared with the (ex
act) numerical solution. The series converged up to some 
value of 7] and then its convergence slowed down. However, 
analytic continuation of the series at a couple of 7] points 
yielded an accurate solution in a large finite range of 7]. The 
agreement of this analytic solution with the numerical one 
was found to be excellent, the discrepancy being O( 10- 7

) 

(see Table III). 
It is clear from the asymptotic form (2.17) (and has 

been numerically checked by us) that the solution of the 
connection problem for (2.19) exists for all a> 1. However, 
the similarity solution (2.5) of ( 1.3) is significant only in the 
range 1 < a';;;; 3, since as we shall see in Sec. III, the solutions 
to initial value problem for (1.3) with suitable vanishing 
initial conditions at infinity approach the self-similar form 
asymptotically only in this range of a. The reason for this, as 

TABLE I. Critical values of the amplitude parameter A and!""", for differ
ent choices of a and.8in the similarity range for A. = 1. [See Eqs. (2.20) and 
(2.22).] 

!max 

a .8 Amax Numerical Exact 

1.5 0.25 62241.75 4.0 4.0 
2.0 0.5 780840.6 1.0 1.0 
2.5 0.75 1971 256.0 0.763143 0.763 143 
3.0 1.0 2975300.0 0.707128 0.707107 
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FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 1 for a = 3. 

we shall discuss later, is the physically unrealistic decay pre
dicted by the similarity form (2.5) for a > 3. Nevertheless, 
Eq. (2.7) has the single hump solutions vanishing at 
7] = ± 00 for positive A and a > 1. The left end limit of the 
range 1 <a<3, namely, a = I, gives f3 = 0 according to 
(2.6) and the solution (2.5) becomes invalid but the PDE 
(1.3), in this case, is linear. We shall discuss its exact solu-

TABLE II. Coefficients Qo and Q. in the series (2.14) for the permissible 
(similarity) range of the amplitude parameter A corresponding to di1rerent 
values of a and.8 and for A. = I, {j = 0.01. 

No. A Qo Q. 

(i) a = 3, .8=1 

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 2.095 1.2182 - 1.1953 
3 3.25 1.4233 - 1.3305 
4 1000.0 0.70023 - 0.365 71 
5 100000.0 0.44529 - 0.130 77 
6 2500000.0 0.16709 -0.00555 
7 2953000.0 0.141414 0.0 

(ii) a = 2.5, .8=0.75 

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 500000.0 0.490 37 - 0.170 83 
3 1000000.0 0.24186 -0.03108 
4 1800000.0 0.13462 -0.0022 
5 1900000.0 0.12728 -0.00085 
6 1971256.0 0.12248 0.0 

(iii) a = 2, .8=0.5 

1 200000.0 0.32406 -0.07034 
2 400000.0 0.16960 -0.013 36 
3 600000.0 0.12276 -0.00359 
4 720000.0 0.106 51 -0.00095 
5 780 841.0 0.1 0.0 
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TABLE III. Comparison of series solution (2.14) and numerical solution of 
(2.19)fora = 3,p= I,A = l,ando = 0.01. Thea, in (2.19) fromi = Oto 
i = 13 are 1.2182, - 1.1957,0.98736, - 0.603 57, 0.34600, - 0.141 34, 
0.05471, - 0.007 13, - 0.00259, 0.00537, - 0.002 97, 0.001 55, 
- 0.000 44, 0.00 07. 

Series solution Numerical solution 

1] H(1]) /(1]) j( 1]) 

- 3.0 36.77590 0.0027192 0.0027192 
- 2.5 29.15179 0.0034303 0.0034303 
- 2.0 19.82509 0.0050441 0.0050441 
- 1.5 10.26901 0.0097380 0.0097380 
- 1.0 4.541242 0.0220204 0.0220204 
-0.5 2.165305 0.0461829 0.0461829 

0.0 1.218223 0.0820868 0.0820867 
0.5 0.8097551 0.1234941 0.1234941 
1.0 0.6595272 0.1516237 0.1516237 
1.5 0.8547518 0.1169930 0.1169928 
2.0 2.926066 0.0341755 0.0341754 
2.5 24.9906 0.0040015 0.0040015 
3.0 387.044 0.000 2583 0.0002584 
3.5 9993.162 0.0000100 0.0000100 
4.0 366869.9 0.0000003 0.0000003 
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FIG. 5. a, versus ao for O<A 
<AmOK [see Eq. (2.14)]. 

FIG. 6. Solution of Eq. (2.19) for various values of A, and for a = 4 and 
11.=-\. 
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-6-'0--========~==========~O~~~2~.5~~1 

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 for a = 4, A. = - 5. 

tion in Sec. III. This solution displays, in contrast, an expo
nential decay. 

When A. is negative, the asymptotic form (2.5) is still 
valid for a> 1, but the constant solution (2.22) ceases to 
exist. This suggests that, in this case, there is probably no 
upper limit A max to the amplitude that the linear solution can 
possess. Our numerical study of (2.19)-(2.21) for A. < 0 and 
a> 1 confirms this conclusion (see Figs. 6-S). We shall see 
in Sec. IV that these solutions do not constitute intermediate 
asymptotics. We arrive at the conclusion that the solutions 
to the problem (2.19)-(2.21) exist for a> 1 and all A., but 
these solutions are intermediate asymptotics only for 
1 < a";; 3 and A. > 0. 

We have carried out the numerical study for (2.19) 
rather than for GEPE (2.9) because the asymptotic solu
tions for the former decay as 1771-00, while for the latter 
they would grow to infinity [see (2.S)]. Nevertheless, Eq. 
(2.9) seems to be analytically more important and involves, 
unlike (2.7), only integral powers of H and its derivatives. 

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 6 for a = 5, A. = - 5. 
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u Q<..b) 

(e) 

0·1 

----------~O~.O~----~O~·'~6~---------~~ 

FIG. 9. Initial profiles for solving Eq. (1.3). 

III. PSEUDOSPECTRAL AND IMPLICIT DIFFERENCE 
SCHEME FOR SOLVING EQ. (1.3) 

We solve (1.3) subject to the initial conditions 

t
o, x <Xo, 

u(x,t;) = f(x), xo";;x,,;;x t , 

0, X>X t , 

(3.1 ) 

where the functionf(x) has the typical forms shown in Fig. 
9. Unlike in the study of Murray, we do not restrict ourselves 
to the case of ° <f(x) < 1, nor the assumption 1 U 1 < 1, which 
he imposes to get some asymptotic results. As mentioned in 
the Introduction, the Douglas-Jones implicit predictor-cor-
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rector method for the nonlinear parabolic equation is quite 
adequate to describe the evolution of initial smooth single 
hump profiles. The difference analog of Eq. (1.3) is 

( 
2(.:lx)2) 

Ui+l.j+1I2 -2 1 + D(Ilt) Ui.j+ 1I2 +Ui~1.j+l/2 

and 

2(~)2 (--tUf.j - ~t Ui.j ) 

.:lx f3 
+ TUi.j(Ui+l.j -Ui~l.) (predictor), (3.2) 

(1- a;Ufj+1I2)Ui+l.j+1-2(1+ ~\~~2)Ui.j+l 

+ (I + a; ufj+ 112 ) Ui ~ l.j+ 1 

(a; ufj+ 112 - I) Ui+ l.j + 2 (I - 2D\~~2) Ui.j 

( I + .:lx uf3 1/2) U·~ 1 . D 1.)+ I.) 

4A(.:lx)2 a 
+ D Ui.j+ 112 (corrector). (3.3) 

Here, ui.j = u(i.:lx,jllt) and.:lx and Ilt are spatial and time 
mesh sizes, respectively. This difference scheme has a trun
cation error O(.:lx2 + Ilt 2). Douglas and Jones have demon
strated the convergence of the difference scheme (3.2) and 
(3.3) for (1.3). However, this scheme is not adequate to 
solve ( 1.3) with a sharp discontinuous initial profile; that is, 
to discover the evolution of a shock wave through its "em
bryonic shock" region. The reason is that the accuracy of the 
solution of ( 1.3) with an initial discontinuous profile by im
plicit scheme (3.2) and (3.3) is severely affected. So we re
sort to a numerical scheme referred to as pseudospec
tral. 26-28 The essence of the pseudospectral method is that 
the spatial derivatives Ux ,Uxx of the distribution u(x,t) are 
computed very accurately by finite Fourier transformation. 
The finite Fourier transform of U (x,t) is defined as 

1 K~ 1 

u(kj,t) = - I u(/.:lx,t)exp( - iki.:lx) (3.4) 
K 1=0 

over the interval (O,21T) ofx. Here,.:lx = 21TIK,K denoting 
the number of mesh points and the kj are the wave numbers 
varying between 0 and K - 1. The inverse finite Fourier 
transform is 

u(/.:lx,t) = I u(kj ,t)expUk)llx). (3.5) 
Ikjl<Kl2 

The spatial derivatives at the mesh points are 

Ux (/.:lx,t) = I ikju(kj,t)expUkjilu) , (3.6) 
Ik) <K /2 

uxx (/.:lx,t) = I Ukj )2u (kj ,t)exp(ikj i.:lx). (3.7) 
Ik) <K 12 

The solution u(x,t + Ilt) at the next time level is obtained 
from the truncated Taylor series 

u(x,t + Ilt) = u(x,t) + Iltu t 

+ (Ilt 2/21)u" + (Ilt 3/31)u ttt , (3.8) 
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TABLE IV. Evolution of the initial discontinuous profile under Burgers 
equation to the self-similar form as evidenced by the convergence of the area 
A" under the profile to a fixed constant value. Here, f3 = I, A = 0, 
<5 = 0.001. 

Time A" 

1.0 0.013 067 
1.01 0.013 078 
1.02 0.013151 
1.03 0.013 196 
1.04 0.013 209 
1.05 0.013 211 
1.06 0.013 211 
1.07 0.013 211 
1.08 0.013 210 
1.09 0.013210 
1.10 0.013209 
1.11 0.013 209 
1.15 0.013209 
1.20 0.013 209 
1.25 0.013 209 
1.3 0.013 209 

wherein the time derivatives U t , U,,' etc. are substituted from 
Eq. (1.3) in terms of the spatial derivatives as 

Ut = - uf3ux -AUa + (812)uxx ' 

Utt = - /3uf3~ lUtux - u f3Uxt 

-AaUa~ lU, + (DI2)uxxl' 

Uttt = -/3(/3-1)uf3~2u;ux -2/3Uf3~lUxtUt 
(3.9) 

Gazdag27 has given a stability analysis of a pseudospectral 
scheme for the inviscid Burgers equation; the amplitude and 
phase of the error in the Fourier components remain bound
ed. In our computations we used four terms in the Taylor 
series (3.8) so that the truncation error is O(llt 4

). The do-

FIG. 10. Solution ofEq. (1.3) with initial discontinuous profile. 
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FIG. 11. Solution ofEq. (1.3) for a =p = 1: (a) A = - 1, (b) A = I. 

main (0,217') was divided into 128 mesh points in which the 
initial discontinuous nonzero profile occupied about 64 
points in the middle of the domain so as to allow it to grow 
due to diffusion as it evolves. We chose the mesh sizes 
Iu = 0.005 and lit = 0.01, and the initial profile/ex) = x, 
Xo = 0,x1 = 0.2, t, = 1 [seeEq. (3.1)]. As the computation 
commenced, a tail of O( 10-3

) on either side of the nonzero 
part of the profile was noticed. Being spurious, it was artifi
cially cut off. The tail in the subsequent calculations was 
much smaller and, in fact, vanished after a few steps. For 

TABLE V. Solution of Eq. (1.3) with initial discontinuous profile by pseu
dospectral and implicit predictor~rrector schemes at t = 1.75 (an implic
it scheme was used when the profile became smooth by a pseudospectral 
scheme). Here, a =A = O,p= 1,8 = 0.001, XI = 0.16. 

u(x,1.75) 

x Pseudospectral Implicit 

-0.08 0.00002 0.000 02 
-0.04 0.00102 0.00100 

0.0 0.00872 0.00870 
0.04 0.02642 0.02647 
0.08 0.04846 0.04857 
0.12 0.07119 0.07135 
0.16 0.09364 0.09396 
0.20 0.084 80 0.084 81 
0.24 0.00183 0.00176 
0.26 0.000 09 0.000 10 
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TABLE VI. Comparison of numerical (pseudospectral and implicit finite 
difference) solutions and the exact analytic solution for Burgers equation, 
with smooth initial data at ti = I. Here, A = 0, P = 1,8 = 0.001. 

u(x,2) 

x Implicit Pseudospectral 

-0.10 0.000 742 0.000 742 
-0.08 0.001869 0.001870 
-0.06 0.003983 0.003985 
-0.04 0.007341 0.007342 
-0.02 0.012000 0.012000 

0.00 0.017843 0.017841 
0.02 0.024660 0.024657 
0.04 0.032232 0.032227 
0.06 0.040 367 0.040 362 
0.08 0.048918 0.048913 
0.10 0.057774 0.057767 
0.12 0.066840 0.066826 
0.14 0.075986 0.075934 
0.16 0.084648 0.084423 
0.18 0.088732 0.088036 
0.20 0.065779 0.066041 
0.22 0.017660 0.018405 
0.24 0.002151 0.002161 
0.26 0.000 190 0.000 180 
0.28 0.000015 0.000012 
0.30 0.000001 0.000 001 

a = P = 1, Eq. (1.3) reduces to 

ut + UUx +AU = (M2)uxx ' 

Integrating (1.8) with respect to x we get 

Exact 

0.000 742 
0.001870 
0.003985 
0.007342 
0.012000 
0.017841 
0.024657 
0.032227 
0.040 362 
0.048913 
0.057767 
0.066826 
0.075934 
0.084423 
0.088034 
0.066041 
0.018405 
0.002 161 
0.000 180 
0.000 012 
0.000001 

( 1.8) 

A = Aae-.1.t, (3.10) 

where Ao is a constant of integration, A = S ~ co U dx and u, 
Ux ' Uxx ~ as x- ± 00. At each time level tn , we calculated 
Ao =Anlt •. The embryonic shock for the solution of Eq. 
(1.8) settled down to a smooth Taylor structure when Ao 
converged to a definite finite value (see Table IV for the con
vergence of Ao). This indicated the evolution ofthe discon-

TABLE VII. Comparison of the exact and numerical solutions for the spe-
cial (linear) PDE withp = 0, a = 1 [see eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) J. 

u(x,2) u(x,4) 

X Numerical Exact Numerical Exact 

-0.11 0.000 51 0.000 57 0.0 0.0 
0.37 0.00529 0.00546 0.0 0.0 
0.85 0.02886 0.02897 0.00003 0.00003 
1.33 0.08656 0.08633 0.000 16 0.000 17 
1.81 0.144 87 0.144 63 0.000 71 0.00072 
2.29 0.13598 0.13621 0.00231 0.002 33 
2.77 0.071 86 0.072 11 0.00563 0.00562 
3.25 0.02143 0.02146 0.01023 0.01019 
3.73 0.00357 0.00359 0.013 87 0.013 83 
4.21 0.000 32 0.000 34 0.01407 0.01409 
4.69 0.000 01 0.000 02 0.01070 0.01075 
5.17 0.0 0.0 0.006 12 0.006 15 
5.65 0.0 0.0 0.00264 0.00264 
6.13 0.0 0.0 0.000 86 0.000 85 
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u (x ,1: ) (a) 

FIG. 12. Solution ofEq. (3.11) for (a) A = - I. (b) A = I. 

tinuous profile into a smooth Taylor structure (see Fig. 10). 
At this stage we switched over to implicit scheme (3.2) and 
(3.3) and continued the computation. The latter is less ex
pensive in terms of computer time and is sufficiently accu
rate [see Table V, and Fig. 11 for solution ofEq. (1.8) with a 
smooth initial profile]. We shall show the accuracy of the 
implicit finite difference scheme (3.2) and (3.3) with the 
help of exact solutions of two special cases of the PDE ( 1.3). 
One is the Burgers equation ({3 = 1, A. = 0), whose exact 
solution is given by Eq. (2.1). The other is the linear partial 
differential equation 

u, + Ux + A.U = (0/2)u xx (3.11) 

(a = 1, {3 = 0). It has an exact single hump solution 

U= A I/Zexp{_[(X-t)Z +A.t]}. 
(2&) 2& 

(3.12) 

which decays exponentially with time (and distance). This 
is a product solution, quite different from (2.5). The nu
merical solution (by implicit predictor-corrector scheme) 
of ( 1.3) with initial smooth profile and the exact solutions 
(2.1) and (3.12) are presented in Tables VI and VII. The 
agreement is very good, ensuring the adequacy of the implic
it predictor-corrector scheme for solving (1.3) with smooth 
initial profiles (see Fig. 12). 

IV. TRANSITION OF SOLUTION OF INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEMS TO SELF-SIMILAR FORM OR 
INTERMEDIATE ASYMPTOTICS 

We have already detailed in Sec. III the numerical 
scheme, implicit finite difference for smooth initial profiles 
and pseudospectral for the discontinuous initial profiles. We 
give here the results of the computations, when the initial 
profiles evolve into (fully nonlinear) self-similar solutions 
discussed in Sec. II. We find that for 1 < a <: 3 and A. > O. the 
initial profile, continuous or discontinuous at the front, soon 
evolves into a self-similar form discussed earlier. Figure 13 
shows a typical evolution of the profile to its self-similar 
form for the case a = 3, {3 = 1, both when the initial ampli
tude Umax is less than 1 and when it is greater than 1; only it 
is required to vanish at x = ± 00 in a reasonably smooth 
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oosT 

(b) 

way. The self-similar regime was identified by matching the 
maximum of the numerical solutions of (1.3) and (2.19) 
and ensuring that the difference between the two solutions in 
the entire interval - 00 <x < 00 is less than 5 X 10- 3

• This 
required a proper choice of the amplitude parameter A [see 
Eq. (2.17)]. Table VIII shows the times ts at which the self
similarity comes about for different pairs (a, {3). These ter
minal solutions are fully nonlinear and hold for all t> ts' 
Their decay law is given by umax = OCt I/(J - a) ), which is 
the same as found by Murray for (1.7) for the range 
1 < a <: 3, subject to the condition I U I < 1 and g u # 0, U ;>0. We 
note here, however, that the condition gu (u) #0 does not 
play any role in our case. 

V. NON-SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTION 

For a> 3, the numerical solution of (1.3) does not obey 
the asymptotic decay law Umax = O( t II( I - a) ); instead Umax 

decays like O( t - liZ) in agreement with MurrayJO (see Table 
IX). This is plausible, since in the present case the final (old 
age) regime of the wave is essentially linear, nonlinear con
vection and damping playing no significant role. The single 
hump in this case has the form U = ct - liZ exp ( - 172

). The 
self-similar decay law O( t I/( I - a) ), on the other hand, pre
dicts a rate slower than t - 1/2 for a> 3. Thus, for a> 3, even 
though the self-similar form of (1.3) exists and satisfies 
boundary conditions at x = ± 00, it is physically unrealis
tic. Another interesting feature that emerges from our nu
merical solution of Eq. (2.19) for a > 3 and A. < 0 is the ap
pearance of a shelf on the left end tail of the self-similar 
profile (see Fig. 14). The solution decays in an extremely 
slow manner characteristic of the shelf. Equation (1.3) 
shares this feature with the modified KdV22 equation (1.9) 
when,u > O. It must be pointed out, however, that these self
similar solutions for A. < 0, a > 3 are not intermediate asymp
toties and the solution of ( 1.3) does not manifest any shelves 
(see Fig. 15). 

Now we turn to the case 0 < a <: 1, for which the self
similar form does not exist. The solution depends on the sign 
of A.. If A. > 0, the initial profile shrinks, decays, and becomes 
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extinct in a finite distance and a finite time in agreement with 
Murray'slO analysis. The case of negative damping, ...t < 0, 
unfolds several fascinating features. The nature of solution 
again depends crucially on the parameter a. The special val-

TABLE VIII. Approximate time t, when the self-similar regime for GBE 
( 1.3) sets in for different a and p. The initial time is t/ = I. 

a p 

1.5 0.25 
2.0 0.50 
2.5 0.75 
3.0 1.00 
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FIG. 13. Evolution of the self-similarform ofthe solution ofEq. (1.3). The 
function t lI(a - I lU (x,t) is shown at various times for a = 3, Ii = I: (a) 
Umax (x,t,) < I, (b) Uma• (x,t;) > I. 
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TABLE IX. The (large time) asymptotic behavior of the solution of Eq. 
(1.3) for a> 3: comparison of numerical Umax and Umax = Ct -1/2. 

Numerical Analytic Numerical Analytic 

a = 5, P = 2, Ii = I, 8 = 0.01 a = 4, P = 1.5, Ii = 1,8 = 0.01 
5.0 0.0867 0.0855 5.0 0.0856 0.0846 

10.0 0.0621 0.0604 10.0 0.0613 0.0598 
15.0 0.0510 0.0493 15.0 0.0503 0.0488 
20.0 0.0443 0.0427 20.0 0.0437 0.0423 

a = 5, P = 2, Ii = - 1,8 = 0.01 a=4.p=1.5,1i= -1,8=0.01 
3.5 0.1028 0.1022 3.5 0.1023 0.1019 
4.0 0.0965 0.0956 4.0 0.0960 0.0953 
5.0 0.0869 0.0855 5.0 0.0865 0.0852 
6.0 0.0796 0.0781 6.0 0.0792 0.0772 
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----.~~---·~4----~3~~-2~--~'--~0--~~~~~------( 

FIG. 14. SolutionofEq. (2.19) fora =5,A = -1. Shelf appears on the 
left. 

ues a = 1 and a = 2 seem to demarcate distinct behavior of 
the solution. We assumed A to be - 1 in all cases. For 
o < a < 1, the solution grows to peak somewhere in the mid
dle in a short time; it shows some small persisting wiggles 

0·1 

FIG. 15. Solution ofEq. (1.3) forA < 0: (a) a = 4, P = 1.5, (b) a = 5, 

P=2. 
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FIG. 16. Solution ofEq. (1.3) for a = O,p = 3, A = - 1. 

when .B> 1 (see Figs. 16-19). When 1 <a < 2, the solution 
grows and breaks at the front in a short time (see Figs. lla, 
12a, and 20-22). For the case a = 2, the solution first decays 
(implying the dominance of nonlinear convection in the ear
ly stages) and then grows to break at the front (see Figs. 23 
and 24). For a> 2, the negative damping is too small and the 
solution continuously decays with time (see Figs. 15, 25-
27). 

It is of some interest to compare the special case ( 1.8), 
Lardner and Arya, 12 with the corresponding modified KdV 
equation (1.9). Both have the same form of convective and 
damping terms. Leibovich and Randall have numerically 
studied the initial value problem for (1. 9). They treated a 
whole class of initial conditions that give rise to a variety of 
solitons, differing in number and amplifying or decaying de
pending on whether A. < 0 or A. > 0, respectively. They dis-

u(sbt 
0·5 

~----t ",\.", 

..L ______ t: ,. ~ 

FIG. 17. Solution of Eq. (1.3) for a = 0.25, P = 3, A = - 1. 
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FIG. 18. Solution ofEq. (1.3) fora = D.S,A = - I: (a) {3 = I, (b) {3 = 3. 
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covered three integrals for the entities 

Ar = f~ co u(x,t)dx, 

E = - u2 (x,t)dx, 1 Jco 
2 -co 

x = - XU (x,t)dx, 1 Jco 
Ar - co 

(5.1 ) 

which represent area under the wave, or its momentum, its 
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energy, and its center of gravity, respectively. It is easily 
checked by direct integration of (1.9) and integration after 
multiplication by u and x, respectively, that A" E, and x 
satisfy the following relations: 

Ar = Aae-.tt
, 

E = Eoe - Ut, (5.2) 

X - Xo = (/lEr/).,Ao) (e--<to - e--<'). 

The subscript 0 refers to the value of the relevant quantity at 
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U(x:\. r----- t. 1·9 

0·6 

0·4 FIG. 19. Solution of Eq. (1.3) 
fora =p= 0.5, A. = - 1. 

1Hr----tc I·~ 

-s·s 

t = to. It is straightfoward to check that the integrals (5.2) 
with JL = - 1 exist for the modified Burgers equation ( 1. 8) 
as well. The main features in the solitary wave study of Lei
bovich and Randall is the appearance of a trailing shelf and 
amplification or decay of the wave depending on the sign of 
A. They also found a terminal similarity solution for (1.9) 
for each soliton in isolation. While this solution confirmed 
the major features (dominant soliton plus shelf), it was not a 
uniformly valid solution since it failed to satisfy the bound
ary condition at x = 00. Equation (1.8) does not possess a 
self-similar solution. It shows amplification or decay of the 
initial profile depending on whether A < 0 or A > 0 (see Fig. 
11 ). These numerical solutions satisfy the relations (5.2) 
(see Table X). 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied the initial value problem for GBE 
( 1.3) with the single hump type of initial conditions with a 

t :3·5 

0·5 

_o~.~~--~~--~~-~--J~~-~--~-X 
~ \·s 

FIG. 20. Solution ofEq. (1.3) for a = I, P = 0.5, A. = - 1. 
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view to confirm that the self-similar form (2.5) indeed con
stitutes an intermediate asymptotic. This turns out to be the 
case for 1 <a<3, A>O, in agreement with Murray's case 
(iii). It is remarkable that the self-similar form (2.5) of 
( 1.3) yields the same asymptotic decay law for the wave as 
the characteristic method does for the inviscid form of ( 1.3) . 
The structures of the two waves will be quite different. In
deed, the sharp shock of Murray 10 remains sharp for all time 
and there is neither spreading nor decay due to diffusion 
(which is absent in his model). We believe that Eq. (2.9) for 
the "reciprocal" functionH, which is a special case of (1.5), 
is new. Equation (1.5), we postulate, should have an impor
tance for the Burgers equation similar to the Painleve equa
tions for the KdV -type equations. As we mentioned earlier, 
Eq. (1.4) has the solution 

u = t - IIlag( 1]} 

= (t /lJ) -1I2aG -lIa(7]), (6.1 ) 

U(x .. u 
o· 

t.~ 

FIG. 21. Solution ofEq. (1.3) for a = 1.5, P = 0.5, A. = - 1. 
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U. '/.;\J 

o· 

0·. 

FIG. 22. Solution ofEq. (1.3) for a = l.S,p = I, A = - 1. 

where G is governed by 

GG" - «a + l)ja)G,2 + 271GG' 

- 2(1- aj)G 2 - 23/2G' = 0 

and 

71 =X(2c5t)-1/2. 

(6.2) 

This equation is again a special case of (1.5), and differs 
from (2.10) for the Burgers equation in merely having dif
ferent numerical coefficients. Indeed, the Euler-Painleve 
equation (2.13) is rather special and has only four terms on 
the left; even the GEPE for the Burgers equation has five 
terms. We found it more convenient to solve the connection 
problem (2.19)-(2.21) for (2.7) and then draw conclusions 
for (2.9). Equation (2.9) has been analyzed by us only to 
some extent; further analysis ofthis equation or (2.7) may 

u. (~:\:.) 

-I -_....::a...-r--_X 

FIG. 23. Solution of Eq. (1.3) for a = 2, P = I, A = - 1. 
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FIG. 24. Solution of Eq. (1.3) for a = 2, P = 0.5, A = - 1. 

FIG. 25. Solution ofEq. 0.3) fora = 2.5,p= O.S,A = - 1. 

u(x.~ ) 
c·'.! 

FIG. 26. Solution ofEq. (1.3) for a = 2.S,p = I, A = - 1. 
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FIG. 27. SolutionofEq. (1.3) for{3= 1,A. = -1: (a) a= 3. (b) a =4. 

TABLE X. Numerical and analytic values of the area A" energy E, and 
center of gravity x of the profile at various times for Eq. (1.8) (to = 1.6, 
Ao =0.1359,Eo =0.01897,xo =0.15537) [seeEq. (5.2)]. 

Ar E X 

t Numerical Analytic Numerical Analytic Numerical Analytic 

1.8 0.02248 0.02247 0.00049 0.000 52 0.160 95 0.160 48 
2.0 0.DI839 0.01839 0.000 31 0.000 34 0.16419 0.164 66 
2.2 0.01506 0.01506 0.00020 0.000 23 0.16720 0.16809 
2.4 0.01233 0.01233 0.000 13 0.000 16 0.16957 0.17089 
2.6 0.01009 0.01009 0.00008 0.000 10 0.17143 0.17319 
2.8 0.00826 0.00826 0.00005 0.00007 0.172 90 0.17507 
3.0 0.00677 0.00677 0.00004 0.00005 0.17407 0.17661 
3.2 0.00554 0.00554 0.00002 0.00003 0.17500 0.177 87 
3.4 0.004 54 0.004 54 0.00002 0.00002 0.17573 0.17890 

be taken up at some subsequent time. However, as far as the 
numerical solution of the initial value problem for (1.3) is 
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concerned, our study is fairly complete. Some of the impor
tant conclusions are the following. Equation (1.3) has no 
self-similar solution except when 1 < a';;; 3, A. > O. The solu
tions for 0 < a < I, A. > 0 decay in a finite time and a finite 
distance; when..1. < 0, they spread and spike in the middle in a 
relatively short time. For a> 3, no self-similar solution of 
(2.5) forms an intermediate asymptotic. The wave profiles 
in this case, with..1. < 0, display a long shelf at the left tail-a 
feature that has been noticed for the solitary wave evolving 
under the modified KdV equation with a damping term (see 
Fig. 14). As a nonlinear ordinary differential equation, Eq. 
(2.19) with (2.20) as the asymptotic conditions does have 
solutions for all a > 1 and alIA., positive or negative. In Part 
II, we shall give a detailed study of the initial value problem 
for ( 1.4) and its self-similar solutions governed by (6.2) to 
fortify our claim regarding the importance of Eq. (1.5). 
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The four-dimensional conformal Kepler problem reduces to the three
dimensional Kepler problem with a centrifugal potential and Dirac's 
monopole field. Classical theory 
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The four-dimensional conformal Kepler problem is reduced by an S 1 action, when the associated 
momentum mapping takes nonzero fixed values. The reduced Hamiltonian system proves to be 
the three-dimensional Kepler problem along with a centrifugal potential and Dirac's monopole 
field. The negative-energy surface turns out to be diffeomorphic to S 3 X S 2, on which the 
~ymmetry group SO( 4) acts. Constants of motion of the reduced system are also obtained, which 
Include the total angular momentum vector and a Runge-Lenz-like vector. The Kepler problem 
is thus generalized so as to admit the same symmetry group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Reduction of Hamiltonian systems has been investigat
ed for years. Marsden and Weinstein gave a unified frame
work for reduction of symplectic manifolds. 1 When a Lie 
group acts symplectically on a symplectic manifold (M,m) 
one can get a lower-dimensional symplectic manifold, called 
a reduced phase space, by using the momentum mapping for 
the Lie group action. A Hamiltonian system (M,m,H) , 
whose Hamiltonian H is invariant under the group action, 
can be reduced to a Hamiltonian system on the reduced 
phase space. If the original Hamiltonian system admits a 
symmetry group that is commutative with the group used for 
the reduction, the reduced Hamiltonian system admits the 
same symmetry group. 

Iwae defined a "conformal" Kepler problem to associ
ate the four-dimensional harmonic oscillator to the three
dimensional Kepler problem. The conformal Kepler prob
lem, which is closely related to the harmonic oscillator, was 
proved to be reduced by an S 1 action to the ordinary Kepler 
problem. Owing to this reduction, the Kepler problem be
comes feasible to analyze globally. The reduction was car
ried out in the case where the momentum mapping of the S 1 

action is set to take a fixed value zero. 
A question now arises as to what reduced system comes 

out if the momentum mapping is set to take nonzero fixed 
values. The purpose of this paper is to answer the question. 
The materials of the present article is outlined as follows. 

~ection II trea~s a reduction of the symplectic manifold 
(T*R4 ,d8). Here R4, denoting R4 - {a}, is endowed with a 
conformally flat metric defined in the Cartesian coordinates 
(Xj ),j = 1, ... ,4, by 

4 4 

dS; = 4r L dxJ, with r = L xJ, 
j=1 J=1 

and d8 is t~e standard symplectic form on the cotangent 
bundle T*R4

, which is expressed in the canonical coordi
nates (xJ' f~ ) on T*R4~R4 ~ R4 as ~dPJ A dxJ. An action of 
U(1)~ 1~ defined on T*R4. Since the momentum map
ping '11: T*R4_u( 1 )*~R for this action is manifestly Ad*
equivariant,1 the '11 can be used for reduction of ( T *R4,d8). 
The reduced phase space 'I1- 1

( /L)IU(1), /LeR, will be 

s.hown to be diffeomorphic to T *R3, the cotangent bundle of 
R3 = R3 - {a}, by using the Hopfmapping 1T: it4_it3. This 
reduction is known also as the Kustaanheim<rStiefel trans
formation,3 and compactly reviewed in Ref. 4. However, the 
reduced phase space is not symplectomorphic to the cotan
gent bundle T *it3 equipped with the standard symplectic 
form. Let d8 ' denote the standard symplectic form on T *it3, 
and Op a two-form describing Dirac's monopole field on it3. 
Then, given a symplectic form 0" defined as d8' + 0 the 

. 3 p p' 
T*R becomes symplectomorphic with the reduced phase 
space. Thus the reduced phase space is identified with 

• 3 • 
( T *R ,0" p ). It IS to be noted here that through the reduction 
the Euclidean metric is induced on R3 from the metric ds: on 
. 4 •• c 

R . It should be also noted that 1T: R4_R3 is a principal 
U ( 1) bundle, so that the reduction to be performed in this 
section gives an example of Kummer's workS about the re
duction of cotangent bundles of principal fiber bundles. 

Though this section is an application of Kummer's 
work, the technique used is of great importance in treating 
the symmetry in the following sections. 

Section III is concerned with reduction of the conformal 
Kepler problem by the U ( 1) action defined in Sec. II. The 
conformal Kepler problem is a Hamiltonian system on the 
symplectic manifold (T*R4 ,d8) endowed with the Hamil
tonian 

H=~(~ ±pJ)_!'. 
24rj=1 r 

It is to be noted here that the first term in the right-hand side 
is the kinetic energy with respect to dS;. Since the H is invar
iant under the U ( 1) action, it can be reduced to a certain 
Hamiltonian Hp on T*a3

• As is pointed out above, the Eu
c~idean metric is induced 0!l the!il3. Let (ij , Pj ) be the Carte
SIan coordinates on T*R3~R3XR3. Then the reduced 
Hamiltonian Hp proves to have the form 

1 3 /L 2 k 3 

Hp =- LPJ+---, r= L iJ. 
2 j= 1 2r r j= 1 

The reduced system (T*R3 
,0" p ,Hp) coincides with the 

Hamiltonian system that MacIntosh and Cisneros6 treated. 
The equation of motion for ( T *R3 ,0" p ,Hp ) indeed describes 
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the Kepler motion in the presence of a centrifugal potential 
and Dirac's monopole field. This system can be regarded as a 
variation of the ordinary Kepler problem, because it will be 
shown in Secs. V and VI to admit the same symmetry group 
as the ordinary Kepler problem does. In view of this, the 
reduced system will be referred to as the MIC-Kepler prob
lem, where MIC is short for McIntosh and Cisneros. It is 
worth mentioning also that the reduction in this article is 
closely related with the reduction that Satzer7 carried out for 
the planar three-body problem. In this article, the metric ds~ 
is utilized to obtain the standard kinetic energy term in Hf.L' 
In the Kummer's work,5 a change of time parameter was 
carried out to obtain the same Hamiltonian. 

Section IV shows that the regularized energy-momen
tum manifold S 3 X S 3 of the conformal Kepler problem is 
reduced to the negative-energy surface S 3 xs 2 of the MIC
Kepler problem. 

In Sec. V, a symmetry group of the MIC-Kepler prob
lem is studied. Combined with the result in Ref. 8, the reduc
tion in this paper shows that the global symmetry group 
SOC 4) acts on every negative-energy surface of the MIC
Kepler problem. 

Section VI deals with first integrals for the MIC-Kepler 
problem, which form clearly the Lie algebra ofSO( 4) under 
the Poisson bracket. They can be obtained from the U ( 1 ) -
invariant first integrals of the conformal Kepler problem. It 
is shown that the first integrals for the MIC-Kepler problem 
consist of the vector constants obtained in Ref. 6; one is the 
total angular momentum, and the other a Runge-Lenz-like 
vector. 

A quantum version of this article will appear in the next 
paper. 9 

II. REDUCTION OF A PHASE SPACE (T"R4,d6) 

Let (Xj ),j = 1,2,3,4, be the Cartesian coordinates ofR4, 
and R4 = R4 - {O}. We define a conformally fiat metric ds~ 
on R4 by 

4 4 

d~ = 4r L dxJ, with r = L xJ. (2.1) 
j=1 j=1 

Consider the cotang~nt bundle T *R4 of R4. Let (vj ) be any 
tangent vector at xER4. Then a cotangent vector P = (Pj) at 
x is assigned by Pj = 4rvj ,j = 1,2,3,4, on account of (2.1). 
Since T *R4 is identified with R4 X R4, every point of T *R4 
can be expressed as a pair of column vectors (x,p). The 
canonical symplectic form on T *R4 is given by dO with 

4 

0= L Pj dxj . 
j=1 

(2.2) 

We define a symplectic U(1) action CP, on T*R4 by 

CP,(x,p) = (TU)x,TU)p) UER), (2.3) 

whereto 

TU) = (RU) ) 
RU) , 

. h R() (cOSU /2) 
Wit t = 

sinU /2) 
- sinU /2») . 
cosU /2) 

(2.4) 

A simple calculation shows that the U (l) action leaves 0 
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invariant, so that the group U ( 1 ) -::::=.S I acts symplectically on 
(T*R\dO). 

In order to reduce (T *R4 ,dO) by the U ( I) action, we 
look for the momentum mapping of the U ( 1) action. Ac
cording to Abraham and Marsden, II the momentum map
ping 'I' of T *R4 to u ( 1) *, the dual space to the Lie algebra 
u ( 1) of U ( 1 ), is obtained by 

'I'(x,p)·s = O(X,P) (SM)' (2.5) 

where S is an element of u(1), and SM' M = T*R4, is the 
infinitesimal generator of cf>,. The SM is easy to get from 
(2.3) and (2.4). Since u(1 )*-::::=.R, the "'(x,p) is viewed as 
real valued, and obtained from (2.5) in the form 

"'(x,p) =!( - X2PI + XI P2 - X4P3 + X3P4)' (2.6) 

It is easy to see that '" is invariant under the U (1) action. 
This fact also means that'" is Ad*-equivariant, because 
U ( 1) is Abelian. 

Consider the level manifold for a fixed real number J.L; 
",-I( J.L): = {(x,p)ET*R4; "'(x,p) =J.L}. As wlO is a 
regular value of "', "'- I ( J.L) is indeed a submanifold of 
T*R4. 

We show the following. 
Lemma 2.1: ",-I( J.L) is diffeomorphic to R4 X R3. 
Proof' Let < , ) denote the standard inner product in 

R4. We define a basis {s/x)}j=O,I,2.3' orthogonal with re
spect to < , ), in each cotangent space T:R4 by 

So(x) = 2( - X2,x1' - X4,x3) T, 

SI(X) = 2(X3,x4,x1,x2)T, 

S2(X) = 2( - X4,x3,x2, - XI) T, 

S3(X) = 2(XI,x2, - X3, - x4) T, 

(2.7) 

where the superscript T indicates the transpose. Then, the 
equation'" (x, p) = J.L is written as 

(2.8) 

This equation implies that P can be expressed for each xER4 

in the form 
3 

P=.!!:.-So(X) + L ajsj(x), ajER, j= 1,2,3. (2.9) 
r j= I 

Thus we can define a diffeomorphism of "'- I ( J.L) to R4 X R3 
by (X,p)E",-I( J.L)-+(x,a), where a = (aj )ER3. This com
pletes the proof. 

Now, since U ( I ) leaves '" invariant, it acts on "'- I ( J.L). 
We are looking into how the action is expressed. Let (x,p) 
and (x',p') be in ",-I( J.L), and assume that 
(x',p') = cf>, (x,p). Ifp is expressed as (2.9),p' is then writ
ten in the form 

3 

p'=.!!:.-T(t)so(X) + L ajTU)sj(x). 
r j= I 

(2.10) 

One can easily verify that 
4 4 

r= L xJ= L X;2 
j= I j= I 

and 
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Hence Eq. (2.10) goes over into 
3 

p' =1!:.. so(X') + L ajsj(x'). (2.11) 
r )=1 

Taking the expressions (2.9) and (2.11) into account, we 
have the following. 

Lemma 2.2: The U ( 1) action on '11- 1 
( p,) =R4 X R3 is 

given by (x,a)-(T(t)x,a), where a is defined by (2.9). 
Obviously, the U(1) action is free and proper, so that 

the quotient space '11- I ( p, ) IV ( 1) becomes a manifold. 
We are now to show that '11- 1 

( p,) IV ( 1) is diffeomor
phic to T*R3, the cotangent bundle ofR3. To this end, we 
define the mapping 1T: R4_R3 by 

XI = 2(XIX3 + X~4)' 
X2 = 2( - XIX4 + X~3)' 
X3 =x~ +x~ -x~ -x~, 

(2.12) 

which is an extension of the Hopf mapping S 3 -S 2. It is then 
clear that 1T: R4_R3 is a principal U ( 1) bundle, where the 
group action is the same as we have defined in (2.3). This 
and Lemma 2.2 are put together to show that 'I1- I

( p,)/ 
U ( 1) is diffeomorphic to R3 X R3, and hence to T *R3. 

We wish to make further investigation into the diffeo
morphism of 'I1- I

( p,)IV( 1) to T*R3. Let d~: T:(x) R3 
_T~R4 be the dual mapping to the tangent mapping 

. 4 • 3 . 
d1Tx: !xR -Trr(x) R . Smce for any tangent vector v = (vj ) 
at xER4, d1Tx (v) is given by 

~:)(~J 
(2.13 ) 

for any cotangent vector P = (Pj ) at 1T(X) ER3, d~ ( P) is 
given by definition as 

d1T~( P) = 2 (:: ~:4 
Xl X 2 

X 2 -Xl 

(2.14 ) 

Put another way, d~ is of the form 
3 

d~(P) = L PjSj(x). (2.15 ) 
j=1 

It follows from (2.15) and (2.9) thatthe rangeofd~ is 
the subspace of T~R4 given by 'I1-1(0)nT~R4, and there
fore d~ has the inverse when restricted to 'I1-1(0)nT~R4. 
Further, we see that '11- 1 (0) consists of all the elements 
(x,d~(P») with xER4 andjJET:(x)it3. Accordingly, from 
Lemma 2.2, the quotient space 'I1- I (O)IV( 1) is diffeomor
phic to T*R3. We can then denote the natural projection 
'11- 1(0)_'11- 1 (O)IV(1) by 

(d1T*)-I: (x,p)-(1T(x),(d~)-I(p») = (x,ft). 
(2.16) 

It is now an easy matter to obtain the diffeomorphism of 
'I1- I

( p,)IV(1) to T*it3
• In effect, a diffeomorphism 

vll : '11- 1 (p,)_'I1- 1(0) can be defined by 

vil (x,p) = (x,p - (p,lr)so(x»), (2.17) 
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and thereby the composition 

1T1l (x,p) = (d1T*) -loVIl (x,p) (2.18) 

provides a principal U(1) bundle 'I1- I
( p,)_T*it3, as is 

known from the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3: Let (x,p) and (x',p') be points of 

'11- I ( p, ). Then the relation 

1T1l (x,p) = 1T1l (x',p') (2.19) 

holds if and only if both (x,p) and (x',p') are on a U(1) 
orbit. 

Proof' For (x,p), (X',p')E'I1- I ( p,), the vectorsp andp' 
are expressed as 

p, 3 
p=-so(X) + L ajsj(x), 

r j= I 

3 

p' =1!:.. so(X') + L a;sj(x'), 
r j= I 

respectively. Then from (2.15 )-(2.18), we have 

1T1l (x,p) = (1T(x),a), 1T1l (x',p') = (1T(x'),a'), 

where a = (aj ) and a' = (aj) are column vectors. There
fore, if the relation (2.19) holds, one has 1T(X) = 1T(X') and 
a = a', and hence, for a certain t, 

3 

X' = T(t)x, p' = 1!:.. so(x') + L a)sj(x'). 
r j= I 

Thus from (2.11) one has cI> t (x, p) = (x', p'). The converse 
is easy to check. This completes the proof. 

Thus we have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4: T *R3 is diffeomorphic with '11- I ( p,) / 

U(1). 
We now proceed to a s~mplectic form all induced on the 

reduced phase space T*R3. According to Marsden and 
Weinstein,1 all is determined by the relation 

(2.20) 

where ill: 'I1- I (p,)_T*R4 is the inclusion and the super
script asterisk in (2.20) indicates the pullback. Writing out 
i: d() by the help ofp = p,so(x)lr + l:PjSj (x), and collect
ing those terms that amount to tr! (dxj ), we eventually ob
tain 

all = d()' + fill' 
where 

3 

d()' = L dPj I\dxj' 
j=1 

fill = _p,r-3(xI dX2 1\ dx3 +x2 dx3l\dx I 

+ X3 dx l l\dx2 ), 

and r is written as 
3 

r=Lx]. 
j=1 

(2.21a) 

(2.21b) 

(2.21c) 

We note that d()' is the canonical symplectic form of T*:a3 

and fill' viewed as a form on T *R3, is Dirac's monopole field 
of strength - p" which is turned off when the angular mo
mentum '11 is zero. 

Thus we have shown the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5: The reduced phase space of (T *R4,d() is 
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symplectomorphic to (T*R3 ,CT/L)' where CT/L is given by 
(2.21 ). 

In conclusion, we show that a metric d~ induced on R3 
from ds~ is the Euclidean one. The metric dS6 is indeed de
fined because d~ is invariant under the U ( 1) action. Let 
(ds~)! and (dS6 )!(x) denote the inner products on the co
tangent spaces T!'R4 and T~(x) R3

, respectively. Then one 
has the defining relation, for p,p'ET~(x) R3

, 

(d~)!(x) (p,p') = (d~)!(d~(p),d~(p'»). (2.22) 

We notice here that the right-hand side of (2.22) is indepen
dent ofa choice of x' such that 1T(X) = 1T(X') because of the 
invariance of d~ under the U ( 1) action. 

To show that d~ is the Euclidean metric, we have only 
to point out that the basis {Sj (x)} introduced in (2.7) is an 
orthonormal system with respect to (d~ )#; 

(d~ )!(S/X)h (x») = Ojk' j,k = 0,1,2,3. (2.23) 

Then from (2.15), (2.22), and (2.23) it follows that 
3 

(d~ )!(x) (p,p') = L pjpi, 
j=1 

which proves our assertion. 

III. REDUCTION OF THE CONFORMAL KEPLER 
PROBLEM 

(2.24) 

The conformal Kepler problem is a triple ( T *R4 ,dO,H) , 
where the Hamiltonian H is defined by 

H = ~ (~ ± pJ) _!5.... (k = a positive const.). 
2 4r j= I r 

(3.1 ) 

By using the notation (ds~)# introduced in the last section, 
the kinetic energy is expressed in the form 

! (ds~)#(p,p). (3.2) 

Furthermore, the distance between the origin of R4 and a 
point xER4 is proportional to r, so that the potential term 
- k Ir is of Kepler type. This is why we call the Hamilton

ian system the conformal Kepler problem. 
It is easy to see that H is invariant under the U ( 1 ) action 

<l>t: that is, H = Ho<l>t. Consequently, H can be reduced by 
the U ( 1) action to a Hamiltonian defined on the reduced 
phase space (T*R3,CT/L); the reduced Hamiltonian HI' is de
termined II by 

HOiI' = HI' 017'1" (3.3) 

Substituting J.tSo(x)/r + ~PjSj (x) for pin (3.2), and using 
(2.23), we find from (3.2) the reduced kinetic energy and 
therefore the reduced Hamiltonian HI' in the form 

(3.4 ) 

We .note again that i2 = ~xJ. The reduced system 
(T*R3,CT/L,H/L) can be interpreted as follows. Recalling that 
the Euclidean metric d~ is induced on R3

, we see that the HI' 
is a Hamiltonian for the usual Kepler problem plus the cen
trifugal potential,u2 12i2. If,u = 0, HI' becomes the Hamil
tonian for the Kepler problem. As we have seen in Sec. II 
that the symplectic form CT I' contains Dirac's monopole field, 
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we now understand that the reduced system describes a 
Kepler motion on which both a centrifugal force and a mag
netic force due to Dirac's field are put on. To see this in 
detail, we consider the Hamiltonian flow of the reduced sys
tem. The Hamiltonian vector field XI' for HI' is determined 
by 

(3.5) 

where J indicates the interior product. Hence the equation 
of motion 

.!!.- (x, p) = XI' (x, p) 
dt 

can be put, after a calculation, into the form 

d2x dx ( ,u _) (,u2 k) 
dt 2 = dt X - ~ x - grad 2i2 - -; , 

where X denotes the vector product operation. 

(3.6) 

Theorem 3.1: The reduced Hamiltonian system 
( T *R3 ,CT I' ,HI') of the conformal Kepler problem describes 
motions of a charged particle in the presence of Dirac's mon
opolefieldB/L = -,ux/~ofstrength -,uandaNewtonian 
potential - k Ir plus a centrifugal potential ,u2/2i2. This 
Hamiltonian system will be referred to as the MIC-Kepler 
problem. 

Remarks: The velocity of light, the particle charge and 
the mass of the particle are all set at unity in Theorem 3.1. 
The reduced system (T*R3,CT/L,H/L) is the very one that 
MacIntosh and Cisneros6 treated. However, they described 
the system by using a vector potential. The fact that the vec
tor potential for Dirac's field B/L can be defined only locally 
prevented them from treating the system globally. Further, 
they adopted the Euclidean metric in reducing the kinetic 
energy on T *R4

, and consequently came to an excessive fac
tor in the angular momentum term of the kinetic energy on 
T*R3. 

The result in this section is deeply concerned with the 
Kummer-Satzer work. 5

,7 They started with a Hamiltonian 
having the kinetic energy term related to the standard flat 
metric in R4

, and performed the reduction of the Hamilto
nian followed by a change of the time parameter to get a 
reduced Hamiltonian similar to ours. However, because of 
the use of the metric ds~, our reduction does not need the 
excessive procedure of the parameter change. 

In the following sections, we study the symmetry aspect 
of the reduced Hamiltonian system. As a result, the system is 
regarded as a generalization of the Kepler problem. 

IV. NEGATIVE-ENERGY SURFACES FOR THE 
REDUCED SYSTEM 

In this section, we consider reduction of energy-momen
tum manifolds to obtain energy surfaces for the reduced sys
tem. We denote by MA.,/L the energy-momentum manifold 
that is defined as the intersection of the energy surface 
H = - A 2/8, A being a positive constant, and the level sub
manifold \f1- 1 ( ,u) . We remark that in Ref. 2 the regularized 
energy surface, denoted by Ii = - A 2/8, was considered in 
order to treat the flows going out of the domain T *R4. How
ever, in the present case we do not have to treat the regular-
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• 4 ized energy surface, because the flows do not go out of T *R 
on account of J.l4·0. 

As in Ref. 2, we consider a Hamiltonian system 
(T *'it4,d(J,K), where K is given by 

1 4 A 2 4 

K=- LPJ+- L xJ. (4.1) 
2 J= I 2 j= I 

We treat (x,p) as if they were Cartesian coordinates in R4 
X R4:::> T *R4. Then the Hamiltonian system ( 4.1) is 
thought of as the harmonic oscillator. From (3.1) and (4.1) 
we obtain the relation between H and K, 

4r(H + A 2/8) = K - 4k. ( 4.2) 

It follows from this that the energy surface Ii = - A 218 co
incides with the energy surface K = 4k. Thus the energy mo
mentum manifold M;., I' is given by 

M;.,J1. = {(x,p)eT*a4; K(x,p) = 4k and \{I(x,p) =Il}' 
(4.3) 

It is of great use to introduce the complex variables Wi' 

j = 1,2,3,4, by 

WI = (AX I - P2) + i(AX2 + PI)' 

W2 = (AX3 - P4) + i(AX4 + P3)' 

W3 = (AX I + P2) + i(AX2 - PI)' 
(4.4) 

Hence JR4 X R4 is identified with C4. With (4.3) and (4.4), a 
simple calculation shows that M;.. I' is defined by 

IWI12 + IW212 = 4(2k -All), 

IW312 + Iw412 = 4(2k + All). 

(4.Sa) 

(4.Sb) 

In order that M;., I' exists, A and Il must satisfy 

A 11l1~2k. (4.6) 

In case of A III I < 2k, the conditions (4.S) imply that M;., I' is 
diffeomorphic to S 3 X S 3. On the other hand, if A III I = 2k, 
the conditions (4.S) define S3, since either of (4.Sa) and 
(4.Sb) defines a single point {O}. 

Theorem 4.1: Under the condition A III I ~2k, the energy
momentum manifold M;., I' is diffeomorphic to either of the 
following: 

(a)S3 x S3 (A III I <2k), 

(b) S3 (A III I = 2k). 

Now, we proceed to the reduction of M;.,JI.' Let (x,P) 
= 11'1' (x,p) for (x,p)eM;.,JI.' Then from (3.3), one has 

HI' (x, P) = HOi,. (x, p) = - A 2/8. Ow!ng to the fact that 
11'1' is a projection from \{I-I( Il) to T*R3, M;.,J1. is mapped 
onto the energy surface,. H,. = -A 2/8, of the reduced 
Hamiltonian system (T*R3,u,.,H,.). 

We will examine the topology of the energy surface HI' 
= - A 218 in what follows. To do so, we point out that the 

U ( 1) action on C4
, the W space, takes the matrix form 

(
e

it12
/ 2 ) 

e-it/2/2 ' (4.7) 

where /2 is the 2 X 2 unit matrix. This expression together 
with (4.S) shows that M;.,,. /U (1) is diffeomorphic to S 3 
XS3/U(1)~3XS2 (see Ref. 8), if A III I <2k. 

In the case of A III I = 2k, M;.,,. degenerates to S3, so 
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that we have S 3/U ( 1 ) -:::::::!.S 2. Thus we are led to the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4.2: By the U ( 1) action, the energy-momen
tum manifold M;.,J1. is reduced to the energy surface H,. 
= - A 2/8 of the reduced Hamiltonian system, which is dif

feomorphic to either of the following: 

(a) S3 XS2 (A III I <2k), 

(b) S2 (A III I = 2k). 

In conclusion we mention what is happening in the case 
of A III I = 2k. The energy value - A 218 is then equal to 
- k 2/2p,2. We note that - k 2/2112 is the minimum value of 

energy because the potential U,. = 112 12~ - k Ir of the re
duced system has the minimum value - k 2/21l2. Therefore, 
the S 2 in the above theorem consists of all the points of equi
librium. 

V. THE SYMMETRY GROUP OF THE REDUCED 
HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM 

This section shows that the symmetry group SO(4) of 
the reduced system is derived from the symmetry subgroup 
of the conformal Kepler problem through the reduction. 

It is well known that SU ( 4) acts on the energy surface 
K = 4k ofthe harmonic oscillator (T*'it4,d(J,K). Since the 
regularized energy surface, Ii = - A 2/8, coincides with 
K = 4k, as was pointed in Ref. 2, SU ( 4) also acts on the 
regularized energy surface Ii = - A 2/8. 

We now look for subgroups of SU(4) that leave M;.,,. 
invariant. We start with the case of A III I < 2k. Let A be a 
4 X 4 matrix leaving M;., I' invariant. Then it must leave in
variant the conditions (4.Sa) and (4.Sb), so that A is ex
pressed in the form 

A=(B c), B,CeU(2). (S.I) 

If A is a matrix of SU ( 4 ), Band C are subject to (det B) 
X (det C) = 1. Thus we have a subgroupS (U(2) XU(2»)of 
SU(4), which acts onM;.,,.. We examineS(U(2) XU(2») in 
detail. Let detB = e

it (0~t~211'). Then A is decomposed to 
either 

eit12

/
2 

e- it/2/) (BI C,) (S.2a) 

or 

(S.2b) 

where B I and C I are the elements of SU (2) that satisfy 
B = e it 

12 B I and C = e - it 12C I, respectively. Expressions 
(S.2a) and (S.2b) show that U(1)xSU(2)XSU(2) is a 
double covering group of S (U (2) xU (2»), where the factor 
U ( 1) in the former has the parameter t ranging over 
0<1<41T. It is easy to see that U( 1) XSU(2) XSU(2) also 
acts on M;.,J1. through (S.2a). 

In what follows, we treat U (1 ) X SU (2) X SU (2) in
stead of S(U(2)XU(2»). The U(1) of U(1)xSU(2) 
xSU(2) gives the action (2.3) or (4.7). We now look at 
SU(2) xSU(2) acting onM;.,,.. Lettheaction ofAeSU(2) 
xSU(2) be denoted by ~A' Since U(1) and SU(2) 
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x SU (2) commute, one can well define the reduced action 
<i) A. on the energy surface HI' = - A 2/8 by 

(5.3) 

where wEM;,., I' CC4
• The action of A on the energy surface 

HI' = - A 2/8 is not effective. In fact, for A = fJ 2'/2) and 
A = ( - 12, - 12), the definition (5.3) reads <I> A. 017"1' (w) 

= 17"1' (w) for any wEM;,..I" Hence, we see that SU (2) 
XSU(2)/l2~SO(4) acts on the energy surface HI' 
= - A 2/8 effectively, where l2 = {(l2'/2)'( - 12, - 12)}. 

In the case of A III I = 2k, the symmetry subgroup 
should reduce to SU(2), either of the factors of 
SU(2) XSU(2), according to the degeneracy of S3 X S3 to 
S3. The same discussion as above shows that SU(2)/l2 
~SO (3) acts on the energy surface HI' = - k 2/21l 2, where 
l2 = {12, - 12}· 

Thus we obtain the following. 
Theorem 5.1: The symmetry group acting on the energy 

surface HI' = - A 2/8 effectively is either of the following: 

(a) SO(4) (A III I <2k), 

(b) SO(3) (A III I = 2k). 

VI. CONSTANTS OF MOTION FOR THE REDUCED 
HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM 

In Sec. V, we have shown that a symmetry subgroup of 
the conformal Kepler problem is reduced to the symmetry 
group of the reduced system. On a similar idea of reduction, 
we can obtain constants of motion for the reduced system. 
Let F be a function invariant under the U ( 1) action. Then 
one ~an define a function FI' on the reduced phase space 
(T*R3,0'1') through FI' 017"1' = FOil" Further, the Hamilto
nian vector field XF~ is related to XF by 17"1"XF(x,p) 

= XF~ (17"1' (x,p»), so that the flows of them are in the relation 

17"1' oexp tX F = (exp tX F,) 017"1' • ( 6.1) 

By (6.1) with FI' replaced by HI" we can prove that FI' is a 
constant of motion if F is so; 

PI' «exp tXH,. )(17"1' (x, p»)) 

= FI' (17"1' (exp tXH ) (x,p))) 

= F(il'(exp tXH )(x,p»)) 

= F(il' (x,p») 

= FI'(17"1' (x,p»). 

Thus we have shown the following lemma. 

(6.2) 

Lemma 6.1: The U(1 )-invariant constants of motion 
for the conformal Kepler problem are reduced to the con
stants of motion for the MIC-Kepler problem 

• 3 
(T *R ,0'1' ,HI' ). 

The next thing we have to do is then to find U ( 1 ) -invar
iant constants of motion for the conformal Kepler problem. 
We here recall the relation ( 4,2), from which we can obtain2 

4rXH =XK on H= _A 2/8 or K=4k. (6.3) 

This shows that the flows of X H and X K coincide, within a 
change of parameters, on the energy surface H = - A 2/8 or 
K = 4k. Accordingly, constants of motion for the harmonic 
oscillator may be viewed as constants of motion for the con
formal Kepler problem when restricted on the energy sur-
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face H = - A 2/8. Thus we are seeking for U ( 1) -invariant 
constants of motion for the harmonic oscillator, for a while. 

Constants of motion for the harmonic oscillator are ex
pressed in the formS 

1 4 _ 

F= -.- L CkjZjZk , (6.4) 
2iA. j,k = I 

where C = (Cjk ) are anti-Hermitian matrices of tr C = 0, 
and 

Zj = AXj + ipj' (6.5) 

Let Q be a constant of motion with coefficient matrix D. 
Then the Poisson bracket of F and Q is given by 

1 4 _ 

{F,Q} = -.- L [C,D hjZjZk' (6.6) 
2iA. j,k = I 

where [C,D] denotes the commutator of matrices C and D. 
We notice here that the momentum mapping'll we have 

dealt with is also given in the form (6.4) with C substituted 
by 

N=~(N2 NJ WithN2=C -1). (6.7) 

Thus we know from (6.6) that U(1)-invariant constants of 
motion are those that have coefficient matrices commuting 
with N. Such a matrix C that commutes with N can be ex
pressed as a sum of an antisymmetric real matrix A and a 
symmetric pure imaginary matrix B; C = A + B. We take 
basis A/s and B/s, j = 1,2,3, such that A and B are ex
pressed, respectively, in the form 

and 

3 

A = L ajAj 
j=1 

3 

B= L bjBj 
j= I 

where aj , bjER,j = 1,2,3. 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

Hence the constants of motion corresponding to A/s 
and Bj's are expressed, by writing out (6.4) for respective 
matrices, in the form 

J I =! (X I P4 - X4PI + X3P2 - X2P3)' 

J2 = ! (XI P3 - X3PI + X2P4 - X4P2)' 

J3 =! (X IP2- X2PI +X4P3- X3P4), 

QI =! (PI P3 + P2P4) + (A 2/4 )(X IX3 + X:zX4)' (6.9) 

Q2 =! (P2P3 - PI P4) + (A 2/4 )(X:zX3 - X IX4 ), 

Q3 = i (pi + p~ - p~ - p~) + (A 2/8) 

X (xi + X~ - X~ - x~). 

These are viewed as constants of motion for the confor-
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mal Kepler problem when restricted on the energy surface 
H = - A, 2 IS. We now show that these functions can be 
made into constants of motion for the conformal Kepler 
problem. To this end, we proceed to investigate these con
stants of motion in detail. One can see that the~'s are them
selves constants of motion for the conformal Kepler prob
lem, because calculation gives {.lj,H} = 0. We turn to the 
QJ's. Calculation shows that the Poisson bracket of QJ and H 
is put into the form 

{Qj,H} = - (1/r)(H + A, 2/S) {Qj,r}, j = 1,2,3. 
(6.10) 

Since {Qj,r} =;60, Eq. (6.10) means that Qj is constant along 
the flows of H, if and only if the flows are on H = - A, 2 IS. 
We can make Qj'S into constants of motion, without restric
tion on the special energy surface, by substituting - SH for 
A, 2 in the Qj's. In fact if we denote by the Qj's the functio~s 
made in such a manner. we see that the Poisson bracket of Qj 

and H vanishes. Further. the Poisson brackets among them 
are calculated to give 

{Jh..lj} = EhjkJk. {Jh.Qj} = EhjkQk. 

{Qh.Qj} = EhjkJk ( - 2H). 
(6.11 ) 

Thus we have the following. 
Lemma 6.2: Functions ~ and Qj.j = 1,2.3. defined by 

(6.9) with A, 2 replaced by - SH are U ( 1 ) -invariant con
stants of motion for the conformal Kepler problem. and sub
ject to the commutation relations (6.11). 

Now. from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 we can obtain constants 
of motion for the reduced system by the recipe 

[ .lj ] /J 017' /J =.lj 0 i /J • [Qj ] /J 017' /J = Qj 0 i /J' ( 6.12 ) 

After using the same method as applied in obtaining the re
duced Hamiltonian H/J' we can obtain 

[Jd/J = X2P3 - X3P2 + Pl/r. 

[J2]/J =X3PI -XIP3 +P2/r• 

[J3]/J =XIP2 -X2 PI +p.x3Ir. 

[Qd/J = ([J2]J3 - [J3]/JP2) + kil/r. 

[Q2]/J = ([J3]/JPI - [Jd/JP3) + ki2/r. 

[Q3]/J = ([Jd/JP2 - [J2]JI) + ki3lr. 

(6.13) 

Commutation relations among these constants of mo
tion are the same as (6.11) because of the following lemma. 

Lemma 6.3: Let Fand Qbe U (1 )-invariantfunctions on 
T *it4. andF/J and Q/J the reduced functions on T *it3 defined 
by (3.3) with H replaced by Fand Q. respectively. Then 

{F.Q}oi/J = {F/J.Q/J}017'/J' (6.14) 

where the Poisson bracket in the right-hand side of (6.14) is 
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defined not through the canonical symplectic form dO ' but 
through the reduced symplectic form u/J' 

Proof: We note that the Hamiltonian vector fields for F 
and F/J are related by 17'/J.XF(x,p) =XFJJ17'/J (x,p»). The 
same relation holds for the Hamiltonian vector fields for Q 
and Q/J' Then from the definition of the Poisson bracket and 
of the reduced symplectic form it follows that 

{F,Q}Oi/J (x.p) = dO(XQ,xF)Oi/J (x,p) 

= U:dO)(XQ,xF)(i/J (x.p») 

= (n!u/J )(XQ,xF)(X,P) 

= u/J (17'/J.XQ.17'/J.XF){17'/J (x.p») 

= u/J (XQ",xF" ){17'/J (x.p») 

(6.15 ) 

This ends the proof. 
We mention that. using the equation of motion (3.6), 

MacIntosh and Cisneros6 derived two vector constants of 
motion; for xell3 andjJelR3. 

D/J = xXP + plr, R/J = D/J Xp + kilr. (6.16) 

Our constants of motion (6.13) coincide with theirs. The D /J 
and R/J are the total angular momentum and the Runge-
Lenz-like vector. If p. = 0, these constants of motion become 
the well-known ones in the Kepler problem. 

Theorem 6.4: The U ( 1 ) -invariant constants of motion 
given in Lemma 6.2 are reduced to constants of motion. giv
en by (6.13). for the MIC-Kepler problem (T*it3,u/J,H/J)' 
These are subject to the Poisson bracket relation 

{[Jh]/J,[.lj]/J} = EhJk [Jk]/J' 

{[Jh ]/J.[Qj ]/J} = Ehjk [Qk ]/J' (6.17) 

{[Qh ]/J' [Qj ]/J} = Ehjd Jd/J ( - 2H/J)' 
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On an expression for the average resolvent using Grassmann integration 
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The integral representation of the inverse of a determinant and the Grassmann representation of a 
determinant are used to derive an expression for the average resolvent for a Gaussian orthogonal 
ensemble. The expression is compared with the one obtained using Lagrangian formalism. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown I recently that Grassmann integra
tion2 provides a powerful tool in calculating various ensem
ble averages that are needed, e.g., in the study of the prob
ability density function of single eigenvalue and many other 
problems. In these studies one makes use of a generating 
function3 involving a Lagrangian that has both ordinary and 
Grassmann variables. The purpose of the present work is to 
describe a different formalism based on the integral repre
sentation of a determinant and its inverse to derive an 
expression for the average resolvent. We shall show that the 
final expression that one obtains this way has an explicit 
dependence on the dimension of the matrix. In working out 
the ensemble averages we shall consider only the Gaussian 
orthogonal ensemble4 (GOE). 

We describe the formulation in Sec. II. Concluding re
marks will be presented in Sec. III. 

II. FORMULATION 

The ensemble average resolvent g(z) is defined by 

g(z) = (lIN)(Tr(z-H)-I) , (1) 

where H is a real symmetric N XN matrix. The ( ) sign 
denotes the ensemble average using the following distribu
tion of the matrix elements of H: 

P({Hij}) = 2(l/4)N(N-I)1T- (l/4)N(N+ I) exp( _ Tr H2) . 

(2) 

It is easy to see that g(z) can be written as 

g(z) = J.. (a las)detCs - H) I . 
N det(z - H) 5=Z 

(3) 

Since the distribution of the matrix elements H ij is 
Gaussian, we use the following integral representation for 
[detCz - H) ] -112: 

[det(z - H)] -1/2 

=1T-Nl2i-NI2Jexp(- LXmXn[(Zi -izr)bmn 
m.n 

(4) 

where, for the convergence of the integral, we have assumed 
Z; >0. 

For the det(s - H) we use its Grassmann representa
tion given by2 

det(s -H) 

= J exp( - La:' (sbmn - Hmn )an) IJda:, dam· 
m,n m 

(5) 

By writing a similar expression to (4) with the integra
tion variablesYm we get the representation of the inverse of 
the determinant in expression (3). 

It is now straightforward to carry out the integrations 
over the matrix elements of H. Using expressions (2)-(5) 
we get 

g(z) = (N~iN)-1 ~Jexp[ - J.. L (xi + yil 2 + iz L (xi + yi) + L (XkXj + YkYj)2 - s) arak as 4 k k k<j ~ 

-.!.... L (xi + yi )arak + J.. L arakaj*aj + i L (XkXj + YkYj) (ara) + a;ak )] I IJdxk dYk dar dak . (6) 
2 k 2 k <j k <j 5 = Z k 

The next step in the derivation is to integrate over Xk ,Yk, ar, andak' The Lagrangian formalism this step is carried out using 
the generalized Hubbard-Stratonovitch transformation. I In the present formulation we can collect terms of one kind, e.g., 
l:kxk and l:k<j (XkXj )2, and express them as (l:xi)2 and then apply the usual transformation,5.6 which converts a Gaussian 
into an exponential to each such term individually. Thus the first three terms in the exponent in expression (6) can be 
rewritten as 

1T- 312 J iDldt; exp( - it! t;)exp ~ [Uz + itl)xi + Uz + it2)yi + i.j2t3XkYk] . (7a) 

A similar transformation can be written down for the term !l:k <jaraka;aj' which will be written as an integral over a new 
variable t4 • 

The only remaining terms are now the ones that are products of Xk or Yk with ar, a k' namely the fifth and the seventh term 
in the exponent. These terms are taken care of by introducing four new Grassmann variables ",*,,,,, () *, () and are rewritten as 
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f exp..J+ [ ~ (7J*or - 7JOk )Xk + ~ «() *or - (}Ok )Yk - 7J*7J - () *() ]d7J* d7J d() * d(} . (7b) 

We can now easily carry out the integrations over the variablesxk 'Yk' or, Ok' Using expressions (6), (7a), and (7b) we 
can writeg(z) as 

f [ 4 ][ 1 2]-<3N-2l/2[( i/4) [ 12] g(Z)=1T- 2 exp -I'lt~-7J*7J-(}*(} (z-tl )(Z-t2)-'2 t3 z- Ji (z-tl )(Z-t2)-'2 /3 

1{ 1 }]N-14 + - (z - t l )(} *() + (z - t2)7J*7J + _3_ (7J*() - 7J(} *) II dl; d7J* d7J d(} * d(} . 
4 Ji ;=1 

(8) 

Thus the average resolvent can be expressed as an eight-dimensional integral given by expression (8). 

For further discussion of the average resolvent we introduce the matrix u given by 

and the matrix 

F=z-u. 

- (}*/2 

() /2 

7J/2 

() /2 

it~Ji 
o 

7J*/2] (}*/2 

~~Ji ' 

The matrix F in the block form is written as 

F= [; !]. 
Introducing the graded determinant of F given byl 

detgF= det(o - ~b -Ip)(det b) -I, 

expression (8) can also be written as 

(9) 

( 10) 

(11 ) 

(12) 

g(z) = feXp-Trg[cr+~ln(Z-U)](z- ~)-I[I-! (z- ~)-I[(Z-tl)(Z-t2)-tl]-I] 

X [7J*7J(Z - t2 ) + () *(}(z - t l ) + .!L(7J*(} - 7J(} *) 
Ji 

+ + (z - ~) -2[ (z- tl)(z _ t2 ) _ tl] -17J*7J (}*() ]d [u] , (13) 

where 
4 

d [u] = 1T-2 II dt; d7J* d7J d() * d(} . 
/=1 

From expressions (9)-( 11) it can be shown that expression 
( 13) further can be written as 

g(z) = f exp - Trg[cr + ~ In(z - U)] 

xi. Tr(b _pO-I~)-ld [u] . (14) 
2 

Thus the present formulation gives the average resol
vent in terms of the trace of the lower block of the matrix 
(Z-U)-I. 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As a check on expression (8) for the average resolvent 
we calculated it explicitly for N = 2 and compared it with its 
exact form from the known two-dimensional distribution of 
the single eigenvalue. The two expressions checked as they 
should. We further calculated the ensemble averages of 
quantities like (lIN)Tr(H 2

) by expanding g(z) given by 
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~I----------------------------------------
expression (8) in powers of liz and found that they also 
check with their exact values calculated directly using the 
distribution of the Hamiltonian matrix elements. 

We now compare expression ( 14) with the one obtained 
using Lagrangian formalism. I In our notation it is given by 

g(z) = f exp - Trg[cr + ~ In(z - U)] 

xi.Tr(Z-U)-ld[u] . 
4 

(15) 

Since both expressions (14) and (15) are exact we con
clude that the integral 

f exp{ - Trg[ cr + ~ In(z - u) ]Trg(Z - u) -Id [U]} , 

(16) 

must vanish. 
We have not been able to find a simple way to prove this 

result but have shown it to be true by explicit calculation for 
the two-dimensional case. For the general case by expanding 
In and (z - u) -I in powers of (u/z) we have shown that the 
integral is zero for the few lowest powers of u/z. 
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Lastly we remark that both expressions (14) and (15) 
give the same asymptotic form of g(z), namely, 

g(z) = (2IN) [z - R"=N] , 
as they should. 

11.1. M. Verbaarschot, H. A. Weidenmiiller, and M. R. Zirnbauer, "Grass
mann integration in stochastic Quantum Physics: The case of compound-
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Asymptotics of the maximum number of repulsive particles on a spherical 
surface 
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Department of Engineering Physics, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, L8S 4Ml, Canada 

(Received 8 October 1985; accepted for publication 5 February 1986) 

There are N equal particles interacting through a repulsive potential V( r) = A /11 ( {3 > 0) placed 
insided the sphere. For {3 = 1 (Coulomb case) and for all {3 < 1, the minimum energy 
configuration will have all N particles on the inner surface of the sphere for any integer N. It is 
shown that starting from N = 13 and for {3>{3crit the minimum energy configuration will have 
only a fraction of particles on the inner surface while the rest of the particles will hang in the 
equilibrium inside the volume of the sphere. As far as {3-.1 + , the maximum number of charges 
that can be held on the surface has an asymptotic No - const/ ( {3 - I) 2. For const, the gap 
6 < C < 8 was found. The theory may be applicable to, e.g., "magic numbers" in small atomic 
clusters. Some problems that are not yet solved are listed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let us place N point charges inside the spherical surface. 
If the law of interaction between the particles is the repulsive 
Coulomb potential VCr) = q2/r, then the particles will ar
range themselves in such a way as to minimize the total po
tential energy. The resulting configuration of minimum en
ergy (CME) will change in a quite peculiar jumpwise 
manner with each time N increases from N to N + 1. 

Apparently, this classical problem was first clearly stat
ed by Thomson at about 1900 (see, e.g., Ref. 1). Despite 
some progress that has been achieved,2-7 the precise struc
ture of the CME is still known only for some few values of N 
and in many cases as a plausible conjection only.7 No "gen
eral algorithm" that is equally valid for any integer N was 
offered to describe how the CME will change with each in
crease of Nby 1, and this problem is, by and large, still un
solved. Even for the "simple" cases N = 4, 6, 8, 12, and 20 
(numbers ofthe vertices of five Platonic bodies), two out of 
five regular polyhedrons fail to provide the required CME. 
While the triad of tetrahedron, octahedron, and icosahedron 
(N = 4, 6, 12) with triangular faces do indeed provide the 
CME,3.4·7 the cube (N = 8) and dodecahedron (N = 20) 
are not the minimum energy configurations! This startling 
fact, which seems to contradict common sense, illustrates 
well that this problem is very far from being trivial. 

It is not, however, the purpose of this paper to contri
bute further to the above problem of purely Coulombic point 
charges on the sphere. Here we will consider another, but 
related, problem: What will happen with N point particles 
inside the sphere if the law of interaction deviates from the 
pure Coulombic and can be represented by the potential 

VCr) = A /,tJ, (1) 

where {3> I? This may be of relevance to, e.g., Pauli (ex
change) forces5 or to the "magic numbers" in small clusters, 
etc. Here we will, however, consider this problem irrespec
tive ofthe concrete (and, perhaps, numerous) physical im
plications it may have. 

Although for {3 = 1 (Coulomb case) we do not know 
the stable arrangements of points on a sphere for all integers 
N, one fact is, nevertheless, certain: No matter how large N 

is, all charges will always be resting on the inner surface of 
the sphere once the global minimum of the potential energy 
is reached. In contrast to the pseudo-two-dimensional 
charge confinement within the circle,8 in a truly three-di
mensional case there will be no "charge ejection" from the 
surface into the volume,9 since for the Coulombic particles, 
such "ejection" would violate the Earnshaw stability 
theorem. 

However, in the case when the interparticle interaction 
is given by Eq. (1), we are no longer bound by the Earnshaw 
theorem, which is valid only for {3 = 1. It may seem intu
itively plausible, even without any calculations, that for the 
sufficiently large values of {3 (i.e., for the sharply falling-off 
interactions) one may place only afinite number of particles 
on the spherical surface. Here we will determine this critical 
value No as a function of {3. As we will see, for every {3> 1 
there indeed exists an upper limit for the number of particles 
that can be held on the surface at the most stable (minimum 
energy) configuration before the spontaneous ejection 
towards the center of the sphere will take place. 

Another slightly different, but related, line of develop
ment was originated by Fejes T6th 10 and has gained an inter
esting literature, of which we will mention here Refs. 11-14. 
It is sometime referred to as the "problem of inimical dicta
tors" and can be put in the following form7.14

: "A spherical 
planet (without oceans) is governed by N mutually inimical 
dictators. How should they place their residences in order to 
get as far as possible from one another?" Equivalently: 
"How can N fuel depots be arranged on a planet so that an 
accidental explosion of one of them will least endanger the 
rest?" 

When formalized, this problem is equivalent to the find
ing of the configuration of N points on a sphere that will 
maximize the minimum distance between any two points. 
Similarly to the previous case, the solution of this problem is 
also known only for some specific values of N. 

II. ENERGY OF NREPULSIVE PARTICLES ON A SPHERE 

Let us now find an approximate expression for the mini
mum energy of N particles placed on a surfac~ of a unit 
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sphere if the law of interaction is given by Eq. (1). In the 
limit N-+oo, we were able to obtain a compact and easily 
analyzed expression. 

Of course, except for N = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 20, it is 
impossible to place N points fully symmetrically on the sur
face of a sphere in such a way that all positions are exactly 
equivalent. However, it is intuitively clear (and can be ar
gued more rigorously12) that for large N, each given point 
will be surrounded almost precisely by six others and these 
six will form an (almost) regular hexagon around this given 
point. The inevitable distortions of the hexagons (which is 
necessary for the complete filling) will become relatively 
smaller and smaller with the increase of N. To stress that the 
sphere can be covered by equal hexagons only approximate
ly, we will call the above honeycomblike coverage quasihex
agonal. 

The total energy of N point particles interacting through 
the potential ofEq. (1) is 

Net> 
WeN) = L f3 ~-2-' (2) 

1<i<j<N IR; - Rjl 

Here R; is the radius vector of the particle i (i = 1,2, ... ,N) 
and et> is the potential created by all other N - 1 particles at 
the position of any given one. The second (approximate) 
equality becomes exact in the limit N -+ 00, indicating that in 
this limit all particles are equivalent, i.e., et> is becoming the 
same for all particles. 

Note, also, that for the simplicity we put A = 1 in Eq. 
( 1 ). This does not limit the generality of our consideration: 
for arbitrary constant A and the radius of the sphere R all 
following energies have to be expressed in units AIR f3. 
Therefore, the present formulation of the problem is dimen
sionless: all following results depend only on the value of {3, 
regardless of the scale for A and R. 

Let us assume now that N points form a quasihexagonal 
coverage over the surface of a unit sphere in the above given 
sense and place, for convenience, one particle at the northern 
pole (we call this particle the pole particle). For large N the 

nearest neighbor distance is a = (81T IN .[3) 1/2. The last can 
be easily seen from equating the total area (41T) to NoS 
(S = a2.[3/2 is the area of one hexagon, i.e., the area per one 

particle). 
To write the expression for et> we will use the semicontin

uum approximation. Examples of its use may be found, e.g., 
in some old papers on the theory of electronic F centers in 
ionic crystals (see, e.g., the review in Ref. 15, pp. 188ff). Its 
basic idea is to calculate the interaction of a given particle 
with some number of close neighbors "exactly," while re
placing the sum of all pointwise interactions with all other 
particles of the system by an appropriate integral expression. 

In the semicontinuum approximation, et> can be written 
as 

et>=~+ r ~.l. 
af3 Js' a2.[3/2 ,P 

(3) 

The first term is the interaction energy of the pole particle 
with six nearest neighbors. The second term represents the 
interaction of the pole particle with the remaining N - 7 
particles of the system. To calculate the second term, the 
sum was replaced by the integral over S', which is the entire 
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spherical surface with the exception of the small circle of 

radiusRoaround the pole (Ro< 1). In Eq. (3), a2.[3/2 is area 
per particle (flat approximation) and r is the Euclidean (i.e., 
straight, not spherical) distance from the northern pole to 
the floating point. There are seven particles inside this small 
circle, so its radius (in radians) can be taken as 2(7IN)I/2 

(from 7a2.[3/2 = 1TR ~). 
Within the framework of the above approximation, Eq. 

( 3) develops into the following expression for the total po
tential energy of the equilibrium configuration of N parti
cles: 

N
2

2
1
-

f3
[ (7)1-f3/2] (N.[3)f3/2 W(N)=--- 1- - +3N - . 

2 2 -{3 N 81T 
(4) 

Equation (4), therefore, gives the total energy as an ex
plicit function of Nand {3. 

The quality of the approximations of Wby Eq. (4) in
creases with the increase of N. However, even for small Nits 
quality is surprisingly satisfactory, e.g., for N = 12 and 
{3 = 1.5, W = 44.05607, while the exact value is 43.465 18. 
The last can be calculated easily if one notes that in the icosa
hedron inscribed into a unit sphere there are three different 

intervertex distances, which are ~ ~ (5 - $) = 1.051 462 ... , 

~~(5 + $) = 1.701 301..., and 2. This leads to the follow
ing (exact) expression for the total energy of the icosahedral 
configuration: 

30 
W(exact) = + 

[!(5 - $) ]f3/2 

It is possible, of course, to extend the "exact" summa
tion over not just one, but several consecutive concentric 
circumferences of nearest neighbors around the pole. This 
will reduce the relative weight of the second (integral) term 
in Eq. (3) and will make the results more precise. Straight
forward consideration of the hexagonal flat tile gives the fol
lowing numbers of points lying on the consecutive concen
tric circumferences surrounding the pole particle: 6, 6, 6, 12, 
6,6, 12, .... Their corresponding separations from the origin 

are a, a.[3, 20, a.,fi, 3a, 2.[3.a, aJil, ... , respectively. 
Taking this into account, Eq. (4) develops into 

W= N
2 ~[1- (.!!-.)1-f3/

2
] + N(N.[3)f3/

2 

2 2 -{3 N 2 81T 

X[6+_6_+~+~+~+_6_ 
(.[3)f3 2f3 (.,fi)f3 3f3 (~)f3 

+_1_2_+ ... ]. 
(Jil)p 

(6) 

Here n is the number of particles that are considered 
pointwise (i.e., 6 + 6 + 6 + 12 + ... + 1; the last 1 relates to 
the pole particle). We are still assuming thatn<N, i.e., the 
circle of radius Ro can be seen as arbitrary flat. 

As we will see in Sec. III, in the limit N-+oo, Eq. (6) 
leads to a minor numerical correction in comparison with 
Eq. (4). This correction does not really affect any of the 
following conclusions. 
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III. THRESHOLD OF THE PARTICLE EJECTION FROM 
THE SPHERE 

Let us consider the energy of another arrangement of N 
particles when one particle has been moved to the center of 
the sphere. In this, second, configuration we have N - 1 par
ticles still on the surface of the sphere. Force acting from the 
central particle to anyone on the surface will be directed 
along the radius of the sphere. Consequently, the central 
particle will have no effect on the establishing of the equilib
rium among N - 1 particles remaining on the surface. 
Therefore, the total energy of this configuration can be easily 
expressed as 

E = W(N - 1) + N - 1. (7) 
The second term in Eq. (7) is the interaction energy of 

the central particle with the N - 1 remaining on the surface 
(since R = 1 and A = 1 each interaction contributes a unit 
value). 

Suppose now that by changing N or {3 we reached a 
certain combination of Nand {3 for which the difference 
E - W switches from positive to negative. This will mean 
that the second configuration took over as the CME, i.e., this 
combination of Nand {3 will correspond to the reaching of 
the ejection threshold. For larger values of N (for fixed {3) 
or, alternatively, for larger values of {3 (for fixed N) the 
"ground state" may, of course, have more than one particle 
inside the volume. Apparently, with the further increase of 
{3 the inner particles will start forming concentric shells 
with each new shell appearing at a certain critical combina
tion of Nand {3. This gradual buildup of inner shells can, 
indeed, be considered as a classical analog of the periodic 
filling of atomic shells in Mendeleev's table or of the shell 
model in nuclear physics. 

Due to the use of the semicontinuum approximation, 
the precision of Eqs. (4) and (7), increases with the increase 
of N. Using the Eqs. (4) and (7) one can establish the occur
rence ofthis "spontaneous ejection" for all N-, 14. For each 
value of N there is a critical value of {3 such that for all 
{3 > {3 erit there will be a spontaneous ejection of at least one 
particle into the volume. 

As one can find using the values from Table 1 of Ref. 14 
the ejection actually should start at N = 13. Our equation for 
E - W fails to demonstrate the beginning of the ejection at 
N = 13 and the first value for which we see it happening is 
N = 14. Of course, the exact minimization with all 13 points 
treated explicitly [and not with the approximate equations 
( 4) and (7)] should exhibit such ejection and could estab
lish the critical value of {3 for N = 13 as well. We are not 
performing this cumbersome calculation here. 

For a few representative values of the ejection thresh
olds N, Eqs. (4) and (6) lead to the critical values of {3 given 
in Table I (the cross-point values of Ware given in brack
ets). 

IV. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE EJECTION THRESHOLD 
FOR LARGEN 

From the above figures it is easy to see that for large N 
the value of {3 approaches 1 (from above) and simple analy
sis suggests that the threshold of ejection No behaves as 

No-constl( {3 - 1)2. (8) 
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TABLE I. Critical values of /3. The cross-point values of Ware given in 
brackets. 

N=14 N=17 N=20 N=40 
/3= 10.4779 4.8623 3.6945 2.0710 

(35.1057) (83.8355) (134.6776) (685.2563) 

N=I00 N=500 N= 1000 N= 10000 
/3= 1.4789 1.1592 1.104 58 1.02878 

(4691.686) (122680.2) (494102.3) (4.9848 E7) 

These asymptotics can be obtained from the series ex
pansions ofEqs. (5) and (7) in the limit N--oo (or, equiv
alently, {3--1 + ). In the approximation contained in Eq. 
(4) (six nearest neighbors treated pointwisely while the rest 
are treated continuously; i.e., n = 7) the value of const in Eq. 
(8) is 

9 [ (13 )1/2]2 const = 2 ..fi - 6 - = 6.847 75 .... 
16(1 -In 2) 81T 

(9) 
If, instead, we consider pointwise several circumfer

ences surrounding the pole particle, the const in Eq. (8) 
changes to 

9 { (13 )112 const = ..[ii - -
16( 1 -In 2)2 81T 

[ 
6 6 6 12 

X ~+ 13+ .j4+..fi 

6 6 12 ]}2 + .j9 + .Jf2 + .jf3 + ... (10) 

(the sum of numerators in the last bracket should be n - 1). 
Note, that in Eq. (10) we already took a limit /3--1 + , so 
all powers in denominators are square roots instead of {3/2 
asinEq. (6). 

For 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 circumferences, respectively, 
n = 7,13,19,31,37,43, and 55. This leads to the numerical 
value of const as 6.84775, 7.50775, 7.05654, 7.29475, 
7.16280,7.42658, and 7.22869, respectively. Although we 
did not prove this rigorously, it seems likely that when n-- 00 

(but still n<N), the above expression converges to the value 
somewhere between 6 and 8, or, possibly, between 6.5 and 
7.5. More scrupulous analysis to reduce this gap, of course, 
can be performed, but we are leaving it as an open exercise.· It 
is also, of course, possible to get rid of the fiat approximation 
and take into account the finite curvature of the sphere's top. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

One may wonder if the ejection always starts (at fixed N 
and gradually increasing {3) from the jump of just one parti
cle to the center of the sphere. It seems a likely conjecture 
that we, however, did not prove. In the less likely event that 
the opposite is true, our asymptote for No still provides an 
upper limit for the ejection from the surface for a given value 
of {3. 

Besides the possible applications for plasma confine
ment studies, the present model can be of relevance to the 
recently emerging physics of small clusters, where the exis
tence of some "magic" numbers of the enhanced stability has 
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been recently observed. !6 
We considered here the case of N equal repulsive parti

cles placed inside the spherical surface. Our analysis, though 
approximate, is, nevertheless, dimensionless: all above 
numbers depend only on P and do not depend on the radius 
of the sphere R or constant A in the interaction energy [Eq. 
( I) ] between the two particles. 

The methodology suggested in the present paper can be 
rather straightforwardly refined in several aspects. Here we 
will point out several possibilities for further studies: multi
parametric minimization to account for the formation of the 
concentric shells, other surfaces than spherical could be 
treated, particles may not necessarily be equal, etc. 

One may consider what will happen if the sphere is 
gradually deformed into an ellipsoid by contraction (or 
stretching) of one of the axes. Less symmetric distortion 
may also appear interesting. 

It would be interesting also to add the effect of external 
fields on the least energy arrangement and critical values of 
N. Some preliminary results!7 indicate the possibility of in
teresting effects in the presence of the electric field. 

The charges (or, more specifically, constants A ) for var
ious particles can be assumed nonequal (e.g., one may con-
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sider the case A, 2A, 3A, ... ). The list of unexplored possibili
ties can, of course, go on and on. 
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Logarithmic corrections to the uncertainty principle and infinitude 
of the number of bound states of N-particle systems 
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It is shown that critical long-distance behavior for a two-body potential. defining the finiteness or 
infinitude of the number of negative eigenvalues of Schrodinger operators in v dimensions, is 
given by vk{r) = - ({v - 2)/2rf - 1/{2r1n rf + ... -1/{2rln r·ln In r ... In(k)r)2, where 
k = 0,1 •... forv#2andk = 1,2, ... if v = 2. This result is a consequence oflogarithmiccorrections 
to an inequality known as the uncertainty principle. If the continuum threshold in the N-body 
problem is defined by a two-cluster breakup the results presented generate corrections to the 
existing sufficient conditions for the existence of infinitely many bound states. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the finiteness or infinitude of the 
number of bound states of negative energy of a Schrodinger 
operator [ - 11 + V] is controlled by the long-distance be
havior of the potential. 1-4 For dimension v# 2 a finiteness
infinitude borderline is set by a falloff - « v - 2) /2r) 2 as 
r-oo. Not coincidentally, for the quadratic form 
(tP.[ -11+ V]tP), t/'ECO'{Rv,\O) and V being a Kato po
tentiaV the following results hold: (A) the "Uncertainty 
Principle Lemma,,,2.6-8 if Vex) > - ({v - 2)/2r)2 then 

(tP, [ - 11 + V] tP) >0 ; ( 1.1 ) 

and (B) if. fora>l. r>Ro>O, V{x).;;;-a({v-2)/2r)2 
then there exists an infinite sequence {tPnE CO' (Rv,\O)} n;.l. 

with disjoint supports. such that 

( 1.2) 

From (A) (as proved by Simon 1 for v = 3) it follows 
that if Vex»~ -(v-2)/2rf for r>Ro> 0, then 
[ - 11 + V] has at most finitely many negative eigenvalues. 
Under the assumptions of (B), the "min-max principle" 
implies the existence of infinitely many eigenstates of nega
tive energy. 

For v = 2, however, property (A) is trivial and proper
ty (B) is false! 

The original purpose of our investigation was to deter
mine the critical asymptotic behavior of the potential for 
v = 2. The answer is that for v = 2 the critical (in the same 
sense as above) long-distance falloff is - - 1/ ( 2r In r) 2. 
This follows from appropriately modified versions of (A) 
and (B) above. 

Nevertheless, it turns out that the v = 2 result is only the 
first term of an infinite series of logarithmic corrections for 
v = 1 and 3 results! This is a consequence of the following 
chain of facts. 

(i) Under suitable domain restrictions, the unitary op
erator 

Tv: L 2(R+,rv
-

1 dr)_L 2(R+,dr), 

(Tv'/J)(r) = r(V-I)/2t/J(r) , 

establishes a unitary equivalence between the radial part of 
the two-dimensional Laplacian and the critically perturbed 
radial part of the v-dimensional Laplacian: 

(1.3 ) 

More generally, ifa: R+ '\Na-R+ isC co anda{r) > o for all 
1'ER+ '\Na, where Na is a finite set, then the unitary operator 
Ua: L 2{R+,a dr)-L 2(lR+.dr). given by (Ua tP)(r) 
= a 1

/
2tP(r) transforms the "radial a-Laplacian" as 

Ua ( - .l !!.- a !!.-) U a- 1 

a dr dr 

= [ - :; - ! ( ~ r + ~ ( a; )] . (1.4 ) 

when restricted, for instance, to CO' (lR+ '\Na ). (From now 
on we shall use a prime to denote derivatives with respect to 
r.) 

Remark: Since ( - (1/a) (d /dr)a{d /dr») is a positive 
operator, when restricted to CO' (lR+ '\Na)' (1.3) provides a 
trivial proof of the "Uncertainty Principle Lemma." 

(ii) For a class of functions a{r) as above, it is possible 
to find a critical potential Va for the a-Laplacian. It is given 
by 

Va (r) = - 1/(2a{r)h{r»)2, 

where h is a monotonic function satisfying 

h '(r) = 1/a{r) . 

(1.5) 

( 1.6) 

In fact, denoting by Sa the finite set where a or hare 
zero, we prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: If t/'EC 0' (lR+ ,\Sa)' then 

f{t/J')2a dr> f va~adr. (1.7) 

Lemma 2: If lim her) = 00, then, given E>O arbitrary, 
,-co 

there exists an infinite family of nonzero functions, with dis-
joint supports {tPnE CO' (lR+ ,\Sa)} n>1 such that 

f (t/J~ )2a dr < (1 + E) f Va Vl,. a dr . (1.8) 

Remarks: Statement (1.7) is a version of an inequality 
ofHardy2.6-8 known as the "Uncertainty Principle Lemma." 
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Lemma 2 says that the constants appearing in the definition 
Va are best possible. 

(iii) Finally, the whole procedure may be iterated pro
vided we can find b: R+ \Nb-R+, with the same assumed 
properties of a (r), such that 

Ub ( _l.!!.- b !!.-)u b- I 

b dr dr 

= ---a-+v (r) . u[ 
Id d ]U-I 

a a dr dr a a 
( 1.9) 

Starting with a = r and iterating the whole procedure we 
obtain the result that the potentials 

vk(r) = _(V~2y -(2r!nrY - ... 

_ ( 1 )2 (1.10) 
2r In r In(2) r ... In(k) r ' 

for k>O if v;of2 and k> 1 if v = 2 are critical; i.e., for some 
r>Ro>O, (a) if V(x) > (1 + E)vdr) then [ -!l. + V] has 
finitely many negative eigenvalues, or (b) if 

I+E 
V(X)<Vk_1 (r) - 2 ' 

(2r In r .. · In(k) r) 

for some E > 0, then [ - !l. + V] has infinitely many negative 
eigenValues. 

Notation: For k>2, In(k) r = In In(k _ I) r, and 
In(1) r = In r. 

Our results amount, in fact, to logarithmic corrections 
to the "Uncertainty Principle," a widely used tool in the 
proofs of self-adjointness of strongly singular potentials 
(see, for instance, Refs. 2, 7, and 8). In a separate paper9 we 
discuss the implications of our results to this problem. 

Relative to the two-body problem, the N-body problem 
presents the extra difficulty of locating the threshold (the 
infimum of the essential spectrum of the N-body Hamilton
ian with center of mass motion removed). However, if the 
threshold, as given by Hunziker's theorem,1O is defined by a 
two-cluster breakup we can extend the results of Simon I con
cerning sufficient conditions for the existence of infinitely 
many bound states. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we prove 
Lemmas 1 and 2 and discuss the two-body problem. In Sec. 
III the N-body problem is briefly discussed. 

II. THE TWO-BODY PROBLEM: FINITENESS AND 
INFINITUDE 

A general proof of inequalities of type (1.7) can be 
found in Ref. 7. For completeness we present the following 
simple proof. 

Pro%/Lemma 1: Let t/J(r) = g(r)rp(r), whereg2 = h. 
Then 

f (t/J')2a dr> f rp 2(g')2a dr + 2 f gg'rprp'a dr 

= f ~(~ya dr + + f (rp 2)'(g2)'a dr 

Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 2: (1) Let us first consider the case 
a(r) = 1 and h(r) = r. Since, for t/J = r1/2rp, 

f
(t/J')2dr= {I + f(rp')2rdr}f~Va dr, 

f(rp2/r)dr 

it is enough to show the existence of an infinite sequence 
{rpn E CO' (R+ \Sa)} n>1 such that 

f(rp ~ )2r dr 
<E. 

f(rp ~/r)dr 

The left-hand side of (2.1) is scale invariant, i.e., 

f(rp ~ )2r dr f(rp ')2r dr 

f(rp!/r)dr - S(rp2/r )dr ' 

(2.1) 

where rpa (r) = rp(ar). It is, therefore, sufficient to find just 
one rpECO'(R+ \Sa) satisfying (2.1) and the infinite se
quence rpn = rp(anr) will be generated by suitably choosing 
an to make the supports disjoint. A possible choice of rp is, 
given in Ref. 11, 

0, r<Ro, 

p(r-Ro), Ro<r<Ro+ 1, 

rp(r) = 1, Ro + l<r<Ro + N, 

p(1 - (r - Ro)/N), Ro + N<r<Ro + 2N, 
0, r>Ro + 2N, 

with Ro> maxresQ rand pE Coo (R+) with p(r) = ° if 
O<r<~, p(r) = 1 if r>~. Since limN~oo (f(rp ')2r dr/ 
f(rp 2/r)dr) = 0, it is enough to take N sufficiently large to 
verify (2.1). 

(2) Let now ¢(r) = t/J(h(r»). Then 

f (¢')2a dr = f (t/J')2dr 

and 

Taking then ¢n = t/Jn Of with t/Jn as given in part (1) makes 
the proof complete. Q.E.D. 

Remarks: The assumption limHoo h(r) = 00 is used to 
guarantee that the functions ¢n (r) = t/Jn (h (r») are not iden
tically zero. It is not the best possible assumption for the 
result is still true if a(r) = 7", n> 1. However, some assump
tion on a (r) is required as the result is false if a ( r) h ( r) = 7", 
n> 1. 

We now describe how, starting with ao = r, it is possible 
to generate an infinite chain oflogarithmic corrections to the 
"Uncertainty Principle" as described by Lemmas 1 and 2. 

Let an (r) = an _ I (r)ln(n) r, n = 1,2, .... A straight
forward computation gives, for all t/JE CO' (R+ \ San ), 

U ---a-U-t/J ( 
1 d d) I 

an an dr n dr an 

=U ( __ I_!!.-a !!.-+v )U-I.', 
an _ I d n - I d an - I a" - 1 'f/ , an -I r r 

(2.2) 

with Ua as given in the Introduction. Therefore, applying 
Lemmas 1 and 2 to an we obtain the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3: Let Vk (r) be given by 

vo(r) = - (v - 2)2/4r, (2.3a) 

1 
vk(r)=vk_l(r)- k 2' k=I,2, .... 

(2r"lI= I In(lI)r) 
(2.3b) 

Then (a) for tPe CO' (R+ ,\SOk)' 

f(t/l)2dr> f r/lVk dr (2.4) 

and (b) for E > 0, there exists an infinite sequence of nonzero 
functions, with disjoint supports, {,pilE CO' (R+ '\SOk )}such 
that 

f(,p~ )2dr<f(,p1l )2[Vk - kI + E 2] dr. 
(2r"1I = I In(lI) r) 

(2.5) 

One of the main ingredients in our discussion below is 
the so called "min-max principle": Let H be a self-adjoint 
operator in Hilbert space with quadratic form domain 
Q(H), and for n = 1,2, ... let 

1'-11 (H) = sup inf (,p,l/,p) , (2.6) 
'1', •...• '1'. - I tIEl '1' ...... '1'. _ .)1 

IIIbIl = I. tlEQ(H) 

where [~I'''''~'' _ I ] 1 indicates the orthogonal complement 
of the subspace generated by ~I"'" ~"_I' Then, for each n, 
either (a) there are n eigenValues (counting multiplicities) 
below the bottom of the essential spectrum, andl'-" (H) is the 
nth eigenvalue counting multiplicity in increasing order or 
(b) 1'-" is the bottom of the essential spectrum, and in this 
case, 1'-11 = 1'-" + I = .. , and there are at most (n - 1) eigen
values (counting multiplicity) below 1'-". 

We are now prepared to state and prove our main re
sults. 

Theorem 1: Let V be a Kato potential in 
L 2(RV), v = 1,2,3, such that for someRo> 1 and E>O, 

I+E 
V(x),vdr) - k+ I 2 ' 

(2rlln= I In(n)r) 

k = 0,1,... if v::f2, k = 1,2,... if v = 2. 

Then, the operator [ - t1 + V] has infinitely many negative 
eigenvalues. 

Proof: By the min-max principle, it is sufficient to exhib
it an infinite sequence {,pnEQ( - t1 + V)} ,,>1' with disjoint 
supports, such that (,p 11 , [- t1 + V],p,,) < 0. The existence 
of such a sequence follows from Lemma 3. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2: Let V be a Kato potential in L 2 (lIn, 
v = 1,2,3, such that, for Ro> 1, c< 1, and k, 

V(x»Cvdr), if r>Ro , 

where k = 0,1, ... if v::f2 and k = 1,2, ... if v = 2. Then 
[ - t1 + V] has at most finitely many negative eigenvalues. 

Proof: We first decompose our operator into 

- t1 + V = ( - Ct1 + VX2) + ( - (1 - C)t1 + VxII , 

where X IECO',XI(x)=1 if r<.Ro, O<'XI,I, and 
Xz(x) = 1 - XI(X), 

From a simple application of the min-max principle, it 
follows that if both operators A = - (1 - C) t1 + Vx I and 
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B = - Ct1 + VX2 (which are essentially self-adjoint in the 
same domain and have the same essential spectrum) have 
finitely many negative eigenvalues then the same holds for 
- t1 + V = A + B (see, for instance, Ref. 2, Vol. IV, exer

cise 129, p. 379). 
That the operator A has finitely many negative eigenval

ues is a standard result since the potential Vx I has compact 
support (see, for instance, Ref. 2, Vol. IV, exercise 20, p. 
366). On the other hand, by assumption, B> C 
X ( - t1 + X2Vk) and it is therefore sufficient to show that 
the operator - t1 + X2Vk has finitely many negative eigen
values. If v>2 it is sufficient to consider the operator 
- t1 + X2Vk restricted to the subspace jyo of spherically 

symmetric functions since in jy~ the operator is positive! 
The restriction to jyo is given by the operator 

H {
I d v-I d } k = - -- - r - + X2Vk (r) . 

r v - I dr dr 

Forv= 1 we consider the operator (-d 2/dx2)D +X2Vk' 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on ± Ro. 

For v = 2,3, a similar argument applies for the operator 
Hk restricted to jyo, thus concluding the proof. Q.E.D. 

Remarks: From the proofs it is clear that the finiteness 
or infinitude is controlled by the following limits: 

Uk = ~n.! {(2r iJI In(lI) r)2 [ Vex) - Vk_1 (r)]} . 
Indeed finiteness is implied by 

Uo = ... = Uk _ 1 = - 1, 

Uk> - 1, for some k>O if v::f2 , 

UI=,,,=uk_I=-I, 

Uk > - 1, for some k> 1 if v = 2 , 

whereas infinitude is guaranteed by 

UO='''=Uk_1 = -1, 

Uk < - 1, for some k>O if v::f2 , 

U1="'=Uk_1 = -1, 

Uk < - 1, for some k> 1 if v = 2 . 

III. THE N-BODY PROBLEM: INFINITUDE 

This section constitutes a sort of appendix of Sec. 3 of 
Simon's work. I Therefore we shall not give all the details and 
instead we shall be rather sketchy. 

Let us consider a system of N particles, with masses 
ml> i = 1, ... ,N, in v = 1,2 or 3 dimensions, interacting via 
two-body Kato potentials Vij (r; - rj ). The Hamiltonian 
H N , after removal of the center of mass motion, 

N P7 N (1:p;)2 
HN = I --+ I Vij(r; -rj ) - , 

;= 12m; i<j 2(1:m;) 

has the infimum 1: of its essential spectrum given by Hun
ziker's theorem 10: 
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L = min [ (7 D, + (7 D,] , 
D,nD,=t/> 

D,uD, = {I, ... ,N} 

where (7 D = infimum spectrum H D; here H D denotes the 
Hamiltonian of the cluster DC{I,.,.,N}, with center of mass 
kinetic energy removed. If (7 = (7 D + (7 D and H D and H D 
have discrete ground states at the bottom'oftheir ;pectra w~ 
say, after Ref. 1, that the system has a "two-cluster contin
uum limit." 

It should be remarked that there are a number of situa
tions for which it can be proved that the system has a "two
cluster continuum limit," namely (a) for v = 1,2, a suffi
cient condition is that S Vij (x)d Yx < 0 (see Ref. 12); and 
(b) for v = 3, a sufficient condition is that Vy's are purely 
attractive and hold a bound state. 13 

As in Ref. 1, if we are in the two-cluster limit case, suffi
cient conditions for infinitude can be obtained by reducing 
the analysis to that of an effective two-body problem. 

Theofem 3: Let V ij be Kato potentials that are C <X> func
tions on an open set of RY whose complement has zero mea
sure and let l: be given by a two-cluster breakup (D 1, D 2 ), 

with reduced mass PD D = (l/l:jeD mj + l/l:jeD mj ) -I. 
Denoting by R the relati~e 'coordinate ~fthe center of masses 
of clusters DI and D2 , if the potential 

VDD (R) = 2PDD ~ Vj;(R) 
12 I 2 ~ :J 

ieD. 
jeD, 

satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1, then H N has infinite
ly many eigenvalues below l:. 

Remark: We believe that this theorem holds for Kato 
potentials without that extra smoothness assumption. 

Proof Since HN = HD + HD + VD D 
_ (l/2PD,D2 )AR , where ", , 

VDD = ~ v..(x. - x.) 
12 £.J J}' 1 

ieD t 

jeD, 

is the intercluster potential, for tP = tPD, tPD2,p, we have 

(tP,HNtP) = ED, + ED, + (,p, [- (l/2PD,D)AR + V],p), 

where 

V(R) = L (tPD,tPD"Vij(X i -Xj)tPD,tPD) 
ieD. 
jeD, 

is the effective intercluster potential when the clusters DI 
and D2 are in their bound states tPD, and tPD2' respectively, 
with corresponding energies ED, and E D2 . 

The proof of the theorem is completed by the following 
generalization of Proposition 5 in Ref. 1. 

Lemma 4: Let tPD; be a bound state of H Dt , a ki-body 
system with Kato potentials that are C <X> functions on an 
open set of RY whose complement has zero measure. Let Vij 
be Kato potentials such that for some r<2 and I;;;. 1 

_( I )Y 
r~~ 2r JI In(n) r [ V;j (x) - VI_ 1 (r)] <CI , 
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VI given by (2.3). Let 

Vij (R) = JltPD' (flWltPD, (f2) 12 

x V;j (fij (R,f
l
,r

2
»d v(k, - \)r1d y(k, - \)r

2 
, 

where fij (R,r l,f2 ) is the distance between particles iEDI and 
jED2 , in terms of the internal coordinates f l (f2 ) of D1(D2 ) 

and the distance R between the centers of mass of DI and D 2 • 

Then 

R~~( 2R JJI In(n)rY [Vij(R) - VI_I] <CI . 
Proof The prooffollows by repetition of the steps in Ref. 

1, Proposition 5, having in mind that the extra smoothness 
assumption on the potentials ensures that the function 

p(fo) = J dY(k,+k'-Y)rltPD,(fl)12ItPD,(f2)12 

[with integration over all coordinates but fo: fij (R,f1,f2 ) 

= R - fo] decays faster than any power: 

suplp(ro)( 1 + r;;) 1 < 00 , 
ro 

for all n. This is a result by Hunziker. 10 Q.E.D. 
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Recent works on the hydrogen-oscillator connection are extended to cover in a systematic (and 
easily computarizable) way the problem of the expansion of an R3 hydrogen wave function in 
terms of R4 oscillator wave functions. Passage formulas from oscillator to hydrogen wave 
functions are obtained in six cases resulting from the combination of the following coordinate 
systems: spherical and parabolic coordinate systems for the hydrogen atom in three dimensions, 
and Cartesian, double polar, and hyperspherical coordinate systems for the isotropic harmonic 
oscillator in four dimensions. These coordinate systems are particularly useful in physical 
applications (e.g., Zeeman and Stark effects for hydrogenlike ions and coherent state approaches 
to the Coulomb problem). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The connection between the hydrogen atom in three di
mensions and the isotropic harmonic oscillator in four di
mensions has been a subject of considerable interest in the 
last fifteen years. 1-16 Such a connection has been studied in 
the framework of four formulations of non relativistic quan
tum mechanics. More precisely, the connection between the 
R3 hydrogen atom and the R4 harmonic oscillator has been 
worked out in (i) a (Schrodinger) partial-differential-equa
tion approach,l-8 (ii) a (Feynman) path-integral ap
proach,9-14 (iii) a (Weyl-Wigner-Moyal) phase-space ap
proach, IS and (iv) an (Heisenberg-Born-Jordan) operator 
approach based on an investigation of the Pauli equations via 
Schwinger calculus. 16 In most of the works in Refs. 1-16, the 
so-called Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformationl7 (that cor
responds to the Hopf fibration S 3/S I = S 2) is used in the 
derivation of the connection between the R3 hydrogen atom 
and the R4 harmonic oscillator. We note in passing that the 
extension to higher dimensions of this nonbijective canoni
cal transformation is limited to a transformation (that corre
sponds to the Hopffibration S7/S3 = S4) from which it is 
possible to reach a connection between the R5 hydrogen 
atom and the Rg harmonic oscillator. In contradistinction, it 
might be interesting to note that the work in Ref. 16 could be 
extended without any a priori dimensional limitation. 

Going back to the R3_R4 hydrogen-oscillator connec
tion, it is to be emphasized that this connection is of para
mount importance in the study of atomic systems subjected 
to electric and/or magnetic fields (cf. Refs. 18-21). In this 
respect, the problem of a hydrogenlike atom in an electric 
field or a strong magnetic field can be transformed, by means 
of the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformation, into the prob
lem of a four-dimensional isotropic oscillator presenting an
harmonicity of degree 4 or 6, respectively.18 Therefore, 
many calculations arising in the Zeeman and Stark effects 

for the hydrogen atom may be conducted in the oscillator 
representation. It is thus desirable to have the wave func
tions for the hydrogen atom expressed in terms of wave func
tions for the corresponding four-dimensional oscillator. 

As is well known, the Schrodinger equation for the hy
drogen atom in R3 is separable in four coordinate systems, 
viz., the spherical, parabolic, spheroconical, and prolate 
spheroidal coordinate systems. 22

-
25 The spherical and para

bolic coordinates are probably the most important as far as 
physical applications are concerned. On the other hand, the 
Schrodinger equation for an isotropic harmonic oscillator in 
R4 is separable in numerous coordinate systems. In the qua
ternionic (or Euler-angle) coordinates (R, (J, <p, t/J), defined 
on R4 through 

(J <p + t/J 
U I = R cos- cos---, 

2 2 
U2 = R cosi.sin <p + t/J , 

2 2 

R . (J . <p-t/J 
U4 = Slll-Slll--- , 

2 2 
. (J <p-t/J 

U3 = R Slll- COS---, 
2 2 

the wave functions for the four-dimensional oscillator as
sume an especially simple form. I In addition, the passage 
formulas between the latter wave functions and those for the 
hydrogen atom in spherical coordinates are trivial in the 
sense that each hydrogen wave function corresponds to a 
particular oscillator wave function. I 

It is the aim of this paper to obtain other passage formu
las in the case of the discrete spectrum of hydrogen. For 
physical purposes, attention will be drawn to spherical and 
parabolic coordinates for the hydrogen atom and to Carte
sian, double polar, and hyperspherical coordinates for the 
four-dimensional oscillator. The passage formulas are devel
oped in Sec. V. We begin in Sec. II with the Kustaanheimo
Stiefel transformation and continue in Sec. III with the wave 
functions for the discrete spectra of the hydrogen atom and 
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the harmonic oscillator in the coordinate systems under con
sideration. We close this paper in Sec. VI with some comput
ing aspects. 

II. THE HYDROGEN-OSCILLATOR CONNECTION 

A. The KS transformation 

We start from the R4 .... +R3 transformation defined by 

xl(==x) = 2(U IU3 - U2U4 ) , 

(1) 

X 3(==z) = ui + u~ - u~ - u~ , 

o = U2 du t - U I dU2 - U4 dU3 + U3 dU4 . 

Equations (1) constitute, indeed, a simple rewriting, up to 
1T3 (onxj> i = 1,2,3) and1T4 (onua , a = 1,2,3,4) permu
tations, of the transformation used by Kustaanheimo and 
Stiefel l7 in their work on the regularization of the three-di
mensional (classical) Kepler problem. Following many 
authors, we refer to this transformation as the KS transfor
mation. The KS transformation is a transformation of mag
nitude 2 since 

r=o(xi + x~ + X~) 1/2 = ui + u~ + u~ + U~=U2 . (2) 

Furthermore, for any function / (x j ) of the variables 
Xj (i = 1, 2, 3), at least twofold differentiable, we have 

C13 /(x j ) = (4r)-1C14 /(x j (ua ») , 
(3) 

X/(X j (ua ») = 0, 

where C13 and C14 are the Laplacian operators in three and 
four dimensions and where 

X=U2at-Uta2-U4a3+U3a4 (4) 

is the infinitesimal operator of a Lie subgroup of type U ( 1 ) 
of the group SO ( 4) that leaves the form u~ + u~ + u~ + u~ 
invariant. Note that the introduction of the constraint condi
tion X = 0 into the Lie algebra soC 4) produces an under 
constraint Lie algebra, which is isomorphic to so ( 3) (cf. Ref. 
16). 

B. Application to the SchrOdlnger equation 

We now consider the SchrOdinger equation 

- !(lfljt)C13qt + V'IJ = ~ (5) 

for a (one-particle) problem corresponding to an arbitrary 
potential V. The KS transformation allows converting this 
equation into the following: 

- !(lfljt)C14qt - 4Eu2qt = - 4u2 V'IJ, (6) 

accompanied by the constraint relation 

X'I1=o. (7) 

In the particular case of a hydrogenlike atom with reduced 
mass jt and nucleus charge Ze, we have the spherically sym
metric potential (energy) 

V= -Ze2/r, (8) 
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so that Eq. (6) reduces to the SchrOdinger equation for an 
isotropic harmonic oscillator in four dimensions, the energy 
of which is E, 

E= 4Ze2 , (9) 

and the angular frequency of which is w given by 

( 10) 

This four-dimensional oscillator is an (ordinary) attractive 
oscillator for the discrete spectrum (E <0) of the hydrogen 
atom, a repulsive oscillator for the continuous spectrum 
(E> 0) of the hydrogen atom, and collapses into a/ree parti
cle for the zero-energy point (E = 0) of the hydrogen atom. 
Equation (7) bears a nice interpretation from a group-theo
retical point of view. In fact, the introduction of the con
straint condition X = 0 into the Lie algebra of the noninvar
iance group Sp(8, R) associated to the four-dimensional 
oscillator produces an under constraint Lie algebra, which 
turns out to be isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the group 
SU(2,2). This result has been independently obtained l6 

from a boson realization of the Pauli equations correspond
ing to the whole spectrum (E <0, E> 0, and E = 0) ofthe 
hydrogen atom. It provides us with a further way to under
stand the relevance of the group SO (4, 2), locally isomor
phic to SU (2, 2), for the hydrogen atom problem. 

We shall devote the rest of this paper to the bound states 
of the hydrogen atom. In the situation where E < 0, the angu
lar frequency w is indeed quantized as can be seen from Eq. 
( 10). More precisely, for the discrete spectrum of the hydro
gen atom, we obtain 

jtw _ 2 I jtZe2 

-,; - --;; f,2' nEN - {O}, (11 ) 

a relation that will prove useful in Sec. V. 

III. HI HYDROGEN ATOM 

We give here the wave functions onL 2(H3
), in spherical 

and parabolic coordinates, associated to the energy level 

E=E" = - (a2/2)(lfljt) , 

a = (lIn)(jtZe2/If) 
(12) 

of the discrete spectrum of the (three-dimensional) hydro
gen atom. The notation used is a self-explanatory hybridiza
tion of the ones in Refs. 22-25. 

A. Spherical coordinates 

In the (conventional) spherical coordinates (r, 8, tp), 
we take the n2 wave functions 'II "I m corresponding to the 
level E" in the form 

qt"/m = N"/mplYlm (8, tp)e- p
/

2L !/1/( p) , 

where 

N = ( _ 1)"{(2a)3 (n -1- 1)1 }112 
,,1m 2n[(n+/)!]3 ' 

(13) 

(14) 
p=2ar, 1 = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, m = - I, - 1 + 1, ... ,1. 
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InEq. (14),a is an arbitrary phase. (Note that a = 1 in Ref. 
22 and a = n in Ref. 25.) We adopt the phase convention of 
Condon and Shortley for the spherical harmonics Y/ m and 
the definition of Ref. 22 for the associated Laguerre polyno
mials L ~/.tI 

B. Parabolic coordinates 

In the parabolic coordinates 

s=r+z, 1J=r-z, cp=arctan(ylx), (15) 

the n2 wave functions 'IIpll'2m corresponding to the level En 
with 

n = PI + P2 + Iml + 1 , 

PIEN, P2EN, mEZ 

assume the form 

'II = N ( ~ 'YJ) Iml/2eim9'e - a(s + '1)/2 p,p,m p,p,m ~ ./ 

xL 17~ Iml (a s)L 1:~ Iml (a 1J) . 

We leave the normalization constant Np,p,m as 

Np,p,m = ( - 1 )b(mr) - 1I2alml + 3/2 

(16) 

(17) 

X (PI!P2!) 1/2[ (PI + Iml )!(P2 + Iml )!] - 3/2, 
(18) 

where b is an arbitrary phase. [Note that b = 0 in Ref. 23 
and b = PI + (m -Iml )/2 in Ref. 25.] 

IV.1R4 HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

We give here the wave functions on L 2(R4
), in Carte

sian, double polar, and hyperspherical coordinates, associat
ed with the energy level 

E==En = (n t + 2)11. (iflp) , , 

ntEN, 

of an isotropic harmonic oscillator in four dimensions. 

A. Carte.lan coordinate. 

In Cartesian coordinates, we know that 

nt = n l + n2 + n3 + n4 , 

a = 1,2,3,4. 

(19) 

(20) 

For nt fixed, the C:' + 3 wave functions'll n n n n for the ]R4 
t I 2 3 4 

oscillator are easily deduced from the well-known wave 
functions for an isotropic harmonic oscillator in one dimen
sion. In detail, we have 
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where 

N - A. 114 (2na ') -1/2 
"In2"3"4 - - na· . 

1T a= 1 
(22) 

In Eq. (21), Hn
a 

stands for a (conventional) Hermite poly
nomial. 

B. Double polar coordinate. 

We may look for the wave functions of the ]R4 oscillator 
in terms of wave functions of a pair of isotropic harmonic 
oscillators in two dimensions, each of the wave functions of 
the two R2 oscillators being expressed in polar coordinates. 
Following standard procedures (as, for example, the one 
connected to Whittaker invariants26

,27), we obtain for the 
first 1R2 oscillator (variables: U I , u2 ) the eigenstates 

E(1) = (2k l + Imll + I)A.(iflp) , 

'IIk,m, = Nk,m, [u l + i sgn(m l )u2 ] 1m,! 

where 

Xexp[ - (A. 12)(ui + U~ >]L ti Im,l 

X [A. (ui + ui )] , 

N = 1T- I/2A. (Im,1 + 1)/2(k !)1I2 
kim 1 1 

X [ (k 1 + 1m 11 ) !] - 3/2 , 

klEN ,mIEZ. 

Remark that the polar coordinates 

are easily seen to occur in Eq. (23) especially because 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Similar results are obtainable for the second ]R2 oscillator 
(variables: u3 , u4 ) owing to the substitutions 

(27) 

As a result for the ]R4 oscillator, the C:: + 3 wave functions 
'II k,m,k,m, corresponding to the level En, = E(1) + E(2) with 

(28) 

can be written down as 
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C. Hyperspherical coordinates 

In the hyperspherical coordinates (u, rp, (), fP) defined 
through 

u I = u sin rp sin{) cosq; , 

u2 = u sin rp sin () sin fP ' 

U3 = u sin rp cos () , 

U4 = U cos rp, 

(30) 

the wave functions of the R4 oscillator may be obtained from 
standard procedures (as, for example, the one connected to 
Whittaker invariants26,27). This yields the following eigen
values: 

E=(N+2K+l)A(Ij2lp), NEN-{O}, KEN. 
(31) 

Further, the C:; + 3 wave functions 'I' NLMK' corresponding 
to the level En, = E with 

n, =N+2K -1, 

are found to be 

'I' NLMK = N NLMK UN - 1 Y NLM (rp, (), fP) 

Xe- (Al2lu2L ~+N(AU2) , 

where 

NNLMK = 21/2A (N+ 1l/2(K!) 1/2[ (K + N)!] - 3/2, 

L = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1, M = - L, - L + 1, ... ,L . 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

We adopt the definition of Refs. 28 and 29 for the hyper
spherical harmonics Y NLM appearing, in Eq. (33). 

V. TRANSFORMATION FORMULAS 

We are now in a position to develop any wave function 
(in a given system of coordinates) of the hydrogen atom as a 
linear combination of wave functions (in a given system of 
coordinates) of the four-dimensional oscillator. In a formal 
way, we may write 

'I' (hydrogen) = L I [xxxxxxx] 'I' (oscillator) , 

(35) 

where the expansion coefficients I [xxxxxxx] depend on the 
systems of coordinates chosen for the hydrogen atom and 
the harmonic oscillator. Each coefficient I [xxxxxxx] is 
thus a function of seven quantum numbers: three for the 
hydrogen and four for the oscillator. For a given choice of 

I 

21mlN plmlplmleim"'L Iml (Ap2)L Iml (Ap2) 
p,p,m I 2 p, + Iml I p,+ Iml 2 

after making use ofEqs. (25), (27), and (37). The decisive 
point is to realize that 

fP = fPl + fP2 + 2k1T, kEN, (39) 
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the systems of coordinates both for the hydrogen atom and 
the four-dimensional oscillator, the calculation of the expan
sion coefficients I [xxxxxxx] may be achieved in two steps. 
First, we apply the KS transformation on 'I'(hydrogen) in 
order to produce a function onL 2(R4

). Second, we treat Eq. 
(35) as an equality in L 2(R4) and use the orthonormality 
property of 'I'(oscillator) to obtain I [xxxxxxx]. In all 
cases, the latter equality may be simplified in view of the fact 
that 

a =A 12 or nt + 2 = 2n, (36) 

as can be seen from Eqs. (9), (11), (12), and (19). Further
more, the definitions and relations 

ta =A l/2ua , a = 1,2,3,4, 

t 2=ti +ti +t~ +t~, 

as = A (ui + ui ) = t i + t i , 
a7] = A (u~ + u~) = t ~ + t ~ , 

a(s + 7])/2 = (A 12)(ui + ui + u; + u~) 
= (A/2)u2= (A/2)r=!t 2 , 

S7] = 4(ui + ui )(u~ + u~) 
= (41A 2)(ti + ti )(t; + t~) , 

cos (} = (t i + t i - t i - t ~ )It 2, 

(37) 

ei
",= (tl +it2)(t3 +it4 )/[(ti +ti)(t; +t~)]1/2, 

which arise by applying the KS transformation to the para
bolic and spherical coordinates ofR3

, are also of importance 
for handling the obtained equality. Finally, it is to be noted 
that in Eq. (35) the sum over the four quantum numbers for 
the oscillator is strongly limited by Eq. (36). 

A. R4 double polar_R3 parabolic passage formulas 

We expect the result for the coefficients 
I [ptP2mklmlk2m2] to be very simple (although the proof 
lies on a nonstraightforward point) since the Lie algebra of 
SU (2) ® SU (2) enters the problem of the hydrogen atom in 
parabolic coordinates30 and, on the other hand, the four
dimensional oscillator in double polar coordinates clearly 
exhibits an SU(2) ® SU(2) symmetry. By introducing Eqs. 
(17) and (29) into Eq. (35), we end up with 

(38) 

laresultcontained in Eqs. (25), (27), and (37) and in agree
ment with an alternative derivation by Chen and Kibler.3l 

By combining Eqs. (38) and (39), we get m l = m2 = m 
from ordinary Fourier analysis. Then, the orthogonality 
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property of the associated Laguerre polynomials shows that 
k t = Pt and k2 = P2' As a final result, we have 

I [ptP2mktmtk2m2] 
= ~(kt,Pt)~(k2,p2)~(mt, m)~(m2' m) 

X2ImINp.p,m/(Np,mNp,m), (40) 

I [ptP2mptmp2m] = (_1)b2-t1Tt/2(a/n)1I2. 

In other words, the wave functions for the hydrogen atom in 
the SU (2) ® SU (2) oscillator basis are essentially the same 

I 

as those that arise using (rotational) parabolic coordinates 
(see also Refs. 8 and 31). 

B. R4 Carteslan---+-R3 parabolic passage formulas 

The coefficients I [ptP2mntn2n3n4] are obtained 
straightforwardly by introducing Eqs. (17) and (21) into 
Eq. (35). It is enough to use Eqs. (36) and (37) and the 
orthogonality property of the Hermite polynomials to get 

4 2 

XL17~lml(ti +t~)L1:'~lml(t~ +d) II e-t"HnJta)dta . (41) 

Equation (41) can be rewritten as 

I [ptP2mntn2n3n4] 
= 2-2a-lml-2N N 

pJiJ2m 11111211311• 

xJ [ptmntn2]J [P2mn3n4] , 

where the integrals J are defined via 

f
+ 00 ,,2 

J [pmab] = _ 00 [x + i sgn(m)y] Iml 

xL 1~ Iml (xz + yZ)e - (x' +y') 

XHa (x)Hb (y)dx dy, 

pEN, mEl, aEN, bEN. 

(42) 

(43) 

By using parity considerations, we may prove from Eqs. 
(41)-(43) that 

I [ptP2mntn2n3n4] = 0 , 

for (44) 

n l + n2 + Iml or n3 + n4 + Iml = odd integers. 
I 

a=t 

j 

We thus have the selection rules that nt + nz + Iml and 
n3 + n4 + Iml must be even integers. Consequently, we re
cover that n, ( = n I + n2 + n3 + n4) must be an even integer 
[cf. Eq. (36)], a well-known result. Z In addition, we can 
derive the selection rules 

which give back the previous selection rules. 
Finally from Eq. (41) we obtain the symmetry relation 

(l [PtP2mn\n2n3n4]!Np,p,m)* 

(46) 

C. R4 Cartesian-+IIP spherical passage formulas 

The coefficients I [n I mn tnZn3n4] immediately follow 
by combining Eqs. (13), (14), (21), and (35)-(37) and by 
using the orthogonality property of the Hermite polynomi
als. This leads to 

4 2 

XYKSlm(tt,t2,t3,t4) II e-taHn,,(ta)dta · (47) 
a=! 

The special function YKSlm in Eq. (47) is defined in the following way. Let YKSlm (u t , u2' U3, u4) be the function obtained 
by applying the KS transformation to the R3 harmonic polynomial,J Y1m (0, rp). Clearly, YKSlm (u t , U2, U3, u4) is an R4 
harmonic polynomial of degree 21 (cf. Ref. 32). In Eq. (47), we then have 

(48) 

that stands for the image of (2 a)/,JY1m (0, rp) via the KS transformation. 
By using parity considerations, we can show from Eqs. (37) and (47) that 

I [n I mn1n2n3n4] = 0, 

for (49) 

n I + n2 + m or n3 + n4 + m = odd integers. 

Therefore, we obtain the selection rules that nt + n2 + m and n3 + n4 + m must be even integers, from which we recover 
again that nt ( = n I + n2 + n3 + n4) must be an even integer [cf. Eq. (36)]. 

Finally, from Eq. (47) we obtain the symmetry relation 

(50) 
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D. R4 hyperspherical-+R3 spherical passage formulas 

A preliminary relation involving the coefficients 
/[ n I m N L M K] can be set up by introducing Eqs. (13) 
and (33) into Eq. (35) and by using the orthonormality 
property of the hyperspherical harmonics. This yields 

= L / [n 1m N L M K ]NNLMKtNL ~+N(t2), (51) 
K 

where the integral A is defined by 

A [lmNLM] 

= [ [ f1T YNLM(I/J, e, qy)*u -21 

XYKSlm (u l , U2' U3, U4)Sin2 I/J sin e dI/J de dqy . 
(52) 

In Eq. (52), u- 2/YKSlm (u l , U2' U3' u4) should be under
stood as a function of the angular variables I/J, e, qy [cf. Eq. 
(3D) ] . Thus, A is a basic integral of a completely angular (or 
geometrical) nature. Next, we apply to Eq. (S 1) the ortho
gonality property of the associated Laguerre polynomials to 
obtain 

/[nlmN LM K] 

= (2a)(N-l)/2(N"lm INNLMK) 

XA [ImNLM]R [nINK], (53) 

E. R4 hypersphericahR3 parabolic passage formulas 

where the radial integral R is given by 

R [nINK] =KI[(K+N)!]-3 

xL'" L:+N(X)L:~+/(x) 
XX(2/+ I +N)/2e -x dx. (54) 

The last point amounts to use some trivial properties of the 
functions YKS1 m (cf. Ref. 32). As a consequence of the 
development of u - 2lYKSI m in standard hyperspherical 
harmonics Y NLM , we may prove that A [I m N L M] = 0 if 
N :/= 2 1 + 1. The introduction of the selection rule 
N = 21 + 1 into Eq. (54) shows in turn that 
R[n 1 N K] = DifK:/=n -1- 1, and we thus have a further 
selection rule, viz., K = n - 1 - 1. The latter two selection 
rules ensure that we obtain 

/[nlmNLMK] 

= 6(N, 21 + 1)6(K, n -1- 1) 

X (2a)/(N"lmINNLMK)A [I m N LM] , (55) 

sinceR[n, I, 21 + l,n -1- 1] = 1. 

Finally, we note the symmetry relation 

(/[n 1 m N LM K ]IN,,lm)* 

= (_1)L-M+m/[nl-mNL-MK]lN"I_m' 
(56) 

The coefficients / [PIP2m N L M K] can be obtained by combining Eqs. (17), (33), and (35). We formally obtain 

f
+ 00 .. 4 

/ [PIP2m N L M K] = 2 Iml (2a) - (N+2Iml +3)12Np,p,mNNLMK [tl + isgn(m)t2]lm IL 1~11ml (t~ + t~) 
- 00 

X[t3+isgn(m)t4]lmIL171Iml(t~ +d)(t~ +t~ +t~ +t~)(N-l)/2YNLM(I/J,e,qy)* 

XL~+N(t~ +t~ +t~ +t~)exp[ - (t~ +t~ +t~ +t~>]dtldt2dt3dt4' (57) 

where t N - 1 Y NLM (I/J, e,qy) should be considered as a function ofthe dimensionless variables t I' t2, t3, t4. 

E. R4 double polar-+R3 spherical passage formulas 

The coefficients / [n 1m kl m l k2 m2] can be obtained by combining Eqs. (13), (29), and (35). We formally obtain 

f
+ 00 .. 4 

/[nlmk m k m ] = (2a)-(lm,I+lm,I+4)/2N N N [t -isgn(m )t]lm,ILlm,1 (t 2 +t 2) 
1 1 2 2 n 1m k, m, k, m, 1 12k, + Imol 1 2 

- 00 

X[t3-isgn(m2)t4]lm,IL17~lm21(t~ +t~)YKSlm(tl,t2,t3,t4)L~~+/I(t~ +t~ +t~ +t~) 

Xexp[ - (t~ +t~ +t~ +t~>]dtldt2dt3dt4' (58) 

Arguments similar to the ones used in Sec. V A lead to the selection rules m 1 = m2 = m so that Eq. (58) may be simplified in 
view of 

(59) 

Equations (58) and (59) may be worked out to lead to a symmetrical form for the coefficients / [n 1m kim k2 m] . Indeed, by 
transforming the relevant fourfold integral into a twofold integral, we have 
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I [n 1m kl m k2 m] = 2 -lml-l~/2a -lml -2( - l)m[ (21 + I) (1- m)!/(I + m)!] 1I2Nn ImNklmNk2mK [n 1m kl k2] , 

(60) 
with 

i
"" .. 2 

K[nlmk k] = (xu)lml+lLlml (x2)Llml (y2) 
1 2 'J k, + Iml k2 + Iml 

o 

XPj[ (X2 - y2)/(X2 + y2)]L ~~"'Il(X2 + y2)(X2 + y2)/e- (x'+rl dx dy, 

where P j is an associated Legendre function. 

(61) 

VI. CLOSING REMARKS ON COMPUTING ASPECTS 

To close this paper, we present some developments con
cerning computing aspects of this work. 

A. A MACSYMA approach 

The expansion coefficients I [xxxxxxx] for low values 
for the seven quantum numbers corresponding to a given 
transformation can be easily calculated with the help of the 
algebraic and symbolic programming system MACSYMA. We 
have written a program to handle all the basic integrals ap
pearing in this paper. Therefore, the expansions of the type 
ofEq. (35) can be computer generated in an algebraic (rath
er than numeric) fashion. By way of illustration, we consider 
the development of the spherical wave function 'I' nlm with 
n = 3, I = 2, and m = 0 for the hydrogen atom in terms of 
Cartesian wave function 'I' n,n2n,n. for the harmonic oscillator 
(cf. Sec. V. C). (The corresponding expansion coefficients I 
[320n 1n2n3n4 ] are far from being easily obtainable by 
hand.) Our program gives the expansion 

'I' 320 = 2 - 33 - 1121T 112 a 112 [ 'I' 4000 + '1'0400 + '1'0040 

+ '1'0004 - 23/23 - 112 ( 'I' 2020 + '1'2002 + '1'0220 

+ '1'0202 - 2 - 1'1'2200 - 2 - 1'1'0022)] . (62) 

We note that the selection rules (49) are satisfied in Eq. 
( 62 ). [It should be realized that the nonobservation of the 
selection rules (44 ) and/or (49) in some recent works has 
lead to errors.] The reader interested in other expansions 
may write to the authors. 

B. Basic integrals 

The integrals [see Eqs. (43), (47), (52), (57), (58), 
and (61 ) ] encountered in this paper are central to the theory 
of special functions. As a first example, the angular integral 
A [see Eq. (52)] corresponds to the development ofYKSlm 

in terms of hyperspherical harmonic polynomials UN - 1 

X YNLM • As a second example, Eq. (43) corresponds to con
nection formulas between the product of Hermite polynomi
als Ha (x)Hb (y) and the Laguerre polynomial 
L 1"'t! Iml (x2 + y2), formulas that are (more or less) known 
both from a physical9 and mathematical33 viewpoint. 
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C. Relations between expansion coefficients 

Finally, we note that the various expansion coefficients 
I[ xxxxxxx] discussed in this paper are not all independent. 
As a matter of fact, the spherical and parabolic wave func
tions in L 2(R3

) for the hydrogen atom are connected by a 
relationship of type 

(63) 

where (nlmlPtP2m) is essentially a SU(2)::)U(1) 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (cf. Ref. 25). Consequently, 
given a coordinate system for the four-dimensional oscilla
tor, the corresponding expansion coefficients I[ptP2mxxxx] 
and I [nlmxxxx] are related by 

I [ptP2mxxxx] = I (nlmlptP2m)I [nlmxxxx] , (64) 

which is the relation dual to Eq. (63). 
We close this paper by noticing that nothing has been 

said on the use of the dynamic symmetry group O( 4) for 
deriving the Green's function for the Coulomb field in the 
spirite ofthe works initiated by Schwinger34 and further de
veloped by Bander and Itzykson.35 The reader should con
sult Refs. 9-14 for developments along this line. 
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Stochastic mechanics is a probabilistic description of quantum systems in terms of stochastic 
differential equations. Davidson [M. Davidson, Lett. Math. Phys. 5, 523 (1981)] and de Falco, 
De Martino, and De Siena [D. de Falco, S. De Martino, and S. De Siena, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 36, 
457 (1983) ] have introduced momentum variables into this scheme. In this paper a discussion of 
this attempt is presented and some difficulties concerning the physical interpretation are pointed 
out. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of stochastic mechanics 1-4 provides an alter
nate mathematical-and possibly physical-representation 
of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. This probabilistic 
quantization procedure has as its basic underlying math
ematical object a diffusion process associated to the motion 
of a quantum mechanical particle. The elevated role of posi
tion (or, more generally, of any configurational variable) is 
in contrast to the L 2 formalism of conventional quantum 
mechanics, where one treats space and momentum coordi
nates on the same footing. It seems of interest to understand 
whether stochastic mechanics allows for an analog of the 
canonical transformation theory of classical and quantum 
mechanics. 

Guerra and Morat05 have attempted to approach the 
position-momentum complementarity in the stochastic 
frame and managed to deal with the coherent states of the 
harmonic oscillator. By exploiting the symmetry (in posi
tion and momentum) of the Hamiltonian they could con
struct diffusions associated to momentum. Their strategy, 
however, does not seem to be capable of generalization to 
other potentials. 

The question of momentum is treated in a completely 
different fashion by Davidson6 and de Falco, De Martino, 
and De Siena.7 They make use of the asymptotic behavior of 
the trajectories in the stochastic mechanics of a free particle. 
In this way one is able to define momentum random varia
bles for a general class of potentials, and their distributions 
coincide with those of quantum mechanical momentum. 

The concern of the present paper is to examine this im
plementation of momentum in stochastic mechanics. The 
momentum process is found to be non-Markovian. It reveals 
some serious unphysical features: First of all, the momen
tum variables do not meet the requirement that momentum 
ought to have an operational meaning in physics. Second, 
the time derivative (if it exists) does not yield force. Further
more, the definition is so implicit that it is of no use in the 
derivation of uncertainty relations in stochastic mechanics. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the 
basic notions of stochastic mechanics are introduced. Then 
the momentum process is defined in Sec. III, accompanied 
by the example of the harmonic oscillator ground state in 
Sec. IV. The phase space formulation of quantum mechanics 
is reviewed in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we analyze the physics be-

hind the momentum process and we conclude in Sec. VII. 

II. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN STOCHASTIC 
MECHANICS AND QUANTUM MECHANICS 

The formulation of stochastic mechanics goes back to 
Nelson. 1 This section is devoted to a brief review of the corre
spondence between stochastic mechanics and conventional 
quantum mechanics. For a detailed exposition we refer to 
Refs. 1-4. 

Let us consider a point particle of mass m moving under 
the influence of a potential Vex). In stochastic mechanics 
the kinematical aspects of the motion are described by a 
Markovian diffusion (with values in the configuration 
space) solution of the stochastic differential equation 

dSt = b(St,t)dt + dw" (1) 

where Wt denotes the Wiener process with variance 2v (inde
pendent of So), The probability density p(x,t) of the process 
St connects the forward drift b(x,t) to the backward drift 
b.(x,t): 

b. (x,t) = b(x,t) - 2vV lnp(x,t). (2) 

The drifts simply represent the mean forward and backward 
velocity of St, respectively. The osmotic velocity u(x,t) and 
the current velocity V(X,f) are defined by 

u(x,t): =![b(x,t) -b. (x,t)] =vVlnp(x,t), (3) 

v(x,t) : =![ b(x,t) + b. (x,t)]. (4) 

The dynamics has to specify the influence of the poten
tial Vex). This can be accomplished, e.g., by the Guerra
Morato variational principle.3

•
8 (An enlightening presenta

tion of this principle can be found in Ref. 9.) It relates the 
solution of the Schr6dinger equation 

a [fz2 ] ifz- !{l(x,t) = - -/l. + Vex) !{l(x,t) at 2m 
(5) 

to the diffusion St, where fz is Planck's constant divided by 
211', and one finds 

U(x,t) = (fzlm)Re V In !{l(x,t), 

V(X,f) = (fzlm)Im V In !{l(X,f). 

(6) 

(7) 

The diffusion constant v turns out to be equal to fzl2m, and 
the probability density of the process is related to the (nor
malized) solution of the Schr6dinger equation by 

p(x,t) = l!{l(x,f) 12. (8) 
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III. MOMENTUM PROCESS 

In stochastic mechanics there are several stochastic pro
cesses whose mean values coincide with the expectation of 
the quantum mechanical momentum operator P. For in
stance, we can take the forward and backward drifts or the 
current velocity: 

E [b(sot) 1 = E [b. (St,t» = E [v(sot» 

= (t/l(.,t), Pt/l(.,t». (9) 

But none of these random variables has the same distribution 
as the operator P. Already their variances differ from those 
ofP. 

The definition of momentum random variables by Da
vidson6 and de Falco, De Martino, and De Siena7 is based 
essentially on work by Shucker,1O who has investigated the 
behavior of the trajectories of the diffusion S f corresponding 
to the free Schrodinger equation (i.e., in the absence of any 
potential) . 

Shucker showed that in the free case the limit 

lim (ms'r/T) (10) 
T-+ao 

exists pointwise almost surely (under moderate technical 
assumptions) and has probability density equal to the quan
tum mechanical momentum distribution. Of course, in the 
free case, the momentum distribution is time independent. 
Incidentally, Shucker's result has been generalized to the 
interacting case. Bilerll considered the one-dimensional 
case, and the case of three dimensions was treated by Serva 12 

for central potentials and by Carlen 13 for potentials of the 
Kato-Rellich type. 

Now we consider a situation where a potential is pres
ent. Let S be the corresponding position process. Consider 
also the solution t/lJ,t of the free SchrOdinger equation with 
initial condition at time t being given by the interacting wave 
function t/l at time t: 

t/lJ,t(x,t) = t/l(x,t). (11) 

This leads to the free position process S J,t given by 

ds'f = bJ,t(s'f,T)dT + dw'f, (12) 

where w J,t is a Wiener process with variance 2v (indepen
dent of sf'). 

In particular, we can impose Davidson's6 "by fiat" as
sumptions 

( 13a) 

(13b) 

On account of ( 13a), the process S J,t can be thought of 
as being "tangent" to the process S at time t. 

Following Davidson6 and de Falco, De Martino, and De 
Siena,7 we define 

tTt : = lim (ms'f/T). (14) 
T-+ao 

According to Shucker's analysis this limit exists, and it has a 
probability density equal to the momentum distribution of 
the quantum state t/l( ·,t). 

Thus, in the case of arbitrary potential, a random vari
able has been constructed whose distribution coincides with 
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the momentum distribution in quantum mechanics. This 
property, of course, if not sufficient to define tTt uniquely, 
e.g., we could have taken the limit T ---+ - 00 in the definition 
of tTt • The resulting random variable has the same distribu
tion. According to a result of Nelson,3 however, the two 
limits differ. 

We want to elaborate on the last point a little further. 
Nelson considered a Gaussian wave packet under the free 
evolution and computed the correlation matrix of the initial 
momentum ( T ---+ - 00) and the final momentum 
( T ---+ + 00), and found it to be - e - 17"} (independently of 
the width of the Gaussian). Therefore the two momenta dif
fer (although their densities coincide) and this shows the 
difficulty of defining a pathwise analog of the scattering ma
trix in stochastic mechanics. Similarly, if one computes the 
correlation coefficient of the squares of the momenta, it 
turns out to be equal to - e - 217". Hence in stochastic me
chanics there is no pathwise energy conservation, i.e., the 
trajectories of the position process do not exhibit elastic scat
tering. 

We also point out that the definition of the momentum 
process tTt depends on the state of the quantum system, as 
does the position process tTt • In contrast to So the process tTt 

will generally not be a diffusion. Moreover, as we shall see, 
tTt will turn out to be non-Markovian. 

Before entering into a discussion of the momentum pro
cess, we consider the ground state of the harmonic oscillator 
as an explicitly calculable example. 

IV. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR GROUND STATE 

In order to assess the scope of the momentum variables 
tTo the ground state of the one-dimensional harmonic oscil
lator will be discussed. For this specific example tTt can be 
determined rather explicitly. 6 We point out that the free case 
is also tractable if one starts with a Gaussian wave packet as 
initial condition. 7 

The ground state of the harmonic oscillator is given by 

t/l(x,t) = (2tTU 2) -1/4 exp{ - !(iwt + x 2/2o" 2)}, (15) 

where U 2: = fz/2mw (w > 0) is the variance of position. 
The drift is consequently given by 

b(x,t) = - wx (16) 

and the position process obeys 

dSt = - wSt dt + dwt, (17) 

st=e-wt(so+ fe"'zdWz). (18) 

Next we consider the free particle solution with initial 
condition 

",J,t(x,t) = ",(x,t), (19) 

i.e., 

",J,t(x,T) = (2tTU 2) -1/4[ 1 + iw( T _ t)] -1/2 

Xexp{ - ![iwt + x 2/2u 2[ 1 + iw(T - t)] ]}, 
(20) 

b J,t( T) l+w(T-t) . 
'x, = - W 2 2 X = - r( T - t)x, 

l+w(T-t) 
(21) 
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where we have set 

y(t): =arctanwt-pn(1 +W
2t 2

). (22) 

As a result of this, we find 

dsi"f = - y(T - t)si"f dT + dwi"f, (23) 

si"f=e- Y(T-t)[s1t+ JTeY(Z-t)dw~t], (24) 

'TTt = mwe- 1T12 [sf + fO ey(z-t) dw~t] . (25) 

So we have obtained a direct form of the momentum 
variables. Another formula may be found on application of 
Ito's lemma: 

d [eY(Z- t)Sz] = eY(z- t) dsz + y(z - t)eY(z- t)Sz dz 

= [y(z-t) -w]eY(Z-t)sz dz 

+ eY(z- t) dwz. (26) 

It follows from (18) and (22) that 

lim eY(T-t)sT = (1!w)e1T/2 lim (sTfT) = 0, (27) 
T_oo T--oo 

St = Joo [w - y(z - t) ]eY(Z- ')Sz dz - Joo eY(Z- t) dwz. 

(28) 

If we now also impose Davidson's "by fiat" conditions 
( 13), then we get another formula for the momentum pro
cess, 

'TTt = mwe - 1T/2 Joo [w - y(z - t) ]eY(Z - t)Sz dz. (29) 

This representation of'TTt makes it clear that 'TTt has two 
(but no more) continuous derivatives. We use 

y(t) =w[(1-wt)f(1 +W
2t 2

)], (30) 

y( t) = w2 [ (w2t 2 _ 2wt _ 1) f (1 + w2t 2) 2] (31 ) 

and obtain 

(32) 

(33) 

We will come back to the results obtained and discuss 
them at some length in Sec. VI. 

V. PHASE SPACE FORMULATION OF QUANTUM 
MECHANICS 

Now the possibility of formulating quantum mechanics 
in the phase space of position and momentum will be re
viewed briefly. In the so-called phase space formulation of 
quantum mechanics one considers a function F(x,p), 
which, in the classical limit, is expected to converge to the 
classical phase space density. (We drop the time dependence 
in this section.) The existence and properties of such distri
bution functions are closely related to the possibility of for
mulating quantum mechanics in terms of classical con
cepts. 14 But this is exactly what stochastic mechanics claims 
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to achieve, or as Nelson3 puts it: "Stochastic mechanics at
tempts to provide a realistic, objective description of phys
ical events in classical terms." 

We will relate the joint probability density of the process 
(5, ,'TT,) to the phase space formulation of quantum mechan
ics in Sec. VI. 

The first analysis into the direction of quantum distribu
tion functions goes back to Wigner in 1932.15 Since then this 
approach has been studied by many authors, both for con
ceptual reasons and in order to gain an effective means of 
calculating quantities that are not easily obtainable other
wise. The phase space density F(x, p) is required to yield the 
proper quantum mechanical marginals (all integrations, un
less otherwise noted, are to be extended over the whole 
space): 

f F(x,p)dp = ItP(X) 1
2, 

fF(X,P)dX= 1¢(p)1 2
, 

(34a) 

(34b) 

where tP and ¢ are the configuration and momentum wave 
functions, respectively. A milder form of conditions (34) is 
to require that F(x, p) should give the quantum mechanical 
expectations for functions depending on one of the phase 
space variables: 

f f F(x,p) [gl (x) + g2( p) ]dx dp 

= ftP*(X)[gl(X)+g2(~ !)]tP(X)dX. (35) 

Wigner has shown 14 that there is no non-negative distribu
tion function satisfying (35) such that F(x, p) is a Hermi
tian form in tP. Thus we cannot have Hermiticity in stochas
tic mechanics. 

Cohen 16 has given an explicit representation of all quan
tum mechanical distributions satisfying (34): 

F(x,p) = f f f ei(OU-OX-TP>j(0,7) 

X tP*( u - ~)( u + ~) dO d7 du, 

where/is any function satisfying 

/(0,7) =/(0,0) = 1. 

(36) 

(37) 

For/=I, one gains the Wigner distribution. The character
isticfunction M(8,7) of F(x,p) is defined by 

M(0,7) = f fei{OX + TP)F(x,p)dx dp 

=/(0,7) feiOUtP*(u - ~)tP(u + ~)dU. 
(38) 

The quantum mechanical distribution function F(x, p) 
may in general assume negative values (as the Wigner distri
bution does), or it even may be complex valued. Of course, in 
stochastic mechanics we deal with proper probability distri
butions. 

As indicated by Eq. (35) the distribution function F 
allows us to calculate expectations of quantum mechanical 
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observables in a probabilistic manner rather than through 
the operator formalism of conventional quantum mechan
ics. Let g(x,p) be a classical function of position and mo
mentum and denote by G(X, P) the corresponding quantum 
operator. We would like, of course, for F to yield 

(t/J,G(X, P)t/J) = f t/J*(x)G(X, P)t/J(x)dx 

= fg(X,P)F(X,P)dX. (39) 

However, there is no distribution F that gives the right 
expectation values for all quantum mechanical operators. 
This is because noncommuting observables cannot have a 
genuine joint distribution.2 That is, we cannot find a distri
bution F that satisfies, in addition to (39), the equation 

(t/J,q(G(X, P»)t/J) = f t/J*(x)q(G(X, P»)t/J(x)dx 

= f q(g(x, p) )F(x, p )dx, (40) 

for arbitrary functions q ( . ). We shall elucidate this fact by 
an example. 

To this end we recall that Cohen16 has established a 
general relationship between phase space distributions and 
the rules of associating classical quantities to quantum me
chanical operators: 

g(x,p)-+G(X, Pl. (41 ) 

These prescriptions are called correspondence rules or rules 
of association. A correspondence rule is related to a distribu
tion F and a function g if (39) is satisfied. For instance, 
Weyl's rule 

(42) 

or equivalently 

xn.om-+~ ± (n)xn-IpmXI 
2 1=0 I 

(43) 

is obtained if one deals with the Wigner distribution. 
If one computes the variance of the energy of the first 

excited state of the harmonic oscillator by means of the clas
sical Hamiltonian and the Wigner distribution, we obtain a 
nonzero value. This is clearly in disagreement with quantum 
mechanics. The explanation of this "paradox" is easy. 
Weyl's rule of association promotes the classical Hamilton
ian 

h(x,p) = (1!2m)p2 + (mw2/2)x2 

H(X, P) = (1!2m)p 2 + (mw2/2)X 2, 

butH 2(X, P) is not related to h 2(X,p) in this way, because 

X2p2-+:l(X2p2 + p 2X 2 + 2xp 2x). (44) 

Obviously this differs from the term !(X2P 2 + P2X2) in 
H 2 (X,P). 

What does this example teach us? It exemplifies the fact 
that a given phase space density is only useful in connection 
with particular operators for which it yields the proper quan
tum mechanical expectations. Of course, for operators of 
either X or P, any quantum mechanical distribution function 
may be taken [cf. (35)]. 
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We close this section with a remark on the position
momentum uncertainty relations in the phase space formu
lation of quantum mechanics. It is often maintained (e.g., in 
Ref. 5) that the existence of a joint distribution of position 
and momentum is in contradiction with the uncertainty rela
tions. However, this is not so, because in order to establish 
them one only needs the marginals. Take, e.g., F(x,p) 
= It/J(x) 12 1¢( p) 12. This function yields the uncertainty re-
lations. 

VI. COMMENT ON THE MOMENTUM PROCESS 

What is the physics behind the momentum variables TT, ? 
All we know so far is that they have the right distributions, 
but we are going to investigate some more of their properties. 

A. Operational meaning 

Momentum is one of the fundamental concepts both in 
classical and quantum physics. For instance, this notion en
ters in an essential way in scattering theory, and momentum 
is, in fact, what experimentalists frequently claim to be able 
to measure. From this point of view it seems indispensably 
necessary that any reasonable definition of momentum has 
an operational meaning; i.e., a prescription of a measuring 
procedure must go with it. Normally there are two possible 
ways of defining momentum. 

(a) The classical definition of instantaneous momen
tum is used whenever the particle trajectories are differentia
ble. 

(b) The time-of-flight definition of Feynman and 
Hibbs 17 gives another operational prescription for the deter
mination of momentum. This is a common tool in scattering 
theory. 

Instantaneous momentum is clearly of no use in sto
chastic mechanics, since diffusions are nowhere differentia
ble, although a more refined theory of Brownian motion con
taining the microscopic equations should-physically 
speaking-allow for instantaneous momentum. The time
of-flight technique, however, enters in the statement that the 
diffusions of stochastic mechanics have the property that 
each sample path assumes constant velocity asymptotically, 
and the distribution of this limit coincides with the quantum 
mechanical initial or final velocity.9-12 

So for the case of zero potential the definition of TT, is 
operationally meaningful. If one waits sufficiently, one can 
measure the momentum approximately. Whenever a non
vanishing potential is present, there is no experimental way 
of implementing the definition of TTl' because you cannot 
simply turn off the potential at time t. But this was required 
in the definition of TT,. For this reason the momentum pro
cess TT, is found to have no operational meaning (except in 
the free case) . 

B. Non-Markovlty 

Let us consider the harmonic oscillator in the ground 
state. From the explicit representation (25) of the momen
tum process one can already guess that TT, does not have the 
Markov property because it is the sum of the Markov process 
51 and a term depending on the future. 
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To prove this rigorously we consider the covariance of 
the momentum process. Let s < t. After some calculations 
using (8), (25), and 

E [SSSI 1 = u 2e- OJ
(t-S), 

we find that 

Ii i l

-

s 
+ _ e - OJ(t- s) eOJZ + y(z) dz 

m 0 

+!!.. (00 e2y(z) dZ} , 
m JI-S 

(45) 

(46) 

i.e., the covariance is a strictly positive function of t - s, . 

E[1Ts1T11 =m2oie- 1TC(t-s). (47) 

Moreover, C(t) is not a constant, since 

C(t) = - - - e - OJI + we - OJt eOJZ + y(z) dz . Ii [w il 
m 2 0 

(48) 

is negative. In particular, C(t - s) does not split into a pro
duct of functions of sand t only. 

For a Gaussian process with strictly positive covariance 
the Markov property is equivalent to the statement that the 
covariance splits. 18 Thus we have established that 1Tt is non
Markovian, a result independent of assumption (13). 

Whether this must be looked at as a defect of 1Tt or not is 
not quite clear. Although stochastic mechanics usually deals 
with Markovian diffusions, it might be necessary to shift to a 
non-Markovian framework in order to satisfy the locality 
principle. 3 

C. Force 

We saw that in the simple example of the harmonic os
cillator ground state the momentum process was differentia
ble provided we impose assumption (13). Let us rewrite 

. (ooJ. 
1T1 = - mwe - 1T/2 Jt Jz [(w - y(z - t) )ey(z - t) ]Sz dz 

(49) 

by means of Ito's lemma: 

(50) 

We also use 

]Iz=t =0, lim([ ]sz) =0. (51) z_oo 
Then 

iTt = mwe - 1T/2 foo [ ]dsz 

= mwe -1T/2{ - W foo [ ]sz dz + foo [ ]dWz}. 

(52) 
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When inserting (26) this gives 

iTt = - mwe- 1T12 [ws t -foo r(z - t)ey(z-t) dWz] . 

(53) 

From this we can deduce that iTt is a Gaussian process of 
mean zero and variance given by 

. [Ii i oo
. ] Var 1Tt = m2w2e -1T w2u 2 + m 0 r(z)e2Y(Z) dz . 

(54) 

The last integral can be calculated explicitly. Let y 
: = arctan wz. Then 

r(z)e2Y(Z) dz = w - any e2y dy. i
OO [/2( 1 t )2 

o 0 1 + tan2 y 
(55) 

But 

( _I_-_ta_n....:./:.....)2 = ~ (1 + cos 2y - sin 2y - ~ sin 4Y) . 
l+tany 2 2 

(56) 

Therefore 

i
OO 

r(z)eY(Z) dz =.!!!....- (e1T - 11) 
o 20 

(57) 

and finally we obtain 

VariTt = [0-e- 1T )/1O]m2w4u 2
• (58) 

Of course, iTt is expected to be the stochastic equivalent 
to force. Most unfortunately, however, this is not the case. 
For the harmonic oscillator, the quantum mechanical force 
operator F is multiplication by - mw2x. And this implies 
that the variance of the ground state is equal to 

«F- (F»2) =m2w4 (x2) 

(59) 

As this is in disagreement with (58), iTl does not have the 
same distribution as the force operator F. Therefore iTt can
not be interpreted as force. 

Incidentally, Guerra and Morat05 define a momentum 
process for the coherent states of the harmonic oscillator by 

(60) 

where wt is the unit Wiener process. In their construction, 
however, 1T~M is not acting on the same probability space as 
St. For the ground state, the forward and backward forces 
are given by 

F ± (p,t) = +wp, (61) 

and the distributions ofbothF + (1T~M,t) andF _ (1T~M,t) co
incide with the quantum mechanical force distribution. 

D. Uncertainty relations 

Without making use of the momentum process, the po
sition-momentum uncertainty relations can be rediscovered 
in stochastic mechanics, both the usual Heisenberg uncer
tainty relations19

•
2o and their generalized form a la Schro

dingerl: 

Var XVar bCOV2(X, P) + ~/4, (62) 
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where 

Cov(X, P) : =!( XP+ PX) - (X)( P). (63) 

In the stochastic frame 

Vars(Varu + Varv»Cov2 (s,v) +v. (64) 

Therefore the uncertainty relations (58) and (60) are equi
valent, since 

Var X= Vars, 

Var P = m2 (Var u + Var v), 

Cov(X, P) = m Cov(s,v), 

v = Ii/2m. 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

In the example of Sec. IV we were dealing with a coher
ent state where the Heisenberg inequality turns into an equa
lity, i.e., 

Cov(X, P) = O. (69) 

Can we find the uncertainty relations by means of 17',? 
We know from the results above that Var 5 Var 17' 
= Var X Var P, and hence Var 5 Var 17' has the same lower 

bound. But if we try to mimic the proof of ( 64) we find 

Var 5 Var 17' = E[ (5 - ES)2]E[ (17' - E17')2] 

> IE[ (5 - Es)(17' - E17')] 12 

= Cov2 (s,17') = (h 2/4)e-"'. (70) 

The last equality follows from Eq. (25). Of course, in the 
light of the remarks of Sec. V, there is no surprise that 
Cov(s,17') does not coincide with Cov(X, P) = 0 (cf. also 
Ref. 22). 

Clearly the momentum process has the drawback that it 
cannot be used in an obvious manner to obtain the uncertain
ty relations in the stochastic frame, although it does satisfy 
them. 

As for the momentum process 17'?M considered by 
Guerra and Morato, it also cannot be used directly to obtain 
the uncertainty relations, because it is not defined on the 
same probability space as 5,' 

E. Joint distribution of (St. 'ITt) 

Ifwe impose assumption ( 13), the position and momen
tum variables related to the ground state of the harmonic 
oscillator are jointly Gaussian and their covariance matrix 
can be calculated. The explicit formula for the joint probabil
ity density of F(x, p) of (5 .. 17',) is given by 

F(x,p) = [(1-e-,,)-1/2hrli] 

xexp{ _ 1 
20' 2 (1 - e - ") 

X [X2 _ ~ e -1T12Xp + __ 1_p2]} , (71) 
mOJ (mOJ)2 

j(O,r) = exp( - (1i/2)e - " /20r), (72) 

and it fits into Cohen's classification. Of course, there is no 
time dependence. 
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F. Variance of the ground state energy 

No question, the variance of the ground state energy 
must vanish, since the ground state is an energy eigenstate. 
But if we use the density F(x,p) from Eq. (71) along with 
the classical Hamiltonian, we find the same phenomenon as 
discussed in Sec. V: The ground state energy has a nonzero 
variance when computed in phase space. 

That is, the joint distribution is not adapted to compute 
energy dispersions. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

What are the merits of the momentum process? Of 
course, it has the (minimal) property that its distribution 
coincides with the quantum mechanical momentum distri
bution. But, as we pointed out, this is not the only process 
with this characteristic. 

On the other hand our analysis disclosed some manifest
ly unphysical features. The most serious ones are as follows: 
there is no operational implementation, the derivative of the 
momentum process does not yield force, and there is no 
straightforward way of gaining the position-momentum un
certainty relations using this process. 

These unsatisfactory shortcomings lead us to the con
clusion that such a definition of momentum is unacceptable. 
Yet there is no better stochastic definition known so far. 
Only configurational observables are satisfactorily embed
ded in the stochastic frame. 

Undoubtedly, any measurement in physics can even
tually be reduced to a position measurement. But this does 
not invalidate the concept of momentum. It is certainly of 
interest to extract the information on momentum encoded in 
stochastic mechanics in a way such that position and mo
mentum are on the same footing. It seems to us that a new 
approach to momentum in stochastic mechanics is in order. 
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The set of all pair (and in fact higher-order) distributions that are representable in quantum 
mechanics is characterized and compared with the classical range. Various interference 
phenomena yield pair distributions that are not classical; a few examples are discussed. These 
results shed light on some fundamental problems concerning the interpretation of quantum 
mechanics, in particular it is demonstrated how the "quantum logic" of Birkhoft' and Von 
Neumann can be naturally interpreted in terms oftruth values. Finally, the possibility of 
interpreting quantum probability in a realistic "quasiclassical" way is explored. 

I. BETWEEN TWO CONVEX POLYHEDRA 

Let SR n denote the set of all n X n real symmetric matri
ces. Then SRn is a linear space with the usual matrix addi
tion and scalar multiplication and dim (SRn ) = ! n (n + 1). 
Also SRn is a topological space with the usual Euclidean 
topology. For convenience I shall represent this topology 
with the supremum norm. Thus if a = (a ij ) ESRn , we shall 
put Iiall = maxijlaijl. I shall denote by cl(A) and int(A) the 
closure and interior ofa subset A ~SRn' respectively, and by 
co(A) the convex hull generated by A (i.e., the intersection 
of all convex sets containing A ). 

Definition 1.1: A matrix pESRn is called a phenomenal 
pair distribution of order n if, for all i,j = I,2, ... ,n, 

O<pij<min(Pii>Pii)<max(pu,Pii)<I. (1.1) 

Let Ln be the set of all phenomenal pair distributions of 
order n. Then it is easy to see that Ln is a compact convex 
subset of SRn • The motivation behind this definition is pro
babilistic. Let s1,s2,,,,,sn be "events" or "states" of some sys
tem and putpu = prob(si) andpij = prob(si&sj) then sure
ly P = (Pij )ELn. Condition (1.1) is indeed necessary for P to 
represent classical pair distribution but it is not sufficient. 
Thus the matrix P = (6 ~) is in L2 but it does not represent 
any classical distribution since the intersection of two events, 
each having probability 1, has necessarily probability 1 as 
well. Let us therefore introduce the following definition. 

Definition 1.2: A phenomenal distribution pELn has a 
classical representation if there exists a probability space 
(X,l:"u) and events A1, ... ,AnEl: such that Pij = Il(AinAj ), 
ij = I,2, ... ,n. 

Let Cn denote the set of all phenomenal pair distribu
tions of order n that have a classical representation. We shall 
provethatbothCn andLn are (compact) convex polyhedra 
in SRn with nonempty interior and characterize them in 
terms of their extreme points. It is a matter of fact that in 
microphysics one observes pair distributions pELn that do 
not have a classical representation (see examples in Sec. 
n A). It is therefore interesting to characterize all those pair 
distributions that might arise in a quantum mechanical con
text. So we define the following. 

Definition 1.3: A phenomenal pair distribution pELn has 
a quantum mechanical representation if there exists a sep
arable complex Hilbert space H a density operator (statisti
cal operator) W on H and (continuous) projections 

E 1,. .. ,En (which do not necessarily pairwise commute) such 
that 

Pij = tr [ W(EJ\ Ej )], ij = I,2, ... ,n , ( 1.2) 

where Ei /\ Ej denotes the projection onto the closed sub
space Ei (H)nEj (H). 

Let Qn denote the set of all phenomenal distributions 
pELn' which have a quantum mechanical representation. I 
shall prove that Qn is convex and that Qn ~ Cn. However, Qn 
is not closed and thus it lies between two convex polyhedra 
Cn C Qn C Ln. The main result of Sec. lis the demonstration 
that Qn contains the whole interior of Ln: Qn ~int(Ln) and 
thus all phenomenal pair distributions have quantum repre
sentation, save for some that lie on the faces of Ln. 

The present discussion concerns pair distributions 
Pij = prob(si&sj) but it can be extended easily to triple qua
druple or any k-tuple distribution: 

Pi,i,'" ik = prob(si &si & ... &s, ) . 
- 12k 

With the obvious extensions of Definitions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, 
all the proofs given in this article generalize easily. I thus 
have decided to concentrate on the simple case and save 
cumbersome notations. 

The most common cases of interference phenomena 
give rise to pair distributions PEQn' which lie outside the 
classical domain Cn • Few typical examples are discussed in 
Sec. n A. I believe that the formal results of Sec. I shed some 
new light on fundamental problems concerning the interpre
tation of quantum mechanics. These are discussed in Sec. 
n B. In particular, the so-called "quantum logic" can be 
viewed from a new angle (Sec. n C). 

In the third section, I explore the possibility of repre
senting quantum mechanical distributions PEQn by means 
other than the ones provided by the Hilbert space formalism. 
In particular the possibility offorming a "realistic" model of 
such distributions is discussed. 

The connection between probability theory and convex 
analysis is long known. It was explored lately by Grag and 
Mermin 1 in the case of phenomenal pair distributions asso
ciated with spin measurements. This paper was motivated by 
their results. All basic facts concerning convex sets and their 
properties that I use are to be found in the monograph by 
Rockafellar.2 
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A. Characterization of Ln 

A matrix uESRn will be called an extreme matrix if 
uEL and u·· = 0 or u· = 1 for all i,j = 1,2, ... ,n. Let '6' n be n lj lj 

the set of all n X n extreme matrices then En is finite [surely 
card ( '6' n ) < 2( 1/2)n(n + I)] and we have the following ther
orem. 

Theorem 1.1: A matrix pESRn is an extreme point of the 
convex set Ln if and only if it is an extreme matrix. Therefore 
Ln =co('6'n)' 

Proof' It is easy to see that if uELn is an extreme matrix 
then U is an extreme point of Ln. Suppose that we have a 
representation U =AP + (1-A)p', where p,p'ELn and 
o <A < 1, then, for all i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, uij = APij + (1 - A)pij. 
We know that uij = 0 or uij = 1. Since {O}, {I} are extreme 
points of the interval [0,1] and since O<.pij,pij<,l, we have 
uij =Oentailspij =pij =O,uij = lentailsPij =pij = 1, and, 
therefore, P = P' = U and U is an extreme point of Ln. 

Suppose thatp is an extreme point of Ln then sinceLn is 
closed we have pELn. Consider the functionf(t) = 2t - t 2. 
It is an increasing function in the interval [0,1] and 
f(O) = 0,/(1) = 1. Define a matrix pi by p~ =j(Pij), then 
from the above-mentioned properties of f it follows that 

2 .., • 
plELn. Consider the function g(t) = t . Again It IS an in-
creasing function in the interval [0,1] and g(O) = 0, and 
g( 1) = 1, therefore the matrixp2 defined by p~ = g(Pij) is in 
L? Now !(f(t) ~ g(t)) = t, there~orep2= ~pl + ~~2. Sin~e 
P IS an extreme pOint we have P = P = P , therefore, In partI
cular, Pij = p~ for all i,j = 1,2, ... ,n. Hence Pij = 1 or Pij = 0 
for all i,j and sincepELn it follows thatp is an extreme ma
trix. Every compact convex set is the convex hull generated 
by its set of extreme points, hence Ln = co( '6' n ). Q.E.D. 

The set of all n X n extreme matrices '6' n is finite, there
fore Ln is a polyhedron. Suppose '6' n = {U I,U2, ... ,Uk

}, then 
every pELn has a representation P = };~= 1 A v/-l v, wh~re 
O<'Av<,1 and };~= 1 Av = 1. Note that the zero matnx, 
uij = 0, i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, is also an element of En. 

B. Characterization of en 
Cn, the set of all pELn that have a classical representa

tion, is a convex polyhedron generated by a subset of the set 
of extreme matrices. Let 0 = {O, l}n be the set of all n-tuples 
of zeros and ones, card(O) = 2n. I shall denote by 
E = (EI,E2, ... ,En ) the elements of O. For EEO let U(E) be the 
extreme matrix defined by uij (E) = EjEj , i,j = 1,2, ... ,n. In 
this way we obtain 2n distinct extreme matrices. 

Theorem 1.2: Cn is the closed convex hull generated by 
the set of matrices {U(E); EEO}. 

Proof' Suppose that pECn • Then there is a probability 
space (X,};,Jl) and subsets AI, ... ,AnE}; such. that 

P·· = II.(A.nA.) for i,j' = 1,2, ... ,n. Let BE}; be an arbItrary lJ r- I J' __ 

set. Denote B 1 = B, BO = X\B = B and for EEO denote 

A (E) = A ronA ~'n .•• nA :". Then for E=!-E' we have 
A (E)nA (E') = l/J and u<eoA (E) = x. Put A(E) = /-l [A (E)], 
then O<'A (E) <, 1 and };<eoA (E) = 1. For all i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, we 
have A·nA· = U{A(E); Ej = E,' = 1}. Hence, for I , 

i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, 
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pij=/-l(A;nAj ) = I A(E) 
{EIE, = E} = I} 

= I E;EjA(E) = I Uj(E)A(E). 
<eO <eO 

ThereforepEco{u(E); EEO}. 
As for the converse, supposepEco{u(E); EEO}, then we 

can write P = };EEoA(E)U(E), where o <,).(E) <,1 and 
};EEoA(E) = 1. Let X = {o,1}n = 0 and let}; = the power 
set of X. Define a measure /-l on the singletons of }; by 
/-l( {d) = A(E) and for BkX put /-l(B) = };EEBA(E). Then 
(X,};,Jl) is a probability space. PutA j = {E; Ej = 1}, then 

/-l(AjnAj ) = I A(E) = I EjEjA(E) 
{E; E, = Ej = I} <eO 

Q.E.D. 

As a corollary we see that if pECn , then P can be represented 
on the space X = 0 = {O, l}n and }; = the power set of X. 
Let EEO and put lEI = };7= 1 Ej • Consider the set of matrices 
U(E) for EEO such that lEI = 1. There are n such matrices 
with only one nonzero entry on the diagonal. Consider the 
set of matrices U(E) for EEO with lEI = 2. There are 
(~) = n(n - 1 )/2 such matrices, each having four nonzero 
entries. All the above matrices (those with lEI = 1 and those 
with lEI = 2) form a linearly independent set in SRn • But 
there are n + (~) =! n(n + 1) = dim(SRn ) such matrices 
and hence the space spanned by Cn in SRn is SRn itself. Since 
the zero matrix is in Cn we have proved the following corol-

lary. . . 
Corollary 1.2: Both Cn and Ln have nonempty Intenor. 

C. Probability In Hilbert spaces 

The state of a quantum mechanical system is given, in 
the most general case, by a density operator on a complex 
Hilbert space. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then W is a density 
operator if (a) Wis Hermitian, wt = W; (b) Wis definite, 
(l/JI Wil/J);;;.O, for allil/J)EH; and (c) the trace of Wis well 
defined and tr( W) = 1. Pure states are those states for 
which W is a projection onto a one-dimensional subspace, 
W = Il/J) (l/JI, the other states are "mixtures." With every 
closed subspace of H there corresponds a unique (orthogo
nal) projection operator E onto this subspace. 

For two such projections E I ,E2 (which do not necessar
ily commute) let E 1 1\ E2 be the projection onto the subspace 
EI (H)nE2(H), let EI V E2 be the projection onto the closed 
subspace spanned by EI (H)uE2(H), and letEi be the pro
jection onto the subspace orthogonal to EI (H). Wi~h t~ese 
operations the set of all closed (orthogonal) prOjectIons 
forms an orthocomplemented lattice. In quantum mechan
ics we associate with every projection E as an idealized ob
servable whose expectation on the pure state Il/J) (l/JI is 
(l/J IE Il/J)· More generally the expectation of E on the mixture 
W is given by tr( WE). Thus given a density operator W puts 
/-leE) = tr( WE) and we obtain 

/-l(El) = 1 - /-leE), for all E; (1.3) 

/-l(l) = 1, /-l (0) = 0, (1.4) 
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where I and 0 denote the identity and zero operators, respec
tively; and if E1,E2, ... ,En are pairwise orthogonal then 

( 1.5) 

This means that if /.l is restricted to families of pairwise com
muting projections, /.l behaves like a regular measure. Due to 
a deep theorem by Gleason3 we know that every measure on 
closed projections in a separable Hilbert space of dimension 
>3, which satisfy (1.3 )-( 1.5), is given by some density ma
trix W, i.e., by /.l(E) = tr( WE). Our definition ofQn' there
fore, does not restrict the discussion. 

In the following I shall denote by HI $ H 2 the direct sum 
of two Hilbert spaces, i.e., the set of all pairs 1<,6 $ "'), with 
1<,6)EH1 and ItPEH2' with the usual coordinate by coordinate 
addition and scalar multiplication, and with the inner pro
duct 

(<,6 $ "'W $ "'/) = (<,6W) + ("'1"'/)· 

Here HI ®H2 will denote the tensor product of HloH2 if 
1<,61)EHI , 1<,62)H2, and 1<,61"'2) stand for 1<,61) $1<,62)' 

D. Characterization of On 

First I shall prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.4.1: Qn is a convex set in SRn. 
Proof: Let p,p/ EQn and 0 < A < 1. We have to show that 

AP + (1 - A )p'EQn' Since pJ'/Qn, there are Hilbert spaces 
H,H', density operators W,W/ on H,H', respectively, and 
projections E, ... ,En in Hand E ; , ... ,E ~ in H' such that 

Pij = tr[ WeE; AEj )], pij = tr[ W'(E; AEj)] . 

Let H = H $ H / be the direct sum of Hand H / and 
let W be the operator defined on H by 
W 1<,6 $ 11') = IA W<,6 $ (1 - A) W'",). Then W is linear, 
self-adjoint definite, and tr( W> = A tr( W) 
+ (1 - A )tr( W /) = 1. Let E; be the projection onto the di-

rect sum E; (H) $E ;(H'), i.e., E; = E; $E;. Then since 

[E; (H) $E ;(H')]n[ Ej (H) $E ;(H')] 

= [E; (H)nEj (H)] $ [E;(H')nE;(H')], 

we have E; A Ej = E; A Ej $ E ; A E; and, therefore, 

tr[ WeE; AEj )] 

=Atr[W(E;AEj)] + (1-A)tr[W'(E;AEj)] 

=APij + (1-A)pij. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 1.4.2: Cn C Qn' 
Proof: Let H be a Hilbert space of dimension 2n. Let 

{I"'(E»; EEn.} be an orthonormal basis of H parametrized 
in an arbitrary way by EEn. = {O,nn. As a consequence of 
Theorem 1.2 we know that if PECn then there are numbers 
O";;A(E)";; 1 such that };EEnA(E) = 1 and 

Pij = L A(E)Uij(E) = L E;EjA(E) . 
EEn EEn 

Let W be the density operator that, relative to the 
basis {I"'(E»; EEn.}, is given by the matrix 
(¢,(E) I W I",(E'» = 0, ifE#E' and ("'(E) I W I"'(E» = A(E). 
Let E; be the projection into the subspace spanned by all 
I"'(E» with E; = 1, then E; AEj is the projection onto the 
subspace spanned by all 1"'( E» with E; = Ej = 1 and thus 
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tr[W(E; AEj )] = L A(E) = LA(E)E;Ej =Pij' 
{EIE, = EJ = I} oell 

Q.E.D. 

As a consequence we also proved the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.4.3: A sufficient condition for peQn to be in 

Cn is that E1, ... ,En pairwise commute. 
Corollary 1.4.4: Qn has a nonempty interior. 
Since Cn ~Qn and int Cn #0, We shall now show that 

Qn is "almost all" of Ln· 
Theorem 1.4: int (Ln) CQn CLn. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that Qn is densed in Ln. For 

if A is a convex set in a Euclidean space then 
int(cl(A») = int(A) (see Ref. 4). Thus ifQn is densed, then, 
since Qn is convex, we have 

int(Ln) = int(cl(Qn» = int(Qn) ~Qn . 

In order to show that Qn is densed in Ln it is sufficient to 
demonstrate that for every E> 0 and each extreme matrix 
uE'if n there exists qEQn such that 
Ilu-qll=maxijluij-qijl<E. For if this is the case let 
'if n = {u1, ... ,Uk} be the set of all n Xn extreme matrices and 
let E> O. Then for each v = 1,2, ... ,k there is a matrix qVEQn 
such that Ilu v 

- qV11 < E. Let pELn. Then we can represent 
P = };~= I AvUV for O";;Av";; 1, };~= I Av = 1 (Theorem 1.1). 
Put q = };~= Avqv. Then qEQn since Qn is convex and 

k k 

lIP - qll..;; L Avlluv - qV11 < LAvE = E. 
v=) v=1 

HenceforallE>O,pELn, thereisqEQn with lIP - qll <Eand 
Qn is densed in Ln . 

So, by induction on n = 2,3, ... , we shall prove that for all 
(sufficiently small) E> 0 and every uE'if n there is a qEQn 
with lIu - qll <E. 

For n = 2, the extreme matrices are 

(~ ~). (~ ~), (~ ~), 

G ~), (~ ~). 
The first four matrices are in C2 and C2 ~ Q2 so no problem 
arises here. As for the fifth matrix (~ ~) let 0 < E < 1 and let 
0< () < 1T /2 be such that cos2 () = 1 - E. Let H be a two-di
mensional Hilbert space with the orthogonal basis 11), 12). 
Let W = 10 (11. Let E I be the projection into the 
one-dimensional subspace spanned by the vector 
cos () 11) + sin () 12) and E2 the projection onto the subspace 
spanned by cos () 11) - sin () 12). ThenEl AE2 = o and thus 
PI2 = tr[ W(EI AE2)] = 0 also 

PII = tr[ WEI] = tr[ WE2] = P22 = cos2 () = 1 - E. 

Hence the matrix 

( 1 -0 EO) 
1 _ E EQ2' 

for all E> 0, and we have proved the claim for n = 2. 
Assume that we proved the result for every E> 0 and 

uE'if n _ I (for n > 2). Let uE'if n' For i = 1,2, ... ,n. Let u; be 
the nXn matrix given by u~ = u5; =0, for allj= 1,2, ... ,n, 
and U5k = Ujk , forj,k #i. Then for all i, u; is an element of 'if n 
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and ui has zeros in its ith row and column. By the induction 
hypothesis there exists qiEQn such that Ilui - qill < €In. [To 
see that, remove the ith row and column from ui to obtain an 
(n - 1) X (n - 1) extreme matrix iiiEff n _ I' By the induc
tion hypothesis there is a matrix r/EQn _ I such that 
II iii - qill < €In. Now add an ith row and column of zeros to 
qi to obtain a matrix qi. Surely Ilqi _ uill = Ilqi - iiill < E/n. 
Also qiEQn since we can always add a projection Ei = ° to 
the representation of qi. ] 

Since qiEQn there is a Hilbert space Hi' n projections 
E; , E ~ , ... , E ~, and a density operator Wi on Hi such that 
q;k = tr [ W j (E; 1\ E ~ ) ] . ( In particular we can take 
E: = 0.) Let H = HI ® H2 ® ... ® Hn be the tensor product 
of the n Hilbert spaces and let W = WI ® W2 ® ... ® Wn. 
Then Wis a density operator on H. For i = 1,2, ... ,n, let 

Ei = E: ® E f ® ... ® E: - I ® Ii ® E: + I ® ... ® E 7 , 
where Ii is the identity operator on Hi' and let SEQn be de
fined by Sjk = tr[ W(Ei I\Ej )]. Then by definition we have 

and, for i <j, 

I i-I",i i+1 ",i-I i ",i+1 n sij = qij ... qij '1ii qij ... '1ij qjj '1ij ... qij 

. i II k = f/;i qjj qij . 
k¥oij 

The proof is concluded when we observe the following: If 
O<al, ... ,am , bl, ... ,bm < 1 are numbers such that lai - bi 1< E, 

i = 1, ... ,m, then 

I J( aj - j:[( bi I < mE . 

Now since uEff n and since, for k ¥-i, u~ = Uii = (uii)n - I, 

we have 

ISii - uiil = ISii - (uii)n-II 

= I II q~ - II u~1 «n-l)~<E. 
k¥oi k¥oi n 

Let i<j. Since for k ¥-ij we have u~ = uij = (u~)n-2 and 
• k' i h since uij = Uij<u'ii ujj = uiiujj , we ave 

ISij - uij I = I rljj q1 II q~ - tl;i u1 II u~ I < n~ = E . 
k¥oij k¥oi) n 

Hence lis - ull <E, for SEQn. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 1.4: Let pELn. A sufficient condition that 

PEQn is 

( 1.6) 

for ij = 1,2, ... ,n. 
We see that the entire interior of Ln is in Qn. But 

Qn ¥-Ln, for example, the matrix (~ ~ )ElQ2 because if 

tr(WE I ) = tr(WE2) = 1 

then necessarily tr[ WeE! I\E2)] = 1. But for every 1 >E>O 
the matrices 

are elements of Q2 and hence Q2 is L2 except the extreme 
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matrix (~ ~). In higher dimensions the situation may be 
more complicated and Qn does not contain some nonex
treme matrices on the faces of Ln as well. For example, 

(

0.9 ° Or 
~ ~ ~ Q3' 

The following, however, remains valid: If U is an extreme 
matrix that is not classical (i.e., uElCn ) then uElQn' 

For n = 2, we can actually draw a picture of L 2, Q2' and 
C2 when we identify the matrix 

(PII PI2) 
\P12 P22 

with the three-dimensional vector (PWP22,PI2) (Fig. 1). 
In general we shall call Qn \ Cn, that is, the set of all the 

matrices that have a quantum mechanical representation but 
not a classical representation, "the interference region." 

II. EXAMPLES AND INTERPRETATIONS 

A. Examples 

Suppose that we are given a closed convex polyhedron A 
in a Euclidean space and a vector P in that space and we are 
asked to determine whether P is an element of A or not. Such 
a problem can be replaced by an equivalent decision prob
lem: Determine whether P is a solution to set of linear in
equalities (which depends on A). 5 Bell's inequality6 and the 
Clauser-Home inequalities 7 are typical examples of such a 
procedure (associated with C3 and C4, respectively). In that 
respect the results obtained in the previous chapter are ex
tensions of Bell's work. 

Yet the violation of Bell's inequality in the Einstein
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) experiment is only one example of 
a pair distribution that lies in the interference region. Inter
ference phenomena of various kinds often give rise to pair 
(or higher-order) distributions that possess this character. 
In addition to the EPR case I shall discuss three examples: 
the two-slits experiment, the scattering of identical particles, 
and the interference of paths of a free particle (in Feynman's 
path integral formalism). The discussion will be brief with 
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many technical details omitted since those problems are 
worked out in great detail in many textbooks. My purpose is 
to associate these cases with the analysis of pair distributions 
provided in the previous chapter. Note that the pair distribu
tions in some of these examples is "phenomenal" only in a 
theoretical sense. The "experiments" described are only 
thought experiments. (This applies in particular to the two
slits and free-particle cases.) 

(a) EPR experiment: The experiment involves a mea
surement of spin on a pair of electrons (or other particles) in 
the singlet state while the particles are sufficiently separated. 
I shall not describe the experimental setup, which is well 
known, and only analyze the corresponding pair distribu
tion. 

For a given direction w in physical space let 
I + w),1 - w) be the states "spin up" and "spin down" in 
the direction w of a spin-! system. Let Ew = I + w) ( + wi 
and E _ w = I - w) ( - wi be the projections onto these 
states. Given a pair of electrons, the one-dimensional projec
tion Ew ® E _ w corresponds to the pure state "spin up in the 
w direction for the first (left) electron and spin down in the 
w direction for the second (right) electron" with similar 
interpretation for similar expressions. 

Let W, the density matrix, be the projection onto the 
singlet state. Since this state is rotationally invariant it can be 
represented as 

It/') = (1/~)[ I + w) ® I - w) - I - w) ® I + w)] 

for every direction w. Let x,y,z be three distinct directions 
and consider the projections 

EI =Ex ®Ex VEx ®E_ x , 

E2 = (E _y ®Ey)l 

= (Ey®Ey)V(Ey®E_y)V(E_y®E_y), 

E3 = (Ez ® Ez ) V (E _ z ® Ez ) . 

Then EI /\E2 is the projection into the space spanned by 
I + x) ® I - y), EI/\E3 is the projection into the span 
(I +x) ® I +z»,andE2 /\E3 istheprojectionintothespan 
(I + y) ® I + z». The matrix Pij = tr[ W(E;Ej )] is given 
by 

( 

! ! cos2
(xy/2) ! Sin2(XZ/2») 

P= !cos2(xy/2) ! !sin2(yz/2) , 

! sin2(xz/2) ! sin2(yz/2) ! 
wherexy is the angle between the directions x and y. We have 
the following theorem. 

Bell's Theorem': There is a choice of directions x,y,z 
such that pEe3• 

Proof: Suppose there exists a probability space (X,~,/-L) 
and events, which I shall also denote by E 1,E2,E3' such 
that /-LJE;nEj ) =fij. Then put E; =X\E;. We have 
/-L(E1nE2) >/-L(E1nE2nE3) and /-L(E2nE3) >/-L(E1nE2nE3). 
Adding these inequalities we get 

/-L(E1rlE2 ) +/-L(E2nE3»/-L(E1nE3), 

but/-L(E1rlE2) =/-L(E1 ) -/l,(ElnE2 ). Substituting from the 
matrix we obtain that pEe3 only if 

! sin2(x;) +! sin2(~»! sin(~) . 
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Take x,y,z, which lie in the same plane with 
B = xy = yz =! xz. We get that pEe3 only if sin2 (B /2) 
>! sin2B, an equality that is violated for, say B = 60°. 

(b) Two-slits experiment: Consider a beam of photons 
( or another type of particle) scattered by two slits and arrive 
at a screen behind. Let R I,R 2.R3 be the regions on the screen 
above the upper slit, between the two slits, and below the 
lower slit, respectively. Consider the following events: 

S I - photon passes through the upper slit, 
S2 - photon arrives at region R), 
S3 - photon arrives at region R 2, 

S4 - photon arrives at region R 3• 

Formally these events correspond to projections in a Hilbert 
space E 1,E2,E3,E4 such that E;lEj , for iJ = 2,3,4, and 
[E),E)] #0, forj = 2,3,4. !shall not bother to identify these 
subspaces and concentrate on the phenomenal level. 

Suppose that the coming photons are all in a fixed pure 
state so that the density operator W is just the projection 
onto this state. In order to measure probability (SI) 

= tr( WEI) we put detectors behind the two screens and 
count the number of incoming photons [Fig. 2(a)]. Assume 
that the slits are symmetric relative to the source so that 
PII = probability (s) =!. 

The measurement of Pii = probability (s;), for 
i = 2,3,4, consists of counting the number of photons on the 
screen when interference occurs [Fig. 2(b)]. By symmetry 
we havep22 = P44 =!( 1 - P33)' In order to measureplj' for 
j = 2,3,4, we cannot use detectors as in Fig. 1 (a), since, in 
the best case, the detector will further scatter the incoming 
particles. The following suggestion due to Einstein8 provides 
a thought experiment which does the job. Let the screen 
behind the slits be so constructed that it can move up and 
down parallel to the line connecting the slits. Then we can 
measure both the position of the incoming photon by detect
ing it on the screen and determine which slit it came from by 
measuring the direction of its momentum component paral
lel to the screen. Due to the uncertainty principle the inter
ference will be destroyed and the distribution on the screen 
will be just the average of two normal curves about the slits 
[Fig. 2(c)]. We have P)2 = prob(sl&s2) =!. Here PI3 is 
slightly less than!, saY,P13 =! - 8, andpI4 = 8. The matrix 
is therefore 

C 
1 !-8 8 4 

1 (1- P33)/2 0 
o ) p_ 4 

- !~8 0 P33 
o . 

0 0 (1 - P33)/2 

l·~o,,, 1 1 I ~ 
I I 

\ .... 

I 1 " "'O"," 1 1 
(a) (b) (c) 

FIG. 2. 
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Suppose that pEC 4. Then there is a probability space (X, l:,,u ) 
and events E I,E2,E3,E4 such that Pij = ,u(E;nEj)' 
iJ = 1,2,3,4. In particular 

P33 =,u(E3) =,u(E3nEl ) +,u(E3nEl ). 

Now ,u(E3nEl) =! -8 and, by symmetry, 
,u(E3nEl ) =! -8. HenceP33 =! - 28. This condition may 
be violated when interference is sufficiently strong. In this 
case it may even have P33 > !. 

(c) Scattering of identical particles: Both the scattering 
cross section and the square of the absolute value of the free
particle propagator diverge when integrated in their domain 
of definition so that probabilities in these cases are condition
al. I shall not bother with precise normalization and assume 
that an appropriate normalization was chosen. Consider a 
completely elastic proton-proton scattering in which only 
Coulomb forces play an effective role. We thus assume that 
the interaction is spin independent. Let R I,R 2 be the upper 
and lower halves of the scattering plan and consider the 
events 

Sl - the left proton is scattered into R I' 
S2 - the left proton is scattered into R 2• 

Let 0 < 0 < 1T /2 and let l10 be a small angle. The third event is 
S3 - a proton is detected at (0 - ! l10, 0 + !l10). 

The event S3 can occur in two ways (Fig. 3). By symmetry 
we have 

PII = prob (SI) 

= prob (S2) =P22 = 1, PI2 = 0, 

and 

P33 = C If(O) - f( 1T - 0Wl10 , 

where C is an appropriate normalization constant andf( 0) 
is the scattering amplitude. 

In order to measure PI3 and P23 we have to attach "la
bels" to the protons in order to identify which process was 
taking place, the one in Fig. 3(a) or in Fig. 3(b). Since the 
forces do not cause spin interchange we can use opposite 
spins on the left and right beam and then we have 
PI3 = C If( OW l10 and P23 = C If( 1T - OW l10. Since 

If(O) - f(1T - 0W# If(O) 12 + 1f(1T _ 0) 12, 

we havep33#PI3 + P23' even though PI I + P22 = I,PI2 = 0, 
so that pf!C3• Note that this violation of classicality does not 
occur because the spins are coupled with the forces, it is 
solely due to the interference in the identity of the particles in 
the measurement of P33. 

(d) Free-particle propagator: Consider a free particle 
moving in one dimension x. Suppose the particle is starting 
at x = 0 at time t = O. Let 0 < tl < t2 and consider the two 
events 

SI - the particle is at (XI - a, XI + a) at time t l , 
S2 - the particle is at (x2 - b, X 2 + b) at time t 2• 

--~--- ---~~---
(a) 

FIG. 3. 
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Let 

K(x 2,tl ; X 2t2 ) 

= [21Tifz(t2-tl) ]-1I2exp[im(X2-XI)2] 

m 2fz(t2-tl) 

be the free particle propagator (m is the particle mass) then 

PII = C Il~'_+aa K(O,O; s,fl)ds 1

2

, 

P22 = C I {2_+bb K(O,O; S(2 )ds 12 

where C is an appropriate normalization. In order to mea
sure PI2 we have to introduce an infinite potential barrier (or 
slit) of size 2a around XI at time f l , remove it immediately 
after, and count the rate at which particles arrive at (x2 - b, 
X 2 + b). We obtain 

PI2 = C If'_+bb 1~2_+aa K(O,O; SI,f l ) 

XK(SI,f l ; S2 - SI,f2 - fl)ds l dS2/
2 

The value PI2 depends crucially on the size of the slit 
( = 2a). Various examples are given in Feynman and 
Hibbs,9 where the reader can see that for an appropriate 
choice of the parameters we shall obtain 

~II 
P= 

21 

B. Consequences and interpretation 

Considered from a purely formal perspective the results 
of Sec. I demonstrate that the classical concept of probability 
is more restrictive then the quantum notion. Moreover, save 
for some boundary cases, every pair (and in fact every multi
pIe) phenomenal distribution has a quantum representation. 
The only requirements are that "probability" be a number 
between zero and one and that the probability of a joint of 
two events is less or equal to the probability of each of the 
events. We see therefore that the Hilbert space formalism 
associated with quantum theory is in itself void of any phys
ical content. The content of quantum theory is introduced to 
this tautological background by identifying certain particu
lar operators as physical observables and by the unitary re
presentations of physical symmetries. This remark is con
cerned with the numerous attempts to axiomatize quantum 
mechanics while overstressing the role of the background 
Hilbert space formalism. A large portion of the axioms, in 
particular the identification of every self-adjoint operator 
(and thus every projection) as an "observable," are nothing 
but a sophisticated guise for the triviality presented in ( 1.6). 

The classical notion of probability is indeed more re
strictive but it is nevertheless rooted in some very basic intu
ition. Probability, at least in the discrete case, has always 
been associated with the proportion or relative size of a cer
tain subset of a given set. Thus the probability of drawing a 
red ball from an urn containing a well-mixed finite variety of 
balls is just the proportion of red balls in the urn. In fact 
every discrete (rationally valued) classical distribution can 
be simulated or interpreted in terms of a "drawing balls from 
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an urn" experiment and surely in every such experiment we 
shall obtain a classical distribution. The fact that interfer
ence phenomena give rise to pair distributions that lie out
side Cn clashes with this preanalytic notion. What is called 
"an interpretation of quantum mechanics" is usually an at
tempt to make sense of nonclassical deviant probabilities. I 
shall briefly describe a few attempts of this kind. 

(a) The nonrealist view: The trouble with the classical 
concept lies with its insistence on ascribing properties to ob
jects independently of observation. The "balls in the urn" 
model of probability is based on such an assumption since it 
takes for granted the idea that one always deals with a sam
ple (balls), which has definite properties (color, composi
tion, etc.), prior to the experiment. When this assumption is 
removed the existence of nonclassical pair distributions is no 
longer problematic since the distribution of properties 
among the particles in the sample is not fixed prior to experi
ment but depends on the type of experiment that one chooses 
to perform. This interpretation due to N. Bohr "explains 
away" the difficulty by appealing to a metaphysical princi
ple, namely the denial of the reality of experimentally inde
pendent properties. 

(b) Nonlocal view: If one takes the terms "interference" 
and even "collapse of the wave function" to signify real phys
ical processes one may arrive at the conclusion that those 
processes are caused by certain ill-understood physical 
mechanisms. Perhaps there is a "field" of a very peculiar sort 
that influences the behavior of particles and whose proper
ties depend radically on slight changes in the boundary con
ditions (e.g., the closing of a slit in the two-slits experiment). 
In this case there is nothing wrong with "probability" per se 
and the appearance of nonclassical distributions is an illu
sion that results from the presence of these unfamiliar casual 
influences. Such a "field," if it exists, seems to violate the 
principles of relativity since its influence is felt instanta
neously all over space (and moreover in certain cases its 
influence seems not to decrease with distance). No detailed 
theory of the sort exists, but, from a logical point of view, this 
general approach seems perfectly consistent. 

(c) Classical probability theory should be abandoned: 
The observation of phenomenal pair distributions which lie 
in the "interference region" should be taken as a primitive 
basic fact. As in the case of non-Euclidean space-time geom
etry this fact contradicts some of our basic intuitions and 
again as in the case of geometry this fact does not force upon 
us a nonrealistic view (see Sec. III). This approach can be 
traced to FeynmanJO and is shared by numerous authors. 11 

There is an even more radical school that maintains that 
classical logic should be abandoned. 12 More on this in the 
following section. 

C. Extreme matrices and quantum logic 

Ifwe identify probability 1 with "truth" and probability 
o with "falsity" we see that the classical extreme matrices 
U(E)ECn play the role of truth functions. (Indeed "truth" 
and "falsity" are usually assigned to propositions, not 
events, but we can overcome this difficulty by substituting 
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for each event a proposition that describes it in an appropri
ate language. ) 

Remember that the interpretation of a matrix pELn is 
Pu = prob(s;), Pij = prob(s;&sj)' where Sl,. .. ,sn are propo
sitions (events). So for U(E)ECn we obtain 

{
I, if S; is true, 

U .. (E) = 
II 0, if S; is false, 

and Uij(E) = E;Ej = Uu(E)Ujj(E). This is just the classical 
rule "the truth value of a conjuction is the product of the 
truth values of the conjuncts." It follows that every classical 
pair distribution PECn is nothing but a weighted average of 
all possible truth assignments to the propositions sl, ... ,sn' 

(This will remain valid when we consider higher multiple 
distributions Pijk ,pijkl' etc.) If PEQn is in the interference re
gion this observation ceases to be true. In this case P is a 
weighted average of extreme matrices, some of which do not 
correspond to classical truth values (we may have 
Uu = Ujj = 1, but uij = 0). The fact that Qn ::Jint(Ln) and 
the analogy with the classical case compel one to consider, at 
least tentatively, the idea that all the extreme matrices, not 
just the classical ones, correspond to "truth values" in some 
extended sense. This means, among other things, that one 
should replace the rule "the truth rule of a conjunction is the 
product of the truth values of the conjuncts" by "the truth 
value of a conjunction is less or equal to the product of the 
truth values of the conjuncts." This is a radical move. It 
entails, for example, that the truth value of a complicated 
proposition is not a (one-valued) function of the truth val
ues of its parts. If one extends the concept of "truth" along 
these lines one obtains a new propositional logic, "quantum 
logic," which I shall discuss below. Before doing that, how
ever, I should point to an important conceptual difference 
between classical and quantum logic. In the classical case the 
concept of "truth" is usually taken to be more profound and 
basic than the concept "probability." The latter is a derived 
concept, which presupposes the validity ofthe classical pro
positional calculus (as the entire body of mathematics pre
supposes it). This can be seen easily when we observe that 
probabilities are weighted averages of truth values and thus 
"probability" comes to represent our ignorance of the actual 
state of affairs. (This interpretation is apparent in classical 
statistical mechanics. One cannot measure the initial condi
tions of - 1023 particles and solve the same number of differ
ential equations, though a solution is known to exist. The 
way to circumvent this ignorance is to take the weighted 
average of all the possible states given by the Maxwell
Boltzmann formula. ) 

It is difficult to conceive of the general quantum case in 
the same way simply because the nonclassical extreme ma
trices are not in Qn that is, no quantum system can ever 
realize those "truth functions." Since Qn is densed in Ln one 
can approximate by probability every such "truth value" but 
no more. Hence quantum logic is an idealization or "limit 
case" of quantum probability. The former presupposes the 
latter and not the other way around. 

~eeping this qualification in mind we can proceed to 
descnbe the new formal logic. As in the classical case, let 
SI,s2, .. ·,sn , ... be a set of symbols called atomic propositions. 
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The set II of (well-formed) propositions is defined by induc
tion on length of formulas as follows: (a) every atomic pro
position is a proposition, (b) if a is a proposition so is -, a 
(read "not a"), and (c) if a,b are propositions so is a&b 
(read "a and b "). Here a V b (read a or b) is a shorthand for 
-, (-,a&-,b) and a-b ("a entails b ") is a shorthand for 
-,a Vb. 

We have already remarked that in quantum logic the 
truth value of a complicated proposition is not a function of 
the truth value of its atomic constituents. Thus it will not 
suffice to define the notion of "truth" for atomic proposi
tions alone and we have to define it by induction on length of 
formulas as follows. 

Definition 2.1: A quantum truth function is a function () 
from the set of well-formed formulas II into {O, I} satisfying 
the following: 
(i) for every atomic proposition So 

()(Si) = 0 or ()(Si) = 1; 

(ii) ()( -,a) = 1 - ()(a); 

(iii) ()(a&b) = ()(b&a) <,,()(a)()(b), ()(a&a) = ()(a); 

(iv) if ()' (b) <" () , (c) for all quantum truth functions () , 

defined for band c, then () (a&b ) <" () (a&c ) , 

for allaEll. 
The inductive character of this definition is evident from 
(iv). From the above axioms we have by definition 

()(aVb) = 1-()(-,a&-,b»()(a) + ()(b) -()(a)()(b) 

and also ()(a-b) = ()( -,a V b). Hence ()(a-b) = 0 entails 
()(a) = 1 ()(b) = 0 (but not necessarily the other way 
around). If equality obtains in (iii) for all a,bEll then () is a 
classical truth function. 

A classical tautology (logical falsity) is a proposition a 
such that ()(a) = I [resp. ()(a) = 0] for all classical truth 
values (). Hence a quantum tautology (falsity) is a proposi
tion for which ()(a) = I [resp. ()(a) = 0] for all quantum 
truth functions. Therefore there are fewer quantum tautolo
gies and falsities then classical ones. In order to decide 
whether a given proposition aEll is a classical tautology it is 
sufficient to check all 2n possible truth value assignments to 
its atomic constituents S l, ... ,sn' This is no longer true in the 
quantum case but the number of quantum truth assignments 
is nevertheless bounded by 2\ where k is the number of well
formed subpropositions of a. [This also means that the in
ductive definition (Definition 3.1) can be effectively ap
plied.] 

Many classical tautologies are in fact quantum tautolo
gies. These include a V -,a, a-a V b, a&b-a, -, -,a~, 
-, (a&b)++( -,a V -,b), (De Morgan rule), and 
(a&b) V (a&c)-a&(b V c). The proof of the last two tauto
logies is based on a repetitive use of the inductive rule (iv). 
Note, however, that a&(bV c)_(a&b) V (a&c) is not a 
quantum tautology though it is a classical one. (To see that, 
it suffices to consider atomic propositions a,b,c.) Therefore 
the distributivity law is not a quantum tautology. Indeed it 
was the nondistributivity of the lattice of closed subspaces of 
a Hilbert space that led Birkhoff and Von Neumann12 to 
their (admittedly heuristic) argument that quantum me
chanics may "force" upon us a novel logic. With the identifi-
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cation of extreme matrices as "truth functions" this conclu
sion becomes more motivated. Definition 3.1 does not suffice 
to derive all the logical relations that obtain in the lattice of 
closed subspaces of a Hilbert space and it is not clear whether 
any finite or even recursive set of rules will achieve that. In 
this respect Definition 3.1 is only minimal. 

III. QUASICLASSICAL MODELS OF QUANTUM 
PROBABILITY 

A. The geometriC analogy 

Various pair distributions observed in microphenomena 
and predicted by quantum theory are not classical and this 
fact clashes with a strong "realistic" intuition regarding 
probability. It appears prima facie that one cannot recon
struct quantum probability if one assumes the "balls in an 
urn" picture that we usually associate with this notion. The 
question that I shall address in this section is whether we can 
nevertheless extend the classical concept of probability to 
cover the whole range of Qn' while still retaining the essen
tial realistic aspects of the classical notion. Can we, in other 
words, conceive of physical objects with fixed properties dis
tributed so as to give rise to deviant probabilities on the 
phenomenal level? 

A somewhat analogous problem faced mathematicians 
a century ago--I refer to non-Euclidean geometry. After 
centuries of futile attempts to derive Euclid's fifth postulate 
(the parallel axiom) from the other four postulates Lobat
chevsky decided to tum the tables and assume the validity of 
a negation of that postulate. He obtained a formal system, 
hyperbolic geometry, which appeared to be consistent, 
though Lobatchevsky was not able to prove that. The com
pleteness theorem of predicate logic (due to K. G6del) 
states that a formal system of axioms is consistent if and only 
if it has a model. So the problem of consistency boils down to 
the following question: Can one conceive of geometric ob
jects (call them "lines") whose properties and relations ex
emplify the formal properties and relations postulated in hy
perbolic geometry? The affirmative answer was given by F. 
Kline. He constructed a so-called "Euclidean model of hy
perbolic geometry" where hyperbolic lines are in fact seg
ments of Euclidean curves and the Euclidean metric is re
placed by another metric (which is nevertheless defined in 
terms of the former) . 

In our case we face no formal problem of consistency but 
the question is otherwise similar. We want to construct a 
"Kolmogorovian (i.e., classical) model of quantum prob
ability" where "events" are subsets of a given set so that the 
family of all events forms a Boolean algebra, and where 
"probability" is the measure of the relative size of these sets. 
These events will playa role analogous to that of the hyper
bolic lines and the "probability measure" will play a role 
analogous to that of the hyperbolic metric. 

On a less formal level this will enable us to conceive of 
quantum probability in terms of a "balls in an urn" model. 
Surely we cannot expect to achieve our goal with finite sets of 
objects (balls) since the laws of classical probability in the 
discrete case are simple consequences of arithmetic. When 
we move from the finite domain to the continuum an appro
priate model can be constructed. I shall proceed first with 
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the formal properties of the model and discuss its physical 
interpretation immediately after. 

B. Representing Ln by outer measure 

Consider the (classical) probability space ( [0,1 ] ,~,m), 
where ~ is the family of Lebesgue-measurable subsets of the 
interval [0, 1] and m the Lebesgue measure. One of the con
sequences of the axiom of choice is that not every subset of 
[0,1 ] is an element of~. With a given arbitrary set A ~ [0,1 ] 
we can nevertheless always associate an outer measure: 

meA) = inf{m(G); G:JA, G open}. (3.1) 

If A is Lebesgue measurable, then m (A) = m (A). Note that 
the outer measure is subadditive and not always additive, 
that is if A 1,A2 ~ [0,1], A InA2 = 0, then 

(3.2) 

and a sharp inequality may obtain when A I,A 2E1:~. This prop
erty is desirable. If E I ,E2 are two projections in a Hilbert 
space H such that E I A E2 = 0 and if W is a density operator 
onHwehave 

tr[ W(EI V E 2 )] «tr( WEI) + tr( WE2 ) (3.3) 

and the inequality may be sharp (a sufficient condition for 
equality is that [EI ,E2 ] = 0, which means in this case 
E l lE2 ). Another formal property that indicates that the out
er measure can serve as a model for quantum probability is 
given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: There exists a decomposition of the inter
val [0,1] into a continuum of pairwise disjoint subsets each 
having outer measure 1. 

The proof involves the axiom of choice.13 Needless to 
say, none of the sets whose existence is postulated in the 
above theorem is Lesbesgue measurable. So let A I,A 2 ~ [0, 1 ] 
be two subsets such thatA lnA2 = 0, m(AI) = m(A2) = 1. 
The matrix Pij = m(AinAj ), for iJ = 1,2, is just (6 ?), the 
only nonclassical extreme matrix of L 2• This is, of course, no 
accident. 

Definition 3.1: A matrixpELn has an outer measure rep
resentation if there are subsets A 1,A2 ... ,An ~ [0,1] such that 
Pij = m(AinAj ). 

Let On be the set of all pELn which have an outer mea
sure representation, then we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: On = Ln· 
Proof: I shall show first that On is convex and then that 

every extreme matrix UEg' n is an element of On' This will 
complete the proof since Ln :JOn :Jco( g' n) = Ln' Let 
p,p'EOn and 0 <A < 1. Ishall show thatAp + (1 - A )p'EOn. 
By definition there are sets A I"",A n , A ; '''',A ~ ~ [0,1] such 
that Pij = m(AinAj ), pij = meA inA;>, for iJ= 1,2, ... ,n. 
Consider the functionf(t) =At.1t maps the interval [0,1] 
onto the interval [0),]. For B ~ [0,1] let feB) 
= (feE); tEB}. Since f is linear we have 

f(BnC) =f(B)nf(C) and, for every B~ [01], 
m (f(B» = Am (B) (this can be proved first for open inter
vals, then for open sets and the claim follows) . Put 
Ci =f(Ai)' Then from the above remark we obtain 
m(CjnCj ) = A (AjnA j ) = APij' 

Consider the function g(t) = A + (1 - A)t. From a 
similar argument we get, for C; = g(A ;) = {g(t); tEA;}, 
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m(C;nCj) = (l-A)m(A;nAj) = (l-A)pij. 

Now putD i = CjuC;. Since Cj h [0), ] and C;~ [A,l], for 
i = 1,2, ... ,n, we have 

m(DjnDj ) =m(CjnCj ) +m(C;nCj) 

= APi} + (1 - A)pij , 

for i = 1,2, ... ,n, 

and thus On is convex. 
Let UEg' be an extreme matrix. We shall prove that 

UEOn. By Th~orem 3.1, we can decompose interval [0,1] 
into n2 pairwise disjoint subsets each having outer measure 
1. Denote these sets by BII, ... ,Bln,B21, ... ,B2n, .. ·,Bnl,· .. ,Bnn· 
We have BijnEkl = 0 for (ij) i= (kl) and m (Bij) = 1, for 
i,j = 1,2, ... ,n. ForanarbitrarysetB~ [0,1 ],putBO = 0and 
B I = B and define 

n 

Aj = U B~k"vB~~i. 
k=1 

Then m (Aj) = 0 if and only if Ujk = Uki = 0, for all 
k = 1,2, ... ,n. Since Ukj «u jj this occurs if and only if Ujj = O. 

Let ii=j. Then AjnAj=B~"uB;1' then m(AjnAj ) =0 iff 
uij = O. Since in all other cases, m (AinAj ) = 1, we conclude 
that m (AinAj ) = uij' for i,j = 1,2, ... ,n. Q.E.D. 

C. Outer measure and probability 

I have proved that every pELn (and in particular every 
PEQn ) can be represented by subsets of [0,1] together with 
their outer measure. On a less formal level I shall indicate 
how this fact can be interpreted in terms of events and their 
probabilities. Rather then providing an actual physical ex
ample l4 I shall describe an artificial setup whose advantage 
lies in its simplicity. I hope this will convince the reader that 
a "balls in an urn" model of quantum probability is possible. 

The "urn" is just the interval [0,1] and the "balls" are 
its points. Assume that every point has a definite fixed color 
red or blue (not both). This means that every point radiates 
either red or blue light. Consider first the classical case 
where the set of red points A and the set of blue points Bare 
Lebesgue measurable. By definition, AnE = 0, 
AuB = [0,1]. Suppose that the intensity of red (blue) light 
from an interval is proportional to the measure of the set of 
red (blue) points in that interval. If we choose normaliza
tion such that the total intensity (red + blue) is 1 we obtain 
that the intensity of red radiation is m (A) and the intensity 
of blue radiation is m (B). These intensities can be measured 
by introducing appropriate filters. (We filter out the blue 
light when we measure the intensity of red and vice versa.) 
Suppose now thatA,B are not measurable and moreover that 
the rule associated with intensities now reads "the intensity 
of (red, blue, or any) light from an interval is proportional to 
the outer measure of the set of radiating points in that inter
val." If we keep the normalization convention as above we 
see that intensities are no longer additive, the total intensity 
is 1 while the red and blue intensities are m (A), m (B) and 
we may have meA) + m(B) > 1. In particular if 
meA) = m(B) = 1 we obtain the following strange situa
tion: If we introduce both filters we detect no radiation 
(AnE = 0); if we introduce anyone of the filters no reduc-
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tion in the radiation intensity is observed. 
This is of course only a metaphor. The question is what 

can prevent us from associating with every physical system a 
fixed set of "hidden properties" (call them "colors") and 
interpret every physical experiment as a process by which 
some of these properties are filtered out. If the distribution of 
these properties is sufficiently wild we shall obtain nonclassi
cal probabilities on the phenomenal level. In light of 
Theorem 3.2, this can be done for every pELn' that is, for 
every conceivable experimental result. I do not claim that 
one ought to interpret quantum mechanics in this way or 
even that it makes physical sense to do so. My only claim is 
that one can interpret microphysical phenomena by such 
"hidden variables" and obtain a perfectly consistent picture. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

What the previous discussion demonstrates, I believe, is 
that the problem of realism, the reality of microphysical 
properties, is irrelevant to the understanding of quantum 
mechanics. One can, if one wishes, conceive of quantum pro
babilities as resulting from distributions of fixed properties. 
One can also decline to do so. In that respect quantum me
chanics is not different from any classical physical theory. 
One can conceive of classical gravitational fields, say, as real 
objects "feeling up" space (a realistic attitude) or one can 
think of gravitational fields as mathematical tools whose 
purpose is to systematize and organize a complicated set of 
phenomena (an instrumentalistic approach). In classical as 
in quantum physics, both alternatives are compatible with 
the experimental results. The problem of physical realism is 
a metaphysical problem and no observation or experiment 
bears direct relevance to it. An argument for or against rea
lism is thus inherently a metaphysical argument and should 
be evaluated accordingly. To claim otherwise is to commit 
what philosphers call a category mistake. 

Bohr's interpretation, I believe, falls in this trap. His 
unnecessary focus on the metaphysical problems blurs the 
issue at hand. A careful rational analysis would reveal, I 
believe, that only two coherent alternatives exist. 

(a) "Interference" and "collapse of the wave function" 
are physical processes caused by unknown physical mecha
nisms. One can take a realistic or instrumentalistic approach 
regarding that "mechanism" but regardless of one's attitude 
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one can hope to control and manipulate these processes and 
obtain results which transcend or even contradict quantum 
mechanics. 

(b) "Inteference" and "collapse of the wave function" 
are names for the fact that the probability theory associated 
with quantum theory is nonclassical. As in the case of space
time geometry one can understand this probability theory in 
realistic or in instrumentalistic terms, but, regardless of 
one's views, one should try and understand the properties 
and extension of this new strange notion. 

No decision between these two alternatives currently 
exists but the question of which is the correct interpretation 
is in large part empirical, that is, if alternative (a) is the 
correct one we shall find it out sooner or later. 15 
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The Aharonov-Bohm effect in general gauge theories, for particles in gauge-curvature-free 
regions, is studied using the quantum mechanical propagator in the form of a Feynman sum over 
paths. Following Schulman [L. S. Schulman, Techniques and Applications of Path Integration 
(Wiley, New York, 1981)], such paths are divided into their homotopy equivalence classes, and 
the contributions from each class of paths of the Feynman sum are identified with propagators of a 
wave equation in the universal covering manifold of M, resulting in a simple form for the 
propagator on M. A group homomorphism from %, the fundamental homotopy group of M, to 
the gauge group G is shown to characterize possible Aharonov-Bohm effects, which can be 
divided into two types, Abelian and non-Abelian, according to whether~, the image of this 
homomorphism, is Abelian or non-Abelian. For a non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect, it is 
necessary that both % and G be non-Abelian. Simple examples illustrate the theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we study a particle moving in a multiply 
connected manifold M, under the influence of a gauge poten
tial for a matrix gauge group G, given by the one-form 
bkXk • d I, where the X k are generators of G. Here G is taken 
to act on particle wave functions by matrix multiplication. It 
should be noted that M describes only the spatial position of 
the particle, time being treated separately, bkXk 0 d I, repre
senting only the spatial components of a gauge potential, the 
time component (scalar potential) assumed zero. The gauge 
potential is also assumed to have zero gauge curvature. 

D(bkXkodl) =0. (Ll) 

Such a situation occurs when the particle is excluded from 
some region of space in which magnetic fluxes are confined. 
The physically observable difference between the case 
bkXk 0 dl#O and the free-particle case bkXk 0 dl = 0 is the 
Aharonov-Bohm (hereafter abbreviated by AB) effect.! 

We use the Feynman approach to quantum mechanics, 
in which the propagator is given as a sum over paths. Follow
ing Schulman,2 the paths are partitioned into their homo
topy equivalence classes, Feynman sums over paths in each 
class giving homotopy propagators, the whole effect of the 
gauge potential being to multiply these homotopy propaga
tors by different gauge phase factors. For a simply connected 
space, all paths between two points are in the same homo
topy class, and the effect of the potential is to multiply the 
free-particle propagator by a single gauge phase factor, so 
the potential has no physical effect. For a multiply connect
ed manifold, the potential can have a physical effect because 
the gauge phase factors can be different for different homo
topy classes. 

The homotopy propagators are related to propagators 
on the universal covering manifold of M, leading to an ex
pansion of the propagators in terms of eigenfunctions of a 
Hamiltonian on the covering manifold. 

It is shown that an AB effect is characterized by a homo-

a) Present address: Department of Physics, Yale University, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06520. 

morphism from the fundamental homotopy group of M to 
the holonomy subgroup of G, the effect being Abelian or 
non-Abelian depending on whether the holonomy group is 
Abelian or not. The effect proposed by Yang and Wu3 for 
G = SU (2) is shown to be Abelian despite the fact that G is 
non-Abelian. 

To illustrate the theory, the case originally dealt with by 
Aharanov and Bohm! of a charge near a long straight sole
noid is used. Also an SU (3) gauge potential is given to show 
how a non-Abelian AB effect might arise. 

Units in which Ii, c, and the gauge coupling constant are 
set to 1, are used throughout. 

110 THE PROPAGATOR 

The Feynman sum form of the nonrelativistic propaga
tor for the motion of a particle under the influence of the 
spatial components of a gauge potential bkXk 0 d 1 (b ~Xk' 
the time component assumed zero), is taken as 

Kb (x',t ';.x,t) 

= i~:'t'~r exp(1bkXk odl) exp(iS(r»), (2.1) 

a sum over all paths r: [t,t']-+M from x to x' 
[ret) = x, r(t') = x'], where Sis the free-particle classical 
action on particle trajectories, and 

exp (1 bkXk 0 dl) 

is Yang's gauge phase factor,3,4 generalizing the phase factor 
used in electromagnetism. S It is always considered as path 
( or time) ordered. The propagator satisfies 

and 

(i~-Hb)Kb(X"t';O,t) =0, t'>t, 
at' 

(2.2) 

(2.3 ) 

where{jM is the delta function onM andHb is the Hamilton
ian operator on M, acting on the first variable x'. Here Ko 
andHo are used to denoteKb andHb when bkXk odl = O. 
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III. HOMOTOPY PROPAGATORS 

Following Schulman,2 we rewrite the propagator in the 

form 

Kb (x',t ';x,t) 

= L iX"t'~,rexi r bkXk .dl)eXP(iS(r»), 
,eF(x',t';JC,t) x,t Ur 

(3,1 ) 

whereF(x I,t 1;X,t) is the collection of all homotopy classes of 
paths r: [t,t ']~M from x tox', and ~ ,r indicates a Feyn
man sum over only those paths in class f The homotopy 
class ofa path r is denoted [r]. Physically, [r] is impor
tant because for gauge fields where (1.1) holds, the gauge 
phase factor depends only on [r]. That is, if r' E [ r], then 

exp(lbkXk • dl) = exp(L bkXk • dl)' (3.2) 

This is proven in the Appendix. In view of this fact, we can 
define, for feF( x' ,t ' ;x,t) , 

eXPUbkXk .dl) = exp(L bkXk odl), (3.3) 

for any r€j' (i.e.,J = [r]). Then (3.1) becomes 

Kb (x',t ';X,t) 

= ~, exp([bkXk odl)x'(X',t';x,t), (3.4) 
f'EF(x ,I ;x,l) 'I 

where the homotopy propagator of class fis defined by 

K'(x',t';x,t) = i~:"'~,reXp(iS(r». (3.5) 

Thus the AB effect is obtained by mUltiplying the homo
topy propagators by gauge phase factors. In general, these 
factors will vary for different homotopy classes, permitting 
IKb 12# IKoI2, and producing an observable effect. 

IV. THE COVERING MANIFOLD OF M 

Let C be the universal covering manifold of M, with 
covering projection 1T: C~M. Again following Schulman2 in 
noting the correspondence under projection between paths 
inM ofa particularclassfeF(x',t';x,t) and paths in C from 
yE1T-I(X) to a particular pointy;er-I(x'), 

K'(x',t';x,t) = rYi,t'~y exp(iS(1T1'»), (4.1) 
JY,I 

where the right-hand side is now a sum over all paths in C 
from y to y;. Also from the correspondence we can define 

gb(Y',y) =exp(LybkXk .dl) (4.2) 

for any path r in C, from y to y', two points in C. (Note the 
line integral above is performed over path 1T1' that lies in M. ) 
Equation (3.4) then becomes 

Kb (x',t ';x,t) 

= ~, gb(y;,y)J:j;'~reXp(iS(1T1'» 
jEF(x ,I ;X,I) Y,I 

y,l' 

= ~ gb(y',y) r ~rexp(iS(1T1'»), (4.3) 
y'EfT- (x) Jy,l 
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for any yE1T-I(X). Defining a propagator on C, 

KC(y',t';y,t) = rY""~rexp(iS(1T1'»)' 
Jy,t 

then gives 

(4.4) 

Kb (x',t ';X,t) = ~ gb (y',y)Kc(y',t ';y,t), (4.5) 
y'EfT- (x') 

for any ye1T- I (X). 

The free-particle Hamiltonian B o, being a local operator 
on M, can be lifted2 to an operator on C, which we still de
note by Bo. Then K C satisfies the free wave equation2 

(i~-Bo)KC(y',t';y,t) =0, t'>t, (4.6) 
at' 

on C, where Bo acts on the first variable y'. By the Feynman 
sum form (4.4), of KC , it is clear that 

KC(y',t;y,t) = t5c(y',y). (4.7) 

Equations (4.6) and (4.7) then tell usthat6 

KC(y',t';y,t) = LtP!(y)¢,,, (y')e-iE.U'-tl, (4.8) 
,. 

where the ¢',. are any orthonormal, complete set of eigen
functions of B o, on C, with eigenValues E,. , and 1:,. denotes 
summation/integration over discrete/continuous indices n. 
By (4.5) and (4.8), 

Kb (x',t ';X,t) 

= ~ gb (y',y)Lf/!:' (y) ¢',. (y')e-iE.U'-I). 
y'EfT- (x') ,. 

(4.9) 

V. THE FUNDAMENTAL HOMOTOPY GROUP 

Choose a particular y~ E1T- I (x'). Then if r is a path in C 
fromy to y~, and wy' is another path fromy~ to y'E1T- I (x'), 
then rw is a path from y to y'. So, from (4.2), 

gb(Y',y) = exp( r bkXk Odl) 
JfT(y(J)y) 

(5.1 ) 

and since our gauge phase factors are path ordered, (5.1) 
can be written 

gb(Y',y) =exp(JtrybkXk odl)exp(lc,}kXk odl} 

(5.2) 

Substituting into (4.5) yields 

Kb (x',t ';x,t) 

= exp(JtrybkXk • dl) 

X ~ exp( r bkXk 0 dl)KC(Y't ';y,t). (5.3) 
y,EfT.ff(X') J. • ..,y 

Now if the particle is known to be atx at time t, the probabil
ity for it to be at x' at time t ' is 
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1 Kb (x',t ';x,t) 12 

=1 ~ exp(r bkXkodl)KC(Y',t';'y,t)12. 
Y'E1r- (x') J1TWy' 

(5.4 ) 

Thus the whole AB effect is produced by the gauge phase 
factors 

{exp(i.}kXk 0 d I) kE1T-l (x') }. 

Because these elements of the gauge group characterize any 
particular AB experiment being done, we proceed to investi
gate them. 

First notice that by (3.3) 

exp( r bkXk 0 dl) = exp( r bkXk 0 dl). (5.5) 
J1TOJy' J (1TOJy') 

Here 1TWy' is a closed path in M from x' to itself. Therefore 
[1TWy ' ]EF(x',t';x,t). By the correspondence between paths 
in C and paths in M, as y' ranges over 1T- l (X'), [1TWy'] 

ranges over all of F(x',t ';x,t). So the subset of gauge phase 
factors characterizing the AB effect in (5.4) is 

{exp(l bkXk 0 dl) jtEF(X',t ';x,t) }. 

A natural group structure can be put onF(x',t ';x,t), yielding 
K, thefundamental homotopy group? of M. The map 

fEK~XP([bkXk odl) 
is a group homomorphisms from the fundamental homotopy 
group into the gauge group G. The set of phase factors char
acterizing the AB effect in (5.4) is the image of J¥' under the 
homomorphism, and so a subgroup of G, 

K* = {exp([bkXk 0 dl) jtEK}";;G. (5.6) 

Also K* is just the holonomy group of the trivial vector 
bundle over M, with connection bk X k 0 d l. 

We use the group J¥'* to classify the various AB experi-
ments. In particular we have two types: 

(1) K*..;;G (Abelian), 
(2) K*..;;G (non-Abelian). 
The first type contains, for example, all experiments in

volving only electromagnetism, all subgroups ofU( 1) being 

I 

Abelian. The experiment originally suggested by Wu and 
Yang3 and performed by Zeilinger et al.,9 of a nucleon out
side a single tube of isotopic spin magnetic flux is also of the 
first type, since H2 with the region of flux removed has J¥' 
isomorphic to the integers, an Abelian group. It follows that 
J¥'*, the image of K under a homomorphism, is an Abelian 
subgroup of the non-Abelian gauge group SU(2). The sec
ond type consists of experiments which exhibit true non
Abelian AB effects, since they are characterized by non
Abelian subgroups of the gauge group. 

Vlo EXAMPLE A: U(1) AB EFFECT NEAR A THIN 
STRAIGHT MANGETIC FLUX 

We check our theory by applying it to the simple exam
ple, first treated by Aharonov and Bohm,1 of a charge ex
cluded from an infinitely long straight cylinder of negligible 
radius, containing a magnetic flux 21Ta. We are interested 
here only in the two dimensions perpendicular to the flux. So 
M is to be H2 with one point removed and the magnetic flux 
confined to the removed point, which we take as the origin of 
polar coordinates; Cis (0,00) X H, with coordinates (r,B). 
The projection 1T: C--+M is given by 

(r,B+21Tm)~(r,B), forO..;;B<21T. 

The vector potential is given by 

iA(r,B) = i(a/r)6. (6.1 ) 

Let (0 (A. ) ,<,6 (A. ») bea path in C from (r,B) at t to (r',B ') att '. 
By (4.2) and (6.1), 

gA(r',B'») = exp(r iAodl) 
J1T(P,4» 

=exp(ia(B'-B»). (6.2) 

The Schrodinger Hamiltonian is 

HA = __ 1_ ~+~~+~(~_ia)2. (6.3) 
2m a? r ar r aB 

Notice Ho is an operator on either M or C. A complete, 
orthonormal set of eigenfunctions in C, of Ho, is 

{J IA I (pr)eiAIJ IP;;.O, A.EH}, 

with eigenvalues p2 12m, where the J IA I are Bessel functions. 
Note, we do not require A.El:, since periodicity in B is not 
required in the covering manifold C. By (4.9) and (6.2), 

KA(r',B'),t ';(r,B),t) = L_l_f~ r~Jt< I (pr)JIA I (pr')exp[i(A. + a)(B' + 21Tm - B) ]exp[ - i(p2/2m) (t' - t) ]dA. dp 
meZ 21T - ~Jo 

= L_l- r~ Jt-al (pr)J11 _ al (pr)exp[il(B' - B)]exp[ - i(p2/2m)(t' - t) ]dp, 
leZ 21T Jo 

(6.4 ) 

since 

Le-21Tim(A+a) = Lt5(I- (A. + a»). 
meZ leZ 

Then (6.4) is just the expansion of the propagator in the 
complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions on M of HA , 

{JII _ al (pr)ei!8 11El:,p;;.0}. 
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t 
Note that the eigenfunctions on M are periodic in B, corre
sponding to the single valuedness of wave functions,1O even 
though the eigenfunctions on C were not periodic in B. 

Berryll has considered this example using a method in 
which a single-valued wave function is given by a sum, in 
which the individual terms are not single values. Bemido 
and Inomata 12 and Gerry and Singh 13 also considered this 
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example, evaluating Feynman sums explicitly. Schulmanl4 

was the first to take the approach that we have, but did not 
explicitly relate the resulting propagator with eigenfunc
tions in M of the full Hamiltonian H A • 

VII. EXAMPLE B: SU(3) AB EFFECT NEAR TWO THIN, 
STRAIGHT MAGNETIC FLUXES 

In this example we will display an SU (3) gauge poten
I 

tial on a manifold, whose gauge curvature vanishes, but 
whose holonomy group Yr. is a non-Abelian subgroup of 
SU (3). If an experiment could be constructed, described by 
this potential, for example, then it would produce a true non
Abelian (type 2) AB effect. 

Once again ignoring the third spatial dimension, we 
consider the potential in the x-y plane, given in Cartesian 
coordinates by 

bkXk = [alvtan-IC: J-alv s(x+ I)tan-IC: J ]XI 

+ [a2Vtan-IC~ J-a2v(S(1-x)tan-IC~ J)]x2, (7.1 ) 

where s(x) is any smooth function that is zero in a neighbor
hood of x = 0 and s(x) = 1 for all x> 1; XI and X2 are any 
pair of noncommuting generators ofSU (3). The potential is 
singular at the points ( ± 1,0) in the x-y plane. We take our 
manifold M to the x-y plane with these two points removed. 
The gauge curvature vanishes on M. 

Let r be a path in M from the origin to itself that encir
cles ( - 1,0) once and does not enter the region x > O. Now 
by the properties of s, b 2 = 0 in the region x..;;O, to which r 
belongs. Therefore 

(7.2) 

Now s(x + I)tan-I(yl(x + 1») is defined on the wholex-y 
plane, for although tan-I(YI(x + 1)) is singular at ( - 1,0), 
s(x + 1) = 0 in a neighborhood of ( - 1,0). Therefore, 

Ialv~(x + l)tan-
I
C: J)- dl = O. (7.3) 

So 

(7.4 ) 

This is most easily evaluated by putting polar coordinates on 
the plane with the origin at ( - 1,0). Then 

aIVtan-I(yI(x+ I»)=aIVO= (allr)e, (7.5) 

= Ialdoxl 

= 21Ta IX I, (7.6) 

and we see that the gauge potential describes a thin XI mag
netic flux passing through the plane at ( - 1,0), from which 
our particle is excluded. Similarly, it describes a thinX2 mag
netic flux at (1,0). 

We have shown that exp(21TaIX I) is an element of Yr., 
the holonomy group. By similar means it can be shown that 
exp(21Ta72) is an element of Yr. as well. Since XI and X2 
do not commute, a I and a 2 can be chosen so that 
exp(21TaIX I) and exp(21Ta72) do not commute, making 
JiY'. non-Abelian. 
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VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have seen that the AB effect of the gauge potential in 
a gauge curvature free region M, is described simply by mul
tiplication of the homotopy propagators by certain gauge 
phase factors. The homotopy propagators are related to 
propagators on the universal covering manifold C, and can 
be expressed in terms of eigenfunctions of the free particle 
Hamiltonian on C. We saw that AB effects are closely relat
ed to the topology of M, and for a non-Abelian AB effect it is 
necessary that Yr, the fundamental homotopy group of M, 
be non-Abelian. The SU (2) AB experiment proposed by Wu 
and Yang3 could only test for the presence of an Abelian 
subgroup ofthe gauge group. A true non-Abelian AB effect 
is required to indicate a non-Abelian gauge group. 

APPENDIX: PROOF THAT THE GAUGE PHASE FACTOR 
DEPENDS ON ONLY THE HOMOTOPY CLASS OF A 
PATH 

(i) First notice that, if m is any closed path, from a point 
z to itself, then, if 

exp(i bk X k • d 1) = I the identity, 

we must have 

eXP({bkXk • dl) = I, 

where m' is the result of changing the initial (and final) point 
of m, z, to some other point of the path, z' (that is, m' tra
verses the same points as m, but in a rotated order). The 
reason for this is as follows. Let r be a path fromz' to z, which 
is also a segment of the path m. Clearly, rmr-I and m'rr- I 
have the same trajectories. Keeping in mind that gauge 
phase factors are path ordered, 

exp(lbkXk .dl) 
= eXP([,bkXk • dl)exp((bkXk • dl) 

xeXP((_,bkXk .dl) 
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=exp(ibkXk odl)Iexp(L_,bkXk odl) 

=1. (AI) 

(ii) Let r and r' be homotopically equivalent paths in 
M. Therefore rr- 1 is a closed path. The equivalence of the 
paths implies there is a simply connected surface in M whose 
boundary is rr- 1

• Divide this surface up into many infin
itesmal parallelograms, with boundaries OJ;. For each of 
these,4 

eXP({bkXk Odl) =1 +f~vXk d;rtdx/, (A2) 

where the ith parallelogram has sides dx; and dx; andf~v is 
the gauge curvature at the ith parallelogram. But by (1.1), 
f~v = 0 on M. Therefore 

eXP({bkXk 'dl) =1. (A3) 

Now the phase factor for the boundary of two adjacent par
allelograms can be easily written as the product of the phase 
factors for the individual parallelogram boundaries, giving I 
because of (A3). Using the result in (i), one can continue 
this process, progressively getting bigger regions on the sur
face and showing that the phase factors for their boundaries 
are just the identity, until one finally gets 

(A4) 

Path ordering of phase factors then implies 
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A couple of Reeh-Schlieder-type density results are proved to hold in one- and n-body 
Schrooinger theory, that is, it is proved that states localized at time zero in an arbitrarily small 
open set ofRn are already total after an arbitrarily small time (which implies much more than the 
well-known acausal behavior ofnonrelativistic theories). It is shown that there exists a close 
connection to the so-called "unique continuation property" of elliptic partial differential 
operators. Furthermore, a certain machinery of analytic continuation is developed and the notion 
of generalized propagation kernels is introduced, which also might be of use elsewhere (e.g., in 
scattering theory). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Analytic continuation of physically interesting quanti
ties, e.g., n-point functions or S-matrix elements, has proved 
to be of great importance in quantum field theory, in particu
lar in the so-called "Wightman theory." The proofs of many 
of the central results in this field rely, sometimes almost ex
clusively, on the technique of extending objects, originally 
only defined over lR or R(v+ I)·n (where vis the space dimen
sion and v + 1 is the dimension of space-time) into certain 
domains ofC or c<v+ I).n, n EN. 

This is evidently not so in Schrooinger theory, and it is 
probably a widespread belief that the applicability of power
ful methods like these is typically restricted to the relativistic 
regime, where one has the so-called "spectrum condition," 
"locality," etc. We have shown previously, however, that 
several of the results carry over to the nonrelativistic re
gime. 1 In this paper, we will pursue two different strategies 
to prove a couple of results, which we think would be diffi
cult to prove, without using the techniques developed below, 
in Schrooinger theory proper. One relies on an interplay of 
relatively deep results of functional analysis and a simple 
analytic continuation argument; the other employs exclu
sively spectral properties of energy momentum to develop a 
certain machinery of analytic continuation. Even in the sim
plest case, free motion of one particle, the results seem not to 
be easily accessible without using the methods described 
here. 

We will proceed as follows. In the Sec. II we will exhibit 
the close connection between what we will call a Reeh
SchHeder property of an arbitrary domain UCRv or Rv.n 
(for the origin of the notion in Wightman theory see Ref. 2) 
and two seemingly different groups of concepts and ideas 
from the realm of classical functional analysis, one running 
under the catchword "unique continuation property," the 
other comprising the various notions of "generalized eigen
function expansions" of Schrooinger operators. By "Reeh
Schlieder property" we mean roughly that the wave func-

.) Permanent address: Institute for Theoretical Physics, Universitiit Gottin
gen, West Germany. 

tions being localized in an arbitrarily small domain UC Rv.n 

at time 0 are already total in the full Hilbert space L 2(JRv.n) 
after an arbitrarily short time interval. (Note that this im
plies much more than the feature, well-known at least for the 
free time evolution, that a wave function is more or less 
"everywhere" after an arbitrarily short time. However, 
without this property the stronger result could, of course, 
not hold.) These notions will be made more precise in Sec. 
II. 

While in the Sec. II analyticity plays only a minor role, 
we have to rely heavily on it in the rest of the paper where we 
develop another sequence of ideas, pursuing more or less the 
goal of analytically extending both space and time transla
tions into certain domains ofC<v+ I).n. That is, the first part 
carries a more functional analytic flavor while the latter 
draws more on procedures known to be successful in relativ
istic quantum field theory. Furthermore, we think the con
cepts we develop in the latter part, such as, e.g., "generalized 
propagation kernels," also will be of use elsewhere (for ex
ample, in a paper on a new general approach to scattering 
theory in energy-momentum space, which is in prepara
tion) . 

To indicate some ofthe technical steps, we will start by 
rewriting n-body Schrodinger theory in the form of a certain 
time-dependent bilinear functional W(X,Y;t) lying in 
Y"'(R2v.n), and acting on the wave functions at time 0 by 
using the nuclear theorem. These functionals contain the full 
physical information of the theory. We show that these 
"Wightman functions" of Schrooinger theory can be natu
rally viewed as restrictions of more complex functions lying 
in a bigger space, i.e., 

W(Xl, .. ·,xn'Yl, .. ·,Yn;t)~W(Xltl'''';Ylt; , ... ) . (1.1) 

The distributional Fourier transform of this extended W has 
nice support properties in the energy-momentum variables 
{(w;oki )} corresponding to {(Xi,ti )}, which allows us to 
make an analytic extension of the original W(X,Y;t) 
[X~(XI, ... ,xn)' etc.] into a certain domain ofi{:;<v+ I).n. The 
"values" W(X, Y;t) then turn out to be the boundary values 
of an analytic function over a<v+ I)·n + irnCC<v+ I)·n when 
we approach the real boundary Rv.n + I (resp. R(v+ I).n). 
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II. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE REEH
SCHLIEDER (RS) AND THE UNIQUE CONTINUATION 
PROPERTY 

To begin with, we have to define exactly what the RS 
property is to mean. So let Jr' = L 2(Rm

), m = v·n, 
H = - A + V, Ube an open set C Rm

, and Ibe an arbitrary 
time interval about t = 0, then 

S( U, I) : = {exp( - itH) <1>; supp <I> C U, tEl}. (2.1) 

Definition 1: U has the RS property if S( u, I) is total in 
Jr' for some /. 

We want to show that, in fact, for a large class of pot en
tials and practically every arbitrarily small U and I, S( u, /) 
has this property. To prove this we draw on two relatively 
advanced topics of elliptic partial differential operators, de
scribed by the catchwords (i) unique continuation property 
and (ii) generalized eigenfunction expansion. Both are to
pics of currently active research, and to prove them we need 
relatively advanced machinery. We do not want to go into 
detail in this paper concerning these two problems, but pre
fer to restrict ourselves to giving some definitions and refer
ences that show that both features are actually fulfilled for a 
sufficiently large class of potentials. 

We need the unique continuation property in the follow
ingform. 

Definition 2: Let <I> lie in the local Sobolev space 
H~oc (R m), i.e., u·<I> E D( - A) for all UEC 0' (Rm). Further
more, let <I> satisfy the following differential inequality for 
some AE R and V the potential: 

IA<I>(x)I<I(A - V(x»)·<I>(x) I . (2.2) 

We say a unique continuation property holds if (2.2) implies 
the following: Ifwe assume that <I> vanishes around a certain 
point x, then it vanishes everywhere (in the sense of L ~oc ). 

Remark: The phenomenon mentioned above has a long 
history (see, e.g., the notes in Ref. 3 to the appendix to Chap. 
XIII. 13 or Ref. 4). In recent years, the conditions imposed 
on the potential V have been more and more relaxed (see, 
e.g., Refs. 5-S and further references given there). 

The next property we shall need is the existence of an 
eigenfunction expansion of the Hamiltonian with the gener
alized eigenfunctions being "sufficiently nice." Also, here we 
do not aim at optimal results, but content ourselves with 
showing that something like this actually does exist for a 
sufficiently large class of potentials. In order not to struggle 
with perhaps nasty measure theoretic problems, we restrict 
ourselves to the class of so-called Agmon potentials (a treat
ment oflong-range potentials can, e.g., be found in the book 
ofSait09

). An approach more in the original spirit ofIkebe 
and Povzner can also be found in Ref. 10, see also Ref. 11, 
Sec. C 5. So, with V being an Agmon potential (cf., e.g., Ref. 
12 for the necessary details) we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 1: With V of short-range type in the sense of 
Agmon, we have a complete set of generalized continuum 
eigenfunctions ¢( ·,k), labeled by kERm

, lying in H~oc such 
that the following holds: With <1>, \{I E L 2(Rm

), and g a 
bounded continuous function, 
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N 

(\{II g(H) <1» = L g(An) ( \{II ¢n) ( ¢n 1<1» 
n~ 1 

+ f d mkg(k2)( \{I1¢(·,k» 

X(¢(·,k)I<I», (2.3) 

where N may be infinite, the ¢n are the usual L 2-eigenfunc
tions with eigenvalue An' and ( ¢ ( ·,k) I <1» is an abbreviation 

for S ¢ (x,k) . <I> (x)·d mx , defined in an appropriate sense, 
where the k 2 are the continuum eigenvalues. 

Proof: For the proof see Ref. 12. Note in particular that 
there is no singular continuous spectrum in this case. 

Now we are ready to prove the main result of this sec
tion. We assume throughout the paper that H is bounded 
below (which is of course fulfilled for, e.g., Agmon poten
tials). With U an arbitrary open set in Rm and I a fixed but 
arbitrarily small time interval about t = 0, we would like to 
show thatS( U, I) is total in Jr' = L 2(Rm

). We assume the 
contrary, i.e., there exists a nonzero \{I E L 2(Rm) such that 

(\{I,e-itH<I»=O, for all <l>ES(U), tEl (2.4) 

[where S( U) ~S( U,t = 0), i.e., the functions exactly local
ized in U]. Evidently, 

(\{I,e-itH<I» = J e-iAtd( \{I,EA <1» 

has an analytic continuation into the lower half plane, i.e., 

F(t-ir):= J e-i}.(t-iT)d( \{I,EA <1» (2.5) 

is analytic for r> 0. Defining 

G(t+ir): = F (t+ir) , 

G is analytic in the upper half plane. We have 

G(l)=F(l)-O 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

by assumption, that is, on an open set of the common real 
boundary of G, F. Hence we see that G is the analytic con
tinuation ofF through the real open set I, where the analytic 
function F uG is zero. This implies F =0 in the lower half 
plane, and by continuity F vanishes also on the real bound
ary, i.e., we have 

( \{I ,eitH<I» =0, for all t . (2.S) 

(This simple reasoning, in fact quite common in Wightman 
theory, was also exploited in Ref. 13 in order to study the 
localization properties in quantum theory.) 

By uniqueness of the Fourier transform the measure 
d ( \{I ,E A <1» is zero. Assuming now that H has a generalized 
eigenfunction expansion according to Theorem 1 we can 
conclude 

i2~A dSm _ 1 (\II, ¢(.,k».( ¢(.,k), <1» 

+ I (\{I'¢nH¢n,<I» =0, 
An ~A 

(2.9) 

for a.e. AER (with respect to the measure [e(A) . dA + ~n 
8(A - An )dA ] I). 

Remark: The above restricted integration over the 
sphere k 2 = A is well defined, cf. Ref. 12, Theorem 5.1. 
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Abbreviating now ('II, ¢>( .,k» [resp. ('II, ¢>n)] by 
c(k) (resp. cn) we can write this as 

(1,=,,- dSm _ 1 c(k) ¢>(.,k) + ,,-f;,,- Cn ¢>n,cf» =0, a.e., 

(2.10) 

u"- : = (1,=,,- dSm _ 1 c(k) ¢>(.,k) + ,,-f;,,- Cn ¢>n) (2.11) 

is again a solution of (H - A) u = 0, UE H foc. 
It is our aim to show that (2.9) implies, in fact, that cn 

= 0, C (k) = 0 for all n (resp. almost all k). This then would 
yield that'll = OinL 2, i.e., thatS( U, I) is total. To show this 
we need the unique continuation property of Definition 2; u "
of (2.11) fulfills the hypotheses of Definition 2, further
more, 

(u,,-, cf» = 0, 

forall cf>ES(U) =}u,,-=O on U. (2.12) 

By the unique continuation property this entails that u "- =0 
a.e. (in L foc ). But the expansion with respect to 
{ ¢>( ·,k), ¢>n} is "orthogonal," that is, u"- ==:0 for.alm0

2
st all ~ 

implies that {c(k),cn}=O a.e., hence'll = 0 m L . ThIS 
proves the first part of the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: Assuming that H has the unique continu
ation property and a generalized eigenfunction expansion in 
the sense of Theorem 1, the following statements hold. 

(i) Given an arbitrary open set U C Rmandanarbitrar
ily small time interval I around t = 0, then S( U,l) is already 
total in the full L 2(Rm). 

(ii) Conversely, if a RS property holds for every open 
U C Rm, then the generalized eigenfunctions have the 
unique continuation property in the sense of Definition 2. 

Proof: The proof of (ii) is easy. Assuming that u is a 
nontrivial generalized eigenfunction vanishing, e.g., on a 
certain open U C Rm, we have for all cf>E S( U) and all tER 

0= e - i"-I (u,,-, cf» = (eiH1u,,-, cf» = (u,,- ,e - iIHcf». (2.13) 

But, by assumption, {eitH¢>} is total in L 2, in particular in 
every L~,.n compact in Rm. Hence u"- (which lies in L foc) 

vanishes in L foc . 
We would like to mention that the above result is much 

stronger than that implied by the well-known feature of non
relativistic quantum theory, namely, that wave functions 
have the tendency to spread out to infinity almost instanta
neously. The latter says only that the wave function cannot 
be orthogonal to certain functions that have their support 
concentrated in possibly very small neighborhoods of points 
xERm. Theorem 2 says that even arbitrary extended and os
cillating functions cannot be orthogonal to S( u, I). The 
physics behind the result is perhaps even more striking. 
Theorem 2 tells us that the physical content of the theory is 
already contained in an arbitrarily small space-time neigh
borhood of an arbitrary point. 

III. ANOTHER APPROACH AND THE NOTION 
OF GENERALIZED PROPAGATION KERNELS 

In the rest of the paper we will develop a different ap
proach to the problem with slightly different results and 
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completely different methods, the whole approach being 
more in the spirit of the original relativistic context. Stated 
somewhat sloppily, it consists of extending time and space 
translations together into certain domains ofC<"+ I).n. This 
analytical continuation is, however, a little bit subtle since 
momentum is not bounded below. It would be tempting to 
use a scale of auxiliary spaces (which are possibly no longer 
Hilbert spaces) to give meaning to expressions like 
{exp i(a + ib)P} ¢>, ¢>EL 2(Rm

), wherePis the momentum 
operator. We postpone this approach to the future, however, 
and choose another strategy in this paper. 

In a first step we want to present n-body Schrodinger 
theory in a way slightly different from the conventional ap
proach, i.e., by means of so-called propagation kernels. It 
will turn out that these distributions contain all the physics 
of the theory and are amenable to a certain embedding of 
ordinary Schrodinger theory into a larger theory, in which 
certain spectral and analyticity properties of the objects of 
interest can be visualized more easily. 

We start from the expression 

(¢>,e-iIHtP), ¢>,tPEL2(R,,·n). (3.1) 

Evidently this defines a sesquilinear functional over 
L 2(Rv

.
n

) xL 2(R,,·n) which depends on t. We will restrict 
this functional to the dense subset Y (Rv

'
n

). In contrast to, 
e.g., L 2, Y is a nuclear space, which has a far-reaching con
sequence. In this case the kernel or nuclear theorem holds, 
which allows us to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3: With ¢>, tPE Y(Rv
.
n

) there exists a time
dependent tempered distribution WEY'(RvnXRvn ) such 
that 

.W(Xn,Yn;t)dXn dYn , 

(ii) J W (Xn.Yn ;t). tP( Yn )dYn 

= tPI = e - ilHtP in L 2-sense, and 

(iii) W(Xn,Yn;O) = 8(Xn - Yn ) and W(Xn, Yn;t) 

"solves" the Schrodinger equation with respect to Xn 
= (x1,· .. ,xn )· 

Proof: Continuity in Y implies continuity in L 2 such 
that ( ¢>, tP,) is separately continuous in Y X Y for every 
fixed t. The simple proof goes as follows: 

In-lin Y=}sup (1 + IXI)k'l/- In 12-0, (3.2) 
x 

with IX I : = l:7= 1 IXi I and every kEN. Thus we have 

J 1/- In 1
2

dX = J 1/-ln1
2 

.(1 + IXI)k(1 + IXI)-kdX 

<sup {(1 + IX I)k II - In 12} 
x 

. J (1 + IXI) -kdX-o, (3.3 ) 
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for k large enough and n-+ 00. So the kernel theorem can be 
applied. By varying fjJ over a dense set in L 2 nY, we see that 
(ii) must hold, and (iii) is evident. 

Remarks: (i) That the kernel theorem yields nontrivial 
information can be seen by the following observation. The 
scalar product ( fjJ,l/J) is also a sesquilinear, even jointly con
tinuous, functional over L 2XL 2. Ifa kernel theorem would 
hold in this situation, the W under discussion would be an 
element fromL 2(R"nXR"n)! But we already know what W 
looks like, namely for fjJ, t/JEY, W = t5(Xn - Yn ), which is 
not in L 2 but in Y'. 

(ii) The above distribution W has special additional 
continuity properties such that we can hope to be able to 
restrict the general structure of W further. The structure of 
distributions lying in Y' is well known (see, e.g., Refs. 14 
and 15): 

(3.4) 

with D a certain differential operator of degree a, m (Xn , Yn ) 

a measure or a function on R"nX R"n. In the simplest case, 
e.g., Ho, the free Hamiltonian on L 2(R"), the free propaga
tor has the well-known form 

(3.5) 

Other kernel representations are known for, e.g., 
(H - E) -I in the context of eigenfunction expansions and 
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. In the restricted case of 
potential scattering we have, for example, 

((H-E)-'.l/J)(X) = J G(x,y;E) l/J(y)dy, (3.6) 

GE L In L 2 for a.e. fixed X with respectto y and certain classes 
of potentials (see, e.g., Ref. 10, Chap. XI.6). We must, how
ever, emphasize that the situation in (3.6) is considerably 
simpler since one makes heavy use of the fact that certain 
operators are Hilbert-Schmidt (which is typical for the case 
of resolvents). 

(iii) Note that the distribution W of Theorem 3 occurs 
also as a path integral in the Feynman-Kac theory. 

The observation above motivates the name propagation 
kernel or Wightman function of n-particle Schrodinger the
ory. The W defined in Theorem 3 is of the form 

(3.7) 

i.e., all time coordinates are equal. In the next step we want 
to make a natural extension to a more general distribution, 
depending on tl, ... ,tn • To this end we will assume (whereas 
this is not strictly necessary) that the potential occurring in 
the n-particle Hamiltonian is a sum of pair potentials, i.e., 

H=Ho+ V 

1 n 
= - I-I::.; + I V;j(X; -xj ) (3.8) 

2 ;=1 kj 

(for simplicity all masses are normalized to 1 ). This makes V 
translation invariant, more precisely, invariant under over
all translations. Thinking now of the coordinates as ordered 
n-tuples (xn, ... ,x l ) and correspondingly L 2(R,,·n) 
= L 2(R~ H~· .. ®L 2(Rn, we can define individual time 

evolutions in each subspace 
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and 

(3.9) 

1 n 

Hn : = - - I 1::.; + I Vij (x; - Xj ) • 
2 ;=1 kj 

For notational simplicity we assume the overall wave 
function at time zero, fjJ(Xn, ... ,xI)' to be given as a product 
(the general case is analogous): 

fjJ(xn, ... ,xI):= fjJn(xn)·· .. ·fjJI(XI ). (3.10) 

We can then extend fjJ(Xn, ... ,xI;t) in the following way: We 
let exp - i(t, - t2)·HI operate on fjJ(x l ), exp - i(t2 - t 3 ) 

.H2 operate on the product {fjJ2(X2 )·fjJI(XI;t l -t2)}, etc., 
that is we get the following definition. 

Defini(ion 3: Let fjJ(Xn, ... ,xI) = fjJn(xn )·· .. ·fjJI(X1) 

with fjJ;E L 2(R"). We define fjJ(xntn, ... ,xltl ) by 

fjJ(xntn, .. ·,xlt l ) 

: = e -itnHn[ fjJn (xn ).exp{ - i(tn_1 - tn )Hn _ Il] 

X [fjJn-1 (xn_ l ) exp{ - i(tn_2 - tn_I )Hn_ 2)] 

... [ ... [ fjJ2(x2)·e- i{t,-t2 )H'fjJI(X I )]·"]. (3.11) 

We have the simple following corollary, which shows that 
this actually defines an embedding. 

Corollary 1: fjJ(xn, ... ,xl;t) is recovered by setting 

tn = tn -I = ... = tl = t. 
This procedure can be extended in an evident manner to 
every function of L 2(R,,·n) since by the Fubini-Tonelli 
theorem, every function of L 2(R"'n) is an L 2-function in, 
e.g., {xk' ... 'X I } for almost all coordinates {Xn, .. ·,xk+ J be
ing held fixed. 

In a completely analogous way we can extend space 
translations. 

Definition 4: With fjJ of Definition 3, we define 

. [ fjJn (xn)·exp{ - i(tn _ 1 - tn )Hn _ I) 

.exp{i(an_ 1 -an)Pn-Il [fjJn_I(Xn_ I )"']''']' 

(3.12) 

with 

Pk : = Ipj' Pj = - i.av ajER". 
j<k 

Remark: Again we see that we get an overall translation 
by setting an = an _ 1 = ... = a l = a. Note furthermore that 
H k and P k commute on JYt" k and that, in fact, the above
defined extended space translations shift the individual co
ordinates {xk } by vectors {ak }. 

Employing the above definitions we can make corre
sponding extensions of the propagation kernels. 

PropOSition 1: By 
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f W(Xn + an;tn.···.xI + al.tll Yn,.··.YI) 

X c/J( Yn.···.YI)dYn 

: = f W(xn.···.xII Yn.···.YI) 

X c/J(Yn +an.tn; ...• YI +al.tl)dYn • (3.13) 

a generalized propagation kernel is defined. which is again a 
distribution in Y' depending on the parameters 
{In .an ; ... ;tl.al}· 

Proof: The continuity properties with respect to Xn and 
Yn in the Y -topology can be shown as in (3.2). 

The next natural step is to make a Fourier transforma
tion with respect to the variables {tnan •...• tlaJ and employ 
certain support properties of the Fourier transform Win the 
variables {wnkn •...• Wlkl}. While we do not intend to talk 
about scattering theory in this paper we would nevertheless 
like to make a short aside about the possible use of the above 
extension method in this field. The above approach offers the 
possibility of dealing with scattering phenomena on a very 
broad scale. that is. in quantum field theory. Schrooinger 
theory. temperature states. ground states. etc. The particular 
advantage is that one need not worry (at least openly) about 
reference dynamics. range of interactions. spectral gaps 
around the mass shells. etc;. This is replaced by a study of the 
spectral prope~es of the W's along certain submanifolds in 
the support of Won which. in the limit t--)- ± 00, the "scat
tering states" will live. For temperature states this has been 
done in a recent paper. 16 By means of certain geometric ar
guments we can show when and why scattering states exist 
and exactly which properties, in the neighborhood of the 
mass shells of ingoil!g and outgoing clusters, particles in the 
spectral support of Wyield a nontrivial S-matrix. The whole 
approach is more in the spirit of Buchholz's treatment of 
scattering of massless particles and will be developed in a 
forthcoming paper. 

IV. SUPPORT PROPERTIES OF THE FOURIER 
TRANSFORMS OF t/>(tnan, ••• ,t1a1) AND W(tnan, ••• ,t1a1) 

We will now investigate the support properties of the 
Fourier transforms of t/>(tnan, ... ,tlal) [resp. 
W(tnan , ... ,t]a])] (where we dropped the remaining coordi

J 

natesXn,Yn ) withrespectto (tn,an, .... tla l ). This is the same 
as investigating the support of the joint energy-momentum 
spectrum of (H m ,Pm ) in each subspace JY m [cf. (3.9)]. 

Proposition 2: Let all Vij be infinitesimally Ho-bounded, 
either in operator sense or form sense. or. slightly weaker, 
each v(m) in JYm relatively bounded with all relative 
bounds {am} smaller than 1. Then the joint 
(H m ,Pm) -spectrum, a set in R4, can be bounded from below 
by the hypersurface (am < 1) 

W = cm ·(1- am ).k 2 
- bm • (4.1) 

with Cm , bm certain constants and (w,k) the energy-momen
tum variables corresponding to (H m'P m) in the subspace 
JY m of the particles (1) , ... , (m). 

Proof An analogous proof for the more general case of 
general nonrelativistic quantum field theory can be found in 
Ref. 1, so we give only a sketch of the proof. In the first step 
we show that the joint spectrum of H ~m): = -! ~;"= I ll.; 
and Pm : = ~~ I Pi can be bounded below by a parabolic 
hypersurface (bounding. e.g., ~p~ by c·I~Pil). In the sec
ond step we exploit the relative boundness to show that the 
interaction results only in afinite overall shift of this parabo
loid. 

Corollary 2: (i) The joint spectrum of (Hm.Pm) can be 
embedded in a domain Km u rc CR4, where Km is a ball 
around (0,0 )ER4 with sufficiently large radius and r c the so
called forward cone {(w,k); w > c·lk I, c > O} . 

(ii) By choosing the radius of Km large enough. c also 
can be chosen arbitrarily large. 

Proof: Each paraboloid of the form (4.1) intersects ev
ery cone r c for sufficiently large I k I. SO there exists always a 
finite wo, depending on am' bm, and c such that all (w,k) 
lying above the surface (4.1) are ultimately contained in r c 

for w>wo' 
Now we take a c/J(xn + an;tn"",x I + al;t]) defined in 

Definition 4 and observe that each 
exp( - i(tk _ 1 - tk )Hk _ .)·exp(i(ak _ 1 - ak ) 'Pk _ .) 

standing between the functions c/J k and [ c/J k _ I .,. ] acts on a 
Hilbert space of particle number k - 1. We know from the 
above discussion that the joint (Hk _ I' Pk _ I )-spectrum is 
contained in some K k _ I U r c C R4. Inserting the spectral 
resolution for each of the above operators, we get 

c/J(an;tn, ... ,al;t l ) = (21T)-2nfexP[-i(tnw-ankn)]eXP[-i(t _1-t)W -(a -a)k ] n n n-l n-l n n-l 

..... {E(n)(dw dk ).A. E(n-I)(dw dk )A. ••••• E(1)(d dk) A.} n n 'f'n n - 1 n - 1 'f'n - 1 WI I 'f'1 (4.2) 

= (21T) - 2n f exp [ - i(tnwn - an kn)]· ... ,W(wnkn , ... ,wlklIXn 'Yn )c/J( Yn ... YI )dYn . (4.3) 

It should be noted that, whereas the various E (dw dk) 
occurring in (4.2) are spectral measures. the curly bracket is 
a measure only in each of the coordinates (wiki ) with the 
remaining variables (wjkj ) being integrated over (with ap
propriate test functions). Taken as a whole, the curly 
bracket in (4.2) is a vector valued distribution in the varia-
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bles (wnkn, ... ,wlk l ) with exp[ -iCtnwn -an kn)····] ly
ing in the domain of definition. By the same token W is a 
distribution with respect to {(wiki )}. The support proper
ties of the joint spectrum of {(H k P k )} now entail that the 
cprly bracket on the right-hand side (rhs) of (4.2) (resp. 
W) are distributions with support: 
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supp W [resp. supp ¢ C {(W n kn , .•• ,w1k l ) 

such that each (w j kj)E K j urJ] , (4.4) 

that is, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 4: r/JUnan, ... ,t1a l ) is the Fourier transform 

[with respect to Unan , ... ,t1a1)] of a vector valued distribu
tion ¢, given as the curly bracket in (4.2), with 
(wj,kj)-support cOI!tained in K j u re' The same support 
properties hold for W the Fourier transform ofthe general
ized propagation kernel. 

V. THE ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF tP (tnBno ••• ,t1B1) 
AND W(tnBno ••• ,t1B1) 

We will now exploit the special support properties of r/J, 
W to show that r/J, W can be analytically continued into a 
domain ofC<v+ I).n. We have seen that the support of ¢, Wis 
restricted by (w j k j ) EKj u re' We observe now that the rhs 
of, e.g., (4.2) still exists ifthe exponents 

Unwn - ankn) , 

(Un-I -tn),wn_ 1 - (an_ 1 -an)kn_ I ),··· 

are replaced by 

(zn,wn - tn·kn) , 

((Zn_I-Zn)·Wn_I-(tn_I-tn)·kn_I)'···' 

with 

(5.1 ) 

Zn : = tn - iTn, tn: = an - ibn"'" (5.2) 

where ( Tn ,bn ) , ••• , fulfill the support condition 

(TnWn - bn k n) >0, 

((Tn_ 1 -Tn)Wn_ 1 - (bn_ 1 -bn)kn_t!>O, ... , 

(5.3 ) 

for (wn,kn )Erc> (wn -I ,kn _ 1 )Erc ,'" . 

This can be seen as follows. We can split the support of 
WWith respect to each (wj>k j ) into the sets Kjure '\ re and 
r e' Since K j has a finite diameter the analytic continuation 
of 

r ( ... )dwj dk j with respect to (Zj, tj) (5.4) 
JK;urc'\ rc 

always exists. To continue the integral over r e, S r, ( ... ) dW j 

X dkj> we need the special support properties of the (To tj) 
mentioned in (5.3). These properties guarantee that 

exp[ - (TnWn - bn k n)], 

exp[ -((Tn_ 1 -Tn)Wn_ 1 - (bn_ 1 -bn)kn_tl], ... 
(5.5) 

are globally bounded on the domain, r c' of integration. 
This observation allows us to prove the following 

theorem. 
Theorem 5: r/JUnan, ... ,t1a1), W(tnan, ... ,t1a1), defined in 

Sec. III can be analytically continued into the domain Tn 
CC(v+ I).n, given by 

(zn,tn), ((Zn_l -zn),(tn-l -tn»),··· 

ERv+l +i{(T,b); bERv, T>O}: = T, (5.6) 
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Proo/The set of pairs (Tn ,bn ), ... given by (5.3) span the 
interior of the so-called dual cone t e of r e' We showed in 
Sec. IV that the (wokj )-support of ¢, Wis bounded below by 
a paraboloid that intersects eventually every cone re for ar
bitrarily large c. This implies that r/J, W can be analytically 
continued into R(v+ I) + i te in each of the variables given 
in (5.2) for C-+oo. For C-+oo, te becomes the whole half 
space (bERV, 1'>0). 

It is perhaps instructive to apply the above machinery to 
the simplest example we can think of, the free time evolution 
in R3. In this case we have (Ho: = - a) 

(e - jtH"r/J)(a) = (21T) -3/2. J e - jtP'.e jpa¢ ( p)d 3p . (5.7) 

The energy spectrum is supported on the hypersurface 
W = p2, that is, 

W(w,k) = 8(w - p2) , (5.8) 

and we see that 

(21T)-3/2 J e- j(t-jT)P'.ej(a-jb)p¢(p)d 3p (5.9) 

exists provided that l' > 0 and is analytic in the domain 

{(z, t); Z = t - iT, t = a - ib, T>O} (5.10) 

(since p2 wins out against 1 pi for 1 p 1-+ 00 ). The generalized 
propagation kernel is 

W(a - ib,y;t - iT): = (41Ti(t - iT»)-312 

.exp(i.(a - y - ib)2/4(t - iT»), 

(5.11 ) 

and we see again that 

J W(a - ib,y,t - iT)r/J( y)dy 

is complex differentiable with respect to { (a - ib), 
(t - iT)} in L 2 as long as l' > 0 since this provides us with a 
term -exp( -Ia - y21/4T). 

VI. ANOTHER VERSION OF THE REEH-SCHLIEDER 
THEOREM 

We now prove another version of the RS theorem, 
which is more in the spirit of the original version proved in 
Wightman theory. 

Theorem 6: With a Hamiltonian H and generalized 
states r/JCtn an, ... ,t1a l ) as given in Sec. III, the following 
holds: The set 

S'C Un' I): = {r/J(xntn, ... ,x1t1 ) , 

tjE I, supp r/J (xn , ... ,x 1) C Un C Rv
.
n} 

is already total in JY'n = L 2(Rv
.
n), where Un is an arbitrar

ily small open set in Rv
.
n and I is an arbitrarily small time 

interval around t = O. 
Remark: It is already sufficient to choose the wave func

tions of the form 

r/J(xn,· .. ,x1) = r/Jn (xn ) .. · .. r/Jl(X1) . 

Proof: We assume the contrary, i.e., there exists a wave 
function t/J(Xn, ... ,xl) such that 

( t/J,r/J) = 0, for all r/JE S I ( Un,/) . ( 6.1 ) 

We proved in Sec. V that the function 
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F(tnan,· .. ,t1al) : = (.,p, tP(tnan, ... ,t1al») (6.2) 

can be analytically continued, with respect to {(t;a; )}, into 
an open domain Tn of C;<Y+ I)·n and that F(tnan, ... ,t1al) 
[resp. F(an, ... ,al )] are the boundary values for {(lmzjI 
Im~;)}-o. 

Choosing the tP's to have their supports in a subset U ~ 
C Un such that for {a;} sufficiently small their space trans
lates, tP(an , ... ,a l ) have their support still contained in Un, we 
see that we can arrange matters such that 

F(antn,···,a1tl)==0, 

for an open set & of 

{(t;a;)} C R(Y+ I).n. (6.3 ) 

This set & is part of the boundary of the analytic continu
ation of F into Tn. Proceeding as in Sec. II, we define 

(6.4) 

where G is now analytic in Tn and Tn, Tn having a com
mon real boundary set &, where 

F==G=O 

holds. 

(6.5 ) 

Again we conclude that F ==0 in Tn (by using the "edge 
of the wedge" theorem, see Ref. 2) which, by continuity, 
holds also for the real boundary, i.e., 

F(tnan,···,t1al)=0 (6.6) 

on R(Y+ I).n. Now we can set all time coordinates {tJ equal 
to zero and vary the a;'s independently in R yielding 

f ~(xn , ... ,x I) JJI tP; (x; + a; )dXn =0 , (6.7) 

for all {al}' The tP;'s can be chosen to be arbitrary functions 
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as long as "7= I tP; has its support contained in U ~ C Un' 
This, together with (6.7), implies that .,p = 0 in L 2 (RY

'"), 

which proves the theorem. 
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In this paper a particular class of anisotropic cosmologies, the Kantowski-Sachs models, is 
considered. It is assumed that the matter content of the models consists of a noninteracting 
mixture of ordinary matter ("dust") and thermal radiation. A qualitative study by means of a 
three-dimensional autonomous system is carried out, giving us the global behavior of the "dust" 
density, the radiation density, and the shear anisotropy during the models' evolution. All the 
models have past and future cosmological singularities where both the dust density and the 
radiation density diverge. A particular interesting result is a set of solutions of three-measure zero, 
which is radiation dominated at one (past) singularity (of the "point" type) and evolving to a 
(future) singularity, where ordinary matter and thermal radiation become negligible. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For a long time cosmologists have used the most simple 
solutions of Einstein's general relativity as applied to cos
mology and have developed the so-called "standard mod
el.,,1 In spite ofthat, they have obtained remarkable results 
for the prediction of the present cosmic helium abundance, 
calculated on the assumption that our universe was very hot 
in the past, which in turn is based on the most prominent 
relic of this hot past, namely the 2.7 oK microwave back
ground radiation.2 This period is known as the "radiation 
dominated universe" when the pressure Pr of the thermal 
radiation was one third of its energy density Pro Later, after 
one million years from the "big bang" onwards, matter and 
radiation decoupled and our universe became matter domi
nated: We still live in this universe where the matter density 
largely exceeds that of cosmic radiation. 

The standard model is based on a very strong assump
tion: our universe is spatially homogeneous in general and 
isotropic around us. Although this is true on large scales 
nowadays, there is no reason to maintain this "cosmological 
principle"3 for the very early history of our universe. For 
almost 20 years cosmologists have studied under the very 
effective stimulus of Misner's "chaotic cosmology,,,4 spatial
ly homogeneous but anisotropic cosmologies belonging to 
the Bianchi class.5-8 Part of this work was done by using 
qualitative techniques of plane autonomous systems,9-14 be
cause the Einstein field equations can be transformed quite 
easily into such a system when the above symmetries are 
assumed. An exceptional case to the Bianchi cosmologies 
was discovered by Kantowski and Sachs. 15 The resulting 
Kantowski-Sachs (KS) cosmologies have been analyzed ex
tensively by Collins 13 using such global qualitative tech
niques and assuming a perfect fluid as matter content but for 
a vanishing cosmological term A. We have generalized l 6-18 
this work by allowing A to be nonzero, which leads us to 
consider this time a three-dimensional autonomous system. 
Interesting results emerged like the isotropy of some of these 
models when A> 0 and the cosmic time tends to infinity. 

a) Present address. 

In this paper we suppose A to be zero but assume a much 
richer matter content for the KS models studied herein, i.e., 
a noninteracting mixture of ordinary matter ("dust") and 
thermal radiation. We also obtain in this case a three-dimen
sional autonomous system, but one for which the variables 
are now dust density Pd' the radiation density Pro and the 
shear anisotropy (T. One interesting result is the existence of 
cosmological models of three-measure zero, which are radi
ation dominated at the beginning of their evolution and 
evolve to a singularity where matter and radiation are insig
nificant. 

Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we derive 
the three-dimensional system for the KS metric with the as
sumed content of our fluid and study this system by global 
qualitative techniques in Sec. III. The conclusion is drawn in 
Sec. IV. 

II. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

We consider the KS metric8,IS 

ds2 = dt 2 - exp( - 20) 

X {~P dr'l + e -p(d(J 2 + sin2 (J d¢l)} 

in the coordinates (t,r,(J,</J) , where t is the cosmic time coor
dinate, r a radial coordinate, and (J,</J the usual spherical co
ordinates, and 0 = 0 (t) and {3 = {3(t) are two unknown 
functions of t. As the fluid we will take, as mentioned above, 
a noninteracting mixture of dust and radiation, which means 
that the total energy density P'ota! = Pd + Pr and the pres
sure P'ota! = Pr = Pr13. Changing notations, we shall write 
P = f.l + E, P = E/3. Einstein's field equations with a non
zero A can be written as follows: 

3n2 
- a P 2 - A + e2

!l + P = f.l + E, (2.1 ) 

6.0. + 3/J - 9n2 
- 9n iJ - ~ iJ 2 + 3A - 3e2

!l + {J = E, 

(2.2) 

6.0. - ~/J - 9n2 + l np - ~p2 + 3A = E. (2.3) 

In the following we will use 0 as a time variable and a 
prime will denote differentation with respect to O. The mean 

expansion rate (J = - 3n and the shear (T = (Jj/2) P en

able us to define {3' = - 2 Jj (T I (J measuring the dynamic 
importance of shear. We introduce the quantities XI = f.lln2 
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andx2 = E/0,2, measuring, respectively, the dynamic impor
tance of dust and radiation. Finally we will make use of a 
fourth quantity z = 3xl /J.L = 3X2/E = 0,-2. 

These definitions allow us to reexpress the field equa
tions (2.1)-(2.3) together with the two conservation equa
tions 

J.L' = 3 J.L, 

E'=4£, 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

in the form of a four-dimensional autonomous system and a 
constraint equation with four dependent variables x I' /3 ' ,x2,z 
and with 0 as the independent variable. 

Equation (2.1) becomes 

{3'2 - 4 + ~Az + 4xI + 4X2 = (4/302)exp(20 + {3). 
(2.6) 

By eliminating n from (2.2) and (2.3) and substituting the 
expression of the right-hand term exp(20 + {3) obtained 
from (2.6) we shall have 

{3" =! {3 , {4 - {3 ,2 + (2A/3) z - X I - 2x2} 

-!{4 _{3,2 - (4A/3)z - 4xI - 4x2}. (2.7) 

We obtain 

60 - 902 - til2 + 3A = E + exp(20 + {3) (2.8) 

when weeliminatepin (2.2) and (2.3). 
By using (2.4) and (2.6) we get 

xi =XI{l-{3,2+ (2A/3)z-x l -2x2}. (2.9) 

Analogously we get 

xi = x2{2 - {3,2 + (2A/3)z - XI - 2x2}. (2.10) 

Differentiation of z with respect to 0 yields 

z' = - 2z{1 +{3'2/2 - Az/3 +xI/2 +x2}. (2.11 ) 

Equations (2.7) and (2.9)-(2.11) form a four-dimen
sional autonomous system of ordinary differential equa
tions. No attempt has been made as yet to solve such a sys
tem globally by qualitative methods. 

Unfortunately there do not exist theorems to describe 
the topological behavior around singular points in this 
(four-dimensional) case, as we have done for a three-dimen
sional system in a previous paperl6 (hereafter referred to as 
Paper I). The qualitative behavior of the solutions would be 
drawn in the (XI' {3' ,x2,z) phase space and the region of 
physical interest would be given by (x I > 0, X2 > 0, z> 0, 
{3,2 - 4 + (4A/3)z + 4x I + 4X2 > 0). Let us point out that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions 
of the original system (2.1 )-(2.5) and the transformed one 
(2.6), (2.7), and (2.9)-(2.11), but that the advantage of 
transforming the original system lies clearly in the fact that 
as a result we get an autonomous system. In the following we 
shall limit ourselves to particular three-dimensional cases. 

When we set X 2 = 0 in (2.7) and (2.9)-(2.11) we ob
tain a three-dimensional autonomous system in the variables 
(XI' {3' ,z): it is the particular case y = 1 of the system studied 
in Paper I. 

Similarly by setting Xl = 0 we obtain another three-di
mensional system that corresponds to the particular case 
y = ~ in Paper I. 
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(0,-2,0) 

FIG. 1. The region of physical interest for the three-dimensional autono
mous system as well as the singular points at finite distance are shown in the 
case of the KS models. Striped parts are outside the region of physical inter
est. 

When the cosmological term vanishes we get a new 
three-dimensional autonomous system 

{3" = !{3'(4 _{3,2 - XI - 2x2 ) 

- !(4 _/3'2 - 4XI - 4x2 ), 

xi =XI(1_{3'2 -XI - 2x2 ), 

xi =x2(2 _{3,2 -XI - 2x2). 

(2.12) 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14 ) 

It describes the KS models in the presence of a noninteract
ing mixture of dust and radiation. It is a combination into a 
three-dimensional system of two particular cases (y = 1 and 
y =~) of a plane autonomous system studied by Collinsl3 

(hereafter referred to as Paper II). The region of physical 
interest is given by (XI> 0, X2 > 0, {3,2 - 4 + 4xI + 4X2 > 0) 
and the singular points at finite distance are (XI = 0, 
{3' = ± 2, X 2 = 0), (XI = 0, {3' = 0, X 2 = 1), and (XI = 1, 
{3'=0,x2=O) (see Fig. 1). 

Let us remark that the system (2.12)-(2.14) describes 
also the orthogonal Bianchi models of type III, with the 
same content of matter and radiation and a vanishing cos
mological term. The only difference with the KS case lies in 
the region of physicalinterest, which is now given by (x I > 0, 
X2 = 0,{3,2 - 4 + 4xI + 4X2 <0). We have in addition to the 
singular points given above the point (XI = 0, {3' = 1, 
X 2 = 0). The two plane systems obtained for X I = 0 and 
X 2 = 0 have been studied by Collins 10 for the two cases y = 1 
andy=~. 

III. GLOBAL QUALITATIVE STUDY 

In order to study qualitatively the three-dimensional 
system in the KS case we examine first the behavior of inte
gral curves in the neighborhOOd of the critical points at finite 
distance as well as the infinity. We do this by applying the 
theorems indicated in the Appendix of Paper I. By analyzing 
thethreesurfacesdxl/dO = O,d{3'/dO = 0,dX2/dO = Owe 
obtain then a global picture of the orbits. 

All the critical points at finite distance are simple. The 
point (0,2,0) is a stable node with negative characteristic 
roots: A- = - 3, J.L = - 2, v = - 2. The orbits starting at a 
sphere centered at (0,2,0) tend to this point for 0-00. The 
characteristic vector el = (1, - 1,0) corresponds to the A
root; we have an infinity of characteristic vectors in the plane 
( /3' ,x2) [Fig. 2 ( a) ]. There is a double infinity of physically 
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(0,-2,0) s' 

(a) 

FIG. 2. The region ofphysica1 interest that is outside the striped parts in the 
neighborhoods of the two points (0, + 2,0) and (0, - 2,0) is depicted. 
el,eZ,e3 are the three characteristic vectors. 

interesting orbits starting at the sphere and tending to 
(0,2,0) along the plane (,8' ,x2); there is only one orbit along 
the vector el given by,8'2 - 4 + 4Xl = o. 

The point (0, - 2,0) is also a stable node whose roots 
are A. = - 3, !1- = - 6, 11 = - 2. The corresponding char
acteristic vectors are el = (1,1,0), e2 = (0,1,0), and 
e3 = (0,1,1), respectively [Fig. 2(b)]. A double infinity of 
orbits tends to (0, - 2,0) alongside the vector e3' There is a 
simple infinity of orbits tending to (0, - 2,0) alongside el; 

these orbits correspond to those tending to (x = 0, 
,8' = - 2) in the particular plane case r = 1 studied in Pa
per II. 

The singular point (0,0,1) is an (unstable) saddle point 
with A. = - 1, ft = 1, and 11 = - 2, and corresponding vec
tors el = (1,0, - 1), e2 = (0,1,0), and e3 = (0, - q). We 
find a simple infinity of orbits tending to (0,0,1) along el' 

with O~OO. There is only one orbit along e2 given by 
,8 ,2 - 4 + 4X2 = 0, and only one along e3' corresponding to 
the one tending to (x = 1,,8' = 0) in the plane case r = ~ 
(Paper II). 

In the plane (x I' ,8 ') we have the singular point ( 1,0,0), 
which is a saddle point with A. = - 1,!1- = ~, and 11 = 1. The 
corresponding vectors are el = (1, - ~,o), e2 = (0,1,0), and 
e3 = ( - 1,0,1). There is only one orbit along el (as for the 
plane case r = 1 in Paper II), only one along e2 given by the 
equation,8'2 - 4 + 4x 1 = 0, and a simple infinity along the 
vector e3 given by the equation,8 ,2 - 4 + 4x I + 4X2 = O. 

The Poincare transformations 16,19 XI =S-I,,8' = US-I, 

andx2 = vs- 1 enable us to study the critical points at infinity 

FIG. 3. The singular points at infinity obtained by the Poincare transfonna
tionsx1 = s-t,p' = US-t,X2 = liS-I are (s = o,u = 0, 11>0). The directions 
of approach in the plane (s = 0) are depicted by the parallel lines. The line 
in the plane (u.s) with '" = arctan 1 shows a particular direction of ap
proach not in the plane (s = 0). 
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that are not in the plane ( ,8 ',x2): these are the double singu
lar points (s = 0, u = 0, v;;;.O) (Fig. 3). The general expres
sion of the directions of approach (see the Appendix in Pa
per I), not in the plane (s = 0), of the singular points (s = 0, 
u = 0, v = vo) is given by 

{lUJ = { 1 , ___ 1___ Vo } 
2(1 + 2vo) (! + vo)(l + 2vo) , 2(1 + 2VO)2 . 

One should notice that tan tP = lUl/lU2 reduces to ! when 
vo = 0 and! when Vo~OO, which agrees with the results of 
the two plane cases when r = 1 and r = ~ in Paper II. 

By studying the three surfaces dx II dO. = 0, d,8' I 
dO. = 0, dx21 dO. = 0, we obtain a global picture of the or
bits. We have a double infinity of orbits starting at (0,2,0) 
and tending to (0, - 2,0), becoming tangent to the singular 
line at infinity with tan tP = O. There is a time-symmetric 
surface of orbits starting at (0,2,0) and approaching the sin
gular points at infinity with tP = arctan lUl/lU2' We have 
further a double infinity or orbits starting at (0,2,0) extend
ing to infinity with tP = 1T and coming back to the same sin
gular point. There is finally a simple infinity of orbits starting 
at (0,0,1) extending to infinity with tP = 1T and tending to 
(0,2,0). The time reverses of all these models are also feasi
ble. 

The general features of the singUlarities are as follows. 
There is one "cigar" singularity (X ~ 00, y ~ 0) represented 
by the point (0,2,0), and one "pancake" singularity (X~ 0, 
Y~onst, where const is a positive constant) represented by 
the point (0, - 2,0). The singular point (0,0,1) is a "point" 
singularity (X~ 0, y~ 0). The Raychaudhuri equation 

e + e 213 + 202 + ! ( !1- + 2E) = 0 

tells us that the dust density !1- is insignificant at all these 
singularities, and that the radiation density E is dominant 
only around the singular point (0,0,1 ). The expansion rate e 
is dominant at all three points whereas the fluid shear (J" is 
only important around the points (0, ± 2,0). All these sin
gularities are of a cosmological nature, i.e., it takes a finite 
cosmic time t to get there (0'-00: t~ 0 ± ). The two varia
bles!1- and E diverge at all the singularities. There are particle 
and event horizons in the sense defined by Rindlero in all 
directions except in the alar direction around the singularity 
(0, - 2,0) for which these horizons are removed. We have 
summarized all the information about the asymptotic behav
ior of the models around the singularities in Table I. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have carried out a detailed analysis of KS models 
containing a noninteracting mixture of ordinary matter and 
thermal radiation. Let us be reminded that a very interesting 
set of solutions was found: models that are radiation domi
nated at the past singularity and evolving to another future 
singularity where matter and radiation are insignificant. The 
two singUlarities are of a cosmological nature and according
ly the average length scale / vanishes there. The past singu
larity is of the point type and the future one is a cigar singu
larity. Particle and event horizons exist around these 
singularities in all directions. 

Although the KS cosmologies are of a very special kind, 
the qualitative study by means of a three-dimensional auton-
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TABLE I. In this table the different singularity types are indicated as well as the asymptotic behaviors on the physically relevant variables: the average length scale t, the length scales X and Y, the dust density fl, the 
radiation density E, the fluid expansion 8, the fluid shear u, and the integrated shear p. The notation const stands for a nonzero finite limit. The upper sign corresponds to a past singularity and the lower one to a future 
singularity. 

Dominant terms 
Particle and Cosmological in Raychaudhuri 

(XI' p' ,x2) Singularity type event horizon t=e- fi singularity X Y fl E 8 u p equation 

X ..... 00 in all 
(±t)1/3 ( ± t) -1/3 ( ± t)2/3 ( ± t) -4/3 (0,2,0) cigar y-...o directions 0 ..... 00: t-...o± (±t)-I t -I -t- I -Inltl if,8 2_t-2 

x-...o removed in 
(±t)1/3 ( ± t) -4/3 (0, - 2,0) pancake Y-+const a/a, direction 0 ..... 00: t-...o± ±t const ( ± t)-I t -I t -I Inltl if,8 2_t-2 

x-...o in all ( ± t)1I2 (±t)1/2 (±t)1/2 ( ± t) -3/2 ( ± t)-2 (0,0,1) point Y-...o directions 0 ..... 00: t-...o± t -I t -I Inlt I E,8 2_t-2 



                                                                                                                                    

omous system of these models gives us an important tool to 
investigate more "realistic" models in comparison with the 
real universe in its entire evolution, invoking eventually 
quantum processes, and gives hope for other interesting re
sults when applied to the Bianchi class of cosmologies. 
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It is shown that in a vacuum space-time, possibly with a nonzero cosmological constant, which 
admits a D( 1,0) Killing spinor, one component of the perturbed Weyl spinor that satisfies a 
decoupled equation, when multiplied by an appropriate factor made out of the components of the 
Killing spinor, constitutes a Debye potential that generates metric perturbations of the considered 
background. It is also shown that in the case where the background is of type N, there is an 
operation that relates the gravitational perturbations and the zero-rest-mass fields of spin-O, -~, 
and -1. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper) it was shown that the existence of a 
D( 1,0) Killing spinor LAB in an otherwise arbitrary space
time, implies that one can construct a solution of the spin-! 
and spin-l zero-rest-mass field equations from a given solu
tion of the corresponding field equations. Moreover, the new 
solution constructed in this way can be given in terms of a 
single component of the old one, obtained by the full con
traction of the spinorial components of the field with a prin
cipal spinor of LAB' In the case of the electromagnetic per
turbations of a vacuum type D space-time, the fact that one 
component of the electromagnetic field can be used to gener
ate another full solution was previously noted by W ald. 2 

Even though there is no known geometric interpretation 
for a D( 1,0) Killing spinor, it seems that the existence of 
such a spinor field is associated with the separability of the 
spin-! and spin-l zero-rest-mass field equations (see, e.g., 
Refs. 3 and 4). 

The aim of this paper is to show that in the case of a 
vacuum space-time (with or without cosmological term), 
the existence of a D(1,O) Killing spinor permits the con
struction of a full metric perturbation of the background 
space-time from a single component of the perturbed Weyl 
spinor, which satisfies a decoupled equation. In the specific 
case of the Kerr metric, which admits a D( 1,0) Killing 
spinor, this fact implies that one can obtain full metric per
turbations from the separated Teukolsky functions (cf. Refs. 
5 and 6). 

Most investigations on Killing spinors have been re
stricted to the case of algebraically general Killing spinors of 
valence 2; and therefore to type D or conformally flat space
times (see, e.g., Refs. 4, 7, and 8). In the present paper the 
two possible algebraic types of the Killing spinors of valence 
2 are considered. Some results previously known valid in the 
case of type D vacuum space-times, derived by other means, 
are included; pointing out, however, their origin in the exis
tence of a Killing spinor. 

In Sec. II a brief description of the Debye potentials for 
gravitational perturbations of algebraically special space

I 

times is given. In Sec. III we show how a D( 1,0) Killing 
spinor relates the component of the perturbed Weyl spinor 
along a repeated principal null direction with the gravita
tional Debye potentials. In the case where the unperturbed 
Weyl spinor is of type N, we show that there is a connection 
between the gravitational perturbations and the zero-rest
mass fields of spin-O, -!, and -1. 

II. GRAVITATIONAL DE BYE POTENTIALS 

As was originally conjectured by Chrzanowski,s the so
lutions of a certain linear second-order differential equation 
for a scalar potential lead, by differentiation, to metric per
turbations of a given arbitrary algebraically special vacuum 
space-time. Independent proofs of the validity of this conjec
ture have been given by Kegeles and Cohen,9 through a very 
lengthy computation, and by Wald,2 who, based on a more 
general result, devised a very simple derivation of the expres
sions proposed by Chrzanowski. )0 

Wald's derivation depends on the fact that the linear
ized Einstein operator is self-adjoint and that, for an alge
braically special vacuum space-time, there is a decoupled 
equation for a component of the perturbed Weyl spinor. In a 
spinor frame such that the components of the unperturbed 
Weyl spinor satisfy '1'0 = '1') = 0, the component ~ 0 of the 
perturbed Weyl spinor obeys the decoupled equation)) 

[(D - 4p - 3€-p* + €*)(a - 4Y+/L) 

- (8 - 47 - 3p - a* + 'IT*) (8* - 4a + 'IT) 

Solutions to the adjoint equation of ( 1 ), 

[ (a + 3y + /L * - y*) (D + 4€ + 3p) 

- (8* + 3a +P* -7*)(8 + 4{3 + 37) 

(1) 

(2) 

generate metric perturbations of the given background 
space-time according to 

-/(p,mv) [(D + €* + 3£ +p* -p)(8 + 4{3 + 37) + (8 - a* + 3P -'IT* - 7)(D + 4€ + 3p)])¢ + C.c., (3) 
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where III and mil are Newman-Penrose tetrad vectors.2.5•
9

•
10 

Teukolsky's equation (1), which follows from the Bian
chi identities, also applies when there exists a nonzero cos
mological constant and, therefore, Eqs. (1 )-(3) are valid 
for all algebraically special vacuum space-times with cosmo
logical constant. 

III. GENERATION OF PERTURBATIONS 

A D(1,O) Killing spinor7 is a symmetric spinor field 
LAB that satisfies 

V(ARLBC) = 0 (4) 

(A, B, C, ... = 1,2; R, ... = i,i). If the space-time is not con
formally flat, then the existence of a nontrivial solution of 
( 4) implies that the conformal curvature is of type D or N, 
i.e., the space-time is algebraically special, and the solution 
of (4) is unique modulo a constant factor. 12 

In the forthcoming we will assume that the space-time 
admits a D( 1,0) Killing spinor and that the traceless part of 
the Ricci tensor vanishes (ct> ij = 0, in the Newman-Penrose 
notation), i.e., the Einstein vacuum field equations, possibly 
with a nonzero cosmological constant, are satisfied. Then 

KAR = VBRLAB (5) 

is a (complex) Killing vector field. 8 

It will be shown that the decoupled components of the 
perturbed Weyl spinor and the gravitational Debye poten
tials are related through the components of the Killing 
spinor LAB' In the case where the conformal curvature is of 
type D, this relation has been previously given.2 However, 
for the sake of completeness, we shall also treat this case 
briefly. 

A. TypeD 

When the conformal curvature is of type D then, in a 
frame such that \{Io = \{II = \{I3 = \{I4 = 0, the only nonvan
ishing components of LAB' L 12 = L 21 , are given by 
LI2 = const(\{I2)-1/3 (see Ref. 7). Due to the existence of 
two repeated principal null directions of the conformal cur
vature, the components q, 0 and q, 4 of the perturbed W ey I 
spinor satisfy decoupled equations; q,o satisfies Eq. (1) and 
q,40beysll 

[(a + 4,u + 3y+,u* - y*)(D + 4E -p) 

- (6* + 41T+ 3a +{3* - 1'*)(6 + 4{3- 1') 

- 3\{12]q,4 = O. (6) 

By using Eq. (4), it is easy to see that if q, 4 is a solution of 
(6), then 

(7) 

is a solution of (2), and conversely. This result, with LI2 
expressed in terms of \{I2' was previously given by Wald2

; 

without realizing, however, the role played by the existing 
Killing spinor. 

In a similar manner, if q, 0 is a solution of (1), then 
t/!' = (L 12 )4q,0 is a solution of the adjoint equation of (6), 
and conversely. The gravitational Debye potential t/!' also 
yields metric perturbations of the background space-time by 
an expression analogous to (3). 
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B. TypeN 

When the conformal curvature is of type N, then, in a 
frame such that \{Io = \{II = \{I2 = \{I3 = 0, the only non van
ishing component of LAB' L22 is determined by 

Din L22 = - 2( p + E), 61n L22 = - 2( l' + {3), 

6* In L22 = - 2a, a In L22 = - 2y. (8) 

A straightforward but somewhat lengthy computation, us
ing Eqs. (8) and the commutation relations for the tetrad 
vectors, shows that if q, 0 satisfies Eq. (1), then 

4' t/! = (L22 ) \{Io (9) 

satisfies Eq. (2), and conversely. In the present case, in con
trast with the type D case, conditions ct>ij = 0 do not imply 
the existence of a Killing spinor LAB' In fact, there are type N 
vacuum space-times where Eqs. (8) are not integrable. 

By using Eqs. (8), one finds that the Killing vector (5) 
is given by 

K = L 22 ( 1'D - p6), (10) 

modulo a constant factor. 
When the conformal curvature is of type N, the solution 

LAB' of Eq. (4) must be algebraically special and it can be 
written as LAB = LALB , where LA is a D(!,Q) Killing 
spinor,12 i.e., LA satisfies 

V (A R L B) = O. ( 11 ) 

In fact, Eq. (11) is integrable only if the conformal curva
ture is of type N or equal to zero. 

If ifJ AB is a solution of the source-free Maxwell equa
tions, VARifJ AB = 0, then, by virtue of ( 11), ifJ A = ifJ AB L B sat
isfies the Weyl neutrino equation VARifJA = 0 (cf. Ref. 13). 
Likewise, X = ifJ A L A satisfies the massless field equation for 
spin-O 

(VIlVIl +R/6)X=0, (12) 

where R denotes the scalar curvature, provided that ifJ A 

obeys the Weyl neutrino equation. Similarly, from the Bian
chi identities for a vacuum (those that do not involve \{I4)' 
with \{Io = \{II = \{I2 = \{I3 = 0 and K = (J = 0, it follows that 

(6* - 4a + 1T)q,0 - (D - 4p - 2E)q,1 = 0, 

(a - 4y + ,u)q,o - (6 - 41' - 2{3)q,1 = 0, 

(6* - 2a + 21T)q,1 - (D - 3p)q,2 =,.tq,o, 

(a - 2y + 2,u)..v 1 - (6 - 31')q,2 = vq,o, 

(13) 

then, using Eqs. (8), one finds that ifJo L22 q, 0, ifJl =L22 q, I' 

and ifJ2===L22 q, 2 satisfy Maxwell's equations; i. e., even though 
the perturbed Weyl spinor does not satisfy the equation 
VARq, ABCD = 0 when \{I4 #0, ifJ AB =q, ABCDL CD does satisfy 
Maxwell's equations (cf. Ref. 4), and therefore, 

ifJA = ifJABLB = q,ABCDLB L C LD 

is a solution of the Weyl neutrino equation and 
X = q,ABCDL AL BL cL D satisfies Eq. (12). 

Since the existence of a Killing spinor LAB establishes a 
connection between the Debye potentials and the field com
ponents in the cases of the gravitational perturbations of 
vacuum space-times and of the spino! and spin-l zero-rest
mass fields, lone could also expect some relationship 
between the Debye potentials ~or these fields. Indeed, by us-
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ing Eqs. (8), it is clear that if f/!N is a Debye potential for the 
Weyl neutrino field,9.14 i.e., 

[(~+p*-r*)(D+E) 

- (8* + P* - r*)(8 + P) ]f/!N = 0, (14) 

then f/!E = L2f/!N = (L22 ) 1/2f/!N is a Debye potential for the 
Maxwell field, 

[(~ + r +p* - r*)(D + 2E +p) 

- (8* + a + P* - r*)(8 + 2{3 + r) ]f/!E = 0, (15) 

and conversely. As is shown in Refs. 14 and 15, under the 
present assumptions (<I>ij = 0 and algebraic degeneracy of 
the Weyl spinor), the most general solution ofWeyl's neu
trino equation or Maxwell's equations is given locally in 
terms of a scalar potential that satisfies Eq. (14) or (15), 
respectively. The field components are given by 

tPA = tP- 1V BA (tPf/!N iB ) (16) 

and 

tPAB = VC(AtP- 2VDB) [tP2f/!Eic iD], (17) 

where iA is the repeated principal direction of the Weyl 
spinor and tP is a function such that 

i~ACIB = IAIB aBC In tP (18) 

(i.e.,p = D IntP,r = 8ln tP). In a similar way, one finds that 
the Debye potentials f/!Nand f/!E are related with the solu
tions of Eqs. (2) and (12) by 

f/! = (L2 )2f/!E = (L2)3f/!N = (L2)4X· 

Computation of the components of the Maxwell field 
generated by the Debye potential f/!E = L2f/!N according to 
(17), using that LA = L2IA' yields 

tPAB = VC(AtP- 2VDB) [tP2 f/!N LCID] 

= VC(A [tP-1LC VD
B) (tPf/!NiD) + f/!NID VD B)Lc 

+ f/!NIDLc a D
B IntP], 

then, using Eq. (16) and 

IDVDBLc = -IDVCBLD=LDVCBID = LclDaDB IntP 

[see Eq. (18)], one obtains 

tPAB = V C(A L ctPB) = Lev CAtPB - tP(A VCB)Lc , (19) 

where tPA are the components of the Weyl neutrino field 
generated by f/!N' Similarly, the Weyl neutrino field generat
ed by f/!N = L2X, where Xis a solution ofEq. (12), is given by 

tPA = tP-1V BA (tPxL B) 

= L B aBAX + xL B aBA In tP + xV BAL B. 

Then, using the fact that VB ALB = 2L B a BA In tP [which can 
be deduced from (18) and VARtP3LALB = 0 (see Ref. 1)], 
one gets 

tPA =LBaBAX-!tvBALB' (20) 
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Since the most general solution tP AB of the Maxwell 
equation is given locally by Eq. (17) in terms of the solution 
f/! E of Eq. (15), tP AB is given also by Eq. (19) in terms of the 
Weyl neutrino field generated by f/!N = f/!EIL2. Similarly, it 
follows that the most general solution of Weyl's neutrino 
equation is given, locally, by Eq. (20) in terms of the solu
tionsofEq. (12). Expressions (19) and (20) together with 
the relations tP A = tP AB L B and X = tP A L A coincide with 
those found in the case of flat space-time, which lead to the 
interpretation of a twistor as a helicity-raising operator for 
massless fields [see Ref. 13, Eqs. (4.38) and (4.37)]. [It 
may be remarked that Eqs. (19) and (20) apply without any 
explicit restriction on the Ricci tensor, provided that LA 
satisfies Eq. (11).] 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have shown that, in a background space-time that 
admits a D( 1,0) Killing spinor, an appropriate component 
of a Weyl spinor perturbation generates a full metric pertur
bation such that the corresponding perturbed Weyl spinor is, 
in general, different from the starting one. It seems reasona
ble to conjecture that the existence of a D ( 1,0) Killing spinor 
is associated with the separability of the decoupled equations 
for the Weyl spinor perturbations. In fact, Dudley and Fin
ley l6 have shown that for all the type D vacuum space-times, 
which admit a D( 1,0) Killing spinor, the equations for the 
radiative components of the gravitational perturbations are 
separable. 
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By using the approach to the Einstein field equations based on the existence of a congruence of 
null two-dimensional surfaces, it is shown that a scalar potential that satisfies a second-order 
line~r partia~ differentia~ equ~tion generates gravitational perturbations of a given algebraically 
special solutIOn of the Emstem vacuum field equations with cosmological constant. 
Generalizations of this result to the case of simultaneous perturbations of the gravitational and 
the matter fields are also indicated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A gravitational perturbation of a solution of the Ein
stein vacuum field equations, g, is a "small variation," 
og = hJ.t" dxl-' ®dx", of the metric such thatg + og is also a 
solution of the Einstein equations to first order in og. The 
components hJ.t" are thus restricted by a set of ten coupled 
second-order linear partial differential equations. 

Various methods have been applied to find the gravita
tional perturbations for some specific curved background 
metrics. In particular, the perturbations of the Kerr metric 
have been studied in detail, leading to the discovery of some 
interesting physical effects and some remarkable mathemat
ical properties of the solutions. (See, e.g., Ref. 1.) The com
plete gravitational perturbations, in the case of the Kerr met
ric, were obtained by Chandrasekhar2 by solving the 
linearized equations and by ChrzanowskV who, by postu
lating a certain factorized form for the Green's function of 
the gravitational perturbations, obtained the result that the 
metric perturbations can be expressed in terms of second 
derivatives of a scalar (Debye) potential. 

By analogy with the corresponding expressions for the 
electromagnetic perturbations, Chrzanowski's formulas for 
the metric perturbations were generalized by himself and by 
Cohen and Kegeles4 to all vacuum algebraically special 
space-times. The proof that such expressions are indeed so
lutions of the linearized Einstein equations was given by Ke
geles and Cohens by a direct substitution that, even in the 
spinor formalism, involves a very lengthy computation. An 
equivalent result was obtained by Wald6 by a very simple 
derivation based on a more general theorem. The metric per
turbations found by these authors are given in terms of the 
second derivatives of a complex scalar potential that satisfies 
a second-order linear partial differential equation. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a derivation of the 
expressions for the metric perturbations mentioned above, 
including the presence of the cosmological constant, by us
ing the description of the algebraically special vacuum 
space-times based on the complex two-dimensional totally 

null foliation that the complex extensions of these space
times possess. This last formulation has been developed with 
the objective of finding the algebraically special solutions of 
the (nonlinear) Einstein equations for a vacuum or coupled 
to a suitably restricted matter field7

-
11

; however, it is also 
very useful for the integration of other field equations on this 
class of space-times, e.g., those of the Killing vector fields, 12 
Killing spinors,13 massless spinor fields,9,lO,I4 and Yang
Mills fields. II In the derivation given here we make use of the 
result that the Einstein field equations reduce, in the case of 
an algebraically special vacuum space-time with cosmologi
cal constant, to a single nonlinear second-order partial dif
ferential equation for a scalar function-the so-called hyper
heavenly, or KK, equation-[Eqs. (3) and (5) below]. 
The similarity between the K K equation and the equation 
for the gravitational Debye potential given in Refs. 3-5 was 
pointed out by McIntosh and Hickman. 15 

II. THE KK EQUATION 

If g denotes the metric of an algebraically special solu
tion of the Einstein vacuum field equations with cosmologi
cal constant A., then there exist, locally, complex coordinates 
~,~ (A = i,i) such thae,lO 

g = 2t/J-2 d~ ® (dPA + QAiI dt/) , (1) 
s 

where t/J and QAiI are complex-valued functions, with QAiI 
= QilA' and the. indices are raised and lowered according to 

,pA = EAiltf1, tf1 = e-tB,pA' The complex two-dimensional 
surfaces, given by ~ = const, constitute the foliation men
tioned previously. 

Einstein's field equations imply that t/J = JA~ + K, 

where JA and K depend on t/ only. By choosing a set of 
coordinates ~,~ such that JA and K are constant, it follows 
that, if JA = 0, 

QAiI = - aA ailo - ~K2L(APiJ) + (A..13)K- 2PAPiI , (2) 

where aA = a la~, LA = LA (eI), and 0 is a solution of 
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1 (aAaB9 a a 9 a A ae -.2L Aa 9 1 (-.2L A 2 2.2LA Ba - ) A B - -. - /\ A + - K- AP ) + -/\ P A aB9 
2 att 18 3 

1 aLA .. (A) .. . . 
-(;12 ar/ptpB- 3" K- 2ptpBaA aB 9+AK-2(ptaA9-9) =12(NApA+r) , (3) 

where NA and r are functions of qB only, and, in the case where JA #0, 

QAiJ = - tfJ3 a(AtfJ-2aiJ) W + {ptfJ3 + (A 16»)KAKiJ , 

(4) 

where K A is a constant spinor such that K A JA = 1, IL = IL (r/), and W is a solution of 

~ tfJ4(a AtfJ-2 a BW)aAtfJ- 2 aiJ W - tfJ-Ia A ~; -lLtfJ4KA aAtfJ-1K iJ aiJtfJ-1w - (~ )tfJ-IKA aAK B aiJ W 

+.lKApA[KiJpiJJc - (tfJ+K)K C ] aIL =NA~+r. 
2 aqc 

With respect to the null tetrad 

aAh =v'2{8~ aB +tfJ
2
8! (a~+QBcac)}, (6) 

the spinor components of the Weyl tensor satisfy 
CIIII = CII12 = 0 (which corresponds to the assumed alge
braic degeneracy of the curvature) and, in the case where 
JA =0, 

C(3)=2C1122 = - jA. , (7a) 

while in the case where JA #0, 

C(3) = - 2p,tfJ3 . (7b) 

The dotted components are given in the case JA = 0 by 

CABeD = 12 aA aiJ ae aD 9, 

and in the case JA #0 by 

(8a) 

CAiJeD = tfJ3 aA aiJ ae aD W - 6p,tfJ3J(AJiJKeKD) . 

(8b) 

If9 or Wis a solution ofEq. (3) or (5), respectively, 
corresponding to a real solution of Einstein's equations, then 
C AiJeD is of the same algebraic type as C ABCD and hence 
algebraically special; however, not every solution of Eq. (3) 
or (5) corresponds to a real metric (with Lorentzian signa
ture) and, in general, CAiJeD given by Eqs. (8) will not be 
algebraically special. Actually, Eqs. (1)-(5) follow from 
the (complex) Einstein vacuum field equations assuming 
the algebraic degeneracy of CABCD only, with CAiJeD arbi
trary. This point is essential in what follows. 

III. GRAVITATIONAL PERTURBATIONS 

Assuming now that 9 or W is a solution of Eq. (3) or 
(5), respectively, corresponding to a given algebraically spe
cial solution of Einstein's equations and that 9 + 89 or 
W + 8 Walso satisfies, to first order in 89 or 8 W, Eq. (3) or 
(5), respectively, then, using Eqs. (2), (4), and (7), a 
straightforward computation gives 

[a~ + QAiJ aiJ - (a iJ QAiJ) ]aAx - ~-2C(3X = 0, 

(9) 
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(5) 

where X = K- 189 in the case where JA = 0 and X = 8W 
whenJA #0. 

From Eqs. (1), (2), and (4) it follows that the metric 
perturbation 8g generated by a solution of (9) is given by 

8g= -24>a(AtfJ-2aiJ)XdqA®dr/. (10) 

This metric perturbation will be complex in general. In fact, 
according to Eqs. (8) the perturbation of the dotted spinor 
components of the Weyl tensor is 

8CAileD = tfJ3 aA aiJ ae aD x' (11) 

while, in the case JA = 0, 8CABCD = 0 and if JA #0, only 
8C2222 can be different from zero. However, since we are 
dealing with linearized equations, the real and the imaginary 
parts of 8g are real solutions of the linearized Einstein equa
tions and the perturbation of the Weyl tensor corresponding 
to them is not necessarily algebraically special. 

It turns out that Eqs. (9)-( 11) are valid in any coordi
nate system qA, ~ in which the metric has the form ( 1 ), even 
though JA and K may not be constant. This can be readily 
verified by checking that Eqs. (9)-(11) are form-invariant 
under any coordinate transformation that maintains the 
metric (1) form-invariant. 

By using the procedure given in Ref. 14, the expressions 
derived above can be written in a covariant way, which gives 
for the (real) metric perturbations 

hCDks = - 2VA(ktfJ-4VBS)tfJ41TABCD + H.c., (12) 

where the covariant derivatives are with respect to the back
ground connection and 1T ABCD is a null Hertz potential 

1TABCD = 'l/J/A IBlclD , (13) 

where IA denotes the multiple Debever-Penrose spinor of 
the background curvature and '" is a complex function that 
takes the place of X. (In the notation of Ref. 14, 
'" = tfJ- SI1-2X') Equation (9) then amounts to 

V . ..I. -4VSR ..I.4 6C RS 0 R(A'f' 'f' 1TBCD)S - (AB 1TCD )RS =. (14) 

Equations (12) and ( 14) are equivalent to those postulated 
in Ref. 5 for the case of vacuum, taking into account the fact 
that 10 

(15) 
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Written in terms of the Newman-Penrose spin coefficients, 
using (13) and (15), Eqs. (12) and (14) correspond to the 
expressions given in Refs. 3-6. 

It may be pointed out that in all type D vacuum back
grounds with cosmological constant, Eq. (14) admits sep
arable solutions. 16 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The derivation outlined above exemplifies the power of 
the approach to the dynamic equations of general relativity 
based on the existence of complex two-dimensional null fo
liations. It is noteworthy that the complex scalar potential 
for the gravitational perturbations found previously by other 
authors, through quite different approaches, corresponds 
precisely to the first-order variation of the key function, e or 
W, governed by the ,w' ,w' equation. 

It should be remarked that the arbitrariness in the dot
ted components of the Weyl spinor, corresponding to a solu
tion of the ,w',w' equation, allows the possibility of having an 
algebraically general perturbed metric. 

By a procedure similar to that followed here, one can 
consider the simultaneous perturbations of the gravitational 
field and of a coupled electromagnetic, neutrino or Yang
Mills field, provided that the (complex extension of the) 
background space-time admits a complex two-dimensional 
null foliation and that the background matter field is suit
ably aligned to that foliation, by using the reduced form of 
the Einstein equations coupled to one ofthese fields. 9

-
11 As 

in the case of vacuum, the perturbed metric can be algebrai
cally general and the perturbed matter field will not be neces
sarily aligned to the foliation of the background space-time. 
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These cases will be treated elsewhere. 
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It is shown that the equations for a parallel-propagated frame along geodesics can be solved 
explicitly by separation of variables assuming the existence of a valence-2 Killing-Yano tensor 
that is indecomposable and such that the associated Killing tensor has no constant eigenvalue. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In two previous papers, 1.2 it has been shown by one of us 
that the separability properties of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation for the geodesics of the Kerr solution and the exis
tence of a valence-2 Killing-Yano tensor therein allow the 
explicit construction through separation of variables of a 
parallel-propagated frame along an arbitrary geodesic in 
Kerr geometry. This result proved to be useful in the study of 
tidal effects near a black hole3

•
4 as it allowed the explicit 

computation of the tidal tensor. On the other hand, it is 
known 5 that the existence of a valence-2 Killing-Y ano ten
sor (fp.v ) that is indecomposable and such that the associat
ed Killing tensor (Kp.v: = f p,p/v P ) has no constant eigenval
ue is enough by itself to ensure the existence of separable 
coordinates for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

One is thus naturally led to ask the question of whether 
the method used for Kerr could be adapted to construct a 
parallel-propagated frame under the only assumption of the 
existence of a Killing-Yano tensor having the above proper
ties, and in particular with no reference to any field equa
tions. In the present paper, we show that this is indeed the 
case, and in particular we extend the results of Refs. 1 and 2 
to all the "nonaccelerating" Petrov type D vacuum solu
tions, that is, the Carter solutions6 and the Debever-McLen
aghan null orbit solution.7 

In Sec. II we briefly recall some known facts about the 
metrics admitting a Killing-Yano tensor (/'w) having the 
above properties. In Sec. III we construct our parallel-pro
pagated frame following a procedure inspired by that of Ref. 
1. 

Throughout this paper, all indices run from 0 to 3. We 
denote the components of any tensor with respect to the co
ordinate basis with Greek indices and with respect to an 
orthonormal frame with Latin indices in round brackets. 

II. THE METRICS 

By a valence-2 Killing-Yano tensor, we mean a skew
symmetric tensor (/,.v) satisfying the equationS 

V J'p.v + V vl,.P = O. (2.1) 

It follows from Eq. (2.1) that, if (ua) is the unit tangent 
vector to a geodesic C, then the vector (L a) defined by 

(2.2a) 

is parallel-propagated along C, that is 

uaVaLfJ=O. (2.2b) 

We shall consider only the case of valence-2 Killing
Yano tensors (Ip.v) that are indecomposable, in other words 
such that the two-form /': = !/l'v dx" A dxv satisfies 

/' A/, ::/=0, (2.3) 

and such the associated Killing tensor (Kp.v: =I,.,J/) has 
no constant eigenvalue. Indeed, for the metrics with a Kill
ing-Yano tensor possessing a constant eigenvalue, the exis
tence of more than one Killing vector never follows automat
ically from that of the Killing-Yano tensor.9 The existence 
of separable coordinates for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is 
thus not ensured without further assumptions. We then have 
the following result. 5,9 

Theorem: For every metric admitting a valence-2 inde
composable real-valued Killing-Yano tensor (/I'v) such 
that the associated Killing tensor (Kp.v: =1p,p/vP ) has no 
constant eigenvalue, there exist local coordinates (xl') 
= (u,v,w,x) and an orthonormal frame (ro(a» = (ro(O), ro(!), 

ro(2), ro(3» in which 

d'-2 (a) (b) 
S- = 1] (a)(b) ro ro , (2.4a) 

! (/,.v - i*lp.v )dxl' A dxv = a o(xro(1) A ro(O) + wro(3) A ro(2», 

(2.4b) 

where 

ro(O): = ~Z 1/2{(1 +1) W(du - x2 dv) 
2 Z 

+ 1 :f2(1-/)~}, (2.5a) 

ro(!): = ~ZI/2{(1 - 1) W(du _x2 dv) 
2 Z 

+ 1 :/2 (1 +/)~}, (2.5b) 

ro(2): = _ (Z1I2/x)dx, 

ro(3): = (X /Z 1/2) (du + w2 dv), (2.Sc) 

Z: = ~ + x2
, 1](a)(b): = diag( - 1, + 1, + 1, + 1), 

(2.Sd) 

where Wand X are arbitrary functions of w and x, respec
tively, and where a o and/are arbitrary real constants. 
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The metric given by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) manifestly 
possesses a two-parameter Abelian group of isometries that 
acts on non-null or null orbits according to whetherf #0 or 
f = 0. In the former case, the isometry group is invertible 
and hence orthogonally transitive, 10 while in the latter case it 
is orthogonally transitive but not invertible. We make the 
important observation that when the Einstein vacuum field 
equations are imposed on the metrics of the above theorem, 
one obtains II Carter's [A] solutions, which contain the Kerr 
solution as a special case, and the null orbit solution of Deb
ever and McLenaghan. Also, the orthonormal frame (CI) (a» 

is identical whenfz = 1 toCarter'ssymmetricframe,6which 
has proven itself to be the simplest for treating the separabil
ity properties of these metrics. 12 

III. THE PARALLEL-PROPAGATED FRAME 

In this section, we shall construct a (locally defined) 
orthonormal frame 0"0' Au A2, A3), which is parallel-propa
gated along an arbitrary timelike geodesic C of the metric 
given by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). The procedure we follow is 
modeled on the one used for the Kerr solution in Ref. 1. 

We choose Ao to be the unit tangent vector to C, which is 
obviously parallel-propagated. Using the separability prop
erty of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the geodesics, we 
easily obtain that 

A (0) _ 1 +f _1_(p_ w2a) _ (l-f)~ 
o - I +f2 WZl/2 2 ZII:jJW' 

(3.1a) 

A (I) _ 1 - f 1 (P z) ( 1 + f) W 
o - 1 +p WZ1l2 -wa + -2- Z1I:jJw, 

AO(2) = - (XIZ I.2)px' 

Ao (3) = (lIZ 1IZX)(P + x2a), 

(3.1b) 

(3.1c) 

( 3.1d) 

where the Pp are the momenta canonically conjugate to the 
velocities jcI'. They are determined by the following relations: 

XZp~ = K - x 2 - (lIX2)(P + x2a)2, (3.2a) 

fW2p2 + 2( 1 - f2)(p _ w2a)p 
w 1 +f2 w 

= _ K - WZ + (_2_)2f_l_(p _ wZa)2, (3.2b) 
I+P W 2 

Pu = a, (3.2c) 

Pv =p, (3.2d) 

where a, p, and K are separation constants. It should be 
noted that K can be expressed as 

K = KpvAd'Aov, (3.2e) 

where (Kpv) is the Killing tensor associated to the Killing
Yano tensor (fpv) given by Eq. (2.4b), and reduces to 
Carter's "fourth constant of motion" in the special case of 
the Kerr solution. Now, from Eqs. (2.2a), (2.2b), and 
(2.4b), where we have chosen for convenience ao = 1, we 
know that the unit vector Az defined by 

AZP: = (11K IIZ)fP vAo v, (3.3a) 

whose components in the symmetric frame (CI) (a» are expli
citly given by 
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A2(O) = (lIK 1/2)xA.o(1), (3.3b) 

Az(1) = (lIK 1/2)XAo(0), (3.3c) 

Az(2) = - (lIK I/2 )WAo(3), (3.3d) 

Az(3) = (lIK I/2)WAo(2), (3.3e) 

is parallel-propagated along C and orthogonal to Ao: 
Ad'V pAZ" = 0, A~AzP = 0. (3.3f) 

To obtain the remaining vectors AI and A3 of our paral
lel-propagated frame, we make a natural choice of two vec
tors XI and X3, which form an orthonormal frame when tak
en with Ao and A2• They are defined by 

1
3
(O)=a-Ao(O), 1

1
(0)= (lIK I/2 )O"WAal), (3.4a) 

13 (1) = a-AO(!) , 11(1) = (lIK I/2 )O"WAo(O), (3.4b) 

13 (2) = (lIa-)Ao(2), 1
1

(2) = (lIK IIZ)(xla-)Ao(3), 
(3.4c) 

13 (3) = (lIa-)A.o(3), 11(3) = - (lIK IIZ)(xla-)Ao(2), 
(3.4d) 

where 

a-: = (K - xZ)/(K + wZW12. (3.4e) 

Now, as was the case for the Kerr solution, the vectors 
AI and A3 are obtained by performing an appropriate spatial 
rotation on XI and X3, which can be expressed in term of a 
parameter'll by 

AI = XI cos 'II - X3 sin'll, (3.5a) 

A3 = XI sin'll + X3 cos'll. (3.5b) 

The conditions for parallel transport of AI and A3 along C, 

AoPVpAlv=O, Ad'VpA3" = 0, (3.6a) 

are now equivalent to 

d'II = K lIZ {P + x 2
a + w2

a - P}, (3.6b) 
dr Z K - X

Z K + WZ 

where r denotes an affine parameter associated to the unit 
tangent vector Ao. It then follows using Eqs. (2.5), (3.1), 
and (3.2) that'll takes the separable form 

'II(w,x) =F(w) + G(x), (3.7a) 

where 

F(w): = K IIZJ wZa - P dw , 
K + WZ ~(P _ w2a)2 _ fW2(K + w2) 

(3.7b) 

G(x): = K 1/2JP + x 2
a dx . 

K - XZ ~X2(K _ x 2) _ (ax2 + P)2 
(3.7c) 

It is easily checked that the expression for 'II given by Eqs. 
(3.7) reduces to the one given in Ref. 1 for the Kerr solution. 

Finally, it should be noted that the above method would 
fail to produce a parallel-propagated frame along the null 
geodesics of the metrics admitting a conformal valence-2 
Killing-Y ano tensor, that is a skew-symetric tensor (D P" ), 

which satisfies 

V yDafJ + V pDay 

= - ,VljDljagpy + !VljDljpgya + !VljDljyg/1a' (3.8) 
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Indeed, it has been shown by Jeffryes13 that there exist me
trics admitting a valence-2 indecomposable conformal Kill
ing-Y ano tensor (D I'V ), such that the associated conformal 
Killing tensor (Bl'v = DIJPD/) has no constant eigenvalue, 
that are conformally equivalent to a metric of the form given 
by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) with a conformalfactor that is inde
pendent of u and v. (Although it was explicitly shown that 
there exist metrics admitting conformal valence-2 Killing
Yano tensors that are not conformal to ones admitting Kill
ing-Yano tensors.) On the other hand, it is well known that 
the equations of parallel transport along a geodesic are not 
conformally invariant, even in the case of null geodesics. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the equations for a parallel-propa
gated frame can be solved explicitly by separation of varia
bles assuming only the existence of a valence-2 Killing-Yano 
tensor that is indecomposable and such that the associated 
Killing tensor has no constant eigenvalue. The result ob
tained above for timelike geodesics can be easily extended to 
spacelike geodesics and null geodesics using the method of 
Ref. 2. 
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A method for generating exact Bianchi type II cosmological models with a perfect fluid 
distribution of matter is presented. Two new classes of Bianchi type II solutions have been 
generated from Lorenz's solution [D. Lorenz, Phys. Lett. A 79,19 (1980)]. A detailed study of 
physical and kinematic properties of one of them has been carried out. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In cosmology, the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker 
(FRW) models play an essential role. It is not believed that 
these models truly represent the universe, but in some sense 
they are good global approximations of the present universe. 
FR W models are characterized by (i) the universe being the 
same at all points in space (spatial homogeneity) and (ii) all 
spatial directions at a point being equivalent (isotropy). 

In recent years, experimental studies of the isotropy of 
the cosmic microwave radiation and speculation about the 
amount of helium formed at early stages and many other 
effects have stimulated theoretical interest in anisotropic 
cosmological models. 

The spatially homogeneous and anisotropic Bianchi 
models present a medium way between FR W models and 
completely inhomogeneous and anisotropic universes and 
thus play an important role in current modern cosmology. A 
spatially homogeneous Bianchi model necessarily has a 
three-dimensional group, which acts simply transitively on 
spacelike three-dimensional orbits. 

Here we confine ourselves to a locally rotationally sym
metric (LRS) model of Bianchi type II. This model is char
acterized by three metric functions RI (t), R 2 (t), and R 3 (t) 
such that R} = R2 =f.R3• The metric functions are functions 
of time only. (For non-LRS Bianchi metrics we have 
R I =f.R2 =f.R3.) For LRS Bianchi type II metric, Einstein's 
field equations reduce, in the case of perfect fluid distribu
tion of matter, to three nonlinear differential equations. 

If we restrict ourselves to a barytropic equation of state 
such as 

P=p (stiff matter), 

we are able to reduce the field equations to a Riccati equa
tion, and by the same procedure as that used in Refs. 1 and 2, 
we generate several new exact solutions of Bianchi type II; 
the known solution used here is that given by Lorenz. 3 

The geometric and kinematic properties of one of them 
has been studied in some detail. The nature of singularity has 
been clarified. It then appears that the new solutions have a 
barrel singularity. 

II. FIELD EQUATION AND GENERATION TECHNIQUE 

In an orthonormal frame, the metric for Bianchi type II 
in the LRS case is given by3 

ds2 = 'TJijduj
, 'TJij = diag( - 1, 1, 1, 1), (2.1) 

where the Cartan bases d are given by 

aD = dt, 
(2.2) 

where R (t) and S (t) are the metricfunctions. The time inde
pendent differential one-forms 0/ are given by 

liJl = dy + x dz, liJ2 = dz, and liJ3 = dz . 

The field equations, in the case of perfect fluid, are 

Gij = 81TTij' 

with 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Gij being the Einstein tensor andp andp being, respectively, 
the energy density and the pressure of the fluid, read 

R 8 R 2 1 S2 
2 'R S + R2 - 4 R 4 = 81Tp , (2.6) 

R R2 3 R2 
2-+----= -81TP, 

R R 2 4 S4 
(2.7) 

S R 8 R 1 S2 
S+'R+S'R+4R4= -81TP, (2.8) 

where" . " represents derivation with respect to t. We con
sider here the special case of the stiff matter; Eq. (2.6) and 
(2.8) imply 

S R 8R R2 
-+-+3--+-=0. 
S R SR R2 

By performing the substitution 

r=RIR, 

Eq. (2.9) becomes 

r + 2r + 3r(8 IS) + SIS = 0, 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

which is a Riccati equation in r; it can be linearized by means 
of change of function 

r = ro + liB. (2.12) 
So we obtain 

B+B( - 38/S- 4ro) = 2, (2.l3 ) 

ro being a particular solution for (2.11). 
Equation (2.13) is a linear first-order differential equa

tion. The solution for (2.l3) is then 
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R(t) = Ro(t)[J(t, C)]1/2/CI , 

where 

f 2 dt 
J(t,C) = -3 -4 +C, 

S R 
and C and Clare two arbitrary constants. 

(2.14 ) 

(2.15 ) 

Note that Eq. (2.9) can be considered as a Riccati equa
tion in S IS and, by a similar method to that given in the case 
(2.11 ), we obtain the solution 

S(t) = So(t) X [M(t, C2 )/C3 ] , (2.16) 

where 

f dt 
M(t, C2) = -2-3 + C2 , 

SR 

and C2 and C3 are two arbitrary constants. 

(2.17) 

We notice here, in the case of (2.14), the metric function 
Ro(t) is a known solution of (2.11). Hence, from the couple 
of metric functions [Ro (t), S (t) ], our generation technique 
allows us to obtain the new one [R(t), S(t)] . A similar 
statement holds in the case of (2.16). 

III. GENERATION OF NEW EXACT SOLUTIONS 

Using the Bianchi type II exact solution elaborated by 
Lorenz4 as a particular solution to Eq. (2.12), we are able to 
linearize the Riccati equation (2.11). The Lorenz solution 
reads 

S2(-r) = 2(rj - b 2)A -1(1') , (3.1) 

R 2(1') = [e2(qrH)/2(q2_b 2)]A(1') , (3.2) 

where 

A( 1')=(q2 - b 2)cosh[2(q2 - b 2) 1/21' + rP] , (3.3) 

and q, b , rP, and ¢ are arbitrary constants, with Iql > Ib I. The 
pressure and density are given by 

p = p = b 2/81T's2R 4 • (3.4) 

The temporal variable 1'is related to the old familiar one t by 
the relation 

dt =SR 2d1'. (3.5) 

Inserting now the values of S(t) and R (t) into formulas 
(2.15) and (2.14), we obtain the new class of solutions 

S2(t) =2(rj-b 2)A -1(1'), (3.6) 

R 2(t) = 1 I-=-!. + Ce2(qr + 4»}A<1') , 
2(q2 _ b 2)C

I 
q 

(3.7) 

where C and C I are two arbitrary constants. We call this 
model El. 

Applying again formulas (2.15) and (2.14) (with El as 
a particular solution), we get the new class of solutions 

S2(t) = 2(q2 - b 2)A -1(1') , 
(3.8) 

R2(t) = A(T) {-=-!.+ce2(qr+4»} 
2(q2 - b 2)C4 q 

X {qC I [ 2q1' -In( - ; + Ce2(qrH»)] + C3 } • 

We call this model E2. 
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IV. GEOMETRIC AND KINEMATIC PROPERTIES OF 
CLASS OF SOLUTIONS OBTAINED 

In this section we discuss the kinematic and geometric 
properties of our solutions. We first find the values of the 
various kinematic quantities and then look more closely at 
these values. 

The projection tensor hab = gab + Ua Ub is used for split
ting the covariant derivative of the four vector velocity U i as 
follows: 

where ue, Wab' 0, and O'ab are, accordingly, called accel
eration, rotation, scalar expansion, and shear, respectively.s 
The expansion tensor () • is defined by the relation 

p 

0=g:'P(}aP' (4.2) 

The shear 0' is given by 

u2 = !O'apqaP • (4.3) 

Two other important geometric quantities are also intro
duced; they measure, respectively, the dynamic importance 
of the shear and the dynamic importance of the fluid. They 
are, accordingly, 

/3 = - 2.[3(0'/0) , 

0= 3p102
• 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Using metric (2.2) and straightforward calculation, we ob
tain 

0=2RIR +SIS, 

u2=!(RIR -SIS). 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The acceleration and the rotation of our models are zero. 
Let us study now our universe E 1 (a similar study holds 

for the universe E2). The density p and the pressure P are 
given by formula (3.4). We can then immediately conclude 
that the strong energy conditions of Hawking and Penrose,6 

which require that p + p>O and p + 3p>O, are always veri
fied. Using formulas (4.6) and (4.7), we find 

0= (1/SR 2) [2(q2 _ b 2) 1/2 

Xtanh(2(q2 - b 2) 1/21' + rPl 
+ 2Cqe2(Qr H )/( - 1/2q) + Ce2(qrH)] , (4.8) 

u2 = (1/3S 2R 4){2(q2 _ b 2) 1/2 

X tanh [2(q2 - b 2) 1121' + rPl 
+ Cqe2(Qr+;)/( - 1/2q) + Ce2(Qr H )}. (4.9) 

The energy density p is given by (3.4) so we have 

p = (1/81T')(b 2 IS 2R 4) , (4.10) 

whereS 2 andR 2 are given by formulas (3.6) and (3.7). For 

SR 2 = 0 , ( 4.11 ) 

we have a singularity (p-+oo, 0-00, 0'-00). Equation 
( 4.11) is satisfied for 

C~(Qr+;) = 1/2q. (4.12) 

The above equation is verified for 
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(4.13) 

This equation can always be satisfied (q and C are two arbi
trary constants). Hence, for 7 = 7 0, El expands without 
bound (0-00 ); this expansion is highly anisotropic. Since 

S2=S~ =2(q2_b 2)A, -1(70), 

and R 2 = 0 for 7-ro, we have a "barrel" singularity.7 
We can now evaluate f3 and obtain 

f3-I, 
n goes to zero when r-ro. Hence, matter is dynamically 
negligible near the singularity; this agrees with a result al
ready given by Collins. 8 

v. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As mentioned by Lorenz himself, his solution reduces in 
a particular case to that of Taub9 and in other case to that of 
Maartens and Nel. lO Thus model El, which generalizes the 
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Lorenz solution, constitutes a larger class of solution than 
those given by Taub and Maartens and Nel. 
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An analysis of supersymmetric Kaluza-Klein theories is begun by obtaining the Casimir 
operators for the super-Poincare algebra in any number of dimensions. The knowledge of these 
operators is used to decompose the general scalar superfield in 11 dimensions into its irreducible 
parts. The irreducible superfields are expressed as products of Grassmann-Hermite functions and 
Grassmann-Bargmann-Wigner multispinor fields. Some Lagrangians for these superfields are 
written down. The formulation is off shell but global. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We shall understand by the Kaluza-Klein hypothesis 
the conjecture that the physical continuum has more than 
the four dimensions that are usually ascribed to space-time 
and inferred from our relatively low energy physics. There 
are many ways of implementing this hypothesis that differ 
either in their formulations on the expanded physical contin
uum or in their rules for dimensional reduction. Here we 
shall make two basic assumptions only. 

First, to describe the new manifold in the small let us 
assume an extended Poincare or rotation-translation group 
in n dimensions with no additional timelike dimensions. Sec
ond, let us assume that the Poincare algebra is also extended 
by the supersymmetry generators. The first assumption im
plies that the new manifold is homogeneous and isotropic in 
the small and the second introduces a particular physical 
hypothesis, the Fermi-Bose symmetry. These assumptions 
are too general to lead to a well-defined theory but provide 
conditions that hold for a large class of theories. In this paper 
we shall not discuss dimensional reduction or field content 
but it is of course known that local supersymmetry implies 
the Einstein gravitational field and some version of super
gravity. 

Off-shell formulations of extended supergravity in four 
dimensions have been discovered only for N = I and N = 2. 
Since the potentially most interesting theory corresponds to 
N = 8 (maximal extension), it would be an important ad
vance if a method could be devised to find the auxiliary fields 
needed to complete its off-shell algebra. One method that has 
been suggested requires the introduction of central charges. 
This possibility may be investigated in the context of a Ka
luza-Klein theory: The central charges may then be identi
fied with the components of the momentum associated with 
the additional dimensions, since these components commute 
with the usual space-time part of the angular momentum. 
Then these generators belong to the center of a four-dimen
sional supersymmetrically extended Poincare algebra. 

Since N = 8 supergravity in four dimensions can be re
formulated as simple (N = 1) supergravity in 11 dimensions 
we shall emphasize the II-dimensional Kaluza-Klein space. 
This space is especially attractive because it spontaneously 
compactifies into a ground state that is the product of space
time and a potentially realistic internal space. 

Nevertheless there are many difficulties standing in the 
way of a realistic physical scenario for any of the models of 
supergravity that have been proposed so far.' For this reason 
the present paper is devoted to an essentially mathematical 
investigation. 

II. SUPERALGEBRA 

The Poincare algebra in n dimensions (Pn ) is given by 
the commutation relations 

[PAOPB ] =0, 

[JAB,JCD] = - 4; c5[A [C JB J
DJ , 

[P A ,JBC] = 2; c5A[B PC J 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where the indices run from ° to n - I and are raised and 
lowered with the Minkowski tensor 

r(B='TJAB =diag( + - ... -). 
ThecomponentsPA , where A = 5, ... ,n - I, maybe regarded 
as central charges in four dimensions. 

The Dirac algebra in n dimensions consists of matrices 
of dimension A = 2[nI2J. In 2, 3,4, 8, 9 mod 8 dimensions 
one can define Majorana spinors. Introduce fermionic gen
erators into the algebra: 

Qa, a = I, ... ,A. 

This satisfies the Majorana condition and the commutation 
relations 

{Qa,Qp} = (Pc-')aP, 

[Qa,PA ] = 0, 

[JAB,Qa] = - (i/2)rAB
a
p QP. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The commutation relations (2.1 )-(2.6) define the super
Poincare algebra in n dimensions SP n' In the rest frame we 
have the "little group" SO(n - I). 

In an odd number of dimensions Q corresponds to the 
representation 

V= [n/2],ofSO(n -1,1). Upon restriction to SO(n -1), 
Q corresponds to 

[~ ... ~] + [~ ... ~ - U . 
+-v __ v_ 
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These two parts are separated by the operators! (I + ro) 
and! (1 - r 0)' which are the rest frame forms of the covar
iant operators in (2.7) below. (In an even number of dimen
sions Q corresponds to the reducible representation 

[H ... !1 + [! ... ! -!], 
+-v __ v_ 

V= [nI2], ofSO(n -1,1). These two parts are separated 
by the operators! (1 + rn+ I) and! (1- rn+ I)' where 
r n + 1 is the analog of Dirac's r 5 in four dimensions. Each 

representation becomes [! ... !] when SO(n - 1,1) is re-
+- v-I _ 

duced to SO(n - I).) 
P 2 = PA p

A is an obvious Casimir operator of the super
algebra. Its eigenvalues M 2 characterize the representations 
and can be used to define positive and negative "energy" 
projection operators 

They satisfy 

A ± A'f = 0, A ± A ± = A ±' A+ + A_ = I, 
C A± C- 1 = A+ T, 

A±P= ±MA±. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

We can then split the Majorana spinor Q into two pieces: 

Q± = A± Q, (2.11) 

with the anticommutation relations 

{Q ± a,Q ± Ii} = 0, 

{Q+a,Q_/3} = (A_Pc -1)f3a = M(A+C -1)a/3. 

(2.12) 

(2.13 ) 

So we have raising and lowering operators, which we can use 
to construct the irreducible representations of the superalge
bra. We should notice at this point that Q+ and Q_ each 
have only! A components. 

We shall consider the action of this algebra on the space 
of superfields. For example, let <I> be a scalar superfield. 
Then 

<I>(O,x) = L ed''''(O)F~"" (x). (2.14 ) 
d,'" 

Here the d I", are spinor indices in the n-dimensional space, 
the x are the space-time coordinates, and the 0 are the anti
commuting coordinates of superspace, while ed"" and 
F d"" are contravariant and covariant multispinors in Ka
luza-Klein space. Let X be a generator of the superalgebra. 
Then the action of X on the superfield will induce corre
sponding transformation on the tensor coefficients F d,'" as 
follows: 

o~=X~, (2.15a) 

of d,'" = 1:. .. Dd , ... ~''''F~, .. ,. (2.15b) 

In this way the space of tensor fields like F d, ... (x) be
comes the basis for a representation of the superalgebra. The 
basis {F d, ... } is very large but reducible. Our aim is to pro
ject out of the total superfield the parts that are irreducible 
under the superalgebra. These irreducible parts contain both 
the physical fields and the auxiliary fields that are needed to 
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complete the off-shell algebra. To determine these irreduci
ble fields we next discuss the irreducible representations. 

III. CASIMIRS OF SUPERALGEBRA 

To find the full set ofCasimirs one may try to generalize 
the corresponding operators for the Poincare group in four 
dimensions. For this purpose one needs a generalized spin 
operator UAB with the properties 

[UAB,PC] =0, (3.1) 

[UAB,Qa] = 0. (3.2) 

If (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied then Casimirs may be con
structed as the traces 

tr um. 
Although these traces will be Casimirs for all values of m. the 
number of independent ones is limited and equals the rank of 
the group. In addition since the traces of the odd powers may 
be expressed in terms of the traces of the even powers. we 
shall choose 

Cm =Tr U 2m
• 

To obtain an explicit form of UAB we impose 

UAB = - UBA ' 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

pAUAB = 0. (3.5) 

Equation (3.5) is imposed so that the only nonvanish
ing components of UAB in the proper frame [P A = (po,O)] 
are ~k' wherej,k = 1 .... ,n -1. Then UABUABwilldescribe 
the generalized (spin)2 and in this respect it resembles the 
square of the four-dimensional Pauli-Lubanski vector. Since 
UAB is an angular momentum satisfying (3.4) and (3.5), let 
us put (r-tensors are defined in Appendix A) 

UAB = JAB +aPE(JEAPB -JEBPA) +bPEQrEABQ· 
(3.6) 

Then (3.4) holds by construction. To satisfy (3.5) choose 
a = 1/ P 2; then (3.1) is also satisfied. Finally (3.2) requires 
that b = - i14p 2

• Therefore 

1 E i p E _ 
UAB = JAB +-2 P (JEAPB -JEBPA) ---2 QrEABQ 

P 4 P 
(3.7) 

is the object from which we can construct the Casimirs, ei
ther by (3.3) or by forming scalars out of the generalized 
Pauli-Lubanski tensors: 

The commutation rules for this generalized spin, or super
spin, are 

[UAB,U CD ] = -4io[A [CUBIDI 

- (4ilp 2 )P[A UB I[C pDI, (3.8) 

A,B,C,D = O, ... ,n - 1. 

In the rest frame one finds 

[Uij,U k1 ] = -4io[l[k~/I, i,j= 1, ... ,n -1. (3.9) 

Then the U ij satisfy the algebra of the rotation group 
SO (n - 1); that is, SO (n - 1) is the "little group." 
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The Casimir operators 

C = Tr U 2m = U B,U B, ... U B, 
m B t B2 B2m 

(3.10) 

become in the rest frame 

(3.11 ) 

When n - 1 is even (n - 1 = 2v), the operators in 
(3.11) do not suffice to characterize completely the repre
sentations of SO (n - 1). In that case one needs to make use 
of the Pfaffian of the matrix U/, 

C' =Pf(U)=Ei, ... i,.U ..... u. . (3.12) 
V '1'2 '2v-I'2",' 

and a complete set of independent Casimir operators is 
C1,C2"",Cv _ 1 ,C'v' 

When n - I is odd (n = 2v), the traces 
(C1,C2"",Cv _ 1 ) are sufficient to form a complete set. 
Therefore we can choose, as the complete set of Casimir op
erators for SP n , , 
p 2,Cm , m = 1, ... ,v - 1 if n = 2v, 

p2,Cm,C'v, m = 1, ... ,v - I if n = 2v + 1, 

where 

C'v = (l/M)EA, ... AnPA UA • ... UA ., 
1:zr:a3 II _ In." 

(3.13) 

whereM 2 is the eigenvalue ofP 2. Equation (3.13) reduces to 
(3.12) in the rest frame. 

Since the operators C' v and Cm are "Lorentz" invar
iants, they can be evaluated in the rest frame, and, therefore, 
the problem of finding the eigenvalues for the operators 
(3.10) and (3.11) ofSP n reduces to the problem of finding 
the eigenvalues for the operators (3.11) and (3.12) of 
SO(n -1). 

IV. SUPERSPACE 

The algebra SP n can be represented in the superspace2 

with coordinates 

(~,oa), A = O,I, ... ,n - 1, a = 1,2, ... ,A, 

where the 0 are anticommuting coordinates that are ar
ranged in a Majorana spinor. Superfields are arbitrary func
tions of these coordinates that are at most polynomials of 
degree A in the 0 coordinates: 

A 

~J(x,O) = Loa, ... oajXJa, ... a/X)' (4.1) 
j=O 

Here J represents a collection of Kaluza-Klein indices. 
These general superfields provide a basis for an enlarged su
per-Poincare algebra that includes the covariant derivatives 
D a. These obey the commutation relations 

{Qa,Dp} =0, 

{Da,Dp} = - (PC -1)a/3, 

CpA ,Da] = 0, 

[JAB,Da] = - (i/2)rAB
a/3D/3. 

(4.2) 

Q a and D a may be represented as differential operators: 

Qa = i (~+ ~pa 0/3) (4.3) ao 2 /3 ' a 
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D a-.( a l.sa 0/3) -I -----r /3 . 
aOa 2 

(4.4) 

We can decompose D in the same way as Q: 

D+=A+D and D_=A_D, (4.5) 

which satisfy 

{D ± a,D ± P} = 0, ( 4. 6) 
{D+a,D_ /3} = M(A_C- 1 )a/3 = -M(A+C -1)a/3. 

The basis states for an irreducible representation of P n 

are generated by first applying to a rest state the rotations of 
the little group to obtain a manifold of rest states, and by 
then applying the boosts that generate states with arbitrary 
momentum. To obtain the basis states for an irreducible rep
resentation of SP n we may first apply the operators Q + and 
their products to the manifold of rest states just described 
and we may then apply boosts to the resulting states. If the 
initial rest state is annihilated by Q _, one will thereby obtain 
an irreducible representation of SP n' Therefore an irreduci
ble superfield can be generated from an irreducible 
SO(n - 1) representation 10), serving as a Clifford lowest 
state (Q _10) = 0), by application of the A/2 lifting opera
tors Q + a. One obtains 

10 ), Q+ aIO), Q+[a'Q+ a,IIO), ... ,Q+[a, ... Q+aMl ) 10). 
(4.7) 

The dimension of this representation is then 

Al2 (A/2) dim Ox L . = 2A12 Xdim O. 
j=O J 

(4.8) 

Equivalently, we can generate it from a SO(n - 1) state 
10'), serving as a Clifford highest state: Q+ 10') = 0 by ap
plication of the A/2 lowering operators Q a_ , 

10'), Q_ aIO'), Q_ [a'Q_ a,IIO'), 

... ,Q_[a, ... Q_aA/2) 10'). 

The dimension of this representation is 

dim 0' X 211.12. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

In a similar way, a general superfield may be obtained from 
an irreducible superfield (a super-Poincare state) 10) acting 
now as a Clifford lowest state D _I 0) = 0, by application of 
the A/2 raising operators D + a, 

10 ), D+ aIO), D+ [a'D+a,IIO) 

... D [a, ... D aA/2)IO) + + , (4.11 ) 

or from a Clifford highest state 10'), D+IO') = 0, by appli
cation of the A/2 lowering operators D _ a: 

10'), D_ aIO), D_ [a'D_a,IIO), 

(4.12) 

with dimensions 2A12 dim 0 and 2A12 dim 0', respectively. 
For instance, the dimension of the general scalar superfield 
is 2A12X2A12. 

Now we particularize to the ll-dimensional case: 
n = 11 and A = 32. The spinor D splits into two parts D + 

and D_, which transform according to the representations 
[~ ~ ~ ~ -~] and [~~ ~ ~ U of SO( 10) in the rest frame, re-
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TABLE I. Decomposition of totally antisymmetric Kronecker product. 

j D[~' ... Da~] 

0 [00000) 
I [BU -!) 
2 [11100) 
3 [~BH) 
4 [22000)$[21111) 
5 [B H!] $ [B B 1] 
6 [31100)al[2211I) 
7 [BH -H$[BB!] 
8 [40000)Gl[31 I IOjal(22200) 
9 B B B] $ [B B -!] 

10 [31100)al[2211 -I) 
11 [HB -!] $ [BB -~] 
12 [22000)$[2111-1) 
13 [BB -1] 
14 [I I 100) 
15 [~BB) 
16 [00000) 

spectively. Then 

D la, ••• D ail 
+ + 

corresponds to the totally antisymmetrized jth Kronecker 
power of [~~!! -!], which has the dimension (r). We 
have reduced these product representations into their irre
ducible components. The results are given in Table I. If D _ is 
used then Table I is inverted. 

Table I tells us immediately the "superspins" (highest 
superweights) included in the scalar superfield in II dimen
sions. It contains 27 irreducible superfields, some of them 
degenerate. The number of ordinary fields is huge. Later we 
shall see how to separate the different irreducible super
fields. 

V. THE SCALAR SUPERFIELD 

We consider the scalar superfield. For this case one has 

1:- a 
JAB = - (XAPB -XBPA ) +-lerAB -=. (5.1) 

2 ae 
Using (5.1), (4.3), (4.4), and (3.7) one finds for UAB the 
following simple expression: 

U AB = -! i(p E Ip 2 )Dr EABD. (5.2) 

One easily checks that this UAB satisfies (3.8) if D a satisfies 
(4.2). However, (5.2) describes generators UAB for only a 
special choice of JAB' Therefore only a small number of rep
resentations of ( 3.8) and (3.9) can be constructed if U AB is 
restricted to (5.2). In order to identify these particular re
presentations of SO(n - I) we compute the eigenvalues of 
the Casimirs that follow from (5.2). These same eigenvalues 
will also give us the representations of SP n included in the 
scalar superfield. 

VI. CASIMIRS AS FUNCTIONS OF COVARIANT 
DERIVATIVES 

The Casimirs are given by (3.4) in terms of (4.3). For 
example, 
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(6.1 ) 

As described in Appendix B, C1 may be simplified by repeat
ed Fierz transformations where the precise anticommuta
tion relations of the D a must be taken into account. One gets 
the result 

C1 = § (lIp 2) [<DD)2 - 162p 2]. (6.2) 

All the even Casimirs may be expressed in terms of 

Y AB = UACU
C

B · 

Then 

Cm = tr ym, m = 1,2,3,4. 

We may write 

Y AB = XIlAB + ZAB + 4iUAB , 

where 

(6.3 ) 

(6.4 ) 

(6.5) 

llAB = {jAB - P AP Blp
2
, ZAB = ZBA' (6.6) 

The antisymmetric part of Y AB is simply 4iUAB . In addition 

pAYAB = 0, pAZAB = O. 

Then 

trY=IOX+trZ 

or 

C1 = lOX + tr Z. 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

According to (6.8), X is fixed by C 1 alone if Z vanishes. If Z 
happens to vanish for a particular representation then it is 
possible to express all Casimirs as functions of (DD) 2 and P 2 

for that representation as one sees from (6.4), (6.5), (6.7), 
and (6.2). In fact one finds if Z = 0, 

C2 = -(C/I0)(160-C1), 

C3 = (C/lOO)(C/ - 480C1 + 25 600), (6.9) 

C4 = - (C l /lOOO)[40(320 - 4C1)2 - C1(160 - C1)2]. 

Here C1 is exact for all representations but the other expres
sions are correct only if Z vanishes for that representation. 

VII. EIGENVALUES OF (jjD)2 AND CASIMIRS 

To evaluate the Casimirs according to the above formu
las one needs only the corresponding eigenvalues of (DD)2. 
The latter may be determined as follows. Since D, like Q, is a 
spinor in the II-dimensional space it has 2s = 32 compo
nents. Therefore if a completely antisymmetric multilinear 
form has more than 32 factors, it will vanish. Since these 
forms are polynomials in (DD)2, a vanishing form provides 
a characteristic equation for the eigenvalues of this operator. 
One may construct completely antisymmetric functions of 
the D a as follows: 

Da,a2 =! [Da',Da2] = _ Da2Q" 

D a.a2a ) = ~ {D aJ ,D a 1a 2 } = _ D a)a2a). 

(7.1a) 

(7.lb) 

By forming commutators and anticommutators alternately 
we obtain completely antisymmetric functions of the D a. 

Let 

G = DD = CafJDaDP = CafJDaP, (7.2) 

R. Finkelstein and M. Villasante 
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The product GG m can be decomposed using the formulas in 
Appendix A. Then we get the recursion relation 

Gm + I = GGm - (mI2)(A - 2m + 2)P 2Gm _" (7.5) 

where 

A =2[,,121. 

Here A = 32. 
Since there are only 32 different D a, any antisymmetric 

functions containing more than 32 D a must vanish. Then 

G = e··· e D a ,p, ... a,,/J17 = o. 
17 a'p, a,,/J17 (7.6) 

If (7.6) is expanded by the recursion formula (7.5) one 
obtains a polynomial in G 2. Let 

G 2 =x2p2. 

The algebraic equation (7.6) becomes 

where 

or 

Ag = 1, 

A7= - 816, 

A6 = 262 752, 

As = - 42 828 032, 

A4 = 3, 773, 223, 168, 

A3 = - 177,891,237,888, 

A2 = 4, 165,906,530,304, 

Al = - 40,683,662,475,264, 

Ao = 106, 542, 032, 486, 400. 

The 17 roots of (7.8) are 

X k = ± 2k, k = 0, ... ,8, 

(l5D)2 = (2k)2p2, DD = ± 2k,fF. 

The corresponding eigenvalUes of e l are 

elk = i [Xk 2 - 162
]. 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

The eigenvalues of the Casimirs e2, e3, and e4 may also 
be computed from Eq. (6.9) for particular representations if 
Z vanishes. If Z does not vanish, it is still possible in principle 
to find the eigenvalues of e2, e3, and e4 by obtaining polyno
mial equations for these operators just as for DD. If the pro
cedure were fully carried out, one would thereby determine 
the irreducible representations of SOC 10) that can be real
ized in terms of the generators (5.2) and the commutation 
rules (4.2). This procedure is not practical, however, and in 
seC. VIII we calculate the eigenvalues of e2, e3, and e4 by a 
different method. After this is done we discover a few repre
sentations for which Eqs. (6.9) are indeed valid and for 
which we conclude that Z vanishes. 

VIII. EIGENVALUES OF CASIMIRS OF SO(10) 

We return to the general definition of en in (3.3). One is 
then no longer limited to the particular construction of en in 
terms of the covariant derivatives Da such as (5.1). The 
eigenvalues of en, the Pfaffian and similar operators have 
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been computed quite generally for the classical groups by 
Perelomov and Popov. Using their formulas we get the 
eigenvalues for tr Uk of SO (2v) (see Ref. 3): 

2v 2v 
Tr Uk = jk L L (ak)jl' (8.1 ) 

j= 1/= 1 

where 

ajk = (/j +a)c5jk + (PI2)(1 + Ej )c5j ,2v_k+1 -()jk' 
(8.2) 

{I, if k>j, 
(8.3 ) ()jk = 0, otherwise, 

Ej = {l~ 1, ifj..;;v, 
(8.4 ) 

if v <j<2v, 

{
mj + rj , j<v, 

/.= 
J - m2v - j+ 1 - r2v _ j+ I' v <j<2v, 

(8.5) 

rj = VEj - j, j<v, (8.6) 

and mj,j<v, are the components of the highest weight of the 
representation. So the eigenvalues of en are 

Cn = ( - )n L (a2n )jk' 
j,k 

(8.7) 

The eigenvalues for the Pfaffian e I v are given by 

c'v = 2"v!i1i2 ,,·/v' (8.8) 

With this information we can compute Table II. The for
mula (8.1) gives eigenvalues of the Casimirs for all represen
tations of the rotation group. It gives in particular the values 
corresponding to the D-representations, i.e., those listed in 
Table I. On the other hand the list in Table II contains all 
representations in which e, corresponds to one of the 17 

TABLE II. Casimirs of irreducible representations of SO ( 10). 

Highest weight C, C2 C3 C. C' , 

00000 0 0 0 0 0 • 
HH! -¥ ~ -~ ~' 113400 • 

BH -! -¥ If' -~' ~' - 113400 • 
1 1 100 - 42 1050 -45402 2173290 0 

BB! -1f1 14fD - illjp' illffiH' 178200 

BH -! -1f1 up - illjp' 2llffiH' - 178200 

21111 -72 2304 - 146016 12644064 552960 
2111 - 1 -72 2304 -146016 12644064 - 552 960 

22000 -72 2880 - 221472 17 892000 0 

BH! -1¥ ~ -~' =p' 210600 

BH -! -If ~ -~' ~' - 210 600 

BH~ -If ~ -~' ~' 1247400 • 
HH -~ -If ~ -~' ~' -1247400 • 
22111 - 902970 - 176490 12858570 691200 

2211 -1 - 902970 - 176490 12858570 - 691200 
31100 - 904410 - 429 930 48865770 0 

BH! -If' ~' -~ ~' 189000 

BB -! -IF ~ -~ ~' - 189000 

HB! -If' ~7 _~7 ~7 294840 

BH -! _!p ~7 _~7 ~7 - 294 840 
40000 - 967296 - 961152 136989312 0 
311 10 - 964416 - 411 072 46813 632 0 
22200 - 963264 - 191040 12098112 0 
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roots of (7.8). The lists of representations in the two tables 
are the same. 

In eight cases (j<3,J> 13) the value of C1 alone is suffi
cient to label the representation. It is also interesting to note 
that the Casimirs of some of the other representations in 
Table II (the starred representations) are correctly given by 
the simple formulas (6.9) of Sec. VI. 

A straightforward method for extracting the irreducible 
parts involves the construction of projection operators be
longing to the different Casimirs.4 The operator 

IL,,·(C-c.) 
Aj(C) = iT-I J (8.9) 

IIj#j(cj -cj ) 

projects out the eigenvalue Cj of C. These operators clearly 
satisfy 

Aj (C)Aj (C) = 8ijAj (C). 

Construction of these operators becomes possible with the 
aid of the information contained in Table II. One may then, 
in principle, project out the irreducible superfields as fol
lows: 

S 

'I1(Clm"C2m"C3m"C4m.,CSm,) = II A m,(Cj )'I1, (8.10) 
j~ 1 

where '11 is the general superfield. 
Since some representations appear twice, the above pro

cedure will not completely separate all the irreducible repre
sentations. To remove the remaining degeneracy we need 
another operator, which is conveniently furnished by DD. In 

TABLE III. Projection operators for irreducible parts of the scalar super
field. 

Superweights Projection operators 

00000 A±16(DD) 

HH ±! A±14(DD) 
11100 A±12 (DD> 

BH =F! A±IO(DD) 

2 I I I =F I A (DD) C2 - 2880 
± 8 2304 _ 2880 

22000 A (DD> C2 - 2304 
± 8 2880 _ 2304 

C-~ 
BB =F~ A (DD) 2 

±6 11¥-~ 
C -11¥ 

BH =F! A (DD) 2 
±6 ~-11¥ 

31100 A (l5D) C2 - 2970 
±4 4410 _ 2970 

2211=F1 A (DD> C2 - 4410 
±4 2970 _ 4410 

C-~s 

BH =F! A (DD> 2 
±2 ~7_~S 

C _~7 
HH ±! A (DD) 2 

±2 ~_~7 

22200 A±o(DD) 
(C2 - 7296)(C2 - 4416) 

(3264 - 7296) (3264 - 4416) 

31110 A±o(DD) 
(C2 - 7296)(C2 - 3264) 

(4416 - 7296)(4416 - 3264) 

40000 A±o(DD) 
(C2 - 4416)(C2 - 3264) 

(7296 - 4416) (7296 - 3264) 

Here A" (DD) satisfiesDDA" (DD) =AMA" (DD). 
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this case the procedure is not so complicated as it may appear 
since there is very little degeneracy left after the eigenvalue 
ofDD is chosen. Consequently the additional projection op
erators that are needed have very few factors. The full set of 
27 projection operators is listed in Table III. 

'In spite of this simplification the method of projection 
operators does not seem the most useful approach here. In
stead we adopt a different procedure based on the observa
tion that C1 depends only on the operator DD. Therefore one 
obtains the eigenstates of C1 by solving the following differ
ential equation: 

DDf/!n = Enf/!n· (8.11) 

The eigenvalues of DD have already been found and are 
equally spaced as for a harmonic oscillator. Since the forms 
of D +,D _, and DD also resemble the lifting and lowering 
operators and the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator, it 
is natural to consider the "Grassmann Gaussian" 

(8.12) 

the analog of the lowest state of the oscillator. In the next 
section we pursue this approach by finding all solutions of 
( 8.11) with the aid of the ansatz 

f/!(x,e) = fl9fJP(x). (8.13) 

IX. IRREDUCIBLE SUPERFIELDS 

The reducible scalar superfield in II-dimensional Ka
luza-Klein space may be written as 

32 

<I>(e,x) = Lea, ... eamPa, ... am (x), (9.1 ) 
m~O 

where e a is the 32-component anticommuting spinor appro
priate to a 10- or II-dimensional space and Pa, ... am is a com
pletely antisymmetric multispinor. The space of completely 
antisymmetric multispinors has dimensionality 

m~o (~) = 2
32 

and is highly reducible. 
To obtain its irreducible subspaces let us consider, as 

suggested in (8.13), 

~(x,fJ) = tlge
P(x). (9.2) 

Then 

DD~(x,e) = [64,1. - Oe( 4,1. 2 -1 p2) ]tl9fJp(x). 

If we impose 

p 2p= 16A 2p M 2p, 

,1.= ±M/4, 

then 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

JjD~± =DDe±(MI4)9fJp= ± 16M~± (9.5) 

and 

Cl~ ± (x,B) = O. (9.6) 

According to Table II, (9.6) implies that all other Casi
mirs also vanish and that ~ + and ~ _ each belong to one of 
the irreducible representations with highest weight 
[00000] = [0]. 
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Since Q and D anticommute, Qa, .•. Qaje ± (MI4)98 

XFa, ... a/x) correspond tothesameDDeigenvalueas~ ± if 
(P2-M 2)Fa, ... aj(x) =0. 

But 

Q+ e± (MI4)98 = O. (9.7) 

So we get the two irreducible parts 
16 

4>+ [0] = " Qa+, ... Qaj e(MI4)98F (x) (9.8)+ 
~ + al,··aj' 

j=O 

16 

4> _ [0] = L Q~ '" Q:" e- (MI4)88Fa, ... a/x ), (9.8>
j=O 

which are the most general solutions, respectively, to the 
equations 

DIXP + [0] = 16M4> + [0]' 

DD4>_[o] = -16M4>_[o]' 

(9.9) + 

(9.9>-

Here the Fa, ... aj (x) are completely antisymmetric mul
tispinors satisfying 

P2Fa, ... a/x) = M2Fa, ... aj(x), (9.10) 

and the indices a k now have only 16 possible values. 
The above solutions can also be generated by applying 

supersymmetry transformations to ~ ± . The number of com
ponents in 4> ± [0] is 216. This is of course, the dimensionality 
of the irreducible representation [0]. The original reducible 
representation, on the other hand, is of much greater dimen
sionality, namely 232. 

To obtain the remaining eigenstates of DD we need the 
lifting and lowering operators. These tum out to be the posi
tive and negative "energy" projections of D 

D ± = A ± i( a_ - .l.PO) = A ± i(-!. =F .l. MO). 
ao 2 ao 2 

(9.11) 

To establish this point we compute 

DDD a = D aDD + [DD,D a] = D aDD + USa yD y. 

MUltiplying by A ± we find 

DDD± =D±DD±2MD±. (9.12) 

Then D ± raises the eigenvalues by ± 2M, and of course 

I 

4>+ =iPAa, ... Aap e-(MI4)88 ~ ... -1-e(MI4)88 
m +y, +Yp ao ao y, yp 

where we shall define the Grassmann-Hermite polynomials 
by 

H /), "'/)m(o) - (MI2)98 a a (MI2)98 =e -_-···-_-e . 
ao/), aO/)m 

(10.4) 

These are multinomials in the 0 variables and completely 
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we have 

D e± (MI4)98 = O. 
± 

(9.13) 

The expression 
16 
"Qa+, ... Qa+j DP_, ... D P"'e(MI4)88F . (x) 
,,(.; - a, ..• aj,/J, "'Pm 

j=O 

is the most general solution to the equation 

DD4> = (16 - 2m)M4>, m = 0,1,2, ... ,16, 

and the expression 

solves the equation 

(9.14) 

(9.15) 

(9.16) 

DIXP = ( - 16 + 2m)M4> m = 0,1,2, ... ,16. (9.17) 

Only one chain must be considered since the other one is 
redundant. The dimensions of one chain add up to 

f 216(16) = 232
, 

j=o m 
as it should. 

As has already been pointed out, the values 
m = 0,1,2,3,13,14,15,16 give irreducible superfields. The 
others need further projection. 

X. SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATIONS 

Equation (8.11) shows that there is a factorization that 
separates the x- and O-dependent operators in D ± • We can 
rewrite (9.11) as 

D = iA ± e ± (M 14)98 -!. e + (M 14)98. 
± ao 

(10.1) 

Similarly for Q, 

Q± =iA±e+(MI4)98-!.e±(MI4)98. (10.2) 
ao 

By using these factored representations of D _ and Q + 

one may simplify the expressions for the superfields given in 
the preceding paragraph: 

(10.3 ) 

antisymmetric in all indices. 
Finally 

16 
4>+ =e(MI4)98 " HYI"'Yplil"'/)m(o):i, . (x) 

m £.- 'PYI ... Yp'8 1 ••• 8m ' 
p=O 

(l0.5) 
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where the ¢y, ... Yp;8, ... 8
m 

are Grassmann-Bargmann-Wigner and it may also be evaluated according to (11.5) as 
multispinors with the properties 

or alternatively 

AP .I.Y' ... y, ... yp:8, ... 8m = 0 
+y,Of' , 

A~ 8, t/lY, ... Yp:8, ... 8, ... 8m = 0, 

where 

( 10.6) 

(10.7) 

(10.8) 

(10.9) 

.I.Y' ... yp:8, ···6,. = J. (C -I)a,y, '" (C -I )P,.6,. 
Of' Of' a, ... apfJ, ... Pm . 

(10.10) 

The t/I are antisymmetric in the sets [r 1 ... rp] and 
[15 1 ... l5m ] separately. However, only their completely anti
symmetric projections contribute to <1>';; . 

XI. INTEGRALS 

The Grassmann-Hermite functions have properties en
tirely analogous to those of the familiar Hermite functions. 
To discuss orthogonality properties one may define a gener
ating function 

= e - (M 12)88 f _1_ (I ~)m e(M 12)88, 
m=O m! ao (11.1 ) 

where the ta anticommute among themselves and with the 
o a' and where 

or 

- a - a 
t ao = ta aOa ' 
E(m) = ( _ )(m/2)(m-l). 

Then 

g(O,t) = e- (MI2)88i(ala8)e(MI2)88 

= e - (M 12)88e(M 12)(6 + t)(8 + t) 

(11.2) 

(11.3) 

(11.4 ) 

(11.5) 

Then the orthogonality properties may be established by 
consideration of the integral 

J = f [dO je(MI2l88g (O,t)g(O,s). (11.6) 

This integral may be expanded according to ( 11.1) as 

J = 2: E(m)E(p) 1 ... 1 sp ... sp 
p,m m!p! al a p 1 m 
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= e- MSt J [d<,6je(MI2)H 

where <,6 = 0 + s + t. But 

J [d<,6je(MI2l~~ 
= J [d<,6] f ~ (~(~<,6y 

j=oj12) 

= (M'\Al2 E(A) Pf(C) 
. 2) (A/2)! ' 

(11.8 ) 

( 11.9) 

where the usual rules for integration of Grassmann variables 
have been used, and Pf( C) is the Pfaffian or square root of 
the determinant of C: 

Pf(C) = (det C)I/2. 

Then 

J = e_MSt(Af\Al2 Pf(C) . 
2) (A/2)! 

(11.10) 

(11.11) 

To compare with (11.7) we expand (11.11). Then 

where 

la, ... apo/Jt ···P,. = J [dO je(MI2l88H a , ... ap (O)H P,"'P,,(O). 

(11.13 ) 

There are no terms on the right of (11.12) for which 
mi=p. Therefore these functions are orthogonal: 

la, ... apfJ, ···P,. = 0, m i=p. (11.14) 

Ifm =p, 

la, ... apfJ, "'Pm 

= AmMAl2 + mpf(C) (C -1)[aQll, ... (C -I)a,.lll,.l, 

(11.15) 

where 

A = ( - )mE(m)m! 

m 2AI2(A/2)! 

and the indices a andp are antisymmetrized separately. 
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XII. LAGRANGIANS 

To see how one obtains Lagrangians corresponding to (10.5), consider for instance the invariant () integral: 

1m (x) = f[d()] <I>~<I>~ = t ~a, ... a.pll""Pm(x)~y, ... y,;61 ... 6m(X) 

X f [d()] e(M/2)6eHa, ... a'P""Pm«()Hy,···yq6I···6m«(), (12.1 ) 

where 

::i, (x) = zYl+mAY' ••• A Y' A61 ••• A6m F (x). 'l'al···a.pllI···Pm +al +a, -PI -Pm y,···Y,;61···6m 

Then 

I = ~ B (_ )q+m::i. (x)·"lal···a.pllI···Pm)(x) 
m £.J q+m 'f'a •... aq!J.···Pm 'f' , ( 12.2) 

q 

where 

Bm =AmM I6+ m Pf(C). 

As previously remarked, <I>~ is irreducible only if m<3 or m> 13. Let us consider m = 1: 

I( ) -~( ')q+1B (AY' ... A Y' A 6 -p ( »)."Ial.·.a.pll)( ) 1 X -~ -z q+l +al +a, _p Y""Y,;6 X 'I' X. (12.3 ) 
q 

Up to a complete divergence we can write 

I(x)=~(-i)q+lB F . (x)AY' ... A Y' A/; .,.Ia , ... a.pll)(x) 
1 ~ q+ 1 y, "'Yq,/; -a, -aq +P'I' 

q 

+I ( _i)q+1B 1(_I_)F .• (x)AY' .. ·AY' A/; p."a, ... a.pll(x) 
q + 1 y, ... Y u - a, - a + 'I' 

q q +" q 

q (q)-= - ~ ~ B -- P (x)(A2 )y, ... (A2 )Yj-I 
~ ~ q+l 1 Y""y,;/; - p, - Pj- I 

q j= 1 q + 
X (A2_ )Yj+ "pj+I ... (A2_ )Y'pq(P2_M2)/j/;pj(P2_M2)/jYjaFP,oOA;a(X) 

+ ~ B (_I_)F . (x)(A2 )y' ... (A2 )Yq (A2 )/; F P, "'Pfa(X). -7 q + 1 q + I y, 00. Y,,/; - p, - Pq + a (12.4 ) 

If we use the irreducibility condition at this point, we just get 

I1(x) = t Bq + 1 C~ JFY'oO.yq;/;(X)AY~a, ... A~aqA/;+pFa, ... a.pll(X)' (12.5 ) 

One can of course redefine fields in many ways to give a 
different form to the Lagrangian. For instance, with - /; - . "'a l ••• a.pll = A_pXa, ... a,;/; we get stmply 

I( ) _~Bq+l- AP a, ... a,;6 (12.6) 
1 X - ~--1 Xal···a.pll +/;X , 

q q+ 
after using the irreducibility condition. 

XIII. REMARKS 

There are two ways of introducing interactions into this 
noninteracting Lagrangian. In the first method the group is 
regarded as global or rigid. One may then form invariant 
interactions from products of the irreducible superfields that 
we have found. The simplest of these models correspond to 
nonlinear theories in which the interaction is of fourth de
gree. These cases are analogs of the nonlinear scalar and 
spinor fields. 

In a more satisfactory formulation,5 one writes the La
grangian.Y = f(d()] <I> n <1>, where n is a projection opera
tor such that the irreducibility conditions are derived from 
the superfield equation of motion, rather than being imposed 
by hand. In that way, the dimensions ofn are dictated by the 
leading physical field, which we have not selected here, and 
the fact that the dimensions of .Y are (length) -4. 
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Ifthere are interaction terms, then of course the individ
ual fields no longer satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation and 
by Sec. IX these superfields are no longer irreducible. How
ever the field algebra still will close under supersymmetry 
transformations so that the formulation of the interacting 
theory is still off shell. 

In the second and more fundamental approach to inter
actions, the group is regarded as local and the interactions 
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TABLE IV. Coefficients for 11 dimensions in Eq. (A8). 

C(k) p ~ 0 2 

0 11 -110 
1 -9 -70 
2 7 - 38 
3 -5 -14 
4 3 2 
5 -1 10 

Here G = ± E(k) C(k) 

p k~O k! p 

appear via the displacement field or connection. To imple
ment this approach one gauges the graded Lie algebra. 

Although the analysis of massive representations given 
in this paper is of interest in itself, it was intended to be 
preliminary to an attack on the massless case so that the 
transition to local symmetries could be effected in the con
ventional manner. 

In descending to space-time there are various possibili
ties as illustrated by the different versions of Cremmer and 
Julia6 and of de Wit and Nicolai7 and the discussion of Ref. 1. 
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APPENDIX A: THE DIRAC ALGEBRA 

The Dirac algebra in n dimensions is formed by 2[nl2] 
X 2 [n12] matrices satisfying 

{rA ,rB }=2TJAB' A,B=O,I, ••• ,n-l, (AI) 

where 

TJAB = diag( + - ... - ). 
We can define totally antisymmetric r-tensors by 

rA""Ap =!(rA""Ap_,rAp - (- )prAprA""Ap_,)' (A2) 

In odd dimensions the r -tensors of rank <; [n12] are 
sufficient to span the 2[n12] X2[nl2] matrix space since 

rOr)r2 ... r n _) = aI [a2 = ( - )[nI2]] (A3) 

in odd dimensions. 
From (AI) and (A2) we can derive formulas for all 

commutators and anticommutators of r -tensors: 

l{rM, ... M2k r } 
2 ' N1,··Nm 

= ± (_ )j m! (2k) 
j=O (m - 2j)! 2j 
XI5[M, ••• I5M2j~2j+' ... M2kJ 

[N, N2J N2j +,···Nm ]' 

with a = Min{k,[m12]}, (A4) 

a = Min{k,p}, (AS) 
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3 4 5 Gp Ep 

-990 7920 55440 1024 - 32 
450 2160 -5040 0 32 

-126 -144 -5040 0 32 
- 30 - 528 1680 0 - 32 

66 -144 1680 0 - 32 
- 30 240 -1200 0 32 

a = Min{k - 1,[ (m - 1 )/2]), (A6) 

1 [rM ""M2k +, r ] 
2 ' N 1 ,··N2p + I 

= ± ( _ )j (2p + 1)! (2k + 1) 
j=O (2p + 1 - 2j)! 2j 

XD[M' ••• ~2jrM~+, ... M2k+'] 
[N, N2j N~+2···N2p+']' 

a = Min(k,p). (A7) 

These formulas can be used to decompose products of 
r -tensors (or D-tensors as in Sec. VII). 

Constants very useful in calculations are C ~k) defined 
by 

r r ~, ... Ak - C(k)r 
A, ... Ak B, ... Bp - P B, ... Bp' 

They satisfy the recursion relations 

C!:) = (- )k-\C!:-I)C~) 

+ (k-l)(n-k+2)C!:-2), k:>l, 

(A8) 

C~) = 1, C~) = (- )m(n - 2m), (A9) 

C6k) = (- )(kl2)(k-)k{~) = E(k)k{~). (AlO) 

In 11 dimensions we have the results in Table IV. 

APPENDIX B: FIERZ REARRANGEMENTS 

In general, if Q), Q2' Q3 and Q4 are Majorana spinors, 
and 

{Qf,Qf} = 2s1, 
then one has the identity 

Q)MQ2Q3N Q4 

1 - -
-- LA,(j)Q)MOj NQ4QPj Q2 

A j 

1 -+- LA..(j)Q)MOj NQ4 Tr[Oj(2$23)C] 
A j 

-..!.. LA..(j)A.. , (j)Q\MOj N(2s24 )COj Q3 
A j 

1 -+ - LA..(j)Q\MOj N(2$34)COj Q2, 
A j 

R. Finkelstein and M. Villasante 
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(B4) where {OJ} is an orthogonal basis in the space of A X A ma
trices, satisfying 

(B3) 

For our purposes all the spinors are the same (namely 
D) and the basis is given by r-tensors. We have then in 11 
dimensions: 

DMDDND = - _1_ ± E(t DMrB, ... BWDDr B, ... BP - DMPND 
32 j=O J. 

__ 1_ ~ ~ [( _ )j+E( ·)]DMrB, ... Bwpr D 
32 .~ ~ J B, ... Bj , 

}=o J. 

where the 1/J1 factors are to compensate overcounting. Since D is a Majorana spinor satisfying 

{Da,Dp} = _ (Pc-1)aP, 

we have 

Dr.4 , ... AJD = 0, for j = 2,5, 

DrAD = - I6PA· 

Now we can "Fierz": 

We have made use of 

(see Gk in Appendix A). 
After a little algebra one arrives at the equation 

(1 + ~;))DprABDDrABPD 
C(2) (1 5 (V ) =. __ 0_P 2(DD)2+8p 4 CI2)+- L 7cy)C~J) 
32 16 j=O J. 

_ _ _3_ DrB,B,B'DDr D + _4_ DrB, ... B'DDr D __ 4 __ DPrB,B,B'DDr PD. 
p 2 (C(2) C(2) ) C(2) 1 
32 3! B,B,B, 4! B, ... B. 16 3! B,B,B, 

In the same way one can obtain the equation 

( 1 + C i
3

)) DPrB,B,B'DDr PD 
3116 B,B,B, 

= _ C~3) p2(DD)2 + 8P4(Cj3) +_1_ ± (~y CP)C~j)) 
32 16 j=O J. 

- - _3_ DrB,B,B'DDr D + _4_ DrB, ... B·DDr D + _3_ Dpr DDrABPD. 
p 2 (C(3) C(3) ) C(3) 
32 3! B,B,B, 4! B, ... B. 32 AB 

(B5) 

(B6) 

(B7) 

(B8) 

(B9) 

(BlO) 

With these two equations we can solve DPr DDrABPD in terms of (DD)2 p2 DrB,B,B'D Dr D and DrB, ... B·D _ AB , , B,B,B, ' 
DrB, ... B.D. 

We can continue this process with 

D~, .. ·BkDDr D p, ... Bk 

= __ 1_ ± E(j) C~k)DrA, .. ·AJDDr D_C(kfjjPD __ I_ ~ (- Y C(k)C(j)DPD. (Bll) 
32 j =0 j1 ) A, ... AJ I 32i=-0 J1 j I 

For k = 3,4 we get two equations that allow us to solve for DrB,B,B'D Dr D and DrB, ... B'D Dr D in B,B,B, B, ... B. 
terms of (DD) 2 and P 2. After the necessary algebra one gets 
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the final result 

C1 = i(1lp 2)[ (DD)2 - t62P2]. (Bt2) 
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Superfield and irreducible superfield structure 
M. Villasante 
Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024 
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Field contents for scalar superfields in different numbers of dimensions are tabulated. Tables of 
field contents for some irreducible superfields included in the scalar superfield in 11 dimensions 
are also given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The formulation of supersymmetric Kaluza-Klein the
ories would in principle demand knowledge of the contents 
of general superfields both in terms of irreducible superfields 
and of ordinary fields. Extensive tables of field contents for 
the scalar superfield in various numbers of dimensions have 

TABLE I. D = 8 scalar superfield. 

() sector SO(7.1) representations 

(}O [0] 
(}(+) [BBl 
(}(+12 [1 1] 
(}(+) (}(-) [111].[1] 
(}(+)3 

UB -ij 
(}(+12 (}(-l UB -no UiB]. UB-!1 
(}(+l4 [2].[111-1] 
(}(+13 (}(-l [211-1].[21].[111].[1] 
(}(+12 (}(-12 [22].[211].[2].[1111]. 

[111-1].[11].[0] 
(}(+15 

UB-n 
(}(+l4 (}(-l 

[B! -ij. UH -no [B! -!j. 
[BB]. UB -!l 

(}(+13 (}(-)2 UB -no [BB]. BB -!j. 
[BB].2[H! -!j. [BBI 

(}(+)6 [1 1] 
(}(+15 (}(-l [211-1].[21].[111].[1] 
(}(+l4 (}(-12 [31].[221- 1].2[2 11].[2] 

[111-1].2[11] 
(}(+13 (}(-13 [311].[3].[221].[2111]. 

[211- 1].2[2 1].2[111].[1] 
(}(+17 [BBl 
(}(+)6 (}(-l 

UH -!j. [BB]. [B! -!] 
(}(+)5 (}(-12 UB -!j. [BB]. BB -!] 

[BB].2[B! -!j. [BBI 
(}(+l4 (}(-13 

[BB]. UH -!j. [BB]. 
2UB -!]. [BB].2[H! -!j. 
2[BB]. UB -!] 

(}(+18 [0] 
(}(+17 (}I-l [111].[1] 
(}(+)6 (}1-12 [22].[211].[2].[1111]. 

[111-1].[11].[0] 
(}(+15 (}(-13 [311].[3].[221].[2111]. 

[211-1].2[21].2[111].[1] 
(}(+l4 (}(-l4 [4].[3111].[311- 1].[3 1]. 

[222].[22].3[21 1].2[2]. 
[1111].[111-1].[11].[0] 

The box (}(+l"'(}(-lo gives the SO(7.1) representations of the field 
W". ' .. ".11 •. -fl. (x) in the expansion 

«I>(x.(} (+l.() (-I) 

8 
= L () ( + la •••• (} ( + lam(} (- lfl •••• (} ( - lfl. W (x) 

m,n =0 a.'··a,../J. "·11.. • 

been given in Ref. 1. Unfortunately some of those tables con
tain errors and need revision while others must be complet
ed. In Sec. II we give the correct results for the tables that 
need to be changed. 

In Ref. 2 the analysis of the massive irreducible repre
sentations of the super-Poincare algebra in higher dimen
sions was undertaken and a complete decomposition of the 
scalar superfield in 11 dimensions in its irreducible compo
nents was achieved. In Sec. III we will reproduce the table of 
these irreducible components and give the field content for 
the three smallest ones. What we search for are the represen
tations corresponding to the massive counterpart of the su
pergravity multiplet in 11 dimensions,3 which indeed ap
pears later in Table VII. 

II. FIELD CONTENTS OF SCALAR SUPERFIELDS 

In the first three tables we follow the structure of Ref. 1, 
listing the field content as representations of SO (d - 1,1) 
for each (J sector. We list the irreducible representations by 
their highest weight vectors, omitting the zero components. 

Table I shows the field content of the scalar superfield in 
eight dimensions. We list only the sectors (J ( + )m (J ( - )n 

with m>n, (J(+) and (J(-) being the two Weyl projections 
of (J. The terms (J ( + )n (J ( - )m can be obtained from (J ( + )m 

(J (-)n by mirror conjugation l (the representation X 
= [..1. 1..1.2 ... A.p _ 1 - A.p ] is the mirror-conjugated represen
tation of the irreducible representation A. 
= [..1. 1..1.2 ••• A.p _ 1A.p ] of SO(2p»). We do not list the cases 

TABLE II. D = 9 sca1ar superfield. 

(}sector SOC 8. 1) representations 

(}O [0] 
() [BBl 
(}2 [111].[11] 
(}3 [BB]. [BB] 
(}4 [22].[2111).[21).[2].[1111] 
(}5 [BB]. [BB]. [BB]. [BB]. [HH] 
(}6 [311).[31).[2211).[2111].[211).[21]. 

[111].[11] 
(}7 [BB]. [BB]. [BB]. [BB]. 

[BB]. [BB]. [BB]. [BHl 
(}8 [4).[3111].[311).[3].[222].[221].[22]. 

[2111].[211].[2].[1111].[111].[1].[0] 

The box ()" shows the SOC 8. 1 ) representations of the field W" •... ".ex) in the 
expansion 

16 

«I>(x.(}) = L (}"'''' (}'" W" .... ".ex) . 
0-0 
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TABLE III. D = 11 scalar superfield. TABLE III. (Continued.) 

8 sector 80( 10.1) representations 813 [VB!!]. [VB!!]. [JtBH]. [¥BB]. 

8° [01 [JtBB]. [JtBB]. [JtBB]. [JtBB]. 

8 [lBB) [JtBB]. [JtBB]. [JtBB]. [BB!]. 
8 2 [11111.[1111 +8 0 nBB]. [HB!]. [BB!]. UBBJ· 
8 3 

[BB!]. UBB] +8 nBB].2[BB!]. UBB].2[BB!]. 
8 4 [2221.[221111.[2211.[221.[211111 +8 2 2[BB!]. [BB!]. UBB]. UBB]. 
8 s 

[BB!]. BBB]. [BB~]. [BB!]. [HB!]. [BB!]. BBB). BHBJ· 
[BB!]. [HBH +8 3 

[BB!]. [BB!]. BBB). BBB]. 
8 6 [33111.[3311.[322111.[321111. [BB!]. BHB]. [BB~]. [BB!]. 

[32111.[3211.[31111.[311],[222221. 2[BB!]. [BBH.2[BB!].2[BB!]. 
[222111.[221111+8 4 

8 7 
[BB!]. BBB]. BHB]. [BB!]. [BB!]. [BBl]. [BB!]. [BB!]. 

[BB!]. [BB!]. BBB]. [BB!]. CHB!]. UHB]. UHH].[HB!]. 

BBB]. BBB]. [BB!]. [BB!]. BBB]. BBB]. [BB!]. BHB]. 

BBB]. BBB] +8
S BBB]. [BB!]. [BB!]. BB!!]. 

8 8 [441.[431111.[43111.[431.[4222], [BBl]. BBB] +8
11 

[42211.[4221.[421111,[42111.[421. 8 14 [7111],[711],[622111.[6221],[62111], 

[411111.[41111.[411.[41.[33221], [6211],[6111],[611],[5331],[533], 

[332111.[33111],[3311],[32221], [53221],[53211],[53211.[532],[5311], 

[32221.[3221 11.[32211.[3221,[321 1 11. [5 3 1], [5 2 2 2 1],2 [5 2 2 1 1], [5 2 2 1], 

[32111.[311111.[31111.[2222],[22211. [521111.[5211),[5111],[511], 

[2221+8 6 [443111.[44211],[44111],[43322], 

8 9 
UBB]. [BB!]. [BB!]. UBB]. 

[43311],[4331],[433],[43222], 

UHB]. UBB]. [HB!]. [BB!]. 
[4 3 2 2 1],2 [4 3 2 1 1], [4 3 2 I], [4 3 2], 
[431111.[43111.[431],[42221], 

BBB). BBB]. BBB]. [BB!]. 2[42211],[4221],[4221.[4111],[411], 
BBB]. BBB]. BBB].2[BB!]. [33322],[3331],[333],[33222], 

[BB!]· BBB]. BBB).2[BB!]. [3 3 2 2 I], [3 3 2 1 1], [3 3 2 1], [3 3 2], [3 3 1 1], 

[BB!]. BBB]. BHB]. BBH]. [331],[32221],[32221.[32211],[3221], 

[BB!]. [BB!]. BBB]. BBH]. 
[322],[3111],[311],[2222],[2221], 

[BB!]. BBH] + 8
7 

[2221.[2111],[211],[1111],[1111 +8 12 

8 1S 
[¥BB]. [VBB]. [VBB]. [VBB]. 

810 [531 11.[5311.[5221 11.[521 1 11.[521 11. [-I}HH]. [JtBB]. [-I}HB]. [-I}BB]. 
[5211.[51111.[5111.[441111.[432211. 
[43221.[432111.[43211.[43111], [JtBB]. [liB!!]. [JtBH].[HB!]. 

[43111.[4311.[422211.[42221.2[422111, UBB]. UHB]. UBB]. [BB!]. 
[42211.2[421111.[42111.[4211.[411111, [HB!]. UHB]. [BB!]. [BB!]. 
[41111.[4111.[33331.[33321.[33311. nBB]. UBB]. UBB], UBB]· 
[3331.[332211.[33221.[3321 11.[33211. [BB!]. [B!B]. [BB!]. BBB], 
[33 1 11.[3 3 11.[3222 11. [32221.2[322 1 11. 
[32211.[321111.[32111.[321],[31111. [HiB]. BBB]. BBB]. [BB!]. 

[3111.[222111.[221111 +8 8 BBB]. BHB]. BBH]. [BiB]. 
8 11 

[JiBB]. [JtBB]. [JiBB). [JtHB]. [BB!]. [BB!], BBB]. [BB!]. 

[JtBB]. UBB]. [BB!]. UBB). [BB!]. [BB!]. BBB], BHB], 

[~~ ~ ~!]. [~i ~ ~ H. 2U i ~!!]. 2U ~ ~!!], [BB!]. BBB]. [BB!]. [HB!]. 

[B!B]. UBH]. UHB].2[BH!]. BBB]. BBB]. [BH!]. BBB]. 

[BB!]. [BH!]. BBB]. BBB]. [BB!]. [BB!l +813 

[BB!]. [BB!]. BBB]. BBB]. 8 16 [81.[711111.[71.[62221.[6221],[6221. 

2[BB!]. [BB!]. BBB).2[BB!]. 
[611111.[61.[53311],[532111.[531111. 

2[BH!]. BBB]· BHH]. [HB!]. 
[52221.[52211.[5221.[511111.[51.[444], 
[443).[44222],[4421.[4411.[441. 

2[BB!]. [BB!]· BBH]· BBB]· [43311],[432221.[43211],[43111], 
[iBm. [BB!]. BBB]. [BB!]. [422221.[42221.[4221],[4221.[411111. 

BHB]. [BB!]. BBB]. [HB!] +8
9 [41.[333331.[333111.[33211],[33111], 

8 12 [6221.[621111.[621),[621.[61111], [32221.[32211.[3221.[31111).[31. 

[53211).[53211.[ 531111.[53111. [22221.[2221],[222],[211111.[21. 

[522221.[522211.[522111.[52211. [111111.[11.[01 + 8 14 

[5221.2[521111.[5211],[5211.[521. 
[51111].[4422].[44211.[442],[433211. The box 8" lists the 80(10.1) representations of the field Wa . ... a.<x) in the 
[433111.[432211.[43221.2[43211 ], expansion 
2[4321],[432],[431111.[43111.[42222], 32 

[42221],[4222],[422111.2[42211. cI>(x.8) = I 8 a .... 8
a
• Wa .... a. (xl. 

2[4221.2[421111.[42111.[4211.[421. .-0 

[41111],[333211.[333111.[332211. 
2[332111.[33211.[33111],[33111. 
[322221.[322211.[322111.[3221], 
[3221.[321111.[3211.[321.[311111. 
[222221.[222211.[222],[221111.[221], 
[221.[2 1 1 1 11 + 810 
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TABLE IV. Irreducible supecfields included in the sca1ar superfield in 11 m + n> 8 since 0 ( ± )4 + j = 0 ( ± )4 - j representation wise. 
dimensions. Table II, in similar fashion, lists the SO (8,1) representa-

j /:i/-

o [00000] 
1 [HB -!l 
2 [11100] 
3 BBH] 
4 [22000] 61 [21111] 
5 [BH!] 61 BBB] 
6 [3 1 100] 61 [22 1 1 1] 
7 [HH -!] 61 BBB] 
8 [40000] 61 [31110] 61 [22200] 
9 BHH] 61 [BH -!] 

10 [3 1 100] 61 [22 1 1 - 1] 
11 [BH -!] 61 [HB -H 
12 [22000] 61 [2 1 1 1 - 1] 
13 [BH -!] 
14 [1 1 1 00] 
15 [HH!l 
16 [00000] 

TABLE V. Irreducible superfield [!! ~! !]. 

Factor SOC 10) representations 

2[0] 2[BB!] 
[HH -!] [1111],[11],[0] 
[!BB] [11111],[111],[1] 
2[ 1 1 1] 2[BBH.2[BB -!].2[HB!].2[BB -!] 

[BH -!] [2211],[22],[2111 -1].[211],[1111],(11) 

BBB] [22 111],[221],[2 I 1 1],[21].[11111], 
[I 1 1] 

2[22] 2[BBU.2[BB -!].2[BB!] 
[2 1 1 I I) [B~B], BBB]. [BBU· [BBU, 

[HB!] 
[2111- I) [BB -n· [BB -!], [BB -H, [BB -n· 

[BB -!] 

BBB] [32111],[321],[3111],[31],[2211],[22], 
[2 1 1 I 1], [2 I I) 

[BH -H [3211],[32],[3111-1),[311],[2211-1), 
(221),[2 I I 1),[2 I] 

[BBH [22222],[22211],(21111) 

[BB -H [2222-1],[2211-1],[1111-1] 
2[3 I I) 2[BBn,2[HB -!].2[BB!],2[BB -n, 

2[B!B],2[BB -H 
[221 I I] [BB~], [BB!], [~BBl· [BHn, 

BBB], BBB] 
[2211-1] [BB -!]. [BB -!] [HB -l]' [BB -H, 

[BB -!], [BB -U 
BBB] [41111],[411],(4),[3111),[31) 

[BH -!] (4111),[41],(3111-1],[311],[3) 

[BB!] [32211],[322],(3211),[31111],[311], 
(2221),[22111],[221),[2111) 

[BB -!] [3221]'[3211-1]'[321],[3111],(2221-1], 
[222],[2211],[2111 - 1],[2 11] 

[4) BBB], [BB-n 
[31 1 1] [B~B], [BB -!]. BBH], [BB -!], 

[BB -n, [BBH, [BB -H, [HBH 
[222) [BB!], [BB -H, [BBH, [BB-H 
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tions contained in the nine-dimensional scalar superfield, 
where we stop at 0 8, since for 0 8 + n we have the same repre
sentations as for 0 8 

- n • Table III gives the results for the 
scalar superfield in d = 11, where we need to go only up to 
0 16

• In this table, the representations appearing in the fJ" 
sector appear again in the on + 2 sector, for n<:; 14. In order to 
save space, we limit ourselves to list the new representations 
in on + 2 and simply write + on at the end to indicate the set 
of representations in the on sector. 

In ten dimensions one can have "chiral" <I> (x,O (+» and 
"antichiral" <I>(x,O(-» superfields, whose contents have 
been correctly reported in Ref. 1. The content of the full 
scalar superfield <I> (x,O) can be obtained straightforwardly4 
by reducing the SO ( 10,1) representations given in Table III 
to SOC 9,1) and will not be done here. 

III. STRUCTURE OF THE SCALAR SUPERFIELD IN 11 
DIMENSIONS 

Now we briefly mention some facts about the super
Poincare algebra in d dimensions SP d' This algebra contains 

TABLE VI. Irreducible superfield [! ! !! - 0. 

Factor SO(10) representations 

2[0] 2[BH -!] 
[!HH] [1111],[11],[0] 

[HH -!l [1111-1],[111].[1] 
2[ 1 1 1) 2[BB -!].2[BHH,2[HH -!].2[HH!l 

[BH!] [2211],[22),[21111),[211].[1111),[11) 

[BH -!] [2211- 1),[221),[2111).[21].[1111-1). 
[1 1 1] 

2[22] 2[BH -H,2[BH!],2[HH-n 
[2 1 1 1 - I] [BB -H, [BB -!]. [BH -n· [BB -n· 

[BH -!] 
[21111] BBB]. BHB], BBB], [BBn· 

[HB!] 
[BH -n [321 1- 1].[321],[31 1 1],[31],[221 1],[22], 

[2 I 1 1 - 1],[2 1 1) 

BBH] [3211].[32].[31111],[311],(22111), 
(221),[21 1 1).[21) 

[BB -H [2222 - 2).[2 221 - 1],[2 1 1 1 - 1) 

BBB] (22221),[22111),[11111] 
2[3 I 1] 2[BB -n,2[BHn. 2[BH -n,2[BB!]. 

2[BH -!],2[B!H] 
[2211-1) [BB -H· [BB -!], [BB -!]. [BB -n, 

[BB -H· [BB-!] 
[22111] [BBH· BBH] BBB], [BB!], 

BBH], BBH] 
[BH -!] [4111-1),[411),[4].[3111].[3 I] 

BBB] (4111),[41),[31111].[311].[3) 

lBB -n [322 I - 1),[322).[321 1].[3111 - 1].[3 1 1], 
[2221],[2211-1).[221].[2111] 

[BBH [3221).[32111),[321),[3111),[22211), 
[222],[2211].[21111),[211] 

[4] [HB -H, BBB] 
[31 1 1] [BB -!j. [BB!]. [BB -!j. BBB], 

BBB]. lBB -H, BBB], [BB-!j 
[222] [BB -!]. [BBH, lBH -H, BBH] 

M. Villasante 1609 



                                                                                                                                    

TABLE VII. Irreducible superfie1d [I I I). 

Factor 

2[0) 
[BB~) 

[BB -~) 
2[ 1 1 I) 

BBB] 

[BB -!] 

2[22) 

[2 1 I I I] 

[2111-1) 

UBB] 

[BB -!] 

2[3 I I] 

[22111] 

[2211-1] 

BBB] 

[BB -~] 

UBB] 

SOC 10) representations 

2[ I 1 1] 

[BB~], [BB -H, BBB], [BB -!) 
[HB -H, BBB], [BB -H, [BB!l 
2[222],2[2211],2[22],2[21111],2[2111- 1], 
2[211],2[2],4[1111],2[11],2[0) 
BBB], [BB -~], [BB~], [BB -H, 
2[H~B], [BB -!], [B~m, [BB -H, 
2[BBH,2[BB -!],2[BB~], [UB -!] 

[BB -H, [BBH, [BB -~], UBB], 
2[HB -H, [B!B], [BB -H, BHB], 
2[HB -H,2[BBH,2[BB -!], [B!Bl 
2[33 1),2[32 1 1),2[32],2[3 1 1],2[22 1 1 1], 
2[2211 - 1],2[221),2[2111),2[21],2[111] 
[32211),[3211),[31111],[311], 
[22221],[2221],2[22111],[221), 
2[2111],[21],[11111),[111] 
[3221-1],[3211),[3111-1),[311), 
[2 2 2 2 - 1), [2 2 2 1],2 [2 2 1 1 - 1), [2 2 1], 
2[2111],[21],[1111-1],[111) 
[B~B], [BB -H, [BBH, [HB -H, 
2[BBH, [BB -H, [HB!], [BH -!], 
2[H~B], unm. [BB -!].3[BB!]. 
3[BB-H·2[BB!]. BBB]. [HH -H, 
2[BB!]. [BB-~] 

[BB -H· [BB!]. [BB -H· [BB!]. 
2[BB -~]. [BB!]. [HB -!], [BBH, 
2[HB -H. [BB -H, BBB],3[BB -H· 
3[HBH,2[BB -!], [BB -~]. BBU]. 

2[BB-H· BBB] 
[H~B]. [HBH· [BBH· [HB~]. 
[BBH, [HBH 
[HB -H, [BB -!], [BB -~]. [HB -H· 
[BB -n [BB -H 
2[422),2[4211),2[42].2[41 1 1 1],2[41 1 1 - 1), 
2[411],2[4).2[3221].2[32111].2[3211-1). 
4[321],6[3111].4[31),2[222),2[2211)' 
2[22],2[21111),2[2 III -1).2[211).2[2) 
[33211],[3311).[32221),[3221), 
2[32111],[321),[3111),[22222). 
[2222),2[22211),[222),2[2211).[22]. 
2[21111),[211).[1111) 
[3321- 1),[3311].[3222 - 1],[3221), 
2[3211-1].[321),[3111),[2222-2), 
[2 2 2 2),2 [2 2 2 1 - 1]. [2 2 2].2 [2 2 1 1), [2 2], 
2[2111-1),[211),[1111] 
[HB!]. UBB -~], [BBH· [BB!]. 
[BB -H,2[BB!].2[BB -H, BBB]. 

[BB -H, UBB] 
[BB -!]. [H~B]. [BB -H, [BB-!]. 
[BBH,2[BB -H.2[BB!]. [HB -!], 

BHH]· [BB -H 
[BBH· [BBH, [BH -~]. [BB!J. 
[BBH. [BB -H·2[BB!]. [BB -~], 
[B~B], [HBH, [BH -!]. BBB]. 
[BB -!].3[HBH. [BB -~],3[BB!]. 
3[HB -!].3[B!B], [BH-H, BBBl· 
[BB -!].2[BBH· [BB -H, [BBH 
[BB -~]. [BB -H, [BH!]. [BB -!]. 
[BB -H, [B~B].2[BB -!]. [B!H]. 
[HU -H· [BB -n· [BB!]. [BB -~]. 
[BH!].3[BB -H. [B!B].3[BB -!]. 
3[BH!]·3[BU-!], [HH!]. [BH -~]. 
[B~B].2[BB -n· [HUH· [BB-!j 
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TABLE VII. (Continued.) 

[4) [511),[4111).[41].[311] 
[3 1 1 1) [4 2 2 1], [4 2 1 1 1], [4 2 1 1 - 1), [42 1],2 [4 1 1 1], 

[41),[3222),[32211],[3221 - 1),[322], 
3[3211],[32),2[31111],2[3111-1],3[311], 
[3],[2221).[22111],[2211-1],[221], 
2[21 1 1].[21] 

[222) [333).[3321),[331),[32211],[3221-1], 
[322],[3211],[311].2[2221].[22111], 
[2211 - 1],[221].[2111],[111) 

the generators of the Poincare group as well as a fermionic 
generator Q satisfying the Majorana condition. The square 
of the momentum P 2 is a Casimir operator for this algebra 
and its eigenvalue M 2 partially characterizes the representa
tions. When M 2 =1= 0 a complete set of Casimirs can be found 
for the algebra, the remaining ones corresponding to Casi
mirs ofSO(d - 1), which is the "little algebra" for SP d (see 
Ref. 2). 

Therefore the massive (M 2> 0) irreducible representa
tions of SP d are characterized by M and some SO(d - 1) 
irreducible representation. The highest weight describing 
this SO(d - 1) representation is what we call superweight. 2 

The eigenvalUes of the Casimir operators, given in the 
form demanded by the scalar superfield, give us the irreduci
ble superfields included in the former. The corresponding 
superweights can be obtained alternatively by computing to
tally antisymmetric Kronecker powers5 of either of the two 
basic spinorial representations ofSO( 10), as thoroughly ex
plained in Ref. 2. 

Thus, in Table IV we display the irreducible superfields 
given by their superweights, which are included in the scalar 
superfield in 11 dimensions, as successive totally antisymme
trized Kronecker powers of the spinorial representation 
1::.- = [B B -!] ofSO( 10). 

Each of these irreducible superfields contains a multi
tude of ordinary fields, of course. These ordinary fields are 
representations of the Poincare group whose mass is the 
same as the parent superfield and which are further labeled 
by the highest weight of some SOC 10) irreducible represen
tation. The set of highest weights included in one given su
perweight is obtained by performing the Kronecker product 
of that superweight with each of the superweights listed in 
Table IV. Each product is the Kronecker product of two 
SOC 10) representations. 

Unlike Ref. 1 we favor the technique involving Schur 
functions to compute Kronecker products,6 which can be 
implemented in computer programs. 

In Tables V-VII we report the field contents of the irre
ducible superfields characterized by [! ! ! ! !], [! ! !! -!], 
and [1 1 1] in 11 dimensions. In these tables we list repre
sentations of the Poincare group [the mass being omitted, 
this means SO ( 10) representations] rather than SO ( 10, 1 ) 
by giving the result of the Kronecker product of the repre
sentation under "Factor" with the representation character
izing the corresponding irreducible superfield. We have to 
include under "Factor" all the irreducible representations of 
Table IV. From the discussion of the previous paragraph it is 
clear that the field content of the representation [0] is al-
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ready listed in Table IV. 
The reason to go up to [1 1 1] and no further is that the 

smaller representations do not contain all three fields [2], 
[j ~ ~ ~ ~] • and [1 1 1] corresponding to the "massive super
gravity multiplet"; [1 1 1] is the smallest piece containing 
[2]. All the bigger irreducible superfields also contain the 
full multiplet. 

Viewed as representations of SOC 10,1 ), the massive 
counterpart of the supergravity multiplet is given again by 
[2], U B B], and [1 11], which indeed appear in Table 
III: [21 inthelJ16 and [BUH inthe8 1s aswe1lasthe8 17 

sector. 
This tells us that it may not be necessary to go beyond 

the scalar superfield in order to formulate supergravity in 11 
dimensions. Even the irreducible pieces that do not contain 

1611 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 27, No.6, June 1986 

the massive counterpart of the supergravity multiplet could 
contain the supergravity multiplet itself in the limit M 2-0. 
This remains unexplored so far. 
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Local properties of a quantum system are defined as the expectation values of its observables in a 
microstate of some complete set of commuting observables. An equation for the time evolution of 
local properties is obtained for any system whose statistical operator (density matrix) evolves by 
unitary transformation in accordance with the von Neumann equation. The formalism is applied 
to the example of a system of one particle. In this case the local properties are fields, the time
evolution equation is an equation of continuity with source terms. For constants of motion the 
source terms vanish, giving equations of continuity for the fields. For each scalar field a flux 
vector for its transport current is defined. For momentum, a stress tensor is obtained. The effects 
on local properties of realization of a latent ensemble of the statistical operator (an entropy
increasing mechanism recently proposed to explain approach to equilibrium) are also considered; 
a non-negative local entropy production is identified, as well as a discontinuous redistribution of 
local properties among microstates. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The properties of physical systems, including thermo

dynamic properties, are ensemble-average values of the cor
responding observables of the system. An ensemble average 
is calculated as the trace of the product ofthe observable and 
the statistical operator that represents the state of the sys
tem. 1 Accordingly, these averages give global properties of 
the system. We use the term global to describe properties of 
the entire system. It is frequently the case, however, that we 
are interested in the value of a property, not for the system as 
a whole, but for some subsystem within the system, such as a 
particular spatial point or set points inside an extended sys
tem. For example, thermodynamic systems are characteris
tically subsystems of a global system, the "universe," with 
complementary subsystems, which are the "surroundings." 

In order to discuss properties of subsystems we intro
duce the concept of a local property, which may be formulat
ed in the following way. Each observable of the system is an 
operator belonging to some complete set of commuting ob
servables.2

,3 The spectrum of simultaneous eigenvalues of 
such a set is nondegenerate; each eigenstate defines a micro
state of the system for the observables in the complete set.4 

By a local property is meant the expectation of an observ
able, not for the system as a whole, but for an individual 
microstate of a complete set of commuting observables; in 
particular, the set of coordinate operators of the system 
whose microstates constitute the physical space of the sys
tem.s The definition oflocal property is given in (2.6). The 
property in a subspace of the system, which comprises a sub
set of all the microstates of a complete set of commuting 
observables, is additive: it is the sum of the local properties at 
these microstates in the subspace. The global property is the 
sum of local properties at all the microstates of the set of 
observables, a sum over all eigenvalues of the spectrum of 
these observables. From the defining equation (2.6) of a lo
cal property, we obtain the equation for its rate of change in 
time (2.11). 

The main result of this paper is Eq. (2.11), which de
scribes the rate of change of a local property when the statis-

tical operator of the system evolves unitarily in accordance 
with the von Neumann equation. If the property is globally 
conserved, this equation becomes the local conservation law 
( 2.14), which is satisfied, for example, by the local entropy, 
as shown in (2.20). 

In Sec. III the formalism is applied to the example of a 
system that consists of one particle. Although globally the 
system is a particle, locally at a microstate of the coordinate 
operator, it is characterized by fields. Each local property is 
a field, whose time evolution, derived from (2.11), is the 
equation of continuity with source terms (3.7). For each 
scalar observable of the one-particle system there is a flux 
vector whose divergence appears in (3.7); it specifies the 
transport current for that observable. Several examples for 
various observables are considered. If the observable is a glo
bally conserved property, the source terms in (3.7) vanish, 
leaving the equation of continuity (3.9) for the conserved 
field. Thus an equation of continuity for probability (num
ber of particles) is obtained in (3.10), which takes the famil
iar form (3.12) when the statistical operator of the system is 
a pure state.6 An equation of continuity for the local entropy 
is obtained in (3.13). The equation of change for the local 
momentum (3.15) permits identification of the stress tensor 
(3.16). Equations for local energy, kinetic, potential, and 
total, are obtained in (3.17)-(3.19), in which the corre
sponding flux vectors are readily identifiable. 

The time evolution equation (2.11), on which the re
sults of Sees. II and III are based, applies to systems whose 
statistical operators evolve by unitary transformation in ac
cordance with the von Neumann equation. In unitary trans
formations the global entropy remains constant. In order to 
explain the approach of systems to equilibrium, it was pro
posed in a recent paper4 that the statistical operator changes 
sporadically by realizations oflatent ensembles, as well as by 
isentropic, unitary transformations. Non-negative increases 
in global entropy occur when latent ensembles are realized, 
increases that vanish when equilibrium is attained. As a final 
application of the concept of local properties introduced in 
Sec. II, the effects on local properties resulting from realiza-
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tion of a latent ensemble are considered in Sec. IV. Following 
an explanation of terminology and a recapitulation of the 
mechanism of realization of latent ensembles (described in 
detail in Ref. 4), the attendant changes in local properties 
are considered. In general, a discontinuous redistribution of 
local values among the microstates occurs, leaving the global 
values of observables and entropy unchanged. But, in addi
tion, non-negative local entropy changes are produced at 
each microstate; the sum of these local entropy productions, 
taken over the spectrum of microstates, agrees with the glo
bal entropy increase for the system when a latent ensemble is 
realized. 

II. LOCAL PROPERTIES 
A 

Consider, in the SchrOdinger picture, an observable Qt 
(with explicit dependence on time t) of a system in a state 
specified by statistical operator wt • The expectation value of 
A 

Qt for the system at time t is 
A A 

(Qt)t =tr(wtQt)' trwt = 1. (2.1) 

According to .1.he von Neumann equation for a system with 
Hamiltonian H" 

alb, i A A 

-+-[Ht,w,]_ =0, (2.2) 
at Ii 

so that 
A A 

d(Qt)t = (aQt +~[H Q ]_). (2.3) 
dt at Ii t' t t 

A 

The expectation (Qt)t in (2.1) is an average value for the 
entire system, a global property; it is the mean value predict-

A 

ed by theory for the experimental measurement of Qt on the 
system in state W t. Weare interested in predicting the values 

A 

of Qt measured on subsystems within the system, such as the 
value at a particular spatial point or set of points inside an 
extended system in a state wt • For this purpose we now intro
duce the notion of a local property. 

Let i represent a complete commuting set of observa
bles of the system. Its spectrum of eigenvalues is nondegen
erate and, for finite systems, discrete.4

•
7 The projector 

A A 

P(x) = Ix) (xl, tr P(x) = I, (2.4) 

specifies the microstate ofi with eigenvector Ix). The com
pleteness condition is 

L
A A 

" P(x) = 1, (2.5) 

where f x indicates a spectral summation on the eigenvalues 
A 

x. A l~ property is the expectation value of Qt in a micro-
state P(x), defined to be 

A A A 

(Qt) (t,x) = ! tr(P(x) [w"Qt ] +) 
A 

=!(xl[w"Q']+lx). (2.6) 

From the completeness condition (2.5) it follows that 

(Qt)t = l(Qt) (t,x), (2.7) 

so that the global property is a sum of the local properties on 
the entire set of eigenvalues x or i. If the spectral sum in 
(2.7) is restricted to a subset of these eigenValues, then (Qt) t 
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will be the value of the property on the subsystem that com
prises just this subset of eigenvalues ofi. For a subsystem the 
value of a property is the sum of local values on the micro
states that it comprises. 

A 

The time evolution of the global property (Qt > t is given 
in (2.3). We now derive the equation for the time evolution 

A 

of the local property (Qt)t(t,x). Using (2.2) and (2.6) we 
obtain 

A a (Q ) (t x) A A A 

t , = (2ili) -1 tr( [H"Wt ] _ [P(x),Q,] +) 
at 

+!tr(Wt[P(X),a~t 1+), (2.8) 
A 

Note that since [H"wt ] _ ~ ° if the system is in equilibri-
um, then for an observable Q without explicit time depen
dence, 

A 

a (Q ) (t,x) = 0, 
at 

(2.9) 

A 

so that the local property (Q) (I,x), as well as the global 
A 

property (Q)t in (2.3), is independent of time. For opera-
" A A A 

tors A, B, C, and D, it is readily verified that 
AA AA 

tr([A,B L [C,D ] +) 
AA AA AA AA 

= tr([ C,A L [D,B ] +) + tr([D,A L [C,B ] +). (2.10) 

Accordingly, from (2.8), 
A 

a (Qt) (t,x) = (2ili)-1 tr([P(x).Ht] _ [w"Qt] +) 
at 

+ (2ili)-1 tr([Qt.H,] _ [P(x),wt ] +) 
A 

+ ! tr(p(x) [ W"~ airt 1 + ) 

or, from (2.6), 

A 

a (Q ) (t x) " A A A 
t , = _ t ([H,P( )] [A Q] ) at 21i r t x - W" t + 

+ (a~t + ~ [Ht,Q,] _) (t,x). 

(2.11 ) 

T~s is the equation for the time evolution of a local property 
(Qt) (t,x). Note that (2.3) is recovered upon spectral sum
mation of (2.11) on the set of eigenvalues x, because of the 
completeness condition (2.5). But again, as noted after 
(2.1), spectral summation over a subset of eigenvalues gives 
d (Qt) / dt for the subsystem comprising this subset of eigen
values ofi. 

A 

Comparison of (2.11) and (2.3) shows that if Qt satis-
fies the operator equation 

aQt i A A 

Tt+"i[Ht,Qrl- =0, (2.12) 

then the global property < Qt ) t is conserved, 
A 

d (Qt)t = 0, 
dt 

A 

(2.13 ) 

and the local property (Qt) (t,x) is subject to a local conser-
vation law 
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A 

a (Q,) (t,x) i A A A A 

---= - tr([H"P(x)] _ [w"Q,] +). (2.14) at 21i 
[Note that (2.12), in the Schr6dinger picture, is equivalent 

A 

to dQ l( / dt = 0, where the Heisenberg operator 
A H A _I"" A A. • 1 
Q, = U',Io Q,U"'o,and U"'o IS defined m (2.16) be ow.] We 
consider several examples. The unit operator and, according 
to (2.2), W, both satisfy (2.12). More generally, the solution 
of the von Neumann equation (2.2) can be written as 

A A 

W, = U,' W, U,--;I, 
.0 0 • 0 

where fr",o is a unitary operator satisfying 
A 

au" i A A A A 

__ '_0 +-H,U" =0, U,' = 1. at Ii'o 0'0 

Therefore, for any integer n>O, 
A A 

w~ = U,' w~ U,-; I. • 0 0 • 0 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18 ) 

According, w~ and In W, satisfy (2.12). From (2.6) and 
(2.14), therefore, the local conservation laws for these prop
erties are 

A a tr(P(x)wn
) • A A 

----'-=~tr([H"P(x)]-w~), n>l, (2.19) at Ii 
A A 

a tr(P(x)S,) i A A A 

at = "itr([H"P(x)]-s,). (2.20) 

Here S, is the entropy operator, 
A 

S, = - W, Inw, (2.21) 
A A A 

and tr(P(x)S,) is the local entropy in the microstate P(x). 
The entropy of a subsystem comprising several microstates 
is the sum of the local entropies in these microstates. The 
global entropy tr S, is the von Neumann entropy,S which is 
conserved when W, evolves unitarily in accordance with 
(2.15 ). 

A 

If Q is any time-independent variable that commutes 
A A 

with H (also time independent), then Q satisfies (2.12). 
A 

Therefore (Q), is conserved according to (2.13)-a "con-
A 

stant of motion"-and (Q) (t,x) obeys the local conserva-
tion law (2.14). 

III. ONE-PARTICLE SYSTEM 

The general discussion in Sec. II now will be applied to a 
specific system. This example will elucidate the physical 
meaning of the first term on the right-hand side of (2.11). 
We consider a system consisting of one particle, identify i as 
the coordinate operator, and assume that 

H, =p2/2m+ V,(i). (3.1) 

Here p is the momentum; m, the mass; and V, (i), the poten
tial energy at time t. 

When i is the coordinate operator, the local properties 
defined in (2.6) are fields. The spatial coordinates x for these 
fields are the eigenvalues of i for the system. In quantum 
mechanics space comprises the global set of eigenvalues x of 
i (see Ref. 5), in contrast to classical geometry, where coor
dinate variables are defined on a space that is the three-di-
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mensional continuum of the real numbers. 
We now specify (2.11) for the Hamiltonian (3.1) of the 

one-particle system. The first term on the right-hand side 
becomes 

A A A 

(i/21i)tr( [H"P(x)] _ [w"Q,] +) 
A A 

= (i/4mli)tr([p2,P(x)] _ [w"Q, ] +) 
A A A A 

= - (i/Ii)tr{[P(x),pL·.@,)= -tr(P(x)V·.@,), 
(3.2) 

where .@, is the flux-vector operator for the transport cur-
A 

rent associated with the scalar field Q" 
A A 

.@, = (4m)-I[p,[w"Q,]+]+, (3.3) 
A 

and V is the commutation operatorS 
A 

V( .. ·) = (i/Ii)[p,···L. (3.4) 

Furthermore, in coordinate respresentation, 

p = ~ rlx)~(xl. (3.5) 
I Jx ax 

Note: Differentiation with respect to discrete-valued 
variables has been discussed in earlier works.5,7 Therefore, 

A AA i( a A tr(P(x)V·.@,)=(xlx')-,.(x'I.@,lx) 
x' ax 

A a ) a - (xl.@,lx')· ax' (x'lx) = ax ·.@(t,x), 

A A 

.@(t,x)=tr(P(x).@,). (3.6) 

Thus, for the one-particle system, (2.11) becomes 
A a (Q,) (t,x) a 11) 

at = - ax ';;z (t,x) 

( 
aQ, i A A ) + at +"i[ H"Q,] - (t,x), (3.7) 

which has the form of an equation of continuity with source 
terms. From (3.3), (3.5), and (3.6), the local flux vector 
.@ (t,x) is given by 

A A 

.@ (t,x) = (4m) -I tr(P(x) [p, [w"Q,] +] +) 

= 4:i{(~ (xl)[w"Qt]+lx) 

- (xl[w"Q,]+(~ Ix»)}. (3.8) 
A 

For observables Q, that satisfy (2.12), the source terms 
in (3.7) vanish, and the local conservation law (2.14) be
comes the equation of continuity 

A 

a (Q,)(t,x) = -~ • .@(t,x). 
at ax 

(3.9) 

For example, from (2.19) for n = 1, 

atr(P(x)w,) a e-
at = - ax '1/' (t,x), (3.10) 

which is the equation of continuity for probability, with flux 
vector /"(t,x) given by (3.8) (Q, = i in this case), 

/" (f,x) = (2m) -I tr(P(x) [p,w, ] +) 

= 2:i {(! (xl)w,lx) - (xlw,(! Ix»)} .(3.11) 
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In the pure case, in which wt = 11ft) (1ft I and 
(xl1ft) = 1ft (x), (3.10) and (3.11) give the well-known 
equation of continuity6 

a¢I!(x)1ft (x) = _ ~ 0 ~{¢I!(X) a1ft (x) 
at ax 2m; ax 

-1ft (x) a",*~x) }. (3.12) 

Similarly, the local conservation law for entropy (2.20) 
becomes the equation of continuity, 

A A 

atr(P(x)St) = -~oY(t,x), 
at ax 

(3.13) 

with entropy fl,Ux vector 
A A 

Y(t,x) = (2m)-ltr(P(x)[p,Srl+)· (3.14) 

We may obtain the rate of change of local properties for 
other observables of the one-particle system from (3.7). For 
example, for the momentum, with v = p/m, 

a (p) (t,x) _ a 1 t (pA( ) [A [A A] ] ) 
---'''-'-"'-'-...;.... - - - 0 - r x v, Wt,p + + at ax 4 

- (VVt(i»(t,x). (3.15) 

Note: We use the convention in the divergence term that 
the scalar product is between a I ax and the adjacent vector v 
as written, so that a I ax dots v in all four terms arising in 
expansion of [v,[wt,p]+]+. In (3.15), we identify the 
stress tensor as the local symmetric tensor 

A 

\fI(t,x) = (m/4)tr(P(x) [v, [Wtov] +]+). 

The rate of increase of the local kinetic energy is 

a qmv2
) (t,x) 

at 

= - ~ ° ! tr(p(x) [v'[Wto ~ mv2] +] +) 
A 

-!( [vo,VVt (i)] +) (t,x) , 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

with the kinetic energy flux vector related to the stress tensor 
of (3.16). The rate of increase of the local potential energy is 

a (Vt (i» (t,x) 

at 
= -~oJ..tr(P(x)[v,[WtoVt(i)]+]+) ax 4 

( 
aVt (i) 1 [A AVv. A ] ) + +- Vo

, t(x) + (t,x). at 2 
(3.18) 

The rate of increase of the local total energy, the sum of 
(3.17) and (3.18), is 

A 

a (Ht)(t,x) _ a 1 t (pA( ) [A [A ,HA] ] ) ----- -_0- r x V, W t t + + 
at ax 4 

(
aVt(i) ) + at (t,x). (3.19) 

The example of a one-particle system illustrates that the 
local level of description of quantum systems, according to 
(2.6) and (2.11), provides a suitable context for treating 
thermodynamic problems. A subsystem containing the mi
crostates belonging to a subset [x] 1 of the eigenvalues x of 
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the global system, constitutes a thermodynamic system. The 
remainder of the microstates belonging to the complemen
tary subset ofx is the "surroundings" of the thermodynamic 
system. This system plus surroundings is the thermodynam
ic "universe," the global system in our terminology. For ex
ample, spectral summation on [x] lin (3.19) gives 

d (fIt)l = _,( ~(t,x)oda + (aVt(i») , (3.20) 
dt j at 1 

where 
A i A (Ht)l = (Ht)(t,x), 

[xh (3.21 ) 

( 
aVt (i») _ i (avt (i) ) - (t,x) , 

at 1 [xl, at 
and 

,( ~ (t,x)oda = r ~ o~ (t,x) 
j J[Xh ax (3.22) 

is the integral over the boundary surfaces enclosing the mi
crostates belonging to the subset [xL, assumed to be suit
ably connected so that Gauss's law applies. This surface inte
gral represents the transport of energy into the 
thermodynamic system from its surroundings by the energy 
flux vector, 

A A 

~(t,x) = 1 tr(P(x) [v,[wt,Ht] +] +). (3.23 ) 
A 

If the Hamiltonian H [i.e., V(i)] is time independent in 
( 3.1 ), the energy of the global system is conserved, and, ac
cording to (3.20), the energy increase of the thermodynamic 
system arises entirely from transport of energy from the sur
rounding through the boundary surfaces. 

IV. REALIZATION OF LATENT ENSEMBLES 
In the preceding sections the statistical operator wt is 

given by (2.15), a solution of the von Neumann equation 
(2.2), evolving unitarily in time. This is a globally isentropic 
process as noted after (2.21). A second mechanism, in addi
tion to unitary transformation, for change of the statistical 
operator has been proposed in a recent paper4: realization of 
latent ensembles. It also is a global process, occurring irre
versibly with non-negative entropy increase. We wish to con
sider the effects of this global process on the local properties 

A 

ofthe system at a microstate P(x). 
We first give an outline of the mechanism of realization 

oflatent ensembles. The initial value of the statistical opera
tor at to is assumed to be a v ensemble, characterized by the 
spectral representation 

w(v) = Ilv)W(V)(v l, i w(v) = 1. (4.1 ) 

Here v is a complete commuting set of observables of the 
system with eigenvectors Iv) belonging to the nondegenerate 
set of eigenvalues v oft. An eigenvalue w(v) ofw(v) gives 
the initial probability of the observable v in the v microstate; 

A 

it is specified by the projector P( v) , 
A A A 

w(v) =tr[w(v)P(v)], P(v) = Iv)(vl. (4.2) 

These probabilities are determined in a v measurement situa
tion at to. The statistical operator evolves unitarily from its 
initial value w(v) in accordance with the von Neumann 
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equation (2.2), so that for r~/o it becomes 

wt.to (v) = <$. t.to w(v) <$. t:;o I, (4.3) 

according to (2.15) and (2.16). If q is another complete 
commuting set of observables, the latent q ensemble of the 
system whose statistical operator is wt.to (v) is, by definition, 

( A A 

Wt.to (v;q) = Jqtr [wt.to (v)P(q) ]P(q), 

P(q) = Iq)(ql. (4.4) 

Thus, wt.to (v;q) is the diagonal projection of wt.to (v) in q 
representation. The global expectation values of the micro
states P( q), and hence of any function of q, are given by 

A A 

(P(q»t = tr[wt.to (v)P(q)] 
A 

= tr[ wt.to (v;q)P(q)]. (4.5) 

In the event of a q-measurement situation at I = I I > 10 , the 
latent q ensemble is realized as the statistical operator 
W (qA) for t>t, replacing the previous statistical operator t,t. 

wt•to (v), 

wt.t, (q) = <$. t.t, w(q) <$. t:;,I, 
(4.6) 

A -ou <$.-1 au t~tl - t,to t.,to' 

where the initial value at II of the new statistical operator is 

(4.7) 

the same as the latent q ensemble at the moment of realiza
tion, t = t l • From (4.5), (4.3), and (4.1), it follows that 

(4.8) 

According to this mechanism the statistical operator is a 
succession of ensembles each evolving unitarily from its ini
tial state, which is a realization of a latent ensemble in the 
preceding one.4 

We now consider the effects of the realization at t = t I of 
the latent q ensemble in (4.4), a global PJ:0Ce8S, on the local 
properties at a microstate s~ified by P(x) in (2.4). For 
t < I I' the local expection of P( q) at x for the system with 
statistical operator wt.to (v) is given by (2.6) as 

A A A 

(P(q» (t < II'X) = pr(P(x) [wt.to (v),P(q)] +). (4.9) 

For t>1 I' for the system with statistical operator wt•l , (q), it is 
A A A 

(P(q» (t>tl,x) = pr(P(x) [wt.t, (q),P(q)] +). (4.10) 

As t-+l1, (P(q» (t < II'X) in (4.9) approaches the limit 
A A A 

(P(q»(t 1- ,x) =! tr(P(x) [wl,.to(v),P(q)] +) 

= ! [(xlwt,.to (v) Iq) (qlx) 

+ (xlq)(qlwt,.to(v)lx)] (4.11) 
A . 

and (P(q»(t>tl,x) lD (4.10) becomes 
A A A 

(P(q» (t t ,x) = ! tr(P(x) [wt,.to (v;q),P(q)] +) 

= l(xlq)1 2 (qlwt,.to(v)lq), (4.12) 

which is the local expectation of P( q) in the latent q ensem-
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ble at t l' In general, these two expectation values at I I are not 
equal, although when summed over x they give the same 
global expectation values according to (4.5). Accordingly, 
when the latent q ensemble is realized at t I' the local expecta-

A 

tion value of P(q) at x changes discontinuously from its 
value in (4.11) to its value in (4.12). At t = I I a redistribu
tion of local expectation values occurs among the spectral 
points x of X, while the global expectation value is un
changed according to (4.5). An exception is the case in 
which the set q is the same as x. In this case ~th q = x', 
another eigenvalue oU, the expectation value of P( x') is the 
same in (4.11) and (4.12), namely, 

(P(x /» (tl>x) = (xlx')(xlwt,.to(v)lx) (4.13) 

so that no redistribution occurs at 11; the local expectation at 
x of any function of x changes continuously from its value in 
Wt,to (v) for I> 11 to its value in Wt,l, (x) for l>t1. 

The von Neumann entropy of the system is given by 
trSt in (2.21). From (4.3) this global entropy for t<tl is 
represented by 

S[wt,to(v)] = -tr[wt,to(v)lnwt.to(v)] 

= - 1 w(v)ln w(v), (4.14) 

and for t>tl, after realization of the latent q ensemble, by 

S [Wt,t, (q)] = - i w(q)ln w(q). (4.15) 

These expressions are independent of time, while the statisti
cal operator evolves unitarily. As shown previously4 

S[wt.t,(q)] -S[wl.to(v)]>O. (4.16) 

This non-negative global entropy increase attends the real
ization of the latent q ensemble at I l' It is of interest to con
sider the local entropy changes that this realizati,i>n e~ails. 

The local entropy at (t,x) is given by tr(P(x)SI) in 
(2.21). We write it for I..:;t l as 

S [Wt,to (v)] (t,x) = - tr(P(x)wt.to (v)ln Wt,to (v») 

= - 11 (xIUt.to IvWw(v)ln w(v), 

( 4.17) 

and for t>tl, as 

S [Wt,l, (q)] (t,x) = - i,(x,Ut.t"qWw(q)ln w(q). 

(4.18 ) 

Spectral summation on x in ( 4.17) and ( 4.18) gives back the 
global entropies (4.14) and (4.15), respectively. The in
crease in local entropy at x, on realization of the latent q 
ensemble, is the difference in these expectations evaluated at 

11' 

S [Wt,t, (q)] (t1'X) - S [wt.to (v)] (f,x) 

= - i,(x,qWw(q)lnw(q) 

+ 11(xIUt"toIVWW(V)lnW(V). (4.19) 

This increase can be interpreted as follows. Define a local 
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entropy quantity, denoted by S [w,.to (v);q] (t,x), for t < t): 

S [w,.to(v);q] (t,x) 

= - i tr(P(x)P(q»)tr(P(q)w,.to (v»)ln w,.to (v) 

= - iil(xlqWI(qIU'.'olvWW(V)1n w(v). (4.20) 

This is the local value at x of the diagonal projection of the 
A 

entropy operator S, = - w
'
.to (v)ln wt.to (v) in q representa-

tion for t < I). The spectral summations on x of S [w t.to ( v) ] 
X (t,x) in (4.17) and S [w t•to (v);q] (t,x) in (4.20) both 
give the global value in (4.14), 

is [Wt.to(V)] (t,x) = i S [wt.to(v);q] (t,x) 

=S[wt.to(v)]. (4.21) 

Therefore, the local values S [wt.to (v)] (I,x) and 
S [w,.to(v);q] (t,x) represent two distributions among the 
spectral points x of the global entropy at t < t). Furthermore 
from (4.8), (4.18), and (4.20), at I = t» 

S [wt'tl (q)] (t),x) 

= - i I (xlq)12w(q)ln w(q) 

;;.. -i 11 (xlq) 121 (ql Utl.tO Iv) 12w(v)1n w(v) 

=s [wt.to(v);q] (t),x), (4.22) 

where the inequality follows since - w(v)1n w(v) is a con
cave function, and for any concave function f (x), 

(4.23) 
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for l:/A/ = 1 and A/>O. Accordingly, the increase in local 
entropy in (4.19) can be written as the sum of two terms. 
The first term, 

S [wt.to (v);q] (f),x) - S [w,.to (v) ] (t),x), (4.24) 

is the change at t) from the redistribution of local entropy 
expectation values among the spectral points x, a redistribu
tion that leaves the global entropy unchanged according to 
(4.21); this discontinuity in local entropy at x is analogous 

A 

to the discontinuity in the local property (P( q» (t,x) at I) 
discussed above following (4.12). The second term, 

S [wt'tl (q) ] (t),x) - S [wt.to (v);q] (t),x) >0, (4.25) 

is a non-negative local entropy production at (t),x) accord
ing to (4.22). Summation on x in (4.25) gives the non-nega
tive global entropy increase in (4.16). In the special case in 
which q is the same as i, the term in (4.24) vani~hes so that, 
as in the analogous case of the local property (P( q) ) (t,x) , 
no redistribution ofloca1 entropy occurs at I), but the non
negative local entropy production according to (4.25) re
mains. 

The results of Sec. IV do not depend on the assumptions 
of the one-particle problem that was considered in Sec. III. 
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Wave vector dependent susceptibility of a free electron gas in 0 dimensions 
and the singularity at 2k F 
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The static susceptibility of a free electron gas in D dimensions at T = 0 is obtained by techniques 
of dimensional regularization. Our solutions for the susceptibility X (k.D) are given in terms of the 
hypergeometric function. For any integer dimensions analytic expressions are possible. The high
and low-k series solutions are shown to be related by an analytic continuation if D is an odd 
integer, but not related if D is an even integer. The singularity at 2k F is a branch point, whereupon 
the series solutions are absolutely convergent, yieldingx(k = 2k F .D) = (D - 1) -I. The 
relationship of XkD has the appearance of a PVT diagram. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The wave vector k dependent susceptibility X(k) is a 
basic physical quantity in many-body physics. I It enters into 
a variety of physical relationships, e.g., dispersion relations, 
scaling laws. For a free electron gas this quantity is exactly 
known in spatial dimensions D = 1,2, and 3.2--6 Especially 
interesting is its singular behavior at k = 2k F due to what is 
known as the Pauli blocking, where k F is the Fermi wave 
vector. This singularity is responsible for the Kohn anomaly 
in the phonon spectrum of a metal.7 The singularity in the 
susceptibility at 2k F is D dependent. In D = 1 the suscepti
bility has a logarithmic divergence. In D = 2 the susceptibil
ity is finite but its slope is discontinuous. In D = 3 the slope 
has a logarithmic divergence. This trend suggests that the 
strength of the singularity becomes weaker with increasing 
dimensions. A precise knowledge of the D dependence 
would be of interest. 

In addition to its own intrinsic interest, the susceptibil
ity for a free electron gas is useful in other ways. If electrons 
now freely interact pairwise via the Coulomb force, the sus
ceptibility for the interacting electron gas always can be writ
ten in the following form: i nt (k) = X(k)/(l + AkX(k»), 
where Ak is some function of the interaction.8 If Ak = Uk' 
where Uk is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential, 
one gets the simple random phase approximation (RPA) 
theory. If Ak = Uk (1 - Gk ), where Gk is a local field term, 
one recovers the generalized RP A theory. Hence, the knowl
edge of the susceptibility for a free electron gas is essential to 
these RP A theories. 

The above idea may be extended to the linear response 
theory of dynamic processes since X(k) = X (k,li) = 0), 
where li) is the frequency. In dynamic theories, the knowl
edge of the static susceptibility is always presupposed. I For 
example, the relaxation function is normalized with respect 
to the static susceptibility. Moment sum rules are expressible 
in terms of the static susceptibility. 9 

More subtle is that the susceptibility may be defined by 
the Kubo scalar product (see Sec. II). The Kubo scalar pro
duct is an inner product that realizes an abstract Hilbert 
space. In this realized space time-dependent quantum statis
tical problems are all definable. 10 Hence, the existence of the 
susceptibility plays a central role in the study of time evolu-

tion of dynamic variables. II In such a study there is the possi
bility that the relaxation function may assume a mean-field 
form in all spatial dimensions greater than a certain critical 
value. 12 This kind of dynamic anomaly is signaled by a defor
mation of the realized Hilbert space. 13 Furthermore, the 
critical dimension may take on a noninteger value. The phys
ics of noninteger dimensions is of current theoretical inter
est. See, e.g., fractals,14 E expansions,15 kinetics of forma
tion. 16 

The evaluation of the susceptibility for higher integer 
dimensions, e.g.,D = 4 maybe carried out as was for D = 1-
3 (see Secs. II and III). We shall use techniques of dimen
sional regularization developed in particle physics 17 to ob
tain a solution for the susceptibility that is valid for any D, 
integers and nonintegers. This solution X(k.D) might be 
viewed as, e.g., the PVT diagram of a homogeneous fluid. It 
traces a contour, which is a map of a continuous surface. 
This map is naturally divided into two regions (high k and 
low k) by the D line at k = 2k F' By moving alongside of this 
boundary line, one can examine the mathematical nature of 
the singularity at 2k F • 

We find that X(2k F ,D) = lI(D - 1), D> 1; 
X'(2k F .D) = - (D-2)/(D-1)(D-3), D>3, etc., 
where X' = aXlak. We also find that the susceptibility is of 
two families, D odd and D even. For D odd, the singularity at 
2k F is all logarithmic in origin. For D even (high-k region) 
the singularity is ofthe square root. For D odd, the solution 
in one region is an analytic continuation into the other and 
2k F is a branch point. For D even, there are no such relation
ships and k = 2k F is a branch point only at the high-k re
gion. 
II. STATIC SUSCEPTIBILITY 

A free electron gas is described by the following Hamil
tonian: 

H= LEk c! Ck , (1) 
k 

whereEk = k 212m, m is the mass of the electron, andc! and 
Ck are, respectively, the fermion creation and annihilation 
operators at wave vector k. Our units are such that Ii = 1. 
The longitudinal response to a weak static density-coupled 
perturbation is the static susceptibility given by the Kubo 
scalar product9 (KSP), 
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X(k) = (Pk,Pk) = r d)' (flHpk e - AH pO, (2) 

where {3 is the inverse temperature, the brackets ( ... ) denote 
an ensemble average, t denotes Hermitian conjugation, and 
Pk is the density fluctuation operator defined as 

(3) 

For a free electron gas the KSP may be reduced to the 
well-known form 

X(k) = 2L: /P - /P+k , (4) 
p €p+k - €p 

where/k is the Fermi function. Converting the sum into an 
integral we can rewrite (4) in spatial dimensions D as 

XD(k)=4(21T)-DfdDp /p. (5) 
€p+k - €p 

In the second term of ( 4) we make use of the fact that/p and 
€p are both functions of IP I. At T = 0 the Fermi function is a 
step function, i.e''/k = B(k F - k). Hence, for D small inte
gers one can directly evaluate (5). For D = 1-3, the suscep
tibility is already known.2

-6 For comparison purposes, we 
shall list its normalized values XD (k)IXD (0), expressing k 
in units of k F : 

XI(k) =k- l lnl(2+k)/(2-k)l, 

X2(k) = 1 - B(k - 2)( 1 - 41k 2) 1/2, 

(6a) 

(6b) 

X3(k) =! [1 +k-I (1-1 k2)lnl(2+k)/(2-k)I]· 

(6c) 

III. EVALUATION OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY FOR 0 = 4 

The static susceptibility for D = 4 may be written down 
from (5): 

X4(k) = __ F dp p3 de sm (7) mk 2 II l211' . 2 e 
-rrk 0 0 k + 2p cos e 

We shall consider the angular integral first (denoted by Q). 
It may be converted into a contour integral on the unit circle 
by the substitution u = ei9 

, 

Q=~1>du (u
2
_1)2, (8) 

4p u2 (u - u+)(u - u_) 

where 

u ± = - (k 12p) ± «k 12p)2 - 1)1/2. 

The zeros of the denominator are 0, u +, and u _. The zeros 
u + and u _ may be real or complex depending on whether 
1 k 12p 1 is greater or less than 1. 

(i) 1 k 12p 1 > 1: The conjugate zeros u + and u _ are real, 
lying, respectively, inside and outside the unit circle. Hence, 
the zero u _ does not contribute to the integral. The residues 
atOandu+ are, respectively, - kip and 2(kI2p)2 - 1)1/2. 
Together, 

Q = (1Tk /2p2)[ 1 - (1 - (2plk)2)1/2] . 

(ii) Ikl2pl < 1: The conjugate zeros are now complex 
and lie on the contour of integration. Ifwe take the Cauchy 
principal value, their contributions cancel each other exact-
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ly, leaving only the zero at the origin to contribute to the 
integral, giving Q = 1Tk 12p2. 

Both may be combined to read as 

Q = (1Tk 12p2)[ 1 - B(k 2 - 4p2) (1 - (2plk) 1/2)] . 
(9) 

Using (9) in (7) we can now complete the radial part: 

X4(k) X4(k)IX4(0) 

= 1- (k2/6)[1-!9(k-2)(1-4Ik2)3/2] , (10) 

where X 4 (0) = mk ~ 14r. We observe that the suceptibility 
and its derivative are both finite and continuous at k = 2k F • 

For D even, generally the same idea may be used to 
evaluate the angular integral. There always is one pole of 
order D - 2 at the origin. The conjugate poles u + and u_ 
behave in the same manner as described for D = 4. For D 
odd, one cannot avail of this simplification and must resort 
to, e.g., integration by parts. In any event, the evaluation of 
the susceptibility by this standard approach becomes very 
tedious as D- 00. Also one is limited to integer dimensions 
only. We shall, therefore, consider another approach, i.e., 
dimensional regularization, 17 which may allow us to obtain 
the susceptibility possibly more simply and, more important, 
in any dimension. 

IV. DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION 
From (5) it is possible to express the zero temperature 

susceptibility for D>3 as follows l8
: 

XD(k) 

t (11' (k )-1 =A Jo dppD-1 Jo d!9 (sin!9)D-2 2+pcosB 

==AI, (11) 

where A = A (k,D) = 2k ~ SD _ Ilk€F (21T)D, where 
SD = 2(r(!) f IrqD), and k is in units of k F' To evaluate 
this double integral, we exchange the order of integration. 
For k> 2 the integrand is well behaved in the given interval 
of p. One can, therefore, expand it in powers of (2Ik) and 
carry out the integration term by term. If, for k < 2, one 
attempts to expand it in powers of (k 12), one encounters a 
pole in the interval ofp. To avoid this apparent difficulty, we 
consider the following integral: 

(11' I 

Is = Jo dB (sin !9)D- 2l dp pD-I( ~ + p cos 19 r- I 

(12) 

If we assume s is a positive integer, the new integrand is now 
well behaved in the interval of p for any k. Hence, one may 
expand it binomially and complete the integration term by 
term. Then one may possibly analytically continue Is to ob
tain 10 I. Clearly for K> 2 this process it unnecessary, 
hence it can be,used as a direct test. 

For any positive integer s, we obtain 

1$-1 (! k)nr(2s) 
Is = L: 

n=O (D + 2s - n - l)r(2s - n)r(n + 1) 

X i11' dB (sin !9)D-2(COS !9)1$-n-l, (13) 
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where r is the gamma function. Next the angular integra
tion, although cumbersome, is straightforward. Terms of 
even n vanish and terms of odd n are the beta functions. 
Letting n-2n - 1, we get 

1 s (k )2n ~ 1 
Is =-- L --

2 n~ 1 2 

r(ls)r(!D -!)r(s - n +!) 
X-----------------------------

r(2n)r(ls - 2n + 1)r(s - n + ~D + 1) 
(14) 

The above expression is appropriate for the k < 2 expansion. 
To obtain an expression more suitable for the k> 2 expan
sion, we rewrite ( 14) in ascending powers of (21 k) by letting 
s-n-n, 

_ 1 (k )2S ~ 1 s ~ 1 ( 2 )2n 
1--- -- L--

s 2 2 n=O k 

r(ls)r(1D -!)r(n + P 
X--------------------------

r(ls - 2n)r(2n + 1)r(n + 1D + 1) 
(15) 

Both expressions [( 14) and (15)] are clearly well de
fined for any finite positive integer s. There are s terms in 
each expansion. We now take advantage of the gamma func
tions present in our expansions to perform analytic continu
ation. We first note that, for any r> 0, 

lim ru + 1) = trU) 
1_-1 

= (-1)···( -2)···( -r+ 1)( -r)r( -r). 

Hence 

lim ____ r..,:.(_ls...:..) __ _ 
s-+O r(2n)r(ls - 2n + 1) 

= ( - 1)( - 2) ... ( - 2n + 1)r( - 2n + 1) = _ 1 
r(2n)r( - 2n + 1) 

and 

lim ___ r--.:....(ls.....,:):....-__ 
s-+O r(ls - 2n)r(2n + 1) 

= (-1)( -2) ... ( -2n)r( -2n) = 1. 
r( - 2n)r(2n + 1) 

Using these results we getl9 

10 = - J.r (J.D _ J.) i (.!.)2n ~ 1 

2 2 2 n=1 2 

r( - n + I) 
X 2 k<2 

r(-n+!D+l)' , 

_ 1 (1 1) 00 (2 )2n + 1 ---r --D--- L --
2 2 2 n=O k 

r(n +!) 
X , k>2. 

r(n + 1D + 1) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

Finally, using the definition for A, X(k = O,D) = (kpl 
21r)DSDIEF (see Ref. 20), where 

SDISD_ 1 = r(!) r(1D - !)/r(1D) , 
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we get 

X(k,D) X(k,D)/X(O,D) 

= _ J. r(! D) i (.!.)2" ~ 2 
2 r(P n=1 2 

r( - n + 1) 
X , k<2, (l7a) 

r(-n+1D+l) 

= J. r(1D) 00 (~)2n + 2 r(n +!) 

2 r(!) "~O k r(n + 1D + 1) , 

k>2. (l7b) 

Since the gamma functions are well defined for any argu
ments other than zero or negative integers, our solutions 
(17a) and (17b) are applicable to any value of D. Our series 
solutions agree term by term with the high- and low-k expan
sions of the susceptibility for D = 1-4 [Eqs. (6) and (10)] 
previously obtained by a conventional method. 

V. APPLICATION OF THE HYPERGEOMETRIC 
FUNCTION 

It is possible to express the susceptibility series [Eqs. 
(17a) and (17b)] in terms of the hypergeometric series 
F(a,b;c;t) defined as follows21

: 

~ a"b" F(a,b;c;t) = k.. ----, It I < 1, 
"=0 c"n! 

(18) 

where a" = r(n + a)/r(a), etc., c;60, - 1, - 2, .... The 
advantages of having the susceptibility given in the hyper
geometric function (hgf) are evident. One can obtain analyt
ic representations for integer dimensions. Properties of the 
hgfmay be used to study the behavior of the susceptibility at 
the singUlar point 2k p. The high- and low-k expansions may 
be related through an analytic continuation. 

For this purpose, we introduce z = (!k)2 and let 
XI (z,D) = X(z < I,D) and X2(z,D) = X(z> I,D). We shall 
consider Xl (z,D) first. Using the identity 

rU-n) = (-1)"r(t)r( -t+ l)/r( -t+n + 1) 

in (17a) we obtain after some manipulations 

_ rq) 00 r(n + I -1D) 
X(z,D) = - L z" -----

Dr(-1D) "=0 r(n+~) 

= F(1,1 - !D;~;z) . (l9a) 

Similarly, we obtain from (l7b) with the aid of (18) 

X2(z,D) = D ~lz-IF(l,p + 1D;z-I) . (l9b) 

Hence, together we have 

X(z,D) =F(1,I-1D;~;z), z< 1, (20a) 

= D -lz- IF{1,p + 1D;z-I), z> 1. (20b) 

We observe that for D = 1 the high and low sides ofthe 
susceptibility have the same parameters of the hgf: a = 1, 
b = !, c = ~. For these values the hgf has an analytic repre
sentation 

F{l,M;t 2
) =! t -I In (1 + t)/{l- t), It 1< 1. (21) 

The resulting susceptibility is in exact agreement with the 
D = 1 result [Eq. (6a)]. 
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To obtain analytic representations of the susceptibility 
for other integer dimensions, we study the hgf. Consider 
F( 1,1 - !D;~;t) first. For D even, b = 0, - 1, - 2, ... , and for 
Dodd, b = !, - !, - ~, .... Hence, for D even, the hgf is a 
polynomial. For D odd, the hgf is eontiguous,21 i.e., 

Fb _ 1 = U + (1- b)(l- t)Fb ]/(~ - b), (22) 

where Fb = F(1 ,b;~;t). Hence, using the known form for 
F 1/2, one can generate all others readily. Now sinceF1I2 con
tains a logarithmic singularity [see (21)], allodd-dimen
sioned low-k susceptibility contains the same singularity. 

We next consider F( l,p + !D;t). For D even (includ
ing 0), e = 1,2,3, ... , and for Dodd, c = ~,~,~, .... In both cases 
the hgf is again contiguous, 

Fe+ I = e[1- (1 - t)Fe l/(e - Vt , (23) 

where Fe = F( 1 ,!;c;t). Hence, now there are two "seeds," FI 
and F3/2, where 

FI =F(q;l;t) = (1_t)-1/2 (24) 

and F3/2 is already given [see (21)]. Thus all the even-di
mensioned high-k susceptibility has a square root singular
ity, while the odd-dimensioned high-k susceptibility has a 
logarithmic singularity. 

Shown in Table I are analytic representations of the sus
ceptibility for D = 0-6 in the high- and low-k regions ob
tained by the relationships of the contiguous hgf. Even- and 
odd-dimensional cases are grouped separately to emphasize 
their distinctive singular behavior. These results for D = 1-4 
are in agreement with the previously established results 
[Eqs. (6) and ( 10) ] . The agreement for D = 1 and 2 is inter
esting in view of the original restriction imposed on Eq. 
(11), i.e., D>3. Evidently, the dimensional regularization 
techniques used here has removed ultimately even this re
striction. Illustrated in Fig. 1 is the susceptibility versus 
wave vector for a few low-integer values of D. 

VI. BEHAVIOR NEAR 2kF 

The hgf F( a,b;c;t) is absolutely convergent on I t I = I if 
Re(c - a - b) >0 and has the value21 

F(a,b;c;1) = r(c)r(c - a - b)/r(c - a)r(c - b) . 

(25) 

2.0 

1.5 

-.JC 
-0 1.0 ~.-!"~--..;:......:::......., 

lX 
0=4-~" 

0.5 0=5---->.."'-
0=6---:>'" 

k 

FIG. 1. The susceptibility versus wave vector at integer values of D. Here k 
is in units of k F • 

If applied to the high- and low-k sides, we find that 

XI(Z= I,D) =X2(Z= I,D) = (D_l)-I, D> I. 

(26) 

Thus, the susceptibility is continuous at z = I (k = 2k p ) 

except when D = 1. 
The slope at the boundary can be evaluated by using 

a ab 
-F (a,b;c;t) = -F (a + I,b + I;c + I;t) (27) at c 

and (25) provided now that Re(e - a - b - 1) > O. We ob
tain 

a- a-- XI (z = 1,D) = - X2(Z = I,D) az az 
= -(D-2)/(D-I)(D-3), D>3. 

(28) 

Similarly, we obtain 

(~r X(z = 1,D) 

= 2(D - 2)(D - 4)/(D - I)(D - 3)(D - 5) , 

D>5. (29) 

TABLE I. Analytic expressions ofthe susceptibility. These results are obtained by the relationships of the contiguous hgf. LI = In (I + Z1/2) / (I - Z1/2) and 
L2 = In(l + z-1/2)/(l _ Z-1/2). 

D 

o 
2 
4 
6 

1 
3 
5 

1621 

-
XI 

Z 1/2( 1 _ z) 1/2 sin I z1l2 

1 
1- 2z/3 
1 - 4z/3 + Sz2/15 

!Z- 1/2L I 
! + iZ-1/2( 1 - z)L I 
i - 3z/S + 3/16z- 1/2 ( 1 - z)2L I 
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D-Iz- I(l-z-I)-1/2, D-+O 
1- (l-z-I)1/2 
1-2z/3(l- (l_z-I)3/2) 

1-4z/3+Sz2/15(l- (l_z-I)SI2) 

!Z-1/2L 2 
! + tz-1I2(l - z)L2 
i - 3z/S + 3/16z- 1/2 ( 1 - z)2L2 
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TABLE II. Boundary values of the susceptibility. Here X' and XN are, respectively, the first and second derivatives ofX(z,D) with respect toz and evaluated at 
z = l. These undesignated 00 's are divergent as (1 - Z-I) -I for D even and (1 - Z-1/2) -I for D odd. In the unfilled regions, the appropriate formulas are 
given. 

D - - xi x; XI X2 xi' xi' 

00 (log) 00 (log) 00 - 00 00 00 

1 I 0 - 00 0 00 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

~ ~ - 00 (log) - 00 (log) 00 00 

! 

I 
(D-I) 

0 0 

Thus, where convergent, we see that the high- and low-k 
sides of the boundary have the same first and second deriva
tives. In Table II, we have given the boundary values. 

We can also examine the behavior of the susceptibility 
along the boundary itself, that is, the z = 1 constant line in, 
say, the Dz plane. From (26) we see that the behavior is 
simpler, e.g., (a laD)X (1 ,D) = - (D - 1)-2, etc., than 
the behavior in the direction perpendicular to the boundary. 

We shall use other properties of the hgf to establish addi
tional properties of the susceptibility at the boundary. First 
of all, the hgf F( a,b;c;t) has two branch points, one at t = 1 
and the other at infinity if a or b is not a negative integer. 
Hence, except when D is an even integer on the low-k side, 
the boundary is a line of branch points. 

Also the hgf F(a,b;c;t) is defined by a power series [see 
Eq. (18)] for t complex when It 1< 1. It is certainly regular in 
this domain. Hence, the susceptibility is defined even for 
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noninteger values of D. The hgf is also defined by analytic 
continuation when I t I> 1. It suggests, therefore, that 
X2(Z,D) maybe an analytic continuation of Xl (z,D) into the 
high-k region. 

It is known that when t lies in the part of the cut plane for 
which It 1>1, larg( - t) <11' (see Ref. 21), 

F(a,b;c;t) 

= B(a,b,c)( - t) -aF(a,l - c + a;l - b + a;t -1) 

+B(b,a,c)( - t)-b 

XF(b,1-c+b;1-a+b;t- 1
) , (30) 

where 

B(a,b,c) = r(c)r(b - a)/r(b)r(c - a) . (31) 

Hence, F(a,b;c;t), when it has a meaning, is a one-valued 
analytic function, regular in the whole plane of t, cut along 

~~""-----z 

FIG. 2. The susceptibility as a function 
of z and D. Small circles form a line of 
branch points. and z = (k /2) 2. 
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the real axis from t = 1 to 00. 

Let the domains Izl < 1 and Izl;;'1 be denoted, respec
tively, by g I and g 2' By our definition X I' which is analyti~ 
in g I' is X in g I and similarly X 2 is the analytic function X 
in g 2' Then by the above-stated properties of the hgf, 
y F(l,1 - !D;~;Z) is analytic in_ g IUg2· If Jor 
Rez, ReY =XI in gl and ReY =X2 in g2' thenX2 is 
the analytic continuation of X 1 into g 2 (see Ref. 22). By 
(31), 

Y = D -'z-'F(l,P + ¥J;Z-I) + n~)r(! + ¥J) 
1+ 'D '+'D X(-z)- 1 (l-z-I)-l 1 • (32) 

Consider Y when D is an odd integer first. It is suffi
cient to take D = 1 since Y of other odd integers can be 
generated from it. Then, for D = 1, 

Y =! z-1/2In (1 + Z-1/2)/(l _ z-1/2) +!( _ z) -1/2. 

(33) 

In the domain g I the above logarithmic argument is nega
tive. It can be resolved into real and imaginary parts, the 
latter of which cancels the second term of (33) exactly, leav
ing 

y =! z- '12 ln (l + zI/2)/(1 - z1/2) . (34) 

Hence, Re Y = X I in g I' It follows directly tht Re Y = X 2 
in g 2' One can similarly show that whenever D is an odd 
integer'X2 is the analytic continuation of X I into g2' 

We next consider Y when D is an even integer. Then, 
b = 1 -!D is either zero or a negative integer and 
X I = F( 1 ,b;~;z) is an entire function being a polynomial. But 
X 2 is not a polynomial. The two functions are thus not related 
although continuous atz = 1. One can, in fact, show by (32) 
that, for Rez,ReY=x, in gl' but ReY;fX2 in g2' 
With this analysis we conclude that when D is an odd in
teger, X2 is the analytic continuation ofXt; but when D is an 
even integer, it is not. When D is not an integer, the relation
ship established for D odd integers is expected to hold. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

Our results for the susceptibility obtained as a function 
of z and D are embodied in Fig. 2, which gives a three-dimen
sional projection of XzD. It is reminiscent of the PVT dia
gram of a homogeneous fluid. The surface represents the 
susceptibility that is physically accessible as z and D are var
ied. The shape of the surface is distinguished by an unbroken 
"ridge" (marked in the figure by small circles). It is a line of 
branch points, a z = 1 constant line. The ridge separates the 
surface into two sides (high k and low k). The low-k side of 
the surface is further subdivided by the D = 2 constant line 
into an area of rising curvature and an area offalling curva
ture. The high-k side of the surface is not divided further. 
Hence, the ridge is folded upward for 1 < D < 2 and folded 
downward for 2 < D < 00. 

The ridge itself shows very smooth behavior, becoming 
singular at one end (D = 1) and vanishing at the other end 
(D = 00). Other z-constant lines, e.g., z = 0, are less inter
esting. More interesting are D-constant lines that intersect 
the ridge. They look much like the familiar isotherms in the 
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PV diagram (also compare Fig. 1). WhenDis an integer, the 
intersection is a point of singularity, either open as in D = 1 
or hidden as in D = 2. The ridge is punctuated with these 
intersections throughout. 

Other finer details of the susceptibility surface are possi
ble to give. Except on the D-constant lines of even integers, 
one can move across the ridge via analytic continuation. 
These excepted lines are demarcated by the ridge. That is, on 
these excepted lines, the knowledge of one side is insufficient 
to describe the other side.23 The singularity at z = D = 1 is 
weaker when approached perpendicular to the ridge than 
when approached along the ridge. To some extent our pic
ture is applicable to an interacting electron gas by virtue of 
the RP A theories.24 
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The zeros of the dispersion function that arise in particle transport with anisotropic scattering are 
studied. An algebraic test for the number of zeros is presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In treating particle transport in plane geometry with 
azimuthal symmetry, the transport equation of the particle 
density 'J1 (x, ft) is often written in the form 1 

ft a'J1 + 'J1 (x, ft) =..£..-J + 1 f( ft, ft') 'J1 (x, ft')d ft', ax 2 -1 

(1.1 ) 
where c is the mean number of secondary particles per colli
sion, x is the distance measured in mean free paths, and ft is 
the direction cosine of the angle between the x axis and the 
particle velocity. Here it is assumed that the scattering law is 
such thatf( ft, ft') can be adequately represented by a finite 
Legendre expansion, viz., 

N 

f(ft,ft') = L (2n + l)f"P,,(ft)P,,(ft'), (1.2) 
,,=0 

where P" (ft) is the Legendre polynomial of order nand 
physical considerations require that 10 = 1 and 
If" 1<: 1, n > 1. For definitiveness it will be assumed that 
fN i= O. The purpose of this paper is to reexamine the zeros of 
the dispersion function that arises in the solution to Eq. 
(1.1). In particular, Mika2 showed over two decades ago 
that solutions of the form qJ" (ft)exp( - x/v) yield the 
eigenvalue equation 

c N 
(v-ft)qJ,,(ft) =- L vP"(ft)h,,,e(v), (1.3) 

2 ,,=0 

where 

( 1.4) 

Further, Mika showed, using the orthogonality and recur
sion properties of Legendre polynomials, that h",e ( ft) is a 
polynomial uniquely determined by the recursion formula 

(n + l)h,,+I,e(V) +nh,,_I,e(V) 

= (2n + 1)( 1 - cf" )vh",e (v), ( 1.5) 

and the nonrestrictive requirement that h _ I,e (v) = 0 and 

hO,e(v) = 1. (1.6) 

The so-called discrete solutions of Eq. (1.1) are ob
tained by solving Eq. (1.3) for qJ" ( jl) and using the norma
lization given by Eq. (1.6). The result is that discrete solu
tions occur for those values of v in the complex plane 
C\ [ - 1, + 1] that are zeros ofthe dispersion function 

Ae(v) = 1 +.E..f+1 vg(ft,v) dft, (1.7) 
2 -I ft-v 

where 

N 

g(ft,v) = L (2n + l)f"P" (jl)h",e(v). (1.8) 
,,=0 

The dispersion function obviously has a cut in the complex v 
plane along (- 1, + 1). The limit values A/ (p,) and 
Ae- (ft) of Ae(v) as v approaches a value ftE( - 1, + 1) 
from the upper and lower half complex planes, respectively, 
are given by 

Ae± (ft) = 1 + ..£..-pJ+ I vg(Tj,ft) dTj ± i1TCftre(ft) , 
2 -I Tj-p, 2 

where P indicates the Cauchy principal value and 

re(ft) =g(ft,ft)· 

( 1.9) 

( 1.10) 

Case3 and Hangelbrook4 have shown that Ae± (ft) does not 
vanish for -1 <ft < + 1 and Lekkerkerker has shown that 
the same result is true for the end points ± 1. The limit value 
of Ae (v) as V-oo is given by6 

N 

Ae ( 00 ) = IT (1 - cf.. ). ( 1.11) 
,,=0 

Other statements about the location and character of 
the zeros can be made. It is readily seen that the roots must 
occur in ± pairs. Further, Case3 showed that if c < 1 that 
the zeros of Ae ( v) are real. Moreover, Case showed that if 
1 - cf .. ;;;.O for n = 1,3,5, ... , the zeros are all simple and are 
either real or purely imaginary. However, the determination 
of the number of zeros of the dispersion function remains 
relatively primitive. The number of zeros 2M of Ae (v) can 
be obtained from the argument principle. The contour C in 
Fig. 1 and a contour at infinity encloses the cut plane. Be
cause Ae ( 00) is a constant, the number of zeros of the dis
persion function is given by the change in the argument of 
Ae ( v) along C as the contour is collapsed (with p-o) onto 
the real interval ( - 1, + 1). This procedure yields 

M = (ll1r)Ac Arg A/ (ft), (1.12) 

where Ac Arg Ae+ (ft) represents the change in the argu
ment of A/ (ft) as ft varies along the directed line from 
- 1 to + 1. Since the imaginary part of A/ (ft), 
ftE( - 1, + 1), is a polynomial of at most degree N + 1, 

then M<:N + 1. For linear anisotropic scattering (N = 1), 
the number of pairs of zeros of Ae (v) can be shown to be 
either one or two depending on the values of c and fl' The 
proof of this last statement is essentially an algebraic one. As 
will be seen below, the enumeration of the pairs of zeros of 
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FIG. 1. Contour C. 

Ac ( v) becomes more difficult as the order of the scattering 
increases. For N> 4 and for a given value of C and a set of 
{(II }, the enumeration of the pairs of zeros of the dispersion 
function in some kind of "closed form" is an unlikely possi
bility and resort to some sort of numerics is inevitable. The 
big problem with a numerical evaluation of the change in the 
argument of a function is that it is easy to lose track as the 
argument unfolds. Thus an independent evaluation of the 
number of pairs of zeros would be useful. 

The main result of this paper provides such an algebraic 
test for the number of pairs of zeros of the dispersion func
tion. The proof of this test is based in part on the observation 
that the function re (1) can be regarded as a polynomial in c 
of order N· = N - K, where K is the number of I", 
0< n < N, that are zero. It will be shown below that the N· 
zeros of re (1) are all simple and real. Denote the nonposi
tive zeros of re (1) by cp-' p = 1, ... ,P, and the positive zeros 
by cq+, q = 1, ... ,Q, with P + Q = N·. Order these zeros ac
cording to 

cp <cp_ I < ... <c I- <ct <c2+ < ... <cJ. (1.13) 

IfO<cL I <c<ci!+ I for a given setof{/,,}, then the num
ber of pairs of zeros of Ae (v) is k + 1. A similar idea was 
proposed by Dawn and Chen 7 but their analysis is not as 
complete as the one presented here. 

The proof of the preceding test is contained in the re
maining sections of this paper. It proves convenient in that 
proof to make the change of variables c-1/s. This change is 
made in Sec. II. The essential points of a mapping between 
the s plane and the v plane are also made in that section. The 
proof of the test. given above is contained in the main 
theorem proved in Sec. III. Concluding ancillary remarks 
about the character of the zeros of the dispersion function 
are made in Sec. IV. 

II. MAPPING BETWEEN THE v PLANE AND THE s PLANE 

The dispersion function can also be written in the form 

(2.1 ) 

where here and in the subsequent analysis Q" (v) is the nth-
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order Legendre function of the second kind and Re ( v) is a 
polynomial in v and c. With the change of variables c = 1/s 
an auxiliary dispersion function A(v,s) is defined by 

A(v,s) =?*+IAII.(v) 

= R (v,s) - vy( v,s)Qo( v) 

=?*+I+?*AI(v)+ .•. +AN*(v), (2.2) 

where 

R(v,s) =?*+IRII.(v) 

=?*+I+?*bl(v)+ ••. +bN*+dv), (2.3) 

and 

r(v,s) = ?*rll' (v) 

=?*ao(v) +?*-lal(V) + ... +aN*(v). 
(2.4) 

Here hj ( v) and aj ( v) are even polynomials in v only and 
Aj (v) is an analytic function on v C\ [ - 1, + I]. Obvious
ly, A( v,s) and Ails (v) have the same zeros in the v plane for 
s =1= 0 (c =1= 00 ). The object is to consider A ( v,s) as a complex 
function of two complex variables and use the implicit func
tion theorem to study A(v,s) = O. 

In particular, A ( v,s) for fixed v can be regarded as a 
polynomial in s and its zeros can be investigated. For exam
ple, with v = 00, Eq. (1.11) can be written in the present 
notation as 

N 

A( oo,s) = II G" (s), (2.5) 
,,=0 

where 

Gn (s) = (s - I,,), iff,. =1=0, 

= 1, if I" =0. 
(2.6) 

Thus the point v = 00 maps by A( oo,s) = OintoN· + 1 real 
points, the nonzero f,. in the s plane. These points are, of 
course, distinct if the I" are all different. Consequently, it 
will be assumed for simplicity that all the nonzero I" are 
distinct. However, since A(v,s) and r( v,s) are also polyno
mials in the/" , the main results obtained here also follow for 
nondistinctln by continuity. Other points in the v plane also 
map into real points in the s plane. To this point consider the 
following. 

Lemma 1: If voER\ [ - 1, + I], then the roots of 
A( vo,s) = 0 are all real. 

Proof: The proof of this lemma follows from using the 
dispersion function in a form written by Inonii,8 

Ae (v) = (N + 1) [QN+ IhN,e (v) - QN(v)hN+ I,e (v)]. 
(2.7) 

If Kn < n of the I" are zero and 

h,,(v,s) =SK"h".II.(V), (2.8) 

the recursion formula for the h" (v,s) can be written as 

(n + 1 )hn+ I (v,s) + ni"h,,_ 1 (v,s) 

= (2n + 1)G" (s)vh" (v,s), (2.9) 

with 

h_l(v,s) = 0, ho(v,s) = 1, 
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and 

~n =Kn+1 -Kn_I>O. 

Thus the auxiliary dispersion function A ( v,s) takes the form 

A(v,s) = (N + 1) [QN+ Ishn (v,s) - QN(v)hN+ I (v,s)]. 
(2.10) 

Let voeR '\ [ - 1, + 1] be fixed and consider 

A(vo,s) = QN+ I (vO)shN(vO,s) 

- QN(vo)hN+ dvo,s) = o. (2.11 ) 

Note that hN(vo.s) and hN+I (vo,s) cannot vanish for the 
same value of s, for if they did, then the recursion formula 
would yield hN _ I (vo,s) = 0, which would imply 
h N _ 2 ( vo,s) = 0, etc. This would eventually lead to the con
tradiction ho(vo,s) = o. It can be easily shown that 

1 n-I . 

hn (v,O) = - IT (2n + 1) [ - Gn (0) ]v'. (2.12) 
n! )=0 

Thus A(vo,O) does not vanish for voER'\l - 1, + 1]. Now 
let Sl and S2 be nonzero roots of A( vo,s) = O. Equation 
(2.11) then yields 

S2hN(VO,s2)hN+ I (VO,sI) =slhN(vO,sI)hN+ I (VO,s2)' 

(2.13 ) 

Rewriting Eq. (2.9) for s = Sl' V = VO' and then for 
s = S2' V = Vo, and combining the results in a familiar fash
ion yields 

(N + 1) [S2hN(VO,s2)hN+ I (VO,sI) 

- slhN (VO,s1 )hN + I (VO,s2)] /(SIS2)N0 + I 

~ vo(2n + 1)fnhn(vo,sl)hn(vo,s2) 
= (Sl - S2) ~ /C _ I . 

n=O (SIS2) • 
(2.14 ) 

Because hn(vo,s) for fixed voeR'\[ -1, + 1] is a polyno
mial in S with real coefficients, if S I is a zero of A ( vo,s), then 
so is SI' Thus lets2 = SI and employ Eq. (2.13) to obtain 

N 1 hn (Vo,sl) 12 1m SI L (2n + 1)fn /C
n 

= O. (2.15) 
n=O SI 

Hence, for example, if all ofthef" are non-negative, then the 
sum in the last expression is positive and therefore S I real. 

To pin down the general situation consider the relation 
given by Bowden et a/.,9 

Al/s(v)Pn(v) 

=.!.J+IPn(J-l) 

2 -I v-J-l 

~ (2m + 1)fmPm (J-l)hm (v,s) d 
X ~ Km+ 1 J-l 

m=O S 

+ hn (v,s)/sKn. (2.16) 

Now let v = Vo and S = Sl be defined as above. Multiplying 

Eq. (2.16) by (2n + 1)fnhn (VO,SI)/sn and summing on n 

yields 

..!2..f+11 f (2n + 1)f"PnK~J-l)hn(Vo,sl) 12 ~ 
2s1 -I n=O Sl J-l Vo 

+ nto (2n + 1)f" 1 h
n 

(;:,sl) r = O. (2.17) 
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Here the fact that hn (VO,sI) = lin (VO,sI) for Vo real has been 
used. For voER'\ [ - I, + 1] the integral term in Eq. (2.17) 
will not vanish; thus Eqs. (2.15) and (2.17) state that 
1m SI = 0, i.e., SI is real. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. To show that these zeros (for fixed vo) are simple, 
consider the following. 

Lemma 2: IfvoER'\ [ - 1, + 1] and A(vo,so) = 0, then 
aA( vo,so)/as#o. 

Proof: Let Hn(v,s)=shn(v,s). It follows from Eq. 
(2.10) that 

aA( v,s) = (N + 1) [QN + 1 (v) aHn (v,s) 
as as 

hN+ I (v,s) ] 
- QN(V) . 

as 
(2.18 ) 

If now both A(vo,so) = 0 and aA(vo,so)/as = 0, then Eqs. 
(2.11) and (2.18) imply that 

(2.19) 

Dividing both sides ofEq. (2.14) by (SI - S2) and taking the 
limit S2-S1 = so, where So is a zero of A( vo,s), give 

(N + 1) [H (v ) ahN+ I (vo,so) 
~N0 N o,so as 

aHN(vO,so) ] 
- hN(vO,so) -~-

as 

= f (2n + 1)fn 1 h
n 

(::,so) 1

2
. 

n=O So 
(2.20) 

Therefore from Eq. (2.19) a necessary condition for 
A(vo,so) and aA(vo,so)/as to vanish is that the right-hand 
side of Eq. (2.20) also vanish. The proof of the lemma is 
completed by recalling from Lemma 1 that the right-hand 
side ofEq. (2.20) does not vanish for voER'\ [ - 1, + 1]. 

There are N· + 1 = N + 1 - K nonvanishing roots of 
A( vo,s) = 0 for voER'\ [ - 1, + 1] that are real and simple. 
Denote these roots by S60

) ,s62) , ... ,s6
NO

). From the implicit 
function theorem there are neighborhoods, say N( vo) and 
N.J(S6J», such that the equation A(v,s) =0 has a unique 
root 51(v) in N.J(S6j» for any v in N(vo)' Further, each 
function 51(v) is single valued and analytic on N(vo) and 
satisfies the condition 51 (vo) = sf!). 

The immediate objective now is to continue the S) (v) to 
the right (left) half complex plane cut as described below. 
That each of these functions can be continued along any line 
in the v plane that avoids the cut [- 1, + 1] and zeros of the 
discriminant of Eq. (2.2) is clear. The discriminant of Eq. 
(2.2) can be written in the form 

Mo 

D(v) = L Pn(v)[vQo(v)]n, (2.21) 
n=O 

whereMo is finite andPn (v) is an even polynomial with real 
coefficients. Thus D( v) is analytic on the complex plane cut 
along [ - 1, + 1], has at most a finite-order pole at infinity, 
and has the limits 
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D ± (,.,,) = ~ /3" (,.,,) [,." tanh-I,." + iTT''''']'' (2.22) 
,,=0 2 

on the cut ( - 1, + I). It is readily seen that the real and 
imaginary parts of D ± ( ,.,,) have only a finite number of 
zeros for ,."e( - 1, + 1). A straightforward argument prin
ciple calculation similar to the one about the contour C men
tioned in Sec. I shows that the number of zeros of D(v) is 
finite. Because of the assumption that nonzero I" are dis
tinct, D( v) does not vanish at infinity. Further, since 
D(v) = D( - v) and D(v) = D(v), if v = v'is a zero of 
D(v) so are v = - v' and v = v. Let 

9 = {ttID(tt) =O}, (2.23) 

where ± to, ± ~ I"'" ~p = 0 are points on the imaginary 
axis with Ito I > l~tI > ... > I~p I and ± tp + I"'" 
± tp + q' ± ~p + q are the rest of the points of g. (Note that 

p could be equal to zero.) Now cut the v plane by joining 
+ ~o, + tl'···'~P in the upper half plane with a straight line, 

similarly joining - to, - tl' .. "~P in the lower half plane, 
joining t p = 0, ~p + 1 , ••• ,tp + q with a series of straight lines 
in the first quadrant, making similar joinings in the remain
ing quadrants, and finally adding the original cut along 
(-1,+1). 

Each of the Sj ( v) can be analytically continued to the 
right (left) half complex plane cut as described above so 
that, according to the monodromy theorem, each function 
will be single valued and analytic in the right (left) cut plane. 
Each function Sj (v) can be continued from the right half 
plane to the left half plane by considering the regions 
11m vi > I~ol. ThuseachSj(v) so continued has the property 
that Sj ( v) = Sj ( - v). Since Sj ( v) is real for 
veR \ [ - 1, + 1]. the reflection principle yields the addi
tional property that Sj (v) = ~ (v). Since Sj (v) is contin
uous across the imaginary axis for 11m vi > Itol, the two 
properties listed show that Sj ( v) is real if v lies on the imagi
nary axis and 11m vi > I~ol. Most importantly, of course, is 
the property that A [ v,Sj ( v)] = 0 for every v in the plane 
cut as described. The functions Sj ( v) will be labeled accord
ing to limv--+oo Sj (v) = In}' where Ino = fo = 1 and In

j
' 

j = 1 ,2, ... ,N *, are the nonvanishing expansion coefficients. 
To look at the behavior ofthe Sj (v) on [ - 1, + ] it is 

helpful to consider the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3: If voeR \ ( - 1, + 1), then the roots of 

r( vo,s) = 0 are all real. 
Proof: As demonstrated by Inonii,8 the recursion for

mula for P" (v) and hn (v,s) can be used to write 

vy(v,s) = (N + 1) [PN+ 1 (v)shN(v,s) 

(2.24) 

This expression is entirely analogous to Eq. (2.10) with 
Q" (v) replaced by P" (v). Thus letting voeR\( - 1, + 1) 
be fixed, letting So be a nonzero root of r( vo,s) = 0, and 
following the proof of Lemma 1 yields 

Nih" (vo,so) 12 Imso L (2n + l)/n K. = O. 
,,=0 So 

(2.25) 

Substituting v = Vo and s = So defined as above into Eq. 
(2.16), multiplying the resulting equation by 
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(2n + 1 )/"h" (vo;So)Iso', and summing on n gives 

~ f+ 'I f (2n + l)/"P"K~ ,.")h,, (vo.so) 12 ~ 
2s0 - 1 ,,= 0 So ,." - Vo 

+ "to (2n + 1 )/" I hn (~:,so) 12 = O. (2.26) 

Note that the integral in Eq. (2.26) is well defined for Vo = 1 
and for voeR \ ( - 1, + 1) the integral term does not vanish. 
Thus Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) state that 1m So = 0, i.e., So is 
real. 

Lemma 4: If vaK\ ( - 1, + 1) and So is a nonzero root 
of A( vo,so) = 0, then 8A( vo,s0)/8s#0. 

The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to that 
of Lemma 3 and the details will be omitted. 

It can be shown thatao(v) inEq. (2.4) can be written as 
l:~=0(2n+ 1)/" [P,,(V)]2. It will be assumed that 
ao(I)#O; thisisequivalentto/(I,I) >OinEq. (1.2). How
ever, again ao( v) is a polynomial in the I" and the case 
ao( 1) = 0 can be included by continuity. 

Theequationr(vo.s) = o for voeR\ ( -1, + I)hasN* 
simple real nonvanishing roots. In particular denote the 
roots of r( 1,s) = 0 by SI,S2, .. "SN* with the ordering ofthe 
roots given by the following. 

Lemma 5: 

limSj(v) =Sj' j= 1,2, ... ,N*. 
v-+1 

(2.27) 

Proof: Let 

A'(v,s) =R(v,s)/[vQo(v)] - r(v,s). (2.28) 

For fixed v# 1 the zeros of A( v,s) and A' (v,s) coincide. For 
v = 1, it is obvious that A'(v,s) vanishes at the zeros of 
r(l,s). Thus if Sj (v) is a zero of A'(V,s) then 

ISj (v) -Sj(v)1 = ISj (v) -Sj +Sj -Sj(v)1 

= 0, v# 1. (2.29) 

Therefore 

ISj(v) -Sjl = IS; (v) -sjl, v#1. (2.30) 

The proof is completed by noting that the right-hand side of 
the last equation vanishes in the limit 'V--+ 1. A similar calcu
lation leads to the following. 

Lemma 6: 

limSo(v) =limSo(v), (2.31) 
v-+I v-+1 

where 

So(v) = - bl(v) - ao(v)vQo(v) 

+al(v)/ao(v). (2.32) 

with the polynomials a" (v) and b" (v) given by Eqs. (2.3) 
and (2.4). 

Proof: Let 

A"(v,s) =s+ ~ bn+dv)a,,(v)vQo(V), (2.33) 
,,=0 s" 

and note that for v# 1, the zeros of A (v,s) and A" (v,s) coin
cide. Let S;; (v) be a zero of A"(v,s), i.e., 
A" [v,s;; (v>] = 0, and note that 
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ISo(v) -so (v)1 

= ISo(v) -So(v) +So(v) -so (v)1 

=0. (2.34) 

Using the same argument as in Lemma 5 completes the 
proof. Note, for example, that as v-+ 1 along the real axis that 
So ( v) -+ 00 • Furtherif S 0+ (!1-) and S 0- (!1-) are the limits of 
So(v) as V-+!1-E( - 1, + 1) from the upper and lower com
plex plane, respectively, then 

lim S o± (!1-) = + 00 += i1Tao( 1)/2 S o±· (2.35) 
1'--+1 

Let A + (!1-,s) and A - (!1-,s) be the limits of A( v,s) as 
V-+JI.E( - 1, + 1) from the upper and lower half complex v 
plane, respectively, and consider for fixed !1- the roots of 
A ± (!1-,s) = O. ThereareN* + 1 such roots, some of which 
may be multiple roots if!1- is a zero of the discriminant of 
A ± (!1-,s). LetS/ (!1-),j = O,I, ... ,N*, be the functions gen
erated by such roots as!1- takes on values along ( - 1, + 1). 

Lemma 7: Each function S / is continuous on 
( - 1, + 1). 

Proof: The proof will be illustrated for S / (!1-). The 
proof for S j - (!1-) follows in an analogous manner. Let So be 
a root of A + ( !1-0,s) = 0, where !1-oE ( - 1, + ) is not a zero of 
the discriminant of A + (!1-,s). Further, let KE be a circle of 
radius E> 0 centered on So so small that A + ( !1-0,s) contains 
no zero except at the point So itself. Since A + ( !1-0,s) is analyt
ic inside of K E , let 11 > 0 be the minimum of IA + (!1-0,s) 1 on 
Ke For fixed s, A + (!1-,s) is a continuous function of!1- on 
( - 1, + 1). Therefore, choose a real interval A so small that 
IA + (!1-0,s) - A + ( !1-,s) 1 < 11 for all!1-EA. Thus according to 
Rouche's theorem 

A + ( !1-,s) = A + (!1-0,s) + [A + (!1-,s) - A + ( !1-0,s)] 

(2.36) 

has only one zero inside KE for any fixed but arbitrary !1-EA. 
If A + ( !1-0,s) = 0 has a k-fold multiple root, then repeating 
the argument above shows that the circle KE encloses k zeros 
of A + ( !1-,s) for !1-EA. Thus each S / (!1-) is continuous on 
( - 1, + 1) and at each zero of the discriminant of A + ( !1-,s) 
that corresponds to a k-fold multiple root of A + (!1-,s) = 0 
(e.g., !1- = 0) k of the functions S / (!1-) take on the same 
value. The labeling of the functions S / (!1-) is given by the 
following. 

Lemma 8: The limits of Sj(v),j=O, ... ,N*, as 
V-+!1-E( - 1, + 1) from the upper and lower complex plane 
are S j + (!1-) and S j - (!1-), respectively. 

Proof: The proof of this lemma is similar to Lemma 7 
and again the proof will be illustrated for S / (!1-). The 
proof for S j - (!1-) follows in an analogous manner. As in 
Lemma 7, let So be a root of A + ( !1-0,s) = 0, where 
!1-oE( - 1, + 1) is not a zero of the discriminant of A + (!1-,s). 
Again let K E be a circle of radius E > 0 centered on So so small 
that A + ( !1-0,s) encloses only the zero at So itself. Let 11 > 0 be 
the minimum of IA + (!1-0,s) I onKE • Finally letK/l bea circle 
centered on !1-0 so small that I A + ( !1-0,s) - A (v,s) I < 11 for 
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any v with Re v> 0 inside Kt;. Thus again from Rouche's 
theorem 

A( v,s) = A + (!1-0,s) + [A( v,s) - A + (!1-0,s)] (2.37) 

has only one zero inside KE for any fixed but arbitrary point v 
in K /l with Re v > O. If A + ( !1-0,s) = 0 has a k-fold multiple 
root at So, then the circle KE will contain k roots of A ( v,s). 

III. MAIN THEOREM 

Consider the contours generated by s = SJ ( v), 
j = 0, 1, ... ,N *, as v varies along the contour C of Fig. 1 as 

that contour is collapsed (with p-+O) onto the real interval 
( - 1, + 1). These contours are in fact the contours rj gen
erated parametrically by s = S/ (!1-), j = O,I, ... ,N*, as!1-
varies along the real interval (- I, + 1). Note that 
S / ( -!1-) = S / (!1-), S / (!1-) = S j - ( -!1-), and that 
each of the contours begins and ends at the limit points given 
by Lemmas 5 and 6. Thus the contour rj starts, say, at Sj' 
varies continuously in the s plane as !1- varies from - 1 to 0 
along the top of the cut, passes through zero at!1- = 0, traces 
out its complex conjugate as !1- continues to vary from 0 to 
+ 1 along the top of the cut, and finally retraces itself as !1-

varies from + 1 to - 1 along the bottom of the cut. That the 
contours do not cross the real s plane axis except at s = 0 and 
s = Sj' j> 0, is clear. Forif S / (!1-0) = soER for some value 
of !1-oE( - 1, + 1), that would imply that A + ( !1-0,s0) = 0 in 
contradiction to the results cited in Sec. I. 

Thecontoursrj , j= 1, ... ,N*,areclosed. (The contour 
r 0 can be regarded as closed if it is regarded as being closed 
at infinity.) The contours rJ have positive (counterclock
wise) orientation. Since 1m S / (!1-) =1= 0 for 0 < 1!1-1 < 1, it is 
sufficient to show positive orientation of the rj by demon
strating for some!1-o with 0 <!1-0 < 1 that 

1m S / (!1-0) < 0, if Sj > 0, 

>0, ifSj <0. 

Note first that 1m S 0+ (!1-) > 0, since 

lim 1m S 0+ (!1-) = - ao(1 )1T/2, 
1'--+1 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

with ao( 1) > O. If A + (!1-,s) is evaluated from Eq. (2.2), it is 
easy to see that 

lim 1m A + ( !1-,s) = r( 1,s)1T/2. (3.3) 
1'--+1 

Now order the zeros of r( 1,s) according to 

Sm, >Sm, > ... >SmQ>O>SmQ+1 > ... >SmN" (3.4) 

and choose 1 >!1-0 > 0 so that either 

(3.5) 
Sm <ReS';; (!1-0) <0, ifq = Q + 1, or 

Q+ I q 

Ifs = ReS';; (!1-0), q = 1, ... ,N*, then 
• 
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A+[JL,ReS';;q (JLo)] = -lmS';;q (JLo) [ReS';;q (JLo) -ReS o+ (JL)] 

X IjDI [Re S';;q (JLo) - Re S/ (JL)] + T( JL,f..Lo)}, 

J#-mq 

(3.6) 

where T( JL,f..Lo) is a function such that T( JL,f..Lo)-D aSJL-1. 
Thus for JL sufficiently close to 1, Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6) yield 

sgn (A + [JL,Re S';;q (JLo)]) 

= sgn [ - 1m S';;q (JLo) 

(3.7) 

Moreover, since lims~oo y(1,s)-oo, then sgn[y(1,s)] 
= sgn[ ( - l)q] if Sm <s <Sm' Thus if Re S';; (JLo) is 

q+ 1 q q 

chosen by Eq. (3.5), then Eq. (3.7) gives 

sgn [ - ( - 1 )qm S';;. (JLo)] 

=sgn[( -l)Q], ifSm >0, • 
(3.8) 

Theorem: Let I(rj ) and E(rj ) represent the interior 
and exterior of the contours r j , j = 0,1 , ... ,N·, respectively, 
and let 

P-l N· 

se n I(r m) n E(r m ). 
j=O 1 j=P J 

(3.9) 

Im s 

- i1TO o ( I )/2 
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In other words, let s lie in the interior of P of the contours rj 
and the exterior to all the other r j . The number of roots of 
A(v,s) = 0 is ~;::ol N

mJ
, where N

mJ 
is the index of s with 

respect to rj' Further, ifs is real and satisfies Eq. (3.9) then 
N m = 1 and M = P + 1, i.e., just equal to the number of 

1 

contours rj in which s lies. 
Proof: As indicated in Sec. I, A ( 00 ,s) is a constant and 

the number of zeros of A( v,s) is given by the change in the 
argument of A (v,s) along the contour C in Fig. 1 as the 
contour is collapsed (with p-o) onto the real interval 
(-1, + 1). This procedure yields [cf. Eq. (1.12)] 

(3.10) 

where /i.e Arg A + (JL,s) represents the change in the argu
ment along the directed line from - 1 to + 1. Thus 

N· 

M = /i.e Arg II [s - S / (JL)] 
j=O 

N· P-I 

= L /i.e Arg[s - S/ (JL)] = L Nmj' 
j=O j=O 

(3.11 ) 

If seRCI(r m ) then Nm = 1 since rm does not cross the 
J 1 J 

real axis for 0 < s < S mJ' Of course if s does not lie inside of any 

Re s 
FIG. 2. Contours r ()o rl' and r 2forit = 0.2 
and,/; = 0.05. Scale ofro reduced by factor 
of 6 and scale of r 2 enlarged by factor of 2. 
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1m s 

of the contours then M = 0, i.e., A( v,s) has no zeros. The 
number of zeros of A( v,s) is intimately connected to the 
zeros of y(1,s), i.e., to the SP j = t, ... ,N*. 

Corollary: If seR satisfies 0 < S m < s < S m , where the 
J+ I J 

Sm are ordered according to Eq. (3.4), then the number of 
j 

pairs of zeros of A(v,s) isj + 1. Further, ifcq+ = lIs
mi

, then 
the test of Sec. I follows directly. 

For a numerical illustration of the mappings 
s = S/ (p), j = O,t, ... ,N*, consider Figs. 2-5. These 

Im s 
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Re s 

FIG. 3. Contours ro, r l, and r2 for 
It = - 0.1 and /; = 0.05. Scale of ro re
duced by factor of 5 and scale of r 2 enlarged 
by factor of 2. 

curves were generated for the case N = 2 by solving 
A + (p,s) = 0 for s asp varies from 0 to + 1. For a numeri
cal illustration of the roots of y( 1,s), consider Table I. In this 
calculation 

N 

f( p,p,') = L (2n + t)f~ Pn (p)Pn (pi), (3.12 ) 
n=O 

where the expansion coefficients are given by the recursion 
relation9 

Re s 

FIG. 4. Contours of roo rl' and r2 for 
It = - 0.1 and/; = - 0.05. Scale of r 0 re
duced by factor of 3 and scale of r 2 enlarged 
by factor of 4. 
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Im 5 

f 'i = j+ 1 [ n f1-1 +f1-1 
" 2j(2n + 1) (2n _ 1) n - 1 n 

n+l f 'i- I ] 
+2n+3 n+1 , 

(3.13 ) 

with/~ = 1, j = 0, 1, ... , and/~ = 0 if n > j. The calculations 
in Table I were made with J = 50. Other numerical results 
agree with the azimuthally symmetric results reported by 
Shultis and Hill. II 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It seems appropriate to conclude with a couple of re
marks about the nature of the zeros of A(v,s) and y(v,s). 
Several years ago Kuseerl2 pointed out that for the case 

TABLE I. Zeros ofr(l,s). The last row is the reported number of pairs of 
zeros of Ac(v) fore = 0.95 (see Ref. 10). 

Order of scattering N 
4 6 8 10 15 

3.0765 5.0607 6.8243 8.0824 9.2031 
1.0388 1.6213 2.1600 2.5665 2.9677 
0.6067 0.8576 1.1052 1.2990 1.5039 
0.4645 0.5854 0.7131 0.8201 0.9402 

0.4683 0.5405 0.5986 0.6710 
0.3396 0.4422 0.4893 0.5332 

0.3265 0.3920 0.4457 
0.2057 0.2842 0.3491 

0.1860 0.2554 
0.1047 0.1762 

0.1147 
0.0701 
0.0399 
0.0206 
0.0091 

2 3 4 4 4 
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FIG. 5. Contours ro and r l forh = 0 and 
Re 5 .Ii = 0.1. Scale ofro reduced by factor of3. 

N = 2 that the zeros of Ac (v) could be complex. The advan
tage of the present analysis is that it points out that the zeros 
of A(v,s) become complex (even for real s) whenever the 
discriminant D( v) has zeros on the imaginary axis. Stated 
somewhat differently, the zeros of A (v,s) are mapped via the 
SJ ( v) from the v plane to thes plane and that map is confor
mal as long as the path in the v plane avoids the cuts as 
described in Sec. II. In particular, the imaginary axis in the v 
plane is conformally mapped to the real axis in the s plane as 
v marches in from infinity. This conformal mapping is 
broken if a zero in the discriminant of A ( v,s) is encountered, 
resulting with complex zeros of A ( v,s). One can quickly 
show that this is just the situation for the special case consid
ered by Kuseer. 

Somewhat similar related remarks can be made about 
the zeros ofy(v,s). It has been shown that the number of 
zeros of A(v,s) are related to the zeros ofy( 103). If the num
ber of pairs of zeros of y( v,s) (for fixed s) that lie in the 
interval ( - 1, + 1) is denoted by a, the discussion in Sec. I 
indicates that the number of pairs of zeros M of A( v,s) must 
be bounded M<;;a + 1. Further, numerical calculation with 
real s not too small (c not too large) suggest thatM can be, in 
fact, just equal to a + 1. To see the reason for this consider 
the fact that y( v,s) = 0 generates an algebraic function, say 
v(s), each branch of which conformally maps the appropri
ately cut s plane to the v plane. Note that v(s}) 
= 1, j= 1,2, ... ,N·. The number of zeros ofy(v,s) mustal-

ways be sufficient to satisfy the main theorem. Thus there is 
always a certain branch of v( s) that maps the interval (s},O) 
in the s plane to the real interval ( - 1, + 1) in the v plane, 
and that mapping will be conformal (and thus one-to-one) if 
the discriminant of y( v,s) does not vanish on the interval 
(sJ'O). Therefore, if the set of expansion coefficients {In} is 
such that the discriminant of y( v,s) does not vanish on any 
of the intervals (s"O), j = 1,2, ... ,N·, in the s plane, then 
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indeed M = a + 1. This is certainly the case for N = 0 and 
N = 1. However, one can show quite easily that for the case 
N = 2, 11 < 0, and 12 < 0 that the discriminant does vanish 
for s small enough. However, it is apparent that there always 
exist values of s greater than the largest zero of the discrimi
nant of y( v,s) for which the number of pairs of zeros of 
A( v,s) is always given by M = a + 1. 
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Multigroup transport equations with nondiagonal cross-section matrices are studied using the 
Wiener-Hopf method. Formulas for the solution and the exit distribution are given in terms of the 
factorization of the symbol of the Wiener-Hopf equation. Unlike the formulas for a diagonal 
cross-section matrix, these formulas involve derivatives ofthe H-functions. For the case oftwo 
groups, the H-functions are computed explicitly. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multigroup transport equations with nondiagonal and 
possibly nondiagonalizable cross-section matrices have been 
proposed as a model of, for example, neutron transport in 
reactors. I

,2 In this paper, transport equations with nondia
gonalizable cross-section matrices are studied by making use 
of the Wiener-Hopf method. In See. II an integral equation 
equivalent to the transport equation is derived along with 
expressions connecting the solutions of the integral equation 
to the solutions of the transport equation. In Sees. III and IV 
we outline the Wiener-Hopf method. In See. V the Wiener
Hopf factorization is constructed explicitly for the two
group case. For the general N-group problem, we are not 
able to construct the factorization; the best that we are able 
to do is derive the generalized Chandrasekhar H-equations 
and to set up a numerical scheme for computing the H-func
tions. This work will be published in another paper, where 
we consider a more general scattering matrix. Finally, in 
Secs. VI and VII we determine the exit distribution and the 
solution in terms of the H-functions. In these two sections we 
do not limit ourselves to the two-group problem; instead we 
consider the N-group problem in anticipation of the above
mentioned generalization. 

Briefly, transport equations with nondiagonal cross-sec
tion matrices occur when the energy dependence of the cross 
section is expanded in terms of orthogonal functions, and 
then the method of weighted residuals is applied to deter
mine equations for the coefficients of the expansion. The 
method of weighted residuals is discussed by Stacey I and by 
Ames,3 where different choices of the orthogonal functions 
and the weights are considered and the physical reasons be
hind the choices are given. If this procedure is followed for 
the problem of radiative transfer with the assumption of a 
uniform or picket fence model,4 then the resulting vector 
equation has the form 

1 f+1 pax F(xp) + ~F(xp) = - C F(xp')dp', 
2 -I 

(1) 

where the matrix C is noninvertible. A derivation of these 
results can be found in Siewert and Zweifel,4 the only dift"er
ence being that the cross-section matrix ~ is no longer neces
sarily diagonal. If l: is diagonalizable, then a similarity trans-

formation will reduce Eq. (1) to the problem considered in 
Ref. 4. More generally, Eq. (1) is solvable for the case that 
the matrices l: and C are simultaneously upper triangulari
zable. In such a case, the problem reduces to a system of 
uncoupled inhomogeneous scalar Wiener-Hopf equations. 

In the following, the simplest equation of the form (1) 
that does not satisfy either one of the two above conditions 
will be studied. In particular, the two-group equation de
fined by 

l:= 11 ai, C= ICll e12l, (2) o 1 e2l e22 

will be studied with a-::/=O and e21 -::/=0. A similarity transfor
mation can always be applied to set a = 1, but for bookkeep
ing purposes it is convenient to keep a as a parameter so that 
the limit a--+O is apparent. A direct calculation shows that, 
for a -::/=0 and e2l -::/=0, l: and C are not simultaneously upper 
triangularizable, whence the conditions a -::/= 0, e2l -::/= O. In this 
paperwewillstudyEq. (1) with:Iand C definedbyEq. (2), 
along with half-space boundary conditions given by 

F(O,p.) = CI>(p) , p>O, (3a) 

F(x,p.)--+O, X-oo. (3b) 

Equation (3b) holds true for each component separately. 

II. AN EQUIVALENT INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Equation (1) is studied using the Wiener-Hopf meth
od. To carry out the procedure, an equivalent integral equa
tion is sought. If G is defined by 

f
+1 

G(x) = -I F(x,p.)dp, (4) 

then an integral equation for G can be derived analogously to 
the one-speed case. S The result is 

1 ioo 

G(x) = U(x) + - Eil; (Ix - sl )CG(s)ds, 
2 0 

(5a) 

where 

U(x) = f e-xuI'CI>(p)dp. (5b) 

The function Eil; is defined in terms of the exponential inte-
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gral6 and its derivative by 

. t IEI(Z) Ell; (z) = Jo f-l- Ie - xUI' df-l = 0 azE; (z) I. 
EI(z) 

(5c) 

Once G is known, F can be computed using the formulas 

I ('" 
F(x,p,) = - 2jJ, Jx e- (X-S)UI'CG(s)ds, 

and, for f-l > 0, 

f-l < 0, 

(6a) 

F(x,J.L) = e - l;x/I'<P(f-l) + - e - (x - S)UI'CG(s)ds. 1 LX 
2f-l 0 

(6b) 

The matrix-valued function e - UI' is easy to compute if the 
Jordan decomposition of}; given by 

}; =1 +M, M2 =0, (7) 

is used. It is easy to check that 

e-xul' = I~ aX{f-l1 e-x/I'. (8) 

III. THE WIENER-HOPF METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Following the standard notation, define the functions 
G± andU±by 

G ± (x) = {G(X), ±x>O, (9) 
0, ±x<O, 

and similarly for U ±. With these definitions, Eq. (5a) can 
be written as a convolution equation on ( - 00,00), namely 

G+(x)+G-(x) 

I f+'" = U + (x) + - Eil; (Ix - sJ)CG + (s)ds. (lOa) 
2 -'" 

The Fourier transform ofEq. (lOa) yields 
A A A 

W(.,t)G + (A) + G - (It.) = U + (A). (lOb) 
A 

Here the Fourier transform of a function F is denoted as F, 
where 

F(A) = f-+",'" eLUF(x)dx. 

The matrix-valued function W is the symbol of the Wiener
Hopf equation (lOa) and is given by 

WeAl = 1 - ((lIA)tan- 1 A)C + [1I(l + A 2) ]MC. (11) 

The nilpotent matrix M has already been introduced in Eq. 
(7). 

IV. FACTORIZATION OF THE SYMBOL 

The crucial step in the Wiener-Hopfmethod is the con
struction of the Wiener-Hopf factorization of the symbol. 
This paper will only consider the canonical Wiener-Hopf 
(WH) factorization. A canonical WH factorization is a pair 
of functions W ± such that 

WeAl = W-(A)W+(A), AelR", =lRu{± oo}, (12) 

where the matrix function W + ( W - ) is analytic in the open 
upper (lower) half-plane, and continuous and invertible in 
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the closed upper (lower) half-plane. As in the one-speed 
case, a factorization of the form (12) does not exist for all 
possible choices of}; and C. In fact, in the one-speed case, a 
canonical factorization exists only for c < I (see Ref. 5). A 
necessary condition for the existence of W ± is that W(A) is 
invertible for AelR", , i.e., det W(A) ± 0 for AelR",. For this 
reason one should study the zeros of det W. Explicitly, 
det W is given by 

det W(A) = I-trC[A -Itan-I A] +ac21 [1 +A2]-I. 

( 13) 

Here, tr C denotes the trace of C, and the assumption that 
det C = 0 has been used. Observe that the dispersion func
tion has branch points at ± i. We will always choose the 
branch cuts to be the lines z = it, I t I:> 1. Therefore, the dis
persion function is analytic in the region C\ {zeC: z = it, 
It 1>1, telR}. Note that 

limdet W(A) = 1, IA 1-'00, (l4) 

holds inside the region of analyticity. Furthermore, det W 
satisfies the symmetries 

[det W(A)]· = det W(A .), 

det W( -A) = det W(A). 

(1Sa) 

(ISb) 

The superscript • denotes complex conjugation. These sym
metries imply that Ao is a zero of the dispersion function if 
and only if both A ~ and - Ao are zeros of the dispersion 
function. Therefore the dispersion function must have an 
even number of zeros. The symmetries [Eqs. (lSa) and 
(lSb)] along with the behavior of det Wat infinity [Eq. 
( 14)] allow one to compute the number of zeros of the dis
persion function by computing the change of the argument 
of det Walong the branch cuts, the so-called Nyquist meth
od, S just as is done in the one-group case. S We apply the 

1m Z 

Re Z 

FIG. 1. Contour for computing !i arg det W. 
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no zeros 

two imaginary 
zeros 

four complex four real 
zeros zeros 

two rea I zeros 

two real 
two complex 
zeros 

FIG. 2. The zeros of det W in the tr C, aC21 plane. 

tr C 

argument principle to the contour in Fig. 1. This problem 
divides into three special cases: (i) tr C = 0, (ii) aC21 = 0, 
and (iii) both tr C :;60 and aC21 :;60. The case tr C = 0 is 
solved easily by algebra, and the dispersion function for 
aC21 = 0 is identical to the one-group dispersion function so 
that the number of zeros is known.7 These results are sum
marized in Fig. 2. Case (iii) requires special attention. Un
like the one-group dispersion function, i.e., the case 
aC21 = 0, the dispersion function now has poles at the 
branch points due to the term aC2dl +,1,2]-1 [see Eq. 
( 13) ]. For this case, the change in the argument when 
rounding the branch points is now important. For this rea
son, the change in the argument of the dispersion function 
( denoted by fl. arg det W) along the contour in Fig. 1 will be 
considered in the limit as E and £5W. First we study 
fl. arg det W along the straight lines r Ii by taking the limit 
EW while keeping £5 a constant, then we study fl. arg det W 
along the circle C t; by taking the limit as £5 !O. Along the lines 
r Ii the real and imaginary parts of the boundary values of 
det Ware given by 

. 1 tr C In 11 + y I aC21 Redet( ±O+zy) = -- -- +---::2' 
2y l-y l-y 

(16a) 

1m det W( ± 0 + iy) = ± CIT tr C)/2y. (16b) 

[Note that Eq. (16b) proves that det Wis nonvanishing on 
the contour r as required by the argument principle.] With 
these formulas, the Nyquist diagram for the contour r Ii can 
be sketched; for the case aC21 > 0 and tr C> 0 the result is 
shown in Fig. 3. The diagrams for the other possible choices 
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contour of r 
£ 

1m Z 

contour of Co 

FIG. 3. Nyquist diagram for aC21 > 0 and tr C> O. 

of signs of aC21 and tr C are similar, To complete the Nyquist 
diagrams, the contour Ct; must now be considered. Along 
the Ct;, the pole term (1 +,1, 2)-1 dominates, and the con
tour approaches a circle at infinity as £5 W. With this informa
tion, the Nyquist diagrams can be sketched (see Fig. 3), and 
the number of zeros of the dispersion function can be de
duced. Now that the number of zeros of the dispersion func
tion is known, the remaining task is to determine whether 
the zeros are purely real, purely imaginary, or neither. The 
graphs of the real and imaginary parts of the dispersion func
tion are easy to sketch, so it is easy to determine if the disper
sion function has a real zero. These results are also summar
ized in Fig. 2. Thus we can conclude that W(A.), A.eR .. , is 
invertible for 1 + aC21 > tr C, and tr C> 1. As we previously 
mentioned, these conditions give a necessary condition for 
the existence of a WH factorization. In the next section, 
these conditions will be shown to be sufficient by explicit 
calculation of the factorization of W. 

v. CONSTRUCTION OF THE WIENER-HOPF 
FACTORIZATION 

The matrix valued function to be factorized is 

W(A.) = 1- (A. -1 tan-I A.)C + (1 +,1, 2)-lMC; (17) 

the matrix M has been defined in Eq. (7). In general it is not 
known how to construct the Wiener-Hopf factorization of 
matrices, but Cebotarev8 has shown how to factorize any 
upper triangular matrix. The matrix ( 17) can be made upper 
triangular by a similarity transformation with constant ele
ments. One possible transformation is given by 

s= I ~2:22 c~lll~ ~ I ' (ISa) 

where 

A =c21 (trC)-t, iftrC:;60, 
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and 

A = 0, if tr C = o. (18b) 

The matrix S is always invertible, because det S = - C~I , 
which is nonvanishing by assumption. The particular choice 
for S has been made with forethought, so that the trans
formed matrices MC and C are especially simple. Explicitly 
the transformed matrices are 

and, for tr C ¥= 0, 

S-I(1 +M)CS= I~ 

o I, tr C=O, 
aC21 

- aC~1 (tr C)-II. 
tr C + aC21 

(19a) 

(19b) 

The transformed matrix S -ICS is given by the same expres
sion, but with a = O. It is tempting to think that the similar
ity transformation [Eq. (I8a)] applied to the original equa
tion will result in a similar simplification, but this is not the 
case. The reason is that although C and MC are simulta
neously upper triangularizable, C and l: are not. 

The Wiener-Hopf factorization now can be computed. 
If S -I WS is denoted by W, then 

- 11 K(A) I 
W= 0 det W(A) , (20a) 

where 

K(A) = - C2lA -I tan- I A, tr C = 0, (20b) 

K(A) = -a~"trC)-I(1 +A 2)-I, trC;i=O. 
(2Oc) 

The function W is an upper triangular matrix function of 
second order and the procedure for getting its Wiener-Hopf 
factorization when it exists has been developed by Cebo
tarev.8 Here we follow the method of Ref. 9. First we note 
that the factors of an upper triangular matrix can be taken to 
be upper triangular, so we set 

W(A) =X(A)Y(A), (21) 

with X (Y) analytic and invertible in the lower (upper) half
plane. If the elements of the matrices X and Yare denoted by 
Xij and Yij' respectively, then the following system of equa
tions results when Eq. (21) is substituted into Eq. (17) and 
the corresponding matrix elements are equated: 

1 = X" Y", (22a) 

1- (trC),;l -Itan-I A + aC21 (1 +A 2)2- 1 

=X22 (A)Y22 (A), (22b) 

and 

- (c2l -A tr C)A -1 tan-I A - O'c2lA(1 + A 2)-1 

= Xll(A)YI2 (A) +XI2Y22 (A). (22c) 

These equations do not uniquely determine X and Y, since 
XUand U- 1YsatisfyEqs. (22a)-(22c) whenever X and Y 
do, where U is any invertible matrix. However, it is consis
tent to impose the conditions 

(23) 

With these conditions, Eq' (22a) uniquely determines Xll 
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and Y" to be 

Xll(A) = Yll(A) = 1, (24) 

while the solution to Eq. (22b) is given by 

{
I J+00+i/2 B(z) } 

X 22 (A) =exp -. --dz , 
2m - 00 + i/2 Z - A 

(2Sa) 

where 

B(z) = In[I - [(tr C)I z]tan- I z + aC21 (1 + r) -1]. 

(2Sb) 

The expression for Y22 is the same, except that the limits of 
integration are replaced by 00 - ! and - 00 - i12. Finally, 
we determine Y12 and X 12. To do this, divide Eq. (22c) by 
Y22, and define the left-hand side of Eq. (22c) to be L(A). 
Then 

L(A)IY22 (A) = YnCA)IY22 (A) +XnCA). (26) 

The left-hand side of this equation is known, while the right
hand side is the sum of two functions, one analytic in the 
upper half-plane, the other one analytic in the lower half
plane. To solve for Y 12 it is only necessary to write LY 22 1 as 
the sum of two functions: 

(27) 

with L + (L -) analytic in the upper (lower) half-plane. 
Therefore 

L +(A) = ~ J+ 00 - i/2 L(z)IY22 (Z) dz, (28a) 
2m - 00 - i/2 Z - A 

L - (A) = _1_ J + 00 + i/2 L (z)IY22 (z) dz. (28b) 
21Ti - 00 + i/2 Z - A 

Now with the definitions 

Y12 (A) = Y22 (A)L +(A), 

X 12 (A) =L -(A), 

(29a) 

(29b) 

the matrices X and Y have all the properties required of a 
WH factorization. 

VI. THE EXIT DISTRIBUTION 

Once the canonical Wiener-Hopffactorization has been 
computed, an expression for the exit distribution, i.e., 
F(O,Jl) for fl <0, can be written in terms of the factors of 
W(A). Unlike for the one-speed case, the exit distribution 
will involve derivatives of the factors of W( 1IiA.). The meth
od followed in this section parallels the one given by van der 
Mee.1O First, the exit distribution for the two-speed problem 
defined by Eq. (29) will be derived; then the formulas will be 
generalized to the N-group problem. 

Following Gohberg and Krein,7 there exists a resolvent 
kernel r( . , • ) so that the general solution to the Wiener
Hopf equation 

G(x) = 100 

K(x - y)G( y)dy + U(x) (30a) 

can be written as 

G(x) = U(x) + 100 

r(x,y)U(y)dy, (30b) 
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and the general solution to the transposed equation 

G(x) = lac G( y)K( y - x)dx + U(x) (3Ia) 

can be written as 

G(x) = U(x) + lOO U( y)y( y,x)dy. (3Ib) 

Note thatthe resolvent kernels for Eq. (30a) and Eq. (3Ia) 
are identical. Returning to Eq. (30a), the exit distribution 
can be written in terms of G by the formula 

F(O,p,) = -- eYU"CG(y)dy, p<O. 1 100 

2p, 0 
(32) 

Introducing the resolvent kernel y( . , . ) this can be rewrit
ten as 

F(O,p,) = __ 1_ roo roo eYu" 
2p, Jo Jo 

XC[8(y-z) +y(y,z)]U(z)dzdy. (33) 

If the expression for U (z) in terms of the incident flux is used 
in Eq. (33), then 

F(O,p,) = __ 1_ roo rac rl 
eYu"C [8( y _ z) 

2p, Jo Jo Jo 
+y(y,z)]e-Zu&CP(s)dsdzdy. (34) 

This equation relates the exit distribution to the incident 
distribution by making use ofthe resolvent kernel. To write 
Eq. (34) in terms of the factors of W, it is necessary to write 

in terms of the factors of W. This will be accomplished in two 
parts. First we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: 

loo lac eyl"C [8( y - z) + y( y,z) ]e- ZU& dz dy 

= HI ( - pl[ [spl(p - s) ]H, (s) 

-s(p,/(p-sW(Hr(s) + (p-s)H;(s»)M], 

where 
(36) 

is a canonical factorization with HI and H, analytic in the 
open right half-plane and cont~uous and invertible in the 
closed right half-plane. 

Proof: Let G(X;S) be a solution to the matrix Wiener
Hopf equation 

G(X;S) = loo K(lx-yj)G(y;s)dy+e- xu,. (37) 

In this equation the variable s is considered to be a param-
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eter. Note that the left-hand side ofEq. (36) is 

roo A Jo eY1"G( y;s)dy = G + (p;s). (38) 

IfEq. (37) is extended to the entire real line in the usual way 
and the Laplace transform is defined by 

O(A) = f: 00 dx e"1).G(X), Re(A) = 0, (39) 

while Z(A) = W( ViA), then the Laplace transform of the 
integral equation is 

Z(A)O + (A) + 0 - (A) 

= [M/(A -s)]/ -s(AI(A. _s»)2M. (40) 

The functions G + and G - have already been defined by Eqs. 
(4Oa)-(4Od), and the matrix M was introduced in Eq. 
( 45a). Now assume that the factorization of Z (A) is given 
by 

Z-I(p) =HI( -p)H,(p), 

where the functions HI and Hr are analytic and invertible on 
the open right half-plane, and continuous and invertible on 
the closed right half-plane. Using the above factorization, 
Eq. (40) may be rewritten as 

H 1- I ( - p ) 0 + (p) + H, (p ) 0 - (p) 

=H,(p) [[spl(p-s)]/ -s(p,/(p-S»)2M]. (41) 

If the right-hand side ofEq. (41) can be written as the sum of 
two terms, one analytic and invertible in the right half-plane, 
the other one analytic and invertible in the left half-plane, 
then Liouville's theorem can be invoked to solve for 0 + and 
o -. Due to the second-order pole in Eq. (41), it is necessary 
to introduce the first derivatives of the H-functions into this 
splitting. By inspection, the splitting is given by the sum of 

[spl(p-s)J[H,(p) -HI(s» 

-s(p,/(p-sW[H,(p) -Hr(s) 

- (p - s)H; (s)]M, (42a) 

which is analytic in the right half-plane, and the expression 

--.!L H, (s) - S (---E-)2 [H, (s) + (p - s)H ; (s)] M, 
p-s p-s 

(42b) 

which is analytic in the left half-plane. An application of 
Liouville's theorem then proves Lemma 1. Note that, for 
M = 0, Eq. (42b) reduces to the result given in Ref. 9. Using 
Lemma I it is now possible to write Eq. (35) in terms of the 
H-functions. To do this it is expedient to define 

rep,s) = right-hand side ofEq. (36). (43) 

Now substitute the explicit formula for exp( - y~/p) into 
Eq. (35). The result is 

(44) 
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The contribution due to the term e"IJ.' gives cr(p,,s), while 
the term (xlp,)e"IJ.' gives rise to first derivatives ofthe func
tion r. It is easily checked that 

i "" iao x -e"IJ.'C [8(x -z) + r(x,z) ]e-zuJ.' dz dx 
o 0 p, 

= p,caJ.' r(p,,s). (45) 

Therefore, 

1 i l 

F(O,p,) = - - [I - p, aJ.'M ] c r(p,,s)4l(s)ds. 
2p, 0 

(46) 

It is routine to generalize the exit distribution formula [Eq. 
(46) ] to the N-group problem. If l', = D + M is the Jordan 
decomposition of I with D the diagonal matrix given by 
diag{ui }f= I' then the right-hand side ofEq. (40) is replaced 
by 

:~: ( - l)
m

diag {s (p,u~ -sr+ 1[= I Mm. (47) 

Now it is necessary to write 

H,(p,) :~: ( - 1)m diag {s (p,u~ _ s r[= I M
m (48) 

as the sum of two terms, just as was done for the two-group 
case. Note that Eq. (48) has poles atp, = slui, which are in 
the right half-plane. Denoting the ith column of a matrix A 
by [A ] (i) and noting that 

[H,(p,)diag{s( p,_ )m+I}] 
p,Ui S (i) 

= [H, (p,)] (i)s(J.L/(p,ui - S»)m + \ (49) 

Eq. (48) can easily be written as the sum of two terms, one 
analytic in the right half-plane, the other one analytic in the 
left half-plane. This is accomplished by writing Eq. (49) as 
the sum of 

[Q ,,+ ( p,,s >] 

[ 
N-I 1 ( u.)m (S)] = H,(p,) - L - p,ui - ~ H~m) -

. m = 0 m! s U i (i) 

Xs( p,1( p,Ui - S»)m + I , (50) 

which is analytic in the right half-plane, and 

[Q"-(P,,s)](I) = [Nil ~(P,Ui _ ul)mH~m)(.!....)] 
m=O m. S U j (I) 

Xs(p,I(p,ul-s»)m+l, (51) 

which is analytic in the left half-plane, whereH ~m) andH ~m) 
are the mth derivatives of H, and H/, respectively. Therefore 
the generalization of Lemma 1 to the N-group problem is 

N-I 
r(p,,s}=H/(-p,} L Q;;(p,,s}Mm, (52) 

m=O 

and the exit distribution [ F(O, p,} ] (I) is given by 

__ 1 Nil -l, (l!:...)m (aJ.')m 
2p, m=O m. U j 

X t [Mmr (l!:..., s)] 4l(s) ds. (53) Jo U j (I) 
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Not only can the exit distribution be written in terms of 
the factors of the symbol, but the solution for any value of x 
can also be written in a similar fashion. This can be done by 
making use ofEq. (30b), which relates F(x,p,} to G(x), 
and the results of this section. First we note that 

A t 
G + ( p,) = Jo r( p,,s)4l(s) ds. (54) 

From this expression it is possible to recover the function G. 
Now that G is known, the solution F(x, p,) for x < 0 can be 
computed by making use of Eq. (30b). 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Formulas for the exit distribution and the solution to a 
multigroup transport equation with a nondiagonal cross
section matrix have been derived in terms of generalized 
Chandrasekhar H-functions. For the special case of two 
groups with a noninvertible scattering matrix, the H-func
tions were computed explicitly. Unfortunately, for N > 2 we 
are not able to construct the factorization explicitly, so we 
are forced to derive a nonlinear integral equation which the 
H-functions satisfy and to set up a numerical scheme for 
solving them. This work will be published elsewhere. 
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Massless, D(j,O) ffJ D(O,j), multispinor fields of arbitrary unmixed spinj are reduced by simple 
matrix-algebra methods to associated tensors and tensor-spinors. A generalized Majorana 
condition applied to the multispinors is seen to correspond to reality and Majorana conditions on 
the associated tensors and tensor-spinors, respectively. The symmetries of the latter are displayed 
explicitly for arbitrary spin. For spin-I, -~, -2, and -~ the free-field gauge-invariant Lagrangian 
wave equations of Maxwell (spin-I), Rarita-Schwinger (spin-~), Fierz-Pauli (spin-2), and spin
~ are derived directly and in a uniform manner from the simpler equations of the unmixed spin 
reps strongly suggesting the method is extendable to arbitrary spin. Similar features of massive 
fields are briefly reviewed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The only irreps of unmixed spin of the full Lorentz 
group 0 1,3 are D(O,O), the trivial scalar rep, and 
D(j,O) ffJD(O,j), where D(jI,j2) are the irreps of the re
stricted (inversion-free) Lorentz group SOi;3' In a previous 
paper,2 symmetries ofWeyl field tensors and tensor-spinors 
for arbitrary spin were considered using primarily matrix 
methods. We consider here the arbitrary spin case from the 
point of view of Dirac spinors, again using matrix methods 
rather than explicitly indexed spinors. 

In Secs. II and III we set out the details of the 
2(2j + 1 )-component spinors that form the starting point 
of our analysis and describe the generalization of charge con
jugation to arbitrary spin. In Sec. IV we establish the rela
tions between themultispinors of spin-I, -~, -2, and -~ and the 
corresponding tensors or tensor-spinors. From each we de
rive the corresponding Lagrangian potential. We discuss the 
arbitrary spin case in Sec. V and the massive spin results 
briefly in Sec. VI. 

II. ARBITRARY SPIN SPINORS AND WAVE EQUATIONS 

TheD(!,O) ffJD(O,~) rep space is the space of four-com
ponent Dirac spinors 'I' = ('I'a) (a = 1,2,3,4). Under a 
Lorentz transformation, 'I' transforms according to 
'I'--S(A)'I', whereS= exp( - !imJL"r JL") and the Lorentz 
transformation A is parametrized by m JL'" (The infinitesimal 
generators r"" are defined in the Appendix, which fixes our 
conventions and lists Dirac algebra identities.) The Dirac 
adjoint spinor iii = 'l'tro transforms as iii---+iiis -I. Note that 
in this role, ro actually transforms according to 
ro---+S-1t r~ -I = ro consistently with r"---+A""Sr,,S-1 

= r,,· 
The chiral parts of a Dirac spinor are 

'I' ± =! (1 ± r s ) 'I' and the sum of these reconstructs the 
whole spinor. In the chiral or Weyl rep, the chiral parts may 
be regarded as (two-component) Weyl spinors (¢j and X) of 

aJ This work contains part of the M.Sc. thesis of Collins I presented to the 
Department of Physics, Canterbury University. 1985. 

bJ Present address: Department of Physics, State University of New York at 
Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York 11794. 

opposite chirality 

(2.1 ) 

For arbitrary higher spinj, the corresponding °1,3 irreduci
ble D(j,O) ffJ D(O,j) rep space is comprised of multiply in
dexed Dirac spinors '1', symmetric on all of their 2 j indices 
(which we suppress) and with totally symmetric chiral parts 
'I' ± =!( 1 ± rs)'I'. Consequently rs can act on any index of 
'I' with equivalent results. In the chiral rep, such a spinor is 
the direct sum of two (totally symmetric) opposite chirality 
Weyl spinors. This is in contrast to the multispinors used in 
the formalism of Bargmann and Wigner,3 where the rep 

• 2 . 
space IS ® I'(D(!,O) ffJD(O,P) (°1,3 reducible forj> p and 
the spinors are merely required to be symmetric. Since the 
2(2j + l)-dimensionalspaceD(j,O) ffJD(O,j) is a subspace 
of the (2j + 3 }!/3!2J1-dimensional space ® ij(D(!,Q) 
ffJD(O,!») it is possible to handle an unmixed spin multi
spinor as a Bargmann-Wigner spinor that happens to have 
block-diagonal form in the chiral rep. The transformation 
law for both types of spinors can therefore be written 
'I'---+(S®S® ... ®S)'I', where there is one transformation 
matrix S for each of the 2 j indices of '1'. By indexing and 
rearranging, we see that any number of the transformation 
matrices may be transferred to the right-hand side of 'I' pro
vided they are then transposed (S--ST), namely 
'I'---+(S®S® ... ®S)'I'(ST ® ••• ®ST). 
_ The adjoint for a spinor of spin j is 
'I' = 'l't (ro ® ro ® ••• ® ro), where the ro matrices are 2j in 
number, any of which may be transferred to the left-hand 
side by transposing. The complete contraction ofiii with 'I' is 
a Lorentz scalar, 

For massless fields, the appropriate free-field wave 
equations for theD(j,O) and D(O,j) parts of 'I' are general
ized Weyl equations? In the Bargmann-Wigner spinor 
space these can be written 

3'1' = 0, (2.2) 

where the r matrix of 3 = r·a may act on any of the 2j 
indices of '1'. Mass irreducibility with zero mass follows by 
acting on (2.2) with 3 to yield 0'1' = O. The form (2.2) is in 
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fact just the massless limit of the Bargmann-Wigner equa
tions, 

(id - m)'I' = 0, (2.3 ) 

which, for spin-~, is simply the Dirac equation. For arbitrary 
spin and nonzero mass, Eq. (2.3) may be derived from a 
2jth-order equation, which projects out the highest spin of 
'1'.4 For spin-~, the analogous equation for massive 
2 ( 2 j + 1) -component spinors is again the Dirac equation 
(2.3). However, for massive spin > ~ there is no simple first
order form like (2.3). Naively applying (2.3) to a massive 
2(2j + 1 )-component spinor (j>~) annihilates the spinor. 

III. CHARGE CONJUGATION OF AN ARBITRARY SPIN 
MULTISPINOR 

As usual, the charge conjugate of a spin-~ spinor 'I' is 
written 

'l'e = OVT = CrJ"'I'*, (3.1) 

where C is the charge conjugation matrix. For free fields we 
require 'l'e to satisfy the same equation as 'I' [namely (2.2) or 
(2.3)]. This condition implies that positive-energy solutions 
of the equation of motion are carried into negative-energy 
solutions under charge conjugation and vice versa. (Fur
thermore, if 'I' is minimally coupled to the Maxwell or 
Yang-Mills fields, then 'l'e will be minimally coupled but 
with opposite charge.) The above requirement implies that 
Csatisfies 

Cr;;C -I = orl' (m = 0), (3.2) 

Cr!C -I = - rl' (m#O). (3.3) 

The associated requirement that 'l'e transform under Lor
entz transformations as a Dirac spinor gives 

C TC- I (34) rl''' = - rl'''' . 

which is consistent with (3.3) and implies that 0 = ± 1 in 
the massless case (3.2). Also, C allows nontrivial self-conju
gate massless fields if and only if 0 = - 1 in (3.2).5 It is 
therefore natural to impose this condition, making the mas
sive and massless charge conjugation matrices identical. Ap
plication of Schur's lemma6

•
7 permits us to establish5 the rep

independent properties of the charge conjugation matrix C 
to be 

Cr!"C-
1 

= - rl'v' Cr!C-
1 

= - rl" 

CT=-C, CtC=I, C*C=-1. (3.5) 

In addition, in "friendly" representations, where each of 
the rl' is either symmetric or antisymmetric, the phase of C 
can be selected so that 

C- I = -C~C*=c. (3.6) 

Although Eq. (3.6) holds in many representations (for ex
ample, the Weyl or chiral rep and the Dirac and the Major
ana reps8), because they are not totally representation inde
pendent, no results of physical importance should depend on 
their use. 

We define a Majorana spinor to be a charge self-conju
gate spinor 

(3.7) 
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whereb is an arbitrary phase factor (Ib I = I). By (A23) this 
is a rep-independent concept. Here we will always select 
b = 1. (In a Majorana representation CrJ" = i could be tak
en so that selecting b = i would be equivalent to requiring 
that the components of 'I' be real in such a representation.) 
Clearly a Majorana Dirac spinor has four real or two com
plex components. A Majorana spinor may be split into chiral 
parts by the operators!( I ± rs), but each part still has two 
complex components and Majorana conjugation links the 
two chiralities 

('I' ± )C = ('I'C) 'f' or 'l'C = '1'<=>('1' ± )C = 'I' 'f' (3.8) 

We note that this implies that C has (2 X 2) block-diagonal 
form in the chiral representation. For a spinor of spinj, the 
natural generalization of (3.1) has 2j factors of C: 

'l'C = (C® C® ... ® C)ijiT 

= (C® ... ®C)ijiT(C T® ... ®C T). (3.9) 

As for spin-~, the charge conjugate will obey the same 
equation as '1', but with opposite charge when minimally 
coupled electromagnetically or via Yang-Mills charges. A 
single Majorana spinor of arbitrary spin can have no gauge
invariant couplings to a spin-I boson and in this sense is 
neutral. 

IV. FIELDS STRENGTHS AND LAGRANGIAN WAVE 
EQUATIONS FOR SPIN-1, --I, -2, AND-4 

We will first review the well-known relationships 
between the unmixed and mixed irreps of massless spin-I to 
assist in establishing a pattern for the higher spin cases. 

A. Hellclty 1: Maxwell field 

From the spin-I spinor 'I' we may construct a corre
sponding complex field strength tensor by defining 

FI''' =! Tr('I'C -Irl''')' (4.1) 

Because ofthe symmetry of '1', it is not necessary to specify 
which of the two indices of 'I' are contracted in the matrix 
multiplication with C -Irl''' and which is traced with the 
remaining free matrix index. It is also readily verified that 
(4.1) is representation-independent and FII''') = FI''' fol
lows from the properties of r 1'''' Hence FI''' has six complex 
components, the same number as '1'. Now 'IIC -I has 2 X 2 
block-diagonal form in the chiral rep and is traceless because 
of the symmetry of 'I' and the antisymmetry of C - I. Hence 
using identity (A 17) the spinor 'I' can be recovered from Fl'v 
via 

(4.2) 

Given any antisymmetric FI'''' ( 4.2) yields a 
D( 1,0) ED D(O, 1) spinor, from which FI''' may be recovered 
via Eq. (4.1) due to identity (AI5). Hence (4.1) and (4.2) 
are reciprocal and define an isomorphism between the spaces 
of D(1 ,0) ED D( 0,1) spinors and antisymmetric second-order 
tensors. That is, FI''' and 'I' contain the same information. 

One can define chiral field strengths F I'±;' using 'I' ± in 
place of 'I' in Eq. (4.1). These can be shown to be self-dual 
(iF I'+'" = F I'+"') and anti-self-dual (iF;;" ~ - F ;;" ? from the 
duality property (A7) of rl'''' Any anttsymmetnc second
order tensor can be split into the sum of a self-dual and an 
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anti-self-dual part, and this could serve as an alternative de
finition of the chiral parts of FI'''' Equations (4.1) and (4.2) 
also provide isomorphisms between the respective chiral 
parts of FI''' and 11'. 

Using relations (3.5) and (AS) to evaluate F! .. gives 

F! .. =! Tr(rl'''CIW), (4.3) 

demonstrating a close relation between the Dirac adjoint at 
the spinoriallevel and the complex conjugate at the tensorial 
level. Indeed, Eq. (4.3) could be taken as the definition of an 
isomorphism between Dirac adjoint spinors and tensorial 
field strengths analogous to (4.1). Equation (4.3) can also 
be put in the form 

F!" =! Tr(lI'cC -Irl''')' (4.4) 

and clearly FI''' will be real if and only if it is derived from a 
Majorana spinor. Note that, by (3.8), a real FI''' cannot be 
separated into real chiral parts. The tracelessness of II'C- I 

and the wave equation (2.2) imply 

a I'FI''' = O. (4.5) 

Equation (4.5) also holds for the chiral parts of FI''' and 
hence for the dual of FI'''' The dual equation acts as an inte
grability condition for FI''' so the Poincare lemma9 implies 
that a field AI' (which may be the Hermitian electromagnet
ic potential if II' is Majorana) exists such that 

FI''' = al'A" - a"AI" (4.6) 

Substituting into (4.5) now gives the usual gauge-invariant 
Maxwell equation 

OAI' - al'a.A = 0, (4.7) 

with an identically divergence-free left-hand side. This latter 
condition is, of course, a necessary condition (see, for exam
ple, Doughty and Wiltshire2) for the equation to be deriv
able from a Lagrangian. The usual helicity-l gauge-invar
iant Hermitian Lagrangian can then be defined using this 
potential AI' as the coordinate field. 

B. HeUclty -I: Rarlta-Schwlnger field 

Analogous to (4.1), define a complex field-strength ten
sor-spinor 1;. .. from the spin-~ spinor 11': 

1;. .. =!Tr(II'C- 1rl''')' (4.8) 

As before, the symmetry of II' makes it unnecessary to spe
cify which of its indices are used for matrix multiplication or 
tracing, and which is left free to act as the (suppressed) 
spinorial index of II'''' Clearly 1;." is antisymmetric: 

ir.1'''] =11'''' (4.9) 

The chiral parts of II''' can be defined by applying (4.8) to 
the chiral parts of 11'. By applying the chiral projector to that 
free index of 11', which becomes the spinorial index of 11'''' it 
is clear that the chiral parts of 11''' can also be written 

II'±" = ~(1 ± rs)ll"v' (4.10) 
As for helicity 1 these chiral parts are (anti- )self-dua1: 

iiI'±" = ±II'±'" (4.11) 

Hence the full tensor-spinor has the duality property 

iiI''' = rs1;.... (4.12) 
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In the chiral representation, for each value of the index of II' 
that was left free in (4.8), there is a symmetric block -diag
onal matrix. Hence, as with the helicity-l case, II' can be 
recovered from II''' by the use of (AI7): 

II' = ~/I''' ® rl'''C. (4.13) 

From this it is readily shown that 

rl''' 11''' = O. (4.14) 

These symmetries (4.9), (4.12), and (4.14) reduce 11''' to 
just eight complex components, the same number as 11'. It is 
therefore clear that Eq. (4.13) is the inverse of Eq. (4.8) so 
that these equations define an isomorphism between the 
spaces of spin-~ multispinors and tensor-spinors. From the 
above symmetries we establish the dependent symmetry 

( 4.15) 

This symmetry combines with (4.9) to form a complete set 
of symmetries for 11''' equivalent to the set (4.9), (4.12), and 
(4.14) .2,10 For helicity~, the Dirac adjoint of II' is related to 
the Dirac adjoint of 1;." analogously with Eq. (4.3): 

- 7ffi 11''' =! Tr(rl'''C 11'). (4.16) 

Similarly, the Majorana conjugate of II' is related to II''' by 

cl; .. =! Tr(lI'cC -Irl''')' (4.17) 

Consequently, applying the generalized Majorana con
dition to a multispinor II' is equivalent to simply applying the 
usual Majorana condition to the spinor part of the associated 
tensor-spinor. As for helicity 1, Eq. (2.2) implies 

(4.18) 

Hence the Poincare lemma ensures the existence of a poten
tialll'l' (which will be a Majorana vector-spinor if the origi
nal multispinor 11', and hence II'''' were Majorana), which 
satisfies 

11''' = al'lI'" - a" 11'1" (4.19) 

However, the field equation for 11'1' does not follow from 
the first equation of ( 4.18), which yields a second-order dif
ferential equation for 11'1" but from the symmetry (4.15), 
which directly yields the simplest form of the gauge-invar
iant massless spin-~ Rarita-Schwinger equation, 

dll'l' - al'r'lI' = O. (4.20) 

The second-order equation can also be derived from 
(4.20) and constitutes a differential condition on the 11'1' 
field. Equation (4.20) is invariantll under the gauge trans
formation 1511'1' = al' E (for an arbitrary spino! field E) but its 
left-hand side is not divergence-free off-shell and the equa
tion cannot therefore be derived from a Hermitian Lagran
gian, nor coupled directly to a conserved vector-spinor 
source. However, by adding a multiple of its spinorial trace, 
a divergence-free form is readily obtained, 

dll'l' - al'r'lI' - rl'a.1I' + rl'dr'lI' = 0, (4.21) 

and this equation is equivalent to (4.20) except that it is 
derivable from a Lagrangian. By using the Dirac identity 
(A8), this equation can also be written compactly as 

EI''';''Prsr .. a;., II'p = O. (4.22) 

For both of these, the Hermitian gauge-invariant Lagran-
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gian may be taken to be 

L = - !Q;pEPvAPr5r)A 'l'p. (4.23) 

c. Hellclty 2: Flerz-Paull field 

We form the complex tensor 

C pVAP = fi, Tr(Tr('I'C -lrpv)C -lrAP )' (4.24) 

with the inverse relation following from a double application 
of (A17): 

'I' = iCPVAP (rPVC ® rAPC). ( 4.25) 

The symmetries 

C[pV]Ap = CpV[Ap] = C PVAp = C APP" (4.26) 

leave C PVAp with 21 complex components. The independent 
symmetry 

C[pVAp] = 0 (4.27) 

eliminates another component. The ten further relations 
needed for CP"AP to have the same number of components as 
'I' are supplied by the tracelessness relation 10.12 

CApA" =0. (4.28) 

Two dependent relations are 

(4.29) 

Cp[VAp] =0. (4.30) 

As with helicity 1, the spinorial chiral parts of 'I' can be 
used to define tensorial chiral parts C:VA P' These can be 
shown to be (anti- ) self-dual on both their first and second 
pair of indices. Since any fourth-order tensor obeying the 
symmetries (4.26)-(4.28) [and hence (4.29)] can be split 
into an anti-self-dual and a self-dual part, the chiral parts of 
C pVAP could equivalently be defined by this property. 

By double application of the same procedure as used for 
helicity 1, an analogous relation to (4.3) between the Dirac 
adjoint of 'I' and the complex conjugate of the tensor can be 
established. 

( 4.31) 

Double application of Eq. (4.4) also gives the relation 
between the complex conjugate ofthe tensor C pVAP and the 
charge conjugate of '1': 

C!VAp =fi, Tr(Tr('I'cC-Irpv)C-IrAP)' (4.32) 

Hence, as before, a Majorana spinor will give rise to a real 
tensor. 

As for the lower spins, Eq. (2.2) leads to an integrability 
condition for C pVAP ' 

Cpv[AP.k] = 0, (4.33) 

where the comma is used as a convenient alternative nota
tion for the partial derivative. Following Pirani 13 we use con
dition (4.33), the Poincare lemma, and (4.26) to obtain a 
tensor QP"A such that 

C pVAP = QpV[A,p]' (4.34) 

We may vary QP"A by an arbitrary divergence without alter
ing C pVAP : 

8QPVA = Ppv';" (4.35) 
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Symmetry (4.30) implies an integrability condition for 

QP"A' 

Qp[VA,p] = 0, (4.36) 

which in turn implies the existence of a tensor Npv, such that 

Qp["A] = Np[v,A]' (4.37) 

The freedom (4.35) allows N pv';' to be subtracted from QpVA 

so that we may take 

QpVA = Qp(VA)' 

Now 

(4.38) 

0= C( pvlAp = Q( pV)[A,p] (4.39) 

implies the existence of a symmetric tensor hp", such that 

Q( p")A = hPV,A' (4.40) 

Symmetry (4.38) allows QPVA to be expanded according to 

Qp"A = Q( p")A + Q( pA)v - Q("A) P 

= h p ,,';' + hpA.v - h"A, p' 

yielding 

(4.41) 

CP"AP = - 2a[phV][A,p]' (4.42) 

A real tensor CP"AP (arising from a Majorana multispinor 
'1') corresponds, of course, to a real potential hp ,,' 

The second-order massless Fierz-Pauli field equation 14 

follows from substitution of (4.42) into the symmetry 
(4.28): 

(4.43) 

where h = h P P • As with the helicity-~ case, the field equa
tions for 'I' and C pVAP constitute higher-order differential 
conditions on (4.43). Furthermore, (4.43) is gauge-invar
iant under 8hp " = a p 5" + a v5p (where 5p is an arbitrary 
vector field), but the left-hand side is not divergence-free off
shell, and hence not derivable from a Hermitian Lagrangian. 
Again an identically divergence-free equation is obtained by 
adding to (4.43) a multiple of its own trace giving 

Ohp " - 2a
A
a( phVlA + apavh 

(4.44) 

These equations are, of course, derivable from the linearized 
Einstein Lagrangian. 15 

D. Hellclty f 
Analogously to helicity 2, we define a complex tensor 

spinor 

/PVAP = fi, Tr(Tr('I'C -lrp,,)C -lrAp )' ( 4.45) 

with the inverse relation 

'I' = i/pVAP (rPVC ® yAPC). (4.46) 

As for CP"A P' the tensor-spinor IPVA P obeys the symmetries 

Ir. pV]Ap = IpV[Ap] = Ip"AP = lAPP'" 

Ir. p"Ap] = O. 

In addition to these, Ip"AP obeys the symmetry 
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This implies the vanishing trace relation 

fA.pAv = O. (4.49) 

Dependent relations include 

f;;,A.p = J;.vr;, (4.50) 

f!'lvA.p) =0, r!'vf!'vA.p=O. (4.51) 

As for lower spin, the spinorial chiral parts of the '11 can 
be used to define tensor-spinor chiral parts f !'"±"A. p' These 
obey 

f:"A.p = ~(1 ± rs)J;.VA.p' ii:"A.p = ± f:"A.p' (4.52) 

where the dual operation may act on either the first or sec
ond pair of indices of J;.VA. p' The full tensor-spinor therefore 
obeys 

ii,.vA.p = rsf!'vA.p· (4.53) 

The Majorana conjugate of f!'vA. p is related to the Majorana 
conjugate of '11 

(4.54) 

Equation (2.2) leads to an integrability condition for 
f!'vA.p and the Poincare lemma may be applied as for spin-2. 
The only di1ferences are that the tensors are replaced by 
tensor-spinors and the tensor-spinor q!,VA. , corresponding to 
Q!'VA. , can be chosen to satisfy 

r!'q!,VA. = o. (4.55) 

One obtains a symmetric tensor-spinor potential 'I1!'v, such 
that 

q!,VA. = 'I1!'V,A. + 'I1pA.v - 'I1VA.,!, , (4,56) 

f!'vA.p = - WI!' 'I1v)[A.,p)' (4.57) 

The potential 'I1!'v is a Majorana tensor-spinor if the original 
multispinor '11 (and hence f!'vA. p ) was Majorana. 

Equation (4.55) implies the simplest form of the mass
less spin; field equationl6.17 namely 

(4.58) 

The f!'vA. p field equation and (4.49) imply differential con
ditions for 'I1!'v' which are also derivable from the 'I1I'V field 
equation (4.58). Equation (4.58) is gauge-invariant under 
8'11l'v = al' Ev + avEI" where EI' is an arbitrary r-traceless 
vector-spinor field (that is, arbitrary up to satisfying 
r·E=O). Equation (4.58) is equivalent to the following 
equation (in which '11 = '111' I' ): 

d'l1l'v - 2yAa( I' '11 v)A. - W A.r ( I' '11 v)A, + 2r( I' dyA'I1 v)A. 

- ~1Jl'vd'l1 + 1Jl'va A.r P'llA.p + r(l'aV) '11 = O. (4.59) 

Denoting the left-hand side of (4.59) by XI'V' the r-traceless 
part of XI'V is identically divergence-free, 16.17 

a I'(XI'V -lrvyAxpA) = 0, (4.60) 

as is necessary for the equation to be derivable from a La
grangian. One such Lagrangian was displayed recently as 
part of an analysis of arbitrary spin by Berends et al. 16 Ear
lier papers with massless spin; Lagrangians include Berends 
et al.,18-20 while Fronsdal,21 Fang and Fronsdal,22 and de 
Wit and Freedman23 give Lagrangians for massless fields or 
arbitrary spin. 
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V. ARBITRARY HELICITY 

The cases of spin-1 through; establish the pattern for 
the relations between spinors of unmixed spin and corre
sponding tensors and tensor"spinors. No new features occur 
for higher spins: there are simply more space-time indices in 
the equations. For integer spin j and half-odd-integer spin 
j = n +~, respectively, one may define 

F = (1)jTr( .. ·Tr('I1C- 1r ) ... C- 1"" ) I',V, "'l'jVj 4 I',V, {I'~j , 

(5.1 ) 

fl',V, '''I'.V. = (1)" Tr( .. · Tr('I1C - l
r l"V, ) ... C -lrl'.v.)' 

(5.2) 

These have inverses 

'11 = (1)jF (rl',V,C® ... ®rl'jVjC) (5.3) :2 P,v • ... PjV) , 

'11 = (1)" I' (rl',V,C® '" ®rl'·v·C). (5.4) 2 J #,.1', ••• j.t"V" 

Both F and fare antisymmetric on each pair of indices 
[l"iVi] and are symmetric with respect to permutations of 
such pairs of indices. Analogously with Eq. (4.28), the trace 
on any two indices in different pairs vanish. Analogously 
with (4.27) and (4.30), the parts of Fand f that are totally 
antisymmetric on two pairs of indices or on three indices 
including a pair vanish. For integer spin, these reduce F to 
2(2j + 1) complex components. For half-odd-integer spin 
there is the further relation 

rl'v fl'v ". = 0, 

or equivalently 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

which reduces f to 2(2j + 1) components. The symmetries 
and equations obeyed by our F and f are identical to all the 
corresponding equations for the tensor and tensor-spinor 
field strengths R constructed by Berends et al.24 from the 
Lagrangian potentials. Chiral parts for both f and F may be 
defined by using the chiral parts of '11 in definitions (5.1) and 
(5.2) and these are (anti-)self-dual on each successive pair 
of antisymmetric indices. Majorana multispinors continue 
to correspond to Majorana tensor-spinors and real tensors. 

As for lower spins, the generalized Weyl equation (2.2) 
yields mass irreducibility and an integrability condition for F 
and f, allowing the Poincare lemma to be applied. The uni
formity of the direct procedures used here to derive the 
forms of the Lagrangian wave equations for spins-I, -~, -2, 
and ~ from the simpler unmixed spin reps strongly suggests 
that the method is extendable to obtain the Lagrangians for 
arbitrary spin. 16,17,21-23 Further new features occur beyond 
spin-~, such as the vanishing of the double trace of the La
grangian field for spin ;>4, and one would expect these to 
arise naturally in the transition from the unmixed to the 
mixed spin irreps rather than requiring ad hoc assumptions. 

Nevertheless, beyond spin-~ one would wish to find the 
general procedure to carry out the j or j-! integrations to 
obtain the Lagrangian fields, unique up to the appropriate 
gauge freedoms. The extension to arbitrary spin of the proce
dures developed here will be considered in subsequent pa
pers.25 
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VI. MASSIVE FIELDS 

The isomorphism in Eq. (4.1) and (4.2) is possible for 
massless spin-1 because the matrices Y IlV C span the space of 
D(1,O) alD(O,l) spinors. For massive spin-1 fields it is not 
possible to use these D(1,O) alD(O, 1) fields alone since a 
simple first-order wave equation is not then derivable. The 
same is true for all f~ 1 with nonzero mass. Bargmann
Wigner multispinors are used instead. For massive spin-1 
the space of symmetric spinors of rank two is spanned by the 
matrices (YllvC'YIl C) so a vector field All must be intro
duced26 in addition to Filv ' One expands 'I' as 

'I' = V'IlV yllVC + All yIlC, (6.1) 

with 

FIlV=!Tr('I'C-1yllv)' AI' =!Tr('I'C-1yll ). (6.2) 

As is well known,IO,26 applying the Bargmann-Wigner 
equations to 'I' implies Fl'v is dependent on All' 

Fllv = (lIm)(aIlAv -avAil)' (6.3) 

and All obeys the usual Proca equations 

(0 + m2)AIl = 0, a IlAIl = 0. (6.4) 

As for the massless fields, the complex conjugates of All 
andFllv are related to the Majorana conjugate of 'I' by (6.2) 
so that a Majorana multispinor 'I' corresponds to real fields 
All and Filv ' 

Similar results hold for spin-~ and higher with the gen
eral Rarita-Schwinger equations arising for half-odd-in
teger spin and the general Fierz-Pauli equations arising for 
integer spin. 10.26,27 At all levels, Majorana multispinors cor
respond to Majorana tensor-spinors and real tensors. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated how massless multispinor fields 
of unmixed spin may be used to derive the standard massless 
Lagrangian field equations ofhelicity 1,~, 2, and l We have 
also displayed explicitly the relationship between reality or 
Majorana conditions on the Lagrangian fields and a general
ized Majorana condition on the underlying multispinor 
fields. The correspondence between the multispinor fields 
and associated tensor and tensor-spinor fields is essentially 
uniform for arbitrary spins. The method used here for deriv
ing the standard Lagrangian field equations ought to be ex
tendable, in a uniform manner, to arbitrary spin. 

APPENDIX: CONVENTIONS AND IDENTITIES 

Matrix operations: superscripts on matrices have the fol-
lowing meanings: 

T = transpose, 

* = complex conjugate, 

t = Hermitian conjugate = *T. 

Our metric and Levi-Civita conventions are 
(TJllv) = diag( + 1, - 1, - 1, - 1), EO l23 = + 1. Indices 
enclosed in (square) round brackets are (anti)symmetrized 
according to 
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T =_1 ~ T 
(Ill ... Ilm) m! ~ I'vl'" Ilvm' 

T[ III ... Ilm 1 = ~! L ( - 1 )"Tllv, ... Il_' 

where the sum is taken over all the permutations 11'( n) of the 
numbers 1, ... ,m and (- 1)11' = + 1 if 11' is even, or - 1 if1T 
is odd. 

Dual tensors: for anJlIltisymmetric tensor F Illv] = Fllv , 
the dual is defined to beFllv = !Ellv)"pPP. The dual can also 
be defined on any pair of antisymmetric indices of any tensor 
and is then denoted by placing the tilde (-) over the pair of 
indices 

A ... l'v", = ~Ellv)"p A .. :l.P .... 

The dual satisfies Fllv = - Fllv . 
Dirac algebra: The defining relations are 

{yll,yV} = 2TJIlV, Y6 = Yo, yt = - Yk' 

Some other definitions and relations follow: 

yllV = !i(yll,yV], Ys = iyOylfr, 

{ys'YIl} = 0, [ys'Yllv] = 0, 

YsYs = 1, y~ = Ys, 

Yoytyo = YIl , YoytvYo = Yllv' 

Yoy~yo = Ys' Yo(YIlYs)tyO = YIlYs, 

iyllv = YsYllv' 
yllyVA. = EIlVA.PysYp + iTJllvyA _ iTJJlA.yv, 

(yll,yVA.] = 2i( TJ IlvyA - TJ JlA.yV) , 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(yIlV,yAP] = 2i(TJVA.y IlP + TJIlPyVA. _ TJJlA.yvp _ TJvpyJlA.), 

(AlO) 

(All) 

Tr(yl'l ... yl'k) = Tr(yl'l ... yllkyS) = ° (k odd), (A12) 

Tr(yllyV) = 4TJIlV, (A13) 

Tr(ys) = Tr(YIl) = Tr(Yllv) = Tr(YllvYs) =0, (A14) 

Tr(t'vyAP) = 4( TJ JlA.TJ vp - TJIlPTJVA.). (AlS) 

Regarding the nonzero components of y IlV as six inde
pendent matrices, the following collection forms a linearly 
independent set and is a basis for the set of 4 X 4 matrices 
over the complex numbers: 

{l'YIl'Yllv'YIlYs,ys}. (A16) 

In particular, for any traceless 4 X 4 matrix W that decom
poses in the chiral representation into diagonal 2 X 2 block 
form, one has the completeness relation 

(A17) 

Another basis for the 4 X 4 complex matrices is given by 

(A18) 

where C is the charge conjugation matrix discussed in the 
text. Note that Yll C and YllvC are symmetric, while the oth
ers are antisymmetric. 

Any two representations y Il and r Il of the Dirac algebra 
are related by a similarity transformation 

(A19) 
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where U may be taken to be unitary due to the unitarity 
(Al) of the r elements. The D(!,O) EflD(O,P spinors are 
hence transformed between representations according to 

A - ~ - -1 
'11-'11 = U'I', '11-'11 = 'I1U . (A20) 

Similarly, spinj multispinors transform according to 
A 

'11-'11 = (U@U@ ... @ U)'I1, (A2l) 

where there are 2j matrices U, any number of which may be 
transferred to the right-hand side by transposing. The appro
priate transformation for e is 

c= ueu T
• (A22) 

A 

Under (A22), the properties (3.S) also hold for e, wbileEq. 
(3.6) are not preserved under (A22) with an arbitrary uni
tary matrix U. Furthermore, a charge-conjugate spinor cor
rectly transforms between representations as a spinor 

'I1C = (erl @ erl @ ." ern '11._( u@ U @ ••• @ U) 'I1C
• 

(A23) 
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Coordinate-independent formulation of the Langevin equation 
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A diffusion process on a compact Riemannian manifold is considered, and a coordinate-invariant 
Fokker-Planck equation is formulated. A covariant form of the Langevin equation is also 
derived, and the formalism is applied to the stochastic quantization of lattice gauge theories. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Variables in lattice gauge theories take values in Lie 
groups; the problem of describing the stochastic quantiza
tion of these theories led us to consider diffusion on compact 
Riemannian manifolds with metric gIJ" without boundaries. 
Stochastic processes and their use in the quantization of field 
theories in flat manifolds is an extensively studied subject. 1,2 

Diffusion on Riemannian manifolds was discussed in 
detail in Ref. 3, where a coordinate-invariant Fokker
Planck equation was presented. In this paper we will discuss 
the same equation but our approach differs from that of Ref. 
3 in that our underlying Langevin equation is simpler. The 
reason for this is that the authors of Ref. 3 explicitly avoided 
using metric-dependent noise terms that resulted in two 
rather unconventional coordinate-invariant Langevin equa
tions. As we shall see below, using metric-dependent noise 
averages results in a very simple form for the Langevin equa
tion. 

We propose here to give a presentation of the topic in a 
form helpful for the purpose of numerical simulation of lat
tice gauge theories. In practice this calls for simulation of the 
relevant diffusion process by a discrete step Langevin equa
tion; it will be our purpose to derive this. 

II. COORDINATE-INVARIANT FOKKER-PLANCK 
EQUATION 

If P(x,t) is a time-dependent probability distribution, 
defined on a manifold M, P will satisfy the equation 

!!.... ( d D x-/iP(x,t) = O. (2.1) 
dtJM 

Letp(x,t) = -/iP, if we limit ourselves to boundaryless man
ifolds, Eq. (2.1) is guaranteed if 

~p = -a J'IJ 
at IJ' 

(2.2) 

wherer is a current density. A popular choice forr is given 
by 

r =F IJp - kT-/igIJ" a,,(l1-/i) p). (2.3) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (2.3) is the so-called 
drift force. The second term is the diffusion term, l F IJ is a 
force field tangent vector defined on the manifold M, and T 
is the temperature. The diffusion term is also a vector den

sity, since (1I-Ji) is a scalar. The form (2.3) forr guaran
tees that if F IJ is a gradient, that is 

F IJ = - gIJ" a" v, (2.4) 

then a stationary solution to Eq. (2.2) is given by 

p = -/ie- VlkT. (2.5) 

Thus the general coordinate-invariant diffusion equation on 
a curved manifold is given by 

: = -aIJ {FIJP-kT-JigP"a,,(~p)} (2.6) 

= aIJ {[ - F IJ - kT( lI-/i)a" (-/igIJ") ] p} 

+aIJ av(kTgP"p) , (2.7) 

where all differential operators are moved to the left. 

III. THE GENERALIZED LANGEVIN EQUATION 

We shall try to define now a stochastic process that is 
coordinate independent, in the sense that the probability dis
tribution must satisfy the coordinate invariant diffusion 
equation (2.6). 

We make use of the following asymptotic expansion. 

= I(O)Od(Z) - I~l) ai Od(Z)..JAt 

+ U?2) ai aj Od(Z)(..JAt)2 

- (1/3!)/?~) ai aj ak Od(Z)(..JAt)3 + (3.1) 

Here W(x) is a smooth function from R d to R and the 
numbers 1(0) , I~ 1) , ... ,J~~/n are defined by the following 
equations: 

J ddX W(x) = leO) , 

J ddX xiW(x) = I~l) , (3.2) 

J ddXXi'''·Xi·W(x) = I~~;·i •. 

The asymptotic expansion can easily be proved multi
plying both sides of Eq. (3.1) by a monomial Zi, ... Zi, and 
integrating over z. 

Next we consider the following generalized form ofthe 
discrete Langevin equation 

(3.3 ) 

where the 1Jn are independent stochastic variables whose 
moments are fixed to the following values: 
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(3.4 ) 
-,-. -j - lij( )10: "'m "'n - Xn U mn . 

We further demand that the higher moments are not too 
large, or more precisely 

"'~ ... ",~M_O(l/..[5:t)M-2 (M>3). (3.5) 

If we write the probability distribution of TIn as 
WXn (TIn ), the Fokker-Planck kernel for a time interval at 

can be written as follows: 

K(x,y) = f dd",O(X-y-",..[5:t)Wy ("') 

( 
l)d (X - Y) 

= ..[5:t Wy ..[5:t . (3.6) 

Applying the general formula (3.1) we obtain 

K(x,y) =Od(X- y) + {-P(Y) ~Od(X- y) 
ax' 

+ lij( y) ~~Od(X _ y)}at + o(at 3/2) • 
2 axi ax} 

(3.7) 

Thus we see that the discretized Fokker-Planck equa
tion 

P(X,t + at) = f d dy K(x, y)P( y,t) (3.8) 

has a well-defined at-o limit if the higher moments of the 
stochastic noise do not violate (3.5): 

Pex,t) = air I i(X)P] + ! ai aj[ lij(x)P] . (3.9) 

By comparing (3.9) and (2.7) we find easily that the 
Langevin equations 

X!:+I = x!: +..[5:t",!: , (3.lOa) 

",!:=..[5:t[FI.I.(Xn) + kT av(~g(Xn)gI.l.V(Xn)]' 
~g(xn) 

(3.lOb) 

(3.1Oc) 

rt,,: .. , Tf",M -o( l/..[5:t)M - 2 

describe the process (2.6). Equations (3.10) can be rewrit
ten by shifting the random variables ",::, by their mean values 

x::, + 1 = x::, + at {F I.I.(Xm) + kT av (.figl'V)} 
~g(Xm ) 

+..[5:t ",::, , (3.lla) 

rfm =0, (3.llb) 

",::, "': = 2kTgI.I.V(x" )Omn . (3.llc) 

Here the corrections to the second moment (3.11c) are 
irrelevant because they are of higher order. 

Equations (3.11) describe a covariant Langevin equa
tion. This covariance property allows us to perform a change 
of coordinates at every step, and in particular we can always 
choose an inertial frame, where g I.I.V(x) = Ol.l.vandap gI.l.V(x) 
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= 0, as will be the case in Sec. IV. 

IV. STEP BY STEP COVARIANCE OF THE LANGEVIN 
PROCESS 

It is of course possible to check explicitly that the Lange
vin process described by Eq. (2.10) is covariant, 

Let us consider the average jump taken at the mth step. 
From (3.10) we have 

=..[5:t ",::, 

= at [F I.I.(Xm) + 1 av( gl.l.V(Xm )~ g(Xm »)] , 
~g(Xm ) 

(4.1 ) 

(x::, + 1 - x::, )(x;;' + 1 - X;;') = at 2kTgI.I.V(xm) . (4.2) 

Ifwe now perform a change of coordinates yl.l. = Y 1.1. (x ) then 
the }lth step will be described in the y coordinate system by 

y::'+ 1 - y::, = yl.l.(xm+ I) - yl.l.(xm) . (4.3) 

Expanding the functionyl.l.(xm + I) around Xm we obtain 

x (x';; + 1 - x,;; )(x~ + 1 - x~) + ... 

= at av yl.l.(Xm ) [ - F V(xm) 

+ ~a(AgvU(Xm)~g(Xm»] 
g(xm ) 

+atavauyl.l.(xm)[kTgVU(xm)]. (4.4) 

The last two terms combine in the covariant Laplacian and 
we have 

1.1. 1.1. _ A F V( ) ayl.l.(Xm) A V 1.1.( ) Ym + 1 - Ym - ~t Xm + ~t Y Xm . 
ax';; 

(4.5) 

The first term is clearly the force expressed in the y-coordi
nate system, and the second term can be written as 

at ~ [g,UV( y)~g'( y) ayl.l.] 
~g'( y) ayu ayV 

at au [g'UI.I.( y)~ g'( y)] . (4.6) 
~g'( y) 

The expression for the width in the y system is even simpler: 

(Y::'+I - Y::')(Y';;+I - y';;) 

= au yl.l.(Xm lap yV(xm) (x~ + 1 - x~ ) (x~ + 1 - x~) 

=2kTg'I.I.V(Ym)' (4.7) 

V. LATTICE GAUGE THEORIES: AN EXAMPLE 

We consider the Langevin equation (3.11) on a group 
manifold. At every step we parametrize the manifold in the 
following way: 

(5.1) 
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where UN is the instantaneous position in group space. We 
want to compute gii(XN) and ak gii(x)lx = xN, with XN 
= O. The line element generated by the Haar measure is 

given by 

dr =! Tr (dUU- I
)2 = gij(x)dxi dxi. (S.2) 

Next we express dUU -I as a power series in x, where 

dUU- 1 = (dx·n + Hx.T,dx.T] + o(x 2) . (S.3) 

From (S.2) it is easy to show that 

gij(O) = ~ij, 

ak gij(O) = O. 

(S.4a) 

(S.4b) 

Using (S.4) to (S.S) the Langevin equation (3.11) becomes 

x~+ 1 = x~ - !l.tF i(XN) + $i 11~(XN) , 
~~(XN) =0, 

(S.Sa) 

(S.Sb) 

11~ 11k = 2kT~ij~NM , (S.Sc) 

but x N = 0 and the N + 1 step on the group manifold is 
described by 

UN+ 1 = exp[ - !l.tFi(XN) + $i 11~Ti] UN , (S.6) 
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where 

Fi=~ijaSjl =(TiU)ab(~)' (S.7) 
ax X=XN aUab 

This Langevin equation for lattice gauge theory has been 
studied by many authors.2,4 
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Starting from the affinely parametrized supersymmetric Dirac particle model a Grassmannian 
path integral expression for the propagator of the Dirac equation, minimally coupled to an 
external electromagnetic field, is derived. A purely "bosonic" path integral representation of the 
propagator of the iterated minimally coupled Dirac equation is also obtained. It appears that a 
Nicolai mapping exists, even in a formal sense, only in the case of a constant external field. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The history of attempts to construct a classical model of 
the Dirac electron is a long and intriguing one (see Refs. 1 
and 2 for early references). Three different reasons for this 
continued interest can be identified: (i) aesthetic ones, (ii) 
the search for a toy model of field theory (mainly in the 
context of supersymmetry), and, last but not least, (iii) the 
desire to learn something about the Dirac particle itself. A 
minimal requirement for considering a classical electron 
model as "correct" is that when quantized it should give rise 
to the Dirac equation. Until recently, the only models that 
fulfilled this requirement involved anticommuting numbers. 
Out of these we mention the model of Berezin and Marinov l 

whose action is invariant under arbitrary reparametrizations 
of the evolution parameter and exhibits a gauge supersym
metry, and the model ofDi Vecchia and Ravndal,3 where the 
parameter is fixed up to affine transformations and there 
exists a global supersymmetry. The most recent upsurge of 
interest in this area is due to the fact that models involving 
only complex numbers have been found. We refer to the 
work of Barut and collaborators,4.5 who succeeded in con
structing a classical action with the desired properties, and 
to the work of Jacobson et al.,6.7 who extended Feynman's 
checkerboard path integrals to 3 + 1 dimensions and also 
constructed the stochastic process related to this path inte
gral via analytic continuation. (Strictly speaking the latter 
approach does not define a model since there is no classical 
action involved in the checkerboard prescription.) One 
might take these results as an indication that "anticommut
ing c-numbers are an unnecessary addition to mathematical 
physics.,,9 We feel, however, that simplicity and predictive 
power are also relevant criteria for the selection of a model, 
and in this respect the globally supersymmetric modee is 
unsurpassed. It is the only model in which so far the minimal 
coupling to an external electromagnetic field and to an exter
nal gravitational field including torsion could be incorporat
ed.2 Most remarkably, these couplings are uniquely deter
mined by the supersymmetry. It seemed therefore 
interesting to derive a path integral expression of the Dirac 
propagator from this model. 

In Sec. II of this paper we briefly review the model ofDi 
Vecchia and Ravndal and introduce a pseudo-SchrOdinger 
representation for its canonically quantized version, which is 
more general than the Dirac representation. Based on this 
representation, path integral expressions for the Dirac pro
pagator and iterated Dirac propagator in an external electro-

magnetic field are derived in Sec. III. Finally in Sec. IV we 
address the question of whether the fact that the path inte
gral for the iterated propagator can be reduced to a "bo
sonic" one can be interpreted in terms of a Nicolai mapping. 
We find that a rigorous version of the mapping exists only for 
the free particle and even a formal version appears to exist 
only in the case of a constant external field. 

II. SUPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM MECHANICS OF A 
SPIN-l PARTICLE 

In the model of Di Vecchia and Ravndal3 the classical 
spin degrees of freedom are described by a four-vector with 
real anticommuting components sa. The free-particle La
grangian is 

L = (x2/2) - (i/2)st. (2.1 ) 

The dot denotes differentiation with respect to a parameter 
..t, which is equal to s/m if the equations of motion are ful
filled, where s is the proper time and m the mass of the parti
cle; ..t is well defined even if m = 0, in which case it is an 
"affine parameter." The Lagrangian (2.1) is invariant (up 
to a time derivative) under the supersymmetry transforma
tions 

{);x" = iEs a , 

{)sa = EXa. 
(2.2) 

(2.3) 

These transformations can be implemented as "supertrans
lations" in a superspace formulation of the model, where in 
addition to..t there appears an anticommuting evolution pa
rameter e. Note that in contrast to the supersymmetric rela
tivistic field theories no spinors appear here at the classical 
level. The "simple" supersymmetry (to be consistent with 
current terminology in supersymmetric nonlinear (T models, 
one should call it N = ! supersymmetry) embodied in (2.2) 
and (2.3) may be generalized to an "extended" one; the re
sulting theory in the N = 2 (alias N = 1) extended case is a 
relativistic extension of Witten's version of supersymmetric 
quantum mechanics 10 and provides a classical model ofthe 
photon. ll 

Canonical quantization of the model yields, in a 
straightforward manner, the Dirac theory: The pseudoclas
sical Dirac bracket2·12 

(2.4) 

is replaced at the quantum level by the Clifford algebra rela-
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tions 

{l a, l b} = li1Jab . (2.5) 

Thus the quantum spin variables l a may be represented by 
(fi/2) 1/2 t', where t' are the Dirac matrices, and this repre
sentation is essentially unique. However for our purposes it 
will be useful to transcend the standard notion of an algebra 
representation and to consider as a representation of (2.4) a 
space of functions defined on a Grassmann algebra. This 
Grassmann algebra will be an analog of the configuration 
space of the x variables. We stress that the 5a have to be 
considered as phase-space variables and that no natural con
figuration space exists for the spin variables. I Nonetheless, 
due to the even dimensionality of space-time, it is possible to 
identify "position" and "momentum" variables by exhibit
ing the pseudosymplectic structure defined by (2.4) in its 
canonical form. We therefore define Grassmannian "coordi
nates" {; I, {; JI and "momenta" PI' PII by 

(;I = 2- 1/2(5° + 53), (;II = 2- 1/2(5 1+ i5 2 ) , (2.6) 

PH = 2- 1/2 ( - 5 1+ i5 2
) , 

(2.7) 

obeying the bracket relations 

[{;A, {;B}=O= [PA' PB}' 

[{; A, PB} = i~A B 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(A, B = lor II). These relations become Heisenberg-type 
anticommutation relations upon canonical quantization and 
we are going to construct the (pseudo-) "Schrodinger" rep
resentation of them. There is a certain amount of arbitrari
ness in the definition of the {; A andPA : Any set of null vectors 
(two of them necessarily complex) {k, I, m, n} with 
k . I = 1 = m . n and all other scalar products vanishing pro
vides a possible set {S. k, 5' I, 5' m, 5' n} of coordinates 
and momenta. It will be seen shortly that all choices lead to 
equivalent (though not identical) representations. The fol
lowing representation of the quantum variables suggests it
self: 

?A: I ({;)--+fiI/2{;A I({;) , (2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

Here I is an arbitrary analytic function of {;I and {;II. The 
most general one is of the form 

I ({;) = a I + {; la2 + {; lIa3 + (; I{; lIa4 , (2.12) 

where the a; are arbitrary Grassmann numbers. The Dirac 
representation is obtained from the {; representation by spe
cializing to complex a; and having them comprise the spinor 
'" = (ai, a2, a3, a4). The definitions (2.10) and (2.11) imply, 
then, 

(2.13 ) 

where the t' are a particular realization of the Dirac matri
ces. 

In order to complete the quantum kinematics for the 
spin variables we have to define a scalar product in our repre
sentation space. We note that {; I and P I are real and that 
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PII = - {; II •. Therefore a I a{; I must be Hermitian and 

a ;;: 
a{; II = - {; II , (2.14 ) 

the bar denoting the adjoint. These properties determine the 
scalar product up to a constant factor 

(II> 12) = f d{;I d{;lI. d{;11 e-,n.,ljf/2 

= f dG({;)/t/2' (2.15) 

This scalar product involves Berezin integration with re
spect to the anticommuting variables and the Grassmann 
involution * defined such that (ab)* = b *0* for arbitrary 
Grassmann numbers a and b (the 5 a are constrained to be 
real, Sa. = Sa). For the spinors t/I corresponding to the 
pseudowave functions I the scalar product (2.15) implies 
exactly the Lorentz invariant 

- t 
t/l1t/l2 = t/lIPt/l2 , (2.16) 

p~(~ ~ ~ v~~ (2.17) 

So far we have considered only the quantum representation 
of the spin variables. Of course the full representation space 
is the tensor product of the space just defined with a standard 
representation space for the translational degrees of free
dom. 

The dynamics of the particle is governed by the Hamil
tonian H generating translations in the parameter A. But H is 
determined by the generator Q of the supersymmetry trans
formations (2.2) and (2.3) via 

[Q,Q}=2iH, (2.18) 

and therefore all the information about the dynamics is al
ready contained in Q. In particular the quantum-mechanical 
mass-shell condition 

HI) = (m2/2) I ) (2.19) 

is a consequence of the eigenvalue condition 

QI) = m(1iI2) 1121 ). (2.20) 

The latter is just the Dirac equation. 
It is amusing to observe (although this will not be need

ed in the rest of the paper) that the "bosonic" and "fer
mionic" states with respect to the supersymmetry are just 
the states I ± ) of definite chirality, 

lsi ±) = ± (fi2/4) I ± ) , (2.21) 

(2.22) 

as 

{Q,ls} =0 (2.23 ) 

implies 
'" QI+)-I-), '" QI-)-i+)· (2.24) 

Consequently the Witten indexl3 in the Dirac representa
tion, 

Tr( - l)F = Tr rs (2.25) 
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(F denoting the fermion number operator), just coincides 
with the usual notion of the index of the Dirac operator. This 
fact lies at the basis of an alternative proof of the Atiyah
Singer index theorem for the Dirac operator on a Rieman
nian manifold. 14 

III. DERIVATION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 
EXPRESSIONS 

In this paper we are interested in the inverses (putting 
Ii = 1 from now on) 

(iH - m2 + io)-I = - ~ iCC d)' e-im2A12/HA, (3.1) 

(21/2Q-m+iO)-1 

= J dOemge21129Q(2il - m2 + iO)-I, (3.2) 

whose integral kernels in the Dirac representation are the 
propagators of the iterated and simple Dirac equation, re
spectively. The integration variable 0 in (3.2) is anticom-

A. A. 

muting, and OQ = - QO. In Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) we have 
already indicated the manner in which these propagators 
will be represented, namely via path inte~al expressions for 
the kernels of exp (iR)') and exp (OQ + iR)'). These kernels 
are matrix-valued two-point functions, and it is this matrix 
character that presents a challenge to the construction of a 
path integral representation. In the context of the model of 
Berezin and Marinov, I Ogielsky and Sobczykl5 had to use 
the notion of symbol of an operator (introduced in Ref. 1) 

(X", t ";). Ix', t ';0) == (x" , t II leiHA lx', t') . 

Using (3.7) we may write this as 

for this purpose. Due to the even dimensionality of phase 
space, in our case we can dispense with this tool and work in 
the t representation instead. 

We introduce the states Ito) = It~, t~I.) represented 
by 

c5,o(t) = (t I - t~)(1 - tllt~I.) , 

and obeying 

t1lto) =t~lto), 
tlllto) = t~I·lto) , 
(toll) = I(to) . 

One easily checks the completeness relation 

I = J It) dG(t) (t I . 

Therefore 

fiil)r/12 = (Ilia liz) 

(3.3) 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

= J J (/IItl)dG(tl)(tllo It2)dG(t2) (t2lh) . 

(3.8) 

Equation (3.8) shows thatthe matrix elements (tiIO It2) of 
a spin "observable" in the t representation indeed contain all 
the information necessary to construct the corresponding _ A. 

spinorial matrix elements r/110tP2 (with r/11 and r/12 the spinors 
corresponding to II and 12) in the Dirac representation. 

Consider now the matrix element 

(3.9) 

(x", t";)' Ix', t';O) = J d 4x l ··· d
4xn (x", t "leiHElxn' tn )dG(tn) 

X (xn, tn leiHElxn _ I' tn _ I ) ••• (x2, t2leiHElxl' tl)dG(tl) (XI' tlleiHElx', t') , 

€=)./(n + 1). 

We restrict ourselves first to the free-particle case. Then 

H=p2/2, 

(Xk + I' tk + I le;HElxk, tk) = (Xk + I le;HElxk) (tk + I Itk) . 

As usual we express the first factor on the right-hand side (rhs) of (3.13) as 

(Xk + I le;HElxk) = J dPk + I dPk (Xk + I IPk + I ) (Pk + I I eiHE IPk ) (Pk IXk) 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

=J d~4eXp[zp(Xk -xk+d]exp[i(p2/2)€J = - (l/2~~) exp[ - U/2€)(xk+1 -Xk )2]. 
(21T) 

Similarly we can write the second factor as 

1651 

(tk+lltk) = - f dG(P)exp[ -PI(tLI -t~)]exp(t~\IPII +Pt.t~I.), 
dG(P): = dPI dPu dP t. e - fJufJ r.. • 
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(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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Now 

-!(t1
I
*t1

I
+ti

I
!lti

I
+I) -PuP'fI -PI(tLI -tD +t~+IPU +P'fIt~* 

= -!17abS
a
(SLI -S%) -!S°(ti+1 -til +!S\tLI -t2) + (i12)t l (si +si+l) 

+ (i12)(s 1 + s 1+ 1 )t 2 
- is IS2 - (i12)tls~ - (i12)s 1+ In+ 1 . (3.17) 

If we assume for the moment that Sk = s(kE) with SCA.) differentiable and that S = s[ (k + !)E), then for small E (3.17) 
becomes 

- (El2) (17abS at b + sot3 + tOs3) + O(~) , 

i.e., - iE times the spin part of the Lagrangian (2.1) up to a total derivative. Therefore in a formal sense 

(x", t "leiHA Ix', t') - f ~ [xl ~ [s lexp( - if L dA '). 

The rigorous result is 

(x",t";).lx',t';O)= -J(iI d::
k
2 )dG(PII2)[iI dG(tk)dG(Pk+II2)]exp{i [_~(Xk+I-Xk)2 

k=1 27T E k=1 k=O 2 E 

(3.18 ) 

(3.19) 

- tS\ k+ 112 (ti + I - ti) + t i\ IPn. k + 112 + PT!. k+ Il2t i
l
*]} , (3.20) 

wherexo = x', to = t', Xn + I = x", andtn+ I = t". Note that there is onepintegration more than there are t integrations, 
since the result is an odd Grassmann number. Of course the Grassmannian part ofthe integration can be performed trivially, 
and in virtue of (3.7), (3.10), and (3.13) we have 

(x",t";).lx',t';O) =Ko(x",x';).)(t"lt'), (3.21) 

where Ko(x", x';).) is the proper time evolution kernel of the Klein-Gordon equation. Note that the kernel 

(t");') = (;"1 -;'I)(l_t"Ut'II"'), (3.22) 

corresponds exactly to the unit matrix in the Dirac representation via (3.8) and that we therefore indeed obtain the iterated 
Dirac propagator by combining (3.20) and (3.1). 

In order to obtain the Dirac propagator itself we need the matrix element 

(x",;"; A, 0 Ix',;'; 0, O)=(x", t" leiHA 
+ 012 Ix', t') . (3.23) 

A 

Since Q is a constant of motion we can represent this matrix element by an expression like (3.10) with the only difference that 
one of the factors (Xk+ It tk+ IleiH£lxk, tk) has to be replaced by 

(Xk+l,tk+lleIHHOQlxk,tk) = (xk+lleiH£lxk)(tk+deoQ,,'k)' (3.24) 

The supercharge of a free particle is 

Q = Pat a = PA;A + p4PA , 

where we have introduced 

PI = 2-1/2(pO + P3)' Pu = 2- 1
/
2

(p1 - ip2) , 

pI = 2-1/2(po _ P3)' pH = 2- 1/2 ( - PI - iP2) , 

and a summation over A = I, II is understood. We have 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(tk+lleOQltk) = (tk+lltk) +O(PltitLI +/)(l-ti\lt~*) -O(t1+1 -;D(Pn;l\1 -pII
tll*) (3.28) 

= - f dGCB)exp[ -PdtLI -;D +:1I+I,8n +,8T!tl
I
",] 

Now 

Plt l - pIp I + pIlPII - PIIP T! = Pot 3 + P3SO + PIS I + p~2 = :Q(p, ;,,8) . 

Therefore 

(Xk+ p tk+ IlelHHoQlxk, tk) = f (~~4exp[iP(Xk - Xk+ d + i~](tk+ tleoQl;k) = 2~~ J dG(Pk+ 112) 

xexp[ - PI. k + I (t1 + I - t i) + t1\ IPII. k+ 112 + P1I,k+ 112trIl] 

[ 
i 2 -(Xk+I-Xk )] Xexp -2E(Xk+I-Xk ) -OQ E ,;k,Pk+II2' 
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and 

(x",;";A,Blx',;';O,O)-f g [x] g[tlexP( -BQ[X(Ao),t(Ao)] -i L'" LeU'). (3.32) 

The last expression is formal; Ao is an arbitrary value of the evolution parameter with 0 < Ao < A 1. Apparently the expression 
(3.32) is noncovariant. The rigorous result (3.20), however, with one summand ofl:Z=o replaced according to (3.31), is 
covariant because the noncovariance of the factor-ordering of BQ = BQ+ + Q_B, Q+ + Q_ = Q, is compensated by the 
noncovariance of the measuredG(;k )dG(pk + 112 )dG(;k + 1 ). Integrating the matrix element (3.23) over A and B according 
to (3.2) yields the desired path integral representation of the free Dirac propagator. 

The results obtained so far can readily be generalized to the case of a Dirac particle minimally coupled to an external 
electromagnetic field. In this case the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian read 

L = (x2/2) + eAx - (i12)(st - eFabSaSb) , (3.33) 

and 

H = !(p - eA)2 - (ieI2)Fabs as b, 

respectively. The path integral expression (3.20) generalizes to 

(x",;";Ii Ix',;';O) = -lim J(IT d~~)dG(pII2)[ IT dG(;k)dG(pk+1I2)] 
n_oo k= 1 21T€ k= 1 

where 

S03(;, ;',{3) = (i/2)(p1;,1 - ;1.01) , 

SI2(;,;',p) = - (1I2)(Pn;,n+;n.p:t), 
SOI(;.;' • .0) = (i12) [pd;,n + ;n.) -; ,1.0 :t - ;Ipn] • 
S02(;.;'.p) =![pI(;,n_;n.) _;,Ip:t +;1.011]' 
SI3(;.;'.p) = (;/2)[.01(;'11+;11.) +;,I.o:t +;1.011]' 
S23(;.;',.o) = (;/2)[.01(;,11_;11.) +;,Ip:t -;Ipld. 

If we now assume again thatsk = s(k€), with teA) differentiable, then 

Sab(;k' ;k+ I,.ok+ 112) = iSQSb + O(€) , 

and therefore the formal correspondence (3.19) remains intact. 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

The Berezin integration in (3.35) can be carried out explicitly using the completeness relation (3.7). With the help of 
( ~.8) we obtain an ordinary path integral expression for the spinorial matrix elements K afJ (x" , x';li) of the evolution operator 
em).: 

KafJ (x", x'; A) = - limJ IT d~~ [ IT exp( - i€!....Fab (xk )cf'b)afJ] 
n-oo k = 1 21T t: k = 1 2 

x exp{ i: [- ~(Xk + 1 - Xk )2 - i~A (xk ) + A (xk + 1) )(xk + 1 - Xk )]} 
k=O 2€ 2 

(3.43) 

- J g [xl {Texp [ - i ~ L). dA' Fab(x(A '»)cf'b ] L/xp [ - ~ L). dA '(x2 + 2eXA) ] . (3.44) 

Here cf'b = iy[ayh J, and T denotes chronological ordering 
(with respect to A ') of a product of matrices. 

The modification of (3.35) that is necessary to yield the 
kernel (x", ~ "; A, B Ix', ~'; 0, 0) required for the minimally 
coupled Dirac propagator is very similar to the modification 
embodied in Eq. (3.31) for the free particle. Since the super
charge in the present case is 

Q= (p-eA)s, (3.45) 
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we conclude that one simply has to add 

(for one value of k) to the exponent { ... } appearing on the 
rbs of (3.35). Note that Q as a function of x and S is the same 
here as in the free-particle case. 
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IV. ON THE EXISTENCE OF A NICOLAI MAPPING 

The possibility of integrating the anticommuting varia
bles out in the path integral (3.35) raises the question of 
whether a Nicolai mapping!6 exists for the type of supersym
metry present in the Dirac particle model under considera
tion. The question would be answered in the affirmative if 
some combination of the matrix elements (3.43) could be 
represented by a Gaussian path integral. Naively one would 
expect this combination to be 

lim Jd 4X' d 4x" Tr K(X",X';A) , (4.1) 
A-oo 

but it is apparent from (3.43) that neither this nor any other 
combination of matrix elements has the desired property in 
the presence of an external electromagnetic field, nor does 
( 4.1) have a neat expression in terms of the; and P varia
bles. It seems rather that one has to inspect every matrix 
element KafJ separately with respect to the existence of a 
Nicolai mapping. A similar observation was made recently!? 
in a rigorous investigation of Witten's supersymmetric mod
el. In our case this observation may be explained by the exis
tence of a spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry: There 
is no quantum state that corresponds to the invariant classi
cal solution SQ(A) = 0 for the spin vector. Hence all the 
matrix elements 

(outlin) all: = (P" = 0, a; 00 IF' = 0, c5; - 00) (4.2) 

=Jd4X' d 4x" [yPK(x", x'; 00)] (4.3) 
all 

may be considered as "vacuum persistence amplitudes." In 
( 4.2) we have introduced in an obvious notation the four 
spin states la) corresponding to the pseudo-wave functions 
1(;) = 1,;I,;1I and ;1;11, for a = 1,2,3, and 4, respec
tively [cf. the remarks following Eq. (2.12)]. Equation .. 
(4.3) follows from (4.2) by virtue of (2.16) and (2.17). The 
amplitudes (4.2) will actually be divergent unless they are 
zero, on the other hand 

A~oo 

K(X",X';A) -+ O. (4.4) 

It is instructive to represent the amplitudes (4.2) by 
Grassmannian path integrals. These representations are im
plied by (3.35) and the following relations: 

11) = J IndG(;) , 

12) = 1;=0), 

13) = IP= 0) , 

14) = J IP )dG(P> , 

where the state IP) = I PI' P 1I) is represented by 

Ip (;) = lIPI(; II + P1I) . 
Thus, e.g., 

['fK(x", x'; A)]!4 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

= J J dG(;")(X",;";Alx',P';O)dG(P'). (4.10) 
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In the free particle case, the Berezin integrations are 
trivial, yielding just the factor ~Il appearing on the rhs of 

['fK(X",X';A)]all = 'fa/lKo(x", X';A) , (4.11) 

and we are left with the standard path integral representa
tion for the scalar propagator Ko. From this, it may be con
cluded that a Nicolai mapping exists and that it is simply the 
identity, but apparently no such conclusion is possible in the 
case of the electromagnetic coupling due to the more compli
cated structure of the rhs of Eq. (3.43). 

It is amusing to observe that the more formal manipula
tions usually adopted in field theory give a different result. In 
the case of a constant external electromagnetic field, it may 
be written formally 

(outlin) - J ~ [x] ~ [S] 

xexp[ - ~ J: 00 (x
2 + eAX)dA ] 

xexp [ - ~ J: 00 s(~ - eF)s dA ]. (4.12) 

The integration over the Grassmann variables yields formal
ly 

[ (d)] 112 ( d )112 
det dA - eF = det dA - eF , (4.13) 

which is the Jacobi determinant of the linear nonlocal trans
formation 

( 
d )112 

x-+y[x] = dA - eF x. (4.14 ) 

This is the Nicolai mapping obtained by formal consider
ations, resulting in the formal expression 

(4.15 ) 

Apparently it is not possible to construct, even perturbative
ly, a Nicolai mapping in the case of a generic (i.e., noncon
stant) external field, because in general the electromagnetic 
field tensor F~ (x) is not a Jacobian. 
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A class of functions on the primed spin bundle of complexified Minkowski space, defined by 
V M . aj I a1T A' = 0, is introduced and it is shown that these functions bear a close relationship to 
twistor functions, especially through their use in describing massless fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The basic constructions in twistor theoryl-3 treat right
handed and left-handed fields separately. If a construction 
for right-handed fields is carried out in twistor space, then 
the same procedure in dual twistor space will provide the 
corresponding result for left-handed fields. In order to de
scribe the mixed case of fields that are neither right-handed 
nor left-handed it is desirable to be able to treat both cases in 
terms of constructions on the same underlying space. These 
considerations lead naturally to a dual notion of twistor 
functions and provide the motivation for this paper. 

II. THEORY 

Let F be the projective primed spin bundle over com
plexified Minkowski space M and introduce coordinates 
(~A' ,1TA' ) on F. (We use the two-component spinor nota
tion4 freely and, generally, follow standard twistor terminol
ogy2.) The variable 1T A' is homogeneous (i.e., 1T A' and A 1T A . 
refer to the same point for any nonzero scalar A) and a func
tion on Fis said to be homogeneous of degree k if and only if 

1TA: aj = kf 
a1TA' 

(1) 

Twistor functions may be defined as local holomorphic func
tions on F satisfying 

(2) 

Here Fmay be factored by the integral surfaces of ~ . V M' to 
obtain twistor space and then functions on F satisfying (2) 
are equivalent to unrestricted functions on this twistor 
space. The integral surfaces are given explicitly by ~ . 1T A • 

= const so that a twistor functionj(~' ,1TA • ) depends on 
~. only through cuA ~. 1T A' , whence (cuA ,1T A . ) provide 
coordinates in twistor space. 

DefinitionS.' An antitwistor functionj homogeneous of 
degree k is a holomorphic function on F homogeneous of 
degree k satisfying 

V
M

• aj =0. 
a1TA' 

(3) 

If k = 0 then we also require 01= 0 for O==VM
' V M' 

[which already follows from (1) and (3) fork ;f0]. 
Note that antitwistor functions cannot be represented as 

unrestricted functions on any factor space of F, i.e., "an-

titwistor space" does not exist. (This follows since the pro
duct of two antitwistor functions is not necessarily antitwis
tor.) Though V M' a la1TA· is a second-order operator, it is 
only first order on twistor functions as follows. 

Proposition: (a) If t is a twistor function homogeneous 
of degree k then V AA' at I a1T A' is a twistor function homo
geneous of degree k - 1 given by (k + 1 )at lacuA . 

(b) If a is an antitwistor function homogeneous of de
gree k then ~. V M • a is an antitwistor function of degree 
k+l. 

Proof By direct computation. For (a) note that for any 
twistor function t, V M • t = 1T A' at I acuA . 0 

We next introduce some sheaves and an operator S re
quired in the proof of the main results. In all cases, the local 
sections of the sheaves are holomorphic functions with 
further restrictions given below. 

Sheaves on M' Jl1B .... D·) is the sheaf of functions 
t/J1B· ... D.) (x) taking values in the indicated spin space (and 
similarly for other possible spinor indices); ,q A 'B .... D' is the 
sheaf of right-handed massless fields (VAA ' t/J A·B· ... D' = 0); 
,q AB ... D is the sheaf of left-handed massless fields 
(VM ' t/JAB ... D = 0); ,YA·B· ... D· is the sheaf of solutions of the 
multitwistor equation 

VE(E·t/JA·B· ... D·) =0 for t/JA·B· ... D· =t/J(A·B· ... D·). 

Sheaves on F: tJ (k) is the sheaf of functions homogen
eous of degree k; tJA (k) is the sheaf offunctionslA (X,1T) 
taking values in the indicated spin space and homogeneous 
of degree k; !7 (k) is the sheaf of twistor functions homogen
eous of degree k; d (k) is the sheaf of antitwistor functions 
homogeneous of degree k. The operator 
S: tJ (k )_tJ ( - k - 2) for k> - 1 is defined as follows. If 
letJ (k) then thek-fold derivativeakl la1TA·• .. a1TD • ishomo
geneous of degree 0, whence 

~. akj =0, 
a1TA·• .. a1TD • a1TE' 

(4) 

and,since~ I la1TA· .. • a1TE' issymmetricinitsspinorindices, 
(4) gives 

a"l ----4' ~.~. _AA' 
---~-- = 1T- "'11 11 g(~-- ,1TA')' (5) 
a1TA· .. • a1TD ·a1TE· 

with g homogeneous of degree - k - 2. We set SI g. 
Lemma: 

(a) ",A' (S/) = S(alla1TA' ). 

(b) a(S/)/atrA· = - S(",Aj). 
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(c) There is an exact sequence 

1TA ' 1TB""1T'D' S 
~vIlA'B''''D') _ &(k)_&( - k - 2)-0. 

Proof: (a) and (b) may be derived directly from the 
relation (5). (a) follows easily but (b) requires a messy cal
culation. An easier way to obtain (b) is to note that, using 
Cauchy's integral formula, one may write 

where the contour surrounds the pole at 1T A' = 5A" (b) fol
lows immediately by differentiating the integrand. The ker
nel and image of S are easily identified using (5). 0 

Note that S acts only on the 1TA • variable (and is essen
tially the operator edh6

). By introducing V AA' on each side 
of (a) and (b) in the lemma, the following squares com
mute: 

(6) 

0 0 

J. ! kV~' .. • .JI (A 'B' ... D') 0----

1T" ' ... rI" 1T" ' •.. rI" 

0-----• .sN'(k) • &(k) 
VAA ' ala'fT,/' 

I s I s 

1T" 'V AA' 
• Y( -k-2) • &, -1'-21 

1 
0---_ 

0 0 

• 

• 

.. 

Theorem 1: Let k> 1. 
(a) The sequence (with k indices A ' ... D ') 

1TA""fTD" S 

~g'A' ... D' - .JiI(k)-Y(-k-2)-o 

is exact. 
(b) .JiI(k) admits a resolution 

v AA ,ala11'A' V;,alihrB , 

- &A(k-l) - &(k-2)-o. 

In other words, this sequence is exact. 
Proo!' Consider the following diagram: 

0 0 

! (k - l)VAB ' J 
0 .JI A(B'C' ... D') • .JI(C' ... D') • 

tI" ... rI" 'fTC', .. rI" 

& A (k - 1) 
V;, a la'fTB , . ttl'; • o . 

I s 

tI"V;, 

""1'-" .. &( -k) .. 0 

! 
0 0 

Using (6), the diagram is easily seen to commute. By the lemma (c) all columns save for the first are exact and this 
conceivably fails only at .JiI(k) and Y( - k - 2). Similarly3 only the middle row may fail to be exact at & A (k - 1) and 
tJ (k - 2). By standard diagram chasing arguments 7 it follows that the diagram is exact throughout. 0 

Theorem 2: Let k> - 1. 
(a) The sequence (with k indices C ' ... D') 

11'C''''11'D' S ~'VAA,"·~'VDD' 
~'yC'''.D' _ Y(k)-.JiI(-k-2) - g'A".D-o 

is exact. (In case k = - 1, the term .Y is taken as 0.) 
(b) .JiI( - k - 2) admits a resolution 

vAA,alihrA , V~,alihrA' 

~.JiI( -k-2)_tJ( -k-2) - &A( -k-3) - &( -k-4)-o. 

Proo!' Consider the following diagram: 
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0 0 

~ l V~B' 
.'fC"" D' vI/(C' ... D'l 0 • 

1TC' "'1TD , 1TC' "'1TD , 

0 Y(k) ~(k) 
-~'V.4B' 

• • 

I S 

1 
S 

V.4B' a la1TB, 
0 · "', -r- 21 • d, -r" 

0 0 

Using (7), the diagram is easily seen to commute. By the 
Lemma (c) all columns save for the first are exact and this 
conceivably fails only at Y (k) and d ( - k - 2). The bot
tom row may fail to be exact at & A ( - k - 3) and 
& ( - k - 4) and the only other horizontal cohomology oc
curs3 at vii ~B ' ... D'), where one obtains the potential modulo 
gauge description3 of the sheaf of left-handed fields 
ff All ... D' A diagram chase7 now yields the statement of the 
theorem. 0 

Remark: The resolutions given in the above theorems 
and, indeed, the crucial parts of the diagrams used in their 
proofs appear, in dual form, in certain Berstein-Gelfand
Gelfand resolutions.8 

Corollary: Let v: F--M be the canonical projection and 
let U~M be open. The cohomology of den) over 
v-Ie U) ~Fis as follows. 

(a) For k>l, HO(d(k»)=r(U,ffA • ... D ·) are the 
massless fields of helicity k 12, and JII (d (k») = 0 for j =f O. 

(b) For k> - 1, H I(d( - k - 2» = n U,.!l'c· ... D') 

are the multitwistors of order k, H 2(d ( - k - 2») = r ( U, 
ff AB ... D) are the massless fields of helicity - (k + 2) 12, 
and Hi(d( - k - 2») = 0 forj=f 1,2. 
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• 

• 

• 

0 0 

l V.4.4' l 
vI/(B'C' ... D'l vI/(.4'B' ... D'l 0 .4 • • 

1TB'''' 1TD , 1T.4'''' 1TD , 

d·'F 
-~'v~, 

~(k + 2) • 0 • 

I S 

v~, a/~.4' 
~.4(-k-3) • ~( -k-4) • O. 

l l 
0 0 

Proof: Follows from the resolutions of Theorems 1 (a) 
and 2(b) and standard machinery.9 0 

To compare with the usual twistor description,2,3,9 all 
cohomology on V-I ( U): 

{massless fields on U of helicity nl2 > O} 
= HO(d(n») = H ((Y( - n - 2», 

{massless fields on U of helicity - nl2 < O} 
=HI(Y(n - 2») =H2(d( - n»). 

IR. Penrose, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 7, 31 (1976). 
2A.dvances in Twistor Theory, edited by L. P. Hughston and R. S. Ward 
(Pitman, New York, 1979). 

3M. G. Eastwood, R. Penrose, and R. O. Wells, Jr., Co=un. Math. Phys. 
78,305 (1981). 

4R. Penrose and W. Rindler, Spinors and Space-Time (Cambridge U.P., 
Cambridge, 1984). 

5pirst introduced in R. O. Jozsa, Ph.D. thesis, Oxford, 1981. 
6M. G. Eastwood and K. P. Tod, Math. Proc. Camb. Philos. Soc. 92, 317 
(1982). 

7Por example, S. MacLane, Categories for the Working Mathematician 
(Springer, Berlin, 1971). 

BJ. Lepowsky, J. Alg. 49, 496 (1977). 
9por example, M. G. Eastwood, in Ref. 2, p. 72. 
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The p~oblem of the determination of the asymptotic density of states of the quark-gluon gas is 
reconsidered. A general method emerges, which unifies and simplifies previous derivations that 
can be found in the literature. It takes due account of various constraints on the configurations of 
the system: colorlessness, conservation of electric and baryonic charges, zero total momentum 
and ~ssibly some residual flavor symmetry. It is general enough to accommodate any constrai;t 
associated to a compact Lie group. This is shown in full detail in the case of a direct product of 
SU(N) groups. Explicit examples are completely worked out. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The thermodynamics of hadronic matter at high tem
perature has received great attention in the last years. Par
ticularly exciting is the possible occurrence of a deconfining 
phase transition at finite temperature. A theoretical study of 
this phase transition should proceed in the framework of 
quantum chromodynamics. However, this is a difficult task, 
as long as the mechanism of confinement has not been under
stood. A more phenomenological but also more manageable 
approach, recently proposed,I,2 utilizes the description of 
hadrons given by the bag model. There, the confinement is 
enforced by the model. In this second approach, it is essential 
to investigate first the high energy asymptotic density of 
states of a bag. The practical way of doing it is to compute 
first the partition function of a bag at high temperature, in 
which limit it is legitimate to view a bag as a black body of 
gluons, quarks, and antiquarks. The object of this paper is 
precisely to reconsider this problem. Indeed, what we want 
to do here is to simplify and unify previous derivations,3-5 
show how they can be extended to more complex situations, 
and bring out a general method. The emphasis is therefore 
put more on the method than on the results. 

The physical system studied here is thus a plasma of 
gluons, quarks, and antiquarks, contained in a volume V, 
and maintained at a temperature T = 11/3. It resembles the 
standard black body of photons, in that the particles in
volved are free, massless, and have two spin states. It differs 
from it by the appearance of new quantum numbers, color, 
flavor, and electric and baryonic charges, associated with 
new conservation laws. The first of these laws, color symme
try, is exact, and furthermore, color confinement implies 
that the only allowed configurations of the physical system 
are those that are colorless (singlet states). As for the flavor 
symmetry, it is not exact, and various models may be con
templated. Concerning the conservation of the baryonic 

a) Equipe de Recherche associee au Centre National de la Recherche Scien
tifique. 

b) Member of CONICET, on leave of absence from the Laboratorio de 
Fisica Te6rica, Universidad Nacional de la Plata, C.C.67-1900, La Plata, 
Argentina. 

c) Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas F1sicas, Consello Nacional de Pesquisas/ 
CBPF, Rua Dr. Xavier Sigaud, 150,22290 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

charge, it is taken, like the conservation of the electric one, as 
an exact law, and among the quantum numbers that charac
terize the plasma appear the electric and baryonic charges. 
All these constraints on the configurations of the system 
have to be (and can be exactly) implemented in the calcula
tions. 

Besides, one can be led to impose further internal con
straints on the system. For example, if flavors are assigned to 
the quarks and antiquarks, some flavor group may be con
sidered as a symmetry of the system, in which case its config
urations are also characterized by conserved flavor quantum 
numbers. 

A last and important constraint comes from the fact that 
a bag is viewed as a cavity with immaterial walls. This is a 
situation quite different from that of the ordinary black 
body, where the photon gas exchanges momentum with the 
walls. Here, this exchange is not possible, and it implies that 
the total momentum of the plasma is conserved, and vanish
es in the center of mass system of the bag. 

Let 0'( W, V,a) be the desired density of states of one bag, 
at energy W, where a stands for the collection of all con
served quantum numbers. It will be derived from the grand 
canonical partition function Q( /3, V,a) through the inverse 
Laplace transform 

I ifJO+iOO 
0'( W, V,a) = -. d/3 e pw Q( /3, V,a). 

21T1 Po-loo 

(1) 

The function Q( /3, V,a) itself is defined by 
A ~ 

Q( /3,v,a) = Tr fjJ ae-PH, (2) 
A 

where H is the HatWItonian of the physical system, and 
where the projector fjJ 0 selects those configurations that are 
allowed by all the above constraints. 

We now tum to the construction of the projector. 
First, let K be a Hilbert space and U(g) be a unitary 

representation in K of a compact lie group ~ . Letj label the 

irreducible representations of ~ , and let 9 j be the projector 
on the subspace of all the states that transform under the 
representationj. Then 

9 j = dj L dp,(g)Xj(g)*U(g), (3) 
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where dp. (g) is the normalized Haar measure on [J, and dj 

and Xj (g) are, respectively, the dimension and the character 
of the representationj. For example, projecting out on the 
colorless configurations of the plasma will be performed by 
using this formula for the trivial representation, in which 
casedj = 1 andXj(g) = 1. A-

In the case of the group U( 1), associated to a charge Q, 
which takes on integer values q, this formula becomes 

~ q = [ dO eI9(Q-q). 

-'IT 217" 
(4) 

Similarly, the projector on the states of zero momen
tum, for a system enclosed in a volume V, is 

~ i d 3
R jP'R ;;r = --e , 

v V 
(5) 

A-

where P is the total momentum operator. (Strictly speaking, 
this is true only for a paraIlelepipedic box, and periodic 
boundary conditions.) 

Formulas (3)-(5) provide us with the building blocks 
A-

of the complete projector 9 a' 
A-

An alternative way of dealing with a conserved charge Q 
is to introduce the chemical potential iO, and to define the 
new partition function 

- A- -PH+j9Q Q( p,V,b,O) = Tr 9 be, (6) 

where b stands for the collection of all conserved quantum 
A-

numbers but Q. Let 0-( W, V,b,O) be the inverse Laplace 
transform of Q( p, V,b,O) through Eq. (1). Then obviously 
0'( W, V,a) may be recovered from 0-( W, V,b,O) by 

0'( W, V,a) = [ dO e - iq90-( W, V,b,O). 
-1T 217" 

(7) 

To show how things work, we have chosen two particu
lar models. In Sec. II, SU (N) color symmetry and flavorless 
quarks are considered. In Sec. III, we introduce six flavors, 
with an SU(3) color group, and an SU(6) flavor symmetry, 

I 

partially broken or not. In Appendix A, we give a very sim
ple proof of a useful formula, previously established4

•
5 with 

the help of the Bargmann space formalism. In Appendix B, 
we solve, in the case ofSU(N) groups, the extremum prob
lem that arises in the saddle point method repeatedly used 
when performing the group integration in the asymptotic 
limit. Appendix C deals with Gaussian integration on 
SU(N). 

II. QUARK AND GLUON GAS, WITH SU(N) COLOR, 
WITHOUT FLAVORS 

We consider a gas of free massless quarks and gluons, 
which transform under an SU(N) color group by, respec
tively, the fundamental and adjoint representations. We as
sume that the gas is an SU(N) singlet state, and has a "bar
yonic number" B (note that a quark has the baryonic 
number 1/ N). As previously explained, we also impose the 
vanishing of the total momentum. Consequently, the com
plete projector is 

9
a 

= dp.(g)U(g) __ eiP • R A i A i d 3
R ~ 

SU(N) v V 

ITr dv A A 

X -expiv[(Nq -Nq -NB», 
- Tr 217" 

(8) 
A A 

where N q and Nq are the number of quark and antiquark 
operators. Indeed, it will be more convenient to deal with the 
conservation of the baryonic number by introducing the 
chemical potential iv, as in Eq. (6). The relevant projector 

A 

9 b is thus built with only the first two factors in the right-
hand side ofEq. (8). 

The Hilbert space of the gas has the structure of a tensor 
product 7t" G ® 7t"q ® 7t"q of three Fock spaces of gluons, 
quarks, and antiquarks. The trace involved in the definition 
(6) of the partition function decomposes into the product of 
three traces in the spaces 7t" G' 7t"q' and 7t"q. Thus 

Q(P,V,v) = r dp.(g) r d 3
R {TrG UG(g)exp( -PHG +IPG .R)} 

JSU(N) Jv V 
A A A A A A A A 

X{Trq Uq(g)exp( -PHq +iPq ·R+ivNq)}{Trq Uq(g)exp( -pHq +IPq .R-ivNq)}. (9) 

Here, the indices G, q, and q of the various operators refer to their restrictions in 7t" G' 7t"q' and 7t"q. 
The traces can be performed by using the following formula (see Appendix A): 

Tr(~) U(g)? = exp{ += ~trln[ 1 + R(g)eAa
] }. (10) 

A 

The upper and lower indices~istinguish the boson and fermion cases. HereA is a sum of one-particle operators, and the 
index a labels the eigenstates of A, with eigenvalues Aa , in the one-particle subspace. The operators A and U(g) commute. 
R(g) is the (irreducible) representation under which transform the one-particle states, and the trace "tr" operates on this 
representation. 

Now Q( p, V,v) takes the form 

Q(P,V,v) =l dp.(g)i d3r3 e@, 
SU(N) VIP' VIP 

(11 ) 

where we have set R = {Jr, and 

® = ~fd3p{ - tr In[ 1 - Rad· (g)exp[ - P( I pi - ip· r) J] 
(211')3 ~ 

+trln[1 + Rnmd(g)exp[ -P(lpl-ip·r) +ivJ] +trln[1 +R:...d(g)exp[ -P(lpl-ip·r) -ivJ]}. (12) 
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In this formula, the l:a ofEq. (10) has been replaced by 
the standard approximation for large volume [2 V I 
(21T)3]Sd 3p (the factor 2 comes from the spin degeneracy); 
we recognize the energy Ipi of massless particles and the 
fundamental and adjoint representations Rrund and Radj of 
SU(N). 

To proceed further, we expand the logarithms, perform 
the traces, and integrate over p. The gluon contribution to 0, 
for example, becomes 

o = ~ ~ 1- . (g")fd 3 e - k,8( Ipi '- ip. r) 

G (21T) 3 k~1 k XadJ P 

2V 1 co 1 
= rr/J3 (1 + r)2 k~1 k4 Xadj (g"), 

where X adj (g) is the character ofSU (N) in the adjoint repre
sentation. 

Similar calculations for the quark and antiquark contri
butions lead to the following expression of 0: 

4V 1 
0=33 r 2 [0& (g) + r(g,v)], (13) rrp (1 + ) 

where we have defined 

1 "" 1 
0& (g) = 2" k~1 k4 Xadj (g"), (14) 

"" (- )k-I Ikv 

r(g,v) = Re k~1 k4 e Xfund (g"), (15) 

with Xfund (g) the character in the fundamental representa
tion. 

As a function of g, 0 is a class function, and thus de-

pends only on the eigenvalUes i 9J (j = 1, ... ,N) of g. The 0 's, 
which vary6 in (- 1T,1T) , are restricted by l:j'= 10J = 0, 
mod 21T. Then 

N 

Xfund(g) = Ie191
, (16) 

;=1 
N 

Xadj (g) = IXfund (g) 12 - 1 = N - 1 + 2I COS(O; - OJ). 
;<J 

(17) 

Now 0& and r take simple forms if we introduce the follow
ing functions 7 

: 

00 1 
u(O) = I -4 cos kO 

k=1 k 

=!t..._.:C02(1_lti)2 (101 < 21T), (18) 
90 12 21T 
co ( )k-I 

v(O) = I - 4 cos kO 
k=1 k 

= 71T4 _.!C02(1_~) (101<1T). (19) 
720 24 2r 

We have 

1T4 N 
0& (g) = (N - 1) - + I u(O; - OJ), (20a) 

90 i<j 

N 

r(g,v) = L v((}; + v). (20b) 
i=1 

We note that the measure dp(g) is invariant by chang
ing g into ~;1TINg, that is to say O;into 0; + 21TIN. Conse-
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quently, in view ofEq. (20), Q( P,V,v) is periodicin v, with 
the period 21TIN. 

Since we are interested in the partition function at high 
temperature ( P~), we evaluate the integrals of Eq. (11) 
in the saddle point approximation. Thus we are faced with 
the problem of finding the maximum of0, when the 01 's and 
rvary. 

First, as a function of r, 0 has its maximum at r = O. 
Next, we note that the function u(O) reaches its maxi

mum at 0 = 0, mod 21T. This trivially implies that 0& (g) is 
maximal when g belongs to the center of SU(N), namely 
when 

01 = O2 = ... = ON = n21TIN (n integer). (21) 

As for the function r(g,v), it turns out that it is also 
maximal when g belongs to the center of SU (N). This result 
requires a proof. It is, in fact, a particular case of a general 
lemma proved in Appendix B, which in the present case 
states that, at the maximum of r (g, v), Eq. (21) holds with 
the integer n fixed by 

-1TIN <v + 21TnIN<1TIN. (22) 

Because of the periodicity of Q( p, V, v), we can restrict 
v to lie in the interval ( - 1T I N, 1T I N), which implies n = O. 
Finally, for these values of v, 0 reaches its maximum once, 
for 01 = O2 = ". = ON = r = 0, with the value 

0 max = ~~[4N2~~N-4 -N(;Y(l- ~ (;y)). 
(23) 

The quadratic part of 0 around this maximum is 

a20= -20maxr- ;3[2N+1-3(;)1tl Of, 
(24) 

and in Eq. (11) we approximate 0 by 0 max + a20. 
The integral over r is elementary. As for the integral 

over SU (N), it takes a simple form9 for a class function 
/(Ol, ... ,ON). For a Gaussian function, we prove in Appendix 
C the following formula: 

Is ( eN 2) c(l-N')/2(IIj'=-/]1) 
dp(g)exp - - I 0; -

SU(N) 2 ;=1 C--+"" (21T)(N-1)/2~ 

(25) 

After straightforward calculations, we obtain the 
asymptotic expression of the partition function at high tem
perature: 

_ [ 2N + 1 ( V )2] (I -N')/2 
Q( P,V,v) - A - -

(P 3/V)--o 3 1T 

Xtp(V)-3/2( p 3/V)(N'+4)/2 

xexp[ ~ ; tp(V)], (26) 

where 

tp(v) =- (4N +7N -4) --v 1-- - , rr 2 N [ 1 (v )2] 
60 2 2 1T 

(27) 
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We are now in a position to evaluate the asymptotic level 
density iT( W, V. v) at large W, by the inverse Laplace trans
form of Q( {3,V,v). This is most easily done by using the 
following elementary formula: 

1 ifJo+iOO _._ d{3{3cefJW+d/3fJ3 
2l1T fJo - ioo 

__ 1_d(l+2C)/SW-(s+2C)/Se(4/3HdW3)'14. (28) 
w~oo 2,fiii 

We obtain 

~ [2N+l (V)2]O-N')12 O'(W,V,v) - C - -
w--+oo 3 1T 

Xrp( v) (3N' + Il/S( 1IW) (VW3) - (N' + 3)/S 

xexp[ (4/3)(rp( v) VW3)1/4], (29) 

with C = (21T)s/2A 116. 
Like the function Q, iT( W,V,v) is 21TIN periodic in v, 

and the asymptotic formula (29) is valid for VE( - 1TIN,1TI 
N). 

This is indeed the result relevant for the thermodynamic 
study of a gas of bags with nonvanishing baryonic numbers. 
Equivalently, one could use the true density of states 
0'( W, V,B) with fixed total baryonic number B, given by 

0'( W,V,B) = [ dv e-iNB"iT( W,V,v). (30) 
-'1T 21T 

Here NB plays the role of the integer parameter q in Eq. 
(7). Note that due to the 21TIN periodicity of iT in v, the 
above integral vanishes except when B itself is an integer, in 
which case it can be rewritten as 

O'(W,V,B) =N[IN dVe-iNB"iT(W,V,v). (31) 
-'1TIN 21T 

This was to be expected, since the only color singlet con
figurations have a quark number Nq - Nq that is a multiple 
ofN. 

In the asymptotic limit W-+oo, if B remains finite, the 
dominant behavior of 0'( W, V,B) does not depend on B. In
deed, the only sensible asymptotic regime to look for is W, V, 
and B going to infinity, at fixed baryonic density b = B IV. 
The corresponding behavior of 0'( W, V,B) cannot be given in 
a completely explicit form, and after all, we could satisfy 
ourselves with Eq. (29). However, for the sake of complete
ness, we give the asymptotic expression of 0', which is ob
tained by applying again the saddle point method to the inte
gral (31): 

O'(W,V,bV) - (DIW)(VW 3 ) (N'+4)/Sea(VW3
)'14, 

w--+oo 
(32) 

where 

4fii a + ezo a = -- -----=:......:.......:..::;~--
33/4 (a + 2czo + era )3/4 ' 

4N2+7N-4 N 
a= e=-

180 ' 12' 
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D = 3.J3(3~) 1+ 3N'/S (N -I • ,) 

8(21T)N12 jg J. 

x( 3 )(N 2
_1)/2 

2N + 1 + 3zo 
(a + 2ez + ez:,) 1 + 3N 2

/8 X 0 0 

[ a + (3a - e )zo + era r /2 ' 
(33) 

and wherezo' afunctionoflb 14/3 V IW, is the unique positive 
solution of the equation 

z:,/3(1 +z )4/3 
o 0 = 3!:: (3filb 1 )4/3. 

a+2czo +era W 
(34) 

Formulas (33) and (34) are valid as long as Ib 1 does not 
exceed some critical value that we did not calculate, but that 
is smaller than 4( W INV)3/4/3,fiii. 

III. QUARK AND GLUON GAS, WITH SU(3) COLOR AND 
SIX FLAVORS 

In this section, we repeat the calculations of the preced
ing section with the following changes. First, we restrict the 
number of colors to N = 3, Second, we introduce six flavors. 
We assume that the SU (6) flavor symmetry is broken only 
by the electromagnetic interactions, so that the remaining 
symmetry is the product of two SU (3) subgroups ofSU (6). 
The first, SU (3) J' is the set of transformations that mix the 
quarks u, e, and t of charge i, the second, SU(3 la, mixes the 
quarks d, s, and b of charge -!. 

We decide to focus our attention exclusively on the con
figurations that are singlet states not only of the SU (3) color 
group, but also of the SU (3) J X SU (3)2 flavor group. In so 
doing, we are aware of the fact that this is not sufficient for a 
thermodynamic study of a gas of bags, which certainly con
tains bags with any flavor variance. However, the following 
derivation intends to provide an example of the techniques to 
be used in the last stage of the above mentioned thermody
namic study. 

Let us callN1, NJ, N2, andN2 the numbers of quarks and 
antiquarks of charge i and -!. If the total baryonic number 
B and the total electric charge q are fixed, it follows trivially 
that 

B1=NJ-N1 B+q, 

B2=N2 -N2 =2B-q. 

Therefore, the relevant projector is 

Now, the Hilbert space has the structure of a tensor product 
KG ® K q, ® K q, ® Kq2 ® K q2 . As in Sec. II, the trace in 
the definition (6) of the partition function decomposes into 
a product of traces 
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Q( {3,V,S,1]) = r dp,(g) r dp,(g') r dp,(g") r d 3

R 
JSU(3)c JSU(3) , Jsu (3) , Jv V 

XTrG{UG (g)exp( - {3HG + IPGR)}Trq, {Uq, (g) Uq, (g')exp( - {3Hq, + IPq, R + iSNI)} 
A A A. A .!!. A A A A. A 

X Trq, {Uq, (g)Uq, (g')exp( - {3Hq, + IPq,R - isNI)}Trq, {Uq, (g)Uq, (g")exp( - {3Hq, + IPq,R + i1]N2 )} 

A A A A ~ 
X Trq,{Uq, (g) Uq, (g" )exp( - {3Hq, + IPq,R - i1]N2 )}, (36) 

where is and i1] are chemical potentials associated with the conservation of B I and B 2• Equation ( 10) allows us to compute the 
various traces. The one in ~q, ' for example, reads 

Trq { ... } = exp{ 2V 3 fd 3p trln[1 + Rrund (g) ® Rrund (g')exp( - {31 pi + ipR + is)]} 
, (21T) 

_ {2V 1 ~ (- )k-I ;ks ,.Ie ,k } 
- exp r{33 (1 + r)2 k~. k4 e Xfund (s )Xfund (g ) . (37) 

Notice that the quark q. transforms under the direct product 
Rrund (g) ® Rrund (g'). 

The other traces are calculated in the same way. Using 
the functions uu and 'Y defined by Eqs. (14) and (15), we 
finally obtain the following expression of the quantity 0: 

0= ~;3 (1: r)2 [uu (g) + 'Y(gxg',s) 

+ 'Y(gxg",1])]. 

Equation (20b) is replaced by 
3 

'Y(gxg',s) = L v(O; + 0 ;,s), 
;.j= • 

3 

'Y(gxg",1]) = L v(O; + 0 j',1]), 
;.j= • 

(38) 

(39) 

with obvious notations. It follows that Q( {3,V,S,1]) is (21T1 
3 )-periodic in both Sand 1]. 

Once more, we evaluate the various integrals of Eq. 
( 36) in the saddle point approximation. A straightforward 
application ofthe lemma of Appendix B shows that, for Is I 
and 11]1 less than 1T13, 0 reaches three times its maximum, 
namely when 

01 = O2 = 03 = n(21T13), 

0; =Oi =0; = -n(21T13), 
(40) 

0;'=0;=0 3= -n(21T13), 

r=O, 

with n = 0, ± 1. The maximum value of 0 is 

o = rV [~_ ~ (1.)2(1 _l. (1.)2) 
max {33 90 2 1T 2 1T 

-~ (: r (1 - + ( : Y)] , ( 41) 

and its quadratic part around the maximum corresponding 
to n = 0 (say) is 

1120= -20maxr- ;3[(4-3(!Y -3 (:)1t. 0: 
+ (1 - 3 (i.)2).± 0;2 + (1 _ 3 (!L)2) ± 0 ;,2] . 

1T .=1 1T 1=1 

(42) 

Then, proceeding as in Sec. II, we obtain the following 
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I 
asymptotic expression for the function q( W, V,S,1]) [( 21T I 
3)-periodic in S and 1]], valid when Is I and 11]1 < 1T13: 
q( W, V,S,1]) 

w=J8~)q,(S,1])19/2[(I- 3 (!y) 
X(l- 3 (:Y)(4- 3 (!y - 3 (:Y)]-4 
x (1IW)( VW 3) -7/2 exp [~(q,(S,1]) VW3)1/4], 

(43) 

where 

79r 9 2[ 1 (S)2] q,(S1]) =---S 1---
, 302 21T 

(44) 

The density of states q( W, V,B I , B2 ) now vanishes except 
when both integers BI and B2 are multiples of 3 (implying 
that Band q are integers), in which case it can be written as 

q( W,V, BI , B 2 ) 

= 9f1T/3 ds [/3 d1] e - i(sB, + ."B,) q( W, V,S,1]). 
- 1T/3 21T - 1T/3 21T 

(45) 

Inserting Eq. (43), we derive its asymptotic form, expressed 
in terms of b I ==lJ II V = baryonic charge density b + electric 
charge density p, and b2 B 21V = 2b - p: 

q( W, V,b l V,b2 V) 

~ (EIW)(VW3)-ISI4exp[y(VW3)1/4], (46) 
w_oo 

where 

4 (79r)1I4 1 + ill(zi + Z2) 

y = 3 30 {1 + ill[zi (2 + ZI) + z2(2 + Z2) ]}3/4 ' 
E = _9 _ (79r)4114 

212~ 30 

{I + ill[zi (2 + ZI) + z2(2 + Z2) ]}
43

/4 
X----~~--~--------------~ 

[1 + i(zi + Z2) ]4[ (1 + 3zl )( 1 + 3z2 ) ]9/2 

X [1- ill (ZI(1-ZI) + Z2(l-Z2»)] -1/2 (47) 
1 + 3z1 1 + 3z2 
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and where (ZI,z2)' function of Ib l 1
4/3 V /Wand Ib21

4/3 V /W, 
is the unique solution (with Z 1,2 > 0) of the coupled equa
tions 

Z;/3(1 + ZI )4/3 9 V ({iT )4/3 
--..:......-----=-- -Ibll , 
ill +ZI(2 +ZI) +z2(2 +Z2) 4 W 3 

i = 1,2. (48) 

These formulas are valid provided that Ibd, Ib2 1 <ber. 
Again, the value of ber has not been worked out, but is cer-
tainly less than 2{i( W /V)3/4/.,f3ii. 

Similar calculations in the case of a nonbroken SU ( 6 ) 
flavor symmetry yield the following results. The function 
u( W,V,v) involving the chemical potential ;v associated 
with the baryonic number B is (17,/3)-periodic in v, and for 
Ivl <1T/6: 

where 

4 (79~)1/4 I + WZ3 
8=3' 30' [1+Wz3(2+z3)]3/4 ' 

u(W,V,V) 

405 IT tf!(v) 133/8 

w-::'", 4~ ,,-;; [1_3(v/1T)2p5/2[2_3(V/1T)2]4 

X ~ (VW3) -47/8 exp[ ~ (tf!( v) VW3)1/4], (49) 

where 

tf!(v) =~~-9v[1-!(V/1T)2]. (50) 

The asymptotic behavior of the density of states cr( W, V,B) 
at fixed baryonic charge density b is [for Ib I < ber < 27/4 
X (W /V)3/4/3.,f3ii] 

cr(W,V,bV) ~ (F/W)(VW3)-6exp [8(VW3)1/4], 
w~", 

(51) 

1215 (79~)17 [1 + WZ3(2 + Z3)] 35/2 

F= ~ 30' (1 + ¥3)4(1 + 3Z3)18~1 - W[Z3(l-Z3)/(l + 3z3 )] 

(52) 

and where Z3 is the (unique) positive solution of 

~/3(l + Z3 )4/3 =..2..£:: ({iT Ib 1)4/3. (53) 
II! +z3(2 +Z3) 2 W 2 

By comparing Eqs. (48) and (53), we see that in the 
particular case b l = b2 (which implies bi = 3b /2), we have 
Z I = Z2 = Z3' so that 8 = y. Thus, when the quark densities of 
each type ("I" and "2") are equal, the argument ofthe ex
ponential in the density of states is insensitive to the fact that 
the flavor symmetry is broken or not: it depends only on the 
number of colors and flavors. However, the power of the 
dimensionless variable (VW 3

) in the preexponential factors 
decreases when the complete flavor symmetry is restored. 
This is in accordance with the general rule pointed out at the 
end of Sec. II. 

As a last comment, let us insist on the following point. 
We do not pretend that the model of this section [partially 
broken SU (6) flavor symmetry] is particularly realistic. 
Rather, we have chosen it in order to show how it is possible 
to accommodate different types of constraints on the config
urations of the physical system. Obviously, the methods pre
sented here can be applied to a lot of various situations. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF EQ. (10) 

Let KB (resp. K F ) be the Fock space describing the 
physical states of an assembly of bosons (resp. fermions). 
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I 
Let f1 , a (compact) Lie group, be a symmetry group of this 

A 

physical system, and U(g,), gEf1 be the unitary representa-
tion of f1 in K (:)' Let A be an additive operator in K (:) 
(for example, energy, number of particles, various kinds of 
charges, ... , or any linear combination of these operators), 

A 

which commutes with U(g), 'f/gef1. We want to evaluate 
A A 

Tr(:)U(g~~. A 

Since A and U(g) commute, there exists in K(:) a (g
dependent) basis that diagonalizes both operators. Let la,cr) 
be the one-particle states of such a basis, where a labels the 

A 

eigenvalues of A (including a possible degeneracy bes~es the 
one associated to f1), and cr labels those Ruu (g) of U(g): 

A 

(a',cr'IA la,cr) = 8a'a8",uAa' (AI) 
A 

(a',cr'l U(g) la,cr) = 8a'a8"'uRuu (g). (A2) 

Any configuration of the system is defined bY.1.he set of 
occupation numbers {na,u}' The additivity of A simply 
means that 

(A3) 
a,u 

Then, using the basis I{na,u}) to evaluate the trace, we 
readily obtain 

Tr(:)U(g)t?= L II[Ruu(g)fa."efta.aAa 
{na,u} a.u 

In the boson case, this becomes 

1 1 II A = II det A' (A5) 
a,u 1 - Ruu (g)e a a 1 - R(g)e a 

where the (finite-dimensional) matrix R(g), diagonal in the 
basis Icr), is nothing but the image of g in the (irreducible) 
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y 

--=-..c::::.=----+---+---I----C> x 

1 1 
- z(p + p) 

FIG. 1. SolutionsofEq. (B3). 

representation of [1, under which transform the one-particle 
states. 

In the fermion case, one obtains, similarly, 

(A6) 
a 

Finally, expressions (AS) and (A6) can be rewritten as 

Tr(~) U(g); = exp{ + ~ trIn[ q: R(g)e
Aa

] } , (A7) 

where the trace "tr" operates on the matrices of the one 
particle representations of [1. This is the announced result, 
Eq. (10). Notice that these formulas no longer refer to states 

A 

10') that diagonalize U(g). 

APPENDIX B: SOLVING AN EXTREMUM PROBLEM 

Lemma: Let the group [1 be the direct product 
SU(N1 ) X .. ·xSU(Np )' and R(g) (gE[1) be its fundamen
tal representation. Let M be the lowest common multiple of 
N1, ... ,Np • Letp be a positive number, and va real angle. Then 
the maximum of Idet[ 1 + pei'R(g)] I, when g ranges over 
[1, is a periodic function of v, with period (U = 21T/M, and it 
is reached on those elements g of the center of [1 , defined by 
(i) g = gl x .. · Xgp , giEcenter of SU(N;), i = 1,.",p, that is 

- 2i1Tn/N,. d to say gi = e , ni mteger, an 

( " 1T 2 (nl np) 1T 11) --<v+ 1T -+ ... +- <-. 
M Nl Np M 

ProoF (I) We first consider the case where 
[1 = su (N). Since the determinant of [ 1 + pei'R (g)] is a 
class function, we can restrict ourselves to diagonal matrices 

R(g). Letei8a, a = 1, ... ,N, be the diagonal elements ofR(g). 
The 0 's are constrained by 

N 

2: Oa = 0 (mod 21T). (Bl) 
a=l 
We thus have to look for the maximum of the function 

N 

Idet[ 1 + pei"R(g)] 12 = II [1 + 2p COS(Oa + v) + p2], 
a=l 

(B2) 

when the O'S vary under the constraint (Bl). 
We first notice that changing Oa into Oa + 21T/N, for all 

a's, preserves Eq. (B 1). This is equivalent to changing v into 
v - 21T/Nin the right-hand side ofEq. (B2). Consequently 
the maximum of Idet[ ... ] I is a function periodic in v, with 
period (U = 21T/N. 
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fee) 

e 

FIG. 2. Plot ofthe functionj(8). 

Introducing a Lagrange parameter A for the constraint 
(B 1), we get the following extremum equations: 

cos(Oa + v) + (l/A)sin(Oa + v) +! (p + lip) = 0 

(a = 1, ... ,N). (B3) 

Let I::. be the straight line of equation x + y / A + ! ( p 
+ lip) = 0 in the x, y plane (Fig. 1). It intersects the x axis 

atthepointx = - (p + IIp)/2< - 1. It also intersects the 
unit circle centered at the origin in (at most) two points 
x + iy = eis and ei"l. We distinguish these two points by the 
condition cos s>cos 1]. 

Any solution of Eqs. (B3) is such that some of the 
(Oa + v)'s are equal to S, and the remaining ones are equal 
to 1]. For example, 

O IS' a = 1, ... ,P 
a + V = _ PIN (mod 21T). 

1], a - + ,,,., (B4) 

At this extremum, the constraint (B 1) reads 

Ps + (N - P)1] = Nv + 21Tn (n integer). (BS) 

Here S and 1] are completely determined as functions of P 
and n, by Eqs. (BS) and (B6): 

___ s_in--'s:::..--__ = sin 1] 

coss +!(p+ lip) COS1]+!(P+ lip) 
(B6) 

For convenience we will use in the following the variable 
fL = v + 21Tn/Nin place of the variable n. Now, at theextre
mum (B4), Idet[ ... ] 12 takes the value 

F(P,fL) = (1 +2pcoss +p2)P(1 +2pCOS1]+p2)N-P. 
(B7) 

We are left with the problem of finding the maximum of 
F(P, fL) when P and fL vary. Let us, for a moment, allow 
these two variables to vary continuously. Then, differentiat
ing Eqs. (BS) and (B7) with respect to P, fL, S, and 1], we 
compute the partial derivatives of F(P, fL): 

~lnF(P'fL) = In 1 + 2p coss +p2 
ap 1 + 2 P cos 1] + p2 

- (1] - S) sinS 
COSS +! (p+ lip) 

(BS) 

~lnF(P'fL) = -N sinS (B9) 
afL coss +! (p+ lip) 

Let us call I( 0) the function In (1 + 2 p cos 0 + p2). 
Figure (2) exhibits first its variations when 0 ranges from 
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- 1TtO 1T, and second a couple (s,7J). Note that according to 
Eq. (B6),I'(s) = 1'( 71). Equation (BS) can now be rewrit
ten as 

;, lnF(P,p,) =/(s) -/(71) - (s-7J)1'(7J), (BlO) 

and elementary geometrical considerations show that its 
right-hand side is positive: 

~lnF(P,p,) >0. (B11) ap 
Furthermore a In Flap, has the opposite sign of S, or 

equivalently the opposite sign of p, 

p, ~ lnF(P,p,) <0. (B12) 
ap, 

Next, we remark from Eq. (BS), the right-hand side of 
which is equal to N p" that the variables P and p, are linearly 
related: When P varies from 0 to N, p, varies from 71 to s. This 
means that the set of points of coordinates P and Il, on which 
is defined the function F(P ,p,), is generated by a family of 
segments, each segment corresponding to a possible value of 
the couple S,7J. Furthermore, on such segments: 

a 1 F(P ) I - 1 1 + 2p cos S + p2 0 - n ,p, - n 2 > . 
ap s . ." 1 + 2p cos 71 + P 

(B13) 

The reader will convince himself that the information 
conveyed by inequalities (Bll), (B12), and (B13) is suffi
cient to conclude that the maximum of Idet[ ... ] 1 is reached 
when the following two conditions are met: (i) P = N, that is 
to say all the (Oa + v)'s are equal to S, 

(JI = ... = (IN = 21Tn1N (n integer); 

(ii) p, is minimum in modulus, that is to say 

(BI4) 

1T n 1T 
--<V+21T-<-. (B1S) 

N N N 
This ends the proof of the lemma when [1 = SU(N). 

(II) We now consider the case where [1 = SU(N, ) 
X ... X SU (Np ). Once again we can restrict ourselves to ele
mentsg=gIX"'Xgp of [1 such that R(g) =R,(g,)X'" 

X Rp (gp) is diagonal. Let eifJaj (a = 1, ... ,~) be the diagonal 
elements of Rj (gj)' j = 1, ... ,p. The constraints on the (J's 
read 

~ L OaJ = 0 (mod 21T) (j = 1, ... ,p), (B16) 
a-I 

and we have to look for the maximum vii ( p, v) of the func
tion 

Idet[ 1 + pi'R(g) W 
N, Np 

= IT ... IT [1 + 2p 
a , =l Qp=l 

(B17) 

when the O's vary under the constraints (B16). 
We notice that these constraints are preserved when 

changing (Ja/s into Oaj + 21T nJ/~ for all a andj's, where 
the nJ are any integers. This is equivalent to changing 

(B1S) 
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in the expression (B 17) of the determinant. Let M be the 
lowest common multiple of N" ... ,Np. Then ~ = M Imj 
(j = 1, ... ,p), where ml, ... ,mp are integers, the highest com
mon factor of which is 1: 

(B19) 

The transformation (B1S) can thus be written as v-+v 
- (21TIM) (mini + ... + mpnp)' Now, it is known that 

when p given integers ml, ... ,mp (p>2) have no common 
factor other than 1, their linear combinations mini + ... 
+ mpnp with arbitrary integer coefficients nl, ... ,np can take 

any given integer value n (see Ref. 10). Consequently, the 
transformation (B 18) can finally be written as v-+v 
- 21TnIM, where n is any integer. We conclude from that 

that the maximum vii (p,v) of Idet[ ... ] 12 is a periodic func
tion of v, with period OJ = 21TIM. 

From the constraints (BI6), we can derive the follow
ing relation: 

N, Np 

'" ... '" «(J 1+ ... +0 ) ~ ~ a. app 
a. = 1 a p = 1 

(B20) 

where nl, ... ,np' and also n, can take any integer values. De
fining the multiple index {a} and the variables (J{a} by 

{a} = {al, ... ,ap }, (B21) 

(J{a} = (Ja,1 + ... + (Ja,P' 

Eq. (B20) can be rewritten as 

(B22) 

(B23) 

and the right-hand side of (B17) becomes the product 
"{a} [1 + 2p cos ( 0 {a} + v) + p2 ] . 

We now introduce the following auxiliary maximum 
problem: find the maximumS( p,v) of this product, when 
the O{a}'s are constrained by (B23). 

Since the constraint (B23) is weaker than the con
straints (B16): 

vii ( p,v)<S( p,v). (B24) 

As a matter of fact, this auxiliary problem is nothing but 
the problem solved in part (I) of this proof, with N equal to 
l:{a} 1 = N, ... Np , but with the difference that the constraint 
on the 0 's, which previously was written mod 21T, is now 
written mod 21T N, ... Np 1M. Very little has to be modified in 
the proof to conclude (i) that the maximum S( p,v) is 
periodic in v, with period OJ = 21TIM, and (ii) that it is 
reached when all (J{a}'s are equal, 

(J I + ... + (J = 21TnIM, a, app 

with the integer n fixed by 

-1TIM <v + 21TnIM<1TIM. 

(B2S) 

(B26) 

An immediate consequence of Eqs. (B2S) is that all 
(Ja/s for j fixed and a = 1, ... ~ are equal. Moreover they 
can be given a value 21TnJ/~, with nJ integers, in such a way 
as to satisfy the constraints (B 16) . It suffices to find integers 
nJ's such that 
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n l np n -+".+-=-, 
NI Np M 

(B27) 

or equivalently nlm l + ... + npmp = n, and we know that 
this is always possible, due to condition (B19). This implies 
that J( p,v) and fi( p,v) are equal, and that the maxi
mum J( ( p, v) of 1 det [1 + pei'R (g) ] 12 is reached on those 
elements of f§ defined by 

8aj = 2rrn/Nj, (B28) 

where the integers n/s satisfy the condition 

- .!.<v + 2rr (~+ ... + ~)<.!.. 
M NI NpM 

(B29) 

This ends the proof of the lemma. 
Extensions of the lemma: Since the elements of f§, 

where the maximum of Idet[ 1 + pei'R(g)] 1 is reached, do 
not depend on p, the lemma is still valid if we replace 
1 det [ ... ] 1 by S djt ( p ) l,6 ( 1 det [ ... 11>, provided l,6 be a nonde
creasing function, and djt ( p) be a positive measure on the 
positive p axis. 

Choose the function l,6 = In: 
OC 

lnldet[ 1 + pei'R(g)] 1 = Re L 
k=1 

From the elementary integral 

11 () 
1 k-I 1 q 1 

- dpp In- =--, 
ql 0 p kq+ I 

(B31) 

valid for any q when k > 0, we conclude that the lemma holds 
for the function 

1 11 dp ( 1 )q - 2 rq(g,v) = - In-
(q - 2)1 0 P P 

xlnldet[ 1 + pei'R(g)] 1 

= Re f (- )k-I eikvX(gk). 
k=1 k q 

(B32) 

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF EQ. (25) 

Letg be any element of the SU (N) group, with eigenval

ues ei8
., k = 1, ... ,N. The angles 81, ••• ,8N are restricted by 

~:= 1 8k = 0, mod 2rr. A class functionf(g) on SU(N) de
pends only on the 8 's, and its mean value over the group is 
given by9 

i djt (g )f(g) 
SU(N) 

= ~I C~X J:~ ~; )[jft (2 sin 8
j 
~ 8k y] 

X f(8 1,.··,8N ). (Cl) 

For the Gaussian function 

f(8t> ... ,8N ) = exp( - C f 8!), 
2 n=1 
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in the limit where C-+ 00, the integral may be evaluated in 
the saddle point approximation, around the maximum at 
8 1 = ... = 8N = 0. We obtain 

i djt(g)exp( - ~ f 8!) 
SU(N) 2 n= I 

1 (N-If+oc d8.) --II -' 
C~OC NI i= 1 - oc 2rr 

X[fi(8j-8k)2]exp(-~ f 8!). (C2) 
J<k 2 n=1 

After the change of variables 8i-+ti =..JC 8/, we trans
form this (N - 1 )-dimensional integral into a N-dimen
tional one, by introducing the missing t N variable, through 
the identity 

1 f+oo f+oo 
1 = - dt N dx exp [ ix (t 1 + t2 + ... + t N) ] • 

2rr - 00 - 00 

(C3) 

Straightforward manipulations lead to the result 

i ( C N) C (I - N2
)/2 

djt(g)exp - - 8! - I, 
SU(N) 2 n~1 ~oo (2rr)N- 1I2NI..[N 

(C4) 

where I is the following integral, evaluated in Ref. 11: 

(
IN) N 

Xexp -- L t! = (2rr) N12 IIJ1. 
2 n=1 j=1 

(C5) 

This ends the proof of Eq. (25). 
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This is the first part of a series of papers devoted to direct and inverse scattering of transient waves 
in lossy inhomogeneous media. The medium is assumed to be stratified, i.e., it varies only with 
depth. The wave propagation is modeled in an electromagnetic case with spatially varying 
permittivity and conductivity. The objective in this first paper is to analyze properties of the 
scattering operators (impulse responses) for the medium and to introduce the reader to the 
inverse problem, which is the subject of the second paper in this series. In particular, imbedding 
equations for the propagation operators are derived and the corresponding equations for the 
scattering operators are reviewed. The kernel representations of the propagation operators are 
shown to have compact support in the time variable. This property implies that transmission and 
reflection data can be extended from one round trip to arbitrary time intervals. The compact 
support of the propagator kernels also restricts the admissible set of transmission kernels 
consistent with the model employed in this paper. Special cases of scattering and propagation 
kernels that can be expressed in closed form are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The propagation of waves in lossy media can be modeled 
in a number of ways, depending on the features of the propa
gation that are of interest. This series of papers will deal with 
linear wave propagation in an inhomogeneous medium that 
is characterized by dissipation and phase velocity profiles 
that are independent of the frequency ofthe wave. A precise 
model for such propagation is given in Sec. II of this paper. 
This model involves one-dimensional electromagnetic wave 
propagation in the time domain in a medium that is charac
terized by spatially varying permittivity and conductivity 
profiles. 

This series of papers presents a time domain approach to 
wave propagation that yields a unified theory for both direct 
and inverse scattering. The basis for this approach is in the 
splitting/invariant imbedding techniques that have been ex
ploited in earlier work. Specifically, these techniques apply 
to time domain reflection and transmission operators for a 
given scattering medium. 

For the convenience of the reader, the pertinent features 
of previous work in this area will be explicitly displayed 
when necessary. The present paper, Part I, deals with the 
direct scattering problem; i.e., given the dissipation and 
phase velocity profiles, determine the scattering operators 
(or impulse responses) for the medium. These are operators 
that can be used to map any transient normally incident field 
over to the resulting scattered fields. Various properties of 
these operators are developed, and it is shown how they can 
be utilized to "extend" scattering data. 

A subsequent paper,1 Part II, deals with the full inverse 
problem; i.e., given the scattering operators for a medium, 
determine both the dissipation and phase velocity profiles 
for the medium. Since a number of results derived in Part I 

are not used in Part II, the reader who is primarily interested 
in the inverse problem can proceed to Part II after reading 
this introduction and Sec. II of the present paper, in which 
notation is established and a precise statement of the prob
lem is given. Results from Part I that are used in the inverse 
problem are summarized at the beginning of Part II. Some 
numerical examples showing scattering operators (as well as 
inversion procedures) will be given in Part II. 

Section III of the present paper reviews the integrodif
ferential equations satisfied by the kernels of the scattering 
operators and relates these kernels to the propagator kernels 
for the medium. A reciprocity result is also derived. Integro
differential equations for the propagator kernels are derived 
in Sec. IV. In Sec. Va result that can be used to characterize 
transmission data is developed. This result is also used to 
extend reflection and transmission data from a single round 
trip time trace to a time trace of arbitrary length. Section VI 
is a summary of the work in Part I. Appendix A supplies 
technical details used in Sec. V. Closed form expressions for 
scattering and propagator kernels in special cases are given 
in Appendix B. Finally, operator equations for the propaga
tors are shown in Appendix C. 

To put the present results in their proper context, some 
details regarding previous work are now given. Corones and 
Krueger and Davison3 developed a system of integrodiffer
ential equations for the reflection and transmission opera
tors. Those studies displayed the time domain behavior of 
these operators. However, it was also shown that those re
sults could be interpreted in the frequency domain. In that 
case, a Riccati differential equation for the reflection coeffi
cient was obtained. 

In later work, Corones et al. used the reflection operator 
equation as the basis for an inversion algorithm in nondissi
pative4-7 as well as dissipative media.8-10 (In the dissipative 
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case, a priori information about phase velocity or dissipation 
is required.) Bruckstein et al. II have given a partial review of 
Riccati equation techniques in the frequency domain and 
shown their relation to certain integral equation approaches 
to inversion. 

There are several well-documented solutions to the full 
inverse problem (i.e., simultaneous reconstruction of both 
dissipation and phase velocity profiles). Such solutions, 
however, use completely different methods than the tech
niques presented here. Weston l2

-
14 was the first to use the 

full scattering matrix in the time domain to solve the one
dimensional dissipative inverse problem. He applied a Rie
mann function approach to develop a system a Gel'fand
Levitan-type equations whose solution yielded the desired 
profiles. The data for this problem consisted of the time do
main reflection and transmission operators. These results 
were generalized by Krueger I5

-
17 to include more realistic 

material profiles. This had the effect of also reducing the 
data requirements in the problem, although transmission 
data were still required. More will be said about this in Part 
II. Jaulenes.19 pursued a frequency domain approach to dis
sipative inverse problems in a variety of settings. The prob
lems considered involved a complex potential with a linear 
dependence on frequency, and the required data consisted of 
reflection and transmission coefficients. 

A model of dissipative wave propagation, which is more 
physically motivated than that used in this paper or in any of 
the above-referenced papers, is possible. Such a model is ob
tained by appealing to the underlying constitutive relation in 
the problem. In the frequency domain, this implies a certain 
dispersion relation, whereas in the time domain, this implies 
the existence of a memory function for the medium. The 
methods used in the present series of papers also have been 
applied to direct and inverse scattering problems in electro
magnetic20 and viscoelastic21 media, which are character
ized by such a memory function. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In this section some notation is introduced and a precise 
statement of the inverse problem is given. The geometry of 
the problem is shown in Fig. 1. An inhomogeneous slab oc
cupies the region O<.z<.L. This medium is assumed to be 
stratified so that the permittivity and conductivity are func
tions of depth z only. A homogeneous, lossless medium is 
situated on either side of this slab. 

Homogeneou. 

lossles. medium 

Homogeneous 

losslell medium 

Zoo Z=L 

FIG. 1. The geometry ofthe inhomogeneous medium. 
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Z 

An electromagnetic plane wave is launched in the region 
exterior to the slab. This impinges normally on the medium, 
giving rise to an electric field E(z,t) within the slab, with E 
satisfying 

E zz (z,t) - c- 2 (z)Ett (z,t) - b(z)Et (z,t) = 0, (2.1) 

where 
c- 2 (z) = E(Z)Po, b(z) = a(z)po, (2.2) 

and Po is the permeability in vacuum, a(z) is the conductiv
ity, and E(Z) is the permittivity. The analysis becomes 
simpler if the phase velocity c(z) is continuously differentia
ble within the slab. This will be assumed throughout this 
paper. It is further assumed that the phase velocity is contin
uous (although not necessarily smooth) at the boundary of 
the slab. Thus, in the regions exterior to the slab the phase 
velocity is given by 

c(z) = c(O+), z.;;;O, 

c(z) = c(L -), z>L 
(2.3 ) 

(where the ± superscript denotes the limit from the right 
and the limit from the left, respectively). These assumptions 
insure that E and Ez are everywhere continuous. This pre
cludes the existence of impulsive echoes in the scattered 
fields. 

Now if the incident plane wave is launched in the region 
z < 0, then the general solution of Eq. (2.1) in the region to 
the left of the slab is 

E(z,t) = Ei+ (t - z/c(O») + E r+ (t + zlc(O»), z<O. 
(2.4) 

Here, E i+ and E r+ denote the incident and reflected fields, 
respectively. The subscript" + " denotes the fact that the 
incident field is propagating in the + z direction. In addi
tion, a transmitted field is produced in the region to the right 
of the slab. This has the form 

E(z,t) = Et+ (t -/- (z - L)Ic(L»), z>L, (2.5) 

where 

1= lLC-I(Z)dZ. (2.6) 

The incident and scattered fields are related by the scattering 
operators (i.e., reflection and transmission operators) for 
the slab. These are integral operators represented by 

Er+ (t) = fR +(t - t')E i+ (t')dt', 

(2.7) 

Et+ (t) =t+E i+ (I) + fT+(t-t')Ei+ (t')dt', 

where 

t + = [C(L) ] 1/2 exp [ _ ~ rL 
b(Z)C(Z)dZ]. 

c(O) 2 Jo 
(2.8) 

InEq. (2.7) thefunctionsR + and T+ are the reflection and 
transmission kernels, respectively, for incidence from the 
left. Notice that the lower limit of integration in (2.7) has 
been chosen to be 0, which is equivalent to assuming that the 
incident wave front first impinges on the slab at t = O. Notice 
also that the time variable t in Eq. (2.7) does not represent 
physical time, but rather a characteristic variable for Eq. 
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(2.1) outside the slab [cf. also Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)]. 
The existence of the scattering operators in Eq. (2.7) 

can be verified in a number of ways, one of which is shown in 
Ref. 15. In particular, these operators are independent of the 
incident field used in the scattering experiment and depend 
only on the properties of the slab. Furthermore, velocity mis
match effects have been taken out of the problem by the 
assumption that c is continuous (although not necessarily 
smooth) at Z = 0 and Z = L. Hence, in comparing the form 
of the operators given in Eq. (2.7) with those in Ref. 15, the 
constants Co and Cl in Ref. 15 must be set equal to 1. 

A second pair of reflection and transmission operators 
describe scattering experiments for incident fields impinging 
on the medium from the right. In this case the general solu
tion of Eq. (2.1) in the region z > L is 

E(z,t) = Ei_ (t + (z - L}Ic(L}) 

+E'_ (t- (z-L)Ic(L}), z>L, (2.9) 

where E i and E' _ are the incident and reflected fields, 
respectively. To the left of the slab the transmitted field is 
given by 

E(z,t}=Et_((t-I+zlc(O}), z<O. (2.1O) 

These fields are again related by scattering operators for the 
slab, which are represented by 

E'_ (t) = fR -(t-t'}Ei_ (t'}dt', 
(2.11 ) 

Et_ (t) = i-E i_ (t) + f T-(t- t'}E i_ (t'}dt', 

where 

t - = [C(L) ] -1/2 exp [ _ 1. rL 

b(Z}C(Z}dZ]. (2.12) 
c(O} 2 Jo 

Again in Eq. (2.11) it is assumed that t = 0 corresponds to 
the time the wave front first impinges on the slab at Z = L. 
Notice that if Ei± (t) = c5(t} (where c5 is the Dirac delta), 
then from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.11 ) , it follows that 
E'± (t) = R(t) and Et± (t) = t ±c5(t) + T(t). Hence, the 

scattering kernels R ±, l' ± are the impulse responses for the 
medium. 

The inverse problem considered in this series of papers is 
that of determining both E(Z) and q(z) (as well as L) for the 
slab through the use of scattering experiments performed on 
the slab. More precisely, the scattering data used in the re
construction of E and q consist of finite time traces of both 
reflection kernels, R ± (t), and one ofthe transmission ker
nels,say, T+(t} forO < t<2/. Here, 21 [with 1 definedbyEq. 
(2.6) ] represents the time it takes a signal to travel one com
plete round trip through the medium. 

The data used in this formulation of the problem are a 
deconvolution of Eq. (2.7) and (2.11). The effect of imper
fect deconvolution can be studied (at least numerically) by 
means of the inversion algorithms presented in Part II. 

At this point a transformation of dependent and inde
pendent variables in Eq. (2.1) is made. This transformation 
is not necessary for the implementation of the inversion al-
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gorithms given in Part II. However, it does result in a 
simpler-looking analysis (compare with Ref. 10) and nu
merical scheme. Begin with the change of coordinates, 

i'" c-l(z')dz' 
x =x(z} = , 

o I 
s = til, (2.13) 

u(x,s} = E(z,t), 

where x is normalized travel time and s is normalized time. 
In these new coordinates the slab occupies the region O,x, 1 
and a round trip time trace is described by 0 < s < 2. Equa
tion (2.1) becomes 

Uxx -Uss +A(x}ux +B(x)u. =0, 

where 

A(x} = -~lnc(z(x}), 
dx 

B(x} = -lb(z(x})c2(z(x}), 

(2.14 ) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

and In denotes the natural logarithm function. The coeffi
cient functions A and B vanish outside of the interval [0, 1 ] 
and are continuous on the interval (0,1), with possible finite 
discontinuities at x = 0 and x = 1. Typical plots of A and B 
are shown in Fig. 2. 

It follows from the compact support of A and B that for 
x < 0 and x > 1, solutions of (2.14) reduce to right and left 
moving waves. These are readily related to the physical 
fields. In particular, scattering operators again exist for Eq. 

A 

B 

FIG. 2. Profile functions A and B. 

1 

Normolized 

trovel time 

Normolized 

trovel time 
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(2.14). For a right moving incident wave ui+ (s - x), 
launched in the region x < 0, it can be shown that the reflect
ed and transmitted fields are given by 

ur+ (s) = fR +(O,I,s-s')ui+ (s')ds', (2.17) 

u t+ (s) =t+(O,l)ui+ (s) + [T+(O,l,s-s')ui+ (s')ds', 

(2.18 ) 

while a left moving incident wave, ui
_ (s + x-I), in the 

region x > 1 produces reflected and transmitted fields 

ur
_ (s) = [ R -(0,1,s - s')ui_ (s')ds', (2.19) 

u t
_ (s) =t-(O,l}ui_ (s) + fT-(O,l,s-s')ui_ (s')ds', 

(2.20) 

where 

t ± (0,1) = exp [ =t= ~ f {A (x) =t= B(x)}dx l (2.21) 

The reflection and transmission kernels in (2.17)
(2.20) are related to the physical kernels in (2.7) and (2.11) 
via 

R ± (O,l,s) = IR ± (Is), 

T ± (O,l,s) = IT ± (Is). 
(2.22) 

Notice that these transformed kernels reference the end 
points ofthe scattering medium. This is because in later sec
tions of this paper, scattering kernels for subsections of the 
original medium will be considered. Observe that the inde
pendent variable in (2.18) and (2.20) can be thought of as a 
characteristic variable. 

Finally, it is necessary to define a second set of operators 
for the scattering problems relevant to (2.14). These are 
propagation operators22 for the medium and are used to ex
press the incident and reflected fields in terms of the trans
mitted field. They are given by (see Ref. 15) 

u i± (s) = [t ± (0,1)] -IU t± (s) 

+ [W±(O,I,s-s,)u t± (s')ds', (2.23) 

ur± (s) = [t ± (0,1)] -I[ V ± (0,1,s - s')u t± (s')ds'. 

(2.24) 

Notice that the" W" operator is just the in verse of the corre
sponding "T" operator. Consequently, the kernels 
W ± (0, 1,s) in Eq. (2.23) are just the resolvent kernels for 
the functions T ± (0,1 ,s). The explicit relation between these 
kernels is 

[t ± (0,1)] -IT ± (0,1,s) + t ± (0,1) W ± (0,1,s) 

+ f T ± (0,1,s - s') W ± (O,l,s')ds' = O. (2.25) 

The end points of the (transformed) slab are explicitly 
displayed in the arguments of R ± (0,1,s) and T ± (O,l,s), 
and as well as in V ± (O,l,s) and W ± (O,l,s). In the next 
section both of the end points of the slab are allowed to vary 
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(see Fig. 3) and in this more general case R ± (x,y,s) and 
T ± (x, y,s) denote the reflection and transmission kernels, 
respectively, for the subregion of the slab with end points at x 
and y, with O<x<y< 1. A similar notation holds for 
V ± (x, y,s) and W ± (x, y,s). It should be stressed that it is 
only the kernels corresponding to x = 0 and y = 1 that are 
physically obtainable. 

III. EQUATIONS FOR THE SCATTERING KERNELS 

In the preceding section the physical reflection and 
transmission kernels were introduced. These are the data 
that are obtained from a scattering experiment. Throughout 
the remainder of this paper, the transformed problem given 
in (2.14) will be studied, and in particular the kernels on the 
left-hand side of (2.22) will be referred to as the physical 
scattering kernels (since they are easily obtained from the 
physical data). 

The dependence of the scattering kernels on the param
eters x and y (which are the end points of the subregion 
[x, y] ) will be reviewed in this section. It is intuitively clear 
that this dependence is related to the material properties of 
the slab. Relations to this effect are developed in detail in 
Ref. 2. For the convenience of the reader and for complete
ness the main results of that reference are given here: 

A 

./ 

I 
/ 

./ 

B 

,.--, 
It 1 

Normalized 

travel time 

Normalized 

travel time 

FIG. 3. Profile functions A andB for the subregion [x,y]. The dashed lines 
indicate the omitted portions of the physical region. 
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R / (x,y,s) 

= 2R.+ (x, y,s) - B(x)R + (x, y,s) 

-HA(x) +B(x)] 

x fR + (x,y,s')R +(x,y,s-s')ds', s>O, 

R +(y,y,s) =0, s>O, (3.1) 

R +(x,y,O+) = -HA(x) -B(x»), x<y; 

T/(x,y,s) 

= HA(x) -B(x)]T+(x,y,s) 

- ~ [A(x) +B(X)]{t+(x,y)R + (x,y,s) 

+ fT+(X,y,s')R +(X,y,s-S')dS'). s>O, 

Ty+(x,y,s) 

= -HA(y)-B(y)] 

X {T+(X,y,s) + t +(x,y)R -(x,y,s) 

+ fT+(X,y,S')R -(X,y,S-S')dS'). s>O, (3.6) 

T+(x,x,s) =0, s>O; 

Ty- (x,y,s) 

= HA( y) + B( y) ]T-(x,y,s) 

- ~ [A(y) -B(y)]{t-(x,y)R -(x,y,s) 

+ fT-(X,y,s')R -(X,y,s-S')dS'}, s>O, (3.7) 

(3.2) T-(x,x,s) = 0, s>O; 

R / (x,y,s) 
T; (x,y,s) 

= - HA(x) +B(x)] 
= -HA(y) -B(y)]{t-(X,y)T+(X,y,s 

X {T- (x,y,s) + t - (x,y)R + (x,y,s) 

+ fT-(X,y,s')R +(X,y,S-S')dS'). s>O, 

(3.3 ) 

- 2( y - x») + t +(x,y)T-(x,y,s - 2( y -x») 

i
s - 2(y-X) 

+ T-(x,y,s') 
o 

XT+(x,y,s-2(y-x) -S')dS'J, s>2(y-x), 

T-(y,y,S) =0, s>O; (3.8) 

Rx-(x,y,s) 

= HA(x) + B(x)] {t + (x,y)T-(x,y,s - 2( y - x») 

+ t - (x,y)T+(x,y,s - 2( y -x») 

(S-2(y-X) 

+ Jo T+(x,y,s') 

X T-(x,y,s - 2( y - x) - S')dS'} , 

s>2(y-x), (3.4) 

R -( y,y,s) = 0, s>O; 

R y- (x, y,s) 

= -2R s-(x,y,s) +B(y)R -(x,y,s) 

-HA(y) -B(y)] 

XfR -(x,y,s')R -(x,y,s-s')ds', s>O, 

R -(x,x,s) = 0, s>O, (3.5) 

R -(x,y,O+) =HA(y) +B(y»), x<y; 
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R + (x,x,s) =0, s>O; 

where 

t ± (x,y) = exp{ + ~ LY 

[A(x') +B(x') ]dXl (3.9) 

Equations (3.1 )-( 3.8) are the imbedding equations for 
the slab, obtained from continuously imbedding scattering 
kernels for subintervals of the slab into a family of scattering 
kernels. In particular, these equations display the change in 
the scattering kernels due to variations in one of the end 
points of the imbedded slab. As seen from above, these equa
tions are in general nonlinear and of integroditferential type. 
Note that two of the equations, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.5), are 
both equations for a single unknown kernel. The other six 
equations couple different kernels together. With each of the 
equations above there is also a boundary condition for the 
case when x = y. This corresponds to a slab of zero thick
ness. In Eqs. (3.1) and (3.5), there are also two auxiliary 
conditions relating the early time behavior of the reflection 
kernelsR ± (x,y,s) to the properties of the slab (see also Fig. 
4). Equations (3.1 )-(3.8) are written in a slightly different 
form than in Ref. 2 due to the particular representation of 
the scattering operators given in Eq. (2.17)-(2.20). 
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x 

(1,1,0) 

R+(O,1,s) ---.... 

(Physical data) 

(0,1,2) 

y 

R+(x,i,O+) - t(A(x)-B(x)) 

s 

R+(O,y,S) is 

independent of y 

R-(x,1,s) 

is independent 

of x 

x 

(1,1,0) 

s 

y 

FIG. 4. A portion of the domainR ± (x, y,s). The entire domain is O<x<y< I, s>O. The region inside the tetrahedron is the domain of R ± (x, y,s) for s limited 
to one round trip in the subregion [x, y]. 

The reflection kernels R ± (x,y,s) are discontinuous 
across the plane s = 2 ( y - x). These discontinuities are as
sociated with the echo of the wave front from the rear inter
face. Again referring to Ref. 2, the jumps in the kernels along 
that plane are 

[R +(x y,s)]S=2(Y-X)~ , s=2(y-x) 

= ! [A( y) - B( y) ]exp{L
Y 

B(X')dX'J, 

[R -(x y,s)],=2(Y-X)+ , s=2(y-x)- (3.10) 

= - ! [A(x) + B(x) ]exp{L
Y 

B(X')dXl 

In Ref. 2 it is also shown that the reflection kernels 
R ± (x,y,s) satisfy (see also Fig. 4) 

R + (x,y,s) = R + (x,x + s/2+ os), s <2( y - x), 
(3.11) 

R -(x,y,s) =R -(y-s/2-,y,s), s<2(y-x). 

These relations state that the reflected field is independent of 
the position of the rear interface of the slab for times less than 
one round trip through the subregion [x, y]. The properties 
of the reflection kernels R ±(x,y,s) given by Eqs. (3.10) 
and (3.11) Will be used in the inversion algorithm presented 
in Part II of this series of papers. 

In the transmission kernel equations given above, there 
is a distinction between the T + and T - kernels. Now assume 
that there is a relation between the kernels T ± (x, y,s) of the 
following form: 

T+(x,y,s) = l(x,y)T-(x,y,s), (3.12) 

where I (x,y) is an unknown function to be determined. A 
relation oftbis kind is suggested by the fact that a reciprocity 
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result should exist for the transmission operators. Equations 
(3.2), (3.3), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.12) imply that I(x,y) 
must satisfy 

I x (x,y) = A(x)/(x,y), 

Iy (x,y) = -A( y)/(x,y), 

I(x,y) = t +(x,y)/t -(x,y). 

(3.13 ) 

These three equations are consistent and it is therefore con
venient to introduce a single transmission kernel T(x, y,s) 
defined by 

T(x,y,s) = T+(x,y,s)/t+(x,y) = T-(x,y,s)/t-(x,y). 
(3.14) 

In what follows, this new definition of the transmission 
kernel will be the one that is used and from now on there are 
only three different kinds of scattering kernels, i.e., 
R ± (x,y,s) and T(x, y,s).1t is easy to see that with tbis new 
definition of the transmission kernel the Eqs. (3.2), (3.3), 
(3.6), and (3.7) can be replaced by two simpler ones, 

Tx(x,y,s) = - ~ [A(x) +B(X)]{R + (x,y,s) 

+ f T(x,y,s')R + (x,y,s - S')dS'}, 

S>o, 

Ty(x,y,s) = - ~ [A(y) -B(y)]{R -(x,y,s) 

+ f T(x, y,s')R - (x, y,s - s' )dS'}, 
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The resolvent equation (2.25) for W ± generalizes to 
the subregion [x, y] in the obvious way. Now since the T ± 

are simply related to a single kernel T, it follows that W ± 

can be related to a single kernel W. Specifically, 

W(x,y,s) = t +(x,y) W+(x,y,s) = t -(x,y) W-(x,y,s). 
(3.17) 

The resolvent equation for W(x, y,s) now reads 

T(x,y,s) + W(x,y,s) 

+ I T(x,y,s - s') W(x,y,s')ds' = O. (3.18) 

The equations for the V ± (x, y,s) kernels are 

R ± (x,y,s) = V ± (x,y,s) 

+ I T(x,y,s - s') V ± (x,y,s')ds', 

(3.19) 

which follows (in the" + " case) from inserting Eqs. (2.17) 
and (2.18) into Eq. (2.24) and using (3.14). Finally, Eq. 
( 3.19) can be solved for V ± by using the fact that W is the 
resolvent kernel for T. This yields 

V ± (x, y,s) = R ± (x, y,s) 

+ IR ±(x,y,s-s')W(x,y,s')ds'. 

(3.20) 

Exact representations of the kernels R ±, T, W, and V ± 

can be obtained in the special case when A (x) andB(x) are 
constants. This is done by using the Laplace transform in the 
variable s. Details are provided in Appendix B. 

IV. THE WAND V± EQUATIONS 

In this section, the dynamics of the kernels Wand V ± 

are derived. The definition ofthe resolvent W(x,y,s) ofthe 
transmission kernel T(x,y,s) is given by Eq. (3.18). Differ
entiation of this equation with respect to the left end point x 
gives 

T,,(x,y,s) + W" (x,y,s) 

+ I w" (x, y,s') T(x, y,s - s' )ds' 

+ I W(x, y,s') T" (x,y,s-s')ds' =0. (4.1) 

Now use the imbedding equation for the transmission kernel 
T given by Eq. (3.15) and the definition of the resolvent in 
Eq. (3.18) to get 

W" (x, y,s) - HA (x) + B(x)]R + (x, y,s) 

+ I W,,(x,y,s')T(x,y,s-s')ds'=O, 

which can be simplified to 

W,,(X,y,s) 

= ~ [A(x) +B(X)]{R + (x,y,s) 

(4.2) 

+ .r W(x,y,s')R + (x,y,s -S')dS'}, s>O. (4.3) 
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This equation gives the variation ofthe resolvent W(x, y,s) 
as the left-hand side of the slab is varying. Note that this 
equation is very similar to the equation for the variation in 
the transmission kernel T(x, y,s), given by (3.15). 

The equation for a variation ofthe right-hand end point 
is similar to the derivation above and the result is 

Wy (x,y,s) 

= ~ [A(y) -B(y)]{R -(x,y,s) 

+ I W(x,y,s')R -(X,y,s-S')dS'}, s>O. (4.4) 

A direct comparison between Eqs. (4.3), (4.4), and (3.20) 
shows that 

W,,(x,y,s) =HA(x) +B(x)]V+(x,y,s), 

Wy (x,y,s) = HA( y) - B( y)] V- (x,y,s). 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

The two pairs of equations for V ± (x,y,s) now can be 
derived quite easily. Differentiate V+(x,y,s) inEq. (3.20) 
once with respect to x and once with respect to s and use Eqs. 
(3.1) and (4.5) to obtain 

V,,+(x,y,s) =2V/(x,y,s) -B(x)V+(x,y,s) 

+HA(x) -B(x)]W(x,y,s), s>O 

V+( y,y,s) = 0, s>O, (4.7) 

V+(x,y,O+) = -HA(x)-B(x)], x<y. 

Similarly, by differentiating V-(x,y,s) in Eq. (3.20) with 
respect to y and s the following equation is obtained by the 
use ofEqs. (3.5) and (4.6): 

Vy-(x,y,s) = -2V.-(x,y,s) +B(y)V-(x,y,s) 

+HA(y) +B(y)]W(x,y,s), s>O, 

V-(x,x,s) = 0, s>O, (4.8) 

V-(x,y,O+) =HA(y) +B(y)], x<y. 

Notice that the two Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) do not contain any 
convolution integral, but couple V ± with W. 

The two final equations for the kernel V ± (x, y,s) are 
derived by a differentiation with respect to the other end 
point in Eq. (3.20). The dynamics of V / and V,,- in the 
interval 0 < s < 2 ( y - x) are now easily obtained by the use 
ofEqs. (3.11), (4.5), and (4.6). This results in 

V/(x,y,s) =HA(y) -B(y)] 

X fR -(x,y,s')V+(x,y,s-s')ds' 

=HA(y) -B(y)] 

X IR +(x,y,s')V-(x,y,s-s')ds', 

O<s<2(y-x), (4.9) 

V.: (x,y,s) = HA (x) + B(x)] 

X fR + (x,y,s') V-(x,y,s - s')ds' 
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=HA(x) +B(x)] fR +(x,y,s')V-(x,y,s-s')ds' 

= fR -(x,y,s')V+(x,y,s-s')ds', s>O, (4.11 ) 

which is easily obtained from Eq. (3.20). 

X fR -(x,y,s')V+(x,y,s-s')ds', 

0<s<2(y-x), (4.10) 

where the last equality in each of these equations comes from 
the identity 

The equations (4.9) and (4.10) are not valid for 
s> 2 ( y - x). In the derivation of the corresponding equa
tions valid for s> 2 ( y - x), the following integral is en
countered: 

i
s R / (x, y,s') W(x, y,s - s' )ds' 

2( y-x) 

= - HA( y) - B( y)]t + (x,y)t - (x,y){W(x, y,s - 2( y - x») 

rS - 2(Y-X) 
+ 2 Jo T(x,y,s') W(x,y,s - 2( y - x) - s')ds' 

+ f- 2
(Y-

X1C T(x,y,s")T(x,y,s' - S")dS"] W(x,y,s - 2( y - x) - s')ds'J, s>2( y - x). (4.12) 

This equation can be obtained by use ofEqs. (3.8), (3.10), and (3.14). 
It is now straightforward to combine Eqs. (3.20) and (4.12) and repeatedly use the resolvent equation (3.18) to get 

Vy+(x,y,s) = -HA(y) -B(Y)]{t+(X,y)t-(x,y)T(X,y,s-2(y-x») 

-fR +(X,y,S')V-(X,y,s-S')dS'}. s>2(y-x). (4.13) 

The equation for V; is derived similarly. The result is 

V; (x,y,s) = -HA(x) +B(X)]{t+(X,y)t-(x,y)T(x,y,s-2(y-X») 

-fR -(X,y,s')V+(X,y,s-S')ds'}, s>2(y-x). (4.14) 

Equations (4.13) and (4.14) can be simplified considerably with use of results presented in the next section. The conse
quences of this simplification will be discussed at the end of Sec. V. An alternative derivation of the results in this section is ob
tained by considering the dynamics of the propagator matrix for Eq. (2.14). This is carried out in Appendix C. 

v. THE EXTENSION OF DATA 

The W(x, y,s) and the V ± (x, y,s) kernels all share the important feature that they have compact support. More precise
ly, for times larger than one round trip in the subregion [x, y], i.e., s> 2( y - x), these kernels are identically zero, 

W(x,y,s) =0, s>2(y-x), (5.1) 

V±(x,y,s) =0, s>2(y-x). (5.2) 

These relations are derived in Appendix A. 
Now suppose scattering data are known for one round trip through the subregion occupying [x, y]. Then Eqs. (5.1) and 

(5.2) can be used to extend that data beyond one round trip. To be more explicit, consider the end points x andy to be fixed for 
the moment, and assume that T(x, y,s) is known for times 0 < s < 2 ( y - x). Equation (3.18), which is a Volterra equation of 
the second kind for the kernel W(x,y,s), then can be solved for W(x,y,s), 0 <s < 2( y - x). The kernel W(x, y,s) is thus 
known for all s > 0 due to Eq. (5.1). 

Now assume that s> 2( y - x) and rewrite the resolvent Eq' (3.18), using Eq. (5.1), in the following form: 

T(x,y,s) + is W(x,y,s - s')T(x,y,s')ds' 
2( y-x) 

{ 

_12(Y-X) W(X,y,s - s') T(x, y,s')ds', 2( y - x) <s <4( y - x), 
= G(x,y,s) = s-2(y-x) 

0, s>4(y-x). 

(5.3 ) 

Notice that the function G(x,y,s) is known as a function of s for fixed values of x andy with the assumptions made above. 
Equation (5.3) is a Volterra equation of second kind for T(x, y,s) for s> 2 ( y - x) and this equation can be solved for the 
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unknown T(x,y,s), s> 2( y - x). Equation (5.3) thus provides a toolfor extending the data T(x,y,s), 0 <s< 2( y - x), to 
the time interval s > 2( y - x). 

The extension of the reflection data now follows quite similarly, with the exception that both reflection and transmission 
data have to be known for one round trip. More precisely, assume that R ± (x,y,s) and T(x,y,s) are known for 
o <s < 2( y - x). Then from Eq. (3.19) and Eq. (5.2) above, R ± (x, y,s), s> 2( y - x), is expressed as 

r2 (Y-X) 

R ±(x,y,s) = Jo T(x,y,s-s')V±(x,y,s')ds', s>2(y-x). (5.4) 

However, V±(x,y,s),0<s<2(y-x),isrelatedtoR ±(x,y,s) byEq. (3.20), 

V±(x,y,s) =R ±(x,y,s) + f W(x,y,s-s')R ±(x,y,s')ds', 0<s<2(y-x). (5.5) 

Combining these last two equations gives 

R ± (x,y,s) = fey-x) T(x,y,s - s') [R ± (x,y,s') + f' W(x,y,s' - s")R ± (x,y,s" )ds" ]dS', s>2(y-x). (5.6) 

Notice that in this last equation, reflection data R ± (x, y,s) are used only for times less than one round trip, i.e., 
o <s < 2( y - x), while transmission data, T(x, y,s), are used for all s> O. However, for times beyond one round trip the 
transmission data can be extended with the technique discussed above in Eq. (5.3). These ideas will be exploited in a special 
context in Part II. 

An alternate approach to the extension of the reflection data is to rewrite Eq. (3.20) for s> 2( y - x) and use Eq. (5.2) to 
obtain 

R ± (x,y,s) + is W(x,y,s - s')R ± (x,y,s')ds' 
2(y-x) 

={- i~:(~~x) W(x,y,s-s')R ±(x,y,s')ds', 2(y-x)<s<4(y-x), 

0, s> 4 ( y - x). 

Thus far, the compact support of the kernels V ± has not been used in the imbedding equations derived in Sec. IV. Now 
using the fact that V ± vanish identically for s > 2 ( y - x) reduces Eq. (4.13) and ( 4.14) to the following new representation 
of the transmission kernel T for s> 2 ( y - x): 

t +(x,y)t - (x,y)T(x,y,s - 2( y - x») 
r2 (Y-X) r2(Y-X) 

= Jo V+(x,y,s')R -(x,y,s-s')ds' = Jo V-(x,y,s')R +(x,y,s-s')ds', s>2(y-x). (5.7) 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper some mathematical tools for transient 

wave propagation in lossy media have been introduced. This 
work primarily focuses on the direct scattering problem and 
the properties of the scattering operators. However, many of 
the equations developed in the present paper are of impor
tance for the inverse algorithm presented in Part II (See Ref. 
1 ). 

Reciprocity is shown to imply that the two transmission 
kernels T ± are proportional to each other, see Eq. (3.14). 
This property simplifies the analysis considerably and also 
reduces the number of independent imbedding equations for 
the scattering kernels. 

The propagator kernels for the medium are also intro
duced and some of their properties are exploited. In Sec. IV 
the new imbedding equations for these kernels are derived in 
Eqs. (4.3), (4.4), and (4.7)-(4.10). 

One of the main results in this paper, the compact sup
port of the propagator kernels, has several consequences. In 
Sec. V this property is shown to provide a way to extend 
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transmission data from one round trip to arbitrary time, see 
Eq. (5.3). This extension is also possible for the reflection 
data provided transmission data are available, see Eq. (5.6). 

The compact support of W provides an important limi
tation of the functional behavior of the transmission kernel 
T. To be an admissible transmission kernel T for the model 
considered in this paper, its resolvent Walso must have com
pact support. This observation provides an important char
acterization of the transmission kernel T. Furthermore, only 
data for times less than one round trip are needed for this 
characterization, due to the extension of data discussed 
above. This implies that all information available in the 
transmission kernel is contained in the time interval up to 
one round trip and that ifit is admissible or not is based upon 
the functional behavior in this finite interval. Unfortunately, 
the compact support of V ± doe not imply any simple char
acterizations for R ±. However, from the new imbedding 
equations for V ± and the compact support of V ± a new 
representation of the transmission kernel T is obtained, see 
Eq. (5.7), which relates T to V ± and R ±. 
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APPENDIX A: COMPACT SUPPORT OF WAND V± 

In this section it is shown that the kernels Wand V ± 

have compact support. This fact was introduced in Sec. V 
[Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)]. The arguments given below suffice 
to show that the kernels W (x, y,s) and V ± (x, y,s) vanish 
for s> 2 ( y - x). The compact support then follows from 
causality, which implies that these kernels also vanish for 
s<O. 

In the model problem given in Eq. (2.1), the velocity 
C (z) is assumed to be continuous at the end points of the slab, 
z = ° and z = L. For the sake of proving a stronger result, 
which should be useful in later work, this assumption will be 
relaxed. Thus, c(z) can have finite jump discontinuities at 
z = ° and z = L. This generalization alters the transformed 
problem given by Eq. (2.14) in that Ux is no longer contin
uous at x = ° and x = 1. Instead, Ux satisfies the relations 

coux (0-OS) = Ux (0+ ,s), 

Clux (1 +,s) = Ux (1-OS), 

where 

Co = c(O+ )1c(0-), 

Cl =c(L -)Ic(L +). 

(AI) 

(A2) 

It is now shown that for this more general problem, 
W( 0,1,s) vanishes for s> 2. (The arguments given below 
clearly generalize to any subregion [x, y] of the slab.) In 
order to produce the desired result, an explicit formula for W 
will be derived. 

Being by expressing the solution u ofEq. (2.14) in terms 
of transmission data u t+ (s) via 

u(x,s) =Ht+(X,l)]-I{(Cl + l)ut+ (s-x) 

- (c l -l)ut+ (s+x-2)exp[fB (S')dS'] 

+ f- x 

ut+ (S-S')N(X,s')dS'}. (A3) 

for 0 <x < 1. Equation (A3) is derived in Ref. 15. The func
tionN(x,s) is related to the Riemann function for Eq. (2.14) 
and satisfies 

N xx -Nss +B(x)(Nx +Ns) +D+(x)N=O, O<x< 1, 
(A4) 
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and boundary conditions for ° < x < I, 

2N(x,x) = cIB(1-) - A(1-) - (c l + 1) fD+ (s')ds', 

2N(x,2 -x) 

= [ClB(1-) -A(1-) + (cl-l) fD-(S')dS'] 

(AS) 

where 

D±(x)=1(B2 -A 2 )+!(-A'±B'). (A6) 

The prime in Eq. (A6) denotes differentiation with respect 
tox. 
Differentiate Eq. (A3) with respect to x and set x = ° in the 
resulting equation. Rewrite the left-hand side in terms of 
Ui~ and u''; (differentiation with respect to the argument) 
using 

(A7) 

Now integrate this equation from ° to s, using the assump
tion that ui+ (0) = u'+ (0) = ut+ (0) = 0, and obtain 

2co[ - ui+ (s) + u'+ (s)] 

= [t+(O,l)]-I{ - (c l + l)u t+ (s) 

- (c l - l)ut+ (s - 2)exp[fB(S')dS'] 

+ fu t+ (s')F(s - S')dS'}. (A8) 

where 

F(s) = a + bH(s - 2) + f [Nx (O,s') 

- !(A - B) 10+ N(O,s') ]H(2 - s')ds' (A9) 

and 

a= -!(cl+I)(A-B)lo+ -N(O,O), 

b = !(Cl - l)(A + B) 10+ exp[fB(S')dS'] - N(0,2), 

. 'd fi . {a, s<O, H(s) = Heavlsl e unctlOn = 1 0 
, s> . 

Now evaluate Eq. (A3) at x = 0+ and rewrite the left-hand 
sideasu i+ (s) + u'+ (s). UseEq. (AS) toeliminateur+ (s) 
from the resulting equation and thus obtain 

ui+ (s) = [t+(O,I)]-I{ (Co + l)(cl + l)u
t
+ (s) 

4co 

(co - l)(c l - l)ut+ (s - 2)exp[s~B(s')ds'] 

4co 

+ fu'+ (s') W(O,l,s - S')dS'}. (AW) 

where the W kernel is given by 

W(O,I,s) = [coN(0,s)H(2 - s) - F(s) ]I4co. (All) 

Equation (AW) is the generalization of Eq. (2.23) when 
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c(z) is discontinuous as z = ° and z = L. Notice from Eqs. 
(Al1) and (A9) that W(O,l,s) is constant for s > 2, a fact 
which also follows from the domain of dependence argu
ments. To evaluate that constant, set 

I(x)= r-X[Nx(X,s')- ~(A-B)lxN(x,s')]ds' 
(A12) 

so that, from Eq. (Al1), 

W(O,l,s) = [k - 1(0) ]l4co, s>2, (A13) 

where 

k=N(O,O) +N(0,2) +~(Cl + l)(A -B)lo+ 

- ~ (cl - l)(A +B) 10+ exp[fB(S')dsl (A14) 

The constant k is known from the boundary conditions Eq. 
(A5), so it remains to determine I (0). 

Differentiate Eq. (AI2) with respect tox and eliminate 
the Nxx term by using Eq. (A4). Upon performing the s' 
integrations, it follows that 

j'(x) +~(A +B)IJ(x) =g(x), 

where 

d d 
g(x) = --N(x,x) --N(x,2 -x) 

dx dx 

(A15) 

+ ~(A + B) IxN(x,x) + ~(A - 3B) IxN(x,2 - x). 

(A16) 

Solving Eq. (AI5) yields 

1(0) = - fg(x)exp [ ~ f:[A(X') +B(X')]dx']etx. 

(A17) 

Using Eqs. (AI7) and (A5), a tedious calculation now 
shows that 

1(0) = k. (AIS) 

Hence, W(O,I,s) =Ofors>2. 
Fortunately, this calculation does not need to be repeat

ed to verify the compact support of the V ± kernels. Instead 
observe that ifEq. (AS) is used to eliminate u l+ (s) from Eq. 
(A3), then 

V+(O,I,s) = - W(O,I,s), s>2. (AI9) 

In a similar manner it follows that 

V-(O,I,s) = - W(O,I,s), s>2. (A20) 

APPENDIX B: EXACT REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 
SCATTERING AND PROPAGATOR KERNELS FOR 
CONSTANT A (x) AND B(x) 

For constantA (x) andB(x) thescatteringkemelsR ±, 

T, W, and V ± can be determined analytically. Throughout 
this appendix it is therefore assumed that the function 
A(x) =AandB(x) =B,forO<x<l,whereAandBarerea1 
constants. For the convenience of the reader the basic equa
tions [see Eqs. (3.1), (3.5), (3.15), (4.3), (4.7), and (4.S)] 
that are used in this appendix are repeated here: 
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R x+ (x, y,s) 

= 2R.+ (x, y,s) - BR + (x, y,s) 

I is --(A +B) R + (x,y,s')R +(x,y,s-s')ds', 
2 0 

s>O, (Bl) 

R+(y,y,s) =0, s>O, 

R +(x,y,O+) = - !(A -B), x<y; 

R y- (x,y,s) 

= -2R s-(x,y,s)+BR-(x,y,s) 

I is --(A -B) R -(x,y,s')R -(x,y,s-s')ds', 
2 0 

s>o, 

R-(x,x,s) =0, s>O, 

R -(x,y,O+) =!(A +B), x<y; 

Tx (x,y,s) 

= - !(A +B)[R + (x,y,s) 

(B2) 

+ fT(x,y,s')R +(X,y,s-S')dS'l s>O, (B3) 

T(y,y,s) =0, s>O; 

Wx (x,y,s) 

= !(A +B)[R + (x,y,s) 

+ f W(x,y,s')R +(x,y,s - S')dSl s>O, (B4) 

W( y,y,s) = 0, s> 0; 

Vx+(x,y,s) 

= 2V s+ (x,y,s) - BV+ (x,y,s) 

+ !(A -B)W(x,y,s), 

V+( y,y,s) = 0, s>O, 

V+(x,y,O+) = -!(A -B), x<y; 

V x- (x,y,s) 

= - 2Vs- (x,y,s) + BV-(x,y,s) 

+ !(A - B) W(x,y,s), 

(B5) 

V-(x,x,s) = 0, s>O, (B6) 

V-(x,y,O+) =!(A +B), x<y. 
These equations can be solved by a Laplace transforma

tion in the "time" variable s. The Laplace transform of a 
function I is indicatej or A[/] and the transformed time 
variable is denoted by p. In this notation the x andy depen
dence of transformed functions are suppressed for conve
nience. Equation (B 1) transforms into the Riccati equation 
A A 

R,,+(p) - (2p-B)R +(P) -!(A -B) 

+ !(A + B)R +2(p) = 0, 
A 

R + (P) = 0, x = y, (B7) 
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with solution 

R + (P) = _ (l - e - 11) r 
(A + B)( I + «5e - 11) 

=_ r {l-(l+«5)f(-«5)"-le -,,I1}, 
(A +B) ,,=1 

where 

a=!(A2_B2)1/2, 

/3 = (y - x)((2p - B)2 + 4a2)1/2, 

r = «2p - B)2 + 4a2)1/2 - 2p + B, 

«5 = r/4a2
• 

(B8) 

(B9) 

It is now rather straightforward to invert each term in 
the bracket in Eq. (B8) with the use ofthe identity 

I(p2 + a 2) 1/2) 

=/(p) - A{a f/(U) J 1(a(s2 - U2)1/2) 

X (~ - u2) - 1/2u dU} (p). 

The final result is 

R + (x,y,s) 

00 

(BlO) 

= _~(A_B)eBS/2 L(-1)"H(s-2n(y-x») 
n=O 

X {Sn(s - 2n( y - x») 

- 2n( y - X)a2is Sn (s' - s) 
2n(y-x) 

X J I (a(s,2 - 4n
2
( y - X)2)1/2) dS'} (BII) 

a(s,2 _ 4n2( y _ X)2)1/2 ' 

where 

Sn (s) = [(2n - 1) J 2n _ I (as) 

+ (2n + I) J2n + I (as) lias, n = 1,2,3, ... , 
(B12) 

So(s) = J I (as) las, 

where I n is the Bessel function of order n. Some plots of R + 

are shown in Fig. 5. 
The reflection kernel from the right-hand side 

R - (x, y,s) is easily obtained by replacing A with - A in the 
equations above. With the same definitions of Sn (s) as 
above, the result is 

R -(x,y,s) 

00 

= !(A + B)eBs/2 :r ( - I )nH(s - 2n( y - x») 
,,=0 

X {S,,(s - 2n( y -x») 

- 2n( y - X)a2is S" (s' - s) 
2,,(y-x) 

X I ds' . 
J (a(s,2 _ 4n2( y _ X)2)1/2) } 

a(s,2 _ 4n2( y _ X)2)112 
(Bl3) 
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-1 

-2 

Travol Hmo I 

...... 

- 4=~., 8=-.1 

..... 4=10., B=-.1 

FIG. S. The reflection kernel R + (0, l,s) for three round trips in the medi
um. Two examples with constant A and B profiles are shown. 

The transmission kernel T(x,y,s) is obtained from the 
Laplace transform of Eq. (B3). The solution in the trans
formed time variable p is 

r(p) = _ 1 + 1 + «5 e - Y( y - x)!2 
1 + (je-P 

=e- y(y-x)/2(1 +05)-1 

00 

+e- y(y-X)!2(1 +05) L (-o5)"e- nP. 
n= I 

(BI4) 

The inversion of this equation leads to rather cumbersome 
algebra. The following identity is of great help: 

I(a + (p2 + a2) 1/2 - p) - I(a) 

= A{ _ a 2 roo e-auJI(a(~ + 2us) 1/2) UI(U)dU}(P)' 
Jo a(~+2us)1/2 

The result of the inversion is 

T(x,y,s) 

00 

= - a 2eBs
/

2 L ( - 1)" H (s - 2n ( y - x) ) 
n=O 

X {Pn(s - 2n( y - x») 

- 2n( y - X)a2is Pn (s - s') 
2,,( y-x) 

X I ds' 
J (a(s,2 - 4n2( y _ X)2)1/2) } 

a(s,2 _ 4n2( y _ X)2)1/2 ' 
where 

P" (S) = [(a ~rn + (a ~J2"+2] 

[ 
JI(a(~ + 2us) 1/2)] 

X U 1/2 
a(~ + 2us) u=Z(y-x) 

= 2w- Z,,-4(as)z"{a2s[4n( y - x) 

X(s+y-x) -~]J2"+Z(W) 
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and 

+W[(y-x)2a2s-2n(2n + 1) 

X(s + 2( y - X»)]J:zn + 1 (W)} 

w = a(r + 2s( y - X»1/2. 

(BI7) 

Plots of T are shown in Fig. 6. 
The solution to Eq. (B4) in the transformed time vari

ablep is 

(BI8) 

The inversion of this equation gives 

W(x,y,s) =!H(2(y-x) _s)~S/2a2[2(y_x) -s] 

(BI9) 

Proceeding to the V + equation, the result in the transformed 
variable p is 

V+(x,y,p) = - !(A -B)(2p _B)2 + 4a2)-1/2 

xeYCY - X )!2[I-e-.BJ, (B20) 

with inverse 

V+(x,y,s) = -leA - B)H(2( y - x) _s~s!2 

X1o(a(2( Y - x)s - r)1/2). (B21) 

The corresponding result for V - (x, y,s) is easily obtained by 
replacing A with - A in the equation above. The result is 

V-(x,y,s) =l(A +B)H(2(y-x) _S~s/2 

(B22) 

The compact support of the kernels Wand V ±, which is a 
general property derived in Appendix A, is clearly seen in 
Eqs. (BI9), (B21), and (B22). Typical examples of the ker
nels Wand V + are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 

Now having the explicit expressions for the kernels R ±, 

T, W, and V ± for the case when A and B are constants, it is 
instructive to verify some of the basic equations in this paper 
for this special case. For example, the jump in the kernels 

o 

-4 

-8 

- A=5. ,8=-.1 

- -- A=10., 8=-.1 

-12 

6 
TraYel Hme , 

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 5 but showing the transmission kernel T(O,l,s). 
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60 

40 

20 

o 

o 
TraY,1 Hme , 

- A=5., 8a-.l 

..... A=10 .. 8=-.1 

I 

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 5 but showing the propagation kernel W(O,l,s). 

R ± along the plane s = 2( y - x) given by Eq. (3.10) is 
easily verified from Eqs. (B 11) and (B 13 ). It is also easy to 
verify Eq. (3.11). 

Equations (4.9) and (4.10) can also be verified in this 
special case of constantA and B. These equations are equiva
lent to the Bessel function identity 

(B23) 

This identity can be proved by showing that both sides are 
the same entire function in x. 

APPENDIX C: PROPAGATOR DYNAMICS 

In this appendix the dynamics of the kernels V + and W 
are derived in an alternate manner that does not utilize the 
dynamics of R ± and T. This derivation depends on a contin-

0::::..... ----
-20 -:. 

- A=5., 8=-.1 

----- A .. l0 .. 8=-.1 

-60 ~ 

i I I I I 
o 2 3 4 5 6 

Travel Hme , 

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 5 but showing the propagation kernel V+(O,l,s). 
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uous representation of the propagation operator. 
For the sake of convenience, the transformed problem 

[Eq. (2.14)] will be the starting point for this analysis, al
though the derivation could be carried out in terms of the 
physical variables that appear in Eq. (2.1). The analysis pre
sented here is similar in spirit to that given elsewhere3.5,l0 for 
derivation of the scattering operator equations. The inde
pendent variable x in Eq. (2.14) will be replaced by the dum
my variable z, since x is used to denote the end point of a 
subregion [x, y]. The variablez should not be confused with 
that appearing in Eq. (2.1). Begin by introducing a split
ting23 of the field u (z,s) in Eq. (2.14), defined by 

u ± (z,s) = H u(z,s) =t= a s- luz (z,s>] , (C1) 

where 

a.- luz (z,s) = f~ 00 Uz (z,s')ds'. 

In a homogeneous medium, this splitting merely reduces the 
field u(z,s) into right moving ( + ) and left moving ( - ) 
waves. More generally, Eq. (C1) is a change of basis from 
(u,uz ) T to (u+,u-) T for Eq. (2.14). In this new basis, Eq. 
(2.14) becomes 

~ [u+(z,s)] = [a(z) {3(Z)] [u+(z,s)] 
az u- (z,s) y(z) !5(z) u- (z,s) 

==D [u+ (Z,S)] 
- (z) _ ( ) , 

u z,s 
(C2) 

where 

1 a 
a(z) = - T[A(z) - B(z)] - as' 

{3(z) = HA(z) +B(z)], (C3) 

y(z) = HA (z) - B(z)], 

!5(z) = - ~[A(z) + B(z)] + ~. 
2 as 

Now consider a subregion [x, y] of the original slab. Let 
P(x, y) denote the propagator for the subregion [x, y]; i.e., 
Pis a 2 X 2 matrix of operators that maps the field at y over to 
the field at x, 

[ u:(x,s)] =P(x, )[u:(y,s)]. (C4) 
u (x,s) y u (y,s) 

Now differentiate Eq. (C4) with respect to x to obtain 

~[u+(x,s)] = ap(x,y) [u+(y,s)]. (C5) 
ax u-(x,s) ax u-(y,s) 

Use Eq. (C2) (evaluated at z = x) and (C4) to express the 
left-hand side of (C5) in terms of the fields at y: 

D(X)P(X,Y)[U:(Y,S)] = ap(x,y) [u:(y,s)]. (C6) 
u (y,s) ax u (y,s) 

Since (u+(y,s),u-(y,s)f can be chosen arbitrarily, it fol
lows that 
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apex, y) = D(x )P(x, y). 
ax 
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(C7) 

It can similarly be shown that 

ap(x,y) _ P( )D() 
ay - - x,y y. (C8) 

Having now obtained differential equations (C7) and 
( C8) for the propagator, a representation for the entries of P 
is required. In order to use a representation compatible with 
that in Sec. III, let u ± be represented by 

z<x, 
{
Ui+ (s-z+x), 

u+(z,s) = 
ut+ (s-z+x) +u'_ (s-z+Y), z>y, 

(C9) 

{
U'+ (s+z-x) +ut_ (s+z-y), z<x, 

u- (z,s) = . 
u'_ (s+z-y), z>y. 

(ClO) 

The fields on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (C9) and (ClO) 
are related by [cf. Eqs. (2.17)-(2.20), (2.23), and (2.24) 
for the special case x = 0 and y = I] 

u'± (s) = [~±(X,Y)Ui± (o)](s) 

= f~ooR ±(x,y,s-s')ui± (s')ds', (Cll) 

ut± (s) = [Y±(x,y)ui± (o)](s) 

= t ± (X,y)[ ui
± (s) 

+ f~ 00 T(x, y,s - s')ui± (S')dS'], (C12) 

u'+ (s) = pV+(x,y)ut+ (0)] (s) 

= [t+(X,Y)]-J~oov+(X,y,s-S')ut+ (s')ds', 

(C13) 

ui+ (s) = [Y+(x,y)ut+ (o>](s) 

= [t+(X,y)]-I[Ut+ (s) 

+ [00 W(x,y,s-s')ut+ (S')dS'l (CI4) 

The relations Eqs. (3.14) and (3.17) have been used in Eqs. 
(C12) and (C14), respectively, and t ± (x,y) is defined in 
Eq. (3.9). In Eqs. (Cll )-(C14) it is assumed thatthe fields 
are quiescent prior to some finite time so, although So is not 
necessarily zero. 

It is also convenient to introduce a shift operator Q, 
whose action on a function of the s variable is defined by 

Q( y,x)/(s) = /(s +x - y). 

Repeated applications of Q have the obvious interpretation: 

Q2( y,x)/(s) = Q( y,x)[Q( y,x)/(s)] 

= Q( y,x)/(s +x - y) 

=/(s + 2x - 2y), 

Q(x,y)Q( y,x)/(s) =/(s). 
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Still confining attention to the subregion [x, y], it now fol
lows that 

= [Y+(x,y)u'+ (.)] (s) 

= [Y+(x,y){u+( y,.) - u'_ (.)}] (s + y -x) 

= Q(x,y)[ Y+ (x,y)u+( y,.) ](s) 

- Q(x,y) [Y+(x,y)~-(x,y)u- (y,.)] (s), 
(CIS) 

and 

u- (x,s) = u'+ (s) + u'_ (s + x - y) 

= [r+(x,y)u'+ (.)](s) +Q(y,x) 

X [Y- (x, y)u- (y,.)] (s) 

= Q(x,y) [r+(x,y)u+( y,.)] (s) 

- Q(x,y) [r+(x,y)~-(x,y,)u-( y,.)] (s) 

+Q(y,x)[Y-(x,y)u-(y,)](s). (CI6) 

Using Eqs. (CIS) and (C 16), the propagator can be written 
in the explicit form 

[
Y+ (x,y) 

P(x,y) = Q(x,y) r+(x,y) 
- rr+(x,y)~-(x,y) ] 
Q2(y,x)Y-(x,y) - r+(x,y)~-(x,y) . 

(C17) 

In order to pass from the operator equations (C7) and 
(C8) to equations involving the kernels W and V +, it is 
easier to consider these equations at the level of Eq. (C6). 
Setting u - ( y,s) =0 yields 

a 
Q(y,x) ax [Q(x,y)Y+(x,y)u+(y,·)](s) 

= [(a(x)Y+(x,y) +p(x)r+(x,y»)u+(y,)](s), 

a 
Q(y,x) ax [Q(x,y)r+(x,y)u+(y,·)](s) 

= [(y(x)Y+(x,y) +c5(x)r+(x,y»)u+(y,·)](s). 

Expressing these equations in terms of kernels produces Eqs. 
(4.5) and (4.7). Similarly, applying Eq. (C8) to 
(u+ (y,s),O)T yields Eqs. (4.4), (4.9), and (4.13) and veri
fies that the jump in V + (x, y,s) at s = 2 ( Y - x) is the same 
as that in R + (x, y,s), as given in Eq. (3.10). This last fact 
also follows from Eq. (3.20). 

With the notation established above, it is now easy to 
compare the action of the propagator matrix P(x, y) with 
that ofthe scattering matrix S(x,y). Here S relates the ± 
components of u according to 

[u:(y,s)] =S(x,y) [u:(x,s) ], 
u (x,s) u (y,s) 

and is represented by 

[
Y+(X,y) 

S(x,y) = ~+(x,y) 
~-(X'Y)]. 
Y-(x,y) 

It can be shown (see Ref. 3, 5, or 10) that S satisfies 

as = _ [Y+(X,y) 0] [ a(x) 
ax ~+(x,y) I - y(x) 

X [~+(x,y) ~-(x,y)], 
as = _ [I ~-(x,y)] [ aCyl 
ay 0 Y-(x,y) -y(y) 

~-(X,y)] 
I ' 

{J(x) ] 
- c5(x) 

{J(y)] 
- c5( y) 
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(CIS) 

where 0 and I denote the zero and identity operators, respec
tively. Equations (3.1 )-( 3.8) can be obtained from the oper
ator equations (C 18) by rewriting the latter in terms of the 
representations (Cll) and (C12). 
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The one-dimensional inverse scattering problem for inhomogeneous lossy media is considered. 
The model problem involves electromagnetic wave propagation in a medium of unknown 
thickness with spatially varying conductivity and permittivity. Two inversion algorithms are 
developed in the time domain using data obtained from normally incident plane waves. These 
algorithms utilize reflection data from both sides of the medium, and one of them also uses 
transmission data. These algorithms are implemented numerically on several examples, one of 
which includes the effects of noisy data. The possibility of using one-sided reflection data and no 
transmission data is reviewed and analyzed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Inverse scattering problems for lossy media are not well 
understood, even in the one-dimensional case. Such prob
lems can be addressed on a variety of levels, depending on 
the underlying model of dissipation and the information 
sought from the inversion procedure. In this paper a one
dimensional wave propagation model is considered in which 
the dissipation and phase velocity are spatially varying func
tions; i.e., functions of depth in the medium. The analysis is 
carried out in the time domain: Inversion procedures are 
developed for simultaneously reconstructing the dissipation 
and phase velocity profiles using data obtained from normal
ly incident plane waves. 

In a previous paperl (hereafter called Part I) various 
aspects of the direct scattering problem were developed. The 
pertinent results from Part I will be summarized in Sec. II 
below. Hence, the reader who is primarily interested in the 
inverse problem will find this paper fairly self-contained, 
with the exception that the first two sections of Part I should 
be consulted for an overview of the problem at hand and also 
for an explanation of the notation. 

A model problem for the techniques presented here in
volves one-dimensional electromagnetic wave propagation 
in a medium characterized by nonconstant permittivity and 
conductivity profiles. A precise statement of the model prob
lem is given in Part I, Sec. II. 

Two inversion algorithms are developed in this paper. 
In both of them it is assumed that the medium has finite but 
unknown thickness and that reflection data are available on 
both sides of the medium. One of the algorithms also re
quires transmission data. All of these data are in the form of 
finite time traces of impulse responses. The specific data re
quirements are given in Sec. III. 

The inversion procedure using transmission data and 
both sets of reflection data is shown in Sec. III. Two numeri
cal examples are also given, one of which shows the perfor
mance of the algorithm using noisy data. In Sec. IV the in-

version algorithm using only reflection data is given. This is 
an iteration procedure, and a numerical example of its per
formance is also provided. In Sec. V the question of inverting 
reflection data from only one side of the medium is consid
ered. Inversions of this nature have been addressed in pre
vious works2

•
3 under the assumption that either the conduc

tivity or permittivity is known a priori. In the present paper, 
it is shown that if only a finite time trace of the (reflected) 
impulse response is known, and no information regarding 
the medium is given, then an infinite number of medium 
profiles can be found that produce such a time trace. 

A number of authors4-8 have developed inversion proce
dures for dissipative media that require two-sided reflection 
data as well as transmission data. The inversion procedure 
given in Sec. III seems to be more intuitive than these other 
procedures since it clearly shows the interplay between the 
early time behavior of one reflected signal with the late time 
behavior of the reflected signal from the other side. This is 
also evident in the inversion procedure in Sec. IV. An inver
sion procedure using transmission data and one-sided reflec
tion data has been previously developed,9-11 although the 
model problem is different from that considered in this pa
per. 

A brief summary is presented in Sec. VI. Also, an exam
ple is provided that demonstrates that under certain condi
tions it is possible for two different media to produce the 
same two-sided reflection data for time traces corresponding 
to one round trip in the medium. 

The paper concludes with an Appendix that provides 
sufficient conditions for the inversion procedure of Sec. IV to 
be well posed. 

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 

The equations used in the inverse algorithms presented 
in this paper are summarized in this section. The reader in
terested in the details in the derivations is referred to Part I. 

The reflection kernels R ± (x, y,s) for the subregion 
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_ f 1 B(x')dx' 
[R 1 = (A{x) + B(x» • x 

FIG. 1. The domain of 
R +(x,l,s) for one round trip. 
The boundary value of R + at 
s = 0+ and the discontinuity of 
R - along the line s = 2(1 - x) 
are also shown. 

1 x 

R'{x,l,O') = - 1 (A(x) - B(x» 

[x,y] satisfy (see also Sec. III, Part I) 

Rx+(x,y,s) =2R/(x,y,s) -B(x)R + (x,y,s) 

-! [A(x) +B(x)] 

xf R + (x,y,s')R +(x,y,s-s')ds', 

s>O, 

R +(x,y,O+) = -! [A(x) -B(x)], x<y, 

Ry-(x,y,s) = -2R.-(x,y,s) +B(y)R -(x,y,s) 

-! [A(y) -B(y)] 

xI R -(x,y,s')R -(x,y,s -s')ds', 

R -(x,y,O+) =1 [A(y) +B(y)], x<y. 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

s>O, 

These kernels are discontinuous across the plane 
s = 2( y - x). The discontinuities can be related to the in
ternal properties of the slab (see Fig. 1): 

[R +( )].=2(y-x)+ x,y,s .=2(y-x)-

= 1 [A( y) - B( y)] exp {[ B(X')dX'J, 

[R -(x,y,s)]::~~;=~:~ 

= -1 [A(x) +B(x)] exp {[ B(X')dXl 

Furthermore, the kernels satisfy 

(2.3 ) 

R + (x,y,s) =R +(x,x+s/2+ os), s<2(y-x), 

R -(x,y,s) =R -(y-s/2-,y,s), s<2(y-x). 

(2.4) 

T(x,y,s) + r W(x,y,s - s')T(x,y,s')ds' 
J2(y-X) 

These last relations express the property that the reflected 
field is independent of position of the rear interface for times 
less than one round trip. 

In Sec. III in Part I, the effect of reciprocity on the trans
mission kernels T ± (x, y,s) was analyzed. It was shown that 
the two transmission kernels T ± (x, y,s) are proportional to 
each other as functions of s, as are the propagator kernels 
W ± (x,y,s). Thus it suffices to consider just one transmis
sion kernel T and one propagator kernel W. The relations are 

T(x,y,s) = T+(x,y,s)lt +(x,y) 

= T-(x,y,s)lt -(x,y), 

W(x,y,s) = W+(x,y,s)t +(x,y) 

= W-(x,y,s)t -(x,y), 

where 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

t ±(x,y) =exp { =+= ! [[A(X') =+= B(X')]dXl (2.7) 

The resolvent equation which relates T and W to each other 
is 

T(x,y,s) + W(x,y,s) 

+ I T(x,y,s - s') W(x,y,s')ds' = O. (2.8) 

The propagator kernel W satisfies the imbedding equations 

Wx (x, y,s) = ! [A (x) + B(x)] {R + (x, y,s) 

+ I W(x, y,s')R + (x, y,s - s' )dS'J, s> 0, 

(2.9) 

Wy(x,y,s) = ! [A(y) -B(y)] {R -(X,y,s) 

+ f W(x,y,s')R -(X,y,s-S')dS'J, s>O. 

(2.10) 

In Sec. V in Part I the extension of data from one round 
trip, 0 < s < 2 ( y - x), to arbitrary time s is derived. Trans
mission data and reflection data for 0 < s < 2 ( y - x) are ex
tended to s> 2 ( y - x) by the following equations: 

{

_ r2(y-X) W(x,y,s-s')T(x,y,s')ds', 2(y-x)<s<4(y-x), 
= G(x,y,s) = J.-2(Y-X) 

0, s> 4 ( Y - x), 

(2.11) 

R ±(x,y,s) = f(Y-X) T(x,y,s-s') [R ±(x,y,s') + f' W(x,y,s'-s")R ±(x,y,s")dS"]dS', s>2(y-x). (2.12) 
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III. THE INVERSION ALGORITHM WITH COMPLETE 
DATA 

The new algorithm presented in this section utilizes a 
complete set of data, namely the two (physical) reflection 
kernels R ± (O,I,s) and the (physical) transmission kernel 
T( 0, 1,s) for a complete round trip in the slab, 0 < s < 2. 
These data are complete in the sense that they can be ex
tended to arbitrary time s by the extension procedure de
scribed in Sec. V in Part I. Loosely speaking, the algorithm 
combines an early time behavior in R ± with a late time 
behavior in R Of and the properties of the discontinuity in 
R Of. This statement and its more precise meaning will be
come much clearer in this section. 

All the data described above and the constant G( 1) de
fined below are needed to recover the two unknown func
tionsA (x) and B(x), 0 <x < 1. From these two functions it 
is then easy to find the unknown permittivity and conductiv
ity as a function of z as well as the total length L of the slab. 
However, two more constants are needed to transform from 
A and B to E and u. Thus the complete set of data to simulta
neously recover both the permittivity and the conductivity 
are 

R +(O,I,s), 0<s<2, 

R - (O,I,s), 0 <s < 2, 

T(O,I,s), 0 <s < 2, 

G(1), 

/, 

£(0) or E(L), 

where 

G(x) = 1/[t + (O,x)t - (O,x)] 

= exp { - LX B(X')} dx' 

(3.1) 

[see Eq. (2.7) for a definition of t ± (x,y)], and G(1) is a 
constant associated with the attenuation of the field within 
the slab. From the definition of the transmission operators 
[Eqs. (2.18) and (2.20) in Part I], G( 1) is a measurable 
quantity. The constant I [see Eq. (2.6) in Part I] is a con
stant related to the total time of measurement. The permit
tivity E(O) atthe left interface [orE(L) at the right] is also 
assumed to be known from experimental data. 

The inversion algorithm works from one side of the me
dium to the other. For convenience the algorithm is present
ed for a propagation from the left-hand side of the slab 
towards the right and all the details of the alogorithm will be 
shown for this particular choice. Thus, the subregions to be 
considered are of the form [x, 1] withy being fixed at 1. The 
necessary modifications to propagate from the right-hand 
side are rather straightforward. 

In Eq. (2.3), the jump across the plane s = 2( y - x) 
was given as a function of the internal properties of the slab. 
This jump can, however, be expressed in an alternative way 
by the extension of data presented in Sec. V in Part I. Sup
pose the reflection data are known for s < 2( y - x). In 
terms of these data the value just above the plane 
s = 2(y - x) can be calculated from Eq. (2.12). The result-
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ingjump is 

[R ± (x,y,s) ]::~l~=~~: 

= f(Y-X) T(x,y,2( y -x) -s') [R ± (x,y,s') 

+ f' W(x, y,s' - s")R ± (x, y,s" )ds" ]dS' 

-R ±(x,y,2(y-x)-) 

f2(Y-X) 

= - Jo W(x,y,2( y - x) - s')R ± (x,y,s')ds' 

(3.2) 

The resolvent equation, Eq. (2.8), has been used to simplify 
the expression above. In particular, the jump in the reflec
tion kernel R - for y = 1 can, with use ofEq. (2.4), be ex
pressed as 

[R -(x,l,s)]~:m=~~: 
f2(l -x) 

= - Jo W(x,1,2(1 - x) - s')R - (O,l,s')ds' 

(3.3 ) 

It should be noted that only the physical kernelR -(0,1,s), 
O<s <2, is used in Eq. (3.3). 

From the equations above it is now clear that knowing 
R ± (x,l,s) and W(x,I,s) for a fixed x gives two linearly 
independent relations between the two unknown functions 
A(x) andB(x) atthepointx. This can be seen by combining 
Eqs. (2.3) and (3.3) together with the early time behavior of 
R +(x,l,s) in Eq. (2.1), 
f2(1 - x) 

Jo W(x,I,2(1-x) -s')R -(O,l,s')ds' 

+R -(0,1,2(1-x)-) 

= ! [A (x) + B(x)] exp {f B(X')dx'} , 

R + (x,I,O+) = - i [A(x) - B(x)]. 

(3.4 ) 

Before describing the general inversion algorithm, the 
initialization of the procedure is addressed. From the data in 
Eq. (3.1) the resolvent W(O,I,s), 0<s<2, is obtained by 
solving Eq. (2.8) at x = O. Equations (3.4) are then easily 
solved for A (x) and B(x) at x = 0+ and the initialization of 
A(x) andB(x) is completed. 

The inversion scheme can now be written down in a 
general setting. As in earlier works,2,12 which used only the 
R + equation [Eq. (2.1)], a grid of points is established in 
(x,s) space. The mesh is uniform in each direction, with 
As = 2ax, which takes advantage of the directional deriva
tivenatureofEq. (2.1). NowEqs. (2.1) and (2.9) are dis
cretized on this grid. The calculation proceeds from left to 
right across the grid, starting at x = 0 and marching to 
x = I, with 0<s<2 (1 - x). In its most basic form, the inver
sion algorithm for determining A (x) and B(x) is as follows. 

(1) Equation (2.9) is used to explicitly step W(x,I,s) 
forward in the x direction to the next set of x grid points. 

(2) Equation (2.1 ) is used to implicitly step a portion of 
R + (x, 1,s) forward in thex direction to the nextx grid point 
ats = O. 
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(3) Equations (3.4) are used at these new x grid points 
to obtain A (x) and B(x). 

( 4 ) Equation (2.1) is used to implicitly step the remain
ingR + (x,I,s) data forward in the x direction to the next set 
of x grid points. 

( 5) Now repeat steps (1) through (4) to move one step 
deeper into the slab. 
This procedure can be modified in a number of ways to im
prove its numerical accuracy. Details regarding the numeri
cal implementation are not discussed here. 

There are some interesting points to notice in the inver
sion algorithm outlined above. First, the transmission data 
T( 0,1,s) are used only in the initialization step, and there
after it is the resolvent of T that is used to step into the 
medium. Second, since the calculation is being carried out in 
the plane y = 1 (see Part I, Fig. 4), the R - (O,I,s) data are 
constant on lines of constant s. Therefore, it is not necessary 
to propagate R - into the medium via an integrodifferential 
equation; rather, it is the physical data R - (0, l,s) that ap
pears in Eq. (3.4). 

The final step in the inversion scheme is to calculate the 
depth z(x), the total length L, the permittivity €(z), and the 
conductivity CT(Z) from the profilefunctionsA (x) and B(x), 
o <x < 1. From the definitions of A (x) and B(x), given by 
Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) in Part I, it is easy to obtain the 

10 
~- Tru. 

R:.eonlt~ct.d 

8 
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Reconstructed 
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10 

FIG. 2. The relative permittivity and conductivity profiles in example 1. 
The depth is given in m. 
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following relations: 

I LX z(x) = exp [-S~'A(x")dx"]dx', 
~f.l.o€(O) 0 

O<x<l, 

€(z(x») = €(o)exp [ 2lx 

A (X')dX'] , 

~ - €(0)B(x)exp[2 S; A(x')dx'] 
V\z(x») = -----,-=--------=-

4_ 

31--

21--

.~ 1 L ~ 
o :JL 

-1- Vir 
-2 I-

I I 

Travel time I 

"5 0 

,~ 
-1 

-2 

-3 

Travel time I 

-2 

-4 

I 

___ -1- __ ~ ___ --L_~~_ 
o 1 2 3 

T rav.1 tim. , 

(3.5 ) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

FIG. 3. The physical scattering kernels R ± (0, loS) and nO, loS) for exam
ple 1. Two round trips are shown. The value of T(0,1,0+) is marked with a 
solid dot. 
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41-

2 -

• 0 I-

-2 

-4~ ______ L-1 ______ L-1 ______ L-1 ____ __ 

o 
Trovel tim. I 

FIG. 4. The resolvent kernel W(O,I,s) for example 1. Two round trips are 
shown. The value of W(O,I,O+) is marked with a solid dot. 

In particular, the total length L of the slab is 

I Sal L= exp[ -S~'A(x")dx"]dx'. 
~J..I.oE(O) 0 

(3.8) 

The results of some inversions are now shown. In all of 
the examples in this paper, synthetic R ± data were generat
ed using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), and T data were generated via 
Eq. (3.15) in Part I. The procedure for doing this was to first 
choose an (E(Z),U(z» profile, convert to an (A(x),B(x») 
profile, generate R ± and T for two different step sizes (!u), 
and then extrapolate those results to obtain the data for the 
inverse problem. The accuracy of all numerical algorithms 
was verified using the exact solutions displayed in Part I, 
Appendix B. All calculations were performed in single preci
sion on a VAX 11/750. 

Example 1: The (E,U) profiles in this example are ap
proximately piecewise constant, as shown in Fig. 2. (Recall 
that the derivations required that E be smooth.) The length 
of the medium is 10 m and permittivity relative to that offree 

TrQvtl tim. , 
2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 

6 

---- R-plul 

..... R-minul 

2 

1 
t 0 

'= 
&! 

-2 

-4 
0.0 1.5 2.0 

Travel "me I 

FIG. 5. The physical reflection kernels R ± (O,I,s) for example I for one 
round trip. The solid line is the time trace for R + and should be read from 
left to right using the lower scale in the figure. The dotted line shows R - and 
should be read from right to left using the upper scale. 
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FIG. 6. The relative permittivity and conductivity profiles in example 2. 
The solid lines are the true profiles and the broken lines and the circles are 
reconstructions using noisy data. Each reconstruction uses 129 data points, 
but for graphical clarity not all circles are displayed. For an explanation of 
the noise, see the text. The depth is given in m. 

space is shown. Scattering data for this medium are dis
played in Fig. 3 for two round trips in the medium, although 
it is only the data for 0 < S < 2 that are used in the inversion 
algorithm. It is difficult to see the discontinuities in 
R ± (0, 1,s) at s = 2. Figure 4 shows the resolvent kernel 
W(O, 1,s), which is obtained from Eq. (2.8). Notice the com
pact support, with W vanishing for s > 2. The R ± data are 
shown differently in Fig. 5, with the R + time scale running 
along the bottom axis and the R - along the top. The spikes 
in the two time traces line up at corresponding regions of 
high reflectivity in the medium. Those traces decay toward 
zero quite rapidly due to the absorption of energy in the 
medium and the reflection of energy out of the medium. 

The reconstructed profiles are shown in Fig. 2. These 
reconstructions used 513 data points from each of the time 
traces for R ± and T. There is essentially no difference if 257 
points are used instead. 

Example 2: The performance of the inversion algorithm 
with noisy data is now examined. The medium profiles are 
shown by the solid lines in Fig. 6. The exact scattering data 
for these profiles are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 7. Gaus
sian white noise was then added to the kernels, resulting in 
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FIG. 7. Thephysica1scatteringkemelsR ± (O,I,s) and T(O,I,s) for exam
pie 2. The solid lines are the time traces without noise and the broken lines 
show the noisy data with rms SIN == 1.8. For further details, see the text. 

the corrupted data shown by the broken lines in Fig. 7. The 
signal to noise ratio for these data is approximately 1.8. The 
noisy data were smoothed using two applications of a five 
point linear least squares smoother. (The first application 
left too much high-frequency noise in the data.) The broken 
line in Fig. 6 shows the resulting reconstructions using 129 
data points. The reconstruction was carried out a second 
time with noisy data having signal to noise ratio of approxi
mately 6.8. The results are much improved, and are shown 
with circles in Fig. 6. In the absence of noise, the reconstruct
ed profiles are indistinguishable from the original profiles. 

The definition of the root mean square signal to noise 
ratio (rms S / N) that was used above is 

Here, q denotes the standard deviation of the noise, K (0,1,s ) 
denotes a noisy scattering kernel, and 

- 1 Sa
2 

K = - K(O,I,s)ds. 
2 0 

IV. INVERSION USING REFLECTION DATA FROM BOTH 
INTERFACES 

In the previous section an inversion algorithm was pre
sented that utilized both of the reflection kernels and the 
transmission kernel for one complete round trip in the slab. 
These data are sufficient to recover both A and B (i.e., E and 
q) for the medium. In this section an inversion algorithm is 
given that uses only the reflection dataR ± (0,1,s) for a com
plete round trip. More explicitly, the data are a subset of 
(3.1), namely, R ± (0,1,s), 0<s<2, and constants I and 
E(O) [orE(L)]. 

The algorithm is an iteration procedure. It has the prop
erty that the iterates may not converge, and if they do con
verge, the result may not be the correct solution. However, 
sufficient conditions for convergence to the correct solution 
are supplied in the Appendix. 

The basis for the inversion algorithm is Eqs. (2.1) and 
(2.2). Begin by settingy = 1 in Eq. (2.1) and using the di
rectional derivative nature of that equation to rewrite Eq. 
(2.1) in integrated form as 

R + (x,l,s) = R +(0,1,s + 2x) - f {B(x')R +(x',l,s + 2(x - x'») 

+! [A(x') +B(x')](R + *R +)(x',1,s+2(x-x'»)}dx', 

where the. operation denotes convolution in s, 

(I. g)(x,y,s) = f/(X,y,s')g(X,y,s - s')ds'. 
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Similarly, in integrated form, Eq. (2.2) becomes (with x = 0) 

R -(O,y,s) =R -(0,1,s+2(1-y»)-f {B(y')R -(0,y',s+2(y' -y») 

-! [A( y') - B( y')](R - * R -)(O,y',s + 2( y' - y»)}dy'. 

Notice that the first term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) is the given reflection data. Denote this by 

F ± (s) = R ± (0,1,s). 

Now Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) form the basis for an iteration procedure given by 

R n++ dx,I,s) = F+(s + 2x) - L" {Bn (x') R / (x',I,s + 2(x - x'») 

+ ! [An (x') + Bn (x') ] (R n+ * R n+ )(x', 1,s + 2(x - x') )}dx', 

withO<;x<;l, 0<s<2(1-x), n = 1,2,3, ... , and 

R n-+ 1 (O,y,s) = F-(s + 20- y») - f {Bn (y') R ;-(O,y',s + 2( y' - y») 

-! [An (y') - B" (y')] (R n- * R n- )(O,y',s + 2( y' - y»)}dy', 

WithO<;y<;I, 0<s<2y, andn = 1,2,3, .... The functions An 
and Bn are defined as 

A" (x) = 2[ R n- (0,x,0+) - R,,+ (x,I,O+)], 

(4.7) 
Bn(x) =2[R n-(0,x,0+) +R,,+(x,I,O+)], 

which is suggested by the initial conditions given in Eqs. 
(2.1) and (2.2). One method for starting the iteration is to 
choose 

R 1+(x,I,s) =F+(s+2x), 

R 1- (O,y,s) = F-(s + 2(1- y»). 

Now if the iterates converge, 

Rn±-R ±, 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

then it is natural to define A (x) andB(x) by Eq. (4.7), with 
subscript n removed from all quantities. Also, notice that if 
the iterates converge, then the limit functions given in Eq. 
(4.9) agree with the given reflection data when x is set equal 
to ° and y is set equal to 1. 

It is interesting to note that the initialization procedure 
given in Eq. (4.8) is a generalization of the nondissipative 
Bremmer approximation given in Ref. 12. It corresponds to 
ignoring dissipative effects on the reflected fields as well as 
ignoring multiple scattering effects. Hence, in a weakly dissi
pative, weakly scattering medium, Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) 
themselves yield a good approximation to A and B given by 

A(x)*A1(x) = 2[R 1-(0,1,2(1-x» -R 1+ (0,1,2x)], 

~ 
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(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

10 

10 

(4.10) 
B(x) *B1(x) = 2[ R 1-(0,1,2(1 - x») + R t (0,1,2x)]. 

Continuing the iteration can be thought of as bringing high
er-order effects into the calculation. 

Sufficient conditions exist to guarantee that the scheme 

FIG. 8. The relative permittivity and conductivity profiles in example 3. 
The solid lines are the true profiles, and the broken lines are the initial ap
proximations given by Eq. (4.10). The dotted lines show the profiles after 
20 iterations. After 60 iterations the profiles coincide with the solid lines. 
The depth is given in m. 
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FIG. 9. The physical reflection kernels R ± (O,I,s) for example 3. 

does converge to one and only one solution. These are condi
tions on the physical reflection data and therefore have prac
tical implication. The conditions are 

( 4.11) 

where f = (11/ m - 50) 127 == 0.059 06. In the Appendix, 
it is shown that if the condition (4.11) is satisfied, then the 
solution of the inverse problem, (A,B), exists, is unique, and 
depends continuously on the data F ±. Thus, in this case, 
reflection data alone suffice to reconstruct A and B. 

These positive results do not imply that any two func
tions F ± satisfying (4.11 ) correspond to scattering data for 
some physical medium. This is because the reconstructed 
B(x) may be greater than 0, a result that is nonphysical for 
the model problem, Eq. (2.1) in Part I. Also, condition 
(4.11) is not a necessary condition for convergence, as will 
be apparent from the following example. 

Example 3: The € and q profiles are shown in solid lines 
in Fig. 8, and the corresponding R ± data are shown in Fig. 
9. Notice that these data do not satisfy condition (4.11). 
Nevertheless, the iterates converge to the original profiles in 
Fig. 8. The broken lines in Fig. 8 display the estimates of € 

and q given by the initialization procedure in Eqs. (4.8), or 
equivalently in Eqs. (4.10). After 20 iterations the estimates 
of € and q are given by the dotted lines in Fig. 8. After 60 
iterations the estimates coincide with the original profiles. 
Continuing the iteration procedure produces no change in 
the estimated profiles. 

V. INVERSION USING REFLECTION DATA FROM ONE 
INTERFACE 

It was shown in the previous section that under certain 
circumstances, reflection data from both interfaces can be 
used to uniquely reconstruct A and B. In this section some 
aspects of reconstructing A and B are considered for the case 
in which the data consist only of R + (0,1,s) for 0 < s < 2. This 
is an important problem since it corresponds to the case in 
which all data measurement is carried out on one side ofthe 
slab and consequently, a semi-infinite medium can be con
sidered. In such a case, the parameter I defined in Part I, Eq. 
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(2.6), is given by 

1= tmu /2, (5.1 ) 

where data is collected for physical time t in the interval 
0< t < tmax • Thus, only a finite portion of the medium can be 
probed, namely, that portion for 0 <z <L, where L is given 
in Part I, Eq. (2.6), with I as in Eq. (5.1) above. 

In this case it seems intuitively clear that nonunique 
solutions (A,B) should exist, provided the data correspond 
to a physical reflection kernel. The intuition here is that a 
single function of s (for 0 < s < 2) cannot be used to recon
struct two independent functions A (x), B(x) for 0 <x < 1. 

If it is known a priori that the medium is nondissipative 
so that B = 0, then Eq. (2.1) can be used in an inversion 
algorithm to recover A(x). This has been shown in Refs. 2 
and 12. More generally, if the conductivity q(z) is known, 
then Eq. (2.1) can be used to recover the permittivity €(z) or 
vice versa. Such problems have been considered in Refs. 2, 3, 
and 13. Integral equation methods for solving problems of 
this latter variety have been considered by Bolomey et al. 14 

and Tijhuis. IS It has also been shown by Corones et aU·3
,13 

that if the a priori information about conductivity (or per
mittivity) is incorrect, then the resulting reconstruction can 
degrade somewhat dramatically. 

The question now addressed is, "What profiles pairs 
(A,B) [or (€,q)] produce the same one-sided reflection 
data, R + (0,1,s) , for 0 < s < 2?" A partial answer to this ques
tion will be given by considering media with "small" profile 
functions A and B. In this case the explicit dependence of the 
reflection data on A,B can be given asymptotically. 

To carry this out, sety = 1 in Eq. (2.1) and again use 
the directional derivative nature of that equation to obtain 
for 0 <s <2(1 - x), 

R +(x,l,s) =l [B(x+sI2) -A(x+sI2)] 

(X+S/2 
+ Jx {B(x')R +(x',l,s + 2(x - x'») 

+! [A(x') +B(x')](R + .. R +) 

(x',l,s + 2(x - x'»)}dx'. (5.2) 

This integrated form of Eq. (2.1) is well suited to the study 
of the direct problem, while Eq. (4.1) is better suited to the 
inverse problem. Now define a sequence of iterates given by 

RI (x,l,s) = 1 [B(x + s12) - A(x + sI2)], 

Rn+ 1 (x,l,s) = 1 (B(x + s12) -A (x + sI2») 

(X + sI2 

+ L {B(x')R n (x',1,s+2(x-x'») 

+! [A(x') + B(x') ](Rn .. Rn) 

(x',l,s + 2(x - x'»)}dx', (5.3 ) 

where n = 1,2,3, .... Define A. by 

A.= sup {IA(x)I,IB(x)I}. 
O<x<l 

For smalU it follows that the reflection data, R + (0,1,s), are 
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asymptotic to R2(O,I,s), with 

R + (O,I,s) -R2(O,I,s) 

= ! (B ( ~ ) - A ( ~ )) ( I + f/2 B(x' )dX) 

(5.4) 

Thus, two profile pairs, (Ao, Bo) and (A" B,), produce the 
same reflection data (asymptotically) for 0 < s < 2 if 

(Bo(x) -Ao(x») (I + LX Bo(X')dX) 

=(B,(X)-A,(X»(I+ lXB,(X')dX). (5.5) 

NoticethatitfollowsfromEq. (5.5) thatAo =A, ifandonly 
ifBo=B,. 

It is interesting to consider Eq. (5.5) for the special case 
involving a homogeneous, dissipative medium. Thus, as
sume that both E(Z) and u(z) are constants denoted by E and 
u, respectively. ThenAo(x)=O and Bo(x) = -/3= -lui 
E, where/3 is small. An equivalent, nondissipative scatterer is 
then obtained from Eq. (5.5) by setting B, (x)=O and solv
ing for A, (x) [with corresponding permittivity E, (z)]. This 
yields 

A,(x) =/3(1-/3x), O<x< I, (5.6) 

and so, from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), 

z(x) =_I_Lx exp[ -/3X'(1 - /3x')]dX', 
AA 0 2 

(5.7) 

E,(Z(X») = E exp [2,Bx(1 - /3x/2)]. (5.8) 

Notice from Eq. (5.8) that E, (z) is an increasing function of 
z, while Eq. (5.7) shows that the depthL, of this equivalent 
medium has decreased from the original depth Lo to 

L, = Lo f exp [ - /3x' (I - /3;')] dx'. (5.9) 

These conclusions are in agreement with the numerical re
sults given in example I of Ref. 2, which suggest that equiva
lent scatterers that are obtained by decreasing u result in an 
increasing permittivity profile and a more shallow medium. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In Sec. III a new time domain inversion procedure for 
lossy media is developed. The algorithm uses the set of data 
given by (3.1). With the concept of "extension of data" de
veloped in Part I, this set of data can be used to derive the 
entire time trace of the scattering kernels. However, data 
from only one round trip are explicitly used in the algorithm. 
The possibility of using longer time traces is not addressed in 
this paper. 

At first sight it may seem a little surprising that three 
functions of time (R ± and T) have to be given in order to 
obtain the two unknown functions A (x) andB(x) [or E(Z) 
and u(z)]. It is, however, interesting to observe that other 
authors4-8 use similar data sets to invert lossy profiles. The 
next example shows the importance of transmission data for 
reliable reconstructions when data from only one round trip 
are used. 

Example 4: In this example it is shown that two different 
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FlO. 10. The relative permittivity and conductivity in example 4. The depth 
is given in m. 

media can produce virtually identical R ± reflection data for 
times less than one round trip through the slab, while at the 
same time producing different transmission data. The two 
different profiles are shown in Fig. 10 and the corresponding 
scattering data are given in Fig. 11. The dotted line profile 
was found by the iteration scheme presented in Sec. IV. It is 
seen that reflection data are virtually identical up to one 
round trip. At later times the reflection data are different as 
well as their discontinuities at one round trip. The transmis
sion data, however, are different for all times. The two pro
files are thus equivalent in that they are indistinguishable by 
just using reflection data for times less than one round trip. 
Consequently, transmission data are necessary (in general) 
for reliable reconstructions. 

An iterative inversion scheme using only reflection data 
for one round trip is presented in Sec. IV. The limitations of 
this inversion algorithm are illustrated by the example in this 
section. However, sufficient conditions for convergence of 
the iteration scheme are derived in the Appendix. Notice 
that this scheme is much more computer intensive than that 
of Sec. III, with one step of the iteration taking as long as the 
entire inversion procedure when transmission data are also 
available. 

The effect of using reflection data from one side only is 
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FIG. 11. The physica1scattering kernels R ± (O,l,s) and nO,I,s) for exam
pIe 4. Two round trips are shown. The solid (dotted) lines correspond to the 
solid (dotted) line profiles in Fig. 10. 

discussed in Sec. V. It is shown that for weakly scattering 
media (in which only the lowest-order multiple scattering 
effects are important), an entire family of media can be gen
erated that produce the same one-sided reflection data for 
one round trip in travel time. In particular, this implies that 
for a semi-infinite medium, it is impossible to determine both 
€(z) and u(z) from reflection data using normal incidence. 
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APPENDIX: CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION 
PROCEDURE 

This appendix shows an analysis of the iteration proce
dure given in Sec. IV. In particular, it is shown that the 
condition in Eq. (4.11) guarantees the convergence of the 
iterates, the uniqueness of the solution and the continuous 
dependence of the solution on the data F ± . 

To begin, suppose the reflection data are bounded by a 
constant/over one round trip in the slab, i.e., 

(Al) 

Does it follow that all the iterates R n±, given in Eqs. (4.5) 
and (4.6), are uniformly bounded? Assume there is a con
stant b such that, for all n, 

IR n+ (x,l,s)l<b, O<x<I, 0<s<2(1-x), 

IR n- (O,y,s)I<b, O<y<I, 0<s<2y. 
(A2) 

In this case, it follows that 

IAn (x) + Bn (x) I = 41R n- (O,x,O+) I <4b, 

IBn (x)I<4b, 
(A3) 

fromEqs. (4.7). Consequently, fromEq. (4.5) it is seen that 

IR n++ 1 (X,l,s) 1</ + 4b 2X + 2b 3X(S + x) 

</+4b 2+2b 3
, (A4) 

for O<x< 1,0 <s < 2( 1 - x). Similarly, it can be shown that 

IR n-+ 1 (O,y,s) I </ + 4b 2 + 2b 3, (A5) 

for O<y< 1,0 <s < 2y. In order to satisfy the uniform bound 
on the iterates given in Eq. (A2), it therefore suffices to 
require that 

/+4b 2+2b 3<b. (A6) 

The object is to now choose the largest value of/such that a 
positive b exists which satisfies Eq. (A6) and therefore Eq. 
(A2). This occurs when 

Sb+6b 2=1 (A7) 

or 

b = bo = (m - 4)/6::::::0.115 07, 

and consequently 

1=10 = (11m - 50)/27 ::::::0.05906. 

(AS) 

(A9) 

Having shown that it is possible for the iterates to re
main uniformly bounded, it now must be demonstrated that 
the iterates actually converge. This follows from the contrac
tion mapping principle, or equivalently from a comparison 
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of successive iterates. To see this, assume 

IF±(s)l<il<lo, 0<s<2, 

so that 

IR,,+ (x,l,s)I,IR;; (O,y,s)I<b l <bo 

(AlO) 

in the appropriate triangular regions. Define for n = 1,2, ... , 

(withR!==O) 

Cn = sup [IR n+ (x,I,s) - R "+-1 (x,I,s) I, 
(x,y,') 

(All) 

with arguments x, y,s in the relevant domains. Now from Eq. 
(4.5) it follows that 

IR 71++ 1 (x,I,s) - R 71+ (x,I,s) I<f IBn (R 71+ - R 71+-1) + R 71+-1 (Bn - Bn -I) 

+ 2R 71- (O,x',O+) [R,,+ * R,,+ - R ,,+_ 1 * R ,,+- 1 ] 

+ 2 [R n- (O,x',O+) - R 71-- 1 (O,x',O+) ] (R 71+- 1 * R 71+- 1 ) Idx' <kcn (AI2) 

where 

k = 8b, + 6b i < I, (AI3) 

this last inequality following from the fact that bl <boo [In 
Eq. (AI2) the. denotes convolution ins and the suppressed 
arguments in B" and the R + iterates are x' and 
(x',1,s+2(x-x'»), respectively.] Similarly, it can be 
shown that 

IR ,,-+ I (O,y,s) - R ,,- (O,y,s) I<kc", 

and consequently 

c,,+ I <ke". 

Hence, the iteration converges since k < 1. Standard argu
ments now show that ifEq. (AlO) is satisfied, then the iter
ation converges to a unique limit as long as the initial iterates 
R I± are bounded by b, < boo 

Finally, to show continuous dependence on the scatter
ing data, suppose two sets of reflection data F ± and F ± 

both satisfy Eq. (AlO) and 

IF ± (s) - F ± (s) I < E. 

Denote the corresponding iterates by R ,,± and R n±' All of 
these iterates are uniformly bounded by some b, < boo Define 

d" = sup [IR 71+ (x,I,s) - R 71+ (x,I,s) I, 
(x,y,.) 

IR ,,- (0, y,s) - R ,,- (0, y,s) 1], (A14) 

withx,y,sin the appropriate domains. UsingEq. (4.5) with 
each set of data then yields [in a manner similar to that in 
which Eq. (AI2) was derived] 

IRn++1 (x,l,s) -Rn++, (x,l,s) I <E+kdn, 

where k is given by Eq. (A13). Consequently, it can be 
shown that 

d,,+ I <E + kd". (AI5) 

Since d I < E it follows from (A 1 5) that 
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for n = 1,2, .... Hence, 

IA(x) -A(x) 1<4£/(1 - k), 

IB(x) - B(x) 1<4£/(1 - k), 

where k < 1. This established the continuous dependence of 
A and B on the scattering data. 
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The behavior of a spherical acoustic wave impacting on a thin, parallel slab of material of 
thickness L is investigated. It is found that the reflected wave may have a so-called head-wave 
contribution when the slab has a higher acoustic velocity than the surrounding medium. 
However, the effects of the finite slab thickness are to delay the head-wave arrival time relative to 
that ~rom a single interface, ~o diminish its amplitude, and modify the frequency response of the 
amphtude, and to cause multtples from the base of the slab to produce far-field interference fringes 
(the analog of Newton's rings). In addition, in the case where the slab has a lower acoustic 
vel~ity than the surrounding medium, no head wave results, but the far-field interference pattern 
perslsts. As the slab thickness is increased relative to the acoustic wavelength both the 
in!erference effects and the head-wave modifications increase with increasing thickness, for 
thicknesses small compared to the acoustic wavelength. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers in this series Hill and Lerchel and 
Lerche2 considered the behavior ofthe reflected component 
of a spherical acoustic wave incident upon an interface. The 
response of the wave to reflection from a rough interface was 
discussed,1 as was the response to reflection from a smooth, 
but slightly curved, interface.2 In particular the interest in 
both papers centered on the so-called head-wave component 
of the reflected signal,3-6 which occurs ahead of the directly 
reflected specular signal,3 at lateral reception points far dis
tant from the source. The head wave then provides a clear 
diagnostic, uncluttered by overlapping detritus from the di
rectly reflected signal, of acoustic impedence conditions at 
the interface. This fact is often used in seismologyS-8 to pro
vide a measure of variations in subsurface lithologies with a 
depth for thick sedimentary layers that would otherwise be 
difficult to obtain. 

On the other hand, it is certainly the case that not all 
lithologic units are sufficiently thick that they can be treated 
as single interface reflectors. In particular, a thin interbed
ding of shale and evaporite layers, as occurs, for example, in 
Ras-al-Khaimah, 9,10 where the beds are only a few feet thick, 
much less than the typical seismic wavelength of a 100 ft or 
so, would obviously produce a different head-wave response 
than would a single interface. This can be an important con
sideration in analyses attempting to unravel the causes for 
the behavior of acoustic wave amplitude with offset. 

The question we address here is related to this problem. 
What is the acoustic reflection response of a layer of materi
al, sandwiched between two identical semi-infinite media, to 
a spherical acoustic wave incident upon the interfaces 
between the layer and the surrounding media? Clearly as the 
layer thickness tends to 0 both the direct wave and its multi
ples, as well as the head wave, must become vanishingly 
small. Equally clearly, as the layer thickness increases the 
reflection response must reduce to that for a single interface, 
but at finite thicknesses the multiple reflections internal to 

the slab will modify both the direct reflection response as 
well as the head-wave reflection response. Our task is to de
termine the modifications as functions of slab thickness , 
wave frequency, and density and velocity of the slab and 
enveloping material. The organization of this paper is as fol
lows. Section II sets up the basic acoustic equations and pro
vides a formal expression for the total reflected field from a 
slab of thickness L immersed in an homogeneous medium. 
This is then converted to a far-field asymptotic expression 
and the contributions to the direct reflected wave and to the 
head wave are identified. The behavior of the reflected wave, 
when the slab's parameters forbid creation of a head wave, is 
taken up in Sec. III. Section IV evaluates the far-field asymp
totic expressions and determines the modification to both 
the head-wave critical angle,l and to the head-wave ampli
tude and arrival time brought about by the internal multiple 
reflections in the slab. 

Section V considers the contribution to the total reflect
ed signal when the observation point is located in the vicinity 
of the critical angle so that the direct reflection and the head 
wave "merge." 1 

Section VI explores the variation of amplitude and 
phase behaviors for the head wave and direct wave as slab 
thickness, frequency, density, and acoustic velocity contrast 
between the slab and enveloping media vary. Finally in Sec. 
VII we provide a discussion of the results, suggest several 
areas of application, and comment on what remains to be 
done in order that we may use the results presented here and 
earlier. 1,2 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS, NOTATION, AND THE 
REFLECTED ACOUSTIC FIELDS 

Acoustic waves of angular frequency (t) are governed by 
the equation 

(1) 

where p is the pressure field and p and s are the position-
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dependent density and slowness. We place smooth boundar
ies atz = 0 andz = L so thatp and s take on the values PI and 
Sl (P2ands2) forz<Oandz>L (O<z<L) (see Fig. 1). 

We will use the convention of representing a three-di
mensional vector by lowercase letters and its projection in 
the x-y plane by uppercase letters; e.g., a three-dimensional 
position vector is written r = (R,z) with R = (x,y). Wave 
vectors are denoted in a similar fashion. In the medium with 
subscript properties 1, a plane wave component satisfying 
Eq. (1) has a three-dimensional wave vector (K,k l ) with the 
zcomponent 

kl = «(()2sr _K2)1/2. (2) 

The root in Eq. (2) is always taken such that 
sgn(z)lm{kl} <0. Likewise, in medium 2, the slab occupy
ing O<z<L, we have the three-dimensional wave vector 
(K,k2 ) with the z component 

(3) 

A point source is located on the positive z axis at zoo The 
incident field is 

p. (r) =~fdK exp(iK·R+ikllz-zol) (4a) 
me 2tr kl 

= i l"" Jo(KR)k I-Iexp(ikllz -zo)IK dK. 

(4b) 

Inspection ofEq. (1) shows that p and the normal derivative 
p- I aplan must be continuous across the boundaries z = 0 
and z = L. Thus, the reflection coefficient for an incident 
plane-wave component of the source field making an angle {} 
with the normal to the slab isll 

B({}) = r({})[ 1 - exp(il5({}»)] 

x [1 - exp(il5({}»)r({})2] -I, 

where 15 = 2LK. (1 - a2 sin2 (}) 1/2 with 

K. = (()S2' 

r({}) = [(1 - a 2 sin2 (}) 1/2 - P cos {}] 

X [ (1 - a2 sin2 (}) 1/2 + P cos {} ] -I , 

P=P2IPI' a=slls2, 

K = Ko sin {}, Ko = SI(() . 

(5) 

Note thatB({}) possesses a branch cut with branch points at 
a sin {} = ± 1, which influence the structure ofthe far-field 
response for a > 1. (The range of integration is only over 

RECEIVER 

FIG. 1. Sketch of the geometric configuration. 
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0,{},trI2 for propagating disturbances in the far field.) 
Note also that B( (}) contains poles that contribute to the far
field radiation pattern. These poles occur at the roots of the 
transcendental equation 

r({}) = ± exp(il5({})/2) , 

which occur off the real {} axis. It is known II that these roots 
correspond to the points where the phase of the multiple 
along their paths is (2trXinteger) leading to a significant 
far-field contribution to the reflected radiation. As we shall 
see later, these multiples produce an analog of the Newton's 
rings effect. 

Note further that for a < 1 it is not possible for the 
branch cut to contribute to the far-field integral; for a> I, 
however, not only does the branch cut provide a contribu
tion, but the phase along the branch can exactly match with 
the phase along a multiple'S path leading to a comingled 
contribution of head wave and multiple. We shall address 
this point later. (See Fig. 2.) For later use we note here that 
we can also write 15 in the form 

15 = 2LKoa-1 [1 - a2 sin {}] 1/2 

= 2L(()S2( 1 - a2 sin2 
(}) 1/2 • 

Since (4a) is an integral over plane waves, we have the re
flected field 

Preft =i l"" KdKexp{i[K~ _K2]1I2Iz+zol} 

X(K~ -K2)-1/2JO(KR)B({}). (6) 

Definingz. = r cos </J, R = resin </J) -I, we can write Eq. 
(6) in the form 

I 

FIG. 2. Illustrative examples of ray 
paths that provide a far·field contri
bution. Note the presence of the mul
tiples in the slab and the presence of 
the head-wave refraction path (for 
a> I). 
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PreD =iKo 1''''' dO(sinO)-IB(O) 

X exp{iKo" cos ifJ cos O} 

XJo(Kcl' sin ifJ sin 0) (7) 

along that path in complex-O space corresponding to 
O<K < 00. We are interested in propagating disturbances at 
large distances from the source. Hence in (7) we can restrict 
the range of integration to O<K";;wsl (i.e., 0<0";;1T12) and 
use the asymptotic representation for the Bessel function 

Jo(KR)~[2/(1TKR) p/2 cos(KR -1T/4) . (8) 

The problem of determining the mapping of such paths 
of integration from transverse wave number space K to an
gular space 0 has been intensively investigated over the 
years. Kong, 12 in his Fig. 6.10 in particular, and in his Chap. 
6 overall, provides an elegant treatment ofthe problem. For 
further details concerning the relevant path deformations 
and contours of integration in 0 space we refer the interested 
reader to Ref. 12. We see no need to repeat that information 
here. 13 

When using (8) in C 7), it is simple, but tedious, to show 
that stationary points occur only for the component of the 
cosine in (8) varying as! exp[i(KR - 1T/4)]. Thus, retain
ing this term in the integral we obtain the asymptotic for
mula 

Prefl = iK b12 (21Tr sin ifJ) -1I2e - ;,,-/4 

X 1''''' (sin 0) 1/2B(0)exp[iKor cosCO - ifJ) ]dO 

(9) 

Evaluation of (9) by the method of steepest descents is then 
in line with the asymptotic development of the far field. The 
factor (sin 0) 1/2 in (9) is caused by the asymptotic expan
sion of Jo(KR). Thus stationary points near 0 = 0 caused by 
this factor are only apparent and we can see from (6) that 
actually there are no stationary phase contributions near 
O=K=O. 

The phase in (9) has a stationary point near 0 = ifJ. We 
identify this stationary phase point in the usual manner l

-6 as 
providing the directly reflected wave component of the inci
dent field. Any stationary phase point, say 0 = 0., arising as 
a direct consequence of the square root (1 - a 2 sin2 0) 1/2 

becoming pure imaginary in the domain of integration, we 
regard as providing the head-wave response. This separation 
of direct and head-wave contributions can be maintained as 
long as the phase points near 0 = ifJ and 0 = O. do not co
alesce to within an angle of order (Kcl') - P with /3 = O( 1 ) 
(see Ref. 1). At coalescence, the distinction between head 
wave and direct wave is moot as the two contributions merge 
into one. 

Expression (9) provides the basis for the rest of this 
paper. As we shall see directly, the reflected wave behavior is 
crucially dependent upon whether a(=sl/s2) is greater or 
less than unity. To anticipate: for a> 1 we obtain a head
wave contribution, for a < 1 we do not, i.e., head waves arise 
when a spherical acoustic wave is incident on a high velocity 
slab from a low velocity medium. 
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III. STATIONARY PHASE EVALUATION OF THE 
REFLECTED WAVE FOR a < 1 

Inspection of the structure of B(O) given by Eq. (5) 
shows that the square root (1 - a 2 sin2 0) remains real in 
0<0<1T/2. 

In addition since r( 0) is then less than unity for allp and 
a( < 1) it follows that BCO) has no poles. 

Stationary phase points in the reflected wave integral 
(9) can then arise only from the term involving 
exp[iN cos(O - ifJ)] (where N Kcl') or from factors in
volving zeros of 1 - eilJ((J). Therefore we write the integral I 
in Eq. (9) in the form 

1= ~ r(0)[I_ei8(9)r(O)2]-1 [ 12( . 0)112 
o sm ifJ 

Xexp{iN cos(O - ifJ) + In[ 1 - ellJ(9)]}dO. (10) 

Stationary phase points of the exponential factor in Eq. (10) 
occur when 

sin(O - ifJ) [1 - eilJ(9)] = (2LKo)2ei8(9) /(N«5(O» . (11) 

Since «5>0 throughout 0<0<1T/2, and since N>l because 
we are in the asymptotic regime, two different solutions are 
available for the stationary phase points. 

A. The specular reflection phase point 

One phase point of ( 11) is given approximately by 

0
1 

= ifJ + (2LKo)2eilJ(9) [ 1 _ eilJ(q\)]-1 

(12) 

and provides a contribution to the integral (10) in the 
amount 

II~(ifJ)(21T/N)1/2 exp[i(N -1T/4)] . (13) 

B. The multiple reflection phase points 

A second set of stationary phase points of ( 11 ) are given 
approximately by 

0= On + i(2LKo)2[Nsin(0" - ifJ)21Tn] -I + O(N-2) , 

(14) 

where 

2n1T = [1 - a 2 sin2 On] I I 22KoL /a, n = 1, 2, ... ,Nmax , 

(15) 

with N max given by the nearest integer to, but less than, 

(16) 

Note that these stationary phase points, which represent the 
contribution to the reflected field from multiple "bounces" 
off the surfaces of the slab, provide contributions in the far 
field only if 

min{I,(LKo/1T)2}>a2>[1 + (1TLKo)2]-I==a!u" , (17) 

representing the fact that multiples produced in the slab 
have to have a total travel time in the slab such that they stay 
in phase to within a fraction of a wavelength with the pri
mary spherical wave. 

Multiples generated outside of the range of angles al
lowed by (15 )-( 17) provide a much smaller contribution to 
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the reflected wave in the far field. 
We shall assume in writing the far-field stationary phase 

expressions that we are dealing with multiple reflections sa
tisfying (15)-(17). The stationary phase contribution to / 
produced by the nth mUltiple then provides the contribution 

/" = (sin O,,/sin ;)1/2r(O" )(2LKO)2 

X(21r)-1/2(1-r(O,,)2r 1[Nsin (0" _;>]-2 

Xexp{iN COS(O" -;) + i(2LKO)2 

(18) 

where 

r(O,,) = (mra - pKoL cos 0" )/(mra + pKoL cos 0,,) . 

(19) 

In computing the stationary phase point contributions we 
have made the implicit assumption that the specular reflec
tion phase point is distinct in angular position from any of 
the multiple reflection phase points by an angle of about 
O(N- 1/2 ) in order that we can treat the stationary phase 
contributions from each separately. 

We now work out the contribution when this is not the 
case. 

C. Comlngled phase points: Ian - +1 <O(N-1/2) 

In the case both factors on the left-hand side of (11) 
contribute to the stationary phase point at some particular n 
value, say n = m. Then 

sin2 ; = a-2 - m2-n2/(LKo)2, (20) 

so that a discrete set of reflection angles exist where a multi
ple and the primary interfere constructively or destructively. 
The comingled stationary phase point is then at 

Oe =; + (sin;)1/2eifT
I4N- 1/2 + O(N- 1) (21) 

and the comingled stationary phase contribution to the inte
gral/is 

/e = (sin; )3/2r(;)[ 1 _ r(; )2] -1 (cos;) 1/2 

where 

X (LKo)2N -12sI4e-1/2(am1r1/2)-1 

Xexp[i(N + 31r/8)] , 

r(;) = (am1r -pLKo cos ;)/(am1r +pLKo cos;) . 

(22) 

(23) 

We defer discussion of these contributions to the reflected 
wave field until after we have evaluated the similar contribu
tions arising when the head wave is permitted to exist. Con
trasting behaviors are then more easily compared and dis
cussed. 

D. Stationary phase points for a = 1 

In this case the only difference between the slab and 
surrounding medium is due to density contrast. In this case 
reO) = (1 - p )/(1 + P )==ro and l) = 2LKo cos 0 
=Il. cos 0, so that the integral / in Eq. (9) reduces to 
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J==(1 +p)(l _p)-I/ 

= [/2[1_tt4COS8][1_~eI4COS8]-1 

X (sin O/sin; )1/2 exp[iN cos(O -;) ]dO. (24) 

Equation (24) has separate stationary phase points at 

00 = ; + Il. sin ;e14 
cos ~ 

X [N(1 - eI4COS~)] -I + O(N-2) (25a) 

and at 

cos On = 2n1r/ Il. + ill. sin 0 ~O) [N sin(O ~O) _ ;)] -I 

n = 1,2, ... ,nmax ; (25b) 

where cos 0 ~O) = 2n1r/1l. and where nmax is the nearest in
teger less than 1l./21r. If Il. < 21r, there are no stationary phase 
points from the multiples. When a phase point On with 
n = m is comingled with 00, the comingled stationary phase 
point is at 

0=;+ (sin;)1/2ehTI4N-1/2+0(N-I). (26) 

It is then a simple matter to write down the stationary phase 
~ontributions to the integral / in (24). From the direct re
flection phase point 0 = 00 we obtain the contribution 

Jo = [1 - el4 co.~) [1- ~eI4COS~]-1 

X (21r/N) 1/2el(N -11'14) . (27a) 

From the nth multiple stationary phase point at 0 = 0", we 
obtain the contribution 

I n = (sin30~O)/sin;)1/21l.(21r)1/2(1_~)-1 

X [N sin(O ~O) -; >] -2exp {iN cos(O ~O) -;) 

+ ill. sin 0 ~O) + i1r/2} . (27b) 

In the event that the mth multiple stationary phase point 
comingles with the point near 0 =;, i.e., 10 ~O) -;1 
<.O(N- 1/2 ), we then obtain a comingled contribution 

Jo = - sin ;1l.(1r/e)1/2[ 1 - ~eI4COS~] -IN-leIN (27c) 

from the contribution in the vicinity of the stationary point 

O( comingled) = ; + e311T14N -1/2 with A cos 0 = 2n1r . 

(28) 

IV. STATIONARY PHASE POINT EVALUATION OF THE 
REFLECTED WAVE FOR a> 1 

In this case a fundamentally different type of behavior 
can occur than for the cases a<.1. The reason is that the 
square-root factor (1 - a2 sin2 0) 1/2 not only goes through 
zero in the domain 0<.O<'1r/2 at 0 = Oe (sin Oe = a-I), but 
its behavior changes from being purely real for 0 < Oe to pure 
imaginary for 0 > 0 e' Thus we have the possibility of produc
ing a different "character" to the stationary phase contribu
tions including different coherence properties-the head 
wave is the direct consequence of this change in character. ~ 

We already have an expression in the literature l
-6 for 

the behavior of the head-wave response for the case of a 
single interface. We can anticipate here and note that we 
expect major modifications to be made to the head wave 
when the slab is thin (in the sense LKo< 1) for it is under 
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such conditions that the phase factor exp [i«5 (0) ] not only 
varies slowly but also has a small imaginary part in 0 > 0 e [a 
large imaginary part would reduce B(O) to reO) within a 
small angular range 0 (LKo) -2) centered on 0 = Oe so that 
the head-wave behavior would then be as though from a 
single interface] . 

Hence the dominant modifications to the head wave be
havior occur for LKo< 1 and, accordingly, we restrict our 
investigation to the thin slab. 

Expanding B(O) in powers of LKo, we obtain 

B(O) = BI + B2, (29) 

with 

BI = - iLKo[2ap cos 0] -I[ 1 - a2sin2 0 - p2 cos2 0] 

Xexp(iLKop cos 0) (30) 

and 

B2 = - 2iLKoa-I(1- a2 sin2 0)1/2B I(0) + o ((LKo) 2) , 

(31) 

where B2 is the lowest power in LKo that contains the square
root factor. Following a conventional format l

-
3 we identify 

BI as providing the directly reflected wave behavior and the 
stationary phase point in B2 near 0 = Oe as contributing to 
the head-wave behavior. Other stationary phase contribu
tions from B2 we regard as providing modifications to direct 
wave brought about by the existence ofthe head wave.3 The 
asymptotic integral I in Eq. (9) then also splits into two 
parts, I = 11 + 12, with 

11= -iLKo(2ap)-1 f1T/2(s~nO)I12 
Jo sm <P 

X (cos 0) -I( 1 - a2 sin2 0 - p2 cos2 0) 

Xexp[iN cos(O - <p) + iLKop cos 0 ]dO, (32) 

and 

12 = _ (LKo)2(2pa2) -I ('T12 (s~n 0 )112 
Jo sm <p 

X (cos 0) -1(1 - a 2 sin2 0) 1/2 

X (1 - a2 sin2 0 - p2 cos2 0) 

Xexp[iN cos(O - <p) + iLKoPo cos 0 ]dO. (33) 

The integral II has a stationary phase point at O':;::.<p yielding 
the contribution 

II':;::. - iLKo(2ap) -I (21T/N) 1/2(sec <p) 1/2 

X (1 - a 2 + (a2 _p2)COS2 <p) 

Xexp[i(N + LKop cos <p - 1T/4») . (34) 

The integral 12 has two stationary phase points, one in the 
vicinity of 0 = <p, which we regard as contributing to the 
direct wave, the other in the vicinity of 0 = Oe' which we 
regard as giving rise to the head-wave behavior. For the mo
ment we deal with the phase points as separate, not comin
gled. 

A. Contribution to the direct wave 

Inspection of Eq. (32) and (33) shows that the direct 
wave contribution from 12 is of order (LKo) smaller than 
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that arising from II' Hence we can ignore the stationary 
phase point contribution in 12 from the vicinity of 0 = <p. 

The contribution to I provided by the stationary phase 
point in II is then about 

Idirect':;::. - iLKo(2ap) -I sec <p(21T/N) 1/2 

X(1 - a 2 + (a2 
- p2)COS2 <p) 

Xexp[i(N + LKop cos <p)] . (35) 

B. Contribution to the head wave 

Following a procedure similar to one laid down else
where,I,2 we rewrite 12 in the form 

12= _ (LKo)2 sinOe(2p)-1 r1T12(s~nO)1I2 
Jo sm <p 

xsecO(1-a2+ (a2-p2)cos20) 

Xexp{iN cos(O - <p) + pn[sin2 Oe - sin2 0 ]}dO. 

(36) 

The exponential in (36) has a head-wave stationary phase 
point at 

O~Oe + i(2N sin(Oe - <p »-1, (37) 

which yields the head-wave contribution from 12 of 

I head ~(LKo)2(sin3 OJsin <p )1/2p cos Oe 

X (1T/(8e) )1/2[ N Isin(Oe - <p) I] -I 

X exp{i[ N cos(Oe - <p) + LKop cos Oe]}, (38a) 

and, following standard procedure, 1-3 we have evaluated the 
head-wave contribution only in the regime <p > 0 e' since it is 
only for large angles that the reflected head wave arrives at a 
receiver prior to the direct wave. In terms of the convention
al notation3 using the head-wave travel time 

Th==SlrCOS(Oe -<p) 

and the distance I [=r sin ( 0 e - <p)] that the head wave 
travels through the medium with slowness S2 (see Fig. 6.10 
of Ref. 3), we can use Eqs. (9) and (38) to write the head
wave pressure field in the form 

(
2)112 L 2K2 ()( s7 )312 P = _ r- 1/2 • P2 1 -....!... 

head 4K /312 ...2 e 0 PI S2 

so that, as well as having its amplitUde cut down by the inter
ference between the upper and lower bedding planes, the 
head wave is also delayed by the extra amount szL cos Oe 
relative to head-wave arrivals from a single interface. 

C. Comlngled stationary phase points: 
I~ - 9" I <O(N-1/2) 

In this case the direct wave stationary phase point at 
o = <p + O(N -I) combines with the head-wave phase point 
to yield a single, comingled, stationary phase point at 

0= Oe + ei1T/4(2N)-1/2, 

which provides a contribution to 12 in the amount 
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l
comingled 

~ip(LKo)2(Sin 8e cos 8e )3/2(~ 1rle) 1/2N -3/4 

xexp[i(N+LKop cos 8e )] • (39) 

Having explored the basic mathematical contributions to the 
reflected wave behavior we now tum our attention to an 
assessment of their relative behaviors. 

V. REFLECTED WAVE BEHAVIOR FOR a:s1 

A. The case a < 1 (low velocity slab, high velocity 
medium) 

The relative contributions to the integral I in Eq. (9) 
arise from the direct wave (stationary phase point near 
8 = ¢J) as given through Eq. (13) and from the multiples 
generated in the slab as given through Eq. (18) [stationary 
phase points near 8 = 8 n provided inequality (17) is 
obeyed]. 

Apart from factors of order unity, the relative magni
tudes of the separated (not comingled) multiple contribu
tions relative to the direct wave have the large N behavior 
lIn 1/1111 = O(N -3/2) SO that, in the far field, the multiples 
are always a very small contribution. When comingled, the 
mth multiple plus direct wave has magnitude 11m 1/1111 
= O(N- 1/2) so that the direct wave is diminished by 
O(N -1/2) in amplitude by interference with the mth multi
ple. 

The multiple contributions [In = O(N -2)] to the far 
field are so small because of the curvature of the incident 
spherical wave. Unlike a single plane-wave incident at a 
fixed angle on the slab, the spherical wave consists of a super
position of plane waves. The usual plane-wave phase coher
ence of the reflected multiples is diminished by the superpo
sition effect of the spherical wave. The individual plane wave 
contributions rapidly become phase incoherent, one with re
spect to another, thereby destructively interfering to dimin
ish the multiples' far-field contribution. 

Unless a multiple comingles in phase with the direct 
wave, its far-field behavior is minute compared to the direct 
wave. 

At the specific angles 8m = ¢J the joint contribution of 
the direct wave and mth multiple is smaller than the direct 
wavesothatdarkbands,ofintensityO(N -1/2) compared to 
the direct wave at angles away from 8m = ¢J, will be present 
in the far-field radiation pattern-an analog to Newton's 
rings. [Newton's rings are caused by interference of the re
flected primary waves from the two interfaces of a wedge 
(varying thickness). In this senseB(¢J) itself is directly anal
ogous to Newton's rings.] 

These bands narrow as distance increases, and there are 
a finite number nmax of them, with nmax given through Eqs. 
(15) and (16), provided further that inequality (17) is in 
force. 

Ifa steps out of the bounds allowed by Eq. (17) or if, for 
a given a, the wave number Ko or slab thickness L are such 
that inequality (17) is violated, then there are no far-field 
multiple contributions. The far-field pattern is then due to 
the direct contributionB(¢J). Reflection ofa spherical wave 
from the slab behaves as it would from a plane wave (apart 
from a divergence factor r- I 

). The thickness would modify 
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the amplitude as a function of offset as if the source were a 
plane wave. 

B. The case a = 1 (equal velocities for slab and medium) 

Here the far-field behavior is essentially identical in 
character to that for a < 1. Again there is a direct wave con
tribution [Eq. (27a)], multiple contributions [Eq. (27b)], 
which are of order N -3/2 compared to the direct wave, and a 
comingled contribution [Eq. (27c)] of order N -1/2 com
pared to the direct wave so that, once again, dark angular 
bands of width O(N -1/2) centeredon¢J = 8m will be present 
in the reflected wave's angular intensity. In this case the dark 
zones occur at angular positions where ¢J = COS-I (n1r1 
LKo), which is the limiting case for satisfaction of inequality 
(17). 

C. The case a> 1 (high velocity slab, low velocity 
medium) 

In this case we restricted our attention to the case of a 
thin slab LKo< I since we wished to concentrate on the head
wave behavior as modified by the slab nature of the medium. 

In terms of intensity, the relative contributions to the 
integral I from the head wave [Eq. (38)] and the direct 
wave [Eq. (35)] are in the ratio LKoiN 1/2 apart from fac
tors of order unity (for comparison, in the case of a single 
interface the ratio is of order 1-3 N -1/

2
). Thus the effect of a 

thin slab is to diminish the head wave amplitude by a factor 
O(LKo) relative to the direct wave, and to diminish the 
head-wave amplitude by a factor 0 (LKo)2) relative to the 
head wave from a single interface. 

From Eq. (38) we see that the usual propagation 
aspects of the head wave are maintained I~: it arrives ahead 
of the direct wave for large offset angles 8e and the head
wave arrival time is independent of frequency (nondisper
sive). An "extra" time delay, S2L cos (Je' now arises because 
of wave interference at the bedding plane boundaries of the 
slab. The factor (LKo)2 in the amplitude and the term 
s~ cos (Je in the phase are consequences of the assumption 
that LKo<1. When LKo'Z 1 the derivation fails. Of course 
then the various reflections separate out temporally. 

In the case of a comingled direct wave and head wave, 
Eq. (39) shows that the joint amplitude varies as O(LKo)21 
N 3/4 over an angular range O(N -1/2) centered on (Je = ¢J. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this paper was to see what modifications 
were introduced to reflection of a spherical acoustic wave 
that impacted on a slab of finite thickness compared to im
paction on a single interface. 

We found that the dominant effect, irrespective of the 
relative contrast in density or velocity, was for a thin slab to 
cut down the total reflected wave by amounts of order 
LKo( < 1) for the direct wave and of order (LKo)2 for head 
waves relative to single interface results. We also found that 
the existence of mUltiples, caused by reflections of the inci
dent spherical wave off the top and bottom surfaces of the 
slab, has the effect of introducing narrow, angular bands of 
darkness into the reflected field. 
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In the case where a low velocity slab is surrounded by a 
high velocity medium, these bands are dispersive in frequen
cy, exist only in restricted frequency bands (for a given ve
locity contrast and given slab thickness), and become nar
rower in angle as the observation point moves further and 
further away from the slab. The direct wave dominates un
der all such conditions. 

In the opposite case, where a high velocity slab is sur
rounded by a low velocity medium, we found that the head 
wave still has its single interface propagation characteristics 
(e.g., arrives ahead of the direct wave for observation angles 
greater than (}c' is nondispersive in frequency), but that its 
amplitude is not only smaller than that from a single inter
face but also has a different frequency dependence, so that 
the temporal structure of the head wave is changed. The 
direct wave, while also weakened, is still more dominant in 
intensity than the head wave. There is also an extra time 
delay for the head wave due to the finite thickness of the slab 
in the amount at = szL cos (}c. 

In order to improve our understanding of the behavior 
of head waves in the subsurface ofthe earth (so that we can 
better use them as diagnostic devices for determining subsur
face structure) we still need to investigate the behavior of a 
spherical acoustic source impacting on one or more inter
faces (flat, rough, curved) when due allowance is made for 
conversion of part of the incident wave to shear waves6 at the 
boundaries between the different media. 

These problems will be taken up in future papers in this 
series. 
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A layer-stripping procedure for solving three-dimensional Schrodinger equation inverse 
scattering problems is developed. This method operates by recursively reconstructing the 
potential from the jump in the scattered field at the wave front, and then using the reconstructed 
potential to propagate the wave front and the scattered field further into the inhomogeneous 
region. It is thus a generalization of algorithms that have been developed for one-dimensional 
inverse scattering problems. Although the procedure has not yet been numerically tested, the 
corresponding one-dimensional algorithms have performed well on synthetic data. The 
procedure is applied to a two-dimensional inverse seismic problem. Connections between 
simplifications of this method and Born approximation inverse scattering methods are also noted. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The inverse scattering problem for the Schrooinger 

equation in three dimensions with a time-independent, local, 
nonspherically symmetric potential has a wide variety of ap
plications. In particular, the inverse seismic problem of re
constructing the density and wave speed of an inhomogen
eous isotropic acoustic medium from surface measurements 
of the medium reponse to an excitation can be formulated as 
a Schrooinger inverse scattering problem, as was done by 
Coen et al. I The plasma wave equation, which describes the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves in the ionosphere, is 
also related to the Schrooinger equation by a Fourier trans
formation with respect to time. Some connections between 
inverse scattering problems for the Schrodinger equations 
and for the plasma wave equation have been noted by Rose et 
al.2 

Two major approaches for solving Schrodinger inverse 
scattering problems in dimensions greater than I are avail
able. The first approach consists of using the first Born ap
proximation, in which the wave field inside the inhomogen
eous region (where the potential differs from zero) is 
approximated by the incident wave being used to probe the 
region. This approach has been applied to the inhomogen
eous wave equation by Cohen and Bleistein,3 Devaney,4 and 
others. The second approach is the generalized Marchenko 
procedure due to Newton,5 in which the wave field is recon
structed inside the inhomogeneous region by solving a Mar
chenko integral equation for each direction of the incident 
probing. The potential is then recovered by an equation com
monly referred to as the "miracle" [Eq. (2.11) below]. 

Both of these methods have shortcomings. The Born 
approximation constitutes a single scattering approxima
tion, and thus requires the assumption of weak scattering. 
Newton's integral equation method avoids this problem, but 
requires the scattering amplitude (measured in the far field) 
for all incident and outgoing directions and all frequencies. 
This results in an overdetermined problem, where a slight 
corruption of the data may result in an inadmissible scatter
ing amplitUde. Also, the transmission data required for com
plete characterization of the scattering amplitude is general
ly unavailable in inverse seismic problems, since only surface 

measurements (in the near field) are available. Finally, the 
necessity of computing the entire wave field for each incident 
direction of probing is clearly inefficient, since the form of 
the "miracle" equation shows that much of this calculation 
is redundant. 

In this paper a third approach to Schrodinger inverse 
scattering problems is discussed. A layer-stripping proce
dure is derived, which recursively reconstructs the wave 
field and the potential simultaneously. To see how this pro
cedureworks, consider the plasma wave equation [Eq. (2.5) 
below]. As the probing wave penetrates the inhomogeneous 
region, the jump in the wave field at the wave front yields the 
potential along the wave front. This was first noted by 
Morawetz,6 and is called the "fundamental identity" by De
Facio and Rose.7 However, the reconstructed potential now 
can be used to propagate the wave field deeper into the inho
mogeneous region, and the jump in the wave field at the new 
position of the wave front yields the potential along this new 
position. In this way, the potential for the entire inhomogen
eous region is reconstructed recursively, rather than in one 
huge batch operation as with the "miracle" equation. 

There are several advantages to using a layer-stripping 
technique. Only one direction of probing is required, and 
only backscattered data is used. This makes the procedure 
more applicable to inverse seismic problems, and also re
moves the problems of overdetermination and possibly in
consistent data. The procedure is in principle exact, since all 
multiple reflection, refraction, and diffraction effects are ac
counted for. Approximation is inherent only in the discreti
zation necessary to implement the algorithm numerically, 
and data at all frequencies are used. Finally, the algorithm 
requires less computation than would the solution of New
ton's Marchenko integral equation for even one incident di
rection, ifthis were possible [note that the coupling ofp, in 
Eq. (2.8) below precludes this possibility]. This is because 
the layer-stripping procedure exploits the structure of the 
inverse scattering problem itself. This structure is manifest
ed as the Hankel structure of the Marchenko integral equa
tion, which can be exploited to reduce the amount of compu
tation required to solve it. However, it should be noted that 
Newton's procedure allows bound states (square-integrable 
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solutions with negative energy), whereas the applicability of 
layer stripping to problems with bound states is still unset
tled. 

The layer-stripping concept has been used to obtain fast 
algorithm solutions for the one-dimensional Schrodinger in
verse scattering problem by Corones et 01.,8 Symes,9 Bruck
stein et 01.,10 and Yagle and Levy.ll This approach has also 
been applied to various inverse seismic problems by Bube 
and Burridge12 and Yagle and Levy. 13-15 Similar approaches 
have been used by other authors. Results of computer runs of 
these algorithms have been encouraging (see Bube and Bur
ridge12 and YagleI6

). Previous application of this concept to 
multidimensional inverse seismic problems has been limited 
to Yaglel6 and Symes. 17 

It should be noted that the algorithms proposed in this 
paper have not yet been numerically tested, and their nu
merical stability is presently unknown. However, the perfor
mance of the one-dimensional problem algorithms is encour
aging. In any event, the insight gained into the inversion 
process is interesting in its own right. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II New
ton's integral equation procedure, including the "miracle," 
is quickly reviewed and interpreted using results from Rose 
et 01.2

•
18 This allows relationships between this approach and 

the layer-stripping approach to be noted later. In Sec. III a 
layer-stripping procedure for solving the three-dimensional 
Schrodinger inverse scattering problem is derived and dis
cussed. In Sec. IV this algorithm is applied to the 2!-dimen
sional inverse acoustic problem with a harmonic source, 
which was considered by Coen et 01. I This results in a solu
tion procedure requiring only surface data, in contrast to the 
procedure of Coen et 01., I which requires transmission data 
that are difficult to obtain for an inverse seismic problem. In 
Sec. V some Born approximation results are quickly re
viewed and are then related to a simplification of the layer
stripping algorithm. Section VI concludes the paper with a 
discussion and summary of results. 

II. INTEGRAL EQUATION METHODS 

The inverse scattering problem considered in this paper 
is as follows. The wave fieldp(x,k) satisfies the SchrOdinger 
equation 

(2.1) 

where the potential Vex) is real valued, smooth, and has 
compact support. It is also assumed that Vex) does not in
duce bound states; a sufficient condition for this is for Vex) 
to be non-negative. 

Scattering solutions of Eq. (2.1) are given by the Lipp
man-Schwinger equation 

p(x;k;e;) = e-ike,.x - f (417'1x - y!>-le-;k1x- yl 

X V(y)p(y,k;e;)d 3y, (2.2) 

where the incident wave is a plane wave in the direction of 
the unit vector e;. Letting x = Ixle. and taking Ixl--oo, we 
have, in the far field, 
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(2.3 ) 

where 

(k L:>. f -;ke· y v " k d 3 A ,e.,e;) = - e • (y)p(y, ;e;) y (2.4) 

is the scattering amplitude for incident direction e; and scat
tered direction e •. 

Taking the inverse Fourier transform ofEq. (2.1) with 
respect to k yields the plasma wave equation 

(V2 - :r: -Vex) }(X,t) = 0, (2.5) 

where 

p(x,t) = _1_ fCC p(x,k)e;kt dk. 
217' - cc 

(2.6) 

Equation (2.5) models the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves in the ionosphere, as noted by DeFacio and Rose7; in 
two dimensions, it can also be interpreted as the equation for 
an elastically braced membrane. The inverse Fourier trans
form ofEq. (2.3) is 

p(x,t;e;) =t5(t-e; ·x) + (41T/x/)-IR(t-e. ·x,e.,el ) 

(2.7) 

where R (t,e. ,e;) is the inverse Fourier transform of 
A (k,e. ,el ) and therefore represents the observed time re
sponse to the probing impulsive plane wave t5(t - e l • x) in 
the far field. As an alternative, of course, the near-field re
sponse could be measured. So far, we have followed Rose et 
01.2 

Newton's procedureS for recovering the potential Vex) 
from the scattering amplitude A (k,e.,el ) is as follows. First, 
solve the Marchenko integral equation [Eq. (4.19) of Rose et 
0/.2 ] 

p. (x,t;e;) = f fCC M(t + T,e.,e; )p. (x,T,e. )dT d 2e. 
JS2 -es.x 

(2.8) 

for the scattered field p. (x,t;e;), which is simply 

Ps (x,t;e;) = p(x,t;e;) - t5(t - el • x), (2.9) 

and where S 2 denotes the unit sphere in R3. 
The quantity M(t,e.,e;) is obtained from A (k,es,e; ) us

ing 

(2.10) 

where R ( .) is the inverse Fourier transform of A ( . ). Here 
the work of Rose et 01.2 has been used to interpret the various 
quantities in the integral equation (2.8). The potential V( x) 
is then recovered from the scattered field using the "miracle" 
equation 

Vex) = -2e; ·Vps(x,t=e; ·x+;el ). (2.11) 

Two comments are in order here. First, note the Hankel 
structure of the kernel in Eq. (2.8), which follows since 
M(·) is a function not ofx and t separately, but only of the 
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delay t - e •• x. This suggests that a fast algorithm solution 
of either the integral equation or the inverse problem itself is 
possible. Such an algorithm would take advantage of the 
structure represented by the Hankel kernel to reduce the 
order of the number of computations required. This is well 
established in the one-dimensional case (see Bruckstein et 
01.10 and YagleI6

). Second, note the redundancy involved in 
the use of the "miracle" equation (2.11 ) . NewtonS notes that 
the right side of Eq. (2.11) characterizes admissible scatter
ing amplitudes: only a subset of all possible A (k,e. ,ej ) (five 
independent variables) can result from all possible Vex) 
(three independent variables). Even apart from issues of ill
posedness and overdetermination, it is clear that recon
structing the scattered field for each incident direction ej 

involves a large amount of unnecessary computation for the 
purpose ofreconstructing Vex). 

The reason all of this computation is necessary is made 
clear by Rose et 01.18 The derivations of Newton's integral 
equation procedure by NewtonS and Rose et 01.,2 while 
mathematically rigorous, shed little insight into what is ac
tually occurring during the inversion procedure. However, 
Rose et 01.18 show that Newton's Marchenko integral equa
tion (2.8) is a direct consequence of the representation 
theorem 

p(x,t) = r d 3x'Joo dt'[ p(x',t') aG (x,x',t - t') 
Jas - 00 an 

- G(x,x',t - t') ap (X',t')]' (2.12) 
an 

This result, which is a consequence of Green's theorem, 
shows that if a wave field p (x,t) and its normal derivative 
ap/an are known on a closed, simply connected smooth sur
face as, then the wave field in the interior of as can be recon
structed if the Green's function G(x,x',t) is known on as. 

Insertion ofEq. (2.7) and the inverse Fourier transform 
ofEq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.12) and its time reversal yields the 
Marchenko integral equation (2.8) (see Rose et 01.18 for 
details). This shows that the excessive computation required 
by the solution of the integral equation (2.8) is a conse
quence of the implicit use of the representation theorem 
(2.12) and its time reversal [the latter accounts for the cou
pling between various P. ( ·,.;ej ) ]. Reducing the amount of 
computation requires that another means of reconstructing 
the wave field be found. This is done in the next section. 

III. A LAYER-STRIPPING RECONSTRUCTION 
PROCEDURE 

The problem with using the representation theorem 
(2.12) to reconstruct the wave field is that this integral does 
not take advantage of the fact that the wave field arises from 
a scattering experiment. As the probing impulse 
/j(t - e j • x) penetrates the inhomogeneous region where 
Vex) differs from zero, it is possible to differentially recon
struct the scattered field. Of course, knowledge of vex) is 
necessary to accomplish this. However, it is not necessary to 
know Vex) for all x, but only for x in the region where the 
scattered field is being reconstructed: the wave front. And 
V(x) can be obtained from the jump in the scattered field 
itself at the wave front. 
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For convenience, we choose coordinates (x,y,z) such 
that the direction of the probing impulsive plane wave is in 
the direction of increasing z, the inhomogeneous region lies 
in the half-spacez > 0, and the plane wave passes through the 
origin at t = O. Specification of the backscattered field 
p(x,y,z = O,k) and/or its inverse Fourier transform 
p(x, y,z = O,t), together with a radiation condition for large 
I x I in the half-space z> 0, constitutes boundary conditions 
for the inverse potential problem for the SchrOdinger equa
tion (2.1) and the plasma wave equation (2.5). The experi
ment geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The plasma wave equation (2.5) may be written as the 
coupled system 

(!.. + !..)P(X,y,z,t) ~q(x,y,z,t), (3.ta) 
az at 

(! - %J q(x, y,z,t) 

( 
a2 a

2
) 

= V(x,y,z) - ax2 - ay2 p(x,y,z,t). (3.tb) 

From causality and the form ofEq. (3.la),p and q have the 
forms 

p = /j(t - z) + P(x,y,z,t) 1(t - z), 

q = q(x, y,z,t) 1 (t - z), 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

where p and q are the smooth parts of p and q, respectively, 
and 1 ( .) is the unit step or Heaviside function. 

Inserting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.1) yields 

(!.. + !..)P(X,y,z,t) = q(x,y,z,t), 
az at 

(! -%J q(x, y,z,t) 

= (V(X,y,z) - %X22 
- %y:)P(X,y,z,t), 

V(x,y,z) = -2q(x,y,z,t=z+), 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3.3c) 

where equating the coefficients of /jet - z) in Eq. (3.lb) has 
been used to obtain Eq. (3.3c). Equations (3.3) suggest a 
recursive procedure for reconstructing Vex): Starting with 
knownP(x,y,O,t) and q(x,y,O,t), Eq. (3.3) may be propa
gated recursively in z, yielding Vex) recursively in z as the 
algorithm progresses. 

z 

incident plane 
wave front 

;I'----X 

FIG. 1. Setup of the inverse scattering problem, which is solved by a layer
stripping algorithm. 
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The reconstruction of V(x) takes place along the 
wave front, with V(x) being obtained from the jump 
q(x, y,z,t = z+) in the wave field at the wave front. In this 
way both the wave field jJ and potential V(x) are recon
structed recursively and simultaneously as the impulsive 
probing plane wave passes through the inhomogeneous re
gion. This is in contrast to Newton's procedure, described in 
Sec. II, in which the entire wave field is reconstructed by 
solving the Marchenko integral equation (2.8), and the po
tential Vex) obtained in one big batch operation using the 
"miracle," Eq. (2.11). Note that the crucial physical princi
ple allowing this simplification of the reconstruction proce
dure is causality, which is manifested in Eqs. (3.2). 

The two second-order partial derivatives in Eq. (3.3b) 
will create high-frequency error problems when Eqs. (3.3) 
are implemented numerically. These partial derivatives may 
be eliminated by taking Fourier transforms of Eqs. (3.3) 
with respect to x and y, yielding 

(a a): : - + - p(kx,ky,z,t) = q(kx,ky,z,t), az at (3.4a) 

A A 

+ V(kx,ky,z)**jJ(kx,ky,z,t), 
(3.4b) 

A A 

V(kx,ky,z) = - 2ij(kx,ky,z,t =z+), (3.4c) 

where the •• indicates a convolution operation in kx and ky. 
Equations (3.4) are more suitable for numerical implemen
tation; on the other hand, Fourier transforms with respect to 
x and y must now be performed ~n the data, and inverse 
Fourier transforms performed on V(kx,ky,z). Note that the 
second-order partial derivatives with respect to x and y ap
pearing in Eq. (3.3b) have now been replaced by the filter 
k; + k;. Since this filter becomes infinite for high wave
number values, to implement it, we should clip the high 
wave-number components, i.e., we should use HL (kx,ky) 
=k; +k;for(k; +k;)1/2<L,andHdkx,ky) =Ooth
erwise. Here L is a parameter that determines the degree of 
smoothing that is applied to the reconstructed potential 
Vex, y,z). The idea of using a clipped filter ofthis type was 
first proposed by Shepp and Logan to implement the filtered 
backprojection algorithm for the inverse Radon transform. 
The use of this filter may improve the stability of this algo
rithm relative to the stability of solving the mixed system 
(3.3). Note indeed that the system (3.3) corresponds to 
solving an initial value problem for a mixed partial differen
tial equation, which is likely to be ill posed. By comparison, 
we expect that the introduction of the filter HL (kx' ky) in 
Eq. (3.4b) will have the effect of regularizing this problem, 
sinceHL (kx, ky) will smooth the variations of the potential 
Vex, y,z) in the lateral directions x andy, when the medium 
is probed by a plane wave propagating in the z direction. 

If kx' ky, z, and tare discretized to integer multiples of 
!l., with the integers varying over the interval [O,N] , then a 
forward difference approximation to the partial derivatives 
in Eq. (3.4) yields 

P(z + !l.,t + !l.,kx,ky) 

= P(z,t,kx,ky ) + ~(z,t,kx,ky )!l., (3.5a) 
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q(z + !l.,t - !l.,kx,ky) 

=q(z,t,kx,ky ) + (k; +k;)P(z,t,kx,ky)!l. 

+ L L V(kx - m!l.,ky - n!l.,z) 
m n 

XP(z,t,m!l.,m!l.)!l., (3.5b) 
A A 

V(kx,ky,z +!l.) = - 2ij(kx ,ky,z + !l.,t = z + !l.). (3.5c) 

The recursion patterns in z and t for p and q are illustrated in 
Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b). We start off knowing p and q at z for all 
kx' ky, and t, and we wish to update them to z + !l. for all k x, 
ky, and t. Although the forms of the recursions may make it 
seem as though some information is being lost, recall that by 
causality p and q are both zero for t <z. Note that O(N 5

) 

multiplications-and-adds must be performed at each recur
sion, so that a total of O(N 6

) operations are necessary to 
reconstruct V(x). However, solution of the discretized Mar
chenko integral equation (2.8) requires the inversion of an 
N 3 XN 3 matrix in t and e j [O(N 9

) operations by Gaussian 
elimination] for each x, for a total of O(N 12) operations! The 
numerically unstable gradient in Eq. (2.11) is also necessary 
for this method. 

Equation (3.3c), which allows the recovery of V(x) 
along the wave front from the jump in the scattered field 
there, is equivalent to the "fundamental identity" 

V(x) = -ejoVB(x,ej) (3.6) 

of Rose et al. 2 and DeFacio and Rose.7 In Eq. (3.6), which 
was first noted by Morawetz,6 B(x,ej) is the jump in the 
scattered field when the wave front passes through x. Equa
tion (3.6) is obtained by inserting the "progressing wave 
expansion" 

p(x,t;e j ) = 8(t - ej 0 x) + B(x,ej) 1 (t - ej 0 x) 

+ C(x,t;e j ) (3.7) 

into the plasma wave equation (2.5). Here C(x,t;ej ) is 
smooth and zero for t < ej 0 x. Note that Eq. (3.6) is in turn 
equivalent to the "miracle," Eq. (2.11). However, it does 
not seem to have been recognized previously that Eq. (3.6) 
can be used not only to reconstruct the potential from the 
scattered field, but also to help and propagate the scattered 
field itself. The decomposition (3.1) of the plasma wave 
equation makes this possible by isolating q(x, y,z,t) , which is 
exactly the quantity needed to recover V(x) by Eq. (3.3c). 

(a) 

A A 
p(zo) iHzo+~) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

, 
"slope=1 

(b) 

o 

............ slope =1 
/' 

I ........ ....-slope =-1 
I " 
I 
I 

FIG. 2. (a) Recursion pattern for updating j(z,t,kx,ky )' (b) Recursion 
pattern for updating &(z,t,kx ,ky ). 
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[Note from Eq. (3.7) that (a /at)p(x, y,z,t = z) = 0 in Eq. 
(3.3a).] The iterative methods of Morawetz6 and DeFacio 
and Rose7 used Eq. (3.6), but did not propagate the scat
tered field. 

A decomposition of the Schrodinger equation into a 
coupled first-order system similar to Eq. (3.4) was per
formed by Wilcox 19 in the context of invariant imbedding. It 
should be evident that a layer-stripping procedure can also 
be interpreted as an invariant imbedding procedure. In fact, 
the one-dimensional layer-stripping algorithm obtained by 
Corones et al.8 was derived from an invariant imbedding 
point of view. However, Wilcox's coupled first-order sys
tem 19 was only used to solve the/orward problem of comput
ing the wave field from a known potential. It is also more 
complex than Eq. (3.4), since it requires twice as many con
volutions for a three-dimensional problem. 

In the next section, the layer-stripping method is ap
plied to an inverse seismic problem, illustrating some of its 
advantages over present methods of solving this problem. 

IV. APPLICATION TO AN INVERSE SEISMIC PROBLEM 

The inverse seismic problem considered in this section is 
that of reconstructing the density p(x,z) and wave speed 
c(x,z) of an acoustic medium from measurement of the re
sponse of the medium to a harmonic line source. We follow 
Coen et al. I in transforming this problem into a two-dimen
sional SchrOdinger equation inverse scattering problem, 
which is then solved using the layer-stripping algorithm of 
Sec. III. By performing the experiment twice, at two differ
ent source frequencies tlJI and tlJ2' two different potentials 
V(x;tlJ I) and V(X;tlJ2) are reconstructed, and the density and 
wave speed are in tum recovered from the two potentials. 
The one-dimensional version of this procedure was given in 
Yagle and Levy. IS 

The use of a layer-stripping algorithm implies that the 
amount of computation required to reconstructp(x,z) and 
c(x,z) will be less than that required by the integral equation 
procedure of Coen et al. 1 More importantly, only surface 
measurements in the near field are required to initialize the 
algorithm. This is in contrast to the procedure of Coen et 
al.,1 which requires transmission data (generally not avail
able for an inverse seismic problem) and a transformation 
from near-field data to far-field data. 

The specifics of the inverse problem are as follows. An 
inhomogeneous acoustic medium characterized by smooth 
density p(x,z) and wave speed c(x,z) functions is contained 
in the half-space z> 0 and bounded by a free (pressure-re
lease) surface at z = O. This medium is probed with cylindri
cal harmonic waves from a harmonic line source extending 
along the x axis. The strength of this source varies as 
p(x,z = 0) 1/2; see Eq. (4.7a). The vertical acceleration re
sponseoz(x,y,z = 0) of the medium atthe free surface in the 
sinusoidal steady state is measured for all x andy. The situa
tion is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is assumed that the medium is 
homogeneous in the y direction [Le., p =p(x,z) and 
c = c(x,z)], and that the inhomogeneous region has com
pact support (i.e., p = Po and c = Co for sufficiently large Ix I 
andz). It is further assumed that Po, Co, and p (x,z = 0) are 
known, and that aplaz(x,z = 0) = O. In addition, it is as-
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z 

FIG. 3. Setup for the inverse seismic problem, which is solved by a Jayer
stripping algorithm. 

sumed that there are no bound states, a sufficient condition 
for this is co<c (x,z) (see Coen et al. I). 

The basic linear equations that describe an acoustic me
dium are 

a2p __ = _pc2V·a 
at 2 

' 

Vp= -pa, 

( 4.1a) 

(4.1b) 

where p is the pressure and a the medium acceleration. 
Taking Fourier transforms ofEqs. (4.1) with respect to 

time and defining 

~(x;tlJ) = p(x,tlJ )/p(x) 1/2, (4.2) 

results in the equation 

(V2 + tlJ21c~ - V(x;tlJ) )~(x;tlJ) = 0, (4.3) 

where the potential V(x;tlJ) has compact support, is inde
pendent of y, and is given by 

V(x;tlJ) = (tlJ21c~) (1 - C~Ic(X)2) 

+p(X) I12V2(p(X)-1/2). (4.4) 

Following Coen et al. I and Yagle and Levy, IS the Four
ier transform ofEq. (4.3) with respect to y is taken, resulting 
in the SchrOdinger equation 

(:X22 + :; + k 2 - V(x,z;tlJ) )¢(x,z,k;tlJ) = 0, (4.5) 

where 

k 2 = tlJ2 I d. - k 2 = k 2 + k 2 o y x z (4.6) 

is the sum of the squares of the lateral wave number kx and 
vertical wave number kz • The boundary conditions for the 
SchrOdinger equation (4.5) are obtained from 

p(x,y,z = O;tlJ) = p(x,z = 0)1/2B(y), 

~(x,y,z = O;tlJ) = B(y), 

ap A -a;= -paz, 

which lead to 

¢,(x,z = O,k;tlJ) = 1, 

a¢, = _ p(x,z = 0)1/2~z (x,z = O,k;tlJ). 
az 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.7c) 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

Note that it has been assumed that the strength of the har
monic line source varies as p(x,z = 0) 1/2, and 
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(a laz)p(x,z = 0) = 0. These assumptions simplify the 
form of the algorithm, although they are not ~ssenti!ll. In 
addition, a radiation condition is imposed on tP and flz for 
large lxi, Iyl, andz. 

Note that az (x,z = O,k;w) may be obtained from 
flz (x, y,z = O;w) only for k on the positive imaginary axis 
and on the positive real axis in the interval [0, w/co]; this 
region is illustrated in Fig. 4. Numerical results in Yagle and 
Levy l5 and Stickler20 for the one-dimensional problem sug
gest that the absence of data for k > w/co should have little 
effect on the quality of the reconstructed medium param
eters. This is due to the fact that data for all k are used to 
determine these parameters [see Eq. (4.15)], so the lack of 
data for large k will merely result in a loss of resolution. If 
this is acceptable, then az (x,z = O,k;w) for k > w/co may be 
set equal to zero in the sequel. An alternative is to analytical
ly continue az (x,z = O,k;w) for k > w/co using a theorem of 
Van Winter I that employs the Mellin transform. This was 
noted by Coen et al., I Yagle and Levy, IS and Sticklero. 

The layer stripping algorithm for solving this problem is 
as follows. An inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (4.5) that 
takes k into the fictitious depth coordinates {; [recall k is a 
wave number; see Eq. (4.6)] results in the plasma wave 
equation 

( ~~ + a 22 _ a 22 _ V(x,z;w »)tP(x,z,{;;W) = 0, 
az ax a{; 

(4.9) 

which can be written as the coupled first-order system 

(~ + ~ )tP(x,z,{;;W) = t/J(x,z,{;;w), (4.lOa) 

(~ - ~) t/J(x,z,{;;w) 
az a{; 

= (V(x,z;W) - :X22) tP(x,z,{;;w), (4.lOb) 

with the initial conditions [from Eq. (4.8)] 

tP(x,z = O,{;;w) = t5({;), (4.11a) 

t/J(x,z = O,{;;w) = - p(x,z = 0) 1/2az (x,z = O,{;;w). 
(4.11b) 

The form of Eqs. (4.10) makes it clear that the impulse in 
Eq. (4.11a) will propagate in z and (;, so that tP and t/J have 
the forms 

tP(x,z,{;;w) = t5({; - z) + t;,(x,z,{;;w) l({; - z), 

t/J(x,z,{;;w) = ¢(x,z,{;;w)l ({; - z). 

(4.12a) 

(4.12b) 

Insertion of Eqs. (4.12) in Eqs. (4.10) finally results in the 
layer-stripping algorithm 

Imk 

Rek 
w/co 

FIG. 4. Regions where a(x,z = O,k) may be computed from the data. 
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(a a)- -
az + a{; tP(x,z,{;;w) = t/J (x,z,{;;w) , (4.13a) 

(
a a)- ( a

2
)_ az - a{; t/J(x,z,{;;w) = V(x,z;w) - ax2 tP(x,z,{;;w), 

(4.13b) 

(4.13c) 

The coupled set of equations (4.23) can be downward con
tinued in z, as in the method of Sec. III. The algorithm is 
initialized using 

t;,(x,z = O,{;;w) = 0, 

¢(x,z = O,{;;w) 

= - p(x,z = 0) 1/2az (x,z = O,{;;w) 

= p(x,z = 0) 1/2 

( 4.14a) 

xFk-l[aZ(x,z = O,k; =W2/c~ -k;w)]. (4.14b) 

Note in particular that V(x,z;w) is obtained using 

V(x,z;w) = - 2¢(x,z,{; = z+;w) 

(x )1/2JOO A 

= P ,z flz (x,z,k;w )e Jkz dk, 
1T -00 

(4.15 ) 

so that data for all k are used to determine V. This is more 
stable numerically than obtaining Vexclusively from high-k 
data using the initial value theorem. This is especially impor
tant here, since data for large k can only be obtained from the 
data flz (x, y,z = O;w) by analytic continuation, which may 
be quite unstable numerically. To avoid this, we may set 
a z (x,z,k;w) equal to zero for k > w/co, as discussed earlier; 
this will result only in a loss of resolution in reconstucting 
V(x,z;w). 

After performing the experiment twice, using two dif
ferent source frequencies WI and W2, and reconstructing the 
potentials V(x,z;w l ) and V(X,z;W2)' p(x,z) and c(x,z) are 
recovered as follows. We have from Eq. (4.4), 

1 V(x,z;w l ) - V(X,Z;W2) 

C(X,z)2 = c~ - (wi - w~ ) 
( 4.16a) 

p(x,z) 1/2V2(p(X,z) -1/2) 

=(w~V(X,Z;WI) -wiV(X,Z;W2»)/(w~ -wi}, (4.16b) 

and Eq. (4.16b) can be solved, sincep(x,z) = poforlarge Ixl 
andz, andp(x,z = 0) is known. 

The algorithm given by Eqs. (4.13) is a generalization 
of the algorithm for the one-dimensional inverse acoustic 
problem for a point harmonic source, which was given by 
Yagle and Levy. IS In that paper (; was interpreted as a ficti
cious depth coordinate, along which image source distribu
tions are being computed in order to synthesize the response 
of the medium below depth z. The causality of tP and t/J is then 
a consequence of the principle that an image source never 
lies in that part of the medium in which the field is to be 
synthesized. The first nonzero value of t/J(x,z,{;;w) synthe
sizes the primary reflection at the point (x,z), which is 
V(x,z;w). Note that for each x o, the first nonzero value of 
t/J(xo,z,{;;w) [which is t/J(xo,z,{;=z+;w)] can only depend 
on V(xo,z;w); other values V(x,z;w) cannot affect 
t/J(xo,z,{; = z+;w) by causality in {;. 
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An alternative to probing the medium with harmonic, 
single-frequency waves is to probe it with an impulsive (all 
frequencies) plane wave. This requires a different math
ematical formulation from the present problem. Probing the 
medium twice, at two different angles of incidence, would 
allow the recovery of p(x,z) and c(x,z) separately. This is a 
higher-dimensional version of the problem solved by Coen22 

using integral equations, and by Yagle and Levyl3 using a 
layer-stripping algorithm. However, the lateral variation of 
c(x,z) implies that the wave front for this problem [which is 
in (x,z,t) rather than (x,z,;)] will not be planar. Since, in a 
layer-stripping algorithm, the reconstruction of the medium 
parameters takes place along the wave front, it is necessary 
to make a transformation to wave-front centered (or ray 
centered) coordinates, run the algorithm using these coordi
nates, and then transform the reconstructed parameters 
back into Cartesian (x,z) coordinates. An algorithm for 
solving this inverse seismic problem using this procedure is 
given in Yaglel6

; the numerical performance of this algo
rithm is unknown. 

Rose et 01.18 point out that the representation theorem 
could be used to reconstruct the wave field, and the location 
of the characteristic surfaces (wave fronts) thus inferred 
from the various positions of the probing impulse. The ei
konal equation could then be used to recover c(x). However, 
this method uses far-field data and transmitted data, where
as in an actual inverse seismic problem the data are obtained 
in the near field and transmitted data are not available. 

Note that the problem of nonplanarwave fronts does 
not arise for the plasma wave equation (2.5), since the wave 
speed is implicitly unity. For the inverse problem with a har
monic source, the wave speed in (z,;) space is also implicitly 
unity. But for time-domain inverse seismic problems, the 
lateral variation of the wave speed c(x,z) will lead to wave 
front definition problems, and other problems such as caus
tics (see Yaglel6 and Rose et 01. 18 ). 

V. BORN APPROXIMATION INVERSION METHODS 

The coupling of the first-order system (3.3) is necessary 
to account for multiple scattering events. In this section the 
effect of neglecting this coupling is compared to several Born 
approximation inversion techniques. 

The (first) Born approximation applied to a Schro
dinger equation scattering problem is as follows. In the Lipp
man-Schwinger equation (2.2) the field p (y,k;ei ) inside the 
inhomogeneous region is replaced by the incident field. Then 
Eq. (2.2) becomes 

pB(x,k;ei } =e-ike,.x_ f (41Tlx-yl}-1 

Xe-iklx-yIV(y)eike/'Y d 3y, (5.1) 

where the superscript B indicates that the Born approxima
tion has been used. Note that the only unknown in Eq. (5.1) 
is the potential Vex). 

The Born approximation is often described as a "weak 
scattering" approximation. While this is true, it conceals the 
main point of Eq. (5.1), which is that the scattered field is 
arising solely from interactions of the incident probing plane 
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wave with the potential. In other words, the Born approxi
mation is a single scattering approximation: multiple scatter
ing events are neglected. 

To illustrate this explicitly, consider the one-dimension
al SchrOdinger inverse scattering problem. The Lippman
Schwinger equation for this problem is 

p(z,k) =e- ikz _ f i~ e-ik1z-z'IV(z')p(z',k}dz', (5.2) 

which in the Born approximation becomes 

pB(z,k) = e- ikz 

- f...!...e-iklz-z'IV(z')e-ikr dz'. (5.3) 
ik 

If backscattered data (i.e., data for negative values of z) are 
being measured, the equation for the scattered field p~ (z,k) 
is 

p~(z,k) = - eikz i~ f V(z'}e- 2ikr dz'. (5.4) 

Taking the partial derivative of Eq. (5.4) with respect to z, 
and following with an inverse Fourier transform with re
spect to k yields, at z = 0, 

!...-p~(O,t} = - f V(z'}t5(t - 2z'}dz' = -...!... v(l..-) . 
az 2 2 

(5.5) 

Equation (5.5) depicts that the Born approximation is 
really doing: imaging the potential profile V(z) from the 
response ap~ / az, which arises from the jump in the scattered 
field at z. The probing wave requires time t /2 to reach loca
tion z = t /2 and the response ap~ / az caused by the jump in 
the field atz = t /2 [due to V(z = t /2) ] requires time t /2 to 
make it back to the surface z = O. Hence examining 
(a /az)p~(O,t) images V(t /2). Conversely, every nonzero 
value of (a /az)p~(o,t) is interpreted as a nonzero value of 
Vet /2), i.e., multiple scattering events are being neglected. 
Note also that Eq. (5.5) is the fundamental identity with the 
scattered field back-propagated to z = 0 without any addi
tional scattering (i.e., using the Born approximation). 

Two other comments should be made. First, iterative 
substitution of p(z,k) in the Lippman-Schwinger equation 
(5.2) will yield contributions to the scattered field due to 
multiple scattering events. The resulting Neumann series 
will converge if V(z) is small (see Simon23

). The nth term of 
this series accounts for scattering events of order n, making it 
the Fourier transform of the Bremmer series. Second, the 
inhomogeneous variable-velocity wave equation can be 
treated as a SchrOdinger equation with potential 
k 2(CO- 2 - c(z) -2). For this problem, an inverse Fourier 
transform of Eq. (5.4) with respect to k yields at z = O. 

co-
2 - C(Z,)-2 = 2 IoU p~(O,t')dt', (5.6) 

where t has been replaced by 2z' for clarity. 
These ideas all generalize to higher dimensions. For ex

ample, if the Born approximation is applied to the definition 
ofthe scattering amplitude Eq. (2.4), the result is 
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A B(k,exej ) = - f V(y)ejk(e,-e,).y d 3y, (5.7) 

and an inverse Fourier transform with respect to k yields 

R [V(x)]~ f V(y)8(t+ (es -ej ) ·y)d 3y 

= - R B(t,e.,ej ), (5.S) 

where the left side of Eq. (5.S) is the Radon trans/arm of 
V(y) (see Deans24 for a discussion of the Radon transform 
and inversion techniques for it). In particular, for back
scattered data (es = - ej ) we have [cf. Eq. (5.5)] 

f V(y)8(t-2ej 'y)d 3y= -RB(t,-ejOej ), (5.9) 

while for transmission data (e. = ei ), we have, from Eq. 
(5.7), 

J V(y)d 3y = -A B(k,ej,ej ). (5.10) 

These equations are all generalizations of the one-dimen
sional results, and illustrate that the Born approximation is a 
single scattering approximation. 

Following Rose et aJ., 2 we also have from Eq. (5.7) that 

Vex) = -Fq-I[AB(k,e.,ei )], (5.11) 

where the inverse Fourier transform is taken with respect to 

q=k(e.-e;). (5.12) 

Equations (5.S) and (5.11) are related by the well-known 
relation (Deans, 24 p. 97) 

FtR(e,_e,) [V(x)] = FxFy [V(x)] I (kX'ky) =q=k(e,-e,). 

(5.13 ) 

Having discussed the Born (single scattering) approxi
mation, we now consider the effect of a single scattering ap
proximation for the layer-stripping procedure (3.3). The 
purpose of the coupled system (3.3a) and (3.3b) is to ac
count for all multiple scattering events. Thus the single scat
tering approximation to the procedure is simply Eq. (3.3c). 
Note that the fundamental identity, Eq. (3.3c), yields Vex) 
without requiring an inverse Radon transform. But when the 
jump in the scattered field q(x,t) is propagated from the 
wave front back to the receiving surface on which data are 
taken, the scattered fields from various points on the wave 
front interfere with each other, and an inverse Radon trans
form becomes necessary to sort out the various contribu
tions. 

To illustrate this point, we now consider two different 
Born approximation inversion methods. The first uses far
field data, in the form of the scattering amplitude, and con
sists of solving Eq. (5.S) for Vex). The other, due to Rose et 
aJ.,2 uses near-field data, and also requires an inverse Radon 
transform. We now show that both of these Born approxi
mation methods are in fact direct consequences of the funda
mental identity 

Vex) = - 2q(x,t = ej • x), (5.14) 

which is the single scattering approximation to the proce
dure (3.3). It should be noted here that since both methods 
rely exclusively on high-k data, the Born (weak scattering) 
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approximation becomes exact. 
To see this explicitly for the far-field data Born approxi

mation method we note that when the Born approximation 
is used inside the Marchenko integral equation (2.S), the 
first term on the right-hand side of (2.S) disappears, and we 
obtain 

B( ) 1 J d R B 2 Ps x,t;ej = - Sr dt (t - es • x,e.,ej)d e •. 

This leads to (recall z = ej • x) 

qB(x,t;ej ) = (~ + :Jp:(x,t;ej ) 

1 f d 2 

= - Sr dt2RB(t-es ·x,e .. ei ) 

(5.15) 

. (I-e. ·e j )d 2e., (5.16) 

and substituting t = ej • x and changing the variable of inte
gration to 8e = ej - e. results in 

2qB(X,t = ej • x;ei ) 

( 5.17) 

since the Jacobian of the transformation is lei - es 12 
= 2(1 - ej • e. ). Butthe right-hand side ofEq. (5.17) is an 

inverse Radon transform (see Deans,24 p. 111), and from 
Eq. (5.S) we see that it is - Vex). Theleft-handsideofEq. 
(5.17) can be identified to 2q (x,t = ej • x;e/) since in high
frequency limit the Born approximation is exact, and Eq. 
(5.4) shows that it is equal to - Vex). This links the two 
approaches together, and proves that they are equivalent. 

The near-field data Born approximation method con
sidered next was given by Rose et aJ. 2 A simple derivation of 
their result is now given. Let B(x) be the jump in the scat
tered field when the wave front passes through x, so that 

B(x) =P.(x,t=ei ·x+;e j ). (5.1S) 

Here B(x) is measured over the surface of a sphere that 
contains the support of Vex) (this is the near-field data). 
Let S be the disk that is the intersection of this sphere with 
the plane X' e1 = h, where e1lei , and h varies, and let 
e* = e1Xei • The situation is illustrated in Fig. 5. We then 
have, using a well-known identity, 

1 Bdr= 1 dSXVB, (5.19) Jas Js 
and taking the dot product with - 2e* gives 

-21 Be*·dr= -21 e*.(dSxVB) 
Jas Js 

= - 2L VB· (e*xdS) 

= L ( -2V B • ei )dS 

= L V(x)dS = R [ Vex) ], (5.20) 

where d S = dS e1 is a differential surface area in the direc
tion e\ and the "miracle" equation (2.11) has been used. By 
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letting ei vary over a half-plane, enough information is 
gained to invert R [V(x)]. Note that the Born approxima
tion is implicitly used in the assumption that all nonzero 
values of B arise from a nonzero value of V(x). However, 
since this method uses only data for large k, multiple scatter
ing events ae negligible and the method is exact. 

To interpret this result, define the positive x, y, and z 
axes to be in the direction e\ e*, and el , respectively [see Fig. 
5 (b) ]. The probing plane wave passes through the origin at 
t = 0, as before. Now, note that e*· dr in Eq. (5.20) is the 
projection of dr on a line L parallel to the y axis. Hence, the 
left side ofEq. (5.20) can be interpreted as minus twice the 
integral of B(x) (the jump in the scattered field at x as the 
wave front passes) over the line L if L lies in the homogen
eous region beyond (i.e., for largez) the support of V(x). To 
see this, note that from the fundamental identity Eq. (3.6) 
that B(x) does not vary in the z direction in the homogen
eous region. Therefore, each point x on as + , the far side of 
as, can be projected to an image point x* on L, as shown in 
Fig. 5(b), and we will have B(x) = B(x*). We also have 
that B(x) on the near side of as is zero. 

This same result follows directly if the fundamental 
identity Eq. (3.6) is integrated over S. The result is 

i 
V(x)dydz= -2i aB dydz 

s s az 

= - 2 r B(x)dy = - 21 B(x)dy, Jas+ L 
(5.21) 

which, by the interpretation given above, is the same as the 
left side ofEq. (5.20). Thus the near-field data Born inver-

(b) 

Incident plane 
wave front 

y 

z 

FIG. S. (a) Setup for the near-field. Born. approximation inverse scattering 
procedure (side view). (b) Setup for the near-field. Born-approximation 
inverse scattering procedure (top view). 
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sion method is also related to the single scattering approxi
mation to the layer-stripping procedure (viz., the fundamen
tal identity). The exact nature of this relation depends on 
how B( x) is computed. If B( x) is computed using exclusive
ly large-k data (by means of the initial value theorem), then 
multiple scattering events are negligible and both methods 
are exact. However, if data at all values of k are to be used to 
computeB(x) (by means ofan inverse Fourier transform), 
then the near-field Born method cannot be so used, and the 
layer-stripping procedure single scattering approximation is 
in fact only approximate. 

As a final note, if source-receiver configurations differ
ent from those considered so far in this paper are employed, 
then Born approximation inversion techniques may involve 
projections other than the Radon transform. For example, if 
an impulsive point source is used to probe the inhomogen
eous region, it might be expected that the response at the 
point source at time 2t might be the spherical mean of V(x) 
over a sphere of radius t centered on the point source. This is 
indeed the case, as is now demonstrated, following Norton 
and Linzer. 25 Application of the Born approximation to the 
Lippman-Schwinger equation for this problem results in 

f 
-ikillo-yl -ikIY-llol 

M(x,k) = e
l 

I V(y) e
l 

I d 3y 
Xo-y y-Xo 

= V(y) d 3y, f 
e-2ikIY-llol 

Iy - Xol 2 
(5.22) 

where the point source and receiver are located at Xo' An 
inverse Fourier transform with respect to 2k results in 

2.J1:(x,2t) = f V(y) 8(t -IY -:0 1) d 3y 
Iy-xol 

= /2 f V(y)8(t-IY-XoI)d3y, (5.23) 

which is the spherical mean of V(x) over a sphere of radius t 
centered on Xo, as expected. Norton and Linzer5 and Faw
cetf6 have obtained analytic inversion formulas for Eq. 
(5.23). Cohen and Bleistein3 obtained an equation similar to 
Eq. (5.23) for the inhomogeneous wave equation in two di
mensions, and they also derived an analytic inversion for
mula. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A fast algorithm for solving SchrOdinger equation in
verse scattering problems has been obtained by utilizing the 
concept of layer stripping. This procedure differentially re
constructs both the scattered wave field and the potential, 
with the potential being obtained from the jump in the scat
tered field at the wave front. Thus the potential is differen
tially reconstructed along the wave front as the probing 
plane wave penetrates the inhomogeneous region. The layer
stripping procedure is "fast" in that it requires fewer compu
tations to reconstruct the potential than the integral equa
tion method of Newton. This results from the fact that the 
procedure takes full advantage of the inherent, causality
induced structure of the inverse scattering problem. 

The fact that near-field, backscattered data are used to 
initiate the procedure makes it more suitable for application 
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to inverse seismic problems than Newton's integral equation 
method, which requires far-field data measured in all direc
tion for incident waves from all directions. This was illus
trated and discussed in Sec. IV. This choice of data also 
avoids the problems of overdetermination and ill-posedness 
that arise in Newton's method, although numerical instabil
ity might be a problem. Of course, data for several directions 
of incidence could be used, and a three-dimensional least
squares fit applied to the resulting potentials as they are com
puted. This should reduce the effect of noise on the recon
structed potentials. The numerical performance of this algo
rithm, and the effects of noisy and band-limited data on its 
operation is an important topic that requires more research. 

The coupling in the layer-stripping algorithm (3.3) ac
counts for multiple scattering events. Neglecting this cou
pling left Eq. (3.3c), which is also the fundamental identity 
Eq. (2.11). This equation yields the potential directly from 
the jump in the scattered field at the wave front. Propagation 
ofthis field to the surfaces on which data are collected leads 
to complications that are manifested in Born approximation 
inversion methods by the appearance of the Radon trans
form. Two different Born approximation inversion methods 
were derived and interpreted, and were then related to the 
wave field induced by the fundamental identity. This illus
trated the single scattering assumptions inherent in the un
coupled layer stripping procedure and in the Born inversion 
procedures themselves. These latter procedures are exact 
only if high-energy data are used exclusively. 

It is important to note that the layer-stripping algorithm 
is in principle exact, since it is equivalent to the Schrodinger 
equation itself. In addition, it uses data of all energies, in
stead of relying only on high-energy data as does the Born 
approximation. It is in fact a differential method that is dual 
to Newton's integral equation method, but it is considerably 
more efficient, since it avoids solving infinitely many three
dimensional integral equations. 
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The Feynman rules for the Anderson model with a (2J + 1) -component localized spin are 
formulated by means of a generalized Wick's expansion together with the reduction formulas in 
the thermo-field-dynamics. In the U-'oo limit, Feynman rules for arbitrary J correspond closely 
to those for the case J = ~ and may be obtained from them by a simple replacement rule. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The many-body effects ansmg from interactions 
between localized electrons and conduction electrons con
tain many field-theoretical problems, such as a strong cou
pling theory, a localized-delocalized problem, and the 
Kondo effect. There are many publications on these prob
lems to study using the diagrammatic method. 1-5 Although 
the perturbation scheme may break down in some parameter 
regions, we hope to extend its applicability if we combine the 
self-consistency4.s or the renormalization group idea.6 De
spite the fact that the Bethe ansatz method7 gives us an exact 
solvable method for the single impurity problems in the 
Kondo modelS or the Anderson model (in the U-. 00 limit), 
diagrammatic approaches are still actively studied because a 
related but more difficult problem of the Kondo and the 
Anderson lattices still poses a considerable challenge to 
theoretical physicists. Analysis of the lattice is quite impor
tant since the lattice Anderson model, for example, is consid
ered to be a suitable model for the lattice Kondo effect, va
lence instabilities,9 moment formation in metals,1O metal 
insulator transition, II and recently discovered heavy fer
mion superconductivity.12 Recently a systematic diagram
matic method 13 for the Anderson model was proposed based 
on the real time finite temperature field theory, thermofield 
dynamics {TFD).14 Feynman rules presented in Ref. 13 are 
different from those in the conventional field theory owing 
to the fact that free field operators form a closed algebra 
different from the harmonic oscillator type and that certain 
bosonic operators exist, in that algebra, that commute with 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian (let us call these operators 
zero-energy bosonic operators). A systematic treatment of 
zero-energy bosonic operators was discussed in Ref. 13 for 
the first time. In this paper we extend the results of Ref. 13 
for the case of spin-~ to the general case of a (2J + 1 )-spin, 
clarifying the mathematical structure to arrive at the gener
alized Feynman rules. As the following argument will dem
onstrate, the diagram method is based on a systematic use of 
the projection operators PI (n) (see the following) and the 
thermal state condition in TFD. IS 

II. THE (2J + 1)-COMPONENT ANDERSON MODEL 

The (2J + 1) -component Anderson model is given by 
the following Hamiltonian, H = Ho + HI: 

Ho = Efn + ~ n(n - 1) + J d 3x Ct(X)E( - iV)c(x) , 

(1) 

HI = f d3X~ Vmu(x) [It;. cu(x) + c~ (x)/m] , (2) 

where c(x) is the conduction electron field, 
1m (m = - J, - J + 1, ... ,J) is the localized electron opera
tor, n = I.m/~/m' and Vmu(x) is the potential created by 
the localized spin at x = 0 and projects out the total angular 
momentum J state from the conduction electron field. Since 
lis fermionic, the eigenvalues of n can only assume values in 
the range 0 to (2J + 1). 

We introduce the operator 5m by 

5m = Po(n)/m , (3) 

where Po(n) is the projection operator for the n = 0 state 
and is given by 

Po(n) = (1- n)(2 - n)· .. (2J + 1 - n)/(2J + I)!. 
(4) 

In general we denote the projection operator for n = I state 
by PI (n). Noting that 

PI(n)PI,(n) =0, forI #1' , 

PI (n)2 = PI (n) , 

(5a) 

(5b) 

it is easy to see that 

[Ho'p/(n)lm] = - (Ef+1U)PI(n)jm' (6) 

On the other hand, we have 

Po(n)/m =lmPI(n) , (7a) 

Po(n)fl,. =0, (7b) 

and 

P/(n)/:"lm, =1t...fm,P1(n) , (7c) 
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which leads to the result 

SmSm' =0, 

Sm' S~ = 8mm,Po(n) , 

X ,=l-tm ~ , = P1(n)F " mm ~ ~m mm 

with 

Fmm' f~/m" 
Thus, we obtain the following algebra 

[Ho'Sm] = - E~m , 

{Sm,Sm,} = 0, 

Mmm'=={Sm'S~,} = 8mm,Po(n) + P1(n)Fm'm . 

We also have 

~M -8 ~ 
~l mm' - m'l~m' 

Mmm,SI = 8mm,SI , 

which leads to the result 

[S/.Mmm, ] = c~~, S/' , 
with 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

(8d) 

(9) 

( 10) 

(11 ) 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(13) 

(14) 

In order to treat the finite temperature regime we must 
associate with each operator a thermal doublee4

; for exam
ple, S is replaced by Sa (a = 1,2). The generalization of 
(9)-( 11) in TFD is given by 

A 

[Ho,S:'] = - EfS:' , (15) 
• A 1 2 

wlthHo=Ho -Ho,and 

{S:"S::,',} = 0, 

{S:"S::,'t} = 8aa' M::'m' , 

[Si,M~m' ] = ~8ar c~~, S/' , 

where 

~ = 1 (a = 1), 

= - 1 (a = 2), 

and 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

M::'m' = Pg (n)8mm, + Pf (n) F::"m,F::"m = ~ It; I:' . 
(20) 

The relation (8c) now reads as 

X::'m' =~S:,t S::,. =Pf (n)F::'m" (21) 

A rather remarkable feature of the result contained in 
Eqs. (16) - ( 18) is the fact that the operators Sand M form a 
closed algebra. This considerably simplifies the calculation 
of time ordered products of the operators S m , 

(Ts:\ Uj ) ... S~i un se:!, (t l ) .. • S~ (t/») , 

where T denotes the time-ordered products in TFD. This is 
of particular importance when we consider the limiting case 
U--. 00, since in this limit only the S contribution to I re
mains. However, it should be noted that the results con
tained in this paper involve no assumptions about the size of 
U. Furthermore the additional terms involving (f - S), 
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FIG. 1. Diagrammatic expres
sion for S and st. 

which occur in the U =1= 00, may be evaluated by methods 
analogous to those described here for the S products. 

By use of the algebra contained in Eqs. (17) and (18), 
we can remove the S operators successively by means of the 

reduction formulas given in Ref. 13. Namely sa' (t ') and 

Sat(t) are contracted to give the propagator sa'au, - t) 

defined by 

sa'a(t' - t) = _,_' f dw e - ;",(t - t') 

2fT 

X UF(w) [w - Ef + i81'] -I U~(w) , 

(22) 

with the appropriate weight associated with the end points. 
In Eq. (22), U F (w) denotes the fermionic thermal transfor
mation matrix given by 

1 (efl"'12 1) 
UF (w) = _8",/2 • 

~eP'" + 1 - 1 r; 

(23) 

The appropriate weights are summarized diagrammatically 
in Fig. 1; sa behaves as an annihilation operator, while sat 
behaves both as a creation operator with weight M and as the 
vertex with the weight ~ c, where c is the matrix given in 
( 14). After all the S operators have been removed in this way 
we are left with the time-ordered products involving only M; 
(TMa,(tI)'" MaIUI» . Themulti-M function may be eval
uated in a variety of ways. In the following, we present one 
repesentative method. 

First, we note the relation 

(TMa'(tI)'" Mal(tt» 

= (Po(n» + (P1(n)TFa'(tI)'" Fal(tt». (24) 

Here we have used (5b), (7c), (8d), (11), and 
[ Pt (n),H 0] = O. In the derivation of Eq. (24) we made 
successive use of the thermal state condition 
(Pi .. ,) = (PI' .. ). We can write 

Fmm' = U ~ 1 [8mm,n + ~ (A;)m'm F;], (25) 

where 

A; (i= 1,2, ... ,(U+ l)X(2J+ 1)-1) 

are (U + 1) X (U + 1) matrices, which are both Hermi
tian and traceless and which satisfy 

Tr[AtA)] = 8ij , (26) 

and the Fi are given by 

F; = L f~ (A;) mm.fm •. (27) 
m,m' 
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With this notation, we have 

d~~, = U ~ 1 [ - U8mm , 811 , + ~ (Ai )mm' (Ai)l/'] . 

(28) 

Then from (21), (24), and PI (n)n = PI (n), it follows that 
(TMa,(t , ) ... Ma'(t

l
)} 

= (PoCn» + 1 I (p,(n)T{1 + ~ A. F~i (t.) 
(U + 1) 7' I I I 

+ 2: Ai F~i (tj )Aj F? (tj) 
j,j 

+ '" + AI, Fr.' (tl ) ... Ail F~' (tl))) (29a) 

1 1 
= (Po(n» + I (P1(n» + I 

(U + 1) (U + 1) 

X {+ (A j X~i (tj» 

+ ~ (TAl X~i (t1)A.j X;j (tj» + ... } . (29b) 
IJ 

Here use was made of Eq. (21). It now remains to calculate 

products ofthe form (T X~' (t l )··· X~I (t/» . 
To evaluate such terms diagrammatically, we look for a 

reduction formula for the quantities of the form 

(T X~: (tt)'" X~: (1/» with 

where A stands for any (U + 1) X (U + 1) matrix. Note 
that we have 

(31a) 

In particular, when A = Ai' we have 

[s~,xn = 8aY
EYA/S Y • (3Ib) 

Then Eqs. (16)-(21) together with the relation Po(n) 
X • = 0 give the following reduction formulas: 

mm 

(TS~ (t')X~: (tl)'" X~: (tj)s7 t (1» 

= saP(t' - t)c5ml [(Po(n» + (U + 1) -I (P, (n» ], 

fori=O, (32) 

=SaP(t' - t)(TXfm (t) X~: (tl)'" X~: (tl» 

+ >. Saaj(t' - tj) (Aj )mkEQj 
tJ 

X (TX~: (t,) ... s~j (tj ) ... X~: (tl) s~t (t) , 

for ;=10, (33a) 

= (TX 1m (t')X~: (t,) ... X~: (ti»SaPU'-t) 

+ 2: (TS~ (t') X~: (tl)'" s~jt (tj)'" X~: (tl» 
k,j 

X Eaj(Aj hmSajP(tj - t) , 

for i=lO. (33b) 

(30) Multiplying both sides of (33) with Aim , we obtain 

j 

+ 2: ~Saaj(t' - tj)(TX~ (t,t) X~: (tIF·X~: (t/» 
j 

= - (TX~ (t') X~: (tl)'" X~~ (t1»~SaP(t' - t) 

j 

+ 2: (TX~~ (fj,t') X~: (tl ) ... X~: (t;) )€ajSaj
{3(tj - t) , 

j 

(34a) 

(34b) 

when ;;>2. Here, use was made of the notationX~B (t,t') = ~Sa(t)tASP(t') , The notation J.. in Eqs. (34) indicates that 

the operator X ~ (Ij) has been omitted from the time ordered product. 
Since (25) gives 

XA = (A )PI (n) + 2: (AA,. )Xa 
a 

with the definition (A)==(U + 1) -, tr A, (34) gives 

(TX!' (t,t') X~: (tt)'" X~: (t;» 

= - ~SaP(t' - 1) [(A)(TX~: (t,) ... X~: (tl) > + + (AAa) (TX~ (t)X~J (t,) ... X~: (1;) ) 

j 

+ ~ ~Saaj(t' - tj)(TXAAj(t,tj) X~: (t,)':::X~: (t/» 
J 
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for i#O. In particular, when we assume a={3 and 
t ' = t - E" 0, Eq. (34) gives 

(TX~ (t) X~: (tt)'" X~: (ti» 

=-~-LE"Saaj(t-t)(TX~ (t,t) 
cos 8f j ~ 

j 

XX~: (tt)-:-;'X~: (ti» (37a) 

=-~-L (TX~~ (tl,t) 
cos 8f ) 

j 

XX~: (tt)-:-;'X~: (ti»€aWaja(tj -t), (37b) 

where use was made of the relation 

E"saa( - €a O) = sin2 8f = 1/(~EI + 1) . 

With the particular choice, A =Aa andAj =Aj , (37) reads 
as 

(TX~ (t) Xf' (tt ) ... X~i (ti» 

= _1_ ~ E"Saaj(t _ t.) (TX:':'j (t,t.) 
cos2 8

f 
f J U J 

j 

XXf' (tt) ... X~i (ti» , (38a) 

j 

xXf' (tt):::Xf' (ti»)EakSaja(tj -t), (38b) 

where X a{J means E" rat A It. e- {J 
aJ ~ a}~' 

The structure ofthe reduction formula presented in Eqs. 
( 34) and (35) are analogous to those obtained in Ref. 13. 
We can therefore simplify the reduction formula in an analo
gous manner to that presented in Ref. 13. Further reduction 
can be achieved by substitution of (36) into (38). If we in
troduce the notation (i j ... ) = (A iA)''') together with the 
relation (ikj) = - (jki) we obtain, for t~2, 

(TX~ (t) Xf' (tl)'" X~i (ti» 

= (cos2 Of) -I { _ ~ E"Saaj(t _ tj )Eaj 

+ L EajSaja(tj - t)E"Saak(t - t
k

) 

k.j 

gAj 

FIG. 2. Feynman rules for sand st. 
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(39) 

TABLE I. Values of A and g. 

A 
g 

I 
o 

1I(2J + I) 
o 

1/(2J + 1) 

1I(2J + I) 

The reduction formulas (32)-(37) are equivalent to 
those presented in Ref. 13 (in which J = ~ was considered) 
when we make the following replacements: 

(n)-(P1(n», (1- n)-(Po(n», (2 - n)-(Pol) ' 

where the projection operator POI is defined as 

Podn)==(2/ + l)Po(n) + PI(n) . 

(4Oa) 

(4Ob) 

(41) 

Therefore the generalized Feynman rules given in Ref. 
13 may be extended to higher values of the multiplicity J 
when we make the above replacements. The rules are sum
marized in Fig. 2 and the weight factors A and g are given in 
Table I. 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We close this paper emphasizing again that if we restrict 
ourselves to time-ordered products involving only $ opera
tors, then all of the formulas presented in this paper are true 
for any value of J and U. In the limit U- 00, we have 

(Po) = 1/(1 + (2/ + l)e -PEl), 

(PI) = (2/ + l)e- PEII(l + (2/ + l)e- PE/) , (42) 

which gives 

(POI) = (2/ + 1)( 1+ e -PEf)/(1 + (2/ + l)e -PEl). 

As pointed out earlier in the limit U = 00, we require the 
multipoint functions consisting only of $. When U # 00 , 

there appear other eigenoperators besides $. The calculation 
oftheir multipoint functions may be evaluated by using dia
grammatic rules similar to the ones presented in this paper. 
For example, the operators 'TIm and'TI!. defined by 

'TIm = P2Jfm, 'TI!. =f!. P2J , (43) 

also form a closed algebra as 

{'TI!.,'TIm,}=P2J+It5mm' +P2Jfmf~, 

= <Pmm, (44) 

and 

(45) 

Thus nearly all ofthe present analysis may be used to calcu
late a time ordered product of the form 

(T'YIa , (tI)'" 'YIa , (t.) 'YI+ Y'." 'YI+ Y1 (t~» ·,m t ·,mt I ·'mj ·'m; J 

with very little modification. The application of the dia
grammatic techniques described here and in Ref. 13 to spe
cific problems of interest is currently in progress. 
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